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TECMAR

s&JLj^
Encode/Decode
Ensures the security of your files.
Clock/ Calendar
Automatically inserts the date and time

when you

turn on your computer.

Calculator

Does your figuring

in

background mode so you
won't have to change
programs.

Memo
Personalized form letters
Uses your file to personalize

your

letters

and make

'mm

Writes

memos and
keeps a

labels.

written

record of

each one.

Appointment
Reminder
know where
and when.

>>>s

Lets you
to be

Tecmar thinks your PC
As your business grows, so should your
computer. Only Tecmar offers you this unique
package of hardware and free software. With it
your PC can grow to its full potential.

With a Tecmar board you can run powerful programs like Lotus 1-2-3™* and WordStar n on a
PCjr. The RamSpooler makes printing a background task and frees your PC for other jobs.
clock calendar automatically inserts
the date and time at power on and is independently powered by an easily replaced battery.
Every Tecmar multifunction board is run
through a series of rigorous tests to ensure quality.
A. built-in

Tecmar Multifunction Boards

. .

"extremely powerful:'- PC World
A Tecmar board will expand your computer's

memory and
It

will give

increase its speed and efficiency.
you additional ports to accommodate

a wide range of peripherals from modems and
plotters to dot matrix and letter quality printers.

Our incredibly low

failure rate (0.4%) is un-

paralleled. All boards are additionally

by a

full

one -year warranty.

backed

,

Rolodex

Banner
Allows you to print
sizes.

Even

in

a variety of type

large banners!

t

name and number

Finds the
you need instantly without
changing programs.
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POWER
Hardware Diagnostics
PCs memory and parallel

Tests your

ports to stop problems before they

happen

Personal Finance
Balances your
checkbook

and helps
you keep an
inventory

should do all of the above.
Free Software

"... a chest ofJewels."- PC Week
Great hardware deserves great software. So, if
you buy a Tecmar board we'll give you our
Treasure Chest™ of Software at no extra charge.
The Treasure Chest consists of 24
programs that include business
applications, a calculator, a
security system, hardware diag

even games! Most of
these can be run in background
mode with programs like Lotus
1-2-3 and WordStar. Using these

features is as easy as a couple of keystrokes,
and without changing disks. No other companj
offers you such an extensive array of software
with their multifunction boards.
So, ask your dealer for a demonstratioi
of any of Tecmar's multifunction
boards. And check out the free

nostics,

software while you're there. Or|
call

216-349-0600

for the dealer

nearest you.

Tecmar
THE POWER BEHIND THE PC
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Lotus

1

tRotode*
is a

2 3
is a

is

a registered trademark of the Lotus

Development Corporation

registered trademark of the Rolodex Corporation

ff WordStar

registered trademark ot the MicroPro International Corporation

*
mailable for the

IBM PC,

.

.

AT, XT, jr.;

'

and true compatibles

GOT YOUR
SIDEKICK YET?
The Super Organizer
Whenever you're using your
uter

.

.

ready to serve. And

.

\\tftf

start to finish of

from

.

•
•

•

session Sidekick™ will be there

•

it's

as lightning-

and compact as only Borland knows

t

make

to

'

it

There's a notepad that has a

tip

your notes, and then save them

You can even

L

hill-

editor that can time and date

i

to

pull information into

notepad directly from the screen of
"underlying" software.

Suppose you're working

phone suddenly

:

i

call

and

pops

it

rings.

right

in Lotus

and

Give your Sidekick

up over Lotus with

notepad you need. Or an appointment

!

one you can never misplace.

..

What

A

n?

or.
i

if

you need to do a quick

calcula

keystroke instantly brings up the

And

hat's

W> tusl

'

2
*!i

cal-

m

Here

the results of your calculations

OH*'

„

even be transferred to your "underlying

screen

SJ*c*—

to make a phone call? Up pops your
phone directory. Type in the name you
... and Sidekick jumps right to the phone
umber. Another keystroke, and the phone is

Need

or

it

tkadly dialed for you.'

•

There's lots more, too. You can

move

window

We

for each of Sidekick's features.

designed

it

because

we needed
to

SIDEKICK
50

SOU

down

a note.

mly uith Haya Smartmttdm and compatibles

it.

If

do a quick

WHETHER YOU'RE RUNNING
LOTUS, WORDSTAR, dRASE OR WHATEVER
JUST A KEYSTROKE

you've

ever been writing a report and needed

IS

•<

the Sidekick

anywhere on the screen you like. And you can have
screen at a time as you need. There's even an

many on

line help

jot

then you need Sidekick, loo.

•

calculation.

AND A SIDEKICK WINDOW
OPENS

.

.

,1

•

A CALCULATOR

•

AN APPOINTMENT CALENDAR

Tl<)\

A NOTEPAD

0,1 $5,000 PROBLEM
,am Ra> i'< ui K<

'

AN AUTO DIALER
A PHONE DIRECTORY
AN

ASCII TABLE

»

YOU CAN ORDER YOUR COPY OF SIDEKICK™ TODAY!
"For VISA

(lines

j

Please be sure your computer
true compatible!

I~ $49.95
Non-copy protected

Version: $79.95
$5.00 shipping
j (Plus

and handling.)

Money Order
MasterCard
Expiration Date
VCJr.

n mm«&

D

is

an IBM PC, AT, XT,

jr.,

or

NAME

B BORlPflD ^
»

ADDRESS
CITY/STATE/ZIP

_

NTERNATI0NAL

TELEPHONE

Card#
I

call Toll Free 1-800-255-8008 in California 1-800-742-1133
open 24 hours, 7 days a week) Dealer Distributor Inquiries Welcome 408-438-8400

and MasterCard orders

add 6% sales tax. Outside USA. add $15.00. (II outside ol
USA. payment must be by bank draft payable in the U.S. and in U.S. dollars.)
Sorry, no COD. or Purchase Orders.
SG24

California residents
.

p**t*d
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Borland International
4113 Scotts Valley Drive

Scotts Valley. California 95066

TELEX: 172373

s
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A BUREAUCRAT'S

GUIDE TO WORD PROCESSING
Now, if it were you or and we
wanted a word processing program
our IBM-type PC, we'dprobably
stop off at our local computer
store and simply diddle with a few.
You and however, are not
the US. Department of Agriculture.
(Nor any of its permutations
of subsystems like the Economic
I

for

I,

Research Service, National ReDurces Economics Division, Data
services Center, etc.,

etc.)

So when the USDA told
ERS to tell NRED and DSC to look
into
for

a truckJoad of w.p. programs
their PCs, the last thing they

all

wanted was simple diddling. Their
dedicated Wangs and Lexitrons
were far too few to handle their

THIM ARE TNI PACKAGES
THE COMMITTEE EVALUATED:

needs, their IBM® PCs weren't
compatible with them anyway, and
nobody really, quantifiably, knew
from word processing with a per-

and Samna,'" since

sonal computer.
Definitely not a diddling-mode
condition.

As they put it in The Exchange,
an

internally distributed publication
of the Department of Agriculture:
"A needs assessment showed that,
in the long-term, a word processing
system is needed that can increase

word processing capability and
be compatible with ERS' Long
Range Information Management

goals."

"Needs assessment" led

to "procurement action,"
which galloped into an "objective
swiftly

review of

the. eight

top-rated

PC

programs on the market (as compiled by The Ratings Book published by Software Digest along
with Wordstar® and Display Write 2,
because they had some around.
Thus armed with the names,
),

evaluators (a team of secretaries from NRED who would be the
primary users of the PC software)
became armed with each of the
programs, along with checklists to
record such things as ease of use,

the

final

advanced

and

to
their existing dedicated equipment.
The first to be eliminated from
the prospect list were Office Writer'"
features,

copy-

Volkswriter® Deluxe'"
MultiMate'"

also

Well.

they're

protected and couldn't be transferred to hard disks.
Next, IBM's Display Write 2:
because it's "not compatible with
other software used in ERS (like
Lotus 1-2-3.'" dBASE II,® etc.); and
it's "full of confusing menu options
and cryptic error messages." Au
revoir IBM.
Then, three more, for a variety |
of reasons.
Which left the following:

similarity

THIM WERE THE FINALISTS:

Leading Edge"
Volkswriter Deluxe? "Too
complicated and confusing." Not
"easy to learn or use!"
MultiMate? Not bad. It actue
tied the winner in a few categories.
The winner being the one that
won 82% of the votes in the Ease
of Use/Ease of Learning categories.
The one about which they said,
The ability to store deleted text and
automatic document backup features were both highly desirable."
The one they thought they'd quickly
"be able to use ... for their day-today word processing tasks"
The whole process took some
three months of work by people
in DSC to support the NRED in
its work with the ERS and DSC
to make the world a better place
for the USDA.
But the results were well
worth the wait. Because at last
they've solved their worda
processing problems
"With Leading Edge!" »D
•«
.

.

.

X\
i

(.

I

I

THIS WAS THE WINNER:

LEADING EDGE
LEADING IDGI WORD PROCESSING
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MANAGING YOUR MONEY
is,

simply the finest

personal financial

management

on the market'
program
^^
MAGAZINE
PFRSONAL SOFTWARE MAGAZINE.
PERSONAL

"The

mecfl

first

fully- integrated

program
that really makes
a computer for
the home worth

financial

the money."
SEYMOUR MERRIN
COMPUTER WORKS OF CT

%'

l

-

rr^ r af t y

LET

ANDREW TOaUS

WHILE YOUR COMPUTER
YOUR MONEY EFFECTIVELY

also

most complex
personal finan-

dilemmas

with impressive
clarity

and

frequent twists
of wit."
FORBES.
APRIL 9. 1984

complete home
finance package
seen.

"can explain the

cial

MANAGING YOUR MONEY'

"MANAGING
YOUR MONEY
is the most

I've

A

1984
JULY. 19

Andrew Tobias'
new program

"You'd expect

MANAGING
YOUR MONEY

It's

about the

to be difficult
to use and full

most easy-to-use
software
package I've ever

of financial
jargon.

encountered'.'

It isn't."

COMPUTES PC SPCir.

KEN USTONS ILLUSTRATED
GUIDE TO THE IBM PC

MAY 1984
0«liwrs«onfOfeuPC.XTConipaqandnowforPCjrwitti?56K Cartndgevef*on»«lattefwPCr*ll

The only financial software you'll ever need. The easiest financial software you'll ever use.
your checkPook.
It's seven programs in one. It prepares your Pudget and Palances
calculates your net worth. It helps manage your stock portfolio. It calculates your taxes.
estimates your life insurance needs. It analyzes loans and helps you do retirement planning.
It reminds you of important dates. No need for a big, bulky manual.
With MANAGING YOUR MONEY™ all the help you need is constantly on-line, on the computer.
And everything is integrated so you only need to enter data once.
It

It

mec/i

Software that makes your
TM
personal computer worth having:
c 1984. MICRO

EDUCATION CORPORATION OF AMERICA. 285 RIVE WIDE AVENUE WESTPORT CT 06880-120 51 22? 1000
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STEPHEN

B.

GRAY

THE
EARLY DAYS
of Personal Computers
Twenty years

was the

Will interested readers please

computers editor on Electronics magazine at McGraw-Hill, I realized there
was much I could learn from building
a computer. It didn't take long to And
out how difficult it was just to get
started. There were no kits, no "cook-

write to me, giving details on their proposed or in-the-works computers, such
as word length, number of instructions,
sources of parts and schematics, clever

ago, while

I

solutions to previous problems, etc.?

some or

sections.

began to

After several years of trying to
build a digital computer in my spare
time, I began to realize how difficult it
must be for other hobbyists. So, to solicit information to help me build a ma-

the

information

my

own,

I

had been able to learn on
sent

I

little

a

letter

to

seven

and computer trade magaand three hobby publications on

electronics

zines

May

5,

1966:

This
ers

is

who

an invitation to those readare

building

their

own

computers to join the Amateur Computer Society, a nonprofit group open
to anyone interested in building and
operating a digital computer that will
at least perform automatic multiplication and division, or is of a comparable

Response to the Letter
Five

of the
of the

all

magazines
letter,

arrive. The original idea of
Amateur Computer Society, or
ACS, was a membership organization

with chapters and a newsletter or two.
But the people who wrote in were so
widely scattered that local chapters
never got beyond the idea stage.
Initially, more than 160 men (but
not one woman) wrote from five countries and 27 states, and 1 10 eventually
became early "members" of the ACS,
although the most they got was the
newsletter
$3 for the 1 1 issues in the
first
volume, from August 1966 to
December 1968; $3 for the 12 issues of
Volume II, from April 1969 to March
1972; and $5 for the 15 issues of Volume III, from June 1972 to June 1976.
Only two issues of Volume IV were

—

published: August and

ACS

December

1976;

The society publishes a bimonthly
newsletter containing problems and answers, information about where to get
parts and schematics and cheap ICs,

discontinued, with these words:

articles

on subjects such as Tele-

type equipment and checking out magnetic cores.
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printed

and responses

complexity.

and

lasted."

ACS membership never totalled
more than a few hundred. Nor did I
try actively to increase the

books." Computer textbooks usually
contained partial schematics, but none
told how to connect
the various

chine and to share what

input, and this input has dwindled
.... Thank you for your support over
the last 10'/2 years. It was fun while it

the

Newsletter was then

"Times have changed, and now
that kits are so prevalent, there are
other publications that serve the readpurpose better than the ACS
Newsletter. Also, the ACS Newsletter
always depended heavily upon reader

number, be-

cause of the work involved in producing even a few hundred copies of each
issue in my spare time. I was doing all
the work, including typing, collating,
folding, stuffing, and stamping. Had
there been enough potential advertisers, the newsletter might have been
turned into a magazine, but up until
1974 (and even later) there weren't
enough to permit starting up a magazine devoted to computer-building.
Each of the first half dozen issues
of the ACS Newsletter was devoted
mostly to an individual topic such as
sources of schematics, input/output
(mainly Teletype), logic circuits, memory, designing a computer kit for the

ACS, mounting and

interconnections,
reference sources (where to find articles

and books about computers),

etc.

Responses from prospective members ranged all the way from "I've been
thinking about building a computer for

some time"

(two dozen of these)
through "I have the shift registers
completed" (a dozen of these) to "I've

build a computer and am
programming it" (two of these).

now

ers'

Building a

Back

in

Computer

in

1966

the mid-sixties, to build a

1
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utf

his

desk

in

1981 with a

Scelbi-8B, the business version. Behind him,

the

^

GRAY

Nat Wads worth at

tOH^
(kVl

B.

first

Hi*

ad

^^^
^•J

»»»!„,>'

computer using a
microprocessor was
for the Scelbi 8-H

for a personal

dfl
\nt

^

JP^^^

'**

QST magazine.

gave the survey results.
Most of those who returned the
survey form planned on using core
memory, the hardest part of the computer to get working; most wanted 4K.
or 8K words, but few got core up and
running.
Teletype was the most

common

input/output device. Some members
also used paper tape. Nixie readout
tubes,
magnetic tape, and electromechanical typewriters.

simple computer accumulator, which
could do no more than add successive
inputs, using toggle switches for input
and lamps for output, cost several dollars per bit. To build an extremely simple "computer" with four-bit words
and without memory, and which divided the easy way (by repeated
subtraction without shifting), could

two or three hundred
Used vacuum tube

cost

dollars.

computers
were occasionally available, but such
machines brought with them problems
of si/e. power requirements, airconditioning, and tube replacement
costs.

Used transistor computers were
seldom available at a price a hobbyist
could afford; a Recomp III. even at
five percent of its original cost, was still
S4750. The cheapest third generation

computer was

made

8/E,

still

by

expensive: a
Digital

PDP-

Equipment

Corp cost $5000 without a Teletype.
Building one's own computer was
such a complicated undertaking that
very few were ever completed, and
nearly all of those were built by
.

electronics engineers working in the
data processing industry.

The main problem

building a
is) the many

in

computer was (and still
technologies involved. Computer
companies had specialists in logic,
input/output, core memory, mass
memory, peripherals, and other areas.
To build one's own computer required
learning a great deal about each one.
If the computer hobbyist was an
electronics engineer working for a

computer manufacturer, he could drop
in on a friend down the hall or in the
next building and ask what kind of
drivers might be needed for a core

8 CRFATIVE COMPUTING/NOVEMBER
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memory

with

such-and-such

specs.

Most hobbyists had no such

resources.
In addition to having to learn a
great deal about computer electronics,

hobbyist also had to get into
mechanical areas such as packaging,
back-plane wiring, metal working,
the

plastics,

and many

Clock speeds of the amateur
computers averaged 0.5 MHz.
Generally speaking, beginning
amateurs hoped to use a large number
of instructions, between 50 and 100.
Those who had gotten fairly well into
the construction used no more than 1
to 34.

The average

to ten milliseconds.

The number of
from two
popular.

Magnetic drum memories were
sometimes available, but usually from
equipment that had been sledgehammered before being discarded, and
thus were often damaged. Read/write
heads only a few thousandths of an
inch out of alignment can scratch a
drum surface beyond repair.
A variety of core memories was
available, but, as one computer memory engineer put it at the time, "The
used and surplus memory planes I have
seen on the market arc real antiques.
There are several possible reasons for
core planes being in the reject bin. One
is that too many cores in the matrix
needed to be replaced. Another is that
too many were replaced to pass the
quality control requirements of a given
project." In seeking core memories, the
to

be

words

12 bits for

The speed required for addition
ranged from eight microseconds down

each.

others.

Memory

buyer thus had
knowledgeable.

length of data

and instruction words was

extremely

As for tape drives, one surplus
company advertised a Potter model
without electronics or even a rack for
$150.

to

11,

registers ranged
with three the most

One member

for

data,

two
one

five

for

projected

memory, two for
operation code, and

registers for

address.

As to "cost so far." the range was
from zero to $1500, with an average
(among those reporting a cost) of $650.
For "estimated cost when complete,"
range was from $300 to "over
$10,000," with an average of $2100.
the

Education
One of the most significant areas
on the survey was education. Most of
those responding had at least one techdegree. After noting this high
of education among the memberACS Newsletter commented:
"Because the greatest majority of
those sending in the survey have technical degrees, and because those who
sent it in are among those who have
advanced the most with their computers, it seems that lack of a technical
education is holding back many ACS
members from pushing ahead with
their machines, or perhaps from just
getting started. Unlike amateur radio,
nical
level

ship, the

The Average ACS Computer

there just

In the seventh issue of the ACS
Newsletter,
dated November 1967,
a survey form was included asking for
details of each member's computer,
whether in the works or only in the
planning stages. The next newsletter

information available on how to build
computers."
Several members gave progress reports on the survey form: "Teletype

isn't

enough

circuit

level

controller and memory operational.
Can presently transfer data from Tele-

.
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And
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are,
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disks won't.
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type to register to

Delay
solved

memory and

memory

line

stability

back.

problems

—successfully retrieved data

af-

ter eight hours." Later,

he had to drop
memory, because of poor

the delay line
long term stability.

would work fine
would shift by one

B.

GRAY

Tht seventh issue of the

ACS Newsletter showed
IBM computer cards
adopted for use

in

homebrew computer.

It

for a while, but later

two bits, throwing it out of
synchronization with the external
clock. He tried core memory, then
or

bought a used magnetic drum memory
taken from an airborne computer for
$100, giving him

8K

words.

Innovate or Copy?

Many non-engineer ACS members,
unable to design their own
computers, tried copying existing designs. Several patterned their instruc-

IBM 1401 or
One Long Island
software similar to that of

tion set after that of the

IBM

1620 computer.

member had

the 1620 and hoped that his "IBM
1620 Model III" would be about 25
percent faster than IBM's 1620 Mod
II,

and would have

all

of

its

60-plus

instructions.

Most members who borrowed an
instruction set already in use were
copying that of the PDP-8 family,
manufactured by Digital Equipment
Corp. By that time, DEC had sold
more than 10,000 of the PDP-8, which
was attractive because of its comparatively low price, variety of programs
available, and a simple yet powerful set
of instructions.

Completed Computers
Only two of those surveyed reported being anywhere near completion of their computers.
Jim Sutherland, an engineer with
Westinghouse in Pittsburgh, noted that
his Echo IV took a year to build and
would need ten years to program. Echo
IV was seven feet long, one and a half
feet deep, and six feet high. The central
processor was complete but, as with
all amateur computers, the input/output system was still growing.
Echo IV used 2N404 transistors
and
logic elements; the
gates were originally used in process
control systems built by Westinghouse
a dozen years before, and had been declared scrap. The gates were mounted
on etched circuit boards with 35-pin
connectors.
total of 120 boards of 16
types was used in the entire system.

NOR

NOR

A

The memory unit, an Ampex
4096-RQ-30A, came from an obsolete
10 CREATIVE COMPUTING/NOVEMBER 1984

process control computer. Memory cycle time was six microseconds, but
since the
gates required from one
to three microseconds to switch, the
add time was pushed up to 216

isters,

Electronics Mark-8 kit, Hal Chamberlain's HAL-4096 computer, and several
of the early commercial kits and boards.
Only two issues were published of Volume IV in 1976; these dealt exclusively
with commercial kits and peripherals
as well as several products shown at
the first personal computing show in

ory.

Atlantic City.

NOR

microseconds.

Echo IV had

four flip-flop reg-

and three registers in core memThere were 8K words of 15-bit
core memory; clock speed was 160
KHz; and there were 18 instructions.
Input was by six alphanumeric
control keyboards, eight -channel paper tape reader, 15 interrupts, and 75

relay-contact closures. Output included two printers, 60 relay-contact
closures, eight-channel paper tape
punch, and four digital clocks. Interconnections were wire wrapped.

The ACS Newsletter
The first volume of the ACS
Newsletter (1966-68) provided
information about computer trainers,
Teletype equipment, circuit boards,
ICs, kits, and details of computers built

by

members.

The

second

volume

(1969-72) included information about
Nixie readout tubes, core memory,

buying

reject ICs,

memory drums, and

the MITS desk calculator kit. It also
described the first commercial computer kit, the National Radio Institute

NRI 832 (1971). This kit, designed by
Lou Frenzel who later moved to
Heathkit, had 52 TTL ICs, 17 storage
locations, and 15 instructions. The
consisted of slide switches to
simplify the teaching of bit storage.

memory

Volume

III

(1972-76) looked into

Don Tarbell's computer (which multiplied a 140-digit number by itself in
40 seconds), Intel's 4004 and 8008
chips, the Scelbi-8H kit, Radio.

A

Flattering Accolade
An article by Sol Libes on "The
Ten Years of Amateur Computing" (Byte, July 1978, pp. 64-71) was
taken largely from items in the ACS
Newsletter. Written "to set the record
First

straight," because

many people

thought personal computing "started
only two or three years ago, with the
introduction of the Altair 8800 by
MITS," it continued:
"If one could find a specific date
for the birth of personal computing, it
would be May 5, 1966. For it was on
that
date that Stephen B. Gray
founded the Amateur Computer Society and began publishing a quarterly
called the ACS Newsletter."
Very flattering, but not true; it was
like saying Henry Ford was the father
of the automobile. If anything, the
ACS Newsletter was the first publication in the world about
personal
computers. Apparently it is also the
only detailed source about the early
days; the Smithsonian Institution has
asked for a set of the newsletters.
In 1966-67, hoping to get financial
backing for full time operation of the

Amateur Computer
projected lower level
Society,

I

Society and for a
Amateur Digital

wrote to several foundations

and large computer manufacturers, but
to no avail. The same thing happened
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several years later when I sought
financing for several full-time years to
write the detailed history of the early

days of personal computing.
The following is taken from the
only chapter written for that unpublished history, in which the Scelbi8H was to have been an important
milestone.
First

Advertised Personal

B.

GRAY

NELSON WINKLESS

THE FIRST HOME

COMPUTER

Computer Using a
Microprocessor

The first advertisement for a personal computer based on a microprocessor appeared in the March 1974

*fMM Sy

QST, an amateur
(p. 154) of
radio magazine. The ad was for the
Scelbi-8H, manufactured by Scelbi
issue

Computer Consulting, Inc., of Milford,
CT.
Scelbi's founding father, Nat
Wadsworth,

was a design

with General

DataComm

1

engineer

DIGICOM I

Industries in
Intel gave a semi-

Danbury, CT, when
nar nearby on the 8008 microBut when he and several
other young engineers tried to talk
management into simplifying products

jf

-

processor.

with the 8008, they got nowhere.

Wadsworth, intrigued by the
capabilities of the 8008, cornered several other company engineers and

asked,

"Why don't we design

a nice

tle computer and each build our own
to use at home?" Two of them agreed,
and Wadsworth and Robert Findley
designed most of the system.
"We had planned on building

computers," Wadsworth said
"because there were three of us in
group. But the work on the
prototype was so exhausting that
we decided to lay out actual PC boards
and have a small quantity made up.
Thus, for about the same amount of
time involved, we would have a better
quality unit. Also, I think the idea of
going commercial had always been in
the back of my mind."
three
later,

the

The complete Digi-Comp I system, including (left of
Digi-Comp) a Logic Rod, OR crossbar, two AND crossbars,
(below Digi-comp) additional register labels; and manuals.

lit-

initial

first

(

VMPl TERISTS II

II

E ALWAYS ENJOYED

.

I

Mil ING about

which machine was thefirst true home computet: Claims

madefor the Apple,

theAltair, Pet,

haw been

an J others, hut the original home

computer was a machine called Digi-C omp I, introduced in 196.1
The Digi-Comp Ifeatured a 3-bit register, 6 and gates (which could
be reconfigured as or gates on a two-for-one basis), and operated without electricity via a hand-operated clock. The price was about $5.00 lor
the basic machine and Instruction Manual, with an Advanced Programming Manual and a book of50 additional programs availablefor afew
dollars more.

The documentation provided puts many current offerings to shame.
The Instruction Manual introduced binary math, programming theory
and the logical concepts ofAND and or in a series of15 experiments. The
Ulvanced Programming Manual explained how these experiments were
.

developed using Boolean algebra, Venn diagrams, truth
Incorporating Scelbi

Wadsworth

quit

job

the

in

summer

of 1973 to work full time on
the computer. Scelbi was incorprated
in August; the name stood for Scien-

tific, Electronic, and Biological, "because *e saw this computer as capable
of going into any of those areas." Thefull name was never used; legally the

digital computers

company was

were found only

sulting,
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Scelbi

tables, logical

and flow charts.
The Digi-Comp I was programmed by placing short tubes on various
Logic and C lock pegs. Programs available included demonstrations of
binary counting and shilling, logical puzzles, and games. Many ofthese
programs were quite impressive.
This little plastic computer was an honorable forerunner of today's
equations,

his

Computer Con-

"Most people

called

COMPUTING/NOVEMBER

it

1984

technological marvels.

It

gave many people theirfirst understanding of
at a time when personal computers

and programming,

in sciencefiction.

"

.

.

facts attest to

"

its
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we pronounced

Skell-bee, but

Sell-

it

bee."

Wadsworth worked up

to 18 hours

a day turning the prototype board into
commercial PC boards, and private
investors started lining up. But several

GRAY

B.

Half were Scelbi-8H hobby computers
with up to 4K of memory; the rest,
differing mainly because of more memory (up to 16K), were Scelbi-8B business computers. The Scelbi-8H

went on

first

8B

sale

March

1974, the

April 1975.

in

"For

"Why
nice

don't

little

we

design

that time, we had a very
sophisticated system, a complete system.
had a tape cassette interface
that actually worked a lot better than

a

We

computer and

each build our own

the ones MITS started selling. We had
a CRT based on an oscilloscope, and
Teletype interface, and we developed a

to use

at home?"

combination monitor, editor, and
assembler

months

November 1973, at
Wadsworth had a heart

later, in

the

age of 30,
attack. This stopped everything for a
while, and the investors disappeared.
But Wadsworth recovered, finished the

and

design,

advertising.

we knew

company

the

"We

that

chose

QST

started

because

many hams were dyed-

in

ROM."

Scelbi began to "develop software
products to support the 8H and the 8B,
but which were put in book form: our
editors, monitors, and assembler. We
sold thousands of copies. After the success of those books, we went on to
modify them for the 8080, for the Altair, the Imsai, whatever was out at

were nothing more than snooping on
our marketing and everything. And
they started a company producing
microcomputers.
"One thing I've always found
amusing is that when MITS began
advertising, they claimed they had the
first computer for personal use. And
then in their newsletter they offered to
trade our computers for theirs."

Wadsworth sold the rights to publish Scelbi books to other publishers to
concentrate on a newsletter for pocket
computers.
Did he get any recognition for being one of the pioneers? "Not really. It
has always escaped people's attention.
Certainly MITS wasn't going to say,
'Well, really, Scelbi was up there.'
Jonathan Titus and those boys, they
say, had the first mass produced computer, the Mark-8, which was not

that time."

"I

in-the-wool electronic enthusiasts." All
that came with the computer were the
assembly instructions; the user was ex-

—

pected to know or learn
about programming.

Coekboeks
"During

—something

we

Response to the ad was large, so
the company, others

—

first was for the 8080, patterned
my machine language programming book. What we had was an engineer's handbook that presented the
instruction set and utility routines. We
had a full floating point package in
there, which I had developed for the
8008. That was an extremely successful
book. Tens of thousands of the cook-

—

books have been sold
edition

it

came

ourselves,

on an

off a Teletype.

was

I

figured out that

we were

commercial

if
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really a

hobby

commercial product.

It

was a

thing.

"I don't think people really know
today that we were the first commercial

producer of computers.

And

I

don't stay up nights worrying about
that,

became a

was what I was interested in
doing, and we went ahead and did it,
and we would have done it a lot more
successfully had I not had the health
problem. It could have been a whole

classic.

in

first.

because

I

never cared about being

It

different story."

The MITS Altair
The $179 MITS

desktop calwas soon overwhelmed by
assembled Japanese calculators
that were cheaper than the kit. To stay
alive, MITS brought out a computer
kit for which there was no time for the
further development it could have
benefitted from. Although the Altair
was not easy to assemble or use, MITS
knew how to market it with four-color
culator kit

The Scelbi Influence
Asked what he thought was

fully

his in-

fluence on personal computers, Wadsworth replied in 1981, "Well, I think I
had a lot of influence I never knew

Scelbi

—

producer of computers.

in virtually every

business."

$20 apiece.
"Soon we were taking in more
from the manual than we were on
computers!

It

wouldn't have been able to stay

absolutely horrendous esthetically, but
to our utter amazement, when we casually advertised it, it sold something like
1 500 copies within a
month or two at

was to keep going, it wasn't to be as a
computer manufacturer. We stopped
advertising the computer to concentrate on books and software.
"Altogether we sold about 200
computers half assembled, half kits."

put out.

making money in this company until
we were in publishing, and then we
made up for the losses. Otherwise we

offset
It

we

"We lost money the first several
years of operation at an average of
$500 per computer. We did not start

in the hospital,

Wadsworth
started writing a book, Machine Language Programming for the 8008. "We
it

first

after

enterprise."

published

the

got the idea for the cookbooks. The
two were written by Bob Findley.

The

Findley joined

press, as

that

this evolutionary period,

first

were hired, and then in May 1974
Wadsworth had a second heart attack.
This "pretty well removed Scelbi from
having a chance at making it big in
those days, and it never became a major factor. But we continued to limp
along. It became
for me, anyway
different thing. I started doing it more
for love, for the joy of still being alive,
than for any ideal of a commercial

While

don't think people really

know today

about.
,

I

know

lots

of instances of

companies that were started by individuals who were initially dealing with
me. For example, one of our first systems was sold to a fellow from the
Midwest. We then had conversations
with them which we later determined

ads

in

professional

and hobby

magazines.

However, that's another story, to
be found elsewhere in these pages.
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III

Force Weapons Laboratory at
Kirtland Air Force Base in Albuquerque, NM.
Air

THE
AUAIR
STORY

Though Ed was a brand-new second lieutenant when he arrived at the
lab,

he wasn't new to the Air Force.

He

had been an enlisted man for several
years and had been commissioned after
the Air Force sent him to Oklahoma
State University where he received a
in electrical engineering.
I remember well one of Ed's first
assignments, to purchase for our
branch Hewlett-Packard's new, state-

degree

9100 desktop computer. Ed
was attracted to that machine like a
magnet. Within a few days of its arrival
he devised a program for calculating

of-the-art

the parameters of transistor amplifiers.
Even today, Ed recalls clearly the impact the desktop 9100 made on him.

As for computers, both Ed and I
had prior experience as do-it-yourself
computer hobbyists in the early 1960's.
While a high school student, I had
built a series of analog computers. My
most advanced machine, which included a programmable analog memory array, could translate 20 words of
Russian into English. Ed, too, had
built analog computers. He had also
built digital machines that used relay
logic.

Reliance Engineering
Ed's Air Force career had not kept
him from dabbling in free enterprise.
While stationed at Lackland Air Force
Base in San Antonio, TX, for example,
he was the sole proprietor of two oneman companies. Reliance Engineering
and Reliable Radio and TV. One of

8800 pioneered the personal computer
industry, I have been both amused and
concerned by the proliferation of articles and books containing inaccurate

personal records and my collection of
MITS documents, correspondence, manuals, products, and memorabilia. Furthermore, I have discussed
by telephone most of the key points of
the story with many of the people involved. I very much enjoyed putting
together and hope it
this account
proves both useful and interesting.

accounts of the early days at MITS.
Since MITS has now earned an im-

Ed Roberts

Early Days at MITS
As one of the co-founders of
MITS, Inc., the company whose Altair

portant place in microcomputer hisI hope this account will lay to rest
some of the myths and misconceptions that have appeared in
print over the past decade.

tory,

at least

For

this article

I

have

relied

upon

early

Reliance Engineering's biggest jobs
was the assembly of the electronics that
controlled the movements of the animated Christmas characters in the windows of the Joske's store across from
the Alamo.
From the time I first met him, Ed
often talked of placing Reliance Engineering back in operation. He was utterly confident his entrepreneurial gifts

would allow him to fulfill his ambitions
of earning a million dollars, learning to
fly,

owning

his

own

airplane, living

on

a farm, and completing medical school.

Once he teamed with Glen

Though MITS was

officially
founded by four partners, H. Edward
Roberts was the company's driving
force and its real founder. I first met
Ed in the summer of 1968 when he was
assigned to the Effects Branch of the

VOIUME

Doughty, a captain in our branch, to
design and build an infrared instrusion
alarm for his uncle's fish farm in Florida. A few months later, he and Stan
Cagle,

a

whom Ed
10

NUMBER

civilian

electrical

engineer

had known when they were
ll/CREATIVE
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both college students, worked together
to design and build a regulated power
supply they intended to sell. That
project, which was never completed,
soon led to the formation of MITS.

MITS
By 1969 the Effects Branch of
Weapons Lab had become part of

the
the

Lab's well-funded, highly classified LaDivision. Though

ser

was working

I

with state-of-the-art laser technology

and super
off-duty

secret projects,

time to pursue

I

still

my

found

favorite

hobby, model rocketry.
Several times I had mentioned to
the high level of interest among
model rocketry enthusiasts for miniature light flashers for night launched

MIMS

III

lished credit rating. I offered a compromise: Why not designate MITS as a
subsidiary of Ed's original company?

This

approach

was

acceptable

Incidentally, my premise about
the enunciation of our company name
proved wishful thinking. Later, we
even capitalized upon the name by
labeling as MITS KITS some kits we
sold.

Years later, Ed joked with me
about the "hundreds" of times he had
to explain how MITS got its name. In
retrospect, he probably should have renamed the company after he in-

Ed

troduced the Altair 8800, but
getting ahead of the story.

rockets and economical telemetry

Tooling

transmitters. In the summer of 1969,
decided to meet with Stan and discuss the possibility of forming a company to design and sell telemetry gear

we

model

for

rockets.

This first meeting took place in the
kitchen of Ed's home in northeast Albuquerque. Besides Stan, Ed, and myself,

the

Bob Zaller, another officer from
Weapons Lab, was present.

We

spent most of the meeting
discussing a proposed line of telemetry

products In retrospect, however, our
most important action that night was
to eleci Ed president of our infant
venture.

Our second meeting, like most
others over the course of the next 18
months, was held in a spare front bedroom in Ed's home. A principle item
on the agenda was what to call our
company. Ed preferred Reliance Engineering, but I objected. Because the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
was the center of model rocketry research, I suggested we form an acronym around the letters MIT.
suggested, we could call the
company MIT Systems.
Stan and I then tossed out ideas
for the acronym. I suggested micro for
the
and telemetry for the T. Within
a minute or so, Stan responded with

Perhaps,

I

M

Micro Instrumentation and Telemetry
Systems.

Though

I

liked the

MIT

connec-

Ed was unsure about the name.
Wouldn't we be referred to as mits? I
insisted people would refer to us as Mtion,

I-T-S, just as
I-T.

MIT

is

referred to as

M-

Ed's second point was more valid.
Reliance Engineering, he argued, was
an existing company with an estab-
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to

everyone.

that's

Up

Though MITS's

affair

with model

rocketry was to last but one year, it set
the stage for the chain of events that
led eventually to the Altair. Therefore
the story is worth telling.

As
and

my

resident

MITS

model rocket

fanatic

marketing director, one of

responsibilities

was

to specify the

various modules for our product line.
My first magazine article, "A Transistorized Tracking
Light for Night
Launched Model Rockets," had been
published in the September 1969 issue
of Model Rocketry magazine, and I
recommended the flasher as one of our
first products.
In their capacity as MITS design
engineers, Ed and Bob refined my design in Ed's garage workshop while
Stan, our production engineer, laid out
and made the etched circuit boards in
his apartment. The TLF-1 light flasher
soon followed.

Bob

Within a month, Ed, Stan, and
had completed work on two

transmitters plus a variety of modules.
In the meantime, I was hard at work
writing "The Booklet of Model Rock-

a rocket payload section while leaving
the instrumentation unharmed.
In late 1969 we decided to incorporate. Each of us was given 950
shares of stock with the remaining 200
shares going to our attorney.
Each of us also made a contribution of cash and equipment to MITS.
My $100 check was dated January 16,
1970. Ed had insisted that none of us
become "silent partners," and, beside
providing needed capital, the cash
donations gave each of us a vested interest in the future of MITS.
In March 1970 the first MITS

advertisement appeared

hundreds of modules while I wrote
operating instructions, designed an order form, and mimeographed big
stacks of our self-published booklet. I
also launched a series of rockets
equipped with MITS transmitters and
modules, all the time hoping for a
photogenic crash that would demolish

Model

surrounded by six modules.
In spite of our countless hours of
work, by May we had sold only a hundred or so transmitters and modules.
As marketing director, I suggested we
might increase sales greatly by cutting
prices. How? By converting our line of
preassembled modules into kits.

We decided to test this new approach by converting the TLF-1 light
flasher into two kits, one with a dual
flash rate and the other with an adjustable flash rate. The first ad for these
MITS KITS appeared in the July 1970
Model Rocketry.
Popular Electronics Magazine
Big changes took place at

MITS

in

summer of 1970. As early as May
we had recognized that our fortunes
would never be made by selling model
the

rocketry telemetry instruments to
precocious teenagers and university
professors. About this time, Bob Zalle,

who was soon

to be married, decided
to leave MITS. (He later returned after
the Altair was introduced.)

etry Telemetry."

By October the circuit designs for
the product line were finalized, and I
wrote a press release and mailed it to
Model Rocketry. It was published in
the December 1969 issue.
While waiting for the release to
appear, Ed, Stan, and Bob assembled

in

Rocketry.
The April issue of Model Rocketry
included a second MITS news release.
Also included was an attractive photograph showing one of our transmitters

I

also

made

a big change. In late

1969 I had decided to leave the Air
Force upon completion of four years of
service to

become

a freelance writer

while continuing to work with MITS. I
the service on June 11, 1970 and
immediately began work as the night
attendant at the parking lot of Albuquerque's airport, the Sunport.
I took this night job thinking it
would provide plenty of time for writing, and it did. The salary, however,
was only a fourth what I had earned as
an Air Force captain. Worse, I had to
live with the pitiful looks on the faces
of my former commanders and coleft
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workers each time they drove out of
the parking lot after returning from
their frequent trips. They thought I

was crazy

JAY

MIMS

III

ALAN RICHARDSON

to trade a position in state-

and develop-

of-the-art laser research

ment

for the parking
In March, I sold

lot.

my

first article

to

ZAF> CRACKLE, POP

Popular Electronics magazine, a feature
about light emitting diodes. At one of
our midnight meetings I suggested that
we emulate Southwest Technical Products and develop a project article for
Popular Electronics. The article would
give us free advertising for the kit version of the project, and the magazine

would even pay us
printing

for the privilege of

it!

Ed had

received a big bag of inte-

grated operational amplifiers and
comparators from a friend, so several
times we seriously discussed using these
chips to develop a kit analog computer.
Since junior high school days I had been
user, so we also discussed the
possibility of making a solid state abacus, using red LEDs for the beads. Finally, I suggested we design an infrared
voice communicator.

an abacus

We

decided

upon

the

infrared

communicator, so I contacted the
magazine, and they agreed to consider
the article. They also decided to hold
my feature about LEDs and published
the two articles as a pair. That summer, while we continued to fill model
rocketry orders, Ed began designing
what I called the Opticom.
In late July, before the Opticom
was ready, I received a call from Leslie
Solomon, technical editor of Popular
Electronics. Les was coming to Albuquerque with his wife and daughter.
Could he stop by for a visit?
I was elated. By then I was writing
a monthly column for Model Rocketry,

but this would be a chance to meet an
editor from a magazine with considerably more clout. Furthermore, this

would provide the opportunity to introduce Les to Ed and Stan and discuss
our

kit ideas.

The Solomon family arrived at my
home on Monday, August 3,

mobile

Les and I retired to my tiny
workshop while our wives
spent the afternoon visiting. That eve1970.

electronics
ning,

we met Ed and Joan

for dinner at

the Beef and Bourbon, a steakhouse on

North San Mateo Street several blocks
from Ed's house. Stan had to work that
evening and couldn't join us.
A summer thunderstorm brought
welcome relief from the afternoon heat.
While it thundered outside, Les poked
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At the

first

World

Altair

(and only)

Computer Convention,

Barbara Salomon of the Daylight Computer Company kept
track of visitors to the booth on-line, while Harry Garland
(roar)

showed

off

Ms TV

Dazzler,

March 1976.

THE FIRST PERSONAL C QUITTER SHOWthe

World Altair
leaves many astonishing images
dates delivering his first impassioned antipiracy speech, led Nelson shaking his fist and leading chants oft omputer Power to the People" and Harry (iarland reloading. 1 'hat?
Harry (iarland and Roger Melen jumped into microcomputers with
the company ( romemco as soon as Ml IS broke ground with what
became the S-100 bus. II hen the U. If C was announced, they whipped
their products into shape (some nice graphics stuff, the game off. He. and
a fascinating camera) and hied them to Albuquerque with their own
i

'omputer

(

'onference, in

burned in the memory.

March of 1976

Hill

1

'

computer.

The computer had been designed by people in Palo Alto on the somewhat humid shores of San Francisco Hay Harry found himself standing
next to his computer in the desert dry Marina Hotel in Albuquerque.
Every time somebody look two paces across the carpel in that dry
environment, he built up a dramatic static charge. II hen the walker's
hand reached toward'Harry's computet a blue flame would leap from the
walker's fingertips into the computer, and obliterate all of the knowledge
PROMs Harry would blanch, mutter, and reload the system painfully and slowly in those pre-floppy days, sighing for the soothing saltwa-

in its

ter of Verba liuena.

He was an inspiration to us all game. grim, patient, and gracious as
he reloaded those rotten PROMs hundreds oftimes during the three days
oftheWACC.
\nd you thought Stanford professors were soft.' Hall! Harry needed
to persist in this hilarious business while men of
quailed and failed. C 'romemco flourishes still, /.up.

and displayed the grit
less stern stuff

crackle,

pop

Harry. C

'heer.s.
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fun at the restaurant's decor while

and

I

silently

Ed

wondered how we would

ever manage to pay the bill. After the
meal, our wives visited and the children fidgeted while Les, Ed, and I
spent a couple of hours discussing

MITS

our proposed Opticom
Les seemed enthusiastic about
the project and encouraged us to get it
completed as soon as possible.
We discussed other matters as
well. Like how many kits could we expect to sell. (Who knows? Maybe a few
hundred, maybe a thousand.) We also
talked about writing as a profession.
Detecting my optimism about becoming a full time freelancer, Les volun-

and

project.

teered that it was next to impossible to
make a living from writing outside

New

York.
Les Solomon's visit provided all
the motivation we needed to finalize
the Opticom. When the first transmitter and receiver pair were completed, I
field tested the units and wrote the
construction article. Since the design

was Ed's, I bylined the article with
both our names. Popular Electronics
soon paid for the piece with a check for
$400 which

MITS

I

deposited in the meager

checking account.

In the meantime, Ed arranged to
finance the Opticom kits by borrowing
a few thousand dollars from an Air
Force friend.
also decided to move

We

our Opticom

kit

production line into a

building.

Since I worked nights, I was assigned the daylight task of renting a
building. I began looking on September
30 and by October 9 narrowed the
search to a former snack bar called The
Enchanted Sandwich Shop. I rented
the small brick building for about $100
a month.
My LED feature and the Opticom
article were featured on the cover of
the November 1970 issue of Popular
Electronics. When the magazine appeared in late October, we began
receiving as many as a dozen orders a
day. But within a few weeks, the surge
slowed to a trickle. We eventually
shipped a little over a hundred
Opticoms far fewer than we had
hoped.

—

The

Split

Shortly before the Opticom article
appeared, Ed and Stan had begun work
on a desktop digital calculator. As Stan
recalls it, Ed was so intrigued over the
prospect of building a calculator he
was willing to use TTL logic chips.
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Fortunately, Stan happened to see in
Electronics magazine an ad for a calculator chip set manufactured by Electronic Arrays, Inc.

Ed wanted

to

move

directly

from

the Opticom to a calculator kit before
bigger companies became involved, but
Stan and I held back. Stan wanted to
use up our remaining Opticom parts
and lenses by continuing our plan to
develop an infrared intrusion alarm kit,
which was nearly ready, and a solid
state laser. Remembering the competition we faced soon after introducing the telemetry line, I felt the
calculator venture was very risky.
The difference in opinion over
which path to take led directly to a
permanent split. One night in early
November, Stan visited the parking lot
and suggested he and I offer to buy
Ed's stock. But on my salary, I could
barely put food on the table.
Though we disagreed with Ed's
timing of the calculator idea, Stan and
I realized Ed would go ahead with the
calculator project with or without us.
As things developed, Ed offered to buy

Ed moved the MITS assembly line
from The Enchanted Sandwich Shop
back to his garage for the next several
months. He then moved MITS to a
rented house at 2016 San Mateo, N.E.
In the meantime, he had acquired a
chip set from Electronic arrays and began work in earnest on the calculator
project. The first crude prototype,
however, failed to work. The expensive
chips had been installed in their sockets backwards!
In August 1971 I left the parking
lot to

had

become

a full time freelancer.

I

just sold a pair of articles about

to Popular
Electronics, one of which described a
solid state laser transmitter and

semiconductor lasers

receiver.

The laser project had been on the
agenda before Stan and I left MITS,
and Ed agreed to sell a kit to use up
unused Opticom parts and lenses. In
return for a royalty from MITS, I
agreed to write assembly manuals for
the transmitter and receiver plus a
manual of kit assembly hints. Consequently, I spent a good deal of time

MITS

during the

final stages

of the

our stock.

at

Stan, Ed, and I held our final
meeting as MITS partners on November 10, 1970 in the parking attendant's
booth at the Sunport. With help from

development of the 816.
Since we had both built Heathkits,
I told Ed the laser manuals would meet
Heath's standards. He must have liked
them, for after the manuals were completed Ed asked me to write the assem-

his Air Force friend, Ed offered to buy
our stock for $300 cash, $300 by the
following March, and $350 in equipment. I took my equipment in the form
of unsold model rocket telemetry gear.
Stan and I had both agonized over
our decision to leave MITS. Even
though we had never paid ourselves a
salary or a bonus (there simply wasn't

the

money

to

cision to leave

do

so), for

MITS was

me

the de-

harder than

resigning from the Air Force.
On the other hand, the excitement
of seeing my first two articles featured
as cover stories in Popular Electronics
was still fresh in my mind. Leaving

MITS would provide much more time
my budding writing career.

to develop

MITS

Enters the Calculator

bly
In

manual
return,

for the calculator project.

he

would

give

me

a

calculator.

To borrow

a phrase from Ed's
lexicon, the calculator project wasn't
trivial. Indeed, it is fair to say that in
many ways it was more complex than
the Altair.
In the last few days before the 816
calculator appeared on the cover of
Popular Electronics, the MITS operation at 2016 San Mateo was a beehive
of activity. I spent two very busy weeks
writing the 64-page assembly manual.
The laser project had been published in
the October 1971 Popular Electronics,
but the hundred or so orders that came
in caused only a small ripple in the

Business

onrushing press to complete the

Ed's uncanny ability to recruit engineers, technicians and financial backers has always served him well. By the
time Stan and I signed the papers
transferring our stock to Ed, he had
teamed up with Bill Yates, a young
second lieutenant from the Laser Division at the Weapons Lab. He also secured additional financial help from
another officer.

calculator.

Ed's article about the MITS 816
calculator was featured on the cover of
the November 1971 issue of Popular
Electronics.

An accompanying

editor's

note described the 816 as "an exciting
new breakthrough construction project
modern, high-speed 16-digit

—a

calculator."
MITS offered a kit version of the
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Your Personal Net Worth systematizes
the management of your household income,
expenses, credit cards and check books
using methods tested for accuracy by Touche
Ross, one of the nation's leading accounting

—

firms.

Your Personal Net Worth puts your computer to work, keeps your records straight, including your personal inventory of valuables
and stock portfolio, tells you where and how
you're spending your money or if you're making a shambles of your budget. And does it all

in less time than
check book.
Nothing else

—

it

takes you to balance your

— no other program at twice

makes handling your personal
money matters simpler, faster and more direct
than Your Personal Net Worth.

the price

You'll find it at your favorite software
retailer in the silver box with the real
silver dollar on the front. It could be the
single most valuable purchase you'll

ever make.

Record stock, bond and
other investment transactions. Inventory
household valuables,
collectibles and
important papers for

Record all banking and
any credit card transactions, reconcile bank
statements instantly (up
to 10 separate bank accounts can be handled),

— print checks, too.
Set up a budget (as
as 350 categories)
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H
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Program

many

— and
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Quickly and easily

insurance and other
purposes.
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Your Personal Net Worth
works fast because it's in
machine language. Documentation in plain English
is referenced for easy
use. "Help" functions on
screen at all times.

then compare your actual
income and expenses to
the budget.

Never forget a tax-deducToday or at tax

tible item.

return time.
Available for:

IBM-PC/XT/PCjr (128K)
Apple
lie lie (64K)
Commodore 64

Display or print every
financial report you'll
ever need.

•

II

Atari (48K)

The Program comes
with two disks, one of

which has accounts already set up for entry.
However, only one disk
drive
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816 for $179 and an assembled machine for $275. Subsections of the machine and the circuit boards could also
be purchased. For only $2, ambitious
do-it-yourselfers could purchase complete mechanicals, circuits diagrams,

and

foil patterns.
The 816 calculator was a major
success, and, for the first time, MITS

earned a
cle
in

profit.

Moreover, the 816

arti-

marked an important turning point
hobby electronics, for it was a por-

tent of the eventual arrival of

low cost

personal computing.

Consider this: Even before the 816
design was completed, Ed had dea 32-step programming unit
would transform the machine into
a programmable calculator. Complete

signed
that

terminals

interfacing

for

the

pro-

grammer, which was scheduled for introduction in April 1972, were
included on the original 816 CPU circuit board.

Besides being too small for the
burgeoning company, the house MITS

occupied on San Mateo was scheduled
for demolition so the street could be
widened. Therefore, in 1972 Ed moved
MITS to a larger building at 5404 Coal
S.E. Eventually, MITS settled
into a series of adjacent storefronts at
6328 Linn Avenue S.E., just a few

Avenue

blocks from my mobile home. There a
wave soldering machine and an ef-

MIMS

III

The new product was his most
ambitious yet, an affordable microcomputer designed around Intel's new
8080 8-bit microprocessor. The project
would fulfill Ed's lifelong ambition to
design a working digital computer.
And, if successful, it would save his
company from bankruptcy.
Though he was fully prepared to
sell the computer he planned by means
of ads in electronics magazines, the
method he had used to sell calculators,
the Popular Electronics connection
intervened. It so happened that Arthur
Salsberg, the magazine's editorial
driector, had been actively searching
for a computer project since early
1974.

Art's interest had been stimulated

by an ASCII keyboard and encoder
project designed by Don Lancaster of
TV typewriter fame. Don's project,
which was available as a kit from
Southwest Technical Products, was the
cover story of the April 1974 issue of
Popular Electronics.
Art discussed the possibility of a
computer project with Les Solomon.

Art postponed Ogdin's

sign.

project,

it for use as a backup in the
event MITS didn't come through.
In the meantime, Ed, Bill Yates
and a few others left over from the
post-calculator bust were hard at work
preparing the prototype computer. Ed
designed the interface logic for the
memory, a
8080, a 256-byte
2MHz clock, and the front panel logic
for the 25 control/input switches and
36 indicator LEDs on the machine. Bill
Yates laid out the foil patterns for the

slating

RAM

circuit boards.

Ed also made what was to prove a
momentous decision: He included provisions for

an open bus so additional

memory and peripheral cards could be
later. The oversize Optima cabi-

added

net could accomodate up to 16 additional cards. Therefore, Ed designed a
hefty 8-ampere power supply for the

machine, having no idea that even this
much power would later prove inad-

They eventually located a microcomputer trainer project by Jerry

for the dedicated computer
who stuffed their blue and
gray cabinets with peripheral cards.
Ed shipped the completed prototype via REA to Popular Electronics
and then flew to New York to dem-

Ogdin. Art scheduled the trainer for
the December 1974 issue of Popular

onstrate it for the editorial staff. Alas,
the machine never arrived. It was

Electronics.

apparently

In those days there
between Art's

rivalry

was a healthy
magazine and

equate

fanatics

lost

or stolen

Airport.
Nevertheless,

Kennedy

at

Ed spread

out

the

ficient assembly line were set up.
At the Linn Avenue operation Ed
added a technical writing staff and

Radio-Electronics.

As Art recently
in a letter recalling that early
period, Jonathan Titus's Mark-8 8008-

circuit

wrote

eration

even a receptionist. Though I wasn't
needed for manual production, he and
I collaborated on a series of magazine
articles about digital logic and one of
the first published calculator books.
MITS eventually introduced a line
of compact calculators with LED dis-

based computer in the July 1974 issue of
Radio-Electronics caused Ogdin's microcomputer trainer project to be placed
on hold. "I felt as if the rug was pulled
out from under me," Art wrote. He very
much wanted to "top their article."

to dinner at an Italian restaurant be-

he knew of a

but in spite of the magazine's assurances he had no firm agreement they
would publish the project. "What

plays.

While

thousands

MITS was

of

selling

many

calculators,

the
big
companies began their move into the
field. Eventually, MITS was forced out
of the market, and by 1974 the com-

pany was some $200,000 in debt. Discouraged but not down, Ed decided to
leapfrog the calculator industry by
developing an even more powerful

Art asked Les

if

more advanced computer
particularly

one using

Intel's

project,

new 8080

microprocessor. Les was aware of Ed's

Art asked him to call MITS
to see if Ed could deliver an article in
time for a winter issue. "Tell him that
he's got to have an attractive cabinet in
order for it to be a cover story," Art reproject, so

diagrams and explained the opof the machine. He then

accompanied some of the

editorial staff

fore leaving for Albuquerque.

Ed

recently recalled

how

troubled

flight home. He had
borrow an additional
float the computer project,

he was during the

managed
$65,000 to

to

really bothered me," he later told me,
"was that Les Solomon said *I think
we're casting our pearls before swine

on

this one.'"

Art needed a computer right away
for front cover photography, so

Bill

had evolved from a mail order maga-

newsstand issue we've got," Art

zine project for electronics hobbyists
into a bonafide consumer business. For
his new product, Ed was to return to
the marketing strategy that had served

observed.

Yates put together a non-functional
mock-up and shipped it to New York.
Later, they also built a second prototype and shipped it to the magazine.
Then, there was the matter of givname. David
ing the machine a
Bunnell, vice president of marketing

A few weeks later Ed called Art to
inform him the computer would be
housed in an attractive, multi-colored
Optima cabinet with a shadow box de-

jobs I once held, came up with three
pages of suggested names. Among his
favorites was Little Brother.

calls telling Les.

product.
tell

The

Altair

8800

The defunct MITS

MITS

calculator line

best.
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Soon Les raced into Art's office to
him Ed could deliver a computer

project in time for the January issue.
"January is always the best-selling

and advertising manager

for

MITS,

the

Ed eventually called the computer
the PE-8, but Les Solomon felt that
was a rather dull name for such a
powerful and momentous product. Les
discussed the matter with associate ediAlexander Burawa and assistant
technical editor John McVeigh. Al
tor

remembered

later

saying, "It's a stellar

name

event, so let's

it

He called in early January and
"I'm going to make you an offer
you can't refuse."
tair.

University.

said,

company

bicycled

I

where he offered

over

erator's manual.

an offer

I

to Ed's office
an assembled Alquick job on the op-

me

tair in return for a

He was

to try out the

new

name, but Ed's concerns were elsewhere. He told Les he didn't care what
they called the computer so long as
MITS could break even by selling 200
of them.

The Altair was featured on the
front cover of the January 1975 issue of
Popular Electronics as a "Project
World's

Mini-

First

computer Kit to Rival Commercial
Models." The magazine appeared on
newsstands a week before Christmas of
1974.
In the

accompanying article by Ed
Roberts and Bill Yates, MITS offered a
complete kit version of the machine for
an incredible $397. A fully assembled
was available

Art Salsberg

for $498.
titled his editorial

"The Home Computer is Here!" He
wrote, "we were determined not to
present a digital computer demwith

onstrator

blinking

LEDs

that

would simply be fun to build and
watch, but suffer from limited
usefulness... What we wanted for our
readers was a state-of-the-art minicomputer whose capabilities would
match those of currently available
units at a mere fraction of the cost."
Art ended this momentous editorial by promising "There'll be more
coverage on the subject in future issues.
Meanwhile, the home computer age is
here

—

finally."

Well, maybe. While tens of thousands of readers eagerly read every letter

and

comma

in the Altair article,

Art was questioned about the wisdom
of the piece by one of his superiors.
How could he justify the Altair project

when

no

computer companies admagazine? This concern

vertised in the

was not neutralized when

in the February
across from the secinstallment of the Altair article.

bought a
issue.

ond

MITS

full

Meanwhile, back
orders

came

Altair

The flood of Altair orders soon
had Ed hiring more people and looking

flooding

in

Albuquerque,

in.

The response

was overwhelming. Already backlogged with orders, Ed didn't even
have an operator's manual for the Al-

did for photography.
No, Ed did not invent the microcomputer. That credit belongs to the
brilliant engineers who designed the
early microprocessor and calculator

for bigger quarters. MITS organized an
Altair user's group, and in April 1975

chips.

MITS marketing people drove
the MITS mobile, a motorhome
equipped with Altair equipment, on a
tour through Texas. The MITS mobile
team was eventually to visit many cit-

chine.

several

across the country, giving seminars,
staging slide shows, and distributing
ies

Nor was the Altair a perfect maEd himself admits the infamous

4K memory board was a major mistake. MITS made other mistakes as
some of which it candidly admitComputer Notes (which was subsequently acquired by Creative
well,

ted in

Computing).

1975, David Bunnell was
editing a monthly tabloid called Computer Notes, a Publication of the Altair

As for those who criticized the
limited capacity of the 8-ampere power
supply, how was Ed to know an industry would spring up almost over-

November/

night with the sole purpose of

December issue of Computer Notes,
Bunnell announced in a banner head-

supplying peripheral boards for his Altair? Some of these boards, like the

literature, catalogs,

and door

prizes.

By June

Users Group. In the

line

ALTAIR CONVENTION.

The meeting, which was Bunnell's
was officially called the
MITS 1st World Altair Computer

brainchild,

Convention. It was scheduled for
March 26-28, 1976 to coincide with the
completion of the move to the new
MITS headquarters in a brand new
building adjacent to the Albuquerque
Sunport.
deserves credit as the
The
first major microcomputer convention.
was responsible for an
But the

WACC

WACC

even more momentous development,
the formal arrival of competition. The
lobby of the Airport Marina hotel
was headquartered
where the
buzzed with rumors about some people
from Processor Technology who had
rented an upstairs suite.
I made my way through the crowd
and peered over the heads of the curious onlookers and saw the future:
memory boards priced cheaper than
those sold by MITS. The Altair's open
bus had paved the way for the arrival
of a microcomputer industry.

WACC

page ad

The ad ran

Today, comparatively few users of
personal computers have ever heard of
MITS and the Altair 8800, much less
Ed Roberts. This is unfortunate, for Ed
did for computing what George East-

man
Convention (WACC)

version

was

Computer

The World

said "Altair."

Breakthrough!

it

after a star."

Within a few minutes, John McVeigh
Les called Ed

right,

couldn't refuse.

He also heads a new
called Georgia Medical

Electronics.

the Altair
era ended in 1977 when

The Legacy

An

off

MITS

was sold to Pertec Computer Corporation. Ed stayed with MITS for a while,
but eventually moved to a 900-acre
farm in Georgia. He is now in his third
year of medical school at Mercer

VOLUME

Godbout Electronics 4K static
consumed nearly two amperes!

RAM,

were problems, but
consider what MITS accomplished!
The first computer stores anywhere
were set up to sell Altairs. The open
Altair bus paved the way for a microcomputer revolution. And everyone
who uses Microsoft Basic can thank Ed
Sure, there

Roberts for the decision to select the
version of Basic developed by Paul Allen and Bill Gates for the Altair over
the other languages he considered.
In the final analysis, MITS pioneered nearly every aspect of today's

microcomputer

industry.

Computer

shows, users' groups, newsletters, seminars, software exchanges, peripherals,
software products, quality documentation, and cheap computers, all

commonplace

today,

were

first

pio-

neered for the personal computer market by

MITS.

Recently Ed and I lamented the
many of today's computer users
think Apple, Radio Shack, or even IBM
also
invented personal computing.
wondered about the distorted versions
of the early days at MITS written by
some of today's computer journalists.
I'll have much more to say about
the early days at MITS and the Altair
in a forthcoming book. In the meanfact so

We

I hope this preliminary account
has helped set the record straight.

time,
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COMMODORE MAKES SOFTWARE FOR
EVERY MEMBER OF THE FAMILY.
Commodore makes

software

for uncles, cousins, aunts who
teach, nieces, nephews, brothers,
preparing for exams, fathers,
mothers and brothers-in-law in
roofing and tiling.

sisters

You see. Commodore makes
profit, homework,
housework and office work.
Our Easy-Calc (upper left) is
an electronic spreadsheet that's 63
columns x 254 rows with graphics
software for fun,

and bar charting. And even with
color options.
Fish Metic™ (upper right)

is

an

educational math program in a game
format. With our Manager program
(lower left), you get a sophisticated

DAVID

H.

AHL

The First Decade of Ren
Question: What is: an Altair, a
Sphere, a Jolt, an RGS, a Scelbi, an
SWTPC, a Micro 440, a Mike 2?
Answer: They are all microcomputers available at the end of 1975.
Most of the companies who made
these systems are not around today
(SWTPC, Southwest Technical Products, is an exception); indeed, many
lasted only two or three years. Right
from the beginning, commercial success in the personal computing field

has been elusive.

Why

is this,

and how

did personal computers get to where
they are today? To answer these questions, we will have to run the clock
back to the late SO's.
Up until the late 50's, most
computers were room-filling monsters

which required a small army of people
to operate and maintain. Only eight
companies were actually making general purpose computers: IBM, Univac,
Honeywell, Burroughs, General Electric, RCA, NCR, and Control Data.
IBM had already achieved a position of
dominance, so this group was known
as Snow White (IBM) and the seven
dwarfs.

0m-m-0m

Computers

However, in the late
newcomers entered the
smaller, cheaper

50's several
field

with

machines known as

minicomputers. The two leaders in this
field were Digital Equipment Corp.
(DEC) and Hewlett Packard (HP). For
the

first

time, there were computers

that could be operated by a single perwere the first personal computers although their price
($30,000 and up) put them out of reach
son. In a sense, these

of

home

users.

For the most part, makers of
mainframes were selling single machines to end users and providing a
great deal of handholding after-sale
support. Minicomputer makers, on the
other hand, were selling mostly in
quantity to OEMs and value added
resellers and providing very little aftersale support. The only exceptions were
small groups at DEC and HP that sold
systems to end users such as colleges
and laboratories. Even so, the support
provided was relatively minimal. Thus,
although plans to sell computers to in-

Computing

nal

dividuals were occasionally proposed
to various mini makers, such plans
generally fell on deaf ears at the cor-

porate

level.

personal computing
revolution was destined to come from

Thus,

the

turns out. A good knowledge of cirenough money to build a
working prototype and buy a few ads
in Byte, and a partially empty garage.
it

cuit design,

The

typical

company founder

in those

Northbrook, IL; Milford, CT; and
Santa Clara and Los Altos, CA.
What did it require to be an active

days was an engineer (usually selftaught, but occasionally with formal
training). Some of the early designs
were clean and efficient, but more often the designs were considerably short
of perfection and had jumper cables
and "fixes" all over the boards.
In many cases, the actual production of a computer or peripheral was financed by the orders of the first
customers. The typical scenario went
something like this: Engineer has
wonderful idea for computer (or

player in the early 70's? Not much, as

peripheral), designs

outside the established corporate

The

seeds of this revolution were scattered all over the country. Although today we may think of
the personal computer industry as being centered in Silicon Valley, in 1975
the active players were located in
Bountiful, UT; Huntsville, AL; San

environment.

Antonio, TX; Albuquerque,

NM;

it

on paper, builds

a kludgy prototype, and places ads for
Customers send in orders with
it.

bankcard number). Ento buy parts and sets
line in garage. Almost
without exception, the computer designers were poor businessmen and ran
into trouble making the shift from enchecks

(or

gineer uses

money

up assembly

trepreneur to business executive. Some
did it with more grace than others, but
the low survival rate of the pioneering
companies in the field is evidence that
running a successful company requires
a different set of talents than designing

a computer.

Nevertheless, these pioneers
accomplished a tremendous amount.

You may

think that the Apple II
(1977) was the first integrated com-

r
V

>-«
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puter. Not so; the Sphere computer
(1975) designed by Mike Wise contained the processor, keyboard, and
display all in a case that looked very
much like Hazeltine terminal or TRS80 Model III. The Processor Technology Sol (1976) designed by Lee
Felsenstein did not include the display,
but it had the processor and keyboard
in a single unit that was able to accept
plug-in S-100 bus boards.

The

Kit Era
But we're getting ahead of ourselves. Let's take a close look at several
early personal computers available in
1975. One of the first, and certainly the
most commercially successful, was the
Altair 8800 designed by Ed Roberts of
MITS. The computer itself was the
same size and shape as existing minicomputers (19" x 19" x 10") and
housed a motherboard, a front panel
with switches and lights which indicated

the contents of registers, a
power supply, and up to 16 slots for
the processor board, memory, and peripherals. The basic computer, in kit
form, cost $429; assembled and tested,
it cost S621.

came without memory or

It

inter-

A IK

board cost $97, and a 4K
board went for $264. Interface boards
cost between $92 and $128 each. The
only mass storage available was tape
cassette; hence hobbyists became adept
faces.

at listening to the horrible rasp

of digital data on tape to determine the correct volume and tone settings for their
recorders. MITS sold two types of
terminal for the Altair, a Comter

(CRT)

kit

for

$760 and an ASR-33

Teletype for $1500. Most hobbyists
sought out used teletypes which could
be had for as little as $300 depending
upon the condition.
The cheapest Altair configuration
that could run anything other than machine code was an 8K system that
MITS sold at a special $995 price.
However, to that you had to add a cassette interface and recorder, and a
terminal. Hence the total price of an
8K Basic-speaking computer kit was
about $1900. Today, that sounds
outrageous, but MITS sold thousands
of these systems to hobbyists across the
country.
The Altair used the S-100 bus, so
named because it had 100 pins. In a
very wise decision, Ed Roberts brought
every signal of the 8080 microprocessor out on the bus; hence it was
relatively easy to add memory and pe-

12 CREATIVE
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ripherals. As a result, companies like
Godbout, Tarbell, Cromemco, Processor Technology, CMR, Dutronics, and
Polymorphic brought out a wide vari-

ety of boards that plugged into the
S-100 bus. Several of these companies
would go on to manufacture computers
all based on the S-100 bus.
The only other early machine to
use the S-100 bus was the IMSAI 8080,
announced in December 1975. The
IMSAI was virtually identical to the
Altair except it had a much cleaner de-

—

sign.

The subminiature

which are sold on an

field.

RGS sold primarily ICs and
components, but in mid '75 announced
a kit based on the 8008. It never went

toggle switches

People were hungry for
information,

company Parasitic Engineering.
The Scelbi-8B was designed by
Nat Wadsworth prior to the Altair. It
was built around the 8008 chip, a less
powerful processor than the 8080.

A

IK machine in kit form was priced at
$499. Unfortunately, Nat suffered sevheart attacks in this period,
dropped the computer project, and
went into publishing software and
books.
Mike Wise's Sphere 1 was an allin-one computer built around the
Motorola 6800 mpu. With 4K of memory, it sold for $860 in kit form, and
$1400 assembled. Sphere was one of
the few companies to offer floppy disk
drives (8"). However, at a kit price of
$6100 and assembled price of $7995,
the company didn't sell many dual
floppy disk Sphere 4 systems.
Another system built around the
6800 was the Southwest Technical
Products 6800. This machine used an
S-50 bus and was one of the first systems to incorporate a loader and minioperating system (Mikbug) in ROM.
With 2K of memory and a terminal
interface,
the kit sold for $450.
SWTPC also made a terminal kit for
use with any TV set priced at only
$175. Dan Meyer's
is one of
the few survivors from the early days.
eral

SWTPC

making 6800 and

68000-based systems, the majority of

clubs

like

dandelions.

als to their Altairs, the limited capacity

of the power supply reared its ugly
head. Hence, Howard Fulmer brought
out a beefy power supply to replace the
original Altair unit. Ed Roberts had
been attacking the board compatible
companies, calling them parasites, so
in a burst of honesty, Fulmer called his

and new

were springing up

outselling the Altair.
As people started adding peripher-

is still

basis to

A

on the Altair front panel were replaced
on the IMSAI by rocker switches. It
had a much larger power supply, and
the board layout was cleaner. Indeed,
within a year, the IMSAI was actually

The company

OEM

Fisher Scientific.
Like the Scelbi-8B, the Micro 440
was designed around a much less
powerful chip than the 8080, the 4004.
kit with 256 bytes of memory cost
$275. The Micro 440 never caught on,
and its manufacturer, Comp-Sultants,
was one of the first casualties in the

anywhere, and shortly thereafter
also went out of business.

RGS

Bare bones computer kits on a single board were quite popular in 1975,
primarily because of their low price. In
general, these units consisted of an
mpu, less than IK of memory, a numeric keypad with a few extra keys,
say 20 total, and little else. Some of
those available were the Martin Research Mike family, Microcomputer
Associates Jolt, Iasis (Computer in a
Book), Hal MCEM-8080, National

Semiconductor SC/MP,
Technology KIM-1.

and

MOS

Going into 1975, there were just
two companies active in the microcomputer field: Scelbi and MITS. By
the end of the year, the dream had
spread like wildfire and there were 27
manufacturers, two magazines (Creative Computing and Byte), and ten
user groups and clubs. Also, in 1975,
Dick Heiser opened the first retail
computer store in Los Angeles, and
Paul Terrell opened the first Byte Shop
in Mountain View. Bill Gates and Paul
Allen wrote a Basic interpreter for the
Altair,

and

Adam

Osborne

self-pub-

An Introduction to MicrocomputBut the fun was just beginning!
So far, all the successful computers had been built around the Intel
8080 or Motorola 6800 mpus. However, Federico Faggin, designer of the
Intel 4004, had broken off from Intel
to form Zilog. Their first mpu was the
Z80, a faster, more powerful version of
the 8080. Meanwhile, MOS Technology had introduced another chip with
lished

ers.
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INTRODUCING OKI MATE 10... THE FIRST
The printer

In a class by itself.
The new OKIMATE 10
The first color
printer that lets you show off and
tell all. The printer that lets you
print all the information you can
It's

here!

OKIMATE 10 feels right at home.
Anywhere.

Per-

A

sonal Color Printer.

well, in

A class act! The OKIMATE
you

crisp,

reports

PLUG N PRINT™

pack-

you plug your new OKIMATE
your Atari or Commodore
computer. And print. It's that easy.
In minutes you'll be printing everything from souffle recipes to
needlepoint patterns. Party invitalets

10 into

create with your Atari* or Commodore* computer. But with the remarkable ability to create original

drawings and graphics as
over 26 beautiful colors.

special

age

Love

tions to kitchen inventory.

let-

ters to gardening directions. At 240
remarkable words per minute. And not
just in black and white, but in over 26

10 gives

clean term papers, school

and homework. Word processing
means everything you do can be

brilliant colors!

capability

printed letter quality

in

minutes, instead of typed
in hours. OKIMATE 10
color gives you the op-

^

portunity to print

graphs, charts

and

pictures from popular graphics

and

10s

brilliant

new OKIMATE 10
And easily.

is

a registered trademark of Atari

down

to

"Learn-to-Print" diskette and tape shows you
how to set up your new personal color printer

color

and

start printing.

Handbook

Inc.

gets

A

will

A complete OKIMATE

'Commodore

is

10

show you how you can

imagination to places

•Atari

tickled

business quickly.

you'll shine,

every time.

you

you use your personal computer to keep
track of mortgage payments, tuition payments,
balance your checkbook or jump ahead of the
Dow Jones', there's good news for you. You'll
If

find that the

drawing programs. OKIMATE

means

Financial statements will keep
pink for very little green.

it's

a registered trademark of

take your
never been before.

Commodore

Business Machines.

Inc.

PERSONAL COLOR PRINTER UNDER $250.
And

while your imagination

is

soaring, you'll

be glad to know that your new printer can keep
up with it! The new OKIMATE 10 is built
with the same tradition of quality and manufacright

turing excellence that has

most respected name

in

made Okidata

computer

the

printers.

Okidata craftsmen specially designed and
engineered the new OKIMATE 10 to be incredibly small and lightweight. And they made it
quiet as a whisper. But their imagination didn't
stop there. To help you
and your personal com-

^

puter keep within
your personal budget, they made the
OKIMATE 10
available at retailers

everywhere

for less than $250.

Something
r

budget

tickled

pink.

Color your world.
If you've been playing games on your
personal computer, now you can
get serious and still have fun. The new

OKIMATE

10

is

that

should make
every personal

completely com-

patible with a variety of software packages that
run on your Atari and Commodore with a
simple disk drive. Just
load and you're off
will

and running.

Plotting

charts. Designing

special graphs.

Creating original
illustrations

pictures.

and

Drawing

special graphics.

And
all

printing

them

beautifully for

everyone.

On most

In over
26 beautiful colors!

kinds of paper.

QUESTIONS

ANSWERS

<&

S*

Why do I need a printer?
You might as well ask. "Why do need
it comes to communicating,
"putting it on paper" is still the best way to get your
message across. You can have lots of computer
'

•

I

A. crayons?" When
•

equipment, but without the OKIMATE 10, it doesn't
mean very much. Unless you get your letter, report,
term paper or party invitation off the screen and
down on paper, nobody's going to see it.

What makes the OKIMATE 10 better than
Q. any
other printer?
•

Because the

OKIMATE

unlike any other
it prints in COLOR. Up to 26
Second, it prints up to 240 words a
minute, so quietly you can talk in a whisper right
next to it and still hear every word! And third, it
prints letter quality, every time.

A.

10

is

• printer. First,

beautiful colors.

• charts, symbols, pictures, illustrations
and special drawings! With a compatible
drawing package, anything you create
on your screen can be printed in full

modore or Atari computer is. literally, a snap. The
PLUG N PRINT package snaps into the

exclusive

printer.

•

A

# Just about any kind of smooth
• paper you want. From continuous feed computer paper to single

From mailing labels to plastic
acetate for overhead transparencies,
the OKIMATE 10 prints crisp, clean,
colorful images you'll be proud to
send to friends, teachers,
business associates, or frame

sheets.

living

right in

room!

your

it

directly to

Print" disk (also included) automatically prints
everything on the screen in a single stroke. As a
matter of fact, most of your printing can be done
with just one command.

What kind of paper can 1 use?

and hang

One cable connects

your computer or disk/tape drive. Turn it
on and you're in business. Once your
OKIMATE 10 is up and running, the
"Learn-to-Print" software program (included)
teaches you printer basics— the "Color Screen

colon a disk drive is required for
color screen printing.

•

#
•

No other printer is easier to use than the
OKIMATE 10. Connecting the printer to your Com-

\Jt» What about graphics and pictures?
The OKIMATE 10 does it all. Graphs.

A.

the OKIMATE 10 easy to use?
As easy as "PLUG N PRINT!"

I. Is

A

own

A

#

What's the printer like
In one word: easy! InThe rib-

in

operation?

• credibly easy!

bon comes in a "Clean
Hands" cartridge. So it's as
easy to change as the tape in
your audio cassette player.

Ql What about

A

reliability?

built the reputation of its comof printers on quality, dependability
and rugged construction. The OKIMATE 10 is no exception. Don't let its light weight and compact size
fool you. This printer is not a toy. It's a workhorse.

Okidata has

#
• plete line

OKIDATA
m
an OKI

AMERICA company

Available at retailers everywhere.
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an extended instruction set, the 6502.
Chuck Peddle of MOS then decided to
sell 6502 chips at the 1976 Wescon (a
West Coast electronics trade show) for
$20 each. The chips of other companies
were priced much higher at the time;

furthermore, most semiconductor
manufacturers sold only to established
accounts in large quantities.
One of the customers for Peddle's
$20 6502 was Steve Wozniak, then a
technician at Hewlett Packard. He had
already designed an inexpensive home
terminal that used a TV set for a display and the game of Breakout for Nolan Bushnell at Atari, but he had not
designed an entire computer. Interestingly, he did not start with the computer itself, but chose first to write a
Basic language interpreter for the
6502. When he finished that, he set out
to make a computer on which to run it.
A few weeks later, in the spring of
1976, he unveiled his computer, the

Apple

I,

at the

Homebrew Computer

Club.

Talk about a bare bones computer!

The Apple I had no keyboard, no
power supply, and no case. But Steve
Jobs and Paul Terrell were impressed
with the machine. Jobs was impressed

enough to form a company to sell
them, and Terrell was impressed
enough to order 50 units for his Byte
Shop. There was just one problem
Terrell wanted the machines assembled. To pay for a PC board design,
Jobs sold his Volkswagen,

—

Woz

sold

two HP calculators their most
valuable possessions. Woz kept his job
HP while Jobs hired his sister and
his

at

H.

AHL

Dan

Kottke, a college student, to as-

semble the units. They were working
under excruciating time pressure since
the parts they bought were on 30
days net; that meant they had to deliver the 50 machines to Terrell within
30 days. Terrell got his machines on
the 29th day.
In the next few months, Jobs sold
another 150 or so computers mostly
all

well as to the older ones. 1976 saw the
introduction of Harry Garland's

Cromemco

Z-l (a Z80-based assembled system with 8K, serial I/O, and
resident monitor for $2495). Prior to
that,

Cromemco had been making

some of the most

add-on

interesting

boards for S-100 bus machines

—the TV

—

Bay Area. The price for
wonder was $666.
the end of the summer, Woz
was working on a design for the successor to the Apple I. It was to include a
keyboard, power supply, and plug-in
slots for peripherals like those found
on the S- 100 and S-50 bus machine. But
perhaps the most important thing that
happened to separate Apple from the
rest of the field was not the computer
good as it was but A.C. "Mike"
Markkula. An engineer by training,
Markkula also had solid business
experience gained from time with both
Intel and Fairchild during the meteoric
growth period of both companies. Intel
stock options had made him a milto stores in the

Perhaps the most important

this little

By

lionaire,

and

at

age 34, Markkula had

retired.

One day, however, Markkula paid
visit to the garage of Jobs and Woz
and was hooked. A few months later,
Markkula put $91,000 of his own
money into the venture and assumed
an active role in planning and managea

He

hired

Mike

Scott as president

and set out to get Apple listed in the
Fortune 500 within five years.
Meanwhile, other designers were
attracted to these two new chips as

mat happened

to

separate Apple from the
rest

of the

field

was not

computer—good as

was—but A.C.

—

—

ment.

thing

the

it

"Mike"

Markkula.

dazzler, digital to analog converter (allowed the use of joysticks), bytesaver,
and camera/digitizer.

Processor Technology introduced
the Sol Terminal Computer, the Cadillac of small computers with solid walnut sides and heavy metal case. The
basic machine for $995 (kit) came with
1 K. of RAM, 1
of video display memory, IK of ROM, 85-key keyboard, se-

K

rial

and

parallel

interfaces,

cassette

interface, "personality" module, power
supply, five slots for S-100 boards, and
the Basic language on cassette. Processor Tech also introduced 16K
cards ($529 assembled) and a dual 8"
disk system ($1895 kit or $2295 assembled). This was a rugged machine, but
unfortunately Felsenstein had not designed it for ease of assembly. Thus, as
the market shifted from kits to assembled computers, the factory assembled
Sol was overpriced compared with the
competition. This, coupled with the
low reliability of the Helios disk system, eventually spelled the downfall of
Processor Technology.
Another Cadillac design was that
of Robert Suding's Digital Group

RAM

computers. The Digital Group machines were among the first that could
use different processors (8080, Z80,
6800) almost interchangeably, an interesting concept that crops up from
time to time but that has never really
caught on.
As the price of
and
chips continued to decline, manufac-

ROM

Key players in the early days
Mike Markkula.

of Apple included Steve

Wozniak, Mike

Scott,

and

VOLUME

PROM

turers started building in loaders, monitors, and rudimentary operating
10
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make

their

machines easier

The Poly 88 from PolyMorphic
Systems, Xitan from Technical Design
Labs, Challenger from Ohio Scientific,
Intecolor 8001 from Intelligent Systems, and several others all used this
approach.
Also, in 1976, manufacturers were
starting to offer an interesting range of
S-100 boards and peripherals. Of
course, memory boards were the bread
and butter items with board manufacturers gaining an advantage by charging lower prices than the computer
makers. In the add-on board market,
to use.

companies like Seals, Solid State Music, Mini Term, Vector Graphic, Tarbell, Electronic Control Technology,
and Morrow all made the scene.
Computalker introduced a speech synthesizer; Comtek, a real time clock;
and Percom, Midwest Scientific, and
North Star all introduced floppy disk
add-ons. Also in 1976, Gary Kildall's
new company, Digital Research, announced the first advanced disk operating system,
Control Program for
Microcomputers, or CP/M. By the end
of the year, the number of companies
active in the field had topped 100.
Although there were 30 or so
computers and a wide assortment of

peripherals available, there was little
software. Cromemco offered four programs to show off their TV Dazzler,

and most manufacturers offered one or
another version of Basic. However,
there were no companies specifically in
the software business, and most users

Society and the newsletter of the Amateur Computer Group of New Jersey.
In addition to newsletters and meetings, clubs started holding conferences
and shows, although honors for the
first

big

microcomputer conference go

David Bunnell who organized the
World Altair Computer Conference in
March 1976. It was followed two
months later by the first Trenton (NJ)
Computer Festival organized by Sol
Libes and the first Midwest Area Computer Club Conference which drew a
to

staggering 4000 people.
The first national show was put together by John Dilks and held in a
seedy hotel in Atlantic City, NJ.
Nevertheless, the enthusiasm ran high,
and attendees bought everything in

on; the technical sessions were packed
and magazines like Creative Comput-

and the recently announced
Kilobaud took thousands of subscription orders on the show floor.
ing, Byte,

The Move Toward Packaged
Systems
Although most manufacturers offered their systems in both kit and
assembled versions, the majority of
their customers opted for the kit verAfter all, the kit was usually
or 30% cheaper than the assembled version
a significant amount
considering the cost of a system in
those days. However, three systems
were announced in 1977 which swung
the pendulum in the direction of
assembled systems. Two systems were
announced simultaneously on April IS
at the West Coast Computer Faire, the
Apple II and the Commodore Pet,
while the third, the TRS-80, was ansions.

25%

—

3'/2

months

later

on August 3

New

York. Deliveries of all three
machines started practically simultaneously in the fall of 1977.
I

(L)

and Gary

of Parasitic Engineering show off their
new Equinox 100 computer at the first
West Coast Computer Faire, April 1977.

—
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19E

talked to

West Coast

Mike Markkula

He

at the

explained the
concept of Apple, "We want to be the
computer company, not the small business computer company or something
else
just the personal computing company. That's the reason you see a
molded plastic case, Basic in ROM,
and color graphics." I asked about
memory, and Markkula opined the
"4K of user space is more than adequate." At that time, an assembled Apple with 4K, two game paddles, and
carrying case cost SI 298.
The First West Coast Computer

—

typed in programs from magazines and
book*.
People were hungry for information, and new clubs were springing up
like dandelions with 132 in existence
by the end of 1976. Some of the club
newsletters
were decidedly professional
among them, Interface put out
by the Southern California Computer

personal computers.

People were hungry for any
information they could lay their hands

in

Fitz (R)

Few people paid much
who was buying

attention to

sight.

nounced

Howard Fullmer

Faire put together by Jim Warren was
an event to be remembered. Warren
had figured on an attendance of 7,000
to 10,000. However, by 9:00 a.m. Saturday morning, two three-abreast lines
stretched around the Civic Auditorium
in San Francisco. It took over an hour
to reach the door. By the time the
Faire closed on Sunday, more than
13,000 people had jammed the aisles to
talk to blue jean and T-shirt clad
exhibitors. At one point the crush

Faire.

around the Creative Computing booth
was so dense that people in back
climbed on the shoulders of friends and

waved

dollar bills to get copies of the
magazine. Other booths were equally
mobbed as were the sessions given by
speakers like Carl Helmers, Ted Nelson, Lee Felsenstein, and me. Virtually
every active person and company in

the industry was there, and from then
on the West Coast Faire was the leading show of the industry.
At that time, the main conference/trade show of the mainframe/
minicomputer industry was the Na-

Computer Conference sponsored
by AFIPS (American Federation of
Information Processing Societies). In
1976, I convinced the NCC organizers
to set aside one day for personal
tional

computing sessions. I put together the
sessions and invited speakers like Frederick Pohl (a science fiction author),
Bill Mayhew of the Boston Children's
Museum, and Scott Adams (who

would

later

found Adventure Inter-

The day was

a great success,
until 1978 that NCC forrecognized the importance of
personal computers and included a
Personal Computing Festival as a major part of the conference. Three years
later when the personal computing
portion of the conference equaled the
size of the rest of it, AFIPS abolished it
and rolled everything into one.
As mentioned previously, 1977
was really a turning point from kits to
assembled systems. Neverthless, in the
article, "Selecting a Micro," in Creative
Computing in July, we discussed the
five types of systems then available.
national).
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The least expensive were PC boards with
IK or less of memory and no I/O like
the Jolt and

SC/MP. Next were

all

on

one board kits like the KIM-1, Intercept Jr., and Mike-3. A box with lights
and switches was a big jump up; these
included the Altair, IMSAI. and ETC1000. Next were boxes with built-in
loaders in
like the SWTPC 6800,
PolyMorphic Poly-88, and Wave Mate
Jupiter II. All-in-one assembled systems included the Compucolor 8001,
Apple II, and Commodore Pet 2001.
Of course, many of these were still sold
in kit form. The powerhouse of electronic kits, Heathkit, also joined the
fray with its H8 and Hll computers

ROM

and

H9

terminal.

Also making the scene in 1977
were five new magazines: Personal
Computing. Kilobaud (later, to evolve
into Microcomputing),
(survived
nine issues and was merged into Creative Computing), Dr. Dobb's Journal.
and Microtrek (survived only two is-

ROM

sues). Also, SCCS Interface had
evolved into a slick magazine that

would become Interface Age.
Other interesting things proposed
in 1977 included Hal Shair's idea for
coin operated computers in public libraries. (The cost of computers
dropped so fast that people could afford their own machines, and the idea
died a quiet death.) A national computer club was proposed, and several
organizing meetings were held, but the
scheme had little to offer that users
could not get from magazines and local
clubs;

also died.

Some

researchers at
Stanford and NJIT were promoting the
idea of computer conferencing, but it
was not until four or five years later
it

APottNse/W

-t

mBASC

that the price of

modems came down

enough to make the idea practical.
Now, of course, CompuServe, The
Source, and innumerable local bulletin
boards demonstrate the practicality of
the idea daily.

And Then There Was Software
December

In

there

1977,

were

only two advertisers of applications
software in Creative Computing. One,
Scientific Research, offered four 8"
CP/M floppy disks, each containing a
variety of text-oriented programs of
widely varying quality. The other, Software Records, offered a 12" LP record
of Basic programs that could be played
"through your Tarbell, Kansas City, or

Of

escaped

in

1978 and
up World Power

February

shortly thereafter set

Sybex, Scelbi, and Creative Computing
Press were selling programs in book
form. Also, in late 1977, Microsoft
then still in Albuquerque placed its
first ads for 4K and 8K Basic (S3S0)
and Fortran ($500).

bigger stakes, and placed six-page inserts in Interface Age, Byte, Kilobaud,
and, months later, Creative Computing.
These ads showed all types of boards,
disk drives, and memory add-ons, all
priced about 20% less than the competition. The photos were of actual
products of other companies with the
manufacturer names stripped out and
the negatives reversed. Realizing from
a phone call that he had been uncovered, on April 25, 1979, Hunt loaded
up a van with equipment, closed out
his bank account, and left Tucson. As
far as we know, he is still on the loose.
Also, during this period, the rapid
growth of the personal computer in-

several

book publishers

— notably

—

—

However, by mid- 1978, scores of
companies, offering an incredible array
of software offerings, had sprung up
across the country. Personal Software
(Microchess by Peter Jennings and
Bridge Challenger), Program Design
Inc. (educational programs), Connecticut Microcomputer (word processing),
Cursor (cassette magazine for the Pet),
Adventure International (adventure

games), Rainbow Computing (assorted
Apple programs), Sensational Software

(games

and education), Computrex
and games), Softape (speech

dustry lured several consumer

PRS

manufacturers into the
business. Thus, we saw such products
as the Bally Arcade,
PeCos and

(utilities),

MicroPro International
(word processing, sorting), Technical
Systems Consultants (word processing,

Imagination Machine, Exidy Sorcerer,
Interact, Video Brain, and, in mid1979, the Texas Instruments TI 99/4

utilities), Tarbell (languages, utilities),
Structured Systems (business), Lifeboat Associates (utilities), Smoke Signal Broadcasting (languages, utilities),

and Atari 400 and 800. Bally, APF,
and Video Brain went straight to mass

(utilities

phone

tables),

AJA

(utilities),

(business),

and

In-

Software (games). Quick quiz:
how many of these companies are still
around today? Clue: you can count
them on one hand.
Also in mid- 1978, both Apple and

Radio Shack announced 5 /«" floppy
disk drives, a move which threw open
the floodgates for future software
development. Then, in the fall of 1978,
Dan Bricklin got together with Bob
Frankston to produce the now legendary VisiCalc. Shown at the West
Coast Computer Faire in April 1979
and
in June, VisiCalc became the
first software package that would jusl

1984

He

Systems in Tucson, AZ.
This time Hunt was shooting for

Graham-Dorian
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A

course,

Altair cassette interface."

stant

Lyoll Morrill, Jr. (L) of Computer
Heodware showing his WHATSIT
database package on a Sol at PC78.

the purchase of an entire computer
system.
There were several other milestones in the 1977-79 period. One, first
uncovered by Creative Computing,
were the scams pulled off by Norman
Hunt (a.k.a. David Winthrop). In June
1977, Interface Age carried full page
ads for boards and terminals from
Data Sync Corp. in Santa Maria, CA.
month later, the same ads appeared
in Byte and Kilobaud. The prices were
irresistible, and the orders rolled in.
However, it was all an elaborate con
game, and Hunt was arrested and sent
to prison for grand theft in late 1977.
tify

NCC

electronics

APF

merchandisers completely bypassing
stores and magazines. They
even skipped the personal computer

computer

shows and exhibited instead

at

the

Consumer Electronics Show (a trade
show for mass retailers). As a result,
they were the first to fail. TI and Atari
had considerably more staying power
due to a broader marketing approach
and better financing.

The Market Starts

to Divide

Through the end of
ple paid

much

1978, few peoattention to who was

buying personal computers. The shows
were a hodge podge of exhibitors
chip houses, clubs, parts distributors,
bookstores, T-shirt vendors, and every

V
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imaginable type of computer, periphand software manufacturer. Indeed, at one of the early West Coast
Computer Faires, Lyall Morrill of
Computer Headware wore a beanie
with a propellor on it in a booth with
hand lettered signs to promote his
database program, WHATSIT (Wow!
How'd All That Stuff Get In There?).
The very next booth was occupied by
IBM. The booth had fancy chrome display racks to show off the IBM 5100,
but the three men in pinstripe suits
mostly stood around watching hordes
of customers, checkbooks in hand, line
eral,

up

at

Morrill's

booth

to

buy

his

program.

As I said, manufacturers didn't
much care who was buying their wares.
Just about everything

was

selling,

and

if a product turned out to be a dog, the
manfacturer would simply throw in the
sponge and start something else or join
a more successful company. The cost

of entry into the business was relatively
low, and business plans were practically

unheard

of.

However, by 1979, things were
changing. Venture capitalists discovered the industry and, in exchange for

imposed some management
discipline on the companies in which
they invested. Second, larger manufacturers such as Radio Shack and TI
were behaving like professionals. And
third, word processing packages and
VisiCalc were proving to business people that microcomputers were a justifi-

money,

able expense.

As a

result,

by 1980, the industry

on a completely new
character. Sure, there were still scores
of garage shops and two-man operations
there still are today
but by and
large the major players were beginning
started to take

—

—

to conduct their business in a highly

For many compameant focusing on a specific

professional manner.
nies this

type of customer. Thus, manufacturers
of S- 100 bus systems tended to move toward laboratory and business customers
while manufacturers of less flexible,
packaged systems moved toward home

and educational customers.

This division was even more proamong software manufacAlthough mid- 1979, Personal
Software, one of the industry leaders,
had games, educational packages, and
business software, by 1981 they had
changed their name to VisiCorp and
had all but dropped anything but business packages. Likewise, Programma

nounced
turers.

and Automated Simulations (now
Epyx) went heavily into games, while
Edu-Ware and PDI specialized in
Programma was

education. (Brief aside:

founded by Dave Gordon who overexpanded and bought every program in
sight. Caught in a cash crunch, he sold
out to Hayden. Disgusted with Hayden's financial controls, he walked out
on his contract several months later and
founded Datamost. In 1982, Datamost
had more games on the market than
anyone else, but in '83, they pulled more

games than they introduced.)
Although the most costly hardware and software systems were targeted at business applications, in 1980,
the really big volume was in games.

:

The computer monitor so ingenious,
If you're torn between buying a dedicated monitor and making do with your
regular TV there's a smarter alternative The General Electric Monitor /TV

First and foremost, it's a computer monitor.
Compatible with all major computer brands, it combines these advanced
features to sharpen text and graphics and deliver a display that's easy-on-the-eyes:
Direct and split video inputs. 320 line resolution via a comb filter, plus a computer
grade. 5mm-pitch Neovision" picture system.

K)626.

Nolan Bushnell, founder of

had

Atari,

introduced his first coin-op game,
Pong, in 1974. Three years later he entered the home market with Pong and
Breakout and then, in 1978, introduced
the Atari VCS (2600). This took the

to

mid- 1978, both Apple

5Y4 "

floppy disk drives,

from timesharing systems, became the
first
million selling computer book.
Scott Adams wrote a series of adventure games modeled after the classic
Adventure game by Crowther and
Woods, orginally written on a time-

and Radio Shack announced

a move which threw open

the

floodgates for future software development.

known

were Strategic Simulations,
Muse, Acorn, Aardvark, Quality SoftBroderbund, Krell, SubLogic,
Dynacomp, Micro Lab, Synergistic,
Avant-Garde, Beagle Bros., and Sinus.
Not all the games of these companies were good
indeed, the minute a
good game came out, nearly everyone
else brought out an "improved" version. Also, game publishers, buoyed by
spectacular early sales and hampered
by poor business planning, offered
ware,

—

country by storm, and within a year
manufacturers were marketing every
imaginable form of game for personal
computers.
Thus, in 1980, the sales of computer games began a meteoric rise that
was, unfortunately, to last only two or
three years for most manufacturers.
The first games were text-oriented
games converted from timesharing systems. In 1979, my book, Basic Computer Games, consisting of 101 games

fe

sharing system at MIT. In addition.
Lunar Lander, Star Trek, Space War,
and many other popular games made
the transition from timesharing sys-

tems to microcomputers.
Other early games were translated
from coin-op games, the first smash hit
being Space Invaders marketed by Creative Computing's software division.
Sensational Software. However, within
a year, literally hundreds of companies
had entered the fray. Some of the best

—

Meanwhile,
companies was

another handful of
following the same
questionable strategy in the business
and utility software market. Hence today there are more than 100 word
processing packages, scores of spreadsheets, and dozens of database manage-

ment programs, many of which
represent only marginal improvements

•
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even runs this kind of program.
Secondly, it's a first class TV.
Flick a switch and these same advanced electronics give you an
outstanding TV with a high-contrast picture and rich, true colors.
And you get all this for about the same price as an ordinary
monitor. Another piece of ingenuity we thought youd appreciate.
\
,

We

bring

good

things to

life.
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ft

—

ridiculously high author royalties
in
and spent
heavily on advertising and promotion.
As a result, many companies did not
survive, while a handful of game authors became instant millionaires.

some cases 30% or more

—
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over competitive packages. The fallout
has not come as quickly to these manufacturers since most of the packages
are priced at $100 or more, but the
signs of a shakeout are already evident.

The Entry of IBM
Going into 1981, there was no
clear winner among suppliers of business systems. Major players included
Apple, Tandy, Exidy, and even Commodore at the low to medium end.
Higher
up
were
North
Star,
Cromemco, Ohio Scientific, Intertec,

Vector

Graphic,

Hewlett

Packard,

NEC, Midwest Scientific, and a large
group of S-100 bus manufacturers.
With the exception of the S-100 mak-

Paul Allen

most of whom offered the CP/M
operating system, the others offered a

some of their customers,
Commodore.

ers,

bewildering array of incompatible
operating systems: TRSDOS, Apple
DOS, Flex, and other proprietary
systems.

Applications software, too, had to
be customized for each different hardware combination. For example, Michael Shrayer wrote no fewer than 78
different versions of his Electric Pencil
word processing package for various
mpus, operating systems, and video
display boards. However, most software producers did not go this far and
offered packages for only a limited
number of machines.
More than anything else, success
in the business market was determined

by the strongest computer store in a local area. So much customizing was required between computers, peripherals,
and software, that knowledgeable
personnel were required to put a system together as well as provide after
sale training and handholding. Indeed,
stores became so important that several
large stores and chains started buying
boards and boxes and assembling their
own systems. Among them were Prodigy from Computer Mart of New JerArchive from GRC, and Vista
from Advanced Computer Products.
However, all this was to change as
a result of an announcement on August
sey,

12, 1981 at the largest press conference
hosted by IBM since the introduction
of the 360 in the mid 60's. The response by the press, by store owners,
and by customers to the IBM PC was

immediate and overwhelming. Our report in Creative Computing summed it
up. "IBM has done just about everything right."

\

— the limited 64K memory, single
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ond

Bill

Gates (R) of Microsoft with computers manufactured by
including Radio Shack, Apple, NEC, Datapoint, and

density disk drives, and expensive color
graphics board but at the time it
looked great. People enthused over the
16-bit mpu, detached keyboard, 80character text resolution, PC-DOS
operating system, wide choice of
applications software, and seemingly

—

excellent documentation.

IBM PC

very few people re-

alized at the time the profound effect

it

would have on the market. In fact,
there were even detractors; from the
industry pundit Adam
Osborne at the West Coast Computer
Faire in March 1982, one would have
thought the entry of IBM was a nonevent. (Osborne, of course, had introduced the Osborne 1 just one year
earlier at the same West Coast Faire.)
And Apple ran a full page ad in The
Wall Street Journal with the headline,
"Welcome IBM." Clearly, Apple did
not regard IBM as a major threat.
At the risk of repeating an oft but
seldom correctly told story, here is

comments of

how IBM wound up with PC-DOS inCP/M. Prior to their first

stead of

meeting with

Bill Gates of Microsoft in
1981, IBM, as is their custom,
asked Gates (and Steve Ballmer) to
sign a non-disclosure agreement. Gates

July

couldn't see much point in it, but
signed. After a second meeting in August, Gates signed a consulting agreement with IBM to suggest how the

companies could work together
specifically

to

implement

Microsoft

Basic on the PC.

Demonstrating their lack of
with the microcomputer
asked Gates if he could
CP/M operating sys-

market,

IBM

also sell

them the

tem. Gates explained that he didn't
but that Gary Kildall of

own CP/M

Digital Research was the man to see.
Gates called Kildall and alerted him to
the impending visit from IBM, which
was then set up for the next day.
The next day, Kildall flew off on

some previously

Although people were enthusiastic
about the

familiarity

Looking back we can see some
flaws

(L)

scheduled

business

and asked Dorothy McEwen, who handled licensing agreements with hardware manufacturers, to deal with the
IBM people. She greeted them but refused to sign the non-disclosure agreement because she felt it would put
Digital Research in a vulnerable position. Company lawyer Jerry Davis
agreed with her. The IBM representatives were rather miffed, turned

around and

flew

back to Seattle where

they asked Gates if he could supply an
operating system as well as Basic.
Thus it was that Bill Gates got together with Tim Patterson at Seattle
Computer Products and converted
SCP's new operating system for the
8086, SCP-DOS, to MS-DOS for the
8088 in the IBM PC (IBM calls it PCDOS). Once the specs of the operating

system were fleshed out, IBM started
making the rounds of applications software developers to arrange for conversions of software like VisiCalac.
EasyWriter, the Peachtree business
packages, and even Microsoft's version
of Adventure.
IBM started shipping in September 1981 and by the end of the year
had shipped 13,000 machines, a
reasonable, but not staggering volume.
However, over the next two years,
IBM's volume kept climbing, and by
the start of 1984 they had shipped an
estimated 500,000 machines.

Right from the

start,

Apple

in-

stituted a policy of publishing both in-

hardware and systems software
specifications. This "open architecternal

ture" policy attracted third party vendors to market a wide variety of
software and peripherals much more
than Apple could have produced internally. This seemed like a good approach to IBM and, in a major
departure from corporate policy, they
made available the specs of the PC to
outside parties. As a result, software
and peripheral manufacturers fell over
themselves in a rush to offer add-ons
and software for the PC.
Partially as a result of this great
outpouring of software and partially
because of the three magic letters, I, B,
and M, other manufacturers beat a
path to the door of Microsoft for its
MS-DOS operating system. Less than
one year after the announcement of the
PC, the first PC compatibles were announced and, by 1984, there were
nearly a dozen from which to choose.
In addition to the compatibles, manufacturers of scores of other new 16-bit

—

computers (Wang, DEC, TI
chose to use

With

etc.) also

MS-DOS.

this

dominance of

MS-DOS

for 16-bit machines, things looked a bit

glum for Digital Research since
CP/M-86 (the 16-bit version of CP/M)
was

stalled in its tracks. Nevertheless,
looking ahead to multi-tasking and
multi-user systems, Digital Research

announced Concurrent CP/M (rerenamed Concurrent DOS), a
system that appears to have taken an

cently

lead

early

multi-tasking

for

applications.

As manufacturers

increasingly fol-

what hapS-100 and other
business computer manufacturers of
pro-IBM days? Sad to say, the majority
of them didn't make it. However, this
shakeout or competition, as we prefer
to call it
was not limited to the high
end of the market.
lowed
pened

IBM's

in

to

all

was Clive Sinclair, and the computer
was the ZX80. A little over a year
the ZX8I appeared with a price
under $100.
Thus began the great price war of
1982-83. Although Sinclair may have
later,

it was Jack Tramiel
Commodore who played the game
with a vengeance. Although TI was his

been the catalyst,
at

alleged target, his price cutting affected
nearly every manufacturer (existing

and

instituted

an expansion box give-

away with the purchase of

peripheral

cards.

June

reduced the price
of the Vic 20 to $199 and the C64 to
$499. August '82: TI announces a $100
rebate (street price of 99/4A is now

Coleco entered the
market with its Adam, an innovative
machine with a daisy wheel printer,
priced at $600 for the whole works. On
June 10, 1983, TI announced the largest loss in their corporate history and
three months later withdrew from the
home computer market. Tramiel, still
looking for market share, slashed the
price of the C64 to $200 and virtually
walked away with the 1983 holiday
buying season for the second year in a

$199). October '82: Tandy cuts CoCo
price $70, and Atari throws in an extra
16K free.
month later, Tandy cuts
CoCo another $100. In

row.
During this period, Mattel attempted to enter the market with the
Aquarius, failed miserably, and, a year

December (having lost the holiday
buying season to Commodore) Atari
cuts the price of the 400 to $200 and
48K 800 to $500.
In January 1983, Tramiel slashes
the price of the Vic to $139 and the
C64 to $400. TI reacts a month later
with a rebate that lowers the street
price of the 99/4A to $149. Tramiel
turns around and cuts the price of the
Vic to under $100, forcing TI to drop
the 99/2 project and announce a further cut in the price of the 99/4A to
$100 to take effect in June, thus effectively halting sales for three months.
Atari responds by cutting the price of
the 400 to $89, actually selling ma-

later, withdrew from consumer
Timex waited a
year after the introduction of the Sinclair Spectrum in England to introduce
it in the U.S. (as the 2068), also failed,
and withdrew from the market. Milton
Bradley invested heavily into voice
recognition add-ons for the Atari and
TI computers, and, facing enormous
losses, was acquired by Hasbro. In
1984, Atari, struggling with a declining
market for video games as well as
losses in computers, was sold by its
parent company, Warner Communications, to none other than Jack Tramiel

and new entrants) of low-end
computers.
Briefly, the chronology went
something like this. In the spring of
1982, the TI 99/4A was priced at $349,

16K Atari 400 at $349, and Radio
Shack Color Computer at $379, while

Commodore had just

A

the price of the

footprints,

In

'83,

electronics altogether.

who had recently left Commodore.
quietly withdrew their 6001 from
the market, while Spectra Video, APF,

NEC

and Video Technology never got off
the ground at all.
Although the price wars were
most visible at the low end, competition was taking its toll at the medium and upper end was well. Some of

the

—

chines for less than the manufacturing
cost. Timex, who was the exclusive
distributor of Sinclair computers in the
U.S., cut the price of the ZX81 to $49,
while Tandy cut the CoCo price to
$199. TI, desperate by this time, gave
production workers extended vacations

^i»f|;i

I

—

the

more notable victims included OsComputer Devices, Vector

borne,

The Great Price War

Graphic, Victor, OSI, and Exidy.
Nevertheless, today there are more
computer manufacturers than ever before, and the demise of one company
seems to be followed by the entry of

In 1980 the dividing line between

home and business systems was a
murky one. Home systems tended to be
priced from $400 on up while business
systems were often the same computers
with additional memory, peripherals,
and software. Then at the Personal
Computer World Show in September
1980, a red-headed genius from Cambridge, England announced the first
computer for under $200. His name

The Commodore Vic-20 and
figured prominently in the

TI 99/4A
1983 price

war.

two new ones. Desktop computers
were followed by transportables and,
more recently, by notebook computers.
Thus, the personal computer business
remains one of the most exciting, alluring,

and interesting businesses

in the

world.
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Introducing the new\
United they stand.

/

\

Programs

in

IBM's Assistant

Series are like actors in a play. Alone,

^T

^

each gives an outstanding performance.
Together, they've been directed to act well as

a troupe. (In the software world, this interaction
is

called "integration.")

Just as actors can easily perform
on different stages, these programs can easily
work on different IBM personal computers —
from PCjr to larger systems like PC/XT.

How integrated software works.
Want to get your facts and figures in order? Start with
Filing Assistant. Then, to print the facts in tabular form,
add IBM Reporting Assistant. To write about what you've
been working on (and make sure the spelling's accurate), use
IBM Writing Assistant — the word processing program. Want to
put a chart in the middle of your text? Use IBM Graphing Assistant.
It takes data directly from IBM Filing Assistant to turn numbers
into pictures. When it's time to think ahead with schedules and
forecasts — get IBM Planning Assistant* the spreadsheet program.
The finishing touch? IBM Assistant Solutions. They

IBM

Little Iramp character licensed
*

Available early next

"Prices apply ai

by Bubbles Inc.,

v

IBM Pmduit

Centers

s.a.

IBMAssistant Series.
Divided they stand.

make using IBM Filing Assistant
even easier, lb help you with record
keeping, several predefined, often-used
forms are included in each
Solutions package.

Learn one, learn them all.
IBM's Assistant Series works hard for you.
But the programs aren't hard to work. Many
commands and function keys are the
same. So once you've learned one program, you're well on
your way to mastering the rest.
They're not hard to buy, either. Pick what
you want nhen you want. Each program is less than $150.'
of the menus,

Thereto a demo in store.
We've shown you how affordable the new IBM Assistant Series
But we can't show you how easy. Ybur dealer can. Simply ask for a
demonstration. For the authorized IBM Personal Computer dealer
or IBM Product Center near you, call 800-447-4700.
In Alaska or Hawaii, 800-447-0890.

is.

__ ^^

^

"S"S

Personal Computer Software
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(A

merchandising ploy)

subtle

TO OUR MANY LOYAL SUPPORTERS, to new computer owners,
to everyone who still believes in the potential of personal
computers to make the world a better place, we extend the

and

following,

somewhat uncharacteristic offer:

Buy 2,Get 1 Free!
LARRY BIRD &
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JOHN J. ANDERSON

Prediction

and

Predilec

<xa

Creative Computing

and the Future of the
Micro Industry
Let's cut right to the heart of the

matter: the real problem with choosing
the occupation of prophet is the extremely strong possibility of ending up
completely, hilariously wrong.
There are carloads of amusing

examples, many from extremely
learned sources. Dr. Dionysys Lardner, for example, professor in the early
19th century of natural philosophy and
astronomy at London's University College, asserted that "rail travel at high

speed will never be possible, because
passengers, unable to breathe, would
die of asphyxia." Simon Newcombe is

best

remembered

for his 1901 predicby machines heavier
impractical and insignifi-

tion that "flight

than air

is

cant, if not utterly impossible." Eigh-

months later, the Wright Brothers
caught the breeze at Kitty Hawk. So
much for the supposed experts.
teen

wonder if the teacher who told
the young Albert Einstein he would
never amount to much ever said to
I

himself, "Boy, did

hope he

screw up!"

I

sure

make of these
you are going to err
predicting the future, err on the
The one

examples
in

I

did.

point to

is this: if

VOLUME

optimistic side.
I'm a World's Fair buff, so as far
as I'm concerned, one good example
here will suffice. At the New York

World's Fair of 1939, in the very
throes of the Great Depression, visitors
to the General Motors Futurama exwere awed by visions of a shining

hibit

future: airships and flying cars and
glass skyscrapers 1000 stories tall, cit-

under the sea, and ribbons of superhighway 50 lanes across. The date of
coming glory? Why 1969, of
course. The world of the future, you
see, was only 30 years distant. Just as it
ies

this
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THE FUTURE OF PERSONAL

easy for us to envision Scotty beaming us up in the year 2014.
is

is

fella

right."

Okay, enough philosophy. Assum-

Wrong Again
So we see how many ways there
are to go

wrong when predicting the

You may

future.

be too biased in the

direction of your own interests. You
may be overly optimistic. Or you may
be overly pessimistic.
Of course it seems difficult to be
overly pessimistic these days. One wing
of futurists gaining credibility by the

minute are a group we may for conve-

lump together

sake

nience

as

"the

doomsayers." You know them: "The
end is nigh." They have a point—just
think of

all

the highly effective means
at our disposal to elimi-

we now have

nate the future entirely! Nuclear holocaust, overpopulation, and pollution,
just to name a few. Predictions of
Armageddon have kept prophets busy
for the last couple of

but will put

them

thousand years,

right out of business

—

and when they come true typically
short-sighted management, if you ask
if

me.

Then

there

is

the appositive wing,

that holds technology itself to
for all our problems.

the "Neo-Luddites."

I

call this

blame
group

They advocate a

philosophy something along the lines
of "Let's return to the dark ages, before it's too late!" They would stop the
clock by pulling on its hands, like Harold Lloyd in "Safety Last."
Though I have made my share of

and wrong, in this
magazine and elsewhere, I have always
tried to take an active hand in shaping

predictions, right

was

totally inebriated

by the no-

tion of the computer, but all that

is left

we don't shortly burn ourselves out
in some sort of apocalyptic flashdance,
which, when I am feeling strong, I can

morning is a headache, a ringing in
the ears, and a vague crankiness whenever the word "diskette" is uttered.

bring myself to assume, there are some
relatively
safe predictions we can
make at least within a highly defined
sphere. I'm going to go ahead and
make a few here, somewhat conservatively, subjectively, and very much
on the bias. I shall address them
specifically to the microcomputer industry, including hardware, software,
micros as a hobby, and finally the part
I believe (desire) Creative Computing
to play in coming years.
That's it for the qualifiers, folks.
Now I'll start climbing out on the limb.
Notice I never work with a net.

Many of the so-called industry
"experts" made a Futurama of the
micro market. With straight faces they
predicted sales of 90 million units in
1985 and other such drivel. Realities
have dictated a different story. This
has resulted in a very competitive,
though stratified, marketplace. In response, the industry must mature.
One of my favorite analogies is the
comparison of the microcomputer industry to the early movie industry. The
days of Woz and Jobs those were like
the days of Mack Sennett and D. W.
Griffith. Heck, even a decent tworeeler back then was big news. Things
like pans, parallel-action cutting, dissolves, and fade-outs were being invented on the fly, and those who did
the inventing more often than not had
no idea of the significance of their acts.
Nowadays the big corporations
have stepped in, and in a direct parallel
to the fledgling motion picture industry, one by one all the little independents are being squeezed out.
The last true visionaries and entrepreneurs of the micro industry will
soon be dispossessed. And the unimaginative, lumbering moguls will
have the game to themselves. The
products will no longer be born of inspiration, but by formula.
And ultimately, the industry will
spark,
but gain a new
lose
its

ing

—

Bye-Bye Boom
As for the future of
well, the first thing

the industry,

you should know

is

honeymoon is over. Passion
sure ran high for a while you could
cut it with a knife. The love was unconditional, and computers were about
to solve all of the world's problems.
Why, folks who didn't have microthat the

—

computers were ashamed to admit it.
They would say things like "I'm getting one next week," or "I bought an
IBM, but it hasn't come in yet." Ah,
those were the days before the world

—

wised up.

Now

the boom is over. Not only is
the industry faced with a sobered customer, it is faced by a customer with a
positive hangover. Last night this poor

this

—

the future, rather than just "reporting"

on

it. I've been burned at it, too. Just
month the Atari column ended
with an open letter to Jack Tramiel,
urging him to market a certain new
computer. A week after we went to
press, the computer was picked up by

last

Commodore.

C'est la guerre.

Merely to predict is to attempt tc
place yourself outside the process
very misleading, actually. For by the
very act of prediction, you are attempting to mold the future to your personal
vision
in fact predicting what you
want to happen. In acknowledging my
own ability to act, I can reject the line
of doomsayers and of Neo-Luddites.
My own philosophy is more along the
following lines: "Don't sit there and

—

mope over Malthus. Get

off your
and do all you can to prove him
wrong. Even though you may admit he

keester
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from your
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basic:

MSdos

PERSONAL
COMPUTER

ANDTHE
PERSONAL

COMPUTWG

COMPUTER

W
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GRAPHICS

Kitf

Take the
6-volume Microcomputing Library for only S2.95
whan you join the

MSI^U. COITlPUTeR BOOK CLUB

You simply agree to buy 3 more books— at handsome discounts— within the next

This set of six carefully selected books— an
$83.70 value—will be your basic reference
source for small computing.

manual

for everything

to the

fine

work

from types of equipment
points of formatting the finished
Publisher's Price: $10.95.

MS-DOS AND PC-DOS
USERS GUIDE.
5.

BASIC AND THE
PERSONAL COMPUTER.
1.

Thomas A. Dwyer and Margin Critchfield. A
down-to-earth introduction to programming

After Norton. Superbly practical, easy-to-follow guide, shows how to use DOS and master
its broad array of features. Shows you the
"tricks of the trade": invaluable hands-on
know-how and advice. An important refer-

BASIC. Includes: computer graphics, program development, data bases, and more. Also,
many step-by-step examples of word processing,

ence and handbook. Publisher's Price:

computer games, and computer simulations.

$15.95.

in

Publisher's Price: $15.55.
6.
2.

MICROCOMPUTER GRAPHICS.

Roy E. Myers. Provides the essential mathematics and programming techniques you will need
for computer graphics applications in BASIC,
and many
$12.95.
3.

other

topics

Publisher's

Price:

division of the Library of

. . .

Alfred Glossbrenner. This digested collection of
detailed information on the far-flung aspects of
networking and data bases shows you how to
gain access to a universe of information with
your small computer. Publisher's Price: $14.95.

The SMALL COMPUTER

BOOK

CLUB
latest

will keep you up-to-date with the
developments in software, improvein hardware, programming lan-

ments

WRITING IN THE COMPUTER
Processing Skills and Style

Every Writer.

Andrew Fluegelman and Jeremy Joan Hewes.

Computer and

and most respected computer book club in
the world. Unlike other microcomputer
clubs. Small Computer Book Club offers
books from a wide variety of leading publishers.

A

2 months.

1. The Finest Books. Of the hundreds of
books submitted to us each year, only the very
finest are selected and offered. Moreover, our
books are always of equal quality to pub-

lishers' editions,

never economy editions.

Big Savings. In addition to getting the
Microcomputing Library for $2.95 when you
you keep saving substantial ly— up to 30%
and occasionally even more. (For example,
2.

join,

your total savings as a trial member— including this introductory offer— can easily be over
50%. That's like getting every other book free!)
3. Bonus Books. Also, you will immediately
become eligible to participate in our Bonus
Plan, with savings up to 70% off the
publishers' prices.
Convenient Service. At 3-4 week intervals
times per year) you will receive the Book
Club News, describing the Main Selection and
Alternate Selections, together with a dated
reply card. If you want the Main Selection, do
nothing and it will be sent to you automatically. If you prefer another selection, or no
book at all, simply indicate your choice on the
card, and return it by the date specified. You
will have at least 10 days to decide. If, because
of late mail delivery of the News, you should
receive a book you do not want, we guarantee
return postage.

Book

4.

(16

Information Sciences, the oldest, largest

with the World.

AGE: Word

. . .

SMALLCOMPUTER BOOKCLUBisa

THE COMPLETE HANDBOOK

for

M

Scvison 25 business methods illusJohn
trated by computer programs, in a step-bystep casebook. You'll find details on pricing
corportechniques
long-range planning
ate data bases... and much more. Publisher's
Price: $12.95.

OF PERSONAL COMPUTER
COMMUNICATIONS:
Everything You Need to Go Online

4.

EXECUTIVE COMPUTING.

1

4 Good Reasons to Join

guages, and much more— all at handsome
discounts.
So start enjoying the club's benefits today.

If the reply card has been removed, please write to the
Small Computer Book Club. Ik-pl V-A<.4. Km-rsidr.
V.I 1111(17$ lo obtain membership information and an

application.
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Apple

HOW TO TURN
YOUR COMPUTER
INTO AN AQUARIUM
FOR $14.95.

THE FUTURE OF PERSONAL

Introducing
sophistication.

Forgive

me

the

partisanship, but I'm quite convinced
that the movie metaphor can be extended one step further: the coming of
the Macintosh will do to the micro-

computer business what the
did for the film business.

ies

was "The Jazz Singer," you

first talk-

The

Lisa

can the market mature? It
must offer systems that do more. It
must offer systems that cost less. It
must offer systems that are easier to
use. It must continually offer innovation, as opposed to parochialism. And
it
must stop underestimating the
customer.
See how easy it is to be a prophet?
I
wonder what the dues are in the
Clairvoyant's Local.

Standard and Poor
Pardon my wrench, but the search
for standardization is to my mind so
much turkey too-toos. Has MS-DOS
really done that much for the industry?
Even the best MS-DOS programmers
will tell you that MS-DOS is mediocre
and that its main claim to fame was to
aid the popularization of the relatively
mediocre piece of hardware on which it

was designed to run. Better to abandon
a standard, if you ask me, than to converge around a lousy one.
And I don't think standards can
ever be other than mediocre, because
they are compromised by the very fact
of their standardization. It is quite like
TV catering to the eleven-year-old
mind. Wonderful, if what you are trying to do is sell deodorant during
commercials. Not so wonderful, if you
are trying sell thinking between
commercials. I know even eleven-year-

who are insulted.
Lest you think I am making this
piece into some sort of anti-IBM di-

olds

my

me

set

best friends

you straight. Some of
own IBMs. Now that

they have sent me a full-stroke keyboard for my PCjr, I may actually boot
something up on it. Some people are so
up on IBM because of those three

—

letters. Some people are so down
IBM because of those three blue
I'm not anything because of
those three blue letters. I'm down on
mediocrity and up on excellence.

blue

A really practical use
your micro Soltware that turns it
an aquarium. No more people
asking "What can you do with your
computer?" Now you can entertain
your lriends with the aqueous
antics ol your Apple' n+ lie. Zfc (48K).
F1SH1ES. Fun-loving seaware from
At

last!

lor

into

Harper&Row
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—

on

letters.

For you see, we are on the verge of
choosing the next standard, since MSDOS is about played out. We are coming to a crossroad, a watershed, a cusp,
as

it

were.

My

message

is

that

—

a little innovation the heretical
idea of trying something new.
must
be willing to surmount our conformist
resist

We

urge to set arbitrary standards, in the
hope of just maybe finding something
better. It is a little like freedom of
choice. Hey folks, this is America!

see.

How

atribe, let

COMPUTING

we should not

Smell the Coffee
It's America,
have

already

and smell the

right, but we
we
up
The Japanese alwhile we bicker

all

been

aren't even smart

passed, and
to wake

enough

coffee.

ready have us beat,
over whether they have us beat or not,
because they are better tuned in to the
secrets we preach but don't practice.
You know: long-term planning, a
healthier view of the market, a true

commitment to R&D, to education, to
new technology, to quality, to perfection, to personal accountability on the
assembly line. That sort of stuff.
Of course if we fall into the mood
to get our act together, we can knock
their socks off. We can prove Alan

Kay wrong in his recent prediction
that the first working Dynabook will
come from Japan. We can start our
own Sixth Generation project. We can
make a comeback in robotics. We can
lead the way into the future, instead of
following Japan's lead into the future.
And think of it: all we have to do
is wake up and smell the coffee.

Future Stock
to

It's easy to tell you what is going
happen to hardware in the future.

We

will

develop extremely powerful

CPU

32- and 64-bit
chips, requiring very little voltage and capable of
operating at very high speeds (10
16-,

Mhz+). Custom VLSI chips will get
bigger and bigger, and the day is not
far off when entire motherboards,
consisting of one or more central
processors and multiple support
processors, will be surface-mounted in

a "board" that is actually etched as a
single chip. This technology will start
out expensively, but eventually bring
costs down even lower than they are
today.

Concerning

RAM

memory:

it

will

continue to become cheaper and less
bulky.
technology will make
volatile
a remnant of yesteryear.
It will take only a trickle of voltage to
maintain memory between power-ups.

CMOS

RAM

Once RAM is non-volatile, ROM becomes an antique. And new means of

RAM

storage will blur the line be-

The

MacClassics™ from Videx.

Own

Legends in Their
»I>WI

WW 1»»H
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Time.
1

i
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MacVegas™ $59

FunPak™ $39

Roulette

Klondike Solitaire
King Albert Solitaire
Four in a Row Sevens
•

•

Keno

•

Poker
•

•

Slots

•

Blackjack

Craps

•

7

MacCheckers - $49

MacGammon™
•

•

to

come

to expect

from

Introducing the MacClassics. a

products you've

games designed
entertain and challenge. With

Videx. With a solid reputation for

collection of familiar

dependable, innovative business
software and hardware. Videx

Macintosh'" or a friend as an opponent,

you can enjoy such

classic

is

consciously building that same degree

games

entertainment

as solitaire, poker, checkers,

of excellence into

backgammon, roulette, etc., and they're
all more fast-paced and exciting than

software. ITirough development of

ever before, with a

continues to provide the micro-

little

from Macintosh. MacClassics
enjoy and explore the

let

computer industry with an

you

expanding

power of your

Macintosh while you relax and have

its

Apple" and Macintosh software. Videx

assistance

good time.
The MacClassics are just another
example of the kind of high-quality
Mjummh

ever-

line of exciting, reliable

products.

a

Call today for

more

information.

(503) 7580521.
i>

j tr.nkm.iik

$49
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HOW A WORD PROCESSOR

Simp

"Simplify!
weeks following its introduction, the Bank Street
Writer became a leading best seller. Here, finally, was a

Each program guides you along with on-screen prompts
and easy-to-follow menus so you can concentrate on
what you're doing instead of how The Bank Street
Series speaks plain English so there's no memorizing
complex computer codes. And there's a forgiving flexibility built into each program that understands (and

In the

word processor simple enough for most people (even

.

children) to start using in a matter of minutes. Yet it put
them in full control of all the powerful features most
wanted in a sophisticated word processing program.
All at a price that made it as easy to buy as it was to use.

allows for) the inevitable

human

error.

Now, in keeping with these standards, we are pleased
to announce The Bank Street Series Four Personal
Productivity programs that live up to the Bank Street
promise of being powerful, affordably-priced, and

But for all its simplicity, the Bank Street Series brings
you many of the advanced features you'd expect to find

blessedly simple.

productivity tool.

.

Bank Street Writer now has llnftHW printer
commands, 40 or 80 column display with 128K.
and mouse-assisted writing and editing.

BEGINNING WITH
AN EVEN BETTER

BANK STREET WRITER.
We've enhanced it, so without

sacrificing
simplicity, you're getting even more
powerful features. Whether you're

writing

letters,

memos,

articles

reports, you'll be writing them better
faster with the enhanced Bank

Now you can embed

custom commands for your printer, use
tab stops and move the cursor without
changing "modes!" And if your Apple He
or He has a mouse, you can use it to
choose functions, move the cursor and

Apple

is

in

software twice

its

price. Features that

Bank Street Mailer lets you write letters or short
reports and manage mailing lists with speed,
efficiency and ease.

perform

change as you go. You can even design
your own custom dictionary and add
thousands of words, including special
terms, trademarks or proper names.

efficient editing.

With 128K,

you can even choose 40 or 80 column
display with a single keystroke.

MISTAKES ARE WELCOME
KEEPING THE FACTS
STRAIGHT WITH THE

WITH THE
BANK STREET SPELLER.

BANK STREET FILER.
The Bank

Street Speller makes sure that
everything you write with the Bank
Street Writer is letter perfect, free of
spelling and typing errors. Using its
electronic dictionary of more than 31,000
words, the Speller will search your work
for words that look wrong, suggest the
right spelling,

and

let

you correct and

Even if you're starting with a shoe
box full of recipes, a dog-eared address
book, or an overstuffed file cabinet,
Bank Street Filer can organize and
monitor all that information. From car
repairs to credit cards, birthday lists to
bibliographies, medical records to

the

a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. IBM-PC /PCjr is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
is a registered trademark of Commodore Electronics, Ltd. Atari it a registered trademark
of Atari Corporation.

Commodore 64

can turn

Hank Street Filer's on-screen instructions and easy
menus simplify entering, organizing and sorting
information.

or entire

and

Street Writer.

only

your home or office computer into a powerful personal

AN EVOLUTION:

STARTED

LIFY! SIMPLIFY!"
music collections, the Filer will memorize everything and know exactly
where it is. To create a file, tell the Filer
in it and where, and then
type away. You can even enter an entire
list, then change its format without
re-entering a thing. And a built-in
calculator lets you do any necessary

what goes

figuring as

The Bank Street College of Education, based in New York City,is known widely
for its innovative work in early childhood and elementary education and as
a national leader in the educational applications of microcomputers. Originally
founded in 1916, the College has a long tradition of developing high quality
educational materials and in 1980 established the Bank Street Center for Children
and Technology.

you go.

PULLING

IT

ALL

TOGETHER WITH THE
BANK STREET MAILER.
Whether you write occasional notes
to a few friends, generate a monthly
newsletter, or send out mailings to a
long list of clients, the Bank Street
Mailer will have you doing it quickly,

easily

and

The Mailer
word processor

efficiently.

includes a special
for letters or short

just

documents, and a

"mailing list manager" to keep track of
all necessary names and addresses.

You can

insert a friend's address in a

note, or send a personalized mailing to
customers sorted by Zip Code, street
address or any other aspect of your list.
Create a library of standard salutations,
closings and phrases to insert in your
writing with the touch of a key. The
Mailer can be used by itself, or with
letters

and

Writer and

lists

from the Bank

Versions of THE BANK STREET WRITER are entailable for Apple, IBM-PC /PCjr. Commodore 64 and
Atari Home Computers. THE BANK STREET
SPELLER is available for the Apple II + lllelllc only;
Coming soon for Commodore 64. THE

BANK

STREET FILER and BANK STREET MAILER
64K II*. Ileandllc

are available on Apple

computers only.

Street

Broderbund

Filer.

1

Bank Street

Bank Street

n

-- Brodertund Softuare

'

Bcrtertmnc' Software

Bank Street

Bank Street

hler

Mailer

'Bctferbund Software

Bf'xterbundSoftuare

POWER. VALUE. IT MAKES GOOD SENSE.
THE BANK STREET SERIES FROM BR0DERBUND.

SIMPLICITY.

nformation about Brsderbund and our products, write to us

at:

17 Paul Drive, San Rafael. California 94903.
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THE FUTURE OF PERSONAL

RAM

tween

of mass

and conventional means

memory

within a few years. The 5.25" floppy
go the way of the 8" floppy
dinosaur city. The 1.5" floppy will of
course be waiting in the wings
capable of storing 1 meg per side.
Want to talk about displays?

storage.

Mass storage

will

make

itself will also

interesting strides.

Hard

disk technology will continue to miniaturize, and a
20 meg 3.5* drive will be realized

Okay. The full-screen color LCD (80
columns x 25 lines in text mode) will
make its appearance within a couple of
years. In addition, dramatic new means
of achieving flat-screen color will debut. The CRT is a long way from being
outmoded, however. It will remain
with us, relatively unchanged, for the
next decade or two.

Miniaturization will continue
along its current trend. Portable
computers will eventually become the

What do you get when you cross
1200 baud, free on-line time,
and extra features at a price Hayes
cant match?

hottest segment of the micro market,
and 1000K machines with 12 Mhz 32bit processors, full-screen displays, and

internal printers will weigh less than 10
lbs and cost less than $1500. Need a
year on this? Try 1987 on for size. By

1990 no computer bigger than the ApMacintosh will be selling well.

ple

Data Rate?

Software Soothsayer

The MultiModem
gives you a choice
either

1200

per second.

300

or

MultiModem.

bits

So you can

go

on-line with the
information utilities.

Check out

bulletin

boards. Dial into corporate mainframes.
with friends.

Swap

But Better?

files

Yes.

The

Multi-

On-Line Time?

Modem gives you

With the MultiModem you get

tures the

kidded more than once that if Unix becomes the next standard, I am leaving
the industry to become a tuna fisherman. Unix makes me nauseous. It
would be a fitting epitaph for the U.S.
microcomputer industry if Unix were

fea-

Hayes

Smartmodem

CompuServe's

DemoPak. a free twohour demonstration of
and up to
seven more free hours
if you subscribe. You
also get a $50 credit
towards NewsNet's
their service,

1200'"
can't match. Features
like dial-tone and busysignal detection for
more accurate dialing
and redialing. Like a
battery-backed memory for six phone num-

business newsletter

bers. All at a retail price
of just $549
com-

service.

pared

to follow MS-DOS as the next software
standard.
So don't get me started on Unix.
Allow me merely to say that it is an
operating system that to my mind has
long outlived its usefulness and is being

—

to $699 for the
Smartmodem.

Features & Price?
Of course, the
MultiModem gives you

What do you get?
The new MultiModem,

automatic

from Multi-Tech Sys-

dial,

answer,

and disconnect. Gives
you the Hayescompatibility you need

tems.

Isn't this

kept alive only by respirator. I say pull
the plug software euthanasia. I'm
sure we can dredge up something better than that diseased old fossil.
Without getting too hung up in
buzzwords, I do think that ease of use,
integration, and software that works
intuitively, are buzzwords and phrases
that will not fade with current fashion.
They spell the direction of software for
the future. And, I think the nested
window/menu/mouse approach of the
Lisa and Macintosh will become standards for future software to match.

—

the

answer you've been
looking for?

to support popular

communications software programs like
Crosstalk, Data Capture, our own MultiCom
PC, and dozens of
others. Gives you a

For the name of
your local distributor,
write Multi-Tech Systems, Inc., 82 Second

Avenue

S.E.,

New

MN 55112.
call us at
(612)631-3550.
Brighton.

two-year warranty,
tops in the industry.

Or

PC *M&.f#cn SysMms, Mc — Compu
Soma CompuStn* fntonrnaon Sonne*!
•n M i A Block company — NowsAtM
— InW he -COI31M ttOOMS
-Dn Capmm Soum tmtn Soft-

It is much harder to be sure where
the realm of software will be going as
the '90s near. Much depends on the
question of software standards, raised
in a nutshell earlier on. The search is
on for a new standard in multi-user
operating systems. Big guns, including
AT&T, are betting on Unix, and I have

Hobby Hoarse
When Creative Computing first

got

were

ei-

started, nearly all its readers

n

The right answer every time.

Pu*f ProOUCfs. *X

ther educators or what you might term
"enthusiasts." Nowadays, it is difficult
to pin a label on the typical reader
he

—
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While other software
companies were going to
school, MECC was teaching
the class.

Choose from over 275

Enter the second decade

computing
with MECC and
Creative Computing.
of educational

*-

microcomputers.

Other software companies
you've heard about have a lot of
catching up to do.
Because at MECC. we are
celebrating our tenth anniversary
as a creator and producer of
educational software.
Founded by educational
institutions concerned about
the quality of computer-aided
learning, we're now the
nation's oldest source of

titles in just

about any

subject area designed for all
abilities. Build up your own Home
Software Library. Turn spare time
into learning time with software
available for the most popular
You'll find

complete instructions in every
package to make learning easy
and enjoyable.
We always welcome your
feedback on existing software,
t

as well as your ideas for
developing new packages.

Ask

for

MECC

at the software
store nearest you.
Or write for a

|

A

free catalog

educational software.
MECC produces a

wide variety of pro-

grams

for the

home,
and for

for the school,

students of all ages. In
fact, we've assembled
the largest educational
software base in U.S.
schools and in Englishspeaking countries.

So

if

There's

n<> substitute
for the experience™

you're interested

proven learning techniques,
or take a
course from MECC

in

choose a product

3490 Lexington Avenue North
St. Paul, Minnesota 55112
(612)481-3500
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certainly not a hacker just a user.
He doesn't explore the computer itself
to pass the time, but uses it to run

capabilities of his machine. Software of

something

else

simulation,

or

hurting as a result.
I don't believe that "the bottom
has fallen out" of the entertainment
software industry, as other analysts
have posited. I think the deadwood has
taken a heavy toll and the market is
ripe for some quality. When it appears,
the packages will move.
Certainly there was a "fad" aspect
to the consumer entertainment computer a fad which by and large has
passed. But the collective consciousness has been raised. The stage is set.
Soon we shall see the next-generation

is

—a

game, or business

personal

productivity

package, or other application of
interest.

The hacker is still there, of course;
he is just harder to find. He wishes he
had a more powerful programming
language. He wishes he had a smarter
computer. He wishes it had more

memory and more

color and

more

animation potential. He wishes for better telecommunications potential and
inexpensive hard disk storage. The low
cost machine that satisfies these conditions will earn a niche in the future
hobbyist marketplace.
On the software front, the enthuhas grown quite difficult to please.
He is not about to buy the next PacMan clone that hits the entertainment
shelf simply because it is there. He
wants something unique, something
siast

innovative, something hot, involving,
that shows off the very best

and

that description has been rare lately,

and many entertainment houses are

—

magic machine.

The Role of Creative Computing
I

have been thinking that

it

would

make some declarations of
principle in this, the tenth anniversary
issue of Creative Computing magazine.
be nice to

Surely we have changed, and we will
continue to change with the times. But
we will never abandon the basic tenets

of the philosophy that David H. Ahl
brought to this, his magazine: that using computers should be fun; that
learning about computers, too, should
be fun; that a magazine is needed that
can make those enjoyable aspects obvious and accessible; that computer
users should be supported with software, applications, tutorials, and reviews;

100% computer

that

literacy

should always be our goal; that we
always "call them as we see
them;" that we will do our reporting
with humor and intellect; provide
timely coverage of new developments;
in-depth reviews of the hardware and
software that really matters; provoke
our readers to think; provide both sides
of controversial issues; never be biased
toward one piece of hardware; and display an ongoing commitment to human creativity with computers. We
are, after all, the magazine with the
word "Creative" in its title.
I don't have to hope the next ten
years prove me right on that score. I
know that to be true.
shall

WhokiUedmilySnaik?
You're about to uncover the game that will finally
your need to snoop around.
It's Murder By The Dozen? the first in the

satisfy

Mystery Master 1* series of computer
crime cases from CBS Software.
Playing alone, or with up to
four players, you can take
Avjitible tor

Apple*

II

Vlle/llc

Macintosh* Commodore M!"
IBII*PCjndPC|r

a stab at solving twelve ,
different crimes,

unmask the perpetrator.
Your Crime Computer takes you

racing to

through a twisted trail of shady
characters, false leads, clever
deceptions and red herrings in search 01
But even if you find the true muraVriT
you have gathered enough evidence
to convict him (or her)?
Get your magnifying glass and go take a closer look
at Murder By The Dozen m today. It's a bloody good time!
clues.
will

I984C8SIK CBSSoltwte.iUiiitolCBS.Inc OiKFwoflPlKe.Gte«<»Kh.CI06«36 (203)622 2525
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I fell 20yOOO feet and lived.
PC and

There I was flying Microsoft® Flight Simulator
over Chicago's O'Hare Airport, having the time of
my life. Suddenly my carburetor started icing.
My RPMs started falling. My altimeter spun backwards. The Sears Tower loomed ahead.
I was behind the controls of a Cessna 182.
As an experienced Microsoft pilot, I had taken off
and landed at 80 different airports. Created
different flying challenges (using

my

Sears Tower.
Center.

dealer. In

Canada

MS-DOS »

a

trademark of

Micro** Corporator,

DM

to

I

flew they

had repaired the

My next stop? The World Trade

Washington

State, Alaska,

Hawaii and

(206) 828-8088.

MICROSOFT

you're using an RGB, composite or
monitor, nobody flies the IBM"
rrademark and

them how

426-9400

The High Performance

monochrome
a rrgiurrai

tells

Sound fun? Then fly Microsoft. Call (800)
for the name of your nearest Microsoft

Microsoft

aircraft.

i.

Because Microsoft's

And

worldwide.
The next time

joysticks). Altered the weather,
time and season. Even flown the World War I
dogfight mode and successfully battled enemy

Microsoft

like Microsoft.

Microsoft BASIC is the language
spoken by nine out of ten microcomputers

Mouse and my

Whether

PCjr

MS-DOS™ operating system
think.

k

I
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l

l
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Shack Presents
In Learning:
Make learning exciting and

innovative with software packages that
help stimulate students to use a powerful resource: the imagination!
Designed by The CTW Software Group, these two packages help first
and second graders develop Language Arts and computer skills. CTW
Software Group is a division of Children's Television Workshop the
creators of Sesame Street*', Electric Company"" and 3-2-1 Contact™.

—

!

A New Dimension
Entertainment
Play-With-Language '« (26-2538, $99) consists of three
learning modules that combine colorful graphics with text.
Children practice sight and vocabulary words, sentence
completion, and reading comprehension skills.

Color It lets children create and manipulate shapes in ways
unique to computer art. The child can change colors, get
mirror images, turn images upside down, scroll images
across the computer screen and more. Pictures can be
saved and later used to stimulate storytelling or for other

Picture Place! lets children change beginning vocabulary
into their picture counterparts while creating an
imaginary scene.
Roll-A-Word helps children master word families and sentence completion. The child matches exciting visuals with

words

class exercises.

words

Learning Managers on the disk allow the teacher to individualize instruction. To further enhance classroom activities, each learning module contains diskettes, spirit
masters, activity cards, a gameboard, a poster and a teacher's guide. Both packages will run on the TRS-80 32K
Extended BASIC Color Computer 2 disk system.

to create original sentences,

poems and

stories.

Bagasaurus strengthens reading comprehension and word
By answering comprehension questions correctly,
children collect words and pictures and use them in sentences to complete familiar fairy tales and nursery rhymes.
play.

Hands On!'" (26-2539, $99) consists of two learning modules.

Each one builds computer-related

skills,

as well as

encourages creative self-expression.
Blackboard lets students write with beginning word processing aids, such as insertion and deletion of text. The
student learns to create, save and access disk files, and
share them with other students.

For more information, stop by your nearest Radio Shack
Center, participating store or dealer. Or contact
^our Radio Shack Regional Educational Coordinator.

Computer

'

For the name of your full-time Regional Educational
Coordinator, call 800-433-5682, toll-free. In Texas, call

800-772-8538.

K Radio /hack
The Name
A

in Classroom

DIVISION OF

Computing "

TANDY CORPORATION

c*
For more Information about Radio Shack's educational products
and services, mail to:
v.

Radio Shack. Dept 85 A 647
Center, Fort Worth, Texas 76102

300 One Tandy

ADDKi

V,

CITY

TELEPHONE

.

STATE

.

.

Prices apply at partic.pating Radio Shack stores

and dealers
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Dave TelbAhlThe History of
Creative Computing
Creative Computing is the oldest (and probably most
beloved) magazine in the field of personal computing. But
where did it come from? It simply didn't pop out of nowhere to become the "number one magazine in software
and applications." In many ways the story of Creative
Computing is the story of microcomputing. For from humble beginnings, it made its rise along with microcomputers
themselves. And like the rise of the hardware and software
it chronicled, the rise of Creative Computing was meteoric,
often risky, and occasionally rocky. Ten years is a long
time, you know. Twenty generations, if you clock it using

industry standard time.

To try to answer the question, on this, the tenth
anniversary of Creative Computing, I sat down with my
boss the founder, editor-in-chief, and head honcho
around here, David Hollerith Ahl. He is a brilliant, yet
enigmatic man, at his core actually rather shy. Surely you
could make the case that he was in the right place at the
right time. In 1974 personal computing was an industry
just waiting to happen.
But Ahl was and remains to this day a visionary; he
has for the last decade been hanging ten on the "Third
Wave," as it were. Had he gotten his way at a board meeting over a decade ago, the first practical personal computers would have appeared in 1974 and sported the three
letters DEC. When the mainframe priesthood was at the
pinnacle of its power, Ahl was one of the original promoters of computer literacy for the masses. And from the
start, he promulgated the idea that computers should be

—

fun.

With uncanny powers of prediction, Ahl has brought
the leading edge of technology to his readers. He reported
in 1977, when 8" drives were

manner that has engaged the very best minds. In their
book Fire in the Valley, Paul Freiberger and Michael
Swaine define the air of Creative Computing as "intellectually playful." That is the essence of a truly creative
environment
and that is why he chose the name Creative

—

Computing.

So where did

this

guy come from, anyway?

The Formative Years
The story of Creative Computing

really begins with a

somewhat nerdy seventh grader in Malverne, NY, a
community on the south shore of Long Island. It was
1950, and David H. Ahl had just entered Malverne JuniorSenior High School. He found himself in the homeroom of
Natalia Dugas, a science teacher. Ahl recalls having a bit
of a crush on Miss Dugas. He joined the school photography club simply because she was the club advisor.
On a fateful spring day in 1951, Miss Dugas took the
club on a field trip into New York City by bus and subway.
They walked all the way from Battery Park to 42nd Street,
snapping shots of everything as they sauntered uptown.
Ahl's main recollection, however, was downtown,
around the mouth of the financial district: Cortlandt
Street, to be specific. The area he remembers so fondly was
vaporized back in 1964 to make room for the World Trade
Towers. To those who frequented it, it was known as "Radio

Row."

From

that

day

until

he went off to college, Ahl made

regular trips to the magical marketplace that was Radio
Row. Tenement storefront after storefront piled exotic
wares on rickety wooden sidewalk stands. Most of it was
World War II surplus; much of it was out and out junk.

considered state of the art. He told his readers about laser
discs back in 1976, predicting their ascendency and use as
computer storage devices. In 1979 Creative reported on the
audio disks were known to
basics of window-nesting.

But all of it was electronic: aircraft radios, bombsights,
amplifiers, oscillators, relays, solenoids, transformers, mercury switches, rheostats, gyroscopes, diodes, vacuum
tubes, rows of pushbuttons, crystals, resistors, tuners, and
scads of things that were desirable precisely because their

Ahl's readers as early on as 1981.
And from the beginning, Ahl geared his magazine in a

functions were unknowable.
Tinkering with the cheap parts he brought

on microfloppy disk drives

CD

VOLUME

10

NUMBER

U/CREATIVE

home

in
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scholarship from Grumman.
Ahl entered the School of Electrical Engineering at Cornell University in 1956. He breezed through the first year
and a half, but in junior year his grades plummeted. He
failed
Machinery a notoriously tough course and was
about ready to throw in the sponge. Of course in 1958 dropping out of college was not nearly as fashionable as it is today. Ahl's parents were pretty upset, and with David visited
the school to talk to Dean William Erickson.
Ahl looks back at that one hour conference as a major
turning point in his life. "Erickson told me," says Ahl,
"that I could master any subject at all, including
Machinery, if I would just use my brain to think rather
than memorize. He was understanding, but not in the least
bit gentle. He gave me the determination to succeed."
Though his grades did not rebound immediately, by senior
year Ahl was selected for Eta Kappa Nu, the EE honorary.

AC

cardboard boxes, Ahl started to learn. Soon he was building the projects described in magazines like Popular
Electronics and Radio/TV News. Within six months, he

had taught himself enough to

start a small business repair-

ing radios.

Always starved for decent tools, Ahl undertook an essay contest "Why I Like RCA Instruments," undaunted
by the fact that he had never touched an RCA instrument.
To his surprise, the essay was good enough to win him an
vacuum tube voltmeter. Now he was ready to
experiment.
With his ninth grade classmate Tod Dixon, Ahl invented a device they dubbed the "Radio Teletype." This
amazing kludge was a typewriter with a solenoid attached
to every key. Each solenoid was activated by a relay and
oscillator, and each key had its own frequency. One working unit was completed, but work on a second was abandoned. Ahl says the idea "sort of worked," though all tests
were conducted under heavily experimental conditions.
But Dixon moved away, and Ahl moved on to other

RCA

things.

The

project

was abandoned.

In addition to electronics, Ahl's other passions in high
school were mathematics (captain of the math club) and
Boy Scouts (Eagle Scout by tenth grade). Although he was
active in sports, clubs, and church groups, he was never
particularly popular and recalls himself as a "square."
Nevertheless, his grades and active participation in extracurricular activities earned him a full tuition college

Explorer Scout group showing their

homebrew ham

October, 1952. (David Ahl standing foreground.)

rig,

—

—

AC

Cornell

and Computers

In the late 1950's, Cornell experimented with a fiveyear engineering program which gave its graduates the
equivalent of both a BS and a BA degree. Thus, students in
this program had much greater exposure to liberal arts and
humanities courses than typical engineering students. The
program has since been abandoned, but Ahl felt it was
worthwhile because "it gave us a much broader perspective
on the role of engineering in the world than we would have
had otherwise. Far too few graduates nowadays have a
good understanding of their roles in the greater scheme of
things."
In 1957, Cornell installed its first computer. It was an

ME

Burroughs experimental model, installed in the
Only two computer courses were offered, and Ahl
took both of them. "They barely scratched the surface,"
Ahl recalls. However, for his fifth year project course, Ahl
wrote a computer program to aid in the acoustic design of
rooms. It took account of the shape of a room, absorbency
of surfaces and objects, reverberation and echoes. "It was
an interesting project," says Ahl, "because it showed me
that computers could do more than crunch numbers; they
could simulate a real-world environment."
early

school.

During junior and senior years, Ahl spent his summers working in the fledgling computer group of
Aircraft. He remembers one unbelievably dull
summer. "All I did was write programs to calculate the
distortion coefficient of radar signals passing through a
radome at various angles. But the following summer ('61)
was great! Our group was writing programs to simulate
practically everything about the Orbiting Astronomical
Observatory, years before it was built and launched."

Grumman

Grad School and Beyond
Having decided against engineering as a career, Ahl
entered the Graduate School of Industrial Administration
at Carnegie-Mellon University in 1961. In contrast to Harvard or Wharton, GSIA takes a much more quantitative
approach to management. Computers were a part of many
courses, and Ahl soon learned about the mysteries of linear
programming, queueing theory, production-line scheduling
and gaming theory as well as the more traditional managerial psychology, accounting, finance, policy formulation, and law.
As part of an assistantship, Ahl was asked to help
write segments of the management game (a simulation of
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DRAGONRIDERS OF PERN.
FLY THE UNFRIENDLY SKIES.

Shooting down the menacing and constantly multiplying
Threads isn't easy, but it's only
one of the challenges in this
official computer game version of
Anne McCaffrey's famous book
series.

be put to
Your
the test as you try to negotiate alliances with Pern's Lord
Holders in an attempt to form the most powerful Weyr
on the planet. Should you take a firm stance or compromise? Will asking a Craftmaster for assistance increase
your chances for success? Maybe you should invite prospective allies to a Wedding or even a Dragon Hatching.
Remember to check the Lord Holders personality traits
strategy will

may be critical to your success.
Numerous screens combine to create truly
unique and challenging game play. There's even a
practice screen to sharpen your Thread Fighting

first. It

skills.
If you liked the books, you'll love the game.
After all, how often do you get the chance to actually
a dragon?

fly

One

to

four players, joystick and keyboard

controlled.

epyx
Strategy Games for the Action-Game Player
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competition in the detergent industry). He also translated
it from Gate, a low level assembly-type language of the
Bendix G-1S computer, to a then-new high level language,
called Fortran. As with his acoustics project at Cornell and
satellite simulations at Grumman, Ahl was most fascinated
by computer simulations of aspects of the real world.
Upon leaving CMU, Ahl joined the Army Security
Agency for his two-year ROTC tour of duty. He describes
his days attached to the 82nd Airborne at Fort Bragg as
"one day's experience repeated 730 times." In between exercises with names such as "Swift Strike" and "Desert
Strike," he nevertheless managed to take some short
courses and picked up touch-typing as well as IBM 650
assembler and Cobol programming.
'

Computerizing Market Research
After his hitch, Ahl joined with a former professor
geared up a market research consulting company, called Management Science Associates. Ahl found
himself handling clients like Scott Paper, two divisions of
General Foods, Hershey, and Hunt- Wesson. The company
was primarily involved with the analysis of consumer
panel data, and Ahl wrote a series of programs to forecast
the sales of new products dependent upon the trial and re-

who had just

peat purchasing behavior of test panel families. Within sevmodel became the standard of the industry;
in widespread use today.
In 1969, Ahl joined Educational Systems Research In-

eral years, his
it is still

Educational marketing group at DEC, 1971 with the now
EduVan. L to R: Vol Skalabrin, Gerry Hornig, Mark Bramhall.
Betsy Pyne, and manager David Ahl.

stitute where, once again, he was involved in the writing of
computer programs to simulate real world processes this
time the success of vocational school students based on
courses taken, grades, and a host of other variables.
During these years in Pittsburgh, Ahl had been

—

attending night courses at the University of Pittsburgh, toward a Ph.D. in educational psychology. Unfortunately, he
was a few credits and a dissertation shy of another degree
in early 1970 when he left Pennsylvania to join Digital

Equipment Corporation (DEC)

in

Maynard,

MA.

DEC and Education
As a result of his background, Ahl was brought aboard
by DEC to conduct formal research in the minicomputer
market. However, when the vice president who hired him
left DEC a few months later, Ahl had to find a new home.
Hence he joined the PDP-8 product group with the mission
a marto market computers to educational institutions
ket he had identified in his market research role as having

—

very good potential.

Although colleges saw the need for computers, there
were three serious obstacles to be surmounted in minicomputer sales to elementary and secondary schools in the
early 1970's. First was the price; a typical single user system cost upwards of $10,000, before mass storage. Then
there was the question of a suitable high level language.
DEC had written a language called Focal, a marvelous
interactive version of Algol; however, Dartmouth was
promoting the use of Basic on the Dartmouth timesharing
system (DTSS) and this was the best known project
providing terminals to secondary schools. The third obwas the lack of applications software.
Prices were coming down and Ahl wasn't in a position
do much about that anyway, so he concentrated on the
second and third obstacles. Since the DEC software
development group wasn't the least interested in Basic,
Ahl contracted with several outsiders to write Basic interstacle

to

hardware configurations. "People always asked why Basic was different on all our machines,"
"My goal was to get the product out as fast as
possible; if I had been a stickler for consistency, it would
have taken another two years."
To overcome the lack of applications software, Ahl
adopted a multi-pronged strategy. First, he bought books
and programs from outside vendors, packaged them together in a big box, and gave this kit to each and every
school that purchased a DEC computer. Ahl called this total system
hardware, systems software, and applications
software an EduSystem. This was the first bundled system offered by DEC, and perhaps by any computer
preters for different

says Ahl.

—
—

,:S

manufacturer.
The second prong of attack was a newsletter called
Edu. This was designed to be an interchange of informaamong all of DEC's educational customers about
300 at the time. Ahl expected the newsletter to achieve a
circulation of 2000-3000 (about ten per computer site).
However, within 18 months, the circulation of Edu topped
20,000. "What happened," explains Ahl, "was that
educators with non-DEC computers needed the very
same information so they subscribed too. I realized, too,
that people used Edu to help decide whether to buy at all.
It dawned on me then what a wonderful idea it would be to
do an educational computing magazine that wasn't wedded to one particular computer manufacturer."

—

tion

)

—
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WELCOME TO APSHAI.
YOU'RE JUST IN TIME FOR LUNCH.

Boy, have you taken
a wrong turn. One moment
you're gathering treasure
and the next you're being
eyed like a side of beef.
You're in the Gateway
to Apshai.""

The new cart-

ridge version of the Computer Game of the Year*
Temple of Apshaii"
Gateway has eight levels. And over 400 dark,
nasty chambers to explore. And because it's joystick controlled, you'll nave to move faster than ever.
But first you'll have to consider your strategy.
•Game Manufacturers

Association. 19&1

Is

it

treasure you're after?

Or glory?

live longer if you're greedy,

sters racks

You'll

but slaying mon-

up a higher score.

The Apshai series is the standard by
which all other adventure games are judged.

And novices will not survive.
They'll be eaten.

One player, Temple ofApshai, disk/cassette;
Gateway to Apshai, cartridge, joystick control.
amm/TBrsarnmiM

STRATtGY GAMlSfOBTHi ACTION-GUM PIAYIK.
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in the field really

under-

I also put together a bunch of games I had written
and collected from others and put them into a book, 101
Basic Computer Games. Six years later, in 1979, this became the first million-selling computer book ever."
The most interesting projects Ahl worked on were two
prototype stand-alone computers. One was based on the
VT-50 terminal and had a PDP-8/A computer crammed
into the base of the unit. The other was based on the PDP1
and was designed to fit into a very deep attache case. It

stood.

Publisher turned peddler
at the

few people

capability, but that

MACUL

conference.

Grand Rapids, Ml,
April 1978.

1

also sported a small floppy disk drive. "I don't recall the exact size," says Ahl, "but it was smaller than the then-standard 8" drive. Unfortunately, it never worked very

Ahl also explored the possibility of marketing
these systems through various retailers of high-end prodreliably."

ucts such as

Hammacher-Schlemmer and Abercrombie

&

Fitch and marketing of kit versions through Heathkit.
Ahl presented a plan for further development of these
products to DEC's operations committee on May 1 7, 1974.
"The managers were divided right down the middle. The
engineering guys loved it, but the salespeople were afraid it
would disrupt DEC's normal sales patterns. It fell to Ken
Olsen (president of DEC) to make a decision. I'll never forget his fateful words, 'I can't see any reason that anyone

would want a computer of his own.' In all fairness, Ken's
thoughts were that anyone could have access to a powerful
timesharing system and thus didn't need an individual

PDP-8."
"Nevertheless,
'.o-->-*.

I

was devastated. When the next head-

said OK, I'm ready.
left DEC in July 1974
AT&T as Education Marketing Manager."
DEC gone ahead with the project, and marketed

hunter called,

.

I

I

and joined

Had
But the realization of his idea would have to wait a
year and a half.
Ahl next wrote a series of booklets containing problems from textbooks, an explanation of how each could
be solved with a computer, and a program to do so. The
publication of these problems led to articles in various
educational magazines (The Mathematics Teacher. The

Science Teacher) and presentations

at

educational

conferences.
In 1973, the U.S. economy was turning soft, and
responded in the same way as many other companies
with an order to cut expenses. In Ahl's Educational Product Line, that meant "relocating" two people. Ahl balked
at this directive and so his group manager, Ed Kramer, decided that one of the people to be cut should be Ahl
himself.

DEC

Ahl remembers the day quite well. "It was February
22, 1973. 1 was planning to go to New York to celebrate my
father's 65th birthday and his retirement. Just before I was
about to leave, Ed called me in and handed me a letter of
resignation
my letter of resignation and asked me to

—

—

it. I was absolutely stunned. In a daze, I signed the letand left for New York. I said nothing to my parents
want to spoil their celebration but about halfway
through what should have been a very happy dinner, I just
burst into tears, and the whole story came tumbling out."

sign
ter

—

didn't

—

In a rather strange turn of events, a few days later,
Dick Clayton, vice president of
at DEC, asked Ahl
to join his group. "I was back on the payroll before I was
off. In my new position
I don't think I had a title

R&D

—

ever

was able

—

some loose ends. I wrote a 24RSTS, a system with magnificent

to pull together

page brochure for
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a stand-alone computer in 1974, it is likely that they would
have dominated the personal computer industry and that
the entire industry would have developed quite differently.

—

AT&T and

Creative Computing
As soon as Ahl made up his mind to leave DEC, he
started laying the groundwork for Creative Computing. He
announced intentions to publish the magazine at NCC in
June 1974 and over the next few months contacted
prospective authors, got mailing lists, arranged for typesetand printing, and started organizing hundreds of other

ting

details.

In addition, he also moved his family to Morristown,
NJ, and settled into his new job at AT&T. He had little
spare capital, so he substituted for it with "sweat equity."
He edited submitted articles and wrote others. He specified
type, took photos, got books of "clip art," drew illustrations, and laid out boards. He wrote and laid out circulation flyers, pasted on labels, sorted and bundled mailings.
By October 1974, when it was time to specify the first
print run, he had just 600 subscribers. But Ahl had no
intention of running off just 600 issues. He took all the
money he had received, divided it in half, and printed 8000
copies with it. These rolled off the presses October 31,
1974. Ahl recounts the feeling of euphoria on the drive to
the printer replaced by dismay when he saw two skids of
magazines and wondered how he would ever get them off
the premises. Three trips later, his basement and garage
were filled with 320 bundles of 25 magazines each.
He delivered the 600 subscriber copies to the post office the next day, but it took nearly three weeks to paste
labels by hand onto the other 7400 copies and send them,

1

BREAK IN MADE

EASY.

^^m
The

hottest craze in the U.S. this

fall

Breakdancing, and you don't have to miss
it. Now anyone can Breakdance. Just grab
your joystick and control your Breakdancer in poppin, moon walking, stretching
and breaking ... all on your computer
is

screen.

Breakdance, the game, includes an
action game in which your dancer tries
to break through a gang of Breakers

descending on nim, a "simon like" game
where your dancer has to duplicate the
steps of the computer-controlled dancer
and the free-dance segment where you
develop your own dance routines and the

computer plays them back for you to see.
There's even a game that challenges you
to figure out the right sequence 01 steps to
perform a backspin, suicide or other moves
without getting "wacked."
Learn to Breakdance today! Epyx

makes it easy!
One or two players; joystick

controlled.

Strategy Games for the Action Game Player
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unsolicited, to libraries and school systems throughout the
country.
He repeated this strategy of overprinting and using the
extras for promotion for the next three issues and then decided to skip the July/August issue with the hope of catching up.

By August 1975, circulation had edged over 2500, but
Ahl was faced with the prospect of worrying about renew-

More

important, in January 1975, the first MITS
microcomputer, the Altair 8800, was announced, and Ahl
thought that it might represent a good alternative to a
minicomputer for schools. Thus, Ahl started looking for
people to write about this new breed of microcomputers.
Moreover, many of the first purchasers of microcomputers found that there wasn't much information on
how to use them, short of making the lights on the front
panel blink. They turned to Creative Computing with its
tutorials and applications programs in Basic, and by mid
1976 the magazine was running material for two overlapping audiences educators and hobbyists.
Not knowing much about the magazine business, Ahl
had not known the importance of advertising; nor had he
counted on it. Amazingly, even without any advertising,
by the end of the first year of publication, the magazine
was actually making money. Of course, it was printed on a
ground wood (newsprint) stock and was not paying any
salaries at the time.
als.

However, by late 1976, it was apparent that advertising was necessary for future growth, and Ahl decided the
publication should "go slick." Hence, the November/

December 1976 issue was printed on coated stock, and the
doors were thrown open to advertising.
By 1978, circulation hit 60,000, roughly one-third
educators and two-thirds hobbyists. Financial projections
indicated that the total revenue would soon hit the $1 million mark, and Ahl decided it was time to leave his day job
(by then he had been promoted to manager of marketing
communications

AT&T
down

in July

to

some

for the Bell System). He resigned from
1978, incorporated the company, and got
really serious planning for future growth.

Although Ahl had established Creative Computing
Press in 1976, it had published just three books. He had
started a mail order book service to handle the books of
others, but it was floundering. Ahl had also started a software division (Sensational Software)

to develop

ket software for small computers, but
dead center.

it

and marwas resting on

ROM

August 1978, Ahl acquired
magazine and
two small newsletters, all of which were integrated into
Creative Computing
In January 1979, he increased the
publication frequency to monthly and published the first
eight software titles, as well as two more books. In 1980,
he started a hardware distributor, Peripherals Plus, acquired Microsystems magazine, and started SYNC
In

.

magazine.

Having outgrown its original rented quarters in downtown Morristown in 1979, Ahl bought a two-family house
to house the overflow. Having recently been divorced, he
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live in one half of the house. However, by
the time the house was ready for occupancy, all but one
single room was needed for the company. Ahl has mixed
memories of the nights when Ted Nelson was editor. "Ted
used to come in at 5:00 p.m. or so and work all night long.
That was okay, except his word processor had a noisy
Qume printer, which was located in the kitchen directly
below my bedroom. I'd tell Ted every night to wait until
morning to print his stuff out, but Ted would forget and,
almost without fail, the printer would start up at 3:00 a.m."
"The other problem with having the system in the
kitchen was that the IMSAI computer developed a habit of

was planning to

whenever the refrigerator door was opened.
But the house was fun," continued Ahl. "It gave us a feeland it was a nice place for our Friday
afternoon wine and cheese parties."
Today, Creative Computing is a rather different comresetting itself

ing of camaraderie

pany.

A

new 25,000-square

foot building

was acquired

in

October 1980, but the big change came in 1981 when the
company was acquired by Ziff-Davis Publishing Co.
In 1979, the large, established publishers began to notice this new industry and, with the purchase of Byte by
McGraw-Hill, most of them decided to move into the area.
"There was no way we were going to be able to compete
with the million dollar circulation and advertising budgets
of CBS, ABC, Hearst, and the others," said Ahl. "Furthermore, we had no clout on newsstands; we'd get shoved to
the back row or not put out at all when the biggies came
along. Hence, it seemed like a sensible move to merge with
Ziff."

Ziff purchases paper by the train load and puts 28
magazines on newsstands every month. They have seasoned, sophisticated circulation and advertising sales
departments. And they keep a close eye on profits. As a result, they immediately shut down Creative's software division, Peripherals Plus, and education center. They sold
Small Business Computers magazine and shut down SYNC
the day Timex announced it was withdrawing from the

computer business.

As
is still

Computing itself, the editorial content
under the control of Ahl and his staff.
the magazine going? In the future as in the

for Creative

fully

Where

is

past, the direction

probably will continue to evolve with

the industry; indeed, it will probably lead the industry.
Creative started as an educational magazine but quickly ex-

panded its coverage to include hobbyists. When packaged
systems came along in 1978, it shifted again with the market and covered the most popular applications
games and
graphics. Today, it has further evolved to covering applications in business and personal productivity. "Because
we've been around so long," said Ahl, "many people think
we're the same today as when they picked up their first
copy. To some people we're an educational magazine; to
others, a hobbyist magazine; and to still others, a games
magazine. If the only issue you saw was August 1984 (the
Japan issue), you might think we were a competitor to Fortune. Actually, we are all of these things and more."
"Our goal is to be the very best general computer magazine in the world. That means honest, in-depth reviews of
hardware and software. It means interesting applications,
understandable tutorials, thought-provoking articles, meaty
columns, and perhaps some whimsy. It means that every issue won't be the same, but every issue will be stimulating,
interesting, and, we hope, memorable."

—

THE WORLD'S GREATEST BASEBALL GAME.
THERE'S MUCH MORE TO WINNING THAN JUST PITCHING,
HITTING & FIELDING.

Real baseball is more than just hitand fielding. It's also
your favorite major league teams, the
great stars of today and the Allting, pitching

stars of yesteryear.

It's

statistics

and

it's managing your
strategy. With the World's
Greatest Baseball Game, you have
it all. Pick your major league line-up
using the actual player and team
stats. Then watch the action unfold
against an opponent or the computer.

coaching, and

own game

Two modes let

you choose between
managing and controlling your team or
managing only. The World's Greatest
Baseball Game— everything you
could ever want except the hot dogs
and peanuts.
One or two players; joystick controlled.

epyx
WcoMwnMurntum

Strategy Games for the Action Game Player
CIRCLE 144 ON READER SERVICE CARD

BASEBALL GAME

MFi

BETSY STAPLES

Creative Computing in
m- Steve North

(en ladder)

and ether employees

worked weekends

to

make

the building habitable.

v
I
I
When the magazine outgrew Dave Ahl's basement, be rented o (not very) converted
warehouse at 51 Dumont Place two blocks from his posh AT&T office for $400 a month.

w

The first floor was a
warehouse for back issues,
books, and software ably
overseen by shipping
Supervisor Ron Antonaccio.

•> A
dj Upstairs was a large
room occupied by the
Customer Service, Order

198

for the

and Accounting

background.

•an- In the center of the cluster of second-floor rooms was the software development
center and editorial testing lab. Chairs were always in short supply.
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manager

Processing, Circulation,

growing company, and Publisher David Ahl. Note
state-of-the-art Sol 20 computer and not-so- stateof-the-art air conditioning/ventilating system in the

Departments.

I

considerably smaller room served as an office

for Betsy Staples, then business

.

Pictures
t When
Dumont

the

company outgrew the

Place, a two-family

Street, Morristown,

building on
house at 93 Washington

was purchased

to

augment the

dwindling supply of office and storage space. Again,
employees pitched in and accomplished the move
over the Washington's Birthday holiday weekend.

I

Within 18 months, both of the company buildings
bursting at the seams, so with the help of the

were

New

Jersey Economic Development Authority, Dave

bought a 25,000-square-foot building in nearby
Morris Plains. Once again, employees handled the

move and even undertook some

serious renovation.

4 The

annual company picnic is always supervised by Ron Antonaccio (left),
but by June of 1981, the company had grown so large that we won't
there are
attempt to identify the others in this picture

—

too

»• There was an open house to
new building. Editor Ted Nelson

many we

don't remember.

christen the

(left) made a
daytime appearance to introduce himself
to employees like then Editorial Assistant Peter Fee
and Bob Callan of the software division

special

<*< Associate Editor John
Andersen was the new guy at
picnic. Karyn Hecht

the June 1982

(foreground) spent the summer
dodging darts in the editorial
bullpen.
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Hayes. Leading the way
with quality telecomputing
systems for the personal

computers that businesses
use most.

When it comes to communicatingcomputer to computer— Hayes says it
best. All you need is a Hayes Smartmodem (it's like a telephone for your
computer) and Smartcom II* software,
to get you into all the right places.
In no time at all. and with no assistance at all, you can create, send and
store files, and automatically log on
to information services. The communication possibilities are endless!

Introducing our new Smartcom II.
More connection capabilities.
More convenience.

Now Hayes goes even further to streamyour communications and optimize
your connections.
line

Smartcom

software is currently
available for more than 16 personal
computers (with even more to come).
That means you can communicate.
II

Smartcom to Smartcom. with an IBM PC.
DEC Rainbow 100. HP 150. TI ProfesComputer' and others.
And that's not all! Smartcom II also
emulates the DEC VT100 and VT52
sional

terminals, now in widespread use in
many businesses. This feature lets your

personal computer "pretend" it's a DEC
terminal, opening the door to a vast
installed base of DEC minicomputers!

We stand on protocol.
In addition to the popular

Hayes

Verification protocol, the new Smartcom II also includes the
protocol, ensuring accurate transmis-

XMODEM

sion to a wide range of personal computers and mainframes at information
services. By matching the protocol (or
"language ") of a remote computer to
yours. Smartcom II can transmit information error-free, regardless of interference
on the phone lines.

'When I got this computer
thought my problems were
over Then it dawned
I

on me I needed to talk
to the PC in sales and
the Tlin accounting.

What I needed was the
right

modem and

software, so 1 went
with the leader!"

Voice to data-in the same

is

call!

With Smartcom II. you can easily switch
from voice to data transmission (and
back again), all in the same phone call.
This saves you time and money, since
you don't have to hang up and dial again.
Your Hayes telecomputing system
wotxs—totally unattended.

Smartcom II makes telecomputing

when you're not there.
allows your Smartmodem to receive
a message for you when you're out.
and leave it on your disk or printer.
And you can tell Smartcom II to "save"
the messages you've created during
the day. and automatically send them
at night, when phone rates are lowest.
simple, even
It

Get your hands on the leader.

With an unsurpassed record of reliability, it's a small wonder Smartmodem

such a smart buy! Smartmodem 300™

(the first of the
dials,

Smartmodem series)

answers and disconnects

calls

Smartmodem 1200™ and
Smartmodem 1200B™ (it plugs into an
expansion slot inside an IBM PC or
automatically.

compatible), provide high-speed, high-

performance communications
nesses of all

for busi-

sizes.

And when Smartmodem is purchased
with Smartcom II. you have the most
dependable telecomputing system
available for your personal computer.
Everything we do at Hayes is designed
to make communications easier for you.
Feature-rich, direct-connect

modems.

Menu-driven software. Concise docuAnd a customer service
organization, second to none!
See your dealer right now for a handson demonstration of Smartmodem and
our latest version of Smartcom II. From
mentation.

Hayes
Hayes Microcomputer Products.
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the telecomp.iting leader Hayes.

SnurKom II is a registered trademarks Hayes Mtax^puterProdu^
•Trademarks of International Business Machines Corp..

Digital

Equipment Corpor >non Hewlett Packard and Texas Instruments

Inc.

5923 Peachtree Industrial Blvd.
Norcross. Georgia 30092 404/441-1617.

\9M Hayes Microcomputer

Products. Inc.

CHRONOLOGY BY DAVID H. AHL

Ascent of the Persoi
'George Morrow

founds

MicroStuff (later Thinker

Toys

and Morrow

Designs)
Intel

announces the 8080

Steve Leininger joins

microprocessor

Radio Shack
computer

Motorola announces the
6800 microprocessor

Gary

Nat Wadsworth

markets
Scelbx-8H computer kit

to

design a

Kildall founds Inter-

galactic Digital Research
(Intergalactic

IMSAI founded; introduces
8080 computer
Sphere founded; introduces
line of 6800-based
computers

Products introduces

6800 computer
Gates and Paul Allen

Bill

write Basic for the Altair

computer clubs founded

(Homebrew in San
Francisco, SCCS in Los
Angeles, ACGNJ in New

dropped
CP/M

introduces

announces

Electric Pencil

David Bunnell organizes
Altair

Computer

Convention

show

in

David Ahl organizes

first

personal computing ses-

NCC

AM publishes

first

issue of Creative

Computing

Ted Nelson

publishes

Com-

puter Lib/Dream Machines

lishes plans for

Mark-8

SS&'it*

first

Fortran

Jim Warren organizes First
West Coast Computer
Faire

Computerland franopened in

chise store

NJ 24
open by year end
Morristown,

issue of Byte

Adam Osborne publishes
An

announces 12" IP of
programs
Microsoft ads for Basic

First

Wayne Green publishes

computer

sells

First

and

Dick Heiser opens first
retail computer store in
Santa Monica
Paul Terrell opens first Byte
Shop in Mountain View

Radio Electronics pub-

Research

applications software

Scott Adams founds
Adventure International

Jersey)

David

first

disks

Software Records

Atlantic City

sions at

Pertec

Structured Systems
announces CBasic
Scientific

John Dilks organizes first
national trade

Challenger
computers
line of

Ed Roberts sells MITS to

Michael Shrayer

World

Southwest Technical

First

later);

Heathkit announces H8
and HII computer kits
North Star Horizon
announced
Vector Graphic
announces S-100 system
Technical Design Labs
announces Xitan
Ohio Scientific announces

First

Introduction to

;

sona/ Computing,

Microcomputers

stores

issues of Ki/oboud, Per-

ROM,

Microtrek

Over 200 active manufacturers by year end

Ed Roberts'
is

Altair

8800 kit

featured

tronics

in Popular Eleccover story

Cromemco founded; introduces PROM program-

EEZ3
Zilog announces Z80
microprocessor

MOS Technology
announces 6502 micro-

ming board
Processor Technology
founded; introduces
video display board

processor;

introduces

A/D board
II

kit

SCCS

Interlace

Peddle sells them at

introduces Sol

Cromemco introduces Z-l

Wavemate founded, introJupiter

issues of Dr. Dobb's Jour-

nal,

100 companies active in field
by year end
132 computer clubs in existence by year end

Chuck

Wescon for $20 each
Processor Technology

Polymorphic founded;

duces

First

microcomputer

Steve Wozniak designs
Apple Apple founded
by Wozniak and Steve
I;

Jobs
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1984

E23
Atari announces the

Sorcerer

1977
Commodore announces
Pet designed by Chuck
Peddle

Apple II announced
Radio Shack TRS-80
announced

400

and 800 computers
Exidy announces the

I

Computer
Video Brain computer

Introl

computers announced

tSBH

Alpha Micro announces

Texas Instruments

introduced
More than 20 S-100 bus

16-bit

Apple and Radio Shack
announce 5 'A"
Ithaca Audio

disk drives

(later,

Ithaca

Intersystems) founded;
announces memory chips

forTRS-80
Houston Instruments
announces HiPlot plotter

announces

Pad,

Bit

first

home

Sesame Place Theme Park
includes

Radio Shack announces
Model business

Micro Works announces
video
imaging product

Digisector,

first

ZX80 introduced—
computer under $200

Sinclair
first

Radio Shack

center

introduces the

Color Computer

II

Hewlett Packard introduces HP-85
Apple introduces the

APF introduces the Imagination

Machine

Apple

Mattel announces keyboard unit for Intellivision
Commodore offers a stan-

III

Epson announces the
MX-80
Exatron introduces "stringy

with the

floppy" tape system

Pet

Digital

Apple knockoff, the
Orange, shown at West
Coast Faire

First

digitizer

EM

a computer

computer

dard keyboard

Summagraphics

first

WordStar
intro-

duces 99/4

S-100 boards

announces

control system

MicroPro announces

Research

intro-

duces CP/M-86
Microsoft agrees to work
with IBM
Ken Williams founds On-

Subiogk announces 3-D

Line

graphics software

Systems

Doug and Gary Cariston
found Broderbund

David Ahl's Basic Computer
Games becomes first million selling

computer

book

Personal Software

intro-

duces Zork

Xerox, DEC, and Intel
announce Ethernet

ALF announces first music
synthesizer for Apple

Personal Software
founded; announces two
games packages
Ed Zaron founds Muse
(Microcomputer Users
Software Exchange)

Computer Headware
announces Whatsit data-

base manager package
MicroPro International
founded; announces

Word-Master and
Super-Sort

Dan Bricklin and Bob
Frankston write VisiCa/r
Micro Systems Services
announces Dial-A-Program (software by phone)

NCC holds

first

Computing

Personal

Festival

Heuristics introduces
Speechlab, first voice recognition system

Hayes announces Micromodem 100
Novation

introduces the

Cat acoustic modem
Automated Simulations
(now Epyx) offers first
package, StarOeet Orion

MkroNet announces CompuServe service

The Source founded
Microcomputer Industry
Trade Association
formed

mm><
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[CHRONOLOGY

Ascent
I

Near banishment from NCC
for American Used Computer (for sandwich board
signs) and Creative Computing

(for

Peak year

computer

Tl

Japanese MSX standard
computers introduced;
none sold in U.S.
announces Professional

Tl

withdraws 99/4A

14

introduced

Software Arts announces

taking

TK'Solver

subscriptions)
First

Creative Computing

for

games— more than 300

does

74-page April
parody section
giant

fool

Computer,

integrated software

packages announced
Context MBA and Lotus

Osborne Computer files

1-2-3

for

Computer
DEC announces Rainbow
100, Professional 325 and
sional

transportable computer

Commodore announces
fheVic-20

IBM announces the PC

DOS (PC-DOS)
Bally computer acquired by
Astrovision,- re-introduced

with

Z-Grass

Okidata introduces Micro82 printer

line
First

color printers

Sirius Software founded
Big Five Software founded

Zork relinquished to
writers at

Zork

II

Apple announces Lisa
Franklin introduces Apple

NEC announces

game

computer
Seven IBM "compatible"
computers announced

Infocom,

introduced

systems

Radio Shack announces
Model 100; NEC
announces 8201

16-bit

Advanced Personal
Computer
Toshiba announces T-100

announce expansion
boards and hard disks
IBM PC
Teleram announces first
S-100 bubble memory

successful

XT

150; starts to decline

PC publishes largest monthly

Sharp announces PC-5000
Epson announces QX-10

magazine in
774 pages

history with

computer with Valdocs
ACT announces Apricot
Atari announces 600X1

for

Coleco announces Adam
SpectraVideo announces
318, 328 computers
Mattel announces Aquarius
computer

Timex announces Timex/
2000; withdraws
from market eight months
Sinclair

later

Androbot announces four
home robots

l|M.

Bell exhibits at

West Coast Computer Faire
Number of personal computing magazines tops

800X1, 1200XL, 1450XL
computers

More than 20 companies

announced
I

Kaypro announced

II

announced; none

American

IBM announces PCjr and PC

compatible Ace 100

Microsoft produces MS'

350 computers

Chapter

Four Atari VCS-to-computer
conversion units

Wang announces Profes-

Osborne introduces the first

CC-40

Portable

Apple announces Macintosh,

Apple

lie

Hewlett Packard introduces Model 110 Portable

Commodore announces
264 (now the Plus

4)

ACT introduces first upward
compatible line of seven
computers
Amiga announces Lorraine
Mattel, Timex, Spectra-

Video, Victor, Actrix,

Computer Devices
leave market or

commercial release by

and

sell

out

Warner sells Atari to Jack

Logo finally licensed for

Tramiel

Tl

Electronic software distribu-

others

Sony announces 3'/6"
microfloppy drive

Japanese

Commodore 64
announced

Fifth

Genera

tion Project launched
Three colleges require students to have personal
computers

Epson announces HX-20,

for

software

notebook computer
Grid announces Grid

(Lotus

Sym-

phony and Ashton-Tate
Framework)

Human Edge Software
introduces

first

psycho-

logical analysis

Peak year

first

for

packages

educational

software

Number of software manufacturers tops 500

Compass
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systems introduced
national TV advertising

tion
First

1984
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You run a crane for the Fat City Wrecking Co. Your
knock down deserted buildings in 10 cities. But
beware! The old buildings are occupied by a bunch of
nasty rats. And they're going to bombard you with
cans, tomatoes ana rocks as you slam your wrecking
ball into their crumbling homes.
Can vou batter the buildings before running
out of fuel? Can you rub out the
rampaging rodents? Fat City is
a game everyone in your
family is going to love.
job:

Says Softalk:
great deal of

*A

thought went
into

devel-

its

opment as

its

excellent playability attests.

game

The

incorporates

super graphics and
strategy, fun and a

new

idea.

The combi-

nation could well prove]
addicting."

Look for Fat City
in finer computer
stores everywhere.

©
FatCfty

Or, order by calling
toll-free

1-800-852-5000,

Dept. AJ-5. Only $39.95.
Fit City

is

a registered trademark of Optimum Resource. Inc
AUn are registered trademarks ot Apple Computer. Inc.

Apple and

Atari. Inc respectrvery
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Weekly Reader
and

Family Software
A division of Xerox

Education Publications
Middletown. CT 06457

OUR ARCADE GAME
WE BROUGHT

Bally Midways Spy Hunter puts
you in the driver's seat of the hottest
machine on four wheels. You're
after enemy spies. The situation is
life and death. You'll need every
weapon you've got - machine guns,
and guided missiles, oil slicks and
smoke screens. But the enemy is

everywhere. On the road, in the
water, even in the air. So you'll have
to be more than fast to stay alive in
Spy Hunter. You'll need brains and
guts, too.

Do vou have what

it

takes?

to

Bally Midway's Tapper would like
welcome you to the fastest game

in the universe.

You're serving up drinks in some
of the craziest places you've ever
seen. And the service better be good,

or else. You'll work your way
through the wild Western Saloon to
the Sports Bar. From there to the
slam dancing Punk Bar and on into
the Space

#1

Arcade Game of

1984.

of

customers who
1

already

The

Bar full

are, literally, out of this world.
Are you fast enough to play Tapper? if you have to ask, you probably

way, crush em.
Crashing, bashing

one smash

Up 'N Down.

hit that really is

It's

a smash.

know the answer.

Nominated as Most Innovative Coin-Op

Game of

Bally Midway's Up 'N Down by
Sega. In this game, a crash is no
accident.
In fact, it's the whole object of the
game. You'll race your baja bug over
some of the worst roads south of any
border. Leap dead ends, gaping canyons and oncoming traffic in a single
bound. And if anyone gets in your

1984 by Electronic

Games magazine.

#1 Arcade Hit, Play Meter Conversions Poll.
8/1/84.

WERE SUCH BIG HITS
THEM HOME.
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Atari 2600
cart ridge-

NEW NEW NEW

Atari 5200
cai

NEW

nidge

Atari

Sega's Congo Bongo rocked the
home game world when it shot up to

Number 3 on
this

the Billboard chart

summer.

And now it's available tor even
more home systems. So check the

chart and get ready lor jungle action

you haven't
played Zaxxon, you must have been
living on another planet for the past
few years.
And now the ultimate space comSega's Zaxxon.

If

game is available for even more
home systems. You'll pilot a space

bat

You'll

enefighter through force fields and
my re on vour way to do battle with
Countless
the mightv Zaxxon robot.

gerous jungle creatures. Ride hippos, dodge charging rhinos and try
to avoid becoming a snack for a

others have gone before you in this
Hall of Fame game. But this time
your life is in vour own hands.
Zaxxon killed them in the arcades.

pursue the mighty ape Congo
up Monkev Mountain and across the
Mightv River. Do battle with dan-

man-eating ish.
Congo Bongo. It's last and it s tun.
But be careful. It's a jungle in there.
I

I

i

Computers*

NEW

NEW NEW NEW

cartridge

Computers*

Atari

diskette

NEW NEW NEW NEW

Commodore 64

/

Commodore 64

NEW NEW NEW NEW

diskette

He.

/

He

NEW NEW NEW NEW

diskette

"

IBM PC

But compared to what it will do to
vou at home, that was child's play.

NEW

NEW NEW NEW

cartridge

II,

/

/

/

•

ColeeoVision A
ADAM cartridge

Apple

•
NEW NEW NEW

**

**

**

NEW NEW NEW NEW INEW

diskette

I

/

Published b\ Sega Enterprises, Inc
published h\ Datasoft, toe undet Ifcerae front 5ega
Enterpi Ises. to*
Published In toleco Industrie*. Inc underllcensa

/

published b< Synapse Software Corpoiwkmundei

/

license
.

from Sega Enterprises,

,i

Inc

6OOXL,8O0XL«ndl20OX

BOO

SUiandKOOXL.)
600XL. S00XL and 1200X1.
•Also available fot IHMl'i n
be In your alar
All new games an scheduled to
ii

t Atari K00.

Christmas,

heck your

i
i

local dealei

ntcrprlsse, lot

«me leveU varies c*cartj^ Iter Atari
5200.400. 800,
,nd Commodore systems Atari. 2600.
600XL B00XL. and 1200X1
Corporation i.,T.m»Kl.».Mi^>i.ulrm..ik.il(™.
I™ ColeeoVision and ADAM are
rnodon
Industries. Inc Apple II lb- and
tradem
I

'

lIcareiradenvarhaofApisleComputerliK IBM.I

Business Machines
PC n are trademarks ol International
prises,
Corp UP 'N DOWN is a trademark
Enterprises.
Ltd.\manufactured under license- rum^Sega
Ltd. Japan Videogamecoi
1

prises. Ltd.

Mi<i

BALLYMIDWA1
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program copyrightCWM

SeM Enterprises. Inc TAPPER and SPN

HI

irademarks of Bally Midway Ml
tfalb

..„ p%l

NTER.re
ime

Midway Mlg Co Allnimis

reserved ZAXXONisatrademarl
Copyrigl
Inc

BONGO is a track
Copyright

Arcade and Home Smash. Hit #3 on Billboard
magazine'slbp Video Games survey.

One

ol onlj ten

games ever

to

make

Electronic

Games' Hall ol Fame.
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PROFESSIONALS ARE MADE

NOT BORN

HIGH SAT SCORES. GOING TO THE TOP COLLEGES. ATTAINING
PROFESSIONAL STATUS. THESE ARE THE STEPS BY WHICH PROFESSIONALS
ARE MADE. CLASS ACHIEVERS™ IS THE CRUCIAL EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
TOOL YOUNG PEOPLE NEED TO MAKE THE FIRST STEP.
CLASS ACHIEVERS' Preparing
the SAT\% an interactive

ana

for

intelligent

software package which teaches study

programs automatically. CLASS
ACHIEVERS" is the first educational
software package to combine personalized learning methodologies with
optimization theory. Like a school

program increases student's
knowledge by creating a dynamic en-

teacher, the

vironment.

CLASS ACHIEVERS'"

designed to
enhance the learning process at each
step.. .First the student selects a complete

is

SAT or specialized exam...then

the student decides to take

it

in

a prac-

A

personalized profile is created
exam. When the student reprogram chooses the optimal questions needed to improve
upon weak areas. These questions are
different from the previous exam. In
after every

turns, the

addition,

CLASS ACHIEVERS'"

ran-

domly selects from the pool of 1000
questions. There are graphic solutions
geometry problems.
A team of experienced educators
and educational software engineers
designed CLASS ACHIEVERS'" for asfor

piring professionals.
It is available for under $100 and
used with your Apple and IBM PC.

or test mode. Students can request
valuable hints for solving every problem

Contact Optimal Learning Corp. for more information or call

Optimal Learning Corporation
4701 Patrick Henry Drive #9
Santa Clara, CA 95054
(408) 980-0831

Dealer Inquiries Invited.

tice

and review both main and English
principles.

CLASS ACHrfVERS n O Irodemork o* Optimal Leorr«ng Corporation Apple II,
W'.llriorr/trootrriori totApplaCoiwpuI t i, Int I6M
it O lrorJr*marfc o* Interna
honor Bwunrm Modtanm SAT it a trooomorfc ol *« Colloae E mrone* E rommohon
Board Optimal Lrwrmng hat iwoftihahonwnKmtCEEB or ATS

K
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QUIZ

22. Whjch

ol the following doesn't

belong?
A. KIM

you have been a reader of Creative Computing for the past ten years and kept your eyes
and ears open in the computing field, you should have no trouble with this qui?. (Well, not "no
wouldn't be any fun.) Th# answers are on p»Q» 306.
trouble," or
If

it

The oldest microcompotmgmogoTine that is still published today is
A. Byte
B. Creative Computing
1.

C

Dr

D.

The Amateur Computer Group

Dobbs

Journal

operational computer louse
von Neumann's concepts at stored pro-

16. Inlurnalional Chess Master David
levy took on 12 computer programs

grams ond data was the
A. EDSAC at the University of
Cambridge

simultaneously

7. The

B.

2.

In

1975

and

D.

r9#>. the editor

mcUef

C.

On

planning and forecasting
authoring and dispensing CAI
critical

in this

D.

static

a MITS

memory wosr

17.
is

$139

C.
0.

$209

C.
D.

list

has

1

Me

D.

Treefrog

WKch of

Budge

Gregory Hob

It

C.

It was on a
boord

D.

Its kit

18. The

B.

I6K

C.
D.

64K
256K

D.

A. went bankrupt
evolved mto IBM
C. merger! with Remington Rand
was taken over by the CtOSuS
B.

devised a

A. 16
B.

rP

C.
D.

23
77

1

14.
6. The Mark was ortgmolly devised by
Howard Aiken to

Mifltivoc

A.

B.

B.

solve differential eguotions

C. compute ballistic trajectories
D. process census ond statistical
data

15.

'

in

it

76 78. I9»
hod on rh« proqram David AH.
t\ lou fields, and

Aberdeen Proving Ground
on Isaac Asimov story

Was housed in a disco
Made S-KX) bus active
terminators

D.

an 8

bit

microprocessor

25. The Pascal language was originally
A.

at the University of California at

San Diego

m France
C. byNiklousWirm
D. in 1972
B.

26. Which statement

not true about

is

TO

Ohio

a company

that

Company

that

51 A computer introduced m late 1978
hod text resolution ol 30 lines ol 64
wos the
chorocters
A. FxrfyV'
.

called the Betsi

C.
D.

mode by CGRS Microtech

B.

D.

constructed with

all ol

|ust six

chips

these except

A. Microchess
The Electric Panrbrush
C. Time Trek game
D. Micro Information System
B.

first

NCC to have a full day ol

sessions devoted to personal computing

was in
A. 1976
B. 1977
C. 1978
O. 1979

30. Which statement is not true about
WHATSIT?
means Wow. Howd All That
A.
Stuff Get In There?
wos sold by Computer
B.
It

It

It

Southwest technical Products

Heodware
C.
D.

written for the 8080
a data base management

It

wos

It

is

system

Smoke Signal Rroodcostmg
is used m control
31.
theory outomation, and computer programming, was a word coined by
A. B Mosterson
B. S. Crumers
C. S Morse

Cybernetics, wf»ch

Oieftoin

for

Products
B.

TorbellFlectromcs

C. flectronic Control Technology
O. Parasitic Engineering

mod*

gomes on a

computer
C. a database progrom

organizations

27. An interface/motherboard

mode S-100 cards work with a Pet was
A. mode by Jade Computer

29. The

Scientific

Southwest Techmcol Products
flectronic Tool

C.

game

play-by mail

Conference?
A. The first one wos held in
June 1979
B. It was held in ploce ol the CGJC
conference
C. It hos strong focus on CAI
D. It is sponsored by more than ten

keted

D.

is

A. a computer

Compucolorll

com

collector:,

D.

C.
D.

true

Ithoco Inlersyslems

28. The predecessor to VisiCorp mar-

CT64
Flying Buffalo

B.

Become

•

hod an attendance ol
around 700
nil ol the above

C.

B.

was an eorry lorge scale

Manchester University
at the Noiionol Bureau of
Standards

D.

World Alloc Computer

first

20. A beefed up Alton replacement
ipply was mode by
A. IMSAI

301

at

C.

r9>*S

moke n 6
based system?
A. The Oqitol Group

I

A. perform addition* and
si ilitrar hons

SI00 bus

9. Which ol the following companies

B.

CDC 3600
RCA

single

was $215 m

price

drf not

Bureau
1 3. Which one r»f the following is not a
second generation computer?
A. IBM 1401
B. IBM 704

C.
D.

128 element

Tod Nelson
C.

Herman

D.

writer,

B.

I

2. The company founded by
Hollerith eventually
1

5. Blaise Pascal the French mothemoti

x

ntion

A. 4K

oan, philosopher, and

23. Which of the following is not
oboul fthoca Audio?
A. Mode TRS-80 memory
upgrade kits

written

A. wos held at the Airpor t Marina
m Altxjquerque on Morch

memory option available was

mechanised calculating machine when
he was how old?

Oomemco TV

required a minimum of 512
bytes of memory

B.

.

B.

IP

Rockwell Aim

Devices

the following statements

££&

When the popular IBM W0I com
p> iter was announced m 1959 the lorgest
1 1

D.

the Notional Educational Computing

by
Bill

C. OSI Challenger

picture

8080
780
6800

I

RCACosmocW

24. The Micro-Engine rs
A. o single boord computer
B. Pascal on a chip
C. mode by Advanced Micro

not true about the

U used

C. BobAlbrecht
D.

C.

$l#>

A. DavrJAhl
8.

Kaisso

It

0. The computer game. Wumpus. was

written

385
592
836

B.

Dozzter?
produced a 128
A.

B.

B.

A. 187
C.

the price of

A. 8008

path scheduling

(ailed to yield to the conjecture?

B.

on October 19 1975 at
l.vo programs

a draw They were Chess

4 4 ond
A. Chaos

I

9. The Scelbi-8H computer
which mpu?

4. There rs a well V nown r onjec lure
about producing a palindrome from ony
number. Which number

ACM

fought him to

the

Whirlwind at MIT
Jufy 2. 1975.

assembled IK
A. $97

John Craig
Stephen B. Gray

on any computer
D.

Jniversity of

Grounds
D.

8.

3. PIANIT iso software system lor
A. determining precise planetary
positions al any point in time
B.

1

C. EDVAC at Aberdeen Proving

Computing was

A. DavdH. Ahi
B. Burchenal Green
C.

f NIAC at the

Pennsylvania

Newsletter

ol Creative

first

B.

none of the above

D.

VOIUMF

10
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32. A government finonced mochne
was developed in conjunction with ihe
Morse School of Electrical Engineering at

Whch of Ihe following was the

41.

earliest

A. Martin & Lewis
B. Mouchley & Ecfcert
Atonsoofl

C.
D.

& Berry

Aiken & Wiener

33. With its 40 rocks ol equipment and
20.000 vacuum tubes. ENIAC ran up
A.

I

was tree)
$60

C. tlectnc Penal
D. losy Writer

42. The first commercial computer
was
A. AIiok8800
B. Scelb 8H
C. Sphere

W

applied computer simulation to the reol
world, also

on the proceeds
age 29
Retired

A. Santo Montco, CA
Mountain View, CA

TICC-40
Workslote

A. Mercury
Water

C. Chicken soup
D. liquid hydrogen

36. Dr Grace Hopper was involved

and ACT.
Each package

whKh commercial effort?
A. IBM 701

contains:

B.

double-sided diskettes, a
cemprehensive review textbook,
and a 50-page User's Manual.

COMPUTER PREPARATION
$79.95

Apple, A'
IBM-PCjr,

Commodore, IBM-PC,
and TRS-80.

S89.95

Available for Apple.

COMPUTER PREPARATION
ACT iwat! $89.95

Available for Apple.

Business programs lor the Bur-

roughs 7B
C. UNIVAC
D. HAl

37. The

first

I

Short

Macro language

0.

Fu?/

C.

WS. Burroughs
T.J. Watson

D.

S Croig

B.

for

these

HBJ programs

at

800-543-1918
for
In

major

CA

credit

card orders
619-699-6335.

call collect

largest

HARCO URT BRACE JOVANOVICH

^^^^^

VjmiM

D.

Introductory Special (4 games)

47. The first toysticks
were mode by
A. Aton

A.

Fujitsu

Hitachi

Matsushita

B.

Cromemco

C.

MITS

D.

electronics

NEC

40. IBM introduced

personol com-

Wico

oped by Kemeny and Kurtz at
A.
B.

Equipment Corp
Hewlett Pockard

C.
D.

Dartmouth College
General Electric

ris

personol com-

Digital

49. The first video game was
A. Space Invaders by Masaya

Nakomura

in

A. 1979
1980

B.

1981

1982

for

puters

50.

B.

Pong by

C.

Catch

D.

fennrs

tslolon Bushmill

for the Odyssey
by Willie Higambotham
It

I

WhKh of the following was the first
more than I.000.000 computers?
A. IBM

to sell

1250 Sixth Avenue
San Diego, CA 92101

B.

CC11

C.

DEC
Commodore

D.

Sinclair

ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Hammurab

is

C.
D.

C.
D.

ol Personal Soft-

C.

48. The Basic language was develJopanese

B.

puter

46. The first product
ware was
A. VisiColc
B. Micro Chess

Code

C.

38. The man who dreamed up the slogan "THINK" was
A. A. A, Michaelson

monulacturer

Ask

It

A. Fortran

39. The

your local computer store or
bookstore or call

programming language

was developed m 1952 for UNIVAC and
was used lor numeric and scientific
was

applications-

B.

COMPUTER PREPARATION

for the

A. Radio Shack Model XX)
Epson HX 20

B.

B.

with

GRE'

NM

NJ

notebook portable com-

D.

score higher on the SAT, GRE,

for the

first

was

C

proven study method has
helped thousands of students

(or:

Albuquerque,
Morrrstown.

puter

containing

This

Available

C.
D.

45. The

random access mem-

Gates

35. The earliest method ol storing programs in a computer used tanks

Preparation Series

for the SAT"

Wayne Green
Bill

B.

at

RAND

ory cores

The HBJ Computer Test

C.
D.

44. The first Iranchsed Computerland
store was opened m

A. Oevrsed Cobol

C. Founded the
Corporation
Invented

David Bunnell

B.

$10,000

D.

SWTPC6800

D.

43. The first issue of Byte was pubby
A. CorlHelmers

lished

Forrester, on electrical engiand management expert who

B.

kit

cent (during the war, electricity

$500

C.
D.

34. Jay
neer

WordStar

B.

daily electric hits ol

B.

word processing package?

A. Word Master

the University of Pennsylvania. The comventors were

Reminiscence:

cmember the good
nothing

1R

like

old days." Yes, there

is

time to soften the frustrations

and amplify the joys of waiting 40 minutes
for a paper tape to load or wiring your

expensive,

new microprocessor

in

backwards.

In this section, nine writers share some of their
joys and frustrations with us.
Taking us back the farthest is Steve Hunka
recalls the awe-inspiring Illiac 1 at the University of Illinois in 1952. Chris Rutkowski
broadly takes us the next few steps from the 60's
to the 70's and beyond.
For a more detailed glimpse at the forma-

who

days of the personal computing industry no
people were closer to it than our next group.
Sharing their perspective with us are Chuck
Peddle, designer of the Commodore Pet and
tive

Victor 900O, Paul Terrell, founder of the Byte
Shops; Harry Garland, founder of Cromemco;
Bob Marsh, founder of Processor Technology;
Diane Asher-Leyland, one of the original '76ers;
and Scott Adams, author of the first adventure

games for microcomputers.
Wrapping up this section is David Lien who
hardis just a bit amazed finally to have reliable
ware, but who wonders, "what comes next?"
VOLUME
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GAWORKS
WITH
APPLEWORKS:

You already know AppleWorks™ is
program that combines

the powerful

the three most popular applications
for your Apple lie and lie. Its only
drawback is the absence of two

key functions.
That's

why Megaworks

Megaworks

is

merge and
program

the mail

lit

and

lie arc registered

spelling checker corrects misspelled

obligation brochure.

lar

programs. The dictionary allows
to personalize your work with

you

designed exclusively to complete the
AppleWorks package. Your knowledge of AppleWorks makes
ApplcWork-, and Apple

Megaworks completes AppleWorks.
See the complete works for your
Apple lie and lie today at a dealer
near you. Or send for our free, no

words in documents and "word
wrap" retains its original format, a
function unavailable in many popu-

with

AppleWorks.
spelling correction

Megaworks simple to use. Mail
merge lets you print form letters,
mailing labels and envelopes from a
single master letter and list. The

the addition of 10,000

40,000 word

library.

trademarks of Apple Computer.

words

to

its

WE MAKE

^J COMPUTEES WORK HAMSER

5703 Oberlin Dr.
San Diego, CA 92121

'

Scf*"

619-450-1230
Inc.
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REMINISCENCE/TECHNOLOGY & HARDWARF

FROM NUMBER
CRUNCHING TO

vided an audible signal during

CREATIVITY/STEVE

compilations. Operators soon learned
to recognize endless loops even while
engrossed in reading the latest novels.
Time was precious on Illiac I. Three or
four aborted jobs brought a warning
note from the director of the center.
Operational programs had to be
documented and include an equation
based on the execution times of each
machine operation used and arguments
representing data parameters. Today,
many personal computers have as

HUNKA

Twenty-five years ago, getting access
to a computer with electronically
stored program code was an exciting

and awe inspiring event, because machines were large and had beautiful
displays of blinking lights which announced each elementary operation. In
1952 the University of Illinois provided
students and researchers access to such
a computer through an ORDVACclass of machine called Uliac I.
Illiac

Store
University

he

is

Hunka

is

of Alberta

the coordinator

a professor at the
in Canada, where
of a unit that sup-

development of computer software in
statistical

and

computer-assisted

instruction area. He first became involved with computers beginning with a

1024

Royal McBee LGP30 and 1 Iliac I. He
was also deeply involved in the PLATO
project at the University of Illinois in

computers almost daily for
Using
25 years provides a perspective
not only for recalling the joys

and frustrations of computing, but also
for speculating about why computing
so important to so many individuals,
collectively to a nation.
Early
computations
using

and

mechanical sorter-counters and
punched cards provided

for increased
but left little room for
creativity. Frequently, more time had
to be devoted to card jams and replacing torn cards than to solving problems
represented by the data. In the days of
unit record equipment, read errors
meant warped cards or cards with misaligned holes. Unit record equipment

programmed through patch-boards by
connecting input and output points
with wiring pins frequently demanded
more manual dexterity than creative
thought and offered little more than
the simplest arithmetic computations.

Illiac I was a model of
The operator could boot-

Operating
simplicity.

strap the system by placing a read
instruction into the instruction register
by simply using the capacity effect of
touching an external pin connected
through a glass panel to each of 40 bit
positions and moving one of three
switches on. a control panel only six
inches spuare.
small speaker interfaced to the sign bit of one word pro-

A

I

VOLUME

derived,

of simultaneous equations, approximations to tngnometric and other functions, and finding eigenvalues and
The work of many mathematicians rapidly became available as
part of a user's repertoire of computational skills. In a small way, the intellect and thought processes of previous
generations became alive again. In a
sense, a small portion of someone else's
could be cloned through the computer.

A Cumulative Process
Perhaps one reason why the
growth in computer hardware and software has been exponential is that each

CRT

A

efficiency

when

eigenvectors.

Execution speeds were rel90 microseconds for

A

the 1960's.

is

bits.

I.

rapidly became basic components of a
program library. Of particular importance were algorithms for solutions

atively fast, e.g.,

addition and 800 microseconds for division.
flat screen
with a 35mm
camera was also available for plotting
purposes.
Most input and output was by paper tape prepared on teletype equipment. Special equipment for rapid
duplication of paper tape was available.
Students soon learned the frustrations
associated with trying to unravel a
"bird's nest" when a large roll of tape
was accidentally dropped. Only the
most elementary software was available for basic arithmetic functions and
I/O.
machine language-like program
code was used with two instructions
per word.

as Illiac

considered impractical

I

For the user, Illiac I consisted of
two main units approximately twelve
feet long, eight feet high, and three feet
deep. One such unit contained the cpu,
the other a 25K drum. Together these
units occupied a room about 30 feet
square; the power supply was in a separate 10'xl5' room. An electrostatic
memory of 1024 x 40 bits was provided
by 40 small CRTs. On each tube was
displayed a raster of 1024 dots providing an electrostatic delay circuit for

ports educational research through the

the

much power

Many of the algorithms which
were used in the early days of computing had been developed years before
computers were available Mathematical
procedures which surely were

new system carries with it many
successful ideas created by individuals
in the past
computer Darwinism The

—

"computer

tree," having in its main
trunk such early computers as Mark I,
Eniac, and Ferranti with numerous
branches identifying other computer
lines which
have come and gone,

graphically illustrates the richness and
nature of the computer
evolution.
Of course, not all extinct computing systems succumbed because of
their design. The ability of the market
place to absorb some systems was simply inadequate
good example of this

dynamic

A

phenomenon was the demise of

the

IBM

1500 system, which was designed
primarily for computer-based instruction and placed on the market in about
1965. This system, forgotten today
even by most IBM personnel, was
based on an II 30 cpu. The system
drove up to 32 monochrome terminals
with graphic capabilities, variable
10
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SAM Card (II •)
179X $ 599 S

M

'

**
IS*
22*
32*

»t

CM

OVERSTOCK

BASK Interprrm
•ran

779
25

M

1*5

RM

40*

24

249*
I 249
* 13*

"

dBase II CP/MI

_
DatarnM.

t 495 S 2*»

_,ljrarlr»rer»)ry|

Snack

Cat)

hart

*
t
,

71

30*

1*

M
m%S n
150

II
19
1*5
64
99

EPO, lemon

lax
Orarwe
Prach

katr>a*taaa>i^Sa»~lj*Gr«d»*a»
louw . la.

rwnrl

ur

**»

CALCULATORS
aar/^aa

UnOm
mLrM

41CX CacuuBr

CM
CM
CM

lOOeaSS/TJO.amBCTi,
IOeaSS/tX,«otp<ir*
100eaOS/iX,4(«|BM.H/»|

140

S

98S
50 *
70

(

S
S

10eaOSAX4fffmiHA*alcl S
lOeech MOl. SS/DO
S
10eachMO2 OS/DO
J
VERBATIM. lOaach. M051501 SS IX S
lOeach MOM DS/D0
S

MA«ElL

40

M
M
M

S

S

**•

SW

CM

HM
212AutoCat

II

T^>s

$

595 $
595 $
3*9 *
775 $

M

S

2*

i

s

AMOEK.

300. 400, 500,

600

700

10*

415
3**
24*
55*

Ca*
$ 179 $ 11*

13" Color IV RGB.

77OH<40uV
III

II

199

* 14*

AM

t 415 S »*
S 4150 S (SO
1 626 S 11*

S6260 S **S

A^lipartlafflaiat,

3>J$5 mnnueJ

I

2* AffrtVf

200
$ 200
$ 599
S

VJSSU

tor standard UPS poand^^UPS Bue (\ IJI
laawaurtfld US IXayalAaOd INI
at erken Posta-cji a wrae or spec*, PMU Fomai
e.'epl Caurt 4 IUVSTf,
ner<
cranes »a be rrtundM ai pn-es. a>alara»y aid spaokatom nibwct
to errors • chaser
tha to our ka. pnrw; mtt nur assurav* Ihajoi wi art rww unuse!
lavjsr
products. AIL

odm

*

aj wark.

4PM

P«T, kkanlay

«aia#. fnoay, tauroay 10
lOtaARAMIwreeMMn

waMI

^^MUArtriZi vast H2UP.

Monogram, (Mars and

35% off Bat
3Sttaff*M

25*

nsr

100$
100$

SAM
III

RER

Iransytvaraa

S

Scartairouadi/llihejsiniM^trrtype $
Sierra /On Use. utana II
$
Sir Tach. Wuardry
$
Spksnakar. lot kne n stock. CAll

Sub loRlc.Fl^rrl

Simulator

$
$

II

"rkfht Mrsson PinbaT

$

M

pVrce

KWS13S5

EPSOP41Q150Q2O046/CPS

17
69
59

60$ 40
35$ 24
40$ 27
60$ 40
50$ 35
3S%aff*M
50$ 37
35$ 22
99$ CS

P»aWlr»jvracelorl0lbO0|afwj 100
$ 399
RXS0.F/I
$
$ 699
$
RX80, lOOcps

Flttt ItjOcps

FXlOaioDcps
Appk H GrapFacs dump F^oram

.MANNTIMANatSprt 80 cd SOcps
TAUY.
1601. 80CO1 ItjOcps
I80M32a>

OKRMTA I2A
S3».
84.

I60cps

F» cot. 170 cps, para

I37cd.l70rps.pat

136 cot 200 era. para

92. SOcol. ItjOcps, para

136 cot. 160 cps. para
23SVIVanark.350cps.para
24IOPPacemart. 350cpsj>ara
arxaatraa, Put N Bay Iraaors.Oaajaph
93.

,

ORANGE MrCWGrappkr*

tor

~
S 165
$ 349
I 349
S 895
$ 499
S 549

Appk

PRACTICAL. Mnobut tvla* rjavftaa
Mos»u«M«*6eX.Ser
Ouadat w ton »ne.
• STARMtC
MrC-.GermlO-x I20cps
Genem

TOSHIBA.

WX.

Ca*
$ 11*
( 25*
$ 25*

S 7*5
$ 2C*

$ 439
$1895*1375

lTOcps

1351. 100 cps

PRINTER INTERFACES and BUFFERS:

IMS

1$ 250 S 1*9

AM

^

t\jwjrnana Co.. (lerfr Inventary)
typaif Tutor II

MiceoaoR,

$ 399 * 24*
$ 559 $ 43*
795
$ 179 * 12*
$ 795 $499
S 799 $599

•
Amber MAX 12 tor Mono Board) $ 249 S
"'
^JAOa»UAQsjadcr.on»l7-rlGBColor $
$495
Quadsoeen 17 968.512
$1995 $15*9
quadrJramelt 14" RGB Color
IS 650 $450
SPflTrf. irGreen ZVM173
ir Amber 2VM124
ir Gator.
135

ICness)

LETTER QUALITY:

1M

H«*

*

40
20

40* 27
70* 47
50* 3*
35% OR Rat
80$ 54
50$ 34
40$ 27
82 $
25
95$ 64

J

$
$
$
ewirjO
GamesArt /Sprier Rad/trappk $
Knoaiara. Knoware
NEW $
Koala. I ml kne m stock. CAll
Saraon

34
23

1*
3*

$730 t 15*

»Bm
1.1

$

Haadan.

2*
2*
CO

50

35Sotlaat
J
4*

kvlararli7orkia.HorSpaxirjss.each

OUAORAM

$

trCoorl-Composae

"tod Atlart 'or Mam tlaster'ea
Edu-tRar*. tap Marnkry)
Harrourt. C/mpuk. Prrp r. SAI

35$
35$
90$
30$
60S
35*
60*
30*

$

j

S 425

12- Green,

ir Cob. HJKtVi RaLpSM/npclal

$
S
lock Runr»/*ch $

faaawaAfctaortaorieack
Oa.Maral Spr^ Feade.

1*9

IT" Amber.

>

$
$

RER

CBSflarykaraitary)
•Ciaakaadal. Home Accountant

239
275

>

>

$

REB>$

Shop

Prrnt

DOT MATRIX:

>

•

tjonkey K.ra

ChrfMri or
nrcaoe Meciane

$ 13*
$ 104
695 $ 57*

REB

a300G
a300A
irAmber, a310»lor IBAFPC

Oeikhalneid,

189
149

595

III

54
41
34
2*
CS
17
49

HOME & EDUCATIONAL
kjruJrrkrnt

Barrona. Study Program lor SAI
Ba aada Bra*.. BeaHe Ba|
Btuachip. Mahonaire

2*9
41*

an S 695 $ 4*5
aiApmotiMiuTiLiiysoftaauiiaciioas

Quadmodem, Standalone

?^l?^^'!ZSJS!gil l\

loads are new aidude warmly and a. purr—
J«f»utnofc» so cattairare,
^•wit
aata rirtAl cat vtore retarrang aoods tor rrpar or redacawant ORDER Dt

i-FM

REW$

(>aadrnodem,

DaU Oupkcaor

Esseraja

Atari Cmhorde PacManor

$ 225

S
$

$
$
$
$
$
$

KVII

UMco.

30
•
(5
CS
*9
129

PRINTERS &°£Ssor«
$
$
$
$
$
$

l

1

I

II

ASCII lipress the Pro

Terrapin, logo

699 $ 535
$ 39 ) 2*
REa $ 595 $ 3*5

Modem 2O0
103/217 Smart tat
ACCESS ? JIITOOB-Crossta*
Appk Cat II 300 BAUD
212Appk Cat 1200 BAUD

NOVATMM

hOA

VISA. MaaarCard or American I .;
press I 1
OtAaStS:
Imtlrl
l>.'^r»ya»i|.Haaa.MaBBk«feateskaarCariate

M

300IRS237)
Smartmodem 1700IRS-732)
to Madam Cafaaa

DVM HI Color or to Apple
aPRattCX IOH, RGB Hi Res, H» 12
RGBHrRevSRl?

MM

Tractor Faad Paper. RJbbsna. Dakar Wheaia

ORDERING INFORMATION AND TERMS:
—

w/Smartcom

a

lOOea.SS/SO 35 track (Appat. Dun)
lOOOaa SS/SO. 35 track
lOOea DS'TJO 48TPI IIBM H/P)
lOOOea 0S/TW. 4BTPI
H/PI
.

lie

5 MONITORS l&vom*

W'lackets

PRINTER SUPPLIES

k>

399
599
149
329
399
S 249

UrwIadSIRl

Ca»

M

i

AS LOW AS $1

79

$
$
$
$
$

Chronopaph (RS 737}

«NS«aGTON.

21

ONOfHCaMt

l

IBM- PC

7*

Stock

Start Srruaanotjem

II

325$ 275
1*5) 14*
21*

4B»> aPnrywrt Ba>*k

Stack

>

$ 275s

S1099 S

In

COMnETFMICROSOrTllNE
Panajan. Onpate Gtaptacs System
Graprws Martian

27
1*
1*
IS
15

$ 100*
$ 90*
$ 125$
$ 195$
IN STOCK
$ 80*
$ 60$
$ 40$
$ 40$
$ 99*
$ 130 *
$ DO $

80

Tarraran. loto

Penguin,

J

out
PRICE

B)
30$
30*
20*
20)
40$

$15*

^

Fortran

Ortfkn. Iltima

350* 229
129$ »7
189* 11*

IISl

PRXE
J

$

S

".AIDS

34

175*

in

MoranodemlOOISIOObusI

2*5
32
27

GENERIK "DISKETTES

«r

*&Ok>Uu
imi.btatawx.

AMD£K.«jnpiotll, 6pw, 10i 14 Bed

ni
,."

S

3*
32

PLOTTERS

,.

55 S
S 750 t

S

10eaDS/H).4nS3M,H/P|

CM

60S
90*

lut Irne

ato ratioaeai

m% pS
I 60
$ 550 !>S

DYSAK10eaSS/WP«fcalc|

S5
19
69
155

799$

$

ANCHOR. Sciaknan Mark M
HAYMiewPCSmartmodem 12008

M

Si

60
90
SO

S
S
S
S
S
S
t
|

I

MODEMS Ji^o-E.

* 2**

aBjafCfreiiiB^ijaaTI

IQOea. DS/tXI. aotract

4*
4*

$130*

rsllSoeai
Software Am. IKSoVtr fa He or Ik)
SoRarara PublwAasf. (specry or e)

VWCorp.

lOOOeaOSDO «Track|fMF^F>eli>nruay«*an S24SS

COC
50

S

Handler Pak(V«xd,

PFSf*. FTSftapk.»S«eporleach

guarantee these tap quaaty products with the Canray-

ABXTtXrOaAaaiPacIO

J

230 $
$ 50 $

PIS le*
Stonaarara. 06 Master Woon 4
OBUtatylorll
VkJaa. IJtraPlan

3 TtAR LIMITT0 VWUtRANTY
lOeaSS/SD 35 Track rYc* at)
* 17
lOOaaSS/SO. 35 Iract a»pa.akl
J 14*
lOOOea.SS'SO 35 track |*a>a. ale)
S1245
lOet OS/DO. «!,ar3.agivH/P)
( 2*
lOOea.OS/00 aOlrartaBM H/*|
S 23*
lOOOaa. 0S/D0. 40 track (DM M/P)
S1995
lOea. OS/DO. Wtrad (B3UKFselr>ma>artajn> |

SURGE PROTECTORS
Sipprare

KV|

UtaMiuna

MISCELLANEOUS
Curaa. Duraand
EmoraB
»lt»

m $175*

r>n*$100$

Homewrd
•

37

CONHOYLAPOINTE "DISKETTES NEW!
Re

Heaven. FVyeaer far. ?
Quark. LeuChackM

ajfVS

$

$130$

ScreanMaar H
TheOVoonary
Manarrll

On

5*
2*

DISKETTES

APPLE SOFTWARE

taraairaa. Sen Spaaar or Bookenrh.

.

89 $
39 $

100

Dji copierl

Epaon. Graphics Dump
Hayaa, ternrul ProKfcr Smalm. Vm
-.GraFORtH II by Paul tutus

Cat)

atarra/Qat4JiakSaav«*MPio.2Pak$ 200* 135

*4
$ 125*
94
> 125)
PFS File (Report 1 195 $ 145
MAC)
BFJR
C All

MRS

I

$100$

FV*rarm|40ea|

FVs

OuaMj.BaiolTncks

Pa«Mta>aa.Faxri»B^/MtMBasK.64X
Stnes40GltARSAP.al3
$395*23*
Paitast.Piili.l»aaa/SpeA2pakp'/M| $ 399 * 199
Ouark.y»rd)u|aVv»le.icheck»le|
$1*9$ 129

gor

Vkdae. Macalendar
FunPtk

SPECIALS

S

RAM Card

50*

utaMajrj MJFT'»n
'
autaadilrai.
PFS Fee
P
IS Report

T /Maker. Okart

21

l*>ro:)5t*o»

APPLE HARDWARE
32K

3*
64

1M

S 145
S 145
S *4
S 113
150 *
*»

MaX
I 379 S
S
35 S
S 149 *
I

(ll»l

Func»onSbui(««)

We Hava fun Viae, one

10*

50*
90S
195
195
125
150

Chart

$ 199 S
J 279 S It*

I

45
75

> 60S
» 100 S
S 250 S
I 140 S

wwcroaoR. fae or word each

M

•Cean«.»0rzl .64K RAMftiei yr My
•Wrew* Weotrrm 80 col Core)
•
Ukalnrm Corel
Sr*e*teoSw*hf|e)

toraeA
.SalesEdge
Surge Suppressor
StarlerPek

B

CARDS

VIDEO

Enhancer n

Btuachip. Mdnnare

*»

II

Ptsoanta, Zoom Grata

SpelStar'n MaRAia -each SPECW t 250 $ 129
htoaar./»«*rardJCP/V
SPECMl t 495 $ 2*5
ApoVrrKorCP/M) $ 195* 12*
•Oarjoma/ComX. lOsk and BookltSlat. Bus $ MRh)

n

Copy

1*5

U*;iiirerPr<lKt a /laalMara>
99
Macro Pro. |aa raqure 2S0CP/M Card)
»vttSta--«'Ap(acardSC/PMSf(CIAl$ 495 $ 2*5
• »*rtStoPrc4r-rxrul.4Pak
SPFCVV J 695 $ 355
• Vtad>la--Irar»vj Mama
J 495 S 239
• (JjaomPlkSS/MM/SI
SPECIAl J 315* 155

iinim

a

40
225

2M

CMVi

Double take or Ubkty City, each
$
typefaces. T» Dak a 1 or DOS Boawadl $
CaraM PakR. Faw. DOS 1 3 $ UU
$

M

1*5

•

Rana

Beatta. GPIE or Alpha «* each
Ap Mwtunr. Doqurt r. Pronto

25*

S 295* 1*5
S 179 * 11*
*»
% 150 S
Call
S 495
$ 295 * 1**

RAP.Pftor INV.each
S 395 S
4*adaat*arieUiir*aill«r*SJ»4*.ea S
70*
Jack2«e|
RERJ 395 S
hcndokHCtRni 17q i
GUIR.HPorPR.each
» 250 S

S

65 S

Pevmer,

CP/M

Friday IReowres

1«9 S

S

SYSTEM

UTILITY &

SOS
50S

Word Handler
I Kt Handler
VarsaForm
(ICnrll-i

l»ellc|
id
c Mfldoa II
•AahtonTata. dBase II (Roq CP^M

CS
S 21*

1 6K Butter Board tot Grappler Plus
$ 175 S
Buttered Grappler Plus. 1EK
t 239 S
lower Case Chrp, Rev 7(l|.)$ 50 S
ePCPl.Apphcard. 14 features
6Mhr$ 375 *
Boctronic*. 'kip* Fan II
75 S
I

589$ 425

«Ap»Nad «oR Tactv.

90S

t 291
J 125

PadoV(Apll/IC|

M*a.s„pRl.n|l|.nr»Y

•

73

1 35*
S 23*

S 495

.Mtaoao4W80Sr»V»dCr»e|
Cl?14IXul0n««. « Height

BUSINESS & TRAINING
•ALS/SMeon VaRaa.

LISI

ASTARF* Modulator, to use IV
•CCS Send Interface 7710 (SdBAUOl
•CTS /Eaarid&WU Card

(800) 547-1289

SOFTWARE for your APPLE

Jul
SAM

AMOEK. 5*0.

40 cps. Par. *Ser

11675*13*5

• TTX. 1014 )3cps.ParaiSei,FVi«lnc Jp
lHAsameai I014aan lrf.2colIPajp

$

499 $
569 $

$

599

S

IBM PC Parakel Printer Cat*.
Applelll/FlCabklorfpsonorGemrn.

$ 459

60 $
95 $
ohapoi B
lAcrolajerw/Copy, PP. F*. aaapj.^s
$ 179 $
Mcrolam. atopy, PP. 64K. aMP64,PS $ 299 $
Mcroiartrw/CopyPP ITtXa/PS
$ 375 $
lacrolaMr. Snapon. FK PP Epson a /PS
* 169 $
Hcrofaier, Snepon 64K PP fpsone.PS $ 799 $

Q4JAORAM.

aj earaedaak la

3C5
43*

CM

Mtt^atrartremtAppkhtAC
•JIM610Qiarax.P>a3rjtrJi

t

$

/On t> 517*1

35
5*
64CJ

13*
22*
345
12*
22*

CASH & CARRY OUTLETS:
Over the caueaar skes amy Open Monday through Saturday. 1000 to 60Q
SAN FRANCISCO
STORE! OPENING 9/«4. For
(415) 5$1 »05O
PORTLAND.
AtPaik 217, tijjrr)alintersect«)nol?17and 99W Ca* 670 5595,
SEATTLE.
3540 12«h Ave SE. Belevue, WA 90006.
In loehmenn's Ptaja near Factwia Squate. SE of Hwy 405 $ 90
and at SE 36th A Richards CaR 641 4736

- NEW

WomyRooei. cat

WASH.—

OREGON-

_

UWXWIl
PRICES TO PROFESSIONALS

AMDEK

SYSTEMS

|

Mia^BoanLCoto

$499

$3M

5&l*64KS/1 /0>S/W

J.195

»

S»Pe«"an.25tKS/1 /rx«5/W

»P»l«».3»»A.SVMr«VW

$695
'
$895

G^PorttoSaPak

$

OajOoWkm Para Port
•feoftaPrfiducB
,

,

360K

I/O Pais

II.

S/TVCC

1/OFIusll.S/MXVG
l/OPkjsll.2S/TVCtX

by CDC

MnOiiMW-Mrtotikat
PCNet. Starter

90 Day

rut,

•— ,^«»

$215
$265
$315
$495

L-

PM

Disk Drnres

C»U

"**

ovi*»eni

$*%».

BwMartwcohfmiMre

3«>9talMyti04rdaHt
CURTIS vmmcPu-Syswi'Jjmr

HAUPPAGE (01714*

555-Z
2S6K 2 320K

CALL

$1499

Disk Drives

(HCW)'

$2499

CALL

$2799

CALL

?sr>, 2 36<* Disk Driver, 8088Chip

MS DOS

kn*

2

1.

Drnres.

80B8Chip.?S<T'

AND

DRIVES

the

IBWPCorXI

PCEUckup, 16MB

C^id*

Tape System

Cat

$5995

Ca*

AmdrskV. ^haajtrtorn* 320/360X

Amdr*

$150
$

15

$

89

S

AR
Para

Mora*
MrH^*
Mori*

"'

$199
$495
$499
30
59

$
$

|STMI

$ 95

ISPMI

SrruJ Port

ankCJMorUerCrMl

56
49

$
$

GamArJa^MaMPlGPMI
MmoryMorj*TrK(MMOI

$122
$422

Mmwv Mo** 258X IMM759

CONTRpt

DISK DRIVES
32OK/360K

DATA

DS/DD

,

£S,iK $185 FULL HEIGHT

dBase
dBase

>

$165 HALF HEIGHT

(avail

III

IXTI

req

II.

II

to

to

PC0OSS12SM

HA YUEN,

IBM

r«fin5u*s

l^Maaabytt'Hard

$

10 rr*| Hard Drsk

$

$100

GraFORTH (anmatod 3D vaptaol

KF40WAAE. Knoaire kef. r/apOcs)
UfETWEE. Volks««er 1 2

|
I

Use ol our order toms

*»***/*«

f« «th your order Get rjn our iruranf kst
no* to order toms. and our ne» nrjwsrerjer
sales specials anrrouncemere. Our

iWff

COUPON

$595
$250 I *5
$125 $ *5
S 95 $ «4
$195 $130
$295 $1*5
$495 i:
$695 S4S5

WW

l?3toSyrrBbor,.»-lutr /SuIlWW$200

M»

1

14FH*

$1150

W

NAME

PnOpaoat.

SS/MM/S

a*3ar^

Mu*rmate

W)

NW ANALYTICAL. Statpak

OPEN IT*. GLARAP.PRIMV a Ptteacb
.

$475
$165
$495
$495
$695

$100
$100
$395
$395
$349
PERfECT. Perlect vasn™
$399
V»«artSpe»ar,2P»k
$249
Parfad Frja>« Parlaa Cak. aach
Partea Wraer. SrjaSer. Faer. Care (4| SSS9
SOFTWAW PIJ»aU$MIMC.PFSf4e $140
PFSRaprat $125
PIStraat
$140
.
PFSCraph $140
$295
SOrK»M. SuperCalc 2
$395
SuperCalc3
$495
Sa/MTtUITfcWarrJParlBrl
$195
$585
STONt^PWKArJvaiv^DBMarler
$250
SUMraVVliader-lForeead
$200
tiader-j Data Maiaaa
$350
ItMartAccourrara
$700
ComcaAe Syssem
$275
T/WAIUTJl I/Maker HI
Banc Proa/ams

»

MOatcM

Paact. Pak (GUAR1API
Peach Ie« 5000

W

W
W

THOUGHTWAAC. MaJ
MS«)ay.yaCak4

15

12

WW $195
SPEC* $495
$695
WW $195
$250
$195
SPECIM $345
SPECaV $495

12*
S145
$23*

$

SPECIM.

\m
$25*

$135
S3S5

S

S

M
M

S3**
$4**
$135
I **
$ 40

Com I
$149
a INSOFT. GraFORIHUmmaled 3D vaph) $125

•»

$23*
$23*
$21*
$24*
$14*

UFEOOAT.

$750

CceOt
Ubl«es 2

ROSESOFT.

Compiler

14pro«rams

0.

Ptotey

HOME & EDUCATIONAL

SIM

u

or Dorraey.aach $ 35
$ 40
rr»TaVAiJiri.Sbn,Ieaic*olA««ha.
$ 40
AAttOaafcrjecubve Sua.
BLUE CHIP. Makonareor lyeoon.eaih $ 60
$ 99
BP1 SYSTEMS Personal Accourrtmi
BROOEMUNO. Apr* Par»c Cotol $ 30
$ 35
lode Runner or Serpentine each
$ 80
CSS, Chas Goran Learn Bndfe
MS*PRfMBt.PClulor|lTor2ae.| $ 60

* 2*
S 2*

$150

$
$ «*

ATAPJ. Centner* PacMan

$14*

!3M
It*
1M

WW

.

SIM

a>r*mNENTAL

Home

Accountant Plus

MVWSON. The Spead Reader

Cal

III

Copy

II

sM
wra

PC by Central Kant Soltaare »

one

.

ol

the best

copyprotected
scanrare bays a<aiab» * aal oa«
software anci lartr. than any other backup system Urate
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Only The Source.
Before you read
screens above.

this,

read the computer

Because what you see there will tell you
more about The Source than a magazine-full
of copy.

And those are just a handful of the hundreds of innovative features you'll discover on
America's first telecomputing service.

that explains just

The Source

how powerful a resource

is.

For your free copy,

call (800) 336-3366.

Or mail

the reader card at the back of this
magazine.
Then, the next fascinating screen you read
might be your own.

No wonder industry experts have hailed
The Source as "ahead of its time" and " The
most potent information pipeline."
And this year, we're giving them even more

Online trading provided by Spear Securities, Inc.. an independent
brokerage firm. The Source is a servicemark of Source Telecomputing
Corporation, a subsidiary of The Reader's Digest Association.
Inc.
The Source services are offered in participation with Control Data
Corporation.
Source Telecomputing Corporation. I9K4

to boast about.
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yet reduced our membership price to just $49.95.
We've also published an information kit
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character fonts, and light pen, as well
as a 16mm static film projector and
randomly accessible audio tape system.
Some of its special features are still not
available today in systems designed for

instructional work. Such systems,
when used with well designed and optimized instructional programs, in effect clone the art and science of an
instructor. Clearly,
restricted

to

computers are not

perpetuating

the

only

numerical components of man's
intellect.

Today, instruction, music,

art,

DNA

visual conceptualization of
and yes, even fantasies

the

and

RNA,

can be
passed on to others. Surely, with these
capabilities the computer is not just another tool.
Some users of computers have
their needs well satisfied by procedures
defined by others. Others, who want to
define their own procedures, find
themselves forced to externalize their
thoughts into program code, and making the program run correctly learn a
great deal about the behavior of the
process involved. Externalizing and
examining one's thoughts about a
problem is not a new procedure. Musical scores, the printed word, and
algebraic notations are all examples of
attempts to externalize what we think
about.

With computers we can

fre-

quently test the adequacy of our
thoughts, reformulate and refine them,
and test them over and over again.
Of course, not everyone will want
to develop his own ideas for the solution of every task proposed for his
computer. This would be a tedious and
inefficient way to get things done.
Nevertheless, each computer user in
his own domain of expertise gains a
wealth of understanding about a problem and the adequacies of his own
thinking by seeking a computer
solution.

Computers continue
the likeness of

man

to be built in

—cognitive

man.

Thus, computers should help us improve our thinking processes as we
solve problems, including those problems associated with the design and
manufacturer of more versatile
machines.
Computing has come a long way
since the days of Illiac I. Today, one
can become creative much faster and
easier than ever before. We can only
hope that man's ability to think about
and solve problems will increase at a
rate commensurate with his most pressing problems.

A

THE COMPUTER AS
CREATIVE TOOL/
CHRIS RUTKOWSKI
Chris Rutkowski, president and research director of Rising Star Industries
of Torrance. CA, created and designed
the HASCl (Human Applications Stan-

But make no mistakes: computers
were very expensive. So this newest sur-

keyboard
and Valdocs (Valuable Documents)
software, key features of the Epson QXtruly
was
the
first
Valdocs
10 system.
integrated multimodule software system
introduced for use on a micro computer.
He was formerly manager of market research and development for Epson
America, marketing executive for
operations
and
Omnigistics,
manager/partner at Technical Design

ingly,

Computer

dard

Interface)

who

The 60$
This created a market vacuum. By
the 60' s there were many thousands of
companies that gazed longingly at the
computers of their bigger brethren and
wished that they too could gain control
over their runaway paper mills. And
this set the stage for the mini computer
revolution.

Labs.

everybody knows that
Today,
computer is a tool. Right?

the

Well, ten years ago when Creative
Computing was launched this truth
was by no means self-evident.

Let

me

put this in perspective.

Computers were invented

as ser-

vants of the biggest organizations ever
conceived: the superpowers and the

multinational corporations. These
groups, not exactly known for their accurate vision of the future, supported

Some

\

was available only to those
could afford it. But not surprishowever, no company could afford to be without one.
vival tool

It is important to note that the
computer performed jobs that
were different in no important way
from those to which mainframes had
been put before. They were servants to

mini

power structure of corporations
you will, of organizations, by
and for organizations.
What had been created was a tool with
no feelings, no conscience, no morals,
no human flaws. In short. The Ulthe

tools, if

organizations,

timate Bureaucrat.

Need an advance on wages?

Sorry,

nameless sage at Univac predicted that the total

world market for computers was

and embraced the computer because of
prowess at one thing: number
its
crunching. And between censuses and
actuarial tables these groups had lots of
numbers to crunch.
So specialized were the capabilities
and so exorbitant the price of these
earliest computers that some nameless
sage at Univac predicted that the total
world market for computers was five.
How this number was arrived at remains unclear today, but the magnitude of his error was soon clear.
Demand for computing power erupted
upon the face of business with unprecedented rapidity. Seemingly overnight
demand rose from none to too much

and created legends

like

IBM

in the

process.

VOLUME

five.

the computer only makes out checks bimistake in your billing?
weekly.
Computers don't make mistakes; only
humans make mistakes. Not feeling up

A

to snuff? Your keystroke count is down,
And so on.
Miss Jones.
True, the computer gave management the most accurate and up to the
.

.

.

minute control of organization ever
achieved. But it also dehumanized the
contemporary office and gave rise to a

new

disease: Cyberphobia.

The 70s
By the

70's, the spurt of semiconductor technology precipitated by
the space program made possible
something called LSI; Large Scale
Integration. LSI made possible semi-
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A computerized instructional
system so advanced if11 actually
teach your kids 2+2=4.
will help them with the

we use a
At Screenplay™
of computerhigh
L

ized sophistication to reduce
the complexities of math
to child's play.

PlayfulProfessor™
a

makes

too.There are several different
skill levels so you can participate at a harder level than
your children while spending
productive, quality time

game out of learning addi-

tion, subtraction, division

and

multiplication. After a
correct answer, players are
rewarded by moving closer
to the golden key inside the
castle.

math

taught in all grades of
elementary school.
You can enjoy Playful
Professor ™ with your family

level

with them.

Whoever escapes from

the castle by unlocking the
door is the winner.
After an incorrect answer
our professor uses chalk and The Professor uses colorful graphics to provide
children with an identifiable illustration to cona blackboard to work the
vey an abstract idea.
problem through.
with fractions. There are
Step by step, he gives
also drills your
children can do
at their

adding one-digit
numbers to working

Because the
professor can
advance through

the castle

a winner.

Playful Professor™ from

Screenplay™

If you're trying to figure
out the best way to teach
your kids math, the answer
higher skill levels as
your children's math is as simple as 2+2=4.
TM
ability improves,
Playful Professor™

The Professor works an incorrect answer through step by step so
your kids can easily follow along.

a simple explanation to
every problem from

own speed.

After each correct answer a player moves closer
to capturing the key from the ghost and leaving

i

screenplay

P.O. Box 566. Minden. NevadaS9423
702-7H2S63I
800-3J4-5470

L

/
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unheard of
conductor devices of
made
which could even be

complexity
computers in their
to resemble large
companies toyed
architecture. Various

log.c devices for
with programmable
as traffic light
such exotic applications
COn,
tech-

learn

Basic instruction manual.

was the result of Creativity.
right there
Creative Computing was
the word
from the beginning, passing
hardy band of renegades-

is

was at this time, when LSI
productivity
nology was emerging and
advanced data
was lagging in spite of
computer
that the personal

it

among

a
computers
reinforcing the belief that

.

could
C n

computer was a radthe data processing
ical departure from
served
models that had so-long
computcorporations. Data processing
de-humanizing
ers were enormously
f

™

be

than

more

successful
The experiment was so
immensely
timesharing became
the counpopular at universities across
to
spread
popularity
try. Soon this
of inbusiness, and the availability
allowed a
expensive machine time

that

number

just

of that, today you

An? because

Valdocs and perhave Macintosh and

software and all the
sonal productivity
so self-evident
other things that seem
obvious.
and
Creative^
Birthday

of

culmination
They were, perhaps, the
society s belief
second wave industrial
was without worth.
that the individual
the needs
Personal computers, served

system
The Basic in the operating
trained withallowed the student to be
lecture. He would
out listening to one
Teletype and he would
sit down at the
the
how to program using only

pie

beings and were

bv definition humanizing.
was, thus,
The personal computer
available technology
the result of an
totally unprediced
way
a
in
used
being
corporation which
by the mainstream
technology. That
had given birth to the
And

It

processing,
was born.
The personal

human

of individual

**?*

Happy

I

Computing.

And

thanks.

COUNTERCULTURE TO
I

1

MADISON AVENUE/
CHUCK PEDDLE
The following
speech delivered

Pet assembly line at Commodore,
Clara, CA, March 1980.
great
is

excerpted from a
by Chuck Peddle at

Sybex Pioneer Days

in

June 1984.

believe that marketing

is

the key to

industry— its
the personal computer
and its biggest
I biggest opportunity
what this inproblem. Marketing is

.
Technology
As timesharing became a way ot
business and academic
life for both

happened to turn
In 197J-/4
the tide of computer events.
were anthe first microprocessors
livelihood
nounced and threatened the

users, three things

is all about.
understand those statements,
The first questake a look back.
people
we need to ask is "Why do

To

Sn

buy computers?" The need

for

people to become computer

literate.

dustry
let's

many

Santo

compt-

Once you are atis predictable.
once you are
tracted to computers,
you ask yourself

ers

computer
become comwhat happens when you

everywhere.
of electrical engineers
could spend
Prior to 1973, an engineer
a single cira whole month designing
good, he could
cuit if he was really
design for a
stretch out a small control
it better
year And no one could design
career.
than he could, so he had a

literate,

puter-deprived.

Chuck Peddle, founder, president,
creof Victor Technologies,
and
mass market oriated the Pel— the first

CEO

ented

modore

personal
Inc.

In

computer-for Comhe started
1980,

Inc.,
Sirius Systems Technology.

microI. a 16-bit
the most
computer that is currently
Europe In
popular microcomputer in
US. it is marketed under the trade

producing the Sirius

The

name
wived

K

ddle
Victor 9000.
with the creation of

™
IechMOS°*%*X
S

ZlogyS 6502. 6800. and 6507
microprocessor chips.

My belief is that

the in-

when people realized that
computer-deprived and

dustry began

they were
need. I think
wanted to satisfy this new
is relatively
the need for computers
that the marketers
strong, and I believe
this need
industry capitalized on
of the

cost
that a relatively low
those days a "relatively

But

with

a

microprocessor and

chips, he
two or three other control
out a design
could sit down and hack
Almost overnight a
in an afternoon.

for microneed (and hence, a market)
and enprocessor literates sprang up,

computer-in

out what this
gineers scrambled to find
about.
infant industry was all
variThe KIM-1, the Altair, and
were
devices from Digital Group

low cost com-

among

really

the industry
I believe that
Dartmouth Basic sysstarted with the
was probably the first time

tem That

Marketing

thousand
puter" was several hundred

on an on
dollars— was made available
of peobasis to a large group

ous

this marthe products aimed at
and enket—the market of technicians
work on
gineers who wanted to

computers.

demand"
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WC
ano,her ,a ndmark
«*».
event: the opening of
the first computer
store— a store that sold
products that
people didn't understand
but knew
they had to have. The
half dozen or so
stores that opened that
year sold only
one product really; they sold
computer
expertise-the knowledge

J

needed

to

build a computer. And
the salespeople
were also good at helping
you to debug
the products they sold.

Also

important in the retail
scheme of things was the rise
of Radio
Shack. Radio Shack
dominated
the redistribution of electronic
devices

tail

and

parts; all they
r

Pr

duc,

computer
computer

™e

original intention
in Fort Worth was
to sell a
for $300. The

?
T,t
of
the folks
I

needed was a com-

independent

stores,

they figured, would
not be able to make a
profit on a S300
machine and would soon go
out of
business as they tried to
meet the competition. As it turned
out, Radio Shack
wasn t able to make a profit
on a

$300
machine either, and the original
TRSHU Model I was introduced
at $600
By 1978 we had set the stage.
We
had created the market, the
new breed
of computer literates; the
technology
and the distribution channel.
We had
begun to satisfy the need of
the market
tor personal computing.
What happened in 1978 was,
per-

haps, even more significant.
That was
the year that Steve
Wozniak got fed up
with waiting for programs
to load
nis

16K Apple from a cassette
That was the year he

corder.

into
re-

in-

troduced the first low cost
floppy disk
drive, an event that
was to change the
character of the market.
The next truly significant
event
occurred about a year later:
VisiCalc

was introduced by Dan
Bricklin and

Bob Frankston of Software
Arts
VmCalc was, in my opinion, the
first
commercial program that was
written
tor the personal
computer.

that with

It

proved

two disk drives and 48K of
memory you could solve real
world
business problems— and
solve them in
3 W y tl at ,imes haring
systems
^ t It
l
couldn
was a product created es.

pecially for this

new market.

1
" * want to mal<e is that
from 1976 to 1978 we were
solving the
problem of selling computers
to people

r

T^P

'

who wanted computers; we were

satisfying the home
market. In 1979
with the introduction of
VisiCalc, we

began to sell computers to
people who
needed computers; we saw
the beginning of the business market.

Two Computers
The

Per Desk

More Marketing

business computer market

is

very interesting. It is a
market that will
continue to consume computers
up to
and including more than one
computer
per desk. My personal
belief

businesses

will

that

is

buy computers

until

here are two per desk; if
you really use
he computer in the office
and you believe in my theory of
computer need
you will not be able to work
at home
without a computer. Businesses
will be
forced
supply
to

their

managers

second computers to

for

home

use.

The

transportables are a signal to
the marketplace. Certainly,
notebook
portables are a signal to
the marketplace.

The main problem with

tables today

is

por-

that they are not as

powerful as the machines we
keep
v on
our desks.

A: the machines on our desks
become more database oriented, we
will
have to find a way to give
computers at
home the ability to access the same
data we can get with
our office
computers. That

will become an ennew specialized market.
In 1980 we saw yet
another landmark invention: Clive Sinclair's
tirely

posable computer.

dis-

Many

people

bought dive's machine, and as
soon as

they became computer
literate, many
realized that the machine
was inadequate. But by that time
they were

computer

literate

enough to justify the

expense of a more powerful
computer.
I he Sinclair
computers fed the market
in a completely new
way

A

With the advent of the
Sinclair
computers and the Commodore
Vic 20

we established a

1984

more im-

As

entrepreneurial successes like VmCalc.
The cost of bringing a good software
package to market
these days is in the
neighborhood

of $5

million.

If we

want to allow the industry to
has in the past, we must
create another step. We
must allow the
market to look at a product and
decide
yes, that's what we
really want

grow

as

it

rather than letting the winners
be chosen on the basis of

packaging and

promotion.

Today we face an industry
that
has evolved from a
counterculture approach to a Madison Avenue
approach. We see a market that

may have

outgrown

its ability to create
truly
worthwhile products. Until we find
a
solution to this problem, I
predict that
the industry will stagnate.

GUIDED TOUR OF

PERSONAL COMPUTING/
PAUL TERRELL
Computer
the

power was meant

people.

In

the early

for

70's

computer cults were being
tormed across the country.
Sol Libes
on the East Coast and
Gordon French
in the West were
organizing computer

enthusiasts into clubs.
nity was the
Homebrew

My own

frater-

Computer

Club, which met in Palo
Alto, CA
once a month and numbered
among its
members such notables as Jobs
and
Woz of the yet to be named Apple
Computer Company, Garland
and
Melen of Cromemco, Ed
Faber of

the

faces today is still
marketing oriented
The cost of getting a
product to the
marketplace is so high that
there can
be no more small

Imsai (now of ComputerLand),
and
many, many more.
My passion was retail, and the

prospect of providing a
storefront for
the host of products
that would spew

forth
from that membership
was
overwhelming—as was the idea
of be-

ing the first electronic
Silicon Valley.

candy store

in

The first Byte Shop opened
its
doors on December 8, 1975
(my birth-

day), and within its
walls Apple Computer was birthed with
a purchase
order for 50 Apple
I
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second, even

portant, distribution
channel.

retail channel
expanded to include K
Mart and Toys-R-Us, the
sale of
computers reverted to the
state in
which we saw it back in
1976; computers were being purchased
to satisfy the
need for computer literacy.
Now there
were two ways to market a
computer
hrough the computer
dealer and
through the mass merchandiser
The problem that the industry

computers that

WHAT A FLOOD

IN

OKLAHOMA

TAUGHT US ABOUT
RUGGED PERSONAL PRINTERS.

You can't keep a good printer
down. After heavy rains and flooding
washed through a Tulsa auto parts
store, they left behind extensive damage, three feet of grimy water, and a
totally submerged Okidata Microline

Leagues ahead

in

performance.

Add another chapter to Okidata

s reli-

Okidata builds the most
dependable printers there are. with a
warranty claim rate of less than 1/2

ability story.

Microlines. For printer

that's absolutely un-

Call

(609-235-2600

l-800-OKIDATA

in N|) for

the Autho-

rized Okidata Dealer nearest you.

ofl%.
Okidata builds the most versatile

printer.

"We thought that printer was a real
goner." explained |im and leannie
Butler, owners of Butler Compu-

printers too. The Microline models
print data at rates up to three pages a
minute. There's an additional print

Systems, "but we bought two gallons
of pure alcohol and took apart
everything that would come apart."'

text,

They soaked it. scrubbed it. reassembled it. then crossed their fingers
and plugged it in. After all that abuse,
the Okidata printer did just what you'd
expect from an Okidata printer
.

it

The Okidata
performance
sinkable.

.

.

printed.

mode

for

and

enhanced or emphasized

their letter quality rivals

daisywheel with

full

any

graphics printing

capabilities.

Okidata Microlines are totally compatible with all popular software

packages and personal computers.
Special interfaces are available for

IBM and Apple Macintosh™ at no
And service is always close

In fact, it printed so well and the
owner was so pleased that he wouldn t

extra cost.

even accept a brand new replacement.

Service Centers across the country.

by through Okidata Dealers or Xerox

OKIDATA
m

an OKI AMERICA company
Technological Craftsmanship.

Macintosh

Is

a trademark of Apple Computer

CIRCLE 182

Inc.

ON READER SERVICE CARD

.

to Compare. Come in. Sit downRun both PCs. IBM vs.TL Side by sideCompare how they run powerful software.
Like l-2-3Trom LotusI Or BPS Business
Graphics Or MultiMateT

Compare speed Keyboards. Graphics.
and support. Compare everything
a PC can do for you.

Service

And one

simple fact

will emerge:

AAA
IBM Personal Computer
(1-2-3

Texas Instruments Professional Computer
(1-2-3 from Lotus)

from Lotus)

Take TI's "Dare to Compare" challenge today. Selected dealers want you to see for yourself
how the TI Professional makes the best software perform even better. You'll also learn how
TI backs you with outstanding service and support, including an optional
24-hour customer support line and extended 1- or 5-year warranties.
^flA
Call us toll-free at 1-800-527-3500 for your nearest TI dealers.
IBM «»>t«icmaAa(lnttfna.K«alBUUnc-M«;h 1™..lr1c L«. »d 1-2 3 «tt»d>tnark, of k*u.
lWlormtntCofr.ra.on BPS Boww-OnpliK., »» trademark of Bo,in««& PnA«K«al S<A»».,
incotponmd.

MulnMau

• trademark ofSoftWbid

!wn». Copyright. «

1984.

Ian ltutrumoMs Incorporated

C

^^
TEXAS
U|
WTC
»J

K/l IT
I rVl
I
Ml ^ W? M «TV*-»| 1V1*_*I ^ I

Creating useful products and services for you.

2764-W
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to bring computer magic to the people.
Computers were the most misunderstood creatures in the world, and if
everyday people were to appreciate and
use them, the mystique and magic had
to be dispelled.
Graphics would play a major role

its pitfalls.

explorers.

and software was obviously in
infancy because the retailer was
forced to play bank.
To add insult to injury, by the
time the product got to my shelf,
everyone in the chain of distribution
had added on his profit. There the
product sat on my shelf being financed by me and my bank waiting
for a buyer to come along. Having
20/20 hindsight developed in my previous ventures, I quickly realized that
this was not a healthy situation and
its

—

could anything with stan-

like Microsoft Basic and
the most advanced microprocessor chip, 64 x 30 line display,
and 64K memory sell for $895. Ten
thousand computers later I learned

CP/M,

Steve Jobs leveraged into the seed capital

to start his

company.

We also taught ZifT-Davis

Publish-

rows

in their

a

Emporiums were to
have to come up with
I did
consignment

—

new approach.

inventory.
But that turned out not to be the

consignment only transferred the inventory carrying costs up
the channel of distribution.

answer

with ar-

backs are called pioneers.

Today almost every home computer
has cartridge software capability, and
computer graphics in the form of video
games has made computers at home in
our homes. Most of the other features
of my dream machine are, today, standard equipment with one exception

who

—

that if Software
flourish I would

dard software

who walk around

keeping units

nesses,

cartridges.

that people

initial

COD from Softsel.
You can always tell what stage of
development an industry is in by the
payment terms offered by its busi-

ROM

Paul Terrell started the first chain
of computer stores, the Byte Shops in
1975: he made computer magic in 1978
with his Exidy Sorcerer computer, created a software fantasy land in the Software
Emporium in
1981,
and
established Romox for the electronic
distribution of software in 1982.

pioneers are also
stocking in-

all,

My

(SKUs) showed up

in getting the computer into the home,
but graphics must be as easy to put on
the screen as text. The graphic resolution of the Sorcerer was better than
that of Apple, Commodore, and Radio
Shack combined. The Sorcerer had the
first programmable keyboard on the
market; any key could be programmed
to evoke any special character or function. It was also the first personal computer to offer software on

How

After

ventory of 650 stock

either;

The Home Stretch
I
continued to ask myself how
software products could be put into retail stores without anyone in the distribution channel having to bear the
inventory carrying costs. The answer is

ing Company a thing or two about
publishing as we negotiated to buy every back issue of Popular Electronics
because old issues were selling as

price. Let's toast the pioneers

the market clipping coupons at $895
before the price war of 1983.

electronically,

collectors' items.

Software to the People
If you have doubts, take the word
of this visionary: software will be in the
80's what hardware was to the 70's. It
was with that in mind in 1981 that I
conceived the Software Emporium

The goal of Romox is to remove
the burden of inventory carrying costs
of software along with the risk associated with buying product that may
not sell through to the consumer.
It is important if you are going to
be successful in an endeavor not to be
too revolutionary in an evolutionary
world. People resist change, and if the
mission is to move mountains, they
must be convinced that those mountains are only mole hills. Romox is not
designed to change existing channels of
software distribution. Romox is intended to make software a more profitable business by offering the benefits of

While
voice

of

all

this

was going on, the

IBM was

asserting

computers could not be sold
stores.

Today

that

in retail

their stores are called

Product Centers and Byte Shops are no

left

longer hobby shops but business
computing centers.
The kids that grew up in our
stores became entrepreneurs rather
than hobbyists. Steve Leininger left
the Byte Shop of Santa Clara to design
the TRS-80 for Radio Shack in Fort
Worth where he still leads their design
team. I am also certain that somewhere
in the infamous past of Chuck Peddle,
creator of the Pet, a Byte

The first Byte Shop opened
on December 8, 1975.

The Magic of Sorcerer

music business.

of 1978 my Sorcerer
Computer was introduced at the Long

Believing that the software business is like the record business, which
is to say hit or miss, I soon discovered

In

April

Beach Computer Show.

My

goal

was

its

am

off
in

on

my

personal

—

doors

The consumer can buy software at
reasonable price. The retailer can

chain to be to the personal computer
industry what the record store is to the

VOLUME

I

electronic distribution to everyone involved in the sale of software consumer, retailer, distributor, publisher,
and author.

Shop touched

soul. But with 74 Byte Shops
nationwide, it was time to move on and
create the computer of my retail
dreams.

his

and

fourth and final venture
computing, Romox, Inc.

a
carry every title in every format since
there is no inventory carrying cost
associated with programs in electronic
form (When the program is copied
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onto

or

cartridge

disk

programming terminal
the product

is

it

is

from

the

when

then,

created and paid for,

money becomes

that

due).

The

distrib-

utor experiences an increase in blank
sales with no risk of obsoles-

media

cence since

many

different titles

can be

programmed onto the medium by the
customer. The publisher gets his prodto the retail shelf immediately
without any inventory exposure, and
finally, the author receives a larger roycheck because distribution is efficient and volume is high because
uct

alty

price

is

reasonable.

I see electronic distribution as a
perfect solution for a not so perfect industry that saw two billion dollars in
losses among major manufacturers in

1983 alone. Personal computing
equal opportunity industry

is

an

right along with the

lit-

— big

companies
tle

fail

guys.

Home

Delivery

Romox, with

its

programmable

media and point of sale
manufacturing machines, has provided

cartridge

to the industry the next logical step in
software distribution. What about the
future? Is home delivery of software
the follow-on to Romox?
Certainly at some point in our future we will experience the true mean-

TEN YEARS

ing of computers in our homes. They
will have a value way beyond video

games and

will

networks that

be connected to vast

will offer access to data-

we have

bases that

not yet begun to

create.

The future of home delivery of
software is as vague as that statement.
With Playcable a failure in Los Angeles

Warner Communications
on Qube in Columbus

and

Nowhere was

pulling the plug

this

after eight years of less than successful

cooperation more evident

how can companies like
Coleco/AT&T and Atari/ Activision
justify throwing good money after bad.
The message to be learned from these
operation,

than

in the

computer clubs

that spontaneously

"The customer

failures

is,

for or

want home

doesn't care
delivery of any-

thing." Or, put another way, people eat
out and people eat at home. When they
discover how to use the stove, they
will eat at home more often. Until
then, let's dine out with Romox and

appeared

throughout the country.

Les Solomon, the indomitable techPopular Electronics, was

nical editor of

explaining

to

how

Roger

the
scheduled

retailers.

Cromemco Cyclops camera,

Personal computing has come a
long way in ten years, and we have
barely scratched the surface. Computers are as significant and as exciting as
the automobile and the telephone The
opportunities are yours and the time is

to appear in a future issue, would be an
exciting peripheral for what was to be
called the Altair computer. Les, as
usual, was right, and the Cyclops be-

"There

a tide in the affairs of
men which, taken at the flood, leads on
to fortune."
William Shakespeare

COUNTING/
HARRY GARLAND
Harry Garland received his B.A.
degree from Kalamazoo College and his
doctorate from Stanford University.
Garland was assistant chairman of the
Department of Electrical Engineering
at Stanford before founding Cromemco
in 1975. He has served as president of
Cromemco since its founding and takes
pride in the fact that Cromemco has an
unbroken ten-year record of technical
innovation,
sales
growth,
and

When

The Second Peripheral
But few people knew how to use
these new computers. These individuals with the vision to see the potential
of microcomputers thirsted for more
information on how these computers
could be used. Subscriptions to Creative Computing (which was still being
printed on
newsprint stock) skyrocketed and new magazines like Byte
and Interface Age appeared. A book on
microprocessors, written by a British
chemical engineer named Adam Osborne, became an overnight best seller.
Free communication of ideas was a
hallmark of those early days as manufacturers, editors, authors, and computer
users
worked
together
cooperatively to build an industry.
Nowhere was this cooperation
more evident than in the computer
clubs that spontaneously appeared
throughout
the
country.
The

Homebrew Computer Club

profitability.

Roger

Melen

and

I

started Cromemco, the largest memory chip had 1024
of storage, Ed Roberts was trying
name a new computer kit that he

bits

had developed, Federico Faggin had
left

for

is

—

to

the first of many add-on products
what was to become the first of

came

many S-100 bus computers.

now.

AND
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successor to the 8080 microprocessor,
and no one knew that the computer
revolution was about to unfold.
It was in the cramped editorial offices of Popular Electronics magazine,
high above the noisy streets of New
York City that Roger Melen first saw a
prototype of Ed Roberts's computer.

Intel to design a

high-performance

in Califor-

nia was one of these. It was here that
Steve Dompier demonstrated the first
application program for the Altair
computer (loaded from the front-panel
switches it would play a tune on a
nearby
radio).
Bob Marsh used this forum to announce that his company (Processor

AM

r~

Writing
starts here.

Not here.
Writing

and

art.

itive.

is

It

is at

And

that

a rare mixture of science

once both learned and intuwhat makes teaching

is

writing so difficult— to see students
Struggling with concepts they want to express, but Calling short
goals.

And of course,

Of their own

of your goals.

Hut now there's help.

Writing

is

We call

it

Thinking '".You'll call

it

amazing. Writing is Thinking is a computer-aided teaching tool designed by
writing instructors— with the sole goal of
helping students transition thoughts into

words. Because at the root of writing,
indeed, thinking.

To find out more about
tionary

is

this revolu-

new software program, write us

for a free

brochure at Kapstrorn

Inc.,

5952

Royal Lane, Suite 124, Dallas, Texas
75230. Or call us at (214)369-1718. We'd
love to hear from you— after all,
thought that counts.

it

is

the

CIRCLE 238 ON READER SERVICE CARD

5952 Royal Lane,
Suite 124
Dallas. Texas 75230
(214)369-1718
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FANTASTIC COMPUTER PRINTER

SALE!!!

COMSTAR T/F
Tractor
Friction
Printer

yiit/ii/il ii i i

COMSTAR

y^ti iliiniiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii T niiiiiiii m iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiT
•

Lowest Priced, Best Quality, Tractor-Friction Printers

Word Processing

Print

•

Modem

Out Data from

—

$169.00
Printer
This COMSTAR T/F (Tractor Friction)

80 CPS

PRINTER
prints 8 '//'

is

x

It
exceptionally versatile
11" standard size single sheet

stationary or continuous feed

l

more powerful electronics components

computer

handle

paper Bi-directional, impact dot matrix.
(Centronics
80 CPS. 224 characters

Premium

plusa

gives you

all

the

IBM Pers/Bus

COMSTAR T/F PRINTER

costing

Interface)

Parallel

FX80)

List

$499 00

• 15

Printer

special
vertical

(Better than

the Corn-Star* features

High Speed Business

more

feed! (Centronics parallel interface)
15'//' printer is also compatable with

Printer

Personal/Business

$369.00

symbols and true decenders.
and horizontal tabs

(Centronics

Printer List

IBM

15'//'

Computers!

$799 00 SALE $469.00

parallel

OOlympia
Executive Letter Quality

bidirectional,

will

handle

Has a 256 character

forms

14 4

print buffer,

special print enhancements, built in
and
Parallel
tractor-feed (Centronics

SALE $369.00

$699

1

Year Immediate Replacement Warrant)

Epson

RS232C

-

$379.00

is the worlds finest daisy wheel printer
Fantastic Letter Quality, up to 20 CPS

This

width!

interface)

WHEEL PRINTER

DAISY

List

SALE $249.00

Trial

all

15'//'

especially designed with

powerful electronics to handle larger
ledger business forms! Exclusive bottom

A RED HOT IBM personal business printer
at an unbelieveable low price of $369.00

(Centronics

Day Free

The
is

Has

decenders with super and subscripts,
prints standard, italic, block graphics and
gives you print
It
special characters
quality. and features found on printers
much!!

carriage with
built in!

$599

all the features of the 10" COM STAR
PLUS+ PRINTER! It is especially designed
for all IBM personal computers! 140- 160
CPS HIGH SPEED PRINTING 100 duty
cycle. 2K buffer, diverse character fonts,

120 140CPS.9x9dot

10' carriage.

as

to

forms!

List

Superior Quality 140-160 CPS
10" COMSTAR PLUS+ IBM

$249.00

matrix with double strike capability for 1 8 x
18 dot matrix (near letter quality), high
resolution bit image (120 x 144 dot
matrix), underlining, back spacing, left
and right margin settings, true lower

twice

business

CPS

Quality 120-140

Printer

COM STAR PLUS+

features of the

ledger

Epson FX 100)

SALE $349.00

COMSTAR PLUS+

10"

large

(Better than

Parallel Intertact)

The

the U.S.A.

•

Print Labels, Letters,

DELUXE COMSTAR T/F

••

in

40,46,66,80,96, 132 Characters Per Line Spacing
Graphs and Tables • List Your Programs
•
"The Most Important Accessory for Your Computer"
Services
Superior Quality 160- 180 CPS
Premium Quality 120- 140 CPS
10" COMSTAR PLUS+HS
1
/i" COMSTAR PLUS+
Business Printer $369.00
Business Printer $349.00
High Speed
The Super Corn-Star*
Has all the features of the 10" COM STAR
Business Printer 160 180 CPS has a 10"
PLUS+ PRINTER plus 15 " carriage and

Fast 80-120-160 Characters Per Second
•

**

IE

only

Interface) List

$699 SALE $379.

PARALLEL INTERFACES
For VIC

20 and

Add $14 SO

COM

64

-

For Apple computers

$49 00

lor shipping, handling

and iniurorxo

Illinois

—

$79 00

Atari

850

Interface

$79 00

For ALL

IBM Computers

-

$89 00

rotidonii

6% la. Add S?9 00 for CANADA PUERTO RICO HAWAII
ALASKA APO F PO ordort Canadian ordort mutt ba in US dollar!
W[ DO NOT EXPORT TO OTHER COUNTRIES
ploaiwpdd

EncloM Coih.an Chock. Mont? Jrdor or Por tonal Chock. Allow 14
day* lor dol ivory ? to 7 doyt for phono ordort I day oiprott moil
loUS Addresses Only
Ship

VISA-MASTER CARD-We

COM, STAR PLUS+
Print

Example:

COO

ENTERPRIZES «»™«»«»«»«*
BOX

550,

BARRINQTON, ILLINOIS 60010

PheiM 312/M2-5244

to order

A»CDEFGH Z JKLMNOI OROTUVWXYZ

ABCDEFGHI JKLHNOPOR8TL1VWXYZ 1 2:

NEW 128K —MEGA BYTE DUAL

DISK

COLUMN

DRIVE-80

SALE!
COMPUTER SYSTEM
PROCESSING
HOME

BUSINESS

•

•

WORD

$ 39 5 •

6) Bl 28

LOOK A T ALL YOU GET FOR ONL Y
28K 80 COLUMN COMPUTER

COMMODORE

LIST PRICE
$ 995. OO

1

499. OO

80 COLUMN BIDIRECTIONAL PRINTER
© 4023 ICO CPS
DUAL DISK DRIVE (over million bytes)
® 8050
12"
RESOLUTION 80 COLUMN MONITOR
-

-

1795.00

1

HI

(?)

•

•

.

BOX OF

10

LORAN

LIFETIME

AC CABLES N EEOED FOR NTO.FAONO^
PLUS

YOU CAN

ORDER THESE BUSINESS
LIST

Column
Word Processor $149.95

Professional 80

Professional Data Base

Accounts Receivable
Accounts Payable

Payroll
Inventory

General Ledger
Financial Spread Sheet

$149.95 $99.00
$149.95 $09.00
$149.95 »99.00

DAY

FREE TRIAL

We give you

wVkmonsffp

or

1

5 days to try out this SUPER
°f

v,

II

replace

$50.00 for (hipping and handling!!
S100 00 for Alaska and Hawaii orders.

,.

IMMEDIATELY

$3717.95
LIST

SALE

$149.95
$149.95
$149.95
$149.95

$99.00
$99.00
$99.00
$99.00

Olympia Executive Letter Quality Serial Printer
/." Seriol Business
Comstar Hi-Speed 150 CPS 15'
Telecommunications Deluxe Modem Package

(replace the 4023 with the following at

.."sOTmE^
material we

^ ^^

49.95
19.95

10205

PROGRAMS AT SALE-PRICES

SALE

m.»0

OPTIONS
PRINTER REPLACEMENT these
sale prices)
,$

249. OO

GUARANTEED DISKS

llOO SHEETS FANFOLD PAPER

SYSTEM PACKAGE!

*•

*UPER

a, no charge!

!

If it

doesn't

^STEM PACKAGE

Printer

meet your expectations,

equipment or programs

LIST

SALE

$699.00
$779.00
$199.00

$399.00
$499.00
S139.00

jus.

fai.

send

due

it

.

!

Add

WEbO NOT EXPORT

M

TO OTHER COUNTRIES

*£,£*»*„ £

or Personal
^.
Enclose tort*. Check. Mon.y Order
day express moil We accept Visa
del.very 7 to 7 days tor phone ord.r».
tocon.in.mal U.S. addresses only
and MasterCard W. ship
I

>

COD

CIRCLE 196

ENTERPRIZES

'«^°'«°u• c >'•' o,*

BARRINQTON, ILLINOIS 00010
OX 550.312/302
5244 lo order
Phono

ON READER SERVICE CARD

back

to faulty
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Technology) would produce a 4K
memory board for the Altair. The first
microcomputer color graphics board,

As processors became more
memory chips became more
The 4K memory card that Bob
Marsh produced was exciting in its
time because the original Altair computer came standard with just 256 bytes
of memory. To appreciate the progress
powerful,

dense.

Cromemco Dazzler, also premiered
at the Homebrew Club. And club
members Steve Jobs and Steve
the

Wozniak demonstrated a single-board

Then
The
rate of technological progress

I

pastifew years
past

is

not slowing

computer with the unlikely name of
"Apple."

As

the

for

these

new

company

(Zilog) introduced

processor,

Cromemco was

computer manufacturer
processor.

The

the
the

that has been made, consider that this
Cromemco introduced an S-100
card (called the 2048 MSU) that
has a whopping 2 megabytes of memory.

first

to adopt this
card, as it

4MHz ZPU

one of Cromemco's
best selling cards and remained the
performance champion on the S-100
bus until the Cromemco 8MHz
68000/Z80 DPU card was introduced
called,

is still

recently.

1975:

RAM

age, pattern-recognition software,

Continued Progress

Z80

few years is not slowing down at all.
Microprocessors are becoming faster
processors gave way to
16-bit processors which are now yield-

yet. Eight-bit

ing to 32-bit processors. And while the
memory chips used in the Altair computer held 1024 bits of data, the chips
now being used by Cromemco and other

ROBERT MARSH
Robert Marsh, who has a B.A. in
Biological Sciences from the University
of California at Berkeley, worked for
several years in hi-fi and as an
office

equipment design engineer before
founding Processor Technology Corp. in
1975. He was vice president and later
president of PTC until it went out
of
business in 1979.

Since then,
he has been a
computer design consultant, and about
100,000 units of his designs have been
produced, including the Sol 20, one
of
the first personal computers. He is now
CEO of Drive C, an Emeryville, CAbasedfirm that makes
disk emulators for personal computers. Married,
he has two sons, ages 10 and 14, who

RAM

enjoy personal
backpacking

and businesses around the world, but
10 years ago things were different.
The first home-built computer kit,
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the

Mark

8,

computing and

in the Sierras.

came

out in 1974. This

lit-

machine used an 8088 plus about 50
You had to build it comfrom scratch— there was no
power supply, no CRT screen, no keyboard, no case. There wasn't even any
tle

other chips.
pletely

and
and you have the
which the future is made.

robotic manipulation

Amazingly, the rate of technologiwe have seen over the past

stuff of

cal progress

ANCIENT HISTORY/

has been one amazing decade for us
Itpersonal computer fans! Today there
are millions of computers in homes

mous gap between what computers
could do and the software available to
it. Cromemco, for example, recently
introduced a full-resolution TV camera
interface for its line of 68000-based
computers. The possibilities of a moderately priced computer that can see
with full TV resolution are mind-boggling. Add to that multi-megabyte stordo

year
applications

computers developed, users were looking for more and more performance
and features. When Federico Faggin's

was

we have seen over
down at all.

manufacturers hold 262,144 bits. At the
current rate, memory chips containing
more than one million bits of data will
be in use within the next three years.
No one would now deny that the
last ten years have marked a revolution
in the computer industry. But it is just
a beginning. There is today an enor-

Cromemco

Since

is

the

oldest

surviving microcomputer manufacturer I am sometimes asked what it is
have participated in the fastestgrowing period in the history of
computing. My answer is that I don't
know, because the fastest growing period in the history of computing is yet
to come.
like to

software. When you tried to use a
Mark 8 you felt you had all the technical sophistication of a caveman holding the first fire-hardened spear. Since
only a few Mark 8s were ever finished,
I think of 1974 as part of the
pre-historic era. History

was

it

like

began
back then?

First of

in 1975.

What

nobody owned a personal computer then. We called them
"hobby computers," believe it or not.
This term was to stick to our machines
for almost two years and was to beall,

come a major handicap for those of us
who wanted to use our computers for
business purposes. Many of us called

them microcomputers or small
computers.
Later on that year, Ted Nelson (if
you haven't read his classic book.
Computer Lib, you should) came up
with my favorite name, dinky computers. Portia Isaacson didn't come to our
rescue by coining the term personal
computer for another year or so.
I have seen ads in the Wall Street
Journal and elsewhere in which Apple
Computer Corp. claims Wozniak and
Jobs invented the personal computer,
but Steve and Steve waited until 1977
to invent the Apple II. By then tens of
thousands of Altairs, Imsai 8080s,
Cromemco Z-l/Z-2s, and Processor

What made ovei iuo,ouw

Apple II owners fall in love
with System Saver?
convenient most

the most versatile, most
made for the Apple.
useful peripheral ever

It's

AC line
filters out damaging

System Saver
noise and power surges.
70-90%

of all

be
microcomputer malfunctions can

problems* Problems your
traced to power line
System Saver guards against.
interpreted as data
Power line noise can often be

system

and produces
This confuses your computer
and spikes can cause severe
errors. Power surges
circuitry and lead
damage to your Apple's delicate

_
i.»„ ..«.ir Annl keep its cool.
System Saver lets your Apple generate heat. In

cards
Today's advanced peripheral
natural air flow through
iodSon. the cards block any
temperature conditions
high
creating
lie
the Apple
and peripheral cards
Apple
Sat shorten the life of the
Saver's efficient, Q uie

^

System

fan draws fresh air across
the mother board, over

the power supply and
out the side ventilation
Apple cool, calm and running
slots It leaves your
at top speed.

to costly servicing.
System Saver clips surges

spikes at a 130 Volts
Volts

dc

level.

and
RMS/175

A PI type filter

common and
mode noise by a
minimum of 30 dB from 600

attenuates

transverse

kHz

20

to

mHz with a max-

imum attenuation of 50 dB.
You end up with an Apple
that's

more accurate, more
and more reliable.

efficient

SYSTEM SAVER

APPLSn

IvA^/v

So if you want to keep
power surges out of
damaging heat, line noise and
the only peripheral
your system for good, pick up
that's in

computer is in use.
use every second your
of it as
You'll soon co me to thin k

The System Saver.

System Saver makes your

the piece Apple forgot.

Apple more

convenient to use.
back of your Apple
No more reaching around to the
and cords
To turn

it

on

No more fumbling for outlets

and printer. System Saver
to plug in your monitor
organizes all your power needs

Compatible with
Apple stand

~l
["phase send

SYSTEM SAVEWS). $89 95 each

Total

$-

and handling

include $2 50 for shipping
sales tax
New York State residents add applicable

I

O Check enclosed D Visa

Master Card

PRINTER

Name

I

S

two
multi-outlet power strip with
It functions as a
Saver offers the
switched outlets Plus System
switch
power
mounted
front
convenience; a
system.
control of your entire

|

Address (UPS delivery)

I

Oty~~

I
I

I

Zip

State

251 Park Avenue South
Npw York NY 10010
Su) 475-5200 Tix 467383

Ftoom

KENSINGTON
KML NY

M1CROWARE

for fingertip

to

SERVICE CARD
CIRCLE 131 ON READER

^^^^^^^^

ffi^^SZEreXQGY&mpM\RETechnology Sol 20s had
already been
C ° mpU,er stores arou
"d the

computer on your block,
maybe the

^

T

y

'

brands; there was
just one.

MITS

way no

u
J testing

Wh °

can even «"«» how
different personal
computers are
available? Back in 75.
we didn't have
to spend much
time deciding between

m
a„
many

heard of Pascal, C, or
PL/I, and anyversions of these languages
ex-

only one in the state?
Yes, it was quite
8 BU
Soon as y° u fi "'shed

worid

h„iu
bu.ld.ng
and

isted for the 8080
chip. What if you
wanted to balance your
checkbook
with your computer?
You wrote your
own program in Basic.
What

your computer,
you were forced to confront
the aweY ° U had t0 S,art P ro8rammi" That meant setting
m.ng.
in
program
m binary, one bit at a time, aswitch
bT
switch Real binary
virtuosos could key
in

tw

in

about

word processing? You would
have had
d eam ab0U,
" for ,wo more y«"
n ^
/
eCtnc Pencil came °«t.
Wnl^f
WordStar^ame even later.
Data base?
Spread sheet? Not for
three more

the bootstrap loader for
MITS Basic
in about three
minutes. But even Steve
occasionally made mistakes

have to

and would

years.

start

over, back to bit zero
After keying in the loader
you had
1
minutes whi,e > our ,ele
'ype
IZHZ Basic Almost
loaded
no one had a

If

f

V RJ 'emmal
AM<33

We

then.
usually needed
teletypes with paper tape
readers attached. If you
are lucky,

Owing

rapid expansion ph«,..

you have
never used paper tape.
Back then you
were very lucky to get
an ASR33 for
ess than $1000. (Only
a few years later

Mm,

offices of Processor
Technology were
*tt up in house trailers
pulled into

warehouse;

May

a

•A CPU board with an 8080
microprocessor chip.
S6 by,es of
that's right,
l
256 k
bytes,
not K-bytes)
• No
at all

m

in,erfaCeS
wor.;a",°a.|

•

No

,0

software at

the

° U,side

all.

• Assembly instructions and
sche-

matic diagrams.
• Lots of solder.
r a " y sophisticated
(and welll
f
heeled) buyer might
get up to 16K
bytes of
for an additional
$1000
or an RS-232 interface
for $120 Basic
was an extra $150.
.

^

RAM
at

,C)

f>Ut

il

,0« ether your-

self L°iTc
!i
self.
MITS advertised
them assembled
tested but those units
took even
longer to get. For an
old-time electron-

and
ics

hardware guy

like

me

it

was fun

and challenging to put
one together,
but for some others, well
have vou
ever watched a Cobol
programmer try
to figure out which
end of a soldering
*
pick
.

.

.

iron to

up?
Can you imagine what

it

was

like

to finish building
the very first dinky

no CREATIVE COMPUTING/NOVEMBER
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away a portable

version

of this teletype at a Home
Brew Computer Club meeting and
no one would

take

it).

These entirely

mechanical
monsters generated quite a
few bit er-

If You

rors even at 110 baud.
Often, about
three quarters of the
way through loading Basic, you got

an

error.

started over again.

Then you

Many times did I dream of
a
replacement for paper tape,
but floppy
disk drive systems for
microcomputers
' n Vented
yet There w *> no
a of,
«-iVM and,
course, no PC-DOS No
one had even dreamed
of owning a
hard disk. In 1975 the
state of the art
P 08ram St0ra « e and ,oa ding was
/nn
K
1200 baud on audio cassette
tape
Can you imagine what an
advance
cassettes were over
paper tape? Cassettes were ten times
faster and, though
far from perfect,
lots more reliable.
Imagine the thrill of waiting
only four
minutes to load Basic.

rSU

i

you

wanted to program your
machine, you had a choice
between binary machine code and
Basic.

Hardly
anyone had an assembler for
the 8080
Most people did have the
4K, 8K, or
1 2K
versions of Basic written
by college dropout Bill
Gates and Paul Allen
founders of Microsoft).

Many

you were

'

some programming

r

(later

your ma-

probably the de facto hobby
computer
expert in your area. What
did you do if
you needed help? Remember,
the computer store wasn't invented
until 1976
You spent lots of money (and
lots of
time on "hold") for phone
calls to Albuquerque. Or you joined
a local computer club or formed
your own club
Overnight, computer clubs
sprang ud
just about everywhere
so people could
get together to learn
from each other
how to build and use hobby
computers

in Basic,

you were

probably the de facto hobby
computer expert

If

to get

in Basic,

were able to get your
machine up and running and

actually did

RAM

ROM

tried to g,ve

I

1977.

NM

Albuquerque
made the Altair
KSUO, and if you
wanted your own
computer, that's what you
got. Early in
the year you could
get one of these machines for only $400 in
kit form
Three to six months after
sending
"i your hard earned
cash, you got* A mce h'ue box with four
card
slots a power
supply, and a binary
tront panel complete
with lots of toggle
switches and red LEDs.

you were able

cnine up and running
and actually did

some programming

Altair owners

had never

in

your area

Today, every newsstand
country has several computer
zines,

and the racks

in

in

computer

the

magastores

can barely carry the load.
In 1975
there were only four
magazines with
any content on hobby computers:
Byte
Creative Computing, Popular
Electronics, and Radio
Electronics. We needed
to read every word in
every advertisement and article about computers.
Today you probably couldn't find
enough

time

in

articles

a
in

magazine.

month
every

to read just the lead

personal

computer

We

didn't have many things you
take for granted today,
but we did have
a feeling of excitement
and

adventure
A feeling that we were the pioneers
in a

new

era in which small
computers
free everyone from much
of the
drudgery of everyday life.
A feeling
that we were secretly taking
control of

would

information and power jealously
guarded by the Fortune 500
owners of
multi-million dollar IBM
mainframes.
A feeling that the world would
never
be the same once "hobby
computers"
really caught on.
a

AS

WE WERE/

DIANE ASHER LEYLAND
When
consumers complain

about the unfriendly nature
of current computer technology I have to smile. My mind drifts
back in time to the "old days" which is
to say to less than a decade ago.
In the old days, your
rived in 157 pieces, and

computer arif you were
lucky, the assembly instruction manual
came three weeks later. Most of my
customers had the computer assembled
by then and were calling with more
questions. These questions were never

Anyone who could figure out
to assemble a computer had already mastered the simple stuff. They

I spent two years telling customers that
their disk drives would be available in
two weeks. The customers were remarkably patient. After they determined that there really was no way I

could ship the product, some called
me say "two weeks." It got
to be a standard. Any product would
be available two weeks from any given

just to hear

products to review. Technical articles

how

were incomprehensible. Advertising was
technical. Companies would run their
spec sheets as advertising. There was lit-

send you an interface).

Marketing
In the old days, computer compawere different. They were small,
and most of them were in business to
have a good time. Webster, founder of
Company X, had designed the very latest in whizzo bango technology, and
the company was sure to make billions.
nies

foirgoers play with an early
computer game at the First West Coast
Computer Faire, April 1977.

Things were different for the magazines back then. Writers frequently
received incomplete or unassembled

easy.

were hungry for more memory (not
happy with 4K.?). They needed information on how to address that memory
(See the bank of switches on the
board?) and how to attach the computer to a printer (Send $700 and I'll

Two

date.

characters.

working on?) the representative from the manufacture might
something

slip

Product Development

no intention to defraud.
airlines

had plenty of flights, but
your

how to make the Whizzo Bango
communicate with a disk drive. Why

diskettes.

don't

we

sell

swear everyone to secrecy, let them in
on a secret, and wait for the dollars to
roll in.

Checks arrived daily in the mail
which might not yet exist.

for products

If you insisted on ordering it, you
might be able to convince him to take
your money. There seemed to be an
endless supply of money to be spent on
computers. It was more expensive than
keeping a race horse.
People bought every new device
that came out for their computer. And

that

advertising

long will

available

it

take

to

plies the hopelessly optimistic engineer.

"Okay, well the magazines have a
three-month lead time, so I guess I'll
place the ad right away," says the
hopelessly

naive

advertising

depart-

ment. And off to Creqtive Computing
go the artwork, the instructions, and
the check.
Hopelessly optimistic engineer is
then stunned to discover that the chip

it

VOLUME

"How

our customers?" "Not more than a month" reto

wasn't cheap. Most interface cards
cost over $700, and that didn't include
the price of the device to which it was
being connected. Yet anyone who released a product had more than
enough customers. Expenses were low,
how much did it cost to keep a company in your garage?
The old days were filled with

make

The

those."

department asks

Nothing was as much fun as talking to
the customers about what they were
doing with Whizzo Bango. That way
you could figure out how to market the
product.
The usual method of marketing a
product was to talk to a users group
about the product and let word of
mouth take over from there. For faster
exposure you could place an ad in either national computer publication and
wait for the orders to roll in. The fastest way to market a product was to

was usually
It
worked

something like this. Engineer says to
marketer "Hey, we've just figured out

they often assumed

you were a drug smuggler when you begged baggage
security not to x-ray

my

The old days also offered thousands of dollars of undelivered prod-

about a new product.

ucts. In all fairness, there

The

what

to

Under intense questioning

(whaddya
let

to be,

called, one brick short of a
be involved in an industry
which was changing, complicated, and
expensive. The people involved were
people with vision, people who stubbornly clung to the idea that computers could offer individuals advantages
previously available only to large
corporations. They married their jobs,
considered products their children, and
would eat, breathe and dream their
work. They were all entrepreneurs,
people who had left respectable jobs to
involve themselves in an industry of a
somewhat questionable nature.

load

tle competition for the advertising dollar. Both industry publications carried
everyone's advertising.
In the old days, there was less
money in the industry, but it was spent
in a more creative manner. While
money was spent on advertising, the
best promoters were the users of the
product. The budget often included a
trip to a user's group somewhere to
show the product and collect more or-

ders.

You had

grandma

I

needed for the disk system is no longer
available, the plastics manufacturer has
a four-month lead time, and the drive
manufacturer hasn't quite finished the
technology needed to make the drive
faster than a tape reader.
10
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see

"Oh well," says the CEO, "we'll
how many people send money. If

enough people send money,

we'll offer

wore

We

Everyone was always instructed to
money to customers who be-

return

impatient for their devices, but

shows.

Com-

Software
In the

old days, you

software

if

you had a

In the old days, you had a
plete collection of software if you

com-

had a
and the game of
Forget canned programs, you had
to use a toggle switch to get your program in. Things went uphill when keyboard input became available, and you
could enter your programs letter by letter. Luckily there wasn't too much typBasic, an assembler,
Life.

Basic,

an assembler, and the

game of Life.

then, too. There were plenty of hotel
rooms to accommodate a convention of

ADVENTURES

had a

complete collection of

different

—

ad-

learned as the action unfolded. All you
needed was a quick mind. It helped if
you had a sense of humor.

Anywhere more

than three people gathered was a party.
Parties were a great place to gossip. It

Shows

13,000 people. Traveling there was a
The airlines had plenty of
flights, but they often assumed you were
a drug smuggler when you begged baggage security not to x-ray your diskettes. Booths were filled with innovative products. Everything was new. It
was the debut of the microcomputerbased word processor, game, and
finally
the spreadsheet. Everyone
wore jeans to shows. Jim Warren also

Technological

have always been an industry

that loves to party.

waited years for a delivery. After a
while we begged them to take their
money back, but they wanted none of
that. They wanted the product.

breeze.

together.

vances moved faster than the school
system could teach, so everyone

no one wanted his money back. They
wanted their equipment. Some of them

Computer shows were

worked

to

—

the product."

came

roller skates to his

puter shows also gave people a place
do what came naturally to party.

ing you could do before filling all 4K.
So the next time you are cussing at

was an industry that lived on gossip.
Advances occurred too quickly for any
other media to assimilate. Competitors
gossipped about each other and to
each other. They swapped ideas,
bragged about future products, and de-

—

bated the future of the industry.
It
was a time of opportunity.
Everyone started on an equal footing
Ph.D. and high school dropout

—

IN

COMPUTING/
SCOTT ADAMS

PERSONAL

the manual, congratulate yourself. Riding the leading edge of technology is

never safe, let alone easy. It is probably
precious little comfort to you, but the
hardware and the software have ac-

become more friendly, your system didn't cost you an arm and leg,
and you didn't have to assemble it
yourself. If you want more than that,
you are just plain greedy.
tually

Scott

Adams,

32,

is

the founder

and president of one of the oldest microcomputer software houses. Adventure
International. He is the author of the
original adventure game played on the
microcomputer, Adventureland.
He lives in Longwood, FL with his

who is also very
and their three

wife Alexis,

their business,

active in
children.

He

sci-

ence,

sci-

has a B.S. degree in computer
and his hobbies are reading
ence fiction and comic books.

When

David asked me

to

do

an

for the tenth
article
anniversary issue of Creative
I knew I couldn't refuse. As the original microcomputing magazine and the
first licensee of my Adventure games,
Creative has always held a special place
in my heart. Not only that, but David
Ahl is one of those people you instinctively like from the beginning. I knew I
couldn't say no, but that still left me
with a bit of a problem.
In the past I have almost always
refused requests to do magazine articles (interviews I always give, articles I
rarely do) because I have found that
for me, writing (other than computer

programs and Adventures) is like trying to pull teeth. But what the heck,
here we go
.
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FASTER THAN 5 NANO
SECONDS, STRONG
AND SOLID STATE
Electra-Guard
stops every spike,
glitch

and surge

in less

than 5

billionths of

second.
it

in.

All

it

It

is

unconditionally guaranteed
one year, and sure to be
your best buy.

FREE BROCHURE!
PH 800-237-6010

PROTECTION:
ELECTRA-GUARD.

(In

Florida

313-544-8801)

far ex-

ceeds the
surge

voltage guides for
AC power voltages.
Its

America.

YOUR BEST BUY,
WE GUARANTEE

for

solid

heavy duty.

We

Your Electra-Guard

is plug
overvoltage.

Diodes, solder,
wire and case
all are

—

undreds more.

keep the circuits safe for
business, government and
industry all over

a
you do

No more

We build

PLUG IN
THE BEST BUY

simple style and neutral

color suit your
or office.

home

switch and 6 foot extension
cord. It protects 6 devices
for $59.95.

These Electra-Guards
are the best buy in surge
protection on the market.

No others

give as

protection for the

Call. We'll

send you a
brochure that tells you all
about power disturbances,
surge protection and ElectraGuards.
We will also tell you the name
of the dealer near you.

much
money.

ELECTRA-GUARD
PROTECTS UNCLE SAM,
GTE AND BURGER KING

We sell

Electra-Guards to
the Air Force and Army; to
Kentucky Fried Chicken;
to the government's Geological

Survey Department;

to Honeywell,

GTE, and

$49.95 to $79.95
Electra-Guard System 2
(above left) keeps six
devices safe from over-

SMMB^

ELECTRONIC

SURGE
SUPPRESSOR

voltage. Cost: $49.95.

The System 4

(center) with

EMI/RFI

protects 3

filter;

you depend on electronics,
depend on Electra-Guard.
If

devices from overvoltage

and

electronic noise.

Cost $79.95.

=^==
— ~

Electra-Guard System 12
(far right)

-==

has an on/off
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Computer Power Solutions,
8800 49th Street North. Suite
Pinellas Park, Florida 33565
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David has given me free rein on
what to discuss here in this auspicious
issue, so I decided it would be only
right to go back to the early days of
this industry. Keeping in mind what I
said about pulling teeth, I ask your
forgiveness in advance if I tend to

working machine, I decided to see if I
could program some sort of game into
it.

Hooked on Micros

unbelievable 32K.

to

game (remember

early days of

many

pioneers in the micromy roots back
there was no infirst exposure to microcomputers still stands out vividly to me
today. I can remember that one of the
like

I,

wanted

do a real time arcade
this was in the
Pong and other revolutionary programs), so I decided to do a
space war game. What I came up with
was a precursor of a very popular game
I

type

ramble.

computer industry trace

the time
dustry. My
to

when

rived. By the time I sold the machine
years later, I had written an assembler,
a Basic and a large number of games
and increased the memory space to an

put out by Atari many years later
Not having any software for
the machine, I had to write the pro-

Asteroids.

Reading Matter
About the time
Sphere,

realized

I

hooked
started

on

\

in

was a

APL/360 at North Miami

instructors at FIT, the college I
attending, brought in a little black

was
box

RAM

microcomputer chips, was later superseded by the 8008 and the 8080, which
grew into today's 8086 processor, I

remember looking at the simple programs he was able to put in through
the switches on the front panel and
thinking that if this was a microcomputer, you could keep them what

—

I had been using mainframe computers since 1968 when I

a waste of time!
in

high school and couldn't conown of these

ceive of ever wanting to

simple toys.

Looking back,

I

see

my

first

true

commitment

to micros came a while
brothers Eric and Richard
were living in a house in Melbourne, FL, while attending FIT.
Richard was an EE major and was fascinated by new technologies. He picked
up some bit slices for an IMP- 16
microcomputer. A bit slice micro was

My

later.

and

I

rather interesting; instead of having the
one chip, you

whole computer on

would hook together many chips to increase the power of the CPU.
Richard went ahead and

built

one

of the earliest 16-bit hobby computers
ever assembled. He had, I believe,
about IK of 16-bit memory, a TV as a
monitor, a keyboard, and a cassette
port for data storage.
My own love of computers had always been in games (my first major
program was a tic-tac-toe program
written in

APL/360

at

North Miami

High School), so when I
realized that Richard actually had a
Senior
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really

so

I

2

is

the Sept-Oct 1976 issue.

Number

5.

Looking back

at

games. And all from the comfort of my
own room. My next step was to get my
own machine. I didn't want to follow
quite the route my brother did, as I

those early years of Creative Computing it is fascinating to see how the industry has changed.
In the Sept-Oct '76 issue, there were
98 pages; there were so few companies
to advertise back then that there is not
even an Advertiser's Index in that issue
(the first Index appears in the Jan-Feb
1977 issue). There were fewer than 15
pages of ads, most of which were for
Creative Computing itself.
Back then $400 would get you a
kit with around 2K of memory, no
keyboard, and a TV monitor hookup.
You could spend around $700 to add
16K of memory, $200 for a keyboard,

was more interested

and $400

Senior High School.

he had developed. It was a 4004 microcomputer with 256 bytes of
and
a dozen or so switches on the front.
The 4004, one of the earliest of the

was

program

was

My

Vol.

tic-tac-toe

my

received
I

around

for further
reading materials.
collection of
Byte magazine starts at issue 2, October 1975, and my first issue of Creative

Computing

My first major program

I

that

microcomputers,

looking

gram in assembly language and then
hand assemble it. It was a labor of love.
I had the game up and running
on Richards's computer, I knew I was
irrevocably hooked on the micros!
Here at last was a computer that
allowed me to do with computers what
I
loved the most
write and play

Once

—

in

programming

the computer than in designing it, so I
tried to find a kit. (This was long be-

fore

Heath introduced the

first

Heathkit computer.) At that time, the
only computer system on the market
was the MITS Altair, which used the

8080 microcomputer chip.
I got a copy of the machine language commands for the machine and
instantly disliked it. After working for
years on the large mainframe computers with their 32-bit instructions and
even on my brother's 16-bit machine, I
felt the opcode set on the 8-bit 8080
was a big step down. But then I got a
copy of Radio Electronics magazine
and things started looking up.
In the back was a small ad for a
Sphere microcomputer kit, which used
the 6800 microprocessor and had 4096
bytes of memory and a 512 byte
monitor all for the low price of $650. It
seemed the perfect machine for me.

ROM

Later I discovered that mine was the
very first order Sphere received for

for an 8K Basic. Compare
that with today's prices for a 16K
assembled computer with keyboard
and Basic built in for under $100!

Remember also that eight years ago the
dollar really went much further than it
goes today. It will be really fascinating
to see what the next ten years bring.
In the Nov-Dec 1976 issue, CreComputing ran a two-page list of
stores in the counWithout having to resort to other
than normal type, the fewer than 100
stores were easily listed. At the end a
promise was made to update and publish this list twice a year. Imagine a
similar list today and the size of the
book needed to hold it. I expect that by
the year 1990 computers will be avail-

ative
all

known computer

try.

able as readily as record players are tojust here in the high tech
U.S., but worldwide.
The 1950's were the age of the
atom, the 60's the jet age, and the 70's
the space age. Is there any doubt in

day and not

The 6800 (precursor to the 6502
and 6809 so popular today) was also an
8-bit micro, but it had a much more

anyone's mind that the 80's will be regarded as the dawn of the computer
age? Thinking about the articles to be
written for the 20th, 50th and even
100th anniversary of Creative Comput-

powerful instruction
After many months,

ing leaves the mind
computers are here!

their computer.

set

my

than the 8080.
kit finally ar-

numb! Watch

out;

"
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FLYING HIGH/DAVID LIEN
like being accelerated to Mach 10 without benefit of a space suit.
I researched and wrote The OrigTandy Learning Level I and The
Basic Handbook during idle moments
in a 12-foot travel trailer out on the
inal

desert. That was many books ago.
Haywired breadboards were called
computers and even worked sometimes. Sure, that struggling was lots of

fun.

But can you

empty

The
David Lien, one of the early microcomputer authors, is recognized as the
of the tutorial style computer
manual. With 18 full-length technical
books to his credit, he has more than
originator

two million copies in print, including
such best-sellers as The Basic Handbook and Learning IBM Basic.
He assisted in the development of
the original

manual

that

TRS-80 Model
accompanied

ten identified with

wrote the

I,

it,

and

success.

is of-

He

also
wrote manuals for the highly successful
Epson
printer series Lien is presiits

MX

dent of San Diego-based CompuSoft
Inc.,
a publisher of what he calls
"Mercedes-quality computer books.
quiet above the South AtAll's
lantic except for the sound of

clicking keys.

my

thoughts about the

It's

last

fitting

that

decade are

entering this "briefcase portable" computer. Ten years ago such technology
was barely dreamed of, but in 1984 it
too is flying high.
In a few hours this ride will end.
The wild ride of the personal computer
will also end as it settles in as a serious
part of everyday life. I wonder what
the next shooting star will be, and
where to buy a ticket?
Technological and social innovations often drift in directions not envisioned. Some of the fun of this
computer revolution is over. Many old
hackers have disappeared, replaced by
peddlers and other scoundrels in threepiece suits whose qualifications consist
of selling shoes or a degree in computer
science.

Our hobby, begun by

fiddling

with batteries, switches and light bulbs
has, at our own hand, become an
industry.

Oh, it is exhilarating, and breathand lots of fun! But it is also

taking,

imagine what

an

gives an old hacker to
right the first time?
profusion of sophisticated hard-

feeling
see something

it

work

ware and software that works today is
amazing! We still can't
understand the instructions, but that is
another story.
absolutely

My

travel trailer

now

a
booming business with buildings,
management, researchers, support
staff, and accountants, plus lawyers
and other parasites, and a playpen full
of personal computers. But I still have
the 12-foot trailer. (Am thinking of
having it bronzed.)
I have taught the Basic language
to millions of people in the last decade,
and plan on teaching it to millions
more. Each book reaches more students than are seen in an entire career
in the classroom.
I am still at the leading edge writing books about mice, Unix, windows,
hardware and more. Only the nimble
survive.

little

The

reality that

is

computers are

no more just for hobbyists dictates that
the emphasis move to applications.
The majority of tomorrow's computer users will not be enthusiasts like
us. They will be civilians with a job to
do but no time, patience, or desire to
fiddle with machines. They need simple solutions to complex problems and
computers that do useful things easily.
The hardware manufacturers, and software and book publishers who succeed
in this environment will be those who
dedicate themselves to those most elusive goals: quality, simplicity,

and the

minimizing of pain.

So here we are, flying high,
wondering who will land where. The
winners will be those who find vacant
runways among dense populations.

The

losers will just sit on their automatic pilots until they run out of gas.
The future should be at least as interesting as the past. And maybe even

as

much

\ < itrax. Inc. isn't just

talking

when we say

you could win $1,000. We mean it. All
you haw to do is come up with the hest
application idea for the Votrax "type
Talk (TNT) or the Votrax IVrsonal

N

Speech System (PSS) text-to-speech
synthesizers.

Send your best idea to Votrax,
postmarked no later than 1/31/85. oneidea per entry,
like.

The most

and enter as often as you
original idea wins $1,000.

Second

Prize: the Votrax

~"*"^»

w

PS&

Third Prize: the
Votrax TNT.

Votrax. Inc. enables

your computer to talk with either the
TNT or the PSS. Both haw an unlimited
vocabulary.

Both are adaptable

to

most

personal computers.

Suggested

$189
for the TNT, $395 for the PSS. Call
313-583-9884 today to hear an actual
retail

price

is

voice demonstration of the

PSS over

the phone.

For more information on Votrax
voice synthesizers, or to enter the Votrax
Talking Computer Competition, write

to:

TALKING COMPUTER COMPETITION
Votrax, Inc.
1394 Rankin.

I)ept.

33C

TVoy. Michigan 48083
1-800-521-1350
313-588-0341 (in Michigan)

SolKeof Wai\vr

\..lr.i\

lm

>

jnnol guarantee

that KleaM.r information suhmitl.

.!

contest wilt he Held in confidence, flease

do not Mihmit any proprietary
information. Rules and
reitulatiom available
upon request

fun.
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Williams at Hit fourth
birthday party of Sierra On-line.
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Drugging
Boards at
IMSAI.
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1977.
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Apple,
Scott (I), president of
talking to Chuck Peddle of
Commodore at CIS, June
1978. Shortly thereafter.

Mike
April 1979.
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Chuck joined Apple for a
short stint.

Overhead view of the
West Coast Computer
in

first

Faire

the Civic Auditorium,

San

Francisco. April 1977.
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dear, now that dinner is comdo something that will work us
a passionate, writhing,

plete, let s

into

frenzy.

intellectual

My mind is swirling with words I

cannot explain. Please spend
the night
with me and Compuzzler.
99

"SOTlZ"
counter

£^T^

* le

F

yP fown Soft™*.™ Inc. The
' pr0per for »"*

«*W "»"

Compuzzler A strategy game
based upon crossword puzzles For people who
have a love

KS

affair

And for ,hose who have never e
22 '" C

whh

"J°yed

T

e8 i,h 70 ~"Petiti*e
crossword
nuS.Tv
r by
puzzles. You can play them
yourself. Or against
one or more people. There are
five differently"
to

Once you ve enjoyed these 70 puzzles,
you can
purchase 50 more at a time on
additional disks
Compuzzler. From Uptown Software.
The first of
many new ways to fall in love with
your

play.

computer

y Ur dea ' er ab ° u
»P*°™n& National Comn„itr
T
puzzler Tournament.
And be sure to try our sizzling

"^

Uptown Double-Crostics™ and Uptown
Trivia »
r or the dealer nearest
you, call 1-800-824-7888
584 (In Hawaii and A,ask» 1 -800-824yS\'T%
7919,
Operator 584)
'

-**MS«KsKaaBaK3ftSS^^
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Reminiscence:

No

one can help but be amazed at the
developments in technology and hardware because they are so obvious: a
quarter square inch of etched silicon
replacing literally a room full of vacuum tubes.
But equally amazing is the fact that today, a computer can be used effectively by an average person rather than a highly trained cadre of mathematicians, engineers, and technicians. For
bringing the computer to the level of the people,
we can largely thank user-friendly software,
widespread stores, and informative magazines.
Perhaps as deeply involved as any company

in software is Microsoft; Bill Gates tells us about
the company and its philosophy. VisiCalc is
first software product for
which people would buy a computer; designers
Bricklin and Frankston tell us how it was in 1979.
Many founders of software companies left
good paying jobs for the vagaries of entrepreneurship; Ed Zaron of Muse Software tells us
about his experiences starting up. Other software authors were frustrated with the current
offerings and tried to go one better; Michael
"Electric Pencil" Shrayer and David "Datamost"
Gordon tel us about their approaches.

credited with being the

1
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Turn your Apple computer
into a complete color
graphic workstation.
A complete system for only
$299.

Pick up and move any portion of a
drawing. All at the touch of a button.

Show &

Our new

Digital Paintbrush
System™ gives you the ability to
express your ideas dramatically with
color graphics.
You get state-of-the-art features in
the first low-cost package to integrate
sophisticated graphics, presentation,

printout and telecommunication
capabilities.
Plus, you get an input device as
natural to use as a pencil. And the
software is so easy to learn some

sell.

Our system is meant for everyone
who has to sell their ideas to someone
else.

Because nothing communicates

as directly as a picture.
Create instant illustrations, diagrams, business graphics, presentations, overhead transparencies,
training material, title slides,
symbols, logos, layouts, flow
charts.

You name

it.

i"

with an Apple

lie

Outperforms systems

people never crack the
manual.
Instead, they

costing hundreds
In fact,

learn by using
the system.

less

than

more

our complete system costs
software packages.

many

product replaces expensive
graphic printer interface cards. Plus,
we're the first to offer interactive
drawing over phone lines.* Easy-to-

And our

You can turn
out vivid
color
graphics and

learn. • Complete, versatile system.
• Create stunning graphics. • Printout to 37 popular printers. • Draw

eye-popping
presentations in nT

A picture is still

interactively over phone lines.
Order toll free 1 800 874-1888 or

worth a thousand
word-processed words.

in California (415)

Develop your ideas on the screen.

Vis.i .ind

331-3022.

Mastercard.

Draw

electronically. Then printout
or present these ideas. You can even
draw interactively over phone lines.
Mix in text or labels with dozens of

The

DigitalPaintbrush

loadable typestyle fonts.* Then
sequence everything into report form
and printout or create a custom "slide

System-

show" on the computer.
You don't have to be an artist. Our
powerful software lets you draw
automatically. Even complex multipoint curves smooth themselves out.
The

DikiI.iI

registered tr.1dem.1rk of The Computer Colorworks.
is
3030 Brid K eway. Sausalito. California 04055.

Paintbrush System

l.mdel Corporation,

THE COMPUTER

CQLORWORKS

..

.1

division ot
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REMINISCENCE/SOFTWARE, STORES & MAGAZINES
Selling product, setting up systems, personal hand holding: these are just some of the
roles of a computer store. Stan Veit tells us about
the first store east of the Rockies. In the early

computer centers also
played an important role in spreading the word.
David and Annie Fox tell the story of one such

days, open-to-the-public

center.

How did people throughout the nation,
indeed the world, learn what amazing things
in a storefront in Albuquerque, a

were going on

garage in Sunnyvale, or a converted pizza parlor
in Atlanta? Magazines, of course. Tom Dwyer
recalls the first ones and tells how the articles
could be used for real learning.
What was it like producing a magazine on a
shoestring? It was desks in stairwells, 10 cps
printers, and lost manuscripts. David Lubar tells
all about the early days of Creative Computing.
But there were competitors; David Bunnell.
Wayne Green, and Cart Helmers tell us about
some of them.

A TREND TOWARD

microcode in a microprocessor can be
changed, allowing for specialization of
the instruction to gain efficiency based
on the specific problem being solved.
Even in software this trend has become obvious. Rather than build up
from a bare machine, a general operating system is used to allow the specialized application to be simpler. The
operating system is now evolving to include graphics, as in the Microsoft

SOFTNESS/
WILLIAM GATES
University, left college to take charge of
Microsoft's day-to-day operations. He
currently manages Microsoft's develop-

Windows system; multitasking; and
higher level data mangement operations. This even further reduces the
amount of work required to specialize
a machine since all of the new subroutines in the operating system are

ment teams directly and was involved in
the design of MS-DOS, the Radio
Shack Model 100, and most Microsoft
applications.

available.

Microsoft

has been directly involved in the most exciting
events in personal computer
history: the first personal computer
(the sometimes forgotten Altair), the
Apple II, design of the IBM PC, the

This trend toward general purpose
devices may seem illogical, since a
specialized device can be simplified and
streamlined for its particular purpose.
However, the benefits of this tuning are
being increasingly outweighed by the

Radio Shack Model 100, and most reApple Macintosh. However,
one of the most interesting discoveries

extremely low cost of the general purpose device which is being sold in very
high volume and the design of which is
receiving the very best design expertise.
Both hardware and software improve
greatly when volume is high and the

cently, the

for

me came

in 1973,

even before the

when Paul Allen and I started
working with the first general purpose
8-bit microcomputer, the Intel 8080. It
was then that we discovered two principles that would shape the industry.
The first was that, over time, general purpose devices with less and less
specialized "programming" would replace specialized devices. We saw this
Altair,

William H. Gales, chairman and

CEO of Microsoft, formed his first computer-oriented company while he was
still in high school. Gates and Paul Allen were founding partners of Traf-OData, a firm specializing in computer
analysis of traffic patterns. In 1974,
Gates and Allen developed the first high
level
language for microcomputers,
Microsoft Basic, which became part of
the first personal computer, the Altair,
and has been used on most personal
computers, including the Pet, Com-

modore, Apple

II,

and

the

They then founded Microsoft

and market
Gates,

IBM

PC.

to develop
software for microcomputers.
who had attended Harvard

initially when microcomputers replaced discrete circuitry. The first use
of a microcomputer was to simplify a
calculator; later, even the logic of the

microprocessor was replaced with a
microcode program on the microcomputer chip itself. Specialized word
processors are being replaced by general

purpose microcomputers.

The Trend Toward "Softness"
I call this a trend toward "softToday we are talking about
"writable control stores" in which the

ness."

VOLUME

best talent

In

is applied.
the future, software packages

become even more general purpose
as they remember all of the user's input
and mold to his profile and commuwill

nication techniques.

form of

Of course,

artificial intelligence,

this is a

which

is
--

a very advanced form of "softness,
since it attempts to create a device so
general purpose that it can deal with a
vast number of inputs and recognize

important patterns.

Third Party Support

Another

crucial

principle

is

the

importance of designing open systems
that allow everyone to build on them
and building a "standard" by encouraging third party support.
Microsoft, Apple, and IBM all owe
their success in personal computers to

10
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this

approach. Because the Intel 8080
chip, everyone wrote soft-

was the first
ware for it.

a

When the Motorola 68000 came
later, it wasn't enough of an
improvement to justify rewriting all the
software and despite its superiority, it
did not do as well as the 8080 simply
because Intel had encouraged software
development and good development
out years

systems.
Likewise, Microsoft Basic gained a
position because of the incredible number of books, courses, and applications

which employed

it.

The momentum

that these third party investments can

amazing. Today there are
faster systems than the IBM PC, but
software solutions aren't as widely
available. The Apple II was designed
more than six years ago yet it is still a
best seller. These de facto standards
were created because the world at large
was encouraged to take advantage of

create

nological advances for a short time,
though innovation eventually requires

is

these products.

Standards are so beneficial to end
users that they can hold back tech-

VISICALC

DAN

new

tion,

new generahowever, many, many products
generation. In every

are engineered but only a few are merchandised to developers in ways that

allow them to become successful.

The

investment Apple has made to
encourage applications for the Macintosh is a result of their understanding
of the value of widespread support.
I realized the value of third party
support when I saw that the Intel 8080
software quickly became better than
minicomputer equivalents simply because so many companies were building and sharing software tools. It is for
this reason that Microsoft has always
made its product very open.
Despite the instability of companies in the personal computer industry
(our first 12 customers all went bankrupt) where surprises are commonplace, the use of general purpose
devices and third party support have
proven to be the principles that drive
the industry.

79/

BRICKLIN

AND

BOB FRANKSTON
ing was only five years old and personal computing was not even that old.
Many, if not most, of those who have
joined the industry since then view
VisiCalc as a given, as the sine qua non

of personal computing. For many it
was reason enough to buy a computer.
In the intervening years, VisiCalc
has spawned a myriad of spreadsheets,

enhanced spreadsheets, and integrated
packages that almost qualify as an industry unto themselves. People who
buy computers today assume that
spreadsheet capability and "what if*
analysis are part of the deal. Some are
even willing to pay more for their
spreadsheets than they do for their

computers.
VisiCalc is, indeed, one of the alltime great success stories of the decade.
But where did it come from? Whose

Software
to

the

Arts introduced VisiCalc
world at the National

Computer Conference in New
York in 1979 when Creative Comput\2 CREATIVE

COMPUTING/NOVEMBER

idea

was

it?

What

inspired

its

creation?

Dan Bricklin and Bob Frankston, cofounders of Software Arts, take a look
back and tell us how it was.
1984

Dan

Bricklin

Not long ago I realized that there
was an ironic coincidence having to do
with the development of VisiCalc. Bob

Frankston

and

I

were working on

VisiCalc while I was still in business
school. (I spent afternoons working on

VisiCalc in Bob's attic while carrying a
full course load.) When we had an
early prototype version that worked
it didn't perform division or print the
and the replicate function
results,
I decided to use the
didn't work yet
program to prepare a case that I had to

—

write

up

class at

At

for

my Consumer

Marketing

Harvard.
that time,

my

fellow students

were using hand calculators to "run
the numbers" for the analysis of cases.
I
wasn't telling many people about
VisiCalc; I wasn't even sure the professor would look favorably on my use of
a computer to do the numerical analysis. Now, of course, Harvard Business
School students are required to buy
personal computers so they can use
spreadsheets in their analyses.
The first case analysis I did using
VisiCalc was very well received by the
professor. In fact, I was easily able to
project results five years ahead instead
of the usual two years. That case study
proved to me for the first time that
VisiCalc was, indeed, very good in at
least one of the areas for which it was
designed: solving business problems. A
few years later, I was struck by the
irony of the situation when I recalled
that the very case I used for the
"maiden voyage" of VisiCalc concerned Pepsi and the Pepsi Challenge
(In my paper I recommended that Pepsi go ahead with that
advertising campaign.) Of course, John
Sculley was the head of Pepsi then, and
I find it ironic that he now heads Apple Computer, a company whose early
success was tied closely to the success

campaign.

of VisiCalc.

Bob Frankston
The rapid changes that VisiCalc
brought about in personal computing
are demonstrated in the status of personal computers at the National Computer Conference. In 1979, the
National Computer Conference did not
officially include personal computers;
there was an adjunct Personal Computer Festival at which I spoke. Somehow my paper was never published in
the official proceedings of the conference. I guess at the time it was
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considered less important than some of
the other papers such as "Visual
Inspection of Metal Surfaces" which
appeared in the published proceedings.
group
I made my presentation to a
of about 30 people, most of whom were
friends and relatives. At the session, I
reference
a
and
had the program disk
card with me. Dan and I wrote the reference card, took the screen photo that
appeared on it, and chose the type for
the typesetting. Dan's father, who is a
printer, did the printing. That was the

state of the industry in

cycles to computers?
Force in
E.Z.: I went into the Air

1979 as ob-

served at the NCC.
By 1982 the industry had changed
so much that personal computers were
in
a major part of the NCC, and I was
charge of the personal computing part
of the conference. Now, of course,
personal computers dominate the ex-

1964 and in 1965 1 had heard about
computers so I got myself into a computer class.

when

if

applied

belonged.

Q: So
computers.

at

this

How

point you're into

did

Muse Software

happen?
E.Z.: Well, mostly it was a lot of
at
fun. I guess it all began one day
work back in February of '78. Silas

Q: You often refer to computer
programmers as computer artists. Lots
of people would see computer
programming as dry and technical.
What is artistic about computer
programming?
Ed Zaron: Good computer programmers have individual styles as all
artists do. A programmer has as many
choices in programming a word
processor or game as a painter has in

his

own

an

artist.

gether,

Until 1978. Ed Zaron worked as a
computer analyst for a large financial
organization in Baltimore. Within a few
years he bought an Apple, swamped his

dining room with programming notes,
quit his job, founded Muse Software,
and. with Silas Warner, published Cas-

Wolfenstein, Robotwar, and SuperText Word Processor, some of the
industry's best-selling computer protle

now a

I

I

and if I passed they would call me in
months for the next class. So I took
they
the test and I got the highest score
had ever seen. They put me in that next
fell in
class Monday morning and I
love with the whole thing. I graduated
with the highest grade in the class and
knew for sure I was where I
I

Warner worked

style

multi-

million dollar developer and publisher
of educational, entertainment, and
productivity software.
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them

apart.

Then

didn't

I

Silas

way you put it together, you just
throw the parts away and start all over

the

Good

ideas

in

.

.

is

the kind of

guy who

can rub a manual across

parts don't cost anything. If
you need more, you just hit your keyboard; your hands don't get dirty; and
work or if you don't like
doesn't
if it

pure.

work

three books folded one inside the other.

The

It's

that well. After

him,
my computer. Well, Silas is the kind of
guy who can rub a manual across his
chest and understand it completely. It
reading
is not uncommon to see him

and re-design motorcycles, that's when
artist.
I became a kind of motorcycle
But later I found out that computer
programs are like the ultimate motor-

again.

know him

went to the computer store. I brought
the computer home, and I was taking it
out of the box when the doorbell rang.
knew
It was Silas! I barely even
and he just walked right in to see
I

graduated to mechanical things like
clocks and toys, and then I got into
motorcycles. When I started to modify

cycle.

He was just

an Apple computer that night and how
excited I was about it. But I really

and rhythm and becomes

taking

there, too.

an acquaintance of mine, and I mentioned to him that I was going to buy

Q: Before you got into computers,
did you have any forms of creative
expression?
E.Z.: Sure. It probably started
with Lincoln Logs, putting them to-

is

figured

I

six

painting a still life or a writer has in
writing a love story. It is in making those
choices that the programmer develops

grams Muse Software

it.

got out of the service

you're too late to get into it. But they
test
said if I wanted I could take the

Computer Conference.

MOTORCYCLE
MAINTENANCE/

ZARON

liked

Commercial Credit as a
programming trainee. I remember it
was a Friday and they said well, we
starting Monday, but
class
have a

ZARON AND THE ART OF
ED

I

for a job at

hibition floor at the NCC, and I predict that in few years the big computers
will be relegated to a "Big Computer
Festival" tacked on to the main National

And

anybody was going to pay me to have
to do it. So
fun, I'd be more than happy

.

Creative programs out.
Q: How did you get from motor-

chest

and understand

his

it

completely.

sat down in front of my computer and started to write programs. I
and watched.

So he

just sat there

Well, hours went by and I was just
watching. Finally I said, "Umm, Silas,
said,
I have to go to a party." He
"That's okay. I'll lock the door when I
leave." Now I couldn't believe this was
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I went to the party, and
I got home around 1 :00 a.m. Siwas still there. He had a couple litgames running on the computer.
One of them he called the Apple Tree,
and to play it you had to catch apples
falling off a tree. A simple game, but he
had written it the first night he had

happening, but

when
las
tle

He bought

touched the computer.

a

computer the next day, and we began
hanging out together.

Q: Sort of the first Apple Users
Group, you and Silas?
E.Z.: I guess we were. I just fell in
love with the computer. I would think

about

it

would
jacket

all

get

day

at

home

I

work, and when I
would drop my

on the chair next to

down and work

until

I

it

and

sit

couldn't stay

awake any more. Go to sleep, go to
work, come home, sit down at my
computer again. Some time in February I finished a game called Tank
War, and Silas finished a maze game.
So we took them to computer stores
and were just amazed. People would
gather around to see our games and
sigh and go "oooh" and "aaah" as they
saw their first software. It was a great
thrill. Oooh and aaah. Really. It was
just like that. It makes you feel so good

when people like it.
Q: What was on

the market at

that time?

E.Z.: Nothing.

can write a good program and take

Q: Not even Pong?
E.Z.: There was a Pong game and

to a software publishing company to
see if they'll put it on the market. If

a Breakout game. But people had already seen them in the arcades. And
even in the arcades they were very ba-

then?
E.Z.: We sold a couple. We'd sell
a couple here and a couple there. At
that time there weren't many stores to
sell in. By April we had half a dozen
programs done, so I went to the Trenton State Computer Fair in New Jersey. I went up there with an old folding
card table, a lawn chair, and my
computer and the programs. They
had a flea market in the parking lot,
and the gymnasium was set up like a
trade show. But I couldn't afford to get
inside for the trade show. I ran an
extension cord through the window
and set up my own little booth on the
sidewalk and caught people going in
and coming out. I remember the
excitement at the end of the day. My
son was with me, and we had sold $360
worth of cassette tapes. We were

—

amazed.
Q: Cassette tapes? Not on disk?
E.Z.: There were no disks at the
time. It was interesting, too, the way
those tapes. We'd load the
program into the computer, and it
would take two minutes to dump the
program onto tape these programs
were not very long either. Then we'd
spend two minutes loading each copy
to test it. One night after spending four

—

games had only on* screen such

as this one of Apple Tree.

hours making copies, I went to test
them and found out I hadn't even had
the cassette machine plugged in. I
stayed up all night more than once.
Q: It sounds like you started Muse
on a shoe string.
E.Z.: I did. I remember I did the
packaging for Tank War for $17. To
do all the advertising and promotion
you have to do these days costs between $20,000 and $40,000. And those

computer

Current

games have as many as 24

screens; here
Taxi.

is

one screen of Space

—

The best training

to

is

get

computer and learn

for yourself just as Hie

it

best

way

a

to learn to ride

motorcycle

is

to

jump on.

they give you a critique and help you
figure out how to make it better
at

—

least

know Muse

I

will.

Q: What kind of computer school
should an aspiring young computer
artist

go to?

E.Z.: I don't think it's absolutely
necesssary to go to computer school.
Maybe the best training is to get into
that

computer and learn

it for yourself
way to learn to ride a
to jump on. You will find
ways to do things that nobody has ever
seen before. That's how John Kutcher

just as the best

motorcycle

did

it.

is

He just bought a Commodore 64
it. He learned the whole

and went to

thing himself.

Q:

Who

E.Z.:

He

is

John Kutcher?
a 17-year-old prodigy.

is

He

wrote two dynamite games we published. One is called Rescue Squad, and
the other is Space Taxi. They are brilliant pieces of work, and perhaps by
the time this article is published, they
will be best-sellers.
Q: What makes him so
exceptional?
E.Z.: John

combination of

has

talents.

very

rare

He can

relate

a

to what the consumer wants, he is
disciplined and he is creative. There
are many ways those characteristics

can interfere with each other, but John
has them all in the proper balance.

Q: One

final

question.

Why

do

motorcycles so much?
same reasons I like
computer programs even more. They
are streamlined. Generally speaking,
the simpler the better. The trick is to
build a lot of power into a small and
maneuverable space. And they represent a sort of freedom. A kind of zest
and excitement. That's the kind of
motorcycle I like. And that's the kind
of software I design and publish.

you

like

E.Z.: For the

—

artist
get started today if
he doesn't have $20,000- $40,000 to get
going?
E.Z.: It's like writing a book. You
don't have to be a publisher to write a
book. When I started there weren't any
software publishers, so I had to build
the whole thing myself. But now you

VOLUME

it,

into that

—

are just the starting costs just to get
the program to the distributors and
into the stores for their first order.
Q: How does a programmer

it

they arrange to publish it
and pay royalties just like in the book
or record business. If they don't like it,

sic compared to what Silas and I were
coming up with for home use.
Q: How much did you sell back

we made

Early

they like

10
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A

birthday, the term "text editor" burst
into Shrayer's awareness with an impact
that provided momentum enough to direct the thrust of his mental energies for
the next several years. He used the last

these days too.
There are

of his savings to purchase a MI TS A hair
and quickly completed his text processor, Text Editor #1. To document it,
Shrayer developed a word processor:

Pencil that I never thought of putting
in the older versions. It is not that the
machines we had then weren't suf-

IJG's

cil.

MICHAEL SHRAYER
On Michael

Shrayer's twenty-third

the Electric Pencil.

feels kind of funny writing a piece
the "good old days" of
microcomputing. I see them more as
the bad old days. This is a very
progressive industry, and things are a
lot
easier now than they used to
be except marketing, perhaps, but
marketing isn't my specialty.
In the old days, you had to hassle
with front panels, hardwiring and hand
entering monitor programs and cas-

—

I/O routines via switches or numeric key pads. Nowadays, the hardest
part is opening the bubble package the

sette

software comes

in.

To me, making things easier has
always been the name of the game. I
think that is the way most people feel.
Almost all of us look forward to the
day when we will no longer have to go
to an office to earn a living. The objective is to be able to work at home or
not to have to work at all.
I see computers (and technology
making it possible for many
of us to work at home in the near future. With high speed telecommunications, video recorders, holography and
the like, why should anyone have to go
to a particular locale to be "on the
job"? In a few years, modern commuin general)
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Unlike

Electric Pencil, the

NAKED PROGRAMMER/

Itabout

IBM

version of the Electric Penall the other versions of
IBM version is not
a rewrite of my original word processor. It was rebuilt from the bottom up.
design philosophy
the
worked
on
I
with Dale Buscaino and Scott Daniel
of Progressive Software Design, and
my old friend, Harvard Pennington of
IJG. The result is a much better word
processor than anything we had in the
"good old days" better than any
other word processor I've seen around

CONFESSIONS OF

—

burner during the earlier phases of his
career. Currently, he is putting the finishing touches on the Electric Wren,
the first bird processor ever to run on a
microcomputer.

called a

lit-

anybody in the
world.
Personally, I achieved a state of
independence years ago that freed me
from the obligation to leave my house
to go to work. Nero Wolfe, eat your
heart out! Since I don't usually wear
clothes in bed, a big problem (for me)
is finding my bathrobe so that I don't
freeze on my way to the next room
where my work station is. But of
course on warm days, even that is not a
problem.
Actually, I prefer working in bed,
but I find handling the computer a little awkward when I'm under the blankets. Maybe an improved version of the
IBM PCjr keyboard will be the next
step)
an X-ray keyboard instead of

—

I work at home on tasks of my
own choosing. If you are wondering
why you haven't seen too many new

Michael Shrayer products lately, it's
because the software I write is so esoteric that I am the only person who
cares about it.
Electric Pencil

A

notable

important.
I

developed the original Electric
document something called
At that lime, I didn't even
that a product like Pencil was

Pencil to

ESP-1.

know

word processor. In fact, Electric Pencil was the first word processor
ever written for a microcomputer.
I used Pencil to document ESP-1
and then itself. The Electric Pencil was
always very popular. I think that's because my dedication to the ideal of
eliminating all unnecessary labor from
a task resulted in a product which was
very easy to learn and use.
You may be getting the idea that
all I am interested in is staying in bed
and playing with computers. That's not
at all the case. For instance, I have several hobbies. I have a ham radio license, and I have studied firearms.

On Work
I am attempting to find a vocation
that combines my various interests. I

FCC shooting computers that emit too much TVI
(Television
Interference),
but they
were already swamped with applicants.
tried to get a job with the

Speaking of jobs,

I

may

be foster-

ing another misimpression here. Some
people think I am lazy.
late father
thought that I never had a real job in
my life. Actually, I have held a variety
of jobs ranging from intense physical
labor to pure cerebration. I also
worked in the film industry for about
20 years, producing and directing

My

infrared.

On

IBM

—

enough writing

nications will be able to put you

features in

many of them
ficiently powerful
were. It is largely because I never did
to appreciate fully the
many features that writers find so very

The success of the Electric Pencil
has meant that Shrayer is free to work
on software projects of his own choice;
usually he has several programs under
development simultaneously. For the
last few years, he has been working on
projects that were forced onto a back

erally face to face with

many

exception

commercials, industrials, and documentaries as well as TV and theatrical
stuff.

to

this

is

The work

I

do now

isn't easy, ei-

It doesn't have much practical
it is not very physical; and
like to be as comfortable as possible
while I'm doing it. But it is taxing

ther.

application;
I

mentally, as is any substantial
programming project.
I always prefer to work in assembly language.
it.

to

like

I

get

right

in

machine, and hug
In the old days, you didn't have

up

there,

tight to the

much choice.
As much

knock the bad
old days, I have to admit there was a
level of excitement back then that is
as

I

like to

Imsais.

The

thing that

gest impression

The

ness.

made

me was

on

next thing

I

the big-

crude-

its

knew, Imsai was

When
start,

prefer working in bed, but

I

find handling the computer

a

little

awkward when

I'm

under the blankets.
It

really gives

me

a tingle to

remember the adventure inherent

in

simply upgrading your system.

On User Groups
Circa 1975, George Tate and I
used to run around LA visiting every
electronics surplus store we could find,
looking for anything that smelled like a
computer. Once we bought about 30

Burroughs terminals. As
you would expect, they were basically
dilapidated

keyboards with CRTs.

We managed to scrounge about 20
good terminals out of the 30 junky
ones. We figured they were good because they worked in the local mode.
But we had no idea how to go about
interfacing them with a microcomputer, or even if it was possible.
We brought them all to a meeting
of the burgeoning Southern California
Computer Society (SCCS), which was
then meeting at TRW, and set the
terminals out on a table. We informed
the group of our ignorance about inter-

Though no one there
knew any more about the subject than
we did, we still hoped we could sell a
we sold most
amazement,
our
few. To
facing the things.

of them almost immediately.
The SCCS, by the way, grew by
leaps and bounds. It seems to me that
at one of the early meetings, there were
just a few people, then scores at the
next,

and hundreds

at

the one after

that.

On

Imsai

Imsai also had a meteoric rise. I
remember looking at one of the first

that
routines are written in

when
both

MITS which was

readable. Those people remind me of
the Forth fanatics who try to persuade
me that Forth programs execute faster

located

Albuquerque, NM.
Whenever people arrived in town
after passing through Albuquerque, we
would grill them for hours on what
was happening there was anything
new being developed, when could we
in

—

more memory,

etc.

Nowadays, you can (within the
of your checkbook) upgrade your system whenever you like.
You can buy disk drives, printers,
whatever, and just connect them to
your computer. We used to have to

constraints

months just for a memory board.
When the Commodore Pet and
the TRS-80 first came out, I wasn't
very excited. Not many of us "old-timers" were. In fact, I hated the TRS-80;
it insulted me. Nonetheless, I bought
one of the earliest ones, almost by reflex. At that time, I was buying almost
wait

gone now.

know people who claim

Z80 and 6502 code, the 6502 versions
are faster, more compact, and more

On New Computers
/

I

Imsai was still just an upmost of us had Altairs. Altair

was made by

get

have studied 6502 assembly language
and have always had an aversion to it.
similar

a giant.

new computer available.
Today it seems that five new
computers are announced every week,
but believe me, then it was a rarity. In
spite of that, I never bought a Pet. I
thought the TRS-80 might succeed by
virtue of Radio Shack's jungle of retail

every

outlets, but

I

didn't think that

Com-

modore had much of a future. Live and
learn. At least I was half right.
Another reason I stayed away
from the Pet was that it ran a 6502. I

than their machine language counterparts
and of people who tell me why
they buy Saabs.
Before you accuse me of being a
Z80 diehard who refuses to get used to
a new instruction set, you should know
that I have a TRS-80 Model 16B at

—

home, and when

I

saw what 68000
like, it was love

assembly language was
at first sight.
I

do

God

if,

try to

forbid,

program
I

in C, so that
accidentally create

something practical, I won't have to go
through the same contortions I did
with Pencil to adapt it to all the popular systems. But it takes iron discipline
to keep myself from going back to

programming the 68000

directly.

People who have spent their lives
working with mainframes might look

down their noses at Motorola's instruction set, but to someone with my background, it's heaven.
Which brings me back to the inescapable conclusion that no matter
how nostalgic I may feel about the
early days of our industry, it would be
a misnomer to call
days.

Now
from
so

I

my

them the good old

have to transfer this file
Model 100 to my Model 16B
I

it to disk. Now let's see,
leave my bathrobe. ...

can save

where did

I

WHAT

THE COMPUTER
INDUSTRY MEANS TO ME/
DAVID GORDON
guess you could say I'm a gizmo
freak.

With my background in busiI was a tax accountant for
I had had a lot of experience

—

I ness
14 years—

with computers. So, in 1977 when home
computers were first introduced it was
not surprising that I was "bitten by the
computer bug."
At one point I actually had made
full deposits for both a Commodore
Pet and a TRS-80 computer, hoping to
buy the first model that arrived. Then

VOLUME

in December 1977 Apple Computer reduced the price of their home computer from $1795 to $1995 and I was
able to buy an Apple at the time
the Cadillac of the home computer
industry by collecting my deposits on
the Pet and the TRS-80. I took the
plunge and joined the microcomputer

—

—

revolution.

The field of microcomputers has
always appealed to me for two reasons
making money and having fun. I

—
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Picture a computer under
that runs over 1000 of the best

written for the

/

r

'-

programs

IBM PC.

tj\

_

\

\

\

IL

\

\

\

\
i

Now picture this.
There's a

lot that's

about PCjr and it's
good news for you.

new

and don't take up a
bit of user memory. The three
newest examples being
Lotus 1-2-3, the fascinating
diskettes,

all

PCjr now has a lower price.
A new typewriter-style

PCjrColorPaint and
Managing Your Money™
by financial expert

keyboard.
A new option that can give
user manor) a

Andrew Ibbias.
As its library

of software
keeps growing. PCjr keeps
growing, too. By leaps and
bounds. Because IBM
designed it with 13 ports

dramatic boost.
And new business

and personal
programs to add
PCjr can run

Hi|fht now.

the powerful Lotusi-.' -.)ondiskettetnithLotusi-2-3
Pt -jr Installation Kit

and

additional memory!. The
new cartridge version,
requiring no additional
memory. Hill he available
this

fall'.

to its fast-growing
i;r
„r ..„ *„
library of up-to-

for

All of which
can make PCjr
the most useful
computer a
little

that havent

li>

UmIivh

liiliiiis.

lie*

manager.

computer that weighs a

comes standard with 128KB of
memory —twice the memory
of its most popular competitor. An
advanced Id-bit

lakes up just a bit
over a square foot of desk
space. And costs less

processor.

And

diskette drive
that can store
Thenem IV/r Memory Kxpansion
\ttai IiiimiiI

quick

liirn yirtir

Btrstn into

ciinvjis. TIh-

new

lift

ran give

to2S6KR

IBM P(
new optional 128KB

programs written

PQrColarPnnU

And with the
Memory Kxpansion Attachment.

create with the added

dimension of color.

without monitor.
Picture yourself
with a PCjr.
Try one out
and see what's

memory a

for the

for

For the

authorized

IBM PCjr
IBM Product

User

on r money.

Memory (RAM) Runs over

128KB (expandable to 512KB)
Permanent Memory
(ROM): 64KB

1,000

programs written
for the IBM PC
Runs both diskette and

cartridge programs

Display
Diskette Drive
Double- sided,
double density

Capacity

360KB

16

bit

640hx200v
16-color:

320ft

8088

Keyboard
Typewriter- style

1-year limited

x200v

Expandability
architecture
Optional 128KB

Open

Memory Expansion
Attachment(s)

Detached; cordless
Warranty

name of the

y

See how PC/r compares with other
computers at its price

Processor

Or. along with

'.

More computer

new at an

single-sided drives.
I It jrl'owrr Kxpansion Attachment
all the way toa hefty 512KB.
\\ itti all these
features. PCjr CM) run over a
dealer or
Center.
thousand of the most popular

cartridge program.
lets you

than $1,000'.

a double-sided

over twice as much
information as most

ii

All this in a
mere 10 pounds.'

can buy.
It

on cartridge for It jr. is h
compril»iisiM' personal
financial advisor iokI

been

invented yet.

money

user

Managing Vmr Money "

add-on options. And

a modular construction
that will accept new
capabilities down the
road. Kven those

date programs.

13 ports for add ons.
including built-in

warranty

serial interface

store nearest you. call

1-800-IBM-PCJR. In Alaska and Hawaii,

call

1-800-447-0800.

can run over a
thousand more.
it

PCjralsorunsa
growing number of
powerful cartridge
programs. They
work faster than

1

1

.j

r's

stslr

mm

t

>

p«-H riter-

kryboard adds a

nice toned to business.

home oroduoBttaMl
Managing Your Money is a trademark
1-2-3 and Lotus are trademarks of
Lotus Development Corporation.

of

MECA

•Wetgnt does not include power pack and monitor.
Product Center price

IBM

IBMPQ/r
Growing by leaps and bounds.

rolll|*ltihtf.
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ProModem 1200A Apple Card Pack
I
It's the best 300/1200 baud 212A
telephone modem for your
Apple II, + and lie. "Best
II

.

because it's the easiest to install
and use, provides more useful
modem features for your money,
and lets you add software
capabilities as your needs grow.

The 1 200A is fully Hayes compatible. You
be able to use most of
the Apple communications
programs available.
II

II

PRICE COMPARISON

ProModem Card Pack

any expansion

slot

(1)

into

and connect

the telephone cord. Onboard
intelligent software in ROM
includes a simple but powerful
terminal program. With a few
keystrokes, you'll be "on line

only S449.

See your local dealer for a
demonstration. He show why
ProModem 1200 A is your best
connection.

(2) Serial

Auto-Dial, Program-

mable Intelligent Dialing, Built-in
Speaker with Volume Control,
Help Commands, Extensive
Diagnostics, and more.

And when you need more
sophisticated capabilities like
Terminal Emulation, you re all

$449

set.

modem

Card

(3)

RS232C

(4)

Communications Software

Cable

Total List Price

II

Prometheus Products,
45277 Fremont Blvd.
Fremont, CA 94538
(415)490-2370

Smartmodem 1200
standalone

1200 A offers you
the best price-to-performance
modem available with Auto-

ready to use, complete with
to understand documentaand a telephone cord for

Card Pack, complete with
onboard software and
all necessary hardware

HAYES
(1)

ProModem

Answer and

tion,

ProModem 1200A Apple

List Price:

and communicating.

this,

easy

PROMETHEUS

We really do mean easy. Just plug
the

The Help" Screen and "Auto
redial if busy" functions make the
1 200A convenient to use. The
second phone jack for the telephone handset allows switching
from voice to data. You get all of

S957

Inc.

REMINISCENCE/SOFTWARE, STORES & MAGAZINES

known

60 man weeks because everyone

as a maverick in the industry.

best seller. Later

A graduate of

California

Stale

University Los Angeles with a Master's
degree in accounting, David Gordon
spent 13 years working as an accountant and controller for several large
entertainment companies. He entered
the software business as a hobbyist and,

founded Programma International, a major supplier of many of
the first home
the programs for

in

1978.

computers.

Gordon
founded
1981.
In
Datamost, Inc. and is the current president and CEO. Datamost has grown
from the original four employees who
occupied a single room in a private
home to 75 employees who work in a
40,000-square-foot facility. In addition

was

published a book

I

by the world's largest
publisher as being too "age specific."
That book is currently Datamost's
and more than 300,000
best seller,
copies have been printed to date in the
that

rejected

resulting series.

Games were my

first love.

When

I

I
had an enorcomputer game softone of my first trips to Apple

entered this industry

mous
ware.

library of

On

Computer

in

1978

I

took with

me

a

game called Escape by a
company called Muse. Apple

simple maze
fledgling

had 50 or 60 employees at the time and
I created a work loss of approximately

mazes and trying to solve the puzzle.
In the beginning the industry was
made up of people who wanted to have
a good time. Today people are still
having fun, but the definition has
changed.

Now it's 1984 and to be honest
with you I haven't booted up my computer in one solid year. I am, however,
having just as much fun as ever. It's
just that my definition of fun has
changed. Instead of playing games, I
play with the deals I make; instead of
playing with a joystick, I am directing a
company; instead of traveling through
an adventure game, I travel the world;
instead of ruling the world in Hammustill

I rule a company. The computer
industry has allowed me to do what I
never dreamed was possible to build a
company that started out as my hobby
and to make a valid contribution to the

rabi,

—

future of computing.

THE COMPUTER STORE

SAGA/STAN

VEIT
nical editor when that magazine
changed its name to Computers and

to software. Datamost started publishing books in 1981, and has published
more than 30 titles to date.

think
time.
given

it

Electronics.

years
Ten
Computing

important to have a good
microcomputer industry has
the opportunity to turn my

is

The

me

hobby into

my

vocation.

There are

called

—

lowed

my

latent

marketing

ability to

later,

Stan

Veil,

Creative

its

first

is-

OEMs

that put systems together

Computer Mart of New
more than one brand of
computer and the first computer store
outside of California. He taught personal computer courses at The New
School in New York City.

He

Business;

Own Computer
Using

with Leslie

Microcomputers

and The

in

Peripherals Book.

storefront

editor

VOIUMF

computer company

in

Los

Angeles called Arrowhead Computers
and began to sell all the Altairs he

of Popular
Electronics magazine and became tech-

He was computer

MITS,

world.
One of the first places the MITS
caravan stopped was in Southern
California where a young couple, Dick
and Lois Heiser, attended the show.
Dick saw the Altair as the key to a
business of his own and soon obtained
a dealership from Roberts.
Not long thereafter, he opened a
tical

has written Getting Involved

With Your

Roberts, president of

and

store that sold

Solomon;

Ed

his crew took it on the road to
demonstrate its capabilities to a skep-

of Com-

York, the first

realized that I had creative taland natural inclinations about
where the market was going. I jumped
on the bandwagon and quickly became
I

editor-in-chief

puter Shopper magazine, opened the

take over.
ents

when

published

and sometimes provided software to
make them run.
In January of 1975 the MITS Alas a
tair microcomputer appeared
construction project in Popular
Electronics magazine. A few months

very good to many, many people. They
have allowed us to create an industry
and have a great deal of fun while doing so. Each and every successful
microcomputer company has at its
helm an entrepreneur/technician who

a "sleeping giant" in me my ability as
a marketeer. I never knew I had that
ability. I had relegated myself to being
a pencil-pushing bean counter, but getting into the computer industry al-

ago

computers were minicomputers and mainframes. They were sold by
factory salespeople or by companies
sue,

times when I have to pinch myself to
believe that this is all really happening.
Microcomputers have been very,

had the ability and foresight to let his
hobby become his livelihood.
The computer industry awakened

Ap-

ple

My

reputation
in a traditional manner.
as a maverick grew.
I got my start in the computer
book field by publishing a book that
had been rejected by several publishing
companies as being too "machine specific." That title turned out to be a

at

was playing that game instead of
working. They were charting out the

Soon I learned that the marketeer in
me would not allow me to do anything
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could pry loose from the overburdened
factory.

once. If he decided to buy, the customer would leave at least 1/3 of the

On the other coast, in December
of 1975, an out of work technical
writer decided to follow in Dick's footsteps. I begged and borrowed about
$20,000 in starting capital from friends

on the computer.
When the retailer had orders for
five or ten machines, he would put up
the balance of the wholesale price and
order the computers from the manu-

and family and opened the Computer
Mart of New York in a few hundred
square feet of space in Polk's hobby
department store on Manhattan's famous Fifth Avenue.

facturer, paying in advance.

Computer Mart was

different

from the Heisers' store because it sold
more than one brand of computer. We
opened as a dealer for Sphere, the first
desktop computer, and Imsai, an 8080
computer that was functionally identi-

price as a deposit

When

the

manufacturer received the money, he
would buy the parts and begin to put
the product together. It was a hand-to-

mouth

business.

At first there were no factory
assembled units, only kits. You had to

regardless of the cover date, and certain
favorite issues sold for many times their
cover price. Hence, the birth of three
volumes of The Best of Creative

Computing.

Dave Ahl would sell his magazines
anywhere there was a group of people
with an interest in computing. He soon
found that many of the same people
who were interested in science fiction
were also interested in computers, so he
attended all the science fiction conventions in the

and sold

New York-New Jersey

area

his magazines.

cal to the Altair.

One computer we did not sell was
the Altair itself. Ed Roberts had
granted the exclusive right to sell Altai rs on the East Coast to The Computer Store, a company in Boston
headed by Dick Brown. This situation
turned out to be a blessing because, although Roberts believed that Altair
dealers should sell only MITS products, his company could not produce
enough machines to satisfy the
demand.

Many new dealers, therefore,
turned to the other S-100 company,
and by the time of the

first Atlantic
City Computer Show in August 1976,
Imsai was the leading manufacturer of
personal computers. Ed Faber, who

later

founded ComputerLand, was the

manager for Imsai at the time and
offered a dealership to anyone who
sales

bought $2500 worth of Imsai hardware
and promised to buy 25 additional
computers that year. Under such liberal terms, computer stores began to
proliferate. Many of them were basement or garage operations, and some,
designed to allow a group of buyers to
save money, existed only on paper.

Hand-to-Mouth Operations
The Computer Marts (by this time
there were stores using this name in
California, New Jersey, and New England, all independent but loosely allied) sold Imsai, Sphere, Southwest
Technical Products, Polymorphic, and

Processor Technology computers. The
method of doing business then was
very simple. The customer would come
into the store for a demonstration. He
(and 95% of them were men) needed a
good understanding of computers, because the salesman only spoke computerese and only went through the demo
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Computer Mart of NY attracted a groat deal of attention at the NY Personal
Small Business Computer Show, September 1978.
understand electronic schematics and
have a good eye and a light hand with

&

Whenever Dave came to a convenNew York, he would also de-

tion in

the soldering iron to build a working

liver a

computer. The instructions were mini-

Computer Mart of New York. It was
quite a sight to see Dave arriving for a

mal: "First solder in all resistors on the
top of the board." "Check the schematic for correct values." "Be careful
not to cause any solder bridges." "Run
a jumper wire from Q4-Base to

C43 + ." Even much

later,

when

Magazines for the Mavens
One of the things that kept

the

retailers going was the sale of
magazines. There were only a few personal computer magazines in the beginning, and they were sold only in
computer stores. Almost everyone who
came into the store left with a book or a
magazine usually several magazines.
Back then, there was no such thing
as a back issue. People would buy any
magazine they could get their hands on,

—

latest

issues to

convention dressed in jeans and a
T-shirt advertising Creative Computing

and carrying a bundle of magazines in
each hand.

stores

discovered that they could make more
money by selling "factory assembled"
computers, the machines were really
kits put together by local hobbyists.

computer

batch of his

Computer Stores Proliferate
By the summer of 1976, there
were quite a few new computer stores
across the United States. The Computer Mart name was being used by
John French in Los Angeles, Charles
Dunning in Waltham, MA, and Larry
Stein in Islin, NJ, and Computer Marts
were due to open in Vermont and New
Hampshire.

The
words

first

company

"personal

to

computer"

link

the

was a

store in Fraser, PA. This early retailer
sold a system consisting of Digital
Group computer boards in a fancy
wooden cabinet as the Personal Computer,
thereby christening a new

^i^
9

V-Spell (V'-Spel)
The latest word in spelling correctors featuring an expandable, 60,000 word dictionary, special-use dictionaries,
and built- in dictionary hyphenation. 2.
spelling corrector
that proofs up to 50 pages (60K) of text in less than 50 seconds,

n. 1 .

A

displays misspelled words within the context of a paragraph,
and corrects automatically. 3. A menu-driven spelling corrector that runs on nearly any computer— as well as many word

processing programs. 4.

A one-of-a-kind spelling corrector

up to 40 alternate spellings for each word and
adjusts easily to any operating mode, from beginner to expert.
5. Another fine product from the people who brought you
that offers

VEDIT— acclaimed as the industry standard in text editing
since 1980.

For More Information
or The Name of Your Nearest V-Spell Dealer, Call

1-800-327-5895

CompuView
PRODUCTS,

INC.

CompuView Products, Inc.
1955 Pauline Boulevard - P.O. Box 1349
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48103
313/996-1299
TELEX 701821
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generation of hardware.

Dick Brown's Computer Store was
flourishing in Boston and had a branch
in New York City. Byte'tronics in
Knoxville, TN, and the Computer

Systemcenter

in

Atlanta were two Al-

grew into much larger
Byte'tronics became Seal
Electronics, a manufacturer of memory

tair dealers that

the

of
gold that the pioneers envisioned. Even
such giants as Texas Instruments, Xe-

Silicon Valley. By the summer of 1976,
there were more computer stores in the
San Francisco area than in the entire

rox, and Digital Equipment have failed
to find profitability in the retail computer store business. IBM and Sears
will do well as long as they can con-

Back on the West Coast, Paul
had started his Byte Shops in
Bay Area, and this franchise was
spreading like McDonalds down into
Terrell

rest

boards and computers, and the Computer Systemscenter was the foundation of what later became Peachtree

No Pot

Software.
In the Washington,

DC

area, the

Computer Workshop of Rockland,
MD was introducing little computers
to Federal Government agencies, and
down in Florida, we saw Sunny Computer Stores in Miami and Microsystems in Tampa.
The Micro Store of Richardson
was the only computer store in Texas
until Radio Shack opened a retail computer store in Fort Worth. And in the
midwest, Data Domain of Bloomington, IN, was the forerunner of many
stores in that region, including one
called itty bitty

machine company

in

Chicago.

ket, but

of Gold
Very few of these pioneer retailers
survived the first decade of personal
computing. Many were undercapitalized and, like the manufacturers from
whom they bought, they were often
caught in a cash flow squeeze when
models changed and products became
obsolete. The demise of suppliers like

Processor Technology and Imsai

doom

for many of their dealers.
few of the early retailers have
by going public to raise
money for expansion. Computer Factory of New York City and Prodigy
Systems (formerly Computer Mart of
New Jersey) are two examples.
The success of franchises like
ComputerLand has provided retail
outlets for many computer manufac-

spelled

A

survived

YOU WANT TO OPEN A
WHAT?/DAVID AND
all hours of the
finally finagled a bank
loan that would put us in debt for the
next five years. Then we were ready to
open the world's first microcomputer
center. Ready except for one small detail; we couldn't decide which computer to buy. And even back then,

neither
plied, "Nothing
yet, but
does anyone else!"
After a year of falling asleep on
page 2 of every computer book we tried
to study and cursing our borrowed

Then, computers in place, we
opened our doors, and 700 screaming
people (kids because they were excited
and adults because they were petrified)
rushed in to play the most advanced
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moves down this path, the
percentage of profit diminishes, as does
the amount of service offered to the
consumer. There is no reason to suspect that things will be any different
for personal computers.
tribution

available this side of the Pentadid we have waiting for

And what

Dobb's Journal with the
help of a magnifying glass. Now there
was a graphic adventure: a bunch of
X's chasing an O in living black and
radio
white. And, if you placed an
next to the computer and tuned it in
issue of Dr.

Technology Sol-20s.
they were blue.

.

is a well marked path,
with the entrance being high tech speowned by small companies. The path then leads through
multi-store chains and larger retailers.
Finally, it spreads to many branches,
including mass marketers, mail order
sellers, discount stores, specialty stores,
catalog stores, direct sales, and every
other form of retailing. And as dis-

cialty stores

Well, there was a Robot Chase,
which we entered byte by byte from an

of endeavor. "What in the
world do you know about computers?"
they asked with as much skepticism as
they could muster. To which we re.

truly competitive.
history of electronic equip-

The

ment marketing

them?

teletypewriter until

.

comes

gon.

t all began in August of 1976 during
one of our frequent lapses of sanity.
That was the time we dreamed up
the idea of opening a community computer center. In today's world of bytes,
frame buffers, and miniscule-microscopic-floppies, starting a computer
center might not seem like such a
revolutionary notion. But in that day
and age when the only way someone
could get his hands on a computer was
by going to MIT, it really was something. When we presented our brainstorm to our friends and family, they
were unanimously baffled by our

morning, we

when

there were relatively few choices,
picking "the right system" was a problem. David spent six months collecting
brochures on every one manufactured
within a 25,000-mile radius, and when
it finally came down to the ultimate decision, we purchased ten Processor

Why?

it

their stores will

games

ANNIE FOX

choice

IBM PCs in a seller's marremains to be seen how well
do if the Japanese invade the industry and the market betinue to sell

of the world combined.

businesses.

turers, but the business is not the pot

Because

AM

between stations, you were rewarded
with a cacophony of buzzes and beeps
to accompany your game play.
Then there was Trek-80 which
presented all kinds of challenges, the
first of which was to get the damn
thing loaded successfully from the cassette. Then, when the game was finally
in the machine, it moved so fast that
nobody could learn how to play it.
And let's not forget the ever popular. Guess My Number in which the

computer actually called you by your
first

name (heaven

sisted

on typing

helps those
in

their last

who

in-

names

too).

The Grand Opening

Those were the days when people
would walk into our center in San Rafael, stare stupidly at the Sols lining the
walls and exclaim, "I thought this was
a computer center. Where is The Computer!" What did they think those

Using one of those new digital
watches, they'd stop the recorder when
4 minutes and 30.0 seconds had
elapsed and then demand to know why
the game didn't work.
When everything was working
though, it was pretty easy to wow people with computers then. Running a
ply.

little

program

like:

INPUT "What is your
name?" NS
20 PRINT "Nice to meet
N$
you "
10

,

;

to knock anyone's socks
Today's kids are different. With all
the mileage they rack up in the arcades, they have become a pretty jaded
group. But during our first couple of
years only one or two kids out of every
visiting school group had even touched
a computer.

was enough
off.

Great Expectations
Despite (or because of) their total
ignorance, people expected miraculous
things from computers back then, figuring them to be a cross between the Library of Congress and a crystal ball.
We were constantly hearing com-

Annie Fox, along with her husband, David, co-founded the world's
first public access microcomputer center. Since its opening in 1977. Marin
Computer Center has served as a prototype for bringing today's technology to

word processor, of course)
ing on her second novel.

and

is

Basic, illustrates her unique approach to
opening the world of computers to "nontechnical" people. These days Annie devotes her time to fiction writing (on a

things were, blue typewriters. Weren't
they large enough to qualify as real

program from the recorder into the
computer, either there wasn't enough

computers? Those "micros" weighed in
at 44 pounds apiece, not to mention the
30-pound monitors we had to lug
around with them when we went out to
schools to spread the word. Oh the bi-

memory

the public.

At the

center,

Annie was

responsible for teaching all the
programming classes for children and
adults. Her popular book. Armchair

ceps

we

we

weren't bench
pressing the computers, the technology
was somewhat difficult to work with in
the days before everyone used floppydisks.

We

had

to

contend with onery

didn't run. "How come my
dosen't work?" she said,
in dismay, "I told

wringing her hands

then, figuring

them to be a cross between the Library of

Congress and

a

tomer changed

tape recorders that routinely ate tapes

Hangman

and onery computers that consistently

Then

refused to talk to the tape recorders
when the cables were plugged into the
wrong holes. When we finally got a

gram still
program

the cus-

People expected miraculous things from computers back

developed!

Even when

game or

to play the

plaints like, "Can't it even tell me my
birthday?" and "How come it doesn't
know the capital of Venezuela?" One
rrfan searched in vain for a slot in the
back of a Sol large enough to accept
copies of both an English and a
Russian dictionary, figuring the computer would then be able to do instant
translations for him. A woman took
our beginning programming class had
typed the word EDIT on line 1 of her
non-functional program before she
saved it on cassette overnight. When
she came back the next morning, she
was distraught to find that the pro-

work-

David Fox has been a member of
the Computer Games Project at
Lucasftlm Ltd. since 1982 and was the
project leader for one of their first
games. Rescue on Fractalus!. He is the
co-author of Pascal Primer, Armchair
Basic, and Computer Animation
Primer as well as the software package
Apple Spice. When not playing with
computers, David enjoys science fiction,
good films, photography, and biking
with Annie and their daughter, Jessica.

after

who

asked,

this

game

mind about wanting

his

it

"How

long will

five

it

take for

"Somewhere

minutes," we'd

be-

traded for anything.

re-

VOLUME

EDIT!"

fun

were the customers

to load?"

to

Have we mentioned yet how much
it
all was back at the dawn of
microcomputers? It was a double density pleasure that we wouldn't have

all.

there

tween four and

crystal! ball.
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THEY DON'T MAKE

COMPUTER MAGS
THEY USED TO/
TOM DWYER

What brought on the avalanche of
nothingness now found nestled in the

LIKE

Tom Dwyer

is

professor

of com-

puter science at the University of

Pitts-

burgh. He was director at Project SOLO
in the early 1970's, an innovative project
to develop interactive learning materials. Since then, he has written (with
Margot Critchfield) a dozen or so books
on personal computing including Basic
and the Personal Computer and So
You Just Bought a What?

Portrait of the author lamenting the
passing of 'the good old days' in
computer magazine publishing. The
protrait abstraction was done by

Margot

Critchfield, using

Ah,

for

the

KBMOUSE.

tomatoes grown from real
seeds, cigars rolled from real tobacco, beer made by real brewers. And
of course real computer magazines,
magazines good enough to read and
small enough to lift.
Nostalgia notwithstanding, there
actually was a time when all the computer magazines had personality. Having them show up in your living room
was like having the editors themselves
drop in to express their sometimes

KB MOUSE program
100
110
120
130
140
ISO
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400

I

distinctive "we'll

and Creative Computing.

Wayne Green,

a fellow who delighted his readers by taking on IBM,
Tandy, and
(or any other corporate gaint) each and every month.
And of course, there was Dave Ahl's
Creative Computing, never afraid to engage in a little leg pulling. In fact it was

run by

AT&T

sometimes
April

mal"

1

difficult to tell its infamous
extravaganza from the "nor-

issue.

are they now? How did (in
the words of Minnie Floppy) "the fron-

Where

tal

lobotomy crowd" get to take over?

•
KBMOUSE. BAS
(A KEYBOARD 'MOUSE' TOR THE IBM PC)
REPRINTED WITH PERSMISSION OF ADDISON WESLEY CO
1
"* B ' T ° F IBM BASIC » ND BASICA"
(1984)
.......J5?
ON ERROR GOTO 7 30
CLS: SCREEN 1: COLOR 0,0: DIM CUR»(14|

LINE (158, 98) -(162, 102), 2: LINE (158, 102) - (162,98)
,2
GET(158,98I-(162,102),CUR%
'SAVE CURSOR INCUR!
PRINT- >>> USE THE NUMBER PAD TO DRAW <<<•
INPUT->>> PRESS <NUM LOCK>, THEN PRESS <ENTER>" ;
DUMS
CLS: KEY OFF: LOCATE 25,1
PRINT - 5-PEN UP/DOWN
B-BRUSH
C-COLOR-;
T-9999: F-l: P-l: C-3: S-0: COLR-3
X-160: Y-100: PSET(X,YI
'START IN MIDDLE OF SCREEN

START MAIN LOOP

X$-INKEY$
D-VAL(XS)
IF XS---THEN PUT(X-2,Y-2) ,CUR«: PUT(X-2,Y-2) ,CUR%:GOTO
530
IF XS--B- THEN GOSUB 590
'BRUSH SELECTION ROUTINE
IF XS--C- THEN GOSUB 650
'COLOR SELECTION
ON D GOTO 340, 350, 360, 370, 380, 390, 400, 410, ROUTINE
420
GOTO 280
OX— 1: DY-1: GOTO 430
'NUM PAD
- SOUTHWEST
OX-0: DY-1: GOTO 430
'NUM PAD
- SOUTH
DX-1: DY-1: GOTO 430
'NUM PAD
- SOUTHEAST
DX— 1: DY-0: GOTO 4 30
'NUM PAD
- WEST
DX-0: DY-0: P-F*-l: GOTO
'NUM PAD
- PEN UP/DOWN
DX-1: DY-0: GOTO 430
'NUM PAD
- EAST
DX--1: DY— li GOTO 430
'NUM PAD
- NORTHWEST

CREATIVE
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410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
520
530
540
550
560
570
580
590
600
610
620
630
640
650
660
670
680
690
700
710
720
730

do it our way" personDobb's Journal
There are
magazines
Compute/) that

ality in oldies like Dr.

also

middle-aged

several

(Microsystems and
have preserved their integrity. The
proof is in the continued value of their
back issues. This has held up consistently over the years and is just as high
for recent volumes.
As an example, the March 1984 issue of Creative contained 12 articles
that gave "inside looks" at computer
companies. These articles will undoubtedly make valuable source material when the history of this decade
of computing is written. The articles
were done with a professionalism and

—

candor that is refreshing especially
when you consider the pressure on

DX-0: DY--1: GOTO 430
DX-1: DY--1: GOTO 430

'

dollar

Preserving Our Integrity
So much for the bad news. The
good new is that in more than one case
the style and flair of the early days of
computer magazine publishing are
alive and well. There is still plenty of

There was, for example, the thin
version of Byte with its genius for
forging
new frontiers as master-

listing.

:

pected, especially when the
stakes involved are considered.

controversial, but always fascinating,
points of view.

minded by Carl Helmers. Across town
there was a rival mag called Kilobaud

good old days

dozen of slick newcomers
that look as though they were all produced by a conglomerate called Puerile
Press? And where the devil is Minnie?
One answer is that times have
changed, and there's a new publishing
need today, one "attuned" to a new
readership. Another answer is that
computer magazines are now big business, and the rash of instant imitators
flooding the newstands is to be exfolds of the

'NUM PAD 8
'NUM PAD 9

X-X»DX:Y-Y*DY
IF X<0 OR X>313 OR Y<0 OR Y>193 THEN 530
PUT(X-2,Y-2) ,CUR%: PUT(X-2,Y-2) ,CUR1
IF F--1 THEN 530
DRAW ONE POINT OR MANY POINTS
IF S-0 THEN PSET (X, Y) ,COLR: GOTO 530
PSET(X»S*RND,Y-S»RND) ,COLR

-

NORTH
NORTHEAST

PSET(X-S*RND,Y-fS«RND) ,COLR
PSET(X-S*RND,Y-S*RND) ,COLR
PSET(X*S«RND,Y*S«RND) ,COLR
T-T-l: LOCATE 1,1: PRINT-TIME LEFT:"T

GOTO 280
'

'_

END MAIN LOOP
-————--•———-——————-—«
————««««

'
BRUSH 6 COLOR SUBROUTINE
LOCATE 25,1: PRINT"L)ARGE M) EDIUM S)MALL
Y$-INKEY$: IF Y$-"" THEN 600
IF YS--L" THEN S-10
IF YS-"M" THEN S-5
IF YS--S" THEN S-0
GOTO 710
LOCATE 25,1: PRINT"G-GREEN R-RED Y-YELLOW E-ERASE (BLK)":
Y$-INKEYS: IF Y$-" THEN 660
IF YS-"R" THEN COLR-2
IP YS-"G" THEN COLR-1
IF Y$-"Y" THEN COLR-3
IF YS--E - THEN COLR-0
LOCATE 25,l:PRINT - 5-PEN UP/DOWN
B-BRUSH
C-COLOR
RETURN
LOCATE 1,1: PRINT"!! OFF SCREEN !!" RESUME 300
t

:

.

A New Age Dawns for
Microcomputer Programming
PROMAL" is innovative.
PROMAL (PROgrammer's Micro
Application Language) was
designed to achieve maximum
performance from small comput-

The First Fast
Structured

Language
That Lets You

Program The

Way You
Always

Only $49.95.

COMPILED LANGUAGE

PROMAL overcomes the perfor-

Structured procedural lar>3ua9e
with indentation

mance limitations inherent in all

.

own command-oriented

microcomputer
programmers have been

to your programm ng needs.
Finally there's an answer to the
need for a complete environment for simple and rapid
program development. Finally a
new age has begun for microcomputer programmers Finally

waiting for.

there's

i

operating system executive,-

fast

one-pass compiler,- and fullscreen cursor-driven editor. In
short, PROMAL is the complete
set of tools that

PROMAL.

PROMAL is fast.
J

Commodore 64 Benchmark

30

f
630

490

51

55

128

2SS

329

181

415

W?/

frogram Load Time (sees.)

3.2

38

63

11.2

235

Compile Time (sees.)

85

—

—

3.9

108

PROMAL is easy.
It's easier to learn than Pascal or C
or FORTH. It makes use of powerful structured statements, like IFELSE, WHILE, REPEAT, FOR, and
CHOOSE. Indentation of statements is part of the language's

syntax,

and
line

I/O library
IF,

WHILE

CHOOSE, BREAK, REPEAT,
INCLUDE, NEXT, ESCAPE, REFUGE
Compiler I/O from/to disk or memory
FOR,

EXECUTIVE

Command oriented, w/line editing
Memory resident
Allows multiple user programs in

memory at once
Function key definitions

Program abort and pause
22 Resident system commands,

command recall

I/O Re-direction to disk or pnnter
Batch jobs

EDITOR

Une insert, delete, search
String search and replace
Block copy, move, delete & wnte to/

read from

file

Auto indent, undent support

PROMAL is available for the
table show, PROMAL is much
Commodore 64 now.
faster than any language tested.
From 70% to 2000% faster! And PROMAL is scheduled for

i

Built in

Arrays, stnngs, pointers
Control Statements IF-ELSE,

Full-screen, cursor driven
Function key controlled

As the benchmark results in the

and run time, it also reduces
programming development time.

No line numbenng required
Lons variable names
Gobal, Local, & Arg variables
Byte, Word, Integer & Real types
Dec or Hex number types
Functions w/passed arguments
Procedures w/passed arguments

Prior

Object Code Size(bytes)

it generates the most compact
object code. The PROMAL
compiler is so fast that it can
compile a 100-line source
program in 10 seconds or less.
And, not only is it fast n com pi le

Simplified syntax requirements

8 user-defined resident commands,
no limit on disk commands

4'*/&

Execution Time (sees.)

St

(Sieve of Eratosthenes)

1-passcompler

Fast,

performance

Wanted To.

And For

PROMAL FEATURES

PROMAL is elegant.

previously
small systems. It gives you access
impossible except with machine to the power of the machine.
But
language. And it was developed, it doesn't require
the complexity
specifically, to meet the need for
of machine language programa development system for limited ming. With PROMAL,
you can
memory environments
have performance the easy way.
PROMAL is complete.
since it was developed from the
It's a fast, structured programming very beginning to work on small
language. It's also a true develop- systems...elegantly.
ment system, complete with its
PROMAL may be the answer
ers...

Meet
promal:

with saves to memory and complation from memory workspace

release on the Apple He in
December, 1984 and on the
IBM PC in 1st Quarter, 1985.

LIBRARY
43 Machine-language commands

Memory resident
Call by name with arguments
I/O, Edit, String, Cursor control

and much more

PROMAL runs on
Commodore 64s with disk drive.

HOWTOOftDCR
PleoseserKlmemycop/ofP(tOM^fcirtheCornmockxe64att4995plus»5.00for
shipping and handling at a total cost of $54.95. Satisfaction guaranteed
Please send me a PROMAL demo diskette for the Commodore 64 at $10 (or the diskette
plus $2 50 for postase and handling for a total cost of $12.50. (Non-refundable.)

OM|r check is enclosed.

Please charge

my purchase to nv~D Wsa

Card Number

MasterCard

tap. abort Date

SJ9nsture

so all programs are neatly

logically written. There are no
numbers to complicate your

programming.
don't take

And comments

up memory space, so

you can document programs
completely. And with the fullscreen editor, you can speed
through program development

Oty,S*j**,Bp

Moth Carolina residents add 4 '.%
for quKker response

Wl Free 1-800-762-7874

on credit card orders, call

(In

North Carolina 919-787-7703)

Our Guarantee
>y your copy of PROVi for 1 5 days. If you are not completeV satisfied, retLm it to us
undamaged and weH refund your money No questions asked. Dealer inqunes invited.

SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATES
3700 Computer Drive, Dept. CR-1
Raleigh, North Carolina 27609

CIRCLE 226 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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computer magazines to not

risk offend-

ing their advertisers.
The ultimate test of a computer
magazine, however, is in its technical
content. And with all due respect to
professional writers, the real gems in

TWO YEARS BEHIND THE
MASTHEAD/DAVID LUBAR
David Lubar is 30 years old and
writes things. Some of the things are
computer programs. Some of the things
are articles. The thing here is supposed
to be an article, but you may feel free to
turn it into a program.
He has been married for seven
years, which, he says, is against the law
in California, but he and his wife Joelle

computer magazines have come from
amateur contributors.
Such material can be particularly
valuable to teachers and students
(which, of course, includes

all

of

us).

For example, there was an article in
the February 1984 issue of Creative by
Kimball Rudeen called "Curve Design."

my

told

I

class in

Computer

plan to flout tradition and stay together.
Lubar's first real job was with Creative
Computing. His current real job is with
game is
latest
His
Activision.
Pastfinder. He asks that you please buy
it and get one for a friend.

Graphics about it, and we implemented versions of Kimball's
Blended Parabola program for both the
IBM PC and the Zenith Z100. (In-

Z 100 is really a super
color graphics system). For our purpose, this article was the nicest thing to
come along since malted barley.

cidentally, the

into your ex-boss can be
Especially if your exDavid Ahl and you're trying to run into him at a computer
show. He was always there, but hard to
find
a rumor at Applefest, a shadow
at CES. We finally met up at the West

Running

difficult.

Do Something

Creative
But there's more. I then gave the
following assignment: "Do something
creative."

"What does

that

mean?"

they asked. "Well," I replied, "how
about designing an interactive version
of Kimball's program that integrates
his blended parabola algorithm with
the color-keyboard-mouse utility I

gave you
This
sically

last

week"

utility

(KBMouse)

a computerized

is
baetch-a-sketch

program that allows use of different
colors and paint brushes (including a
spray can a la Lisa and Macintosh).

The students' results with this assignment have been quite impressive. Creative Computing lived up to its name
once again, helping a few dozen undergraduates at one university understand
a little bit more about creative-versustextbook learning.
For those of you

who would

like

your hand at this same assignment and in the spirit of never ending
a computer magazine article without
to try

contributing at least one useful idea, a
of KBMouse for an IBM PC with
the color graphics adapter appears on

listing

page 140. The program can be used
as is or modified to become an interactive input module in another program (like Blended Parabola).
Incidentally, the version we used on
the Z100 is both simpler and better.
Neither the screen command nor the

num lock

hassle are needed; screen
resolution is higher; and all eight colors are available. Even better results
are possible on the Tandy 2000.
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boss

is

—

Coast Computer Faire. After chatting
a bit and exchanging cat pictures, he

mentioned that Creative was on the
verge of a tenth anniversary. The occasion would be marked with a special issue including articles by those who had
written for Creative in the past. As
usual, the boss put no restrictions on
contents.
This lack of restrictions can make
life tough. If the boss had said "How
about a short piece on the philosophical implications of the IBM keyboard,"
or "Could you write one of those use-

machine language programs
I would have had no problem.
But I was on my own and wanted to do
something worthy of the occasion.
Everything I considered seemed either
too shallow or too specialized. What
follows is a compromise; a mosaic of

by Itself Justifies the
Existence of the Magazine
"Tero's Apple" was a father's
story of how he modified a computer
for his handicapped son. It inspired the
first Computers and the Handicapped
Article that

issue.

Three Games that Kept Us from
Getting

Any Work Done

in

Editorial.

• Castle Wolfenstein. (Andy made
general. The rest of us kept blowing up
chests full of grenades.)
• TI 99/4 Soccer. (Had this game
not existed, the magazine could easily
have been published weekly.)
• David's Midnight Magic. (Sub

award to Peter Fee

for best

body en-

glish displayed during play of a computer game. It's all in the wrists.)

less little

for us,"

Most Controversial

Article

"Don't Write that Program" by
Steve Kimmel. This essay on the pointless side of using a computer for small
tasks was met with a large, mixed response and inspired an article called

memories.

(surprise, surprise)
Program." Steve has

and

controversy.

impressions, anecdotes, and
To give some order to it,
on the current popularity of books of lists,
records, and trivia, I welcome you to

scenes,

to blatantly capitalize

the Creative

Computing Awards,

Records, Lists, and Other Stuff.

Worst Advice Given to an
Associate Editor Attending His

Computer Show
The hotel is just a short walk from
train station. You won't need a

First

the
taxi.

"Write that
a

knack

for

Best Caption for a Letter
Input/Output
Following an article on stock mar-

in

ket predictions, a writer informed us
that there was also a large school of
people called "chartists," who used
other methods for stock analysis. The
letter was captioned "Pardon Me Boys,
that the Chart that Knew the
is
Future?"
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SAVE UP TO 26%

ON THE FUTURE OF MICROCOMPUTING...

CREATIVE COMPUTING has
been ahead of its time, trailblazins

computers

in the classroom
before the first system was
ever sold!

new applications

and evaluates the newest

replace silicon chips

your

in

*

system?

• How will the technology
of Japan change micro-

CREATIVE COMPUTING
has covered the controver•

in hardware, softcomputing?
for
sies surrounding data se• How will the Fifth Genermicrocomputers. We're the
curity, personal privacy,
ation, the most advanced
*1 computer magazine, not
computer abuse and er
Artificial Intelligence Project,
because we're 10 years old,
gonomics before privacy
affect you?
but because we've kept our
laws and keyboard design
Make computing an excitfingers on the pulse of microbecame realities!
ing and vibrant science with
computing and our eyes on
AND CREATIVE COMPUTING
the applications, predictions
the future!
WILL NOT REST ON ITS
and evaluations the comCREATIVE COMPUTING
LAURELS! In future issues we
puter world has turned
predicted the development
will bring you to the foreto for over ten years—
and use of portable comfront of the latest controverCREATIVE COMPUTING!
puters when mainframes and
sies, product releases and
KEEP YOUR FINGER ON
punchcards were the only
predictions that are shaping
THE PULSE OF TOMORindustry standards!
the microcomputing
ROW... SUBSCRIBE TO

releases

^^^^^

ware and peripherals

I
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industry

predicted the use of micro-

• Will

TODAY!

organic chips
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Creative Computing

YES!

I

my

Co 80322

to stay ahead of the times! Please accept
subscription to CREATIVE COMPUTING for:

8 issues for

12 issues for
$19.97. SAVE

$13.97 SAVE 16%!

\

Box 5214

Bouldet,

want

Savirgs based on

full

one year

\ Check one:
\ Charge my:

f~)

20%!

24 issues for
$36.97.

SAVE 26%!

(12 issues) subscription price of $24 97

Payment enclosed
American Express

Bill

me

Visa

\ Card No

CC4Z015

later

MasterCard

_Exp. Date_

\ Mr/Mrs./Ms._
\ Company

please print

full

name

\ Address
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\ Add

State

Zip

40« per issue in Canada, 80< per issue in all other countries.
Please allow 30 to 60 days for delivery of first issue.

GOOD THINGS COME
IN

SMALL PACKAGES.
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Soro» Protector

vkiwi

i

what
Surge protection for your computer has been proven to be a necessity— rather than an accessory*. But
in
about the rest of your household? The same micro processor technology which gave us computers is present
This means that
your microwave oven, TV, VCR, stereo system and those new fangled appliances that talk to you.
throughout the rest
the same power surges, spikes and glitches that can destroy your computer can wreak havoc
of your household.
We're EPD, the leader in electronic protection devices who brought you
The LEMON \ Now we've packed our technological knowhow into The KIWI \
into it, and its two LED
It simply plugs into an outlet and your appliance plugs
lights give you a quick visual check that your KIWI is providing constant
protection.
it's
The KIWI
computer dealer.
.

.

.

a small

wonder and

is

ripe for the picking at your local

'Studies by a major microcomputer insurance company
only to theft, among reasons for computer loss

show power

surges rank second,

P.O. Box 673. Waltham. MA 02254
(617)890-2518 • 1-800-343-1813
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Best Christmas Gift

from a Publisher
One year we each got
home one of the toys that had
viewed for the December

take

been

issue.

a

(Note

Fee

In

Buy

that

second

Kimmel's

article.

"Don't
pass

article

Computer"

will

lead a comto take over

Hanover Avenue. However, the initial
will leave him gasping for
breath, and his horde of followers will

be easily distracted by the hardware
manuals scattered in their path.
Ted Nelson will invent something
only three years ahead of its time instead of the usual

10 or 20. It will
probably be something of an organic
nature.

Best Freelancer
Glenn Hart. Glenn has a knack
making sense out of complicated

for

topics.

Besides that he's a great guy
to be a professional musician.

and used

since.

Betsy Staples has been moonlighting for years as an essayist, writing under the name of Fran Leibowitz and

sending her profits to a special fund for
removing all punk rockers from Britain.
Once a year, an ad is run with the
encrypted message "The walrus is
Paul." The first reader to spot and decode the message wins a free Windcruise to Montana.
All programs over five pages long
are actually the same, except for the ti-

and remarks. So

far,

no one has

noticed.

discovered early on that the easito do a review was to write it
then look for a piece of software
fit the description. If anyone
has a
game in which the player throws boomerangs at attacking teddy bears,
there's a dandy write-up for it in the
I

way

first,

that

tiles.

lines

in

program

Steve Levy, a writer for Rolling
started doing a few articles
about the computer world several years
He just finished a book on hackers
and is one of the few people around
who has managed to cover the scene
from the outside (though he moves
more to the inside every day) without
sensationalizing things or hyping wh;it
he sees.
Stone,

ago.

A Serious Prediction
With processor speeds increasing
and memory getting cheaper, (he fine
of good programming will vanish.
Elegant code will become a rare item

art

Best Father Figure a

table."

David Ahl disappeared three years
ago, leaving in his place a PDP-1 1 proto handle all the publishing
tasks. Aside from occasional post cards
from Bora Bora, he hasn't been heard

grammed

Fee.

Nice Guy Award for a Journalist
Not Associated with the Magazine

coverage

it

Facts about

honor of the new decade, Peter

Wayne Green will
mando raid, attempting

was feasible at the time. Always on the
fringe of the field, Ted seems to
get
there before the rest of us. And every
time we reach him, he moves on.
the Magazine
Each month's Apple Cart is the
previous month's Outpost. Atari with
the word ANTIC changed to "lookup

Write
letter of the sentence next
to each
letter of the alphabet. Players
have five
minutes to find famous people whose
initials match each letter
pair. If the
boss comes in, pretend you're
compiling a list of future contributing
editors.
For complete rules, and a list of upcoming tournaments, contact Peter

one

unnoticed.

Ted Nelson. With all the current
publicity about software windows, it is
only fair to mention that Ted has been
preaching this concept for years. He
also invented the concept of word
processing, though no one thought

• Names. This is played by writing
the alphabet on a piece of paper.
You
then choose a random sentence.

will publish his strat-

will write his

Steve

Most Memorable Person

jammer

by placing a person's picture
there,
waiting 24 hours, then counting
the
holes.

Ken Uston

honors have to go to the
April Fools issue of 1980. It
is a classic and timeless
parody. For
creative layout, honors go to the October 1980 Smalltalk issue.

Those missing

This is done as
an educational

egy for beating VisiCalc and be banned
from accounting offices on the West

First

tle

and

Predictions for the Future

The Best Issues Ever

from

puzzle

r^^T

re-

Coast.

Known

KAA

service.

that the next year we got a
chance to
purchase leftover cheese from a press
party at a discount rate, so things
have
a way of balancing out).

Little

*.

listings are intentional.

both
to

mammoth

est

STORF.S

Magazine Ever Had
Ron Antonaccio, who oversees
shipping, won all our hearts by providing lunch at a reasonable price, as well
as munchies and breakfast treats. Besides, his wife makes the best
baked
beans in the world, and Ron is always
willing to take on extra tasks like
running the Super Bowl pool.

Worst Piece of Equipment
The word processor in editorial
while I was there was a hand-wired Altair with other vintage attachments
such as a Solid State Music video

board and an ASR-33 Teletype
running at a staggering speed of 15
characters per second. The system still
works, though no one knows why.

Three Non-Computer Games that
Caused Much Wasted Time
in

Editonal

• Nerf basketball. Andy has the
height advantage, but a body tackle
usually equalized things.
• Darts. When the gang got tired
of the game, the board could also be
used as a polling device. This was done

VOIUM
UME

practiced by a few diehards. Since
there will be no external evidence
of
this,

no one

will notice.

The Lemon Law

A positive review will evoke little
response from readers. A negative review will be met with scads of angry
from people insisting they got
their money's worth.
letters

Untrue Rumors and Other Lies
We never played Frisbee with the
ZX-80. True, we did use it as a doorstop on occasion, but never as a flying
toy.

Editorial loves getting

the

more the

phone

calls,

better.

There are not ten thousand copies
of Space Invader tapes for the Exidy
Sorcerer in the warehouse. Five thousand is a more realistic guess.

A

Fun Joke to Play at a
Computer Show
In the old days, booths at computer shows were staffed by hackers,
hobbyists, and entrepreneurs. Remore and more companies
are acquired by large corporations,
the
cently, as

REATIVE
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booths have been taken over by people
corporate sales
in suits (perhaps from
perhaps from Mars. Who
forces,
you're
knows). Anyhow, the next time
one of
at a computer show, go up to

an

such
missing, but I can recommend
humexercise for anyone who needs a
bling and rather messy experience.
moved
we
before
In the early days,
magazine
to larger headquarters, the

ridicuthese booths and ask something
issue
lous such as, "Say, which back
had that article on turning your
your
Selectric into a modem?" or "Are
converted
easily
more
listings
program
Algol or ASCII?" It's great fun and

And a

working

Own
1.

Good Reasons to
a Computer
your checkIt makes balancing

book easy since there

is

nothing

left

to

balance.

a great toy.

2. It is

You can use it to make a billion
Or
dollars at home in your spare time.
3.

my

of

Mush

do value the time

I

spent

Computing. It
to
was a great experience and a chance
some fine people. A lot of

There were also a lot of fantastic
moments. Here are a few that stand
out in

it

Moment

Final

really

I

get to

On the Other Hand

computer
was work.

got to play scads of

1

games and pretend

but
a spot in the hallway or kitchen,
fate was not that kind.

keep them busy for hours.

Eight

mention.

was run from a small duplex. My office
was a stairwell. I would have killed for

to

will

Pelczarski, Bob Bishop, Doug
numerous to
Carlston, and others too

Mark

mind.

York InI got to tour the New
of Technology and see some of
graphics
the most advanced computer
in the world.
The job brought me in contact

for

Creative

know

a lot
innovation went on there, and
almore will come. Dave and Betsy
write
ways gave writers free rein to
rare
whatever they wanted. This is a

stitute

and an
thing in the publishing world
the magaattitude that has helped keep
We've all
zine on the leading edge.

with some of the most creative, and
nicest, people in the field, including

gained a

on the
ting

lot from this. Congratulations
decade, and thanks for letshare in the madness.

first

me

go bankrupt.
a really neat toy.
a tax write-off.

4. It is
5. It is

you hate your neighbors, you
their
can use your computer to destroy
TV reception. This works even if you
like your neighbors.
7. Everyone else has one.
6. If

8. It is

An

THE ROLE OF MAGAZINES
IN

PERSONAL COMPUTING/

DAVID BUNNELL

a fantastic toy.

Introduction to

October. Bunnell had revealed his plan
Guide
to publish PC: The Independent

Programmer Language
following translations are prea public service for the
sented
spouses, siblings, and parents of programmers. When a programmer is

to IBM Personal Computers, a magazine devoted exclusively to the IBM PC.

The

as

In November 1982 when PC magazine
was sold to Ziff-Davis Publishing Com-

searching for that last bug and says,
minutes," he
"I'll be done in five
means, "See you sometime next week."
"It's a really useful peripheral and
only costs $800 means "It's a neat

pany and moved

to

New

York, Bunnell

launched a new magazine— PC
personal computer magazine for second-generation IBM PCs

World—the
and

it

compatibles.

toy."

can write a short program to
handle your records," translates into
"See you in a month."
"

It's

anniversary of

being the tenth
This
Creative Computing, the

I

Not

All

No job

Glamour
is

perfect.

Following are a

intruded.

computer show in
Arlington part was

Philadelphia.

The

but I reached
Philadephia, tired and ready to sack
room
out, just in time to find my hotel
was being used for the Creative

Computing press

fine,

party.

My second day on the job, I got to
search through ten bags of garbage for
some missing manuscripts. It later
turned out the manuscripts weren't
146 CREATIVE COMPUTING/NOVEMBER 1984

per-

appropriate topic. The past ten years
have taken Creative Computing from
being a unique publication to being one
of more than 200 such publications.
Today these magazines range from
general publications, such as Personal

few incidents into which reality

One of my first assignments was
covering a videodisc conference in
Arlington. From there, I had to go to a

first

computer magazine, personal computer magazines seem an
sonal

At
enough

36,

David Bunnell

is

young

to have spent most of his working life in the personal computer field.
In the early 70's, Bunnell joined MITS,
Inc.,

and
later

and was

Computing and

to

maga-

Radio
Shack computers and PC Magazine for
IBM personal computers. Other magaof
aspects
specific
at
zines are aimed
personal computing such as retailing
(Computer Retailing and Computer
Dealer), programming (Lifelines), and

advertising the Altair. Two years
he left and served as publisher of

Personal Computing.
In August, 1981. IBM announced
computer
its entry into the personal
market, and by the time IBM had
packed and sealed its first shipment in

Microcomputing,

specialized, machine-specific
zines, such as 80-Micro for

responsible for marketing

I

software buying (List).

.

.

You Can't Make
Money With Computers,
You Just Haven't Tried!
f

BY NICK LAURIELLO
In the last five years, over
billion computers were sold in
the United States. Computer companies are gearing up to produce
another
billion
10
computer
devices in the next five years
Forecasters are now predicting a
1000# Increase in the number of
personal computers in use by
1990.
While most of the fanfare is
being centered around the computer manufacturer' s
battle
for
supremacy
(some winning,
some
losing) , what is going unnoticed
by the general public is the
billions of dollars being made
by
the many smaller computer
support enterprises. These spinoff operations are under intense
pressure to support the computer
industry with software, supplies,
peripherals, accessories, parts,
information, education, and many
other services.
spin-off business often
A
can tie entered without 'any technical computer knowledge . but with
Just a little business se nse
Not so long ago I was asked
to write an article for a computer magazine on "How to get your
ideas
into production". As a
electronics
consultant in the
industry and President of Super
Circuits Inc., (a manufacturer
of Printed Circuit Boards for the
electronics industry during the
helped many
last 15 years),
I
and produce
companies package
devices and
computer — related
software. Some were firms with
new ideas and some with not so
new (borrowed) ideas.
an article on what
I wrote
ideas.
In
to do with these
addition, what to do if you lack
original ideas was included.
The article was rejected by
the magazine. Why? Because it was
too critical of some advertisers.
of these
It explained how many
advertisers operated. The article
much "inside"
too
contained
information on how you can start
a business with borrowed ideas
advertisers
as many of those
themselves did.
1

But all was not lost!
I
expanded the article into a full
study of business opportunities
in the computer
industry. It was
bound into a book about what
?eople are doing to make money
n
this industry.
If you've been waiting for
the next big boom to get in on
the ground
floor of a growth
industry, that boom is happening
now and the~~indu3try is "computers".
There's money to be made
in
computers, lots of it. Buf
don't think about manufactur i ng
computers. The stakes are too
high for the small businessman.
Instead, look to the spin-off
enterprises. That's where you'll
find thousands of opportunities
available to those who know how
to find them.
You' ve probably seen some of
these opportunities, or had ideas
of your own, but just didn't know
how to capitalize on them.
Perhaps all you need is a guided
tour
through the InflustryT with
facts and figures,
to understand
how the Industry works ana how
easy It la for an individual to"
start a computer-related business'
and grow with the Industry.
In this book I have analyzed
hundreds of business opportunities, providing guidelines that
tell what to look for and what
the potential market is before
investing in any of them.
This book explains how some
people are making money, with no
computer or very little business
experience. They are filling a
need or performing a service that
was created by the growth of the
industry
itself.
Emphasis is
placed on businesses that can be
started part-time and with little
capital investment that have the
potential of developing into
large profitable enterprises.
Some of the topics covered
are.... Sales and Distribution;
Retail Stores;
Wholesalers;
Discount Outlets;
Franchises;
Systems Houses; Vertical Markets;
Parfrtime Businesses;
Mail Order
SoftComputer Services;
Sales;
-
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ware Markets;
Writing Programs;
Contract Work;
Freelancing;
Games, Utilities, and Educational
Software;
Selling to Publishers;
Publishers Looking for Freelance
Programs;
Publishing Software;
Copyrights;
Advertising; Direct
Mail; Magazine Advertising; Writing; Manufacturing;
Peripherals;
Accessories;
Packaging;
Service
Centers;
Database Centers;
The
Educational Market;
Supplies;
Computer Control;
Future Trends;
Developing Ideas; Creative
Thought; and more.
This boofc is must reading
for anyone thinking about starting a computer-related buslnessT
For the experienced business
person, it's a valuable reference
guide with lists of
computer
manufacturers, software publishers,
distributors,
franchises,
facts and figures about what the
competition Is doing. It contains
more then 250 pages of valuable
information on who is
making
money with computers, which businesses are open to competition,
which are already saturated, and
which are predicted to be money
makers.
The cost of this book is
only $1 4 -95 • Less than the cost
of many game software packages.
Tet, making money in the computer
Industry is one of the
most
rewarding games in the country
today.
Pet in on it!

Send today for your copy and
get started.
Of course this book
comes with a guarantee. If you
are not satisfied with it, Just
return it within 7 days for a
prompt refund, no questions
asked
Send $14.95 today to:

RYDER PUBLISHING CO.
Ave. R, Box 344
Brooklyn NY 11234

4121

N.Y. residents add sales tax. We
pay postage.

•"?«**
personal computers
explains the existence of such a diverse
collection of magazines. Unlike many
of the great technological inventions
preceding it, the personal computer
acts as an extension of the mind. As
such, the personal computer is im-

The nature of

mensely diversified and

in

many ways

immensely complicated. Every aspect
of personal computing, from buying to

programming, involves an incredible amount of decision making.
The amazing array of personal
computers, programs, and optional
products emphasizes this fact.
No matter how you are involved
with the personal computer, you need
lots of information. Gathering this
selling to

information is often difficult because
the personal computer is still young
and is evolving so rapidly that the
available information is in constant
flux. Today's state-of-the-art spreadsheet is tomorrow's has-been.
Creative Computing, the first and
longest lived personal computer magazine and its founder, David Ahl, deserve tremendous applause. Not all

computing magazines have
been such great successes. Over the
years I have watched many of them
rise and fall.
One of those that tried and failed
was a personal computing magazine
published by Erik
called
Sandberg-Diment, now a well-read colpersonal

ROM

umnist for the

New

York Times.

came out only nine times

before

ROM
it

bit

by being creative and having
fun with their personal computers.
Carl Helmers, who created the
idea for Byte magazine, had a different
idea. More fascinated with the technology of computers than with their
applications, Carl believed that many
people would want to learn about computer technology and actually participate in the development of the personal
computer. He guessed right, and Byte
became one of the all-time great
publishing success stories.
Both David Ahl and Carl Helmers
created magazines that they would like
to read. Basically, David's magazine
was a software magazine and Carl's, a
hardware one. Their motives had little
to do with building publishing empires
or making megabucks. They simply
knew that there were a lot of people
who needed a magazine to help them
actively pursue their passions for
to learn

the dust. Other

titles no longer with us
include Micro! rek and Desktop

computing.
In 1976

Computing.

for

Solid Background
As the founding publisher of four
of the more successful ones (Personal
Computing, PC Magazine. PC World
and Macworld), I like to think I know
some of the reasons why some personal
computer magazines make it so big
while others fail. First and foremost,
like magazines in other fields, a personal computer magazine must be well
conceived. Creative Computing is based
on the solid idea that many people who
use personal computers want to use
them creatively. David Ahl, who drew
his early computer experience from
minicomputers, knew that playing
games on computers was not only fun
but educational. He also realized that
conceiving and writing new games was
challenging and entertaining. He created a magazine designed as an
information vehicle for people who like

148 CREATIVE COMPUTING/NOVEMBER 1984

I came up with the idea
Personal Computing. I was influenced by both David's and Carl's
creations, but I sensed a need for a
magazine for people who were neither
fascinated by computer technology nor
interested in becoming as involved with
their personal computers as the readers
of Creative Computing. I thought there
should be a magazine that was oriented
toward people who wanted to use a
personal computer as a productivity
tool without knowing too much about
how personal computers work or are

the

first

—

this magazine would be
consumer-oriented personal

programmed

computer magazine. As a person who
had no computer or technical background but who found the concept of
personal computers fascinating, I created the magazine I wanted to read.
Fortunately I met a fellow with
even less enthusiasm for computer
technology than myself who was also
one heck of a good writer, Nels

Winkless. His contribution to my idea
about Personal Computing was that
this magazine should be less about
computers and more about the people
using them. Nels agreed to serve as editor, I played the role of publisher, and
the magazine was born. Today neither
of us is involved with Personal
Computing but we are both proud of
the fact that it is one of the most read
of the personal computer magazines.

Had Personal Computing. Creative
Computing and Byte not been well conceived in the first place, none of them
would be around today.
Strength
Having the right idea

Fiscal

at the right

is always useful; however, other
also have helped make the
above three magazines the phenomenal
successes they are today. While all
three of them were started on a shoestring by a small group of individuals
or by small publishing companies, their
transition into big-time publishing was
accomplished with the helping hand of

time

factors

big-time publishers.

Once a

start-up

magazine has reached a certain point,
it needs financial backing and publishing expertise to continue to grow and
prosper. Today Personal Computing is
published by Hayden Publishing, Byte
by McGraw-Hill and Creative Computing by Ziff-Davis.
The market for personal computing magazines is new and different
from the market for other magazines.

Computer

stores provide a natural outfor personal computer publicaa far better outlet than
newsstands. Far fewer magazines are
returned from computer store shelves
than from newsstands. Not many people realize this, but more than half of
the personal computer magazines put
let

tions

—

on newsstands are thrown away. Not
only is this a waste of trees, but it puts
a financial burden on publishers. With-

.

.

.

eorge Blank, Crea
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EXTENDED PASCAL FOR YOUR
IBM PC, PC jr., APPLE CP/M
MSDOS, CP/M 86, CCP/M 86

OR CP/M

COMPUTER

80

NOW

.

.

WITH

WINDOWING
(for

IBM PC and

Jr.)

$49.95
WHY ARE SO MANY BASIC PROGRAMMERS
NOW USING PASCAL?
Pascal is structured.

What

a

Many

It's

designed not to tangle.

In the past, to convert to a usable Pascal was, at
the very least, an expensive proposition.

Pascal because more than
of BASIC:

Our predecessors were costly ($300-$900), occupied huge
amounts of disk space, and most required a separate editor. It's no
wonder BASIC predominated for so long.

relief!

of

us began programming

in

come smack up against Murphy's first laws
GOTOS DON'T and GOSUBS NEVER RETURN!!
once, we'd

You can name variables what you

Therefore, until the introduction of Turbo Pascal,
powerful language remained a language of
professionals.

Instead of "R", you can

will.

this

your variable "RateOfSpeed". It makes sense. And its modular
structure allows for the greatest ease of program maintenance.
call

Now

of the new BASICS have variations of these
anyone who's ever tried to write a game in BASIC
knows, its an awfully slow language in execution. Programs written

Of course, some

Turbo Pascal run many times

in

If

you're wondering

until

It,

therefore,

became

"It is,

.

Pascal

.

.

.

in

is

Softalk

IBM in March

.

.

1984,

come along in a long time.

slightest interest in Pascal

.

.

If

buy it!"

.

To order your copy of Turbo Pascal 2.0 call:
For VISA and Master Card orders call toll free:
1 -

:iRCLE

1 1 1

CHOOSE ONE
i.00 for
I

800

-

ON READER SERVICE CARD

(please add
shipping and hand-

for U.S. orders)

Turbo Pascal 2.0 $49.95
Turbo Pascal 2.0 with
8087 support $89.95
you have a 16 bit computer
with the 8087 math chip your
number crunching programs
will execute up to 10x faster!

(lines

Check
VISA
Card#:

.

open 24

In

CA:

hrs, 7

1 -

800

-

742-1133

days a week)

Money Order
MasterCard _

My system is: 8 bit
Operating System:

_

Exp. date:

Shipped

UPS

16

CP/M

86
Computer:

:

BORWflD
INTERNATIONAL

PC DOS
Disk Format:

TELEX 172373

&

format are correct.

NAME:
ADDRESS:
CITY/STATE/ZIP:

TELEPHONE:

Borland International
4113 Scotts Valley Drive
Scotls valley. California

bit

80

MSDOS

CP/M

Please be sure model number

f

—

255-8008

USA

add 6% sales tax. Outside
outside of USA. payment must ba by bank draft payable
California residents

95066

a language

It

you're running a computer with PCDOS, MSDOS, CP/M.
CP/M86, or CCP/M86, give yourself a treat
TURBO PASCAL!

simply put, the best software deal to

have the

with the advent of Turbo Pascal

If

the "default" language.

As Bruce Webster said
.

.

it

answer is really quite simple. BASIC, as I'm sure most
you know, comes "bundled" with almost every microcomputer.

this year, the

of

.

only

faster!

why BASIC has overshadowed Pascal

.

who programs. comes with a built-in editor, occupies
33K of your precious memory and is menu -driven for true
programming ease.
And Turbo Pascal compiles up to 97 times faster than any other
Pascal compiler around! Yet, offers all the features and extensions
you ever dreamed of; even a windowing procedure for the IBM PC!
for everyone

features, but, as

US

dollars.) Sorry,

no

COD.

or

Purchase Orders

add Sis 00 (If
me US and n

in

G 12

you

agf
BSSlTEtt.

^

^pr
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^|JJJ

AND NOW FOR SOMETHING
DIFFERENT!
INCOMPLETELY
I^MH
Incomplete, yes.
But it's not just because
we're always bringing
out new stories in the

Infocom interactive

fie-

Nor

is it

tion collection.

9HU81
Wjm, Ej3

I

W^^

^^H
'r*M

Wj

f-

-""]

2

-

you have hundreds even
thousands of alternatives
at every step. In fact, an
<

mfocom interactive story
is roughly the length of
a short novel in content,
but because you re
engaged in the
ac tively
'

simply due to the fact
that W1U1
with ail
all Uie
the writing
WnUIlg
inai
In SUSPECT our newest
THE HITCHHIKERS
Ina TT HROATS.- the plot
oHwnhir*
my.wr>itmiier.youre.
your
aaventure
plot,
guide to the galaxyimBh«in»oeybmdo<
honine
«*
and
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Willing, HUlllUg
dllUIC
'
,
reporter who gets the scoop
by Douglas Adams the
_„--t, __J
Kitten salts Who get wind
on the society event of the
C3n WSl IOr WeeKbc dllU
moit mind-boggling Mory
of a shipwreck laden with
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nPrfprtinP that
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UUU We
dllU
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we've ever published. In the
Uc
mnnt
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D
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Arthur
Dent,
person
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youuve.
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perfecting
leave out one essential elementthe main character. And that's

where you enter in.
Once you've got Infocom's
interactive fiction in your
computer, you experience
something akin to waking up
inside a novel.

You find yourself
an exciting plot
you

at the center of

that continually challenges

often hilarious puzzles. Communication is carried on in the same
way as it is in a novel -in prose.

And interaction is easy— you type
in full

English sentences.

But there is this key difference between our tales and

interactive fiction, there's
for you on every disk.

room

inFoconx
Infocom.

Inc..

For your: Apple

55 Wheeler Street. Cambridge.
II.

Atari.

Commodore

64.

MA 02138

CP/M8" DECmate.
.

KAYPRO II.
PCjr. KA1
Rt-il.
U. IBM PC and PC|r.
Rainbow. DEC RT
_iC
DE IbMniri
MS-DOS 2.0.* NEC APC. NEC PC-8000. Osborne. Tandy 2000.

conventional novels: Infocom's
interactive fiction is active, not
passive. The course of events is

Tl Professional. Tl 99/4A.TRS80 Models I and III.
Use the IBM PC version lor your Compaq, and the MS-DOS 2.0
version for your Wang or Mindset

shaped by the actions you choose
to take. And you enjoy enormous
freedom in your choice of actions—
CIRCLE 147 ON READER SERVICE CARD

of

CUTTHROATS and SUSPECT are trademarks of Infocom. Inc.
THE HITCHHIKERS GUIDE TOTHE GALAXY is a trademark
Douglas Adams.

Educational Software

That Works:

Spell It!
expertly 1000 of the most misspelled
words. Learn the spelling rules, improve
with 4 exciting activities, including a
captivating arcade game! Add your own
spelling words.
Spell

Spell.

ages 10

Math

Math.

-

adult

/

PS

2 disks: $49.95

Blaster!

Master addition, subtraction, multiplication,
decimals and percentages
- by solving over 600 problems. Learn your
math facts with 4 motivating activities,
including a fast-action arcade game! Add
your own problems.

division, fractions,

ages 6

-

12

/

2disks $49.95
:

Word Attack!

Word.

Add 675 new words to your vocabulary with precise definitions and sentences
demonstrating usage. Build your skills with
4 fun-filled activities, including an arcade
game! Add your own words.
ages 8

-

adult

/

2 disks $49.95

Speed Reader II

Bead.

increase your reading speed and Improve
comprehension! Six exercises designed by
reading specialists vastly improve your
reading skills. Chart your own progress with
35 reading selections and comprehension
quizzes. Add your own reading materials.

high school, college & adult

/

2 disks $69.95

The Davidson
Best Seller Tradition.
For your Apple, IBM or Commodore 64.
Ask your dealer today.

For
in

Davidson.

more information

California

call:

call:

(800) 556-6141

(213)373-9473

X

Davidson & Associates
6069 Croveoak Place »12

Rancho Palos verdes, CA 90274
CIRCLE 134 ON READER SERVICE CARD
Apple. IBM and

Commodore 64

are trademarks respectively ol Apple Computers, inc

.

International Business

NEA

Machines Corp and Commodore Business Machines. Inc
.
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out computer stores, David Ahl, Carl
Helmers, and I would have faced an almost impossible task in getting our
magazines distributed at a price we
could afford. Also, the three of us
benefitted from the fact that the number of personal computers has been
doubling or tripling year after year
there are always new readers and new

AT&T, and the Japanese
standards of their own.
personal computing continues to
grow, vertical magazines, such as those
that now exist for lawyers, could become the next rage. The topic will
probably remain the same, though the
specifications may change. Perhaps
there will even be a personal computer

advertisers.

magazine

The incredible amount of advertising in personal computer magazines is
a testimony to the vitality of our industry. I have often talked to publish-

there isn't already.
The majority of today's mainstay

ers of other types of

magazines

who

drool with envy when they consider
the ad pages in personal computer
magazines. This unprecedented volume
reflects the entrepreneurial spirit in our

country and the political and social
environment that allows personal
computing to prosper, uninhibited by

government regulations.
Eventually all magazines, even
computer magazines, must play by the
rules. These rules identify three major
revenue streams subscription, singlecopy, and advertising revenue. These
are intertwined in a triple helix that
represents the science of magazine
publishing. Single-copy sales directly
affect the subscription rate, which in
turn affects the amount of advertising
you get. It is a delicate balance, the nu-

—

ances of which have produced a library
of literature.
We personal computer magazine
publishers like to think that it is our
sincere interest and our unique knowledge of personal computing that make
us successful. Creative Computing
could never have been such a smashing
success without the insight and dedication of its founder and the people attracted by his vision. Still, this is
sometimes not enough; the founder of
also had many of the right
characteristics, yet his magazine never

ROM

really got off the starting block.

The Future
During the next few years, we will
many of today's personal computer
magazines fail, as many of them are ill
conceived and headed by people who
lack true personal computing vision.
However, we will also see many new
magazines; the market for personal
computing is not static.
see

people think that IBM will
become such a dominant factor that
machine-specific magazines such as PC
Magazine and PC World won't be necessary. Others argue with equal vigor

Some

than any other

medium

includ-

that Apple,

tively

will establish

ing books, radio, and television. More
importantly, magazines have helped to
create whole communities of personal
computer users. By subscribing to Cre-

As

for

movie

someday

stars

—

Computing you automatically
identify yourself with thousands of
other personal computer users who
have
similar
orientation
to
a

ative

computing.

if

I often wonder if the IBM PerComputer would have had the
same phenomenal success without the
support of the machine-specific maga-

sonal

publications, including Creative
Computing, should survive until the
end of the century. Beyond that it depends on how well their publishers
transfer them to entirely electronic media. Once personal computers have super screen resolution and massive
amounts of memory, we'll find our-

zines it has inspired. I know from personal experience that many companies
in the IBM third-party market got
their start by advertising in PC Magazine. Apple certainly thinks that magazines influence the market, since they
agreed to give me access to inside
information so that I could launch the
first issue of Macworld on the same day
that they announced the Macintosh.
Obviously, it is no accident that my

selves realizing the long-held vision of

reading our newspapers and our magazines on screen. The printing business
will cease to exist except for the novelty of printed greeting cards and business cards.
It is ironic that the personal computer, which should be replacing the
printing press, has thus far given the

company has been approached by several smaller personal computer manufacturers practically begging us to
create magazines oriented to their
computers. Luckily, we didn't respond

ancient craft of ink on paper its biggest
shot in the arm since the advent of the
mail-order catalog. David Ahl and I
invariably end up lugging heavy boxes
of magazines at trade shows a hassle
that the new technology is trying to

to these pleas because

machines

—

For me this
ative Computing

my background

Altair

was

computing,
exists.

It

I

is

most of

flopped

their

the

in

historic issue of Cre-

is more than a welldeserved tribute to David Ahl and his
publishing vision; it is a tribute to personal computer magazines in general
and to the vitality and lasting impact of

eliminate.

Since

have

marketplace.

prior to the
in journalism and not
am glad that this irony

the personal

hard to imagine personal

computer

itself.

So

imaginations so quickly without magazines. Magazines have spread the news
about personal computers more effec-

congratulations both to the people who
produce Creative Computing and to the
people who read it. Congratulations to
all of us in personal computing.

THE GRASS

ALWAYS

computing taking hold of our

collective

IS

GREENER/WAYNE GREEN
it was next door. So we went there
and had a second, better breakfast? I
don't think we ever found out who the
host for our first breakfast was. We've
eaten together many, many times at
press parties, both of us being
consumate freeloaders.
We've watched an industry start
from scratch from that single MITS
Altair microcomputer kit (which
didn't actually work)
and blossom

congratulations on your
David,
ten years with Creative Computing*.

Quite a

feat

building

it

find

to

one of the largest magazines in the
microcomputer field, I'd say. And
mercy, it's nine years since I started
Byte and eight since Microcomputing.
We've sure seen exciting changes, eh?
ing

—

Say, do you remember the mornwe had breakfast together at the

—

Disneyland NCC, both thinking we
were at the Pertec breakfast, only to

VOLUME

into a multi-billion dollar giant.

10

NUMBER
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One of the seldom appreciated
benefits of microcomputer magazines
such as Creative Computing is that they
make it possible for entrepreneurs to
start small firms which then often often

grow into

substantial businesses.

Indeed, without magazines the microcomputers industry would have had a

much

more

difficult

time

getting

started.

To

give you an idea of the power
of this growth, I started a magazine
specifically for

way back

TRS-80 computer own-

grew from 132
to over 400 pages that year
and 600
pages a year later. Reader polls showed
that this magazine was generating $30
ers

A
Wayne Green has made his career
as the editor and publisher of magazines
for computerists, amateur radio operators, and other technically interested
people. His current computer titles include
Hot
Coco,
80-Micro,
Microcomputing, Run, and InCider.
Byte, founded by Green in 1975, was
taken from him in a stock proxy fight
with his wife who later sold the magazine to McGraw-Hill. In 1983 Green
merged his operations with the International Data Group, publisher of
InfoWorld and Computerworld.
Born in 1922 in Littleton, NH,
Green became a radio operator in his
teens During World War II. he served
as a radio operator and electronic technician aboard a submarine, the U.S.S.
Drum, on war patrols in the Pacific
Theater. After the war. Green returned
to college, receiving a B.S. degree from
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute of
Troy, NY. Recently Green expanded his
business activities: Evergreen Software.
Inc. publishes business and education

programs and Instant Software, Inc.. a
chain of stores in Massachusetts and

New

Hampshire,

plies,

and peripherals.

sells

programs, sup-

one remembers that first year (1975)
with sales of only $5 million, one can
appreciate that the industry has been
growing at an average rate of over
250% per year. This remarkable
growth has generated the most new

—

how

frustrating, right

David?

Life has been made a tad easier for
us publishers since the computer firms
figured out that a new computer system really doesn't stand a prayer any
more unless there is at least one dedicated independent magazine for its

million per month in mail order sales
for the advertisers, and I don't think
that was unusual in the field. That may

users.

help explain to newcomers why there
are so many computer magazines.
They help sell products, so they are
needed.

But how long can the computer
industry continue to grow at such a

Thousands of entrepreneurs responded by developing software, accesand information products for
micros, and they flourished. Hundreds
upon hundreds became millionaires.
Some were able to cope with instant
success; others were not. Thus we have
seen the chaps who started Apple end
up with enormous fortunes and Osborne with disappointment.
sories,

The Industry is still Growing
Our industry is still growing
certainly

no slower than

it

has

—and

the opportunities for entrepreneurs are
no fewer than they were eight years
ago. Developing and marketing a prod-

It

was both eons

More Magazines?
pace and how many more magazines
can there be? Well, with only a small
percentage of businesses yet using
computers and a tiny percentage of our
kids using them in school, we have a
long, long way to go. Add to that the
potential home uses, and I see no slacking in the over 250% growth for some
years.

Different computers and different
user needs are going to dictate the need
more information sources magazines. I have a list of at least ten new
magazines I think are needed to help
the field keep growing, and I'm sure

first

you have a similar or even longer one,
so I expect we'll see more, not fewer,
magazines.
It's sad,
in a way, that what

ago—and just yesterday—that a

ever microcomputer show

uct for one of the lower cost systems,
where the computer is sold only via
mass merchandising stores such as KMart, is a good way to go. Little in

software

or

accessories

is

available

through these mass outlets, so the computer owners have little choice but to
subscribe to a magazine dedicated to
their system and shop the mail order

way is like shooting
a rain barrel for entrepreneurs.
fun for us publishers to try to
guess the market with our

ads. Selling this

millionaires since our government

fish in

second

—

for

of T-shirted hobbyists gathered

started paying farmers for not planting
crops.
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in 1980. It

magazines. Will the Macintosh make it
big, carrying its dedicated magazines
on to success as small firms fill its
pages with ads for add-on products? Or
will it be the PCjr? The Sinclair QL?
Will our American schools be as kind
to the BBC as the English were? We
publishers look em over and then roll
the dice with a new magazine. But we
enjoy every minute of it, no matter

bunch

in Atlantic City for the

in

1976.

started out as a great hobby for a few
fanatics has grown up so soon to be
dominated by a few billion-dollar
firms. It was both eons ago
and just
yesterday that a bunch of T-shirted

—

—

hobbyists gathered in Atlantic City for
the first ever microcomputer show in
1976. That's where Steve Jobs rented a
small table to show his Apple I and
got twenty orders, starting him on his

way

to stardom.

The

It is

we

see

T-shirts are long gone.
three-piece suits and

Now
IBM

•<

IBM
..

IBM PC

CALL
CALL

TAVA PC

I

10 Meg
Meg
TEAC

$2049
$2799

FD S5B v,HT|320K|

$179
$296

FD55F V,HT(640K)

IBM ACCESSORIES
AST

Combo Plus 64K
$269
Combo Plus 128K CALL
II
II

Pak Plus 64K
Pak Plus 128K
Mega Plus II 64K
Mega Plus II 64K
Mega Plus II 128K

Six
Six

$269

.

CALL
$269
$369

.

I/O
I/O

Plus
Plus

II
II

S/C
S/P/C

CALL
$119

... $149

CCS
Supervision Board
Z-Plus(Z80-f CPM2

$595
$639

.

2)

HAYES MICROCOMPUTER
Smartmodem 1200B $419
HERCULES
Hercules Graph Card $339

KENSINGTON M/W
Modem 1200 PC

$389
$33

PC Saver

MICROSOFT

MOUSE SYSTEMS
PC Mouse W/SW

$195

NOVATION
Access

1200B

1.2.3

.

.

CALL
$329

$399

PARADISE SYSTEMS
Multi-Display Card

$399

PERSYST
Color Graph. Board

Monochrome Board
Multifunction Board

$215
$229
$325

PLANTRONICS
Color Graph Adapter $395

OUADRAM
$479
Ouadllnk
Exp OBoard (ORAM) $212
Exp QBrd (64K-384K) CALL
$219
Ouadcolor
Quad 512 + (64K)W/S $249
Quad 512 * (256-S12K) Call
I

SIGMA DESIGNS

$299

CALL
CALL

III

$34
$46
$34

II

Word Attack

FUNK SOFTWARE
Sideways
INDIVIDUAL

SW

Zorkl.ll.lll(ea)

Deadline

Witness
HIS
EZ Writer
EZ Writer II

LIVING VIDEOTEXT
Think Tank

$128

MICRORIM
R Base Series 4000

$788
$1299

1340
1351

NEC
$1259
$1259
$1599
$1719

3510
3530
3550
7710/7730

AMDEK
V3O0 G
V300 A
V310 G (IBM)
V310 A (IBM)

500A (IBM

MONOGRAM

$139
$149
$155
$165
$269
$399
$349
$699

with

till)

nil)

$109

Sense

PETER NORTON
Norton

$58

Utility 2.01

SATELLITE

NOVATION
J Cat
Apple Cat

$99
$259
$149

II

D-Cat

ROSESOFT

Call
Call

S

$409
Call

93

DAISYWRITER
$995

2000

MANNESMANN
$559
$299

160L
Spirit

JUKI
6100

$419

ABATI
LO 20P

Ltr

$378

Oual

APPLE HARDWARE
Color

Ext Report Writer

Call

400 Keyboard

Smarterm
ALIEN GROUP
Apple Voice Box
Atari Voice Box
Pkaso Interface

$298
$549

Rana 1000
Astra 2001
Indus GT
Trak AT 02
Trak AT- 1
Trak AT D4
Astra 1620 (Dual)

$309
$329
$319
Call

$499

Percom

Call

$249

Atari 1050

MEMORIES
Microbits64K(XL)
Mosaic 48K (4001
Mosaic 64K (400/800)
Mosaic 32K

$115
$98
Call

$68

$255
$309
$458

1090
1091

1092

KOALA TECHNOLOGIES

$239
$99

SCI 00 (Color)
1000G (Green)

Triple

NEC

War

Icromodem

Grappler

C O

DIRECT

$96
$48
$109

MODEMS

Hesmodem
1650 Automodem
1600 Modem
Wesindoe Modem
80 COLUMN
Batteries 80 Col
Video Pak 80

$53
$99
Call
Call

BDS
$149
$129

$27

$50
$27
$39
$27
$23
$23

Russia

Millionaire
Pinball Const Set

Pool 1.5
Bandits

Human

Fly

Master Type
New Step by Step
Ultima
Zoom Graphics

$209
$498
$259

PROMETHIUS

...

$299

Atari 850 (In Stock)
Interfast 1

BEAGLE BROS.
Dos Boss
Utility City

Tip Disk*

Apple Mechanic
Pronto Dos
Flex Text

Frame Up

BRODERBUND
Bank

Call

Axiom 550 AT
Axiom 700 AT
Atari 1025

COSMIC
COMPUTERS
CANYON

MSD(Dual)|170Kx2)
Laser (170K)
1541

Concord(170K)

1530 Commodore
Cassette Interface

Phonemark Hec

Call

$29
$37

DIRECT PRINTERS
1526

Cardco LQ/I
1520 Color Printer

$219
$288
$498
$129

Property Mgt

Home Accountant
1st

Class Mail

DATASOFT
Zaxxon
Micropamter

$27
$23

DON'T ASK

16

SAM (w/DAC)

$79

Wordrace

$21

EDUWARE
Bee w/Read ..$27
1.2.3or4
$27
Rendevous
$27

Spelling

Prisoner

INFOCOM
Suspended
Zorkl,

IN

per software order in continental u S

Add $5 00

shipping per software order tor AK. HI. FPOAPO Add $10 00 or 15%
(whichever is greater) per software order tor non-U S Call lor cost of
hardware shipping Calif residents add 6VrH sales tax Cashiers
checks or money orders tilled within 24 hours tor items in slock
Personal checks require 4 weeks to clear MasterCard and Visa OK tor
software only within continental u S add 3% surcharge Include card

no

.

expiration date and signature

Due

lo our

low prices,

all

sales are

please

call to

returns must have a return authorization number
obtain one before returning goods tor replacement or

repair

Prices

&

final

All defective

availability sub-reel lo

$25
$95

II

Piewriter2.2

CALIF (714) 594-5204
FOR TECHNICAL INFO, ORDER INQUIRIES.
$230 shipping

$23

II

HAYDEN SOFTWARE
Sargon

PLEASE FOR ORDERS ONLY
SORRY, NO COD'S

Ado

$48

$159
$296
$48
$66

Alg.

Call

RECORDERS
Cardco Recorder

$275
$275
$275

.

G/L, A/R. A/P or P/R

(800) 626-7642

$128

$349
$539
$325
$239

RD., SUITE
BREA
WALNUT, CA 91789

727

change
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$74

II

or

$34
$27
$27
$34

III

Starcross
Deadline

INSOFT
'

Robot

Graforth

II

Castle Woltenstein

ODESTA
Chess

$45

MICROSOFT
Typing Tutor II
Applesoft Compiler
A I OS (ReqZ-80)
Basic Compiler

.

...

Bumble Games
Bumble Plot
Gertrudes Secrets
Gertrudes Puzzles
Rockeys Boots

Multiplan

Olympic Decathalon
ON-LINE
The Dictionary

Sammy Lightfoot

.

Time Zone
Blitz
.

.

PENGUIN
Graphic Magician
Comp Graphics Sys.

.

$39
$53
$27

.

.

Special Effects

QUALITY
Bagot Tricks
$27
Ah Baba*. 40 Thieves $22
SENSIBLE SOFTWARE
Sensible Speller

Super Disk Copy III
Multi Disk Catalog

$79
$23
$17

...

SILICON VALLEY
Word Handler
List

Handler

SIR

TECH

$55
$59
$23
$34
$23

Police Artist

Wizardry
Knight ol Dia

SOFTWARE PUBLISH.
PFS: Report
PFS: Filing
PFS: Graph

$79
$79
$79

SORCIM

.

.

.

.

.

.

SPINNAKER
Delta Drawing

$34
$20
$27
$29
$29
$23
$23

Hey Diddle
Most Amazing Thing
Snooper Troops #1
Snooper Troops #2
Story Machine
Face Maker
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

STONEWARE
Graphic Sys (Prof.)
D B Master
OB Master util.fi
Graphics Proc Sys.

$116
$148
$84
$46

STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS
Broadsides (D)
Carrier Force (D)
Combat Leader (D)

$27
$39
$27
$27
$27

Rails West ID)
Battle of Normandie

Germany 1985
Epidemic
Fighter

Command

.

.

Computer Baseball
Cytron Masters

.

.

,

Guadalcanal
Galactic Gladiators
Battle of Shiloh
Tigers In Snow

Cosmic Balance
Computer Ortrback

Saturn Navigator

.

$39
$23
$39
$27
$27
$39
$27
$27
$27
$27
$27

SUBLOOIC
Flight Simulator 11(D)
Pinball (C/D)

$36
$27
$23

TARRAPIN
Terrapin Logo (64K)

$68

VISICORP
$125

MICROLAB
Miner 2049er

$65
$20
$145
$80
$22
$17
$65
$23
$23
$23
$139

-

.

II

$20
$27
$27
$30
$30
$34

LOTUS
Exec. Brief Sys

$17
$118
$79
$239
$129
$20

.

$50

LEARNING COMPANY
Juggles' Rainbow

$27
$20

Supercalc (Req. Z-80) $124

CONTINENTAL

MODEMS

Microbits 1000C

$41

A/R
A/P

DIRECT PRINTERS
$195
$269
$259
$469
$299

Arcade Machine
BPI
General Acct

$169
$150
Call

Serpentine
Chophtter

$45
$23
$23
$23

St Writer

AE

$228

R-Verter

Atari 1027

$17
$27
$20
$15
$20
$20
$20
$20
$14

Alpha Plot

Type Faces

Microbi1s1150

Axiom AT 100

$20
$20
$79

Hi-ResGolf
Hi Res Secrets

Call
Call

$29

Printer Interface

Maurauder
Frogger
Cannonball

$95
$45

II

$249

Axiom 846
Ape Face

$41
$41

.

TYMAC

$27
$57
$27
$34

II

DBase (Reo Z-80)
AVANT GARDE

$299

.

Joystick He w/Toggle
Joystick

$21

ASHTON TATE

.

$89
$79
$89
$89

80 Column

$59

TG PRODUCTS

Screenwriter Prof.

Magic Window
Magic Words

$39

Multimate

Call

.

II

General Manager
Screenwriter II
Wiz & Princess
Mystery House

ARTSCI

STAR SOFTWARE

MPS801
Commodore

In

Sticky Bear (each)

$259

Accounting Partner

MSDI170K)

$M

......

Championship Boxing $23

$85
$95

II

.

Summer Games

$99
$145
$145

SOFTWORD SYSTEMS

Commodore

Dump

Sea Stalker
Bouncing Kamungas
Ouest
Moviemaker
ASCII Express
Squire

Smartmodem
Smartmodem 1200

$115
.

RH ELECTRONICS
Super Fan

MUSE
$45
$27
$23
$27
$20
$23
$45
$87

Bruce Lee

210 RGB/Composite
400 RGB Med Res
415 RGB Hi-Res
420 RGB He-Res (IBM|$479

JB 1260 (Grn)
JB 1201 (Grn)
JB 1205 (Amber)
ZENITH
Green
Amber

.

Grappler t
Buffered Grappler

SOFTWARE

$115
$125
$269
$296
$429

$255

PFS: Write
PFS Report
PFS: Graph
PFS: File

Call

$40
$35

Paddles

TAXAN
100 Green
105 Amber

$229
$269

MICROSOFT
Softcard
$228
Soflcard Plus
$418
Softcard Premium He $329
Softcard Premium II $459

Paddles

Joystick

SOFTWARE PRODUCTS

$85
$149
$69

.

Sideways

Promodem 1200

DISK DRIVES

INTERFACES

$79
$69
$69

MISCELLANEOUS

Micromodem He

COMMODORE
The Connection
Bus Card
Cardco G
Cardco B
MSD(IEEE)
Cardco 5 Slot

$64

Apple Graphic Tablet
Alan Graphic Tablet
C 64 Graphic Tablet

A2 Drive
A40 Drive

ORANGE MICRO

$127

.

System Saver

$369
Open Access
SOFTWARE PUBLISHING

DIRECT

.

KENSINGTON

ZeroGrav Pinball

TK Solver

Bit 3

$128
$96

...

INTERACTIVE STRUC.

INTERFACES

DISK DRIVES

$278
$119
$129
$129

II
II

A ATARI*
$319
$99

MICROSCI

A.L.S.

CPM Card
ZCardll

KRAFT

PANASONIC

$85

SW

Perfect

OKIOATA
82A
84P

MODEMS
HAYES

OPEN SYSTEMS
$399

$335
$569
$929
$1198

Prowrlter
Prowriter II
Slarwriter
Printmaster

MONITORS
SAKATA

$128

II

SOFTWARE ARTS

$128
$189

Volkswriter 1 2
Volkswrlter Deluxe

TOSHIBA

$99
$126
$126

Sim

MICROSTUF

$27
$33
$33

UFETREE SW

Call

100A (Amber)
500G (IBM with

Flight

SIR TECH
Wizardry

$159
$249

I

Power Type

$178
$489
$619

$62

INFOCOM

Delia 10
Delia 15
Radix 10
Radix 15

MAX 12 (Amber)
HX 12 (RGB)
SR 12 (RGB)
SUPER 5

Word

Tutorial Set

$259
$378
$378
$519
$549
$645

PRINCETON GRAPHICS

Prokey

$39

Gemini lOX
Gemini 15X

$128
$33

G/L, A/P, A/R. etc leal

Mathblaster

Speed Reader

Llr

H59

Multlplan

Dollars &

$99

Ltr

TRANSENO
PC Modem 1200

Crosstalk XVI

$379

G/L. A/P. A/R. (eat

CONTINENTAL
Home Account Plus
DAVIDSON A ASSOC.

Ltr

$310
$379
$449
$888

Oual
Oual
Oual
Oual

Color I*
Color II *
Color III
Color IV (IBM)

IBM SOFTWARE
MICROSOFT

DBase
BPI SYSTEMS

Ltr

$267
$179
$949

ASHTON TATE
D Base II
Framework

EXP 400
EXP 500
EXP 550
EXP 770
STAR

Floppy Disk Control
10MEG Winchester

Maximizer64KS/PrC
$139
$275

Mouse
Systemcard 64K
Syslemcard 256K
Ramcard 256K

$1648

Oual

Letter

SILVER REEO

20

TANDON
$196
TM 100-2 Drives
10MEG Winchester $1096

Vl|-F|

CITOH

XABLO
630

®

OMEGA (Bernoulli Bo»

$27

Vlsicalc He
Visicalc3.3

$164
$158
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stripes at the

show.

No more jeans

and

frizzy hair. No more card tables show
exhibits with handmade paper signs.
It's big money these days, with show
exhibits that can cost over $100,000.

At Atlantic City I sold more than 1000
subscriptions to Kilobaud Microcomputing using a simple $35 sign in a single booth. Could anything like that
happen today? Probably not.
Even you and I have had to bow
to the pressure of big money, selling
our magazine empirettes to larger
publishers in order to keep from being

We

overwhelmed.

have survived

—and

well. You seem to be keeping as busy
as ever. I'm involved with starting a
new kind of college to teach a
combination of business and computers, a publishing school, a chain of

and proceeded

to contemplate it without action for a couple of years while I
studied the mysteries of "synchronous
digital circuits." I already knew about
the software since I made my living

computer software

stores, a software
protection system, and so on. It keeps
me hopping around and having a good

time.

Where will
Where will we

it be by 1994, David?
be?
I invited to
write a 20-year celebration piece for
Creative Computing!

Am

AH, PROGRESS/
CARL HELMERS
One
and

thing

led

— wouldn't

another,

to

know

you

it

computer

programming in Fortran,
Cobol, PL/I, and assembly language

paid for an undergraduate degree in
Physics in 1970.
Fooling around with the game of
Life on a PDP 6 in 1971 convinced me
there was more fun in programs than
in wave equations, so I left graduate
school soon thereafter. I took a job

working for a

NASA

contractor on

some of the

early software engineering
projects for the Space Shuttle.

Carl

Helmers speaking at the Atlantic

City

Shew. August 1977.

with it but hardware had always been a
mystery.

Along the way, I made the decision to start publishing the results of

my

experiments, so I advertised with
advertisements in Popu-

little classified

Electronics (now Computers &
Those were the days (ah,
of making computers by
hand out of standard parts. Today, the
only reason for wiring up a computer is
lar

Electronics.)
nostalgia!)

Rocket Ships to Silicon Chips
When the Intel 8008 was announced in the early 1970's, I was

Ahl asked me
David
piece for the tenth

to send a
anniversary

issue of Creative

Computing. I
guess the reason he asked is that I
might have had something to do with
the early growth of personal comput-

Fooling around with the

convinced
than

ers. I got

ing

long

were even

in

me

wave

there

working at the Manned Spacecraft
Center in Houston, TX. Those were
the days when the executives of a then
shaky startup company were on the
road giving the engineering hustle for

new

products.

ment,

I

sible for

knew

me

With

this

for sure that

to have

The 8008 was a

my own

nice

little

game of Life on a PDP 6

was more

in

announceit

was pos-

computer.
black box

1971

fun in programs

1966 to take a Fortran course at my
high school in Northern New Jersey.

in
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That early self-publishing endeavor led to the second major personal computer magazine, Byte. I'll
concede Creative the historical point of
being "first." I always considered
with no small amount of pride my
magazine to be first from my point of
view. Well, come what may, the maga-

—

and the field flourished. I guess
Dave and I first met face to face at the
one and only World Altair Convention
zine

in early 1976.

equations.

hooked on personal computbefore personal computers
possible. I had the good luck

to find out how it is done. Then, there
were all the learning reasons plus the
very compelling reason that you

couldn't get a computer any other way.

(actually grey and gold colored like today's integrated circuits) that had all
the necessary functions of a computer.
All I had to do was wire it up.
So,

I

bought that

little

$120 chip

Today, with a mature personal
computer market, one can get a much
more effective and useful computer for
much less money and aggravation than
it once cost to build one from scratch. I
use these ubiquitous products of our
technology every day both at home
where I am writing this and in the of-

—

«

Get off and running with
free
computers, peripherals and

diskettes, KoalaPads™
SSSo freesoftwar
a complete Apple™ He
computer!
e.

accessories.

Hayden HeadStart Program.
The
way for your child's school to An easv
geUhe
peri P,herals ^d accessories
that
SSSSS
have
become
8,

such an important aspect of

modern education.

joysticks, even

E

nJUst

enough community support,

and
your school will have a fully
stocked
computer facility in no time
"Dior more details on the
HeadStart
ogram 8ee the special display
at your
vLi
-

41°» uo" ouuuauonai
software. Colle
f >,-„
P S
th6m to yQUr SCh
Ask P?A a nH her
8 *> help. When your
25w5rt
school
has enough coupons, we'll redeem

^
^ &^^P

^

HAYDEN.
AMERICA'S FIRST FAMILY OF

SOFTWARE.

— HeadStart

rZraiL -s—~
inThe
Computer Race.
/

"~

*f^! "tmmi

,*
trademark of
5
Koala
Technologies Corporation

Apple la a registered trademark
of
Apple Computer Corporation

Simulator n

flight over
kee Archer tor an awe-inspiring

from

New York to Los

realistic sc

Angeles. High spee

in.orm.Uon manual and night handbook.
war Ace W.I.I b.nla gam. • compl.l.
I

See your dealer
Visa accepted

/ 637-4983
Order Line: 800CARD

CIRCLE 225 ON READER SERVICE

*yM0GIC
Corporation
713 Edgobrook Drive

Champaign IL 61820
(217) 359-8482Telex:

206995

—
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fice.

I

am sitting

here writing on a Sage

IV computer using the Volition Systems "Advanced System Editor." I
have at my beck and call a super data-

Robotics and Bar Code

—

and in
I am still in publishing
personal computers. Today, I spend
my time worrying about the exotic and

experimentation. We also publish Bar
Code News, the only computer magazine for the world of applications of
optical bar code technology, and we
have just started an engineering magazine called Sensors— The Journal of
also write and
Machine Perception.
produce documentation for new per-

We

Those

who long

for

days when creating something

sonal computers and peripherals.
With 32-bit 68000 chips and

from scratch could produce abetter result than

you could get
field

in

a

store are

welcome

dynamic memory

to join us in the

era
wealth.

of personal robotics experimentation.

base called Pascal Data Base System
wh :h is written by Tom Swan and
soon to be available in the form of a
widely published book of source programs. I compile Pascal programs at
;

speeds ranging from 800 to 3000 lines
per minute. I do all the things I used to
do on a big time sharing computer
yet I do them at home with better im-

mediate feedback and

utility.

still

and

experimental personal computer

My

present
peripherals called robots.
publishes Robotics Age, the
only widely available magazine for to-

company
day's

experimental

of

an

computer

field,

Those who long for the days
when creating something from scratch
could produce a better result than you
could get in a store are welcome to join
us in the field of personal robotics
robotics.

will

we

parts,

256K

all live in

computer

unimaginable

The technology was improved
continue to improve.

I

can see

future portable computers with high
quality graphic screens, immense but
lightweight databases and even methods of input that use hand writing insee the
stead of button pushing.
beginnings of such products in present

We

peripherals and the latest generation of
portables using small disk drives. I am
sure that David and his associates at
Creative will continue from a great
start in the first decade of personal

B

computing.

END ALL YOUR

SPELING
PROBLEMS

THE SENSIBLE SPELLER™
LET MISSPELLINGS
WONT
ue
— _-p AW/AVI
and
This unlc'

program, a

software

virtual elec-

in
tronic dictionary, catches spelling mistakes
your writings. It actually displays misspelled
words in context, suggests the correct spelling.
allows immediate replacement of misspel-

and
led words with correct ones. It derives its huge.
80 000-word vocabulary, which is all on disk...
Dictionary.
directly from the official Random House
Sensible Speller is friendly and fast.
taking only a minute or two to correct a tenpage document. It provides room on disk to add
thousands of your own words. It is compatible
with nearly all Apple word processor

CIRCLE 215

programs* and runs on all Apple //c. //e. +.
Apple-compatible computers. Yes. Sensible
II

Speller is the "best of its kind. " as stated
by Softalk Magazine in its March. 1984 issue.

Sensible Speller is available for S 125
in either the "IV"* or ProDOS version at your
dealer or you may order it direct, enclosing
S 1 .25 for shipping. Visa/MasterCard/Check/
COD welcome! And. send for a free brochure

on all Sensible Software products.

m

_
...
Sensible
(Software,

24011 Seneca.

oak Park. Ml 48237

_

works with

all

3 AppleWorks & AppteWnter
versions (Apple Computer, Inc
Bank Street Writer (Brodebund).
Format IKensmgton Microware).
HomeWord & Screen Writer ISterra On-

DOS 3
all

I

II

line Inc I. Word Handler (Silicon Valley
SystermI; CP/M-Wordstar (Digital

Inc.* |3i3| 399-8877

ON READER SERVICE CARD
VOLUME

word

the following
processors, with owners of trademarks
indicated in parentheses DOS 3 ? 4
"It

10

NUMBER

Research Corp MKtopto International..
PFS WRITE (Software Publishing. Inc ).

and others

All

features are not available

wrth CP/M, PFS
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Your mon ey sav ing Chri stirias
MACINTOSH

Mai

Year

Price

Price

60 00

46 00

GAMES

APPLE

Year

tiankor

•tatCaJe

In

Miaoneire

nSmm

39 95
39 95

Transyrvanu

Mark Of UMcora
Moum Stampede

39 95

Run For The Moray

31 95
31 95

Mac

Slots

Drawing

Gertrude's Secrets
Rocky i Boots

31.95

Number Stumper
Reader Rabbit

39 95

MM

7777

62.00

6kja Chip Seltwan

59 95
39 95
49 95

1

III

47 95
31 95
39 95

44.95
49 95
39 95
39 95

35 95
39 95

24 50
39 95

APPLE

Prrce

Price

4395

r-

5995

4395

CO
°P

3195
3195

34500

24000

19500

15500

59.95
59 95

4195
4195

III

(II+/IM)

C\J

Man Id
A2

Disk Drive (wo/Contnaar)

CO

CO CO

Sweet Micro
Mockingboard

Sound 8 Speech

Joystick

59.95

47 95

34.95
34 95

24 95
24.95

Ireeeroaad
Chopiitter

lode Runner

Seact-aPort

IBM PC

Sargon

III

49 95

39 95

75.00

60 00

Oil

Barons

59 95
39 95
39 95

Jumpman
Summei Games

IUSINESS/UTILITIES

bMhktliiiM
MacToots

Home Accountant

39.95

3195

150 00

120.00

Aichon
Sky Fox

Musk

Construction Set

3195
3195

39.95
49 95

2895

Zork
Zork

3195

79 00

64.00

199 00

155.00

III

Hayeea
DaVinu

Series

49 95

39 95

VkteeText

145 00

11600

Miner 2049er
Death in the CarrSbean

49 95

Net Steal
Mam Slrtet

mM

MX) 00

150 00

195 00
150 00
125 00

155.00
120 00
100 00

Chan

& Sanaa

150 00

120 00

Mass Ctaaellag

25 00

69 95

49 95

39 95

3195

395 00

31500

195 00

155 00

Seftware Paoetnlae

PFS File & Report
T Maker
Click Art Personal/ Publications

49 95

39 95

195 00

155 00

IMM SWWH1

III

54 95

43 95

Peagen) Software
TfieOuest
The Coveted Mirror

34.95
34.95

24 95
24 95

99 95

69 95

HiRes Adv #5 Time Zone

Media Male 31k"

taskaeaoea Proceet
Mac Daisy Wheel Connection

aft

Computer OuarHrback
Ringside Seat
Broadsides
Geopoktique 1990
Carrier Force
War in Russia
Question

Starter Pack

Flight Simulator

1295

Appa Mechanic

72 00

Douba Take
Beaga Graphics

60 00

46 00

495 00

395 00

Bank Street Writer

Copy

49 95
34 95
39 95

34.95
24 50
27 95

Game Show

39 95

3195

The Human Body: An Overview
The Skeletal System

69 95
70.00

72 00
56 00

Davaiea I Allocates
Word Attack
Math Blaster

49 95
49 95

39 95
39 95

DevekHHQoat Learning MtMrtal
Alligator Mix

34 95

27.95

39
59
39
39
39
59

28 95
43 95

95
95
95
95
95
95
79 95

2895
2695

Typing Tutor

Dump

II

49 95

39.95

69 95
49 95

7395

HLt Duakcaten
Crossword

Mage

Krelllooo

Pans

Cave

IS.

CO
CM

54.95

4995
4995
4995

in

Call

94530

Status

6995

56.00

19995

15995

8000

6400

4995

39.95

39.95
39 95
39 95

31.95
31.95

4000
4000
4000

3200
3200

,

Mic resell
MuMpari (Appa DOS)

COMMODORE 64
Music Construction Sat

4995

39.95

44 95

35.95

Zork

29.95
34 95
60 00
39 95

20 95
24 95

Odota

47 95
36 95

69.95
49.95

49 95
39 95

Pintail Construction Sal

Seven Citas

ol Gold

Ttmpa ol Aptnal
Summer Gamas
Worlds Greatest Baseball

1.

II.

or

3995
4995
4995

III

Chess

How

about a nice

game

Computer Baseball
Eagles

Germany 1965

3195

Pro Tour Gorf
Ringside Stat

39 95

31.95

7495

54 95

75.00
24 95

7495

Musicalc

I

18.95

Muscat:

ll

195.00

150.00
79.95

79 95
59 95

59 95
42 95

49 95

37 95
94 95

124.95

44 95

—

;

m
f£

1

ol

chats?

28.95

38 95
55.95
23 95

29 95
39.95
39 95

':

Af

31 95

3195
4795

'''"T

31.95
31.95

|aj»a^.

FhgntSrmuatx

Musicalc ill
Christmas

Bafterttt

5

3895
3895

49.95

39.95

4995

3995

4995
3495

3995
2795

34.95
24.95
24.95

27.95

^P

^^hg

Q
att^aaalt.

C
^B
^^J
^K
^^T

1995
1995

lacMdod

Paper Ckp

9000

7200

Consultant

13000

100.00

49.95

3995

9995

6095

•aaBaaaal

^^

Sreaaraoad:
Prlnlthop

taai ale Software
image PrMar
Sensioa Spelar

«

s?

Subtest:

100.00

o3*

Lin
ir

32.00

6995

5995
3995

Rock'n RoH

and Sense

m

0_ UJ
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49 95

Menegria
Paagaia Software
Complete Graphics System
The Graphics Magician

er

x °2
O c°

aetata in

FontDiIkf1.t2. «3. *4ort5

CA

Electronic Arts:

28 95
43 95
59 95
39 95

Detatraas terra

Dollars

III

Sorcerer

Fontrix

an

CNi

Skaaa 4 Scaatkr

Enchanter

rieaaaatil
The Home Accountant

Advanced Maes

39.95

1486

Deadline

Printshop

EDUCATION

49.95

MECA

Central Pake! Software

APPLE

Q
CO

36.95

(

Nertea Canatraaa'
Norton UtWett

Beagle Brothers

Bank Street Wrlajr

MacPack

3895
3895

5495
5495

Sidekick

BUSINESS/UTILITIES

Tripa

with

28 95

Inlet tat

65 00

90 00

3V>- Diskettes

II

14.95

MeraanH

2895

39 95

*3

Turbo Pascal
Turbo Toolbox

Managing vour Money

Ma

Wizardry: Proving Grounds
Wizardry Knights ol Damonds
Wizardry Legacy ol Llylgamyn

99 00

Ktraaatea

3995

3995

4995
4995
4995

'

Syeergittc
Microbe

Aaray

lours

1
0O±I

55.95

WSMtESS/uTILITrM

Sabwgic

FiieVision
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Promodem 1200

Flight Simulator

System

Origia

Germany 1985

Helix

Sorcerer

2800

40 00
35 00

Strategic tkaaktteru

MacrheKmte

MM

Enchanter

37 95

Sana Oa-Uaa

Multiplan
Basic

Dollars

39 95

39 95

Odette. Cereorattae

Ultima

m'pIc

64.95

12000

69.95
49.95

Mle rated

Chess

Thin Tar*

79.95

15000

4995

1

II

Oeedkna

Zork 1. II or
Deadline

HaoeSytMas
Habadax

Made Easy

ll

Attack

Math Bus ar

31.95
31.95

latecara

MfjM-'Nk

00-9

OavMtoa t Assacaat
Word

<

2! ^z °o
Cal

Software
Learning Bridge
Mastering SAT

46 00
29 95
31.95

95
95
95
95
95

39
39
39
39
39

"5

^~

& XT

Speed Reader

Pmhall Construction Sat
One -on -One

CD

OO

.

E0U CATION/GAMES

Electronic Arts

MacCoach

l^J CNJ
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005

CM

Ml

Q
Q_
2
Q_
I

Mach

Joystick

Joystick

Havdea

Lang

Year

Retail

5995

Hayes Products
Kraft

TS Products

Millionaire

lettcaa
Deadline
2ork
Zork II or

•Met

31 95

Tke LoeraJat Ceraeeey

49 95

Se«-L»eCerp

Met
39 95
34 95
49.95
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Amazing Things
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Some ofwere
puters

the eariiest applications of comin education, indeed the first

computers were developed at universities. However, it wasn't
until the
mid-60's that significant numbers of
students
became exposed to computers with the advent
of

value of

timesharing terminals in classrooms.

All six writers in this section
have been
involved with computers for at least
that length
of time. Walt Koetke leads offthis section
with a
plea for learning from the lessons
of the past
while Ken Brumbaugh traces the
history of
MECC, one of the oldest educational computer
organizations in the world. John Kemeny
co-

_

author of the Basic language, points out
the

programming

for learning other

subjects.

digital

first

Gordon Bell, one of the designers of the
minicomputer (the PDP-8) spent a great

deal of time teaching and, like
Koetke, feels
there are important lessons to be
learned from

the past, particularly as embodied
in The Computer Museum.
In a fascinating series of 41
statements,
Alfred Bork points out that while
computers
have invaded the schools of the nation,
the educational use of them is often a
disaster. David
Moursund is only slightly more optimistic
believes that ultimately the student

and

is

the key for

improvements in the educational system.
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IMAGINE

IT'S

IT

CREATE

IT.

EVEN PRINT IT.

KOAL APAD.
AMAZING WHAT YOU CAN DO WITH THE
You can save your designs to disk
Commodore 64
Hor Apple ) or KoalaPrmter™ (tor
reproduction ot on-sc*
out your designs tor the best
knows no limits, y
available Your imagination
.

table,
the 'ouch T^e KoalaPad'" tout*
You have the vision Nowyou'vegot
makes beautiful high -resolution
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The Importance of History
The importance of history

COMPUTERS, CHILDREN,

new.

LEARNING: ONE
COMPLETE ITERATION/

AND

WALTER KOETKE
around the corner, and yet again up
the stairs, again around the corner, and
yet again up the stairs you find yourself
once again at your starting point at the
bottom of the stairs. After repeating
this process a few times, the curious
are compelled to discover how Escher
drew the impossible and to ask what

was he

telling us. Escher's perspective

a surface contradiction of
terms that I believe reflects an insightthe
ful understanding of history and
nature of man.
Much of history is both cyclical
and iterative. No man has ever gone to

is iterative,

war without "god" on his side, and no
war has ever ended without sincere
pledges of eternal peace on both sides.
The rises and eventual falls of our

Walter J. Koetke, Jr. helped incomputers into U.S. public
he proved their educational
value in Project LOCAL, a pioneering

troduce

schools:

in the Lexington,

program

MA

school

Koetke joined
Scholastic Inc. in Seplermber 1983; as
director of technology, he is involved in
system

all

in

the

60's.

computer-related
Within the Scholastic Soft-

of Scholastic's

activities.

ware Group, he has direct responsibility
for the product development staff.
Koetke spent 15 years in the
Lexington, MA, school system, in which
as a math teacher he began to explore
classroom use of the computer in the
early 60's and gradually changed the
system into a model for educational
computer use. He has written computer
curriculum material, including two algebra textbooks, as well as articles, columns, and product reviews. A 1962
graduate of M.I.T., he also holds a
master's degree in teaching from Harvard University.
perspective used in many of
the drawings of M.C. Escher is

The

convoluted and

iterative.

As your

eyes travel up the stairs, around the
corner, again up the stairs, again

world's great civilizations share a host
of common characteristics. Even the
pendulum of politics in the United
States is predictable as it swings from
conservative to liberal to conservative

and so forth.
Most of learning is both cyclical
and iterative. There are almost do
significant topics that can be put on a
checklist and completed in a given
grade or semester. Hopefully, one studleast
ies mathematics and writing for at

ne

is

not

George Santayana summarized

accurately when he said that those who
ignore the lessons of history are comThe tenth
pelled to relive them.
anniversary of Creative Computing
corresponds rather closely with the
twentieth anniversary of children being
able to use computers in their schools.

For those fortunate enough to have
worked with children and computers
for those 20 years, history has already
provided many lessons. There are
many who feel they were born too soon
to fully experience the impact of
computers.
Although we have only begun to
fantasize the full impact of technology,
the past 20 years have clearly been the
exploratory probe of the use of
computers in school and home, and I
feel very fortunate to have been a part

of this stimulating period. Watching
the excitement of a handful of teachers
and the enthusiasm of a few hundred
students grow to today's widespread
use of the microcomputer as an individual, intellectual tool of so many
minds is very satisfying. Let's look at

computers, children, and education in
the light of this 20-year history.
I would like to highlight some of
those areas in which one iteration of
historical perspective might be helpful.
For example, there continue to be
those who claim children should not
use computers in school until their
effectiveness is proven. A classroom
where learning occurs is a series of
constant interactions between teacher
students and among students
themselves. If one avoided any inter-

and

tenth anniversary of Creative

Computing corresponds

children
rather closely with the twentieth anniversary of

being able to use computers

in their schools.

action whose effectiveness was not
proven, nearly all learning would be

12 years. Each year is built upon the
learned in previous years. Each

skills

paralyzed. Learning occurs when
teachers guide, prod, and stimulate,
not when they steer, force, and

year, previously learned skills are reinforced and new ones learned. Those

fortunate enough to have been guided
by skilled teachers are prepared to continue this iterative learning process
throughout their lives as the same process applies not just to other academic
subjects but to interactions with other
people, job skills, and even personal

regurgitate.

Certainly there

care.

VOLUME

is

much

research

to be done regarding the application of
computers to the learning process, but
there is nothing to be gained and minds
to be lost by using that as an excuse for
doing nothing today.
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Another argument that often
brings

paralysis

is

of

that

computer networks to obtain most of
the disadvantages and almost none of
the advantages of time-sharing

which

programming language students
should be learning. Ten years ago the
academic debate was over Basic, Cobol or APL. Today we listen to debate
regarding Basic, Pascal, or Logo, and I
suggest that five years from now we
will be subjected to debates regarding
Basic, C, or Logo II.

Academic debates are fine; society
has always had them and hopefully always will. But don't let their inconclusive nature prevent action.

Teaching

children any one of today's debated
languages is far more important than

which language is chosen.
With the advantage of a 20-year
I continue to believe that
teaching children to program. Arguments against doing this
are primarily analogies: I can drive a
car without knowing how to repair the
engine; I can use a microwave oven
without the slightest idea of how the
food is really heated; and so forth.
perspective,

your score for that turn is zero. Readwere challenged to determine the
best strategy for playing the game and
to write a program that would permit a
ers

systems.
I also suggest that microcomputers are highly successful because they

user to play against the computer.
The result of the Not One challenge is one of my most treasured files.
very large number of readers submitted their strategies and programs.
Some never won the game, and some
played very well. The response file I re-

are individual tools.

As soon as the
microcomputer becomes an appendage
of a larger system, an important part of
that individualness

A

is lost.

Given that most educators have
long accepted the importance of iterative learning, many seem unable to
apply that knowledge to the application of computers in the schools. The
debate as to whether Computer Science
and/or Computer Literacy should be a

tained,

The

distinct one- or two-semester course or

included the Dr. prefix.

The file is nearly 1 %" thick and
contains some terribly convincing

we should be

These arguments sound pretty good
unfil you realize that the analogies just
don't apply. Automobiles, microwave
ovens, and all the other devices com-

monly noted are not

interactive, intel-

lectual tools.

The computer
but

it is

intellect.

a

just a machine,
that can extend our
is

machine
There is no doubt that most

people will use software written by others in most instances when they use the
computer, but that does not eliminate
the importance of learning to program.
The computer is often called a wonderful "What if?" machine as we can use
it
to explore so many different questions.
Most of these questions are explored by
those who can write programs.

Bock to the Bottom of
the Staircase
Watching schools begin

to explore

the virtues of networking microcomputers within one or two rooms is
like returning to the bottom of an
Escher staircase. The first time sharing
systems placed in schools 20 years ago
were plagued with difficulties that took

years to resolve.
Today, a full scale, time shared
minicomputer has many applications
in the learning process.
networked

A

microcomputer system has very few as
it

now

faces nearly the

same

difficulties

that surrounded the first few years of
time sharing in the schools. In the
majority of cases, the schools are

spending time and money on micro-

164 CREATIVE COMPUTING/NOVEMBER

however, was very selective.
contains only responses in

file

which the writer included a convincing
"proof that his strategy was the best
possible and which was submitted by
someone whose academic credentials

Teaching children any one of
today's debated languages
is

far

more important than

which language

is

chosen.

should be woven throughout the existing curriculum
and taught when
appropriate seems to ignore such
acceptance. We are dealing with one of
the most important concepts and tools
developed by man, yet some continue
to hope they can check it off as they do
a driver education or a typing class.

The Not One Challenge

When speaking of history in CreComputing's anniversary issue, I
compelled to pass along the results
of what has become my favorite problem of tWbse I contributed to those
ative

am

early issues. In the first issue I wrote of
a game called Not One taught to me by
a five-year-old. This is an easy twoplayer game requiring only a pair of
dice and a few simple rules.
Players take turns, and each
player gets ten turns in one game. The
points you score on each turn are
added, and the one who scores the
most points wins. On each turn your
first roll of the dice is very important.
You may roll the dice as often as you
like on each turn, stop rolling whenever you choose, and your score for the
turn is the accumulated sum of the dice
rolled

on

that turn.

The catch

is

that

if

during the

course of rolling the dice you obtain
the same total as you did on the first
roll of that turn, your turn is over, and
1984

arguments. Delightfully, there are not
identical strategies in the entire file. In
fact, they are all quite different. I have
yet to see a definitive solution to this
innocent sounding problem. If you
think you have the best strategy, I'd
love to see it.

Try writing the program to play
the game. The different mathematical
you will encounter as you explore
simple game on the computer are
very rich. This problem has been addressed by inquisitive minds of all ages
during the past ten years, and I suggest
that the learning that resulted would
not have happened if the computer
were unavailable. Perhaps I should add
that no one will ever see my file of responses. The purpose of the Not One
challenge was and is to stimulate learning, not to embarrass the learner for an
incorrect answer from which a great
deal was learned.
ideas
this

Whither Public Education
As an un-swerving supporter of
public education,

I

am

very concerned

about

its diminishing chances for survival. Recent history has demonstrated
that free enterprise in the private sector
can and will effectively replace a public
service when that service is no longer

perceived as effective or appropriate.

The rapid growth of private mail and
communication systems in this country
evidence enough. Without drastic reform that brings the curriculum of our
is

schools into the age of technology, I
regretfully suggest that our venerable
institution will not survive in anything
like its present form.
In mathematics, for example,
there are almost no skills taught from
grade one through the first year of cal-
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Ayearfc worth of reports, plans, schedules,
charts, graphs, files,facts and figures
and it could all be lost in the blinkof an eye.
And we provided plenty of labeling

The most important part of
your computer may be the part you've
considered least— the floppy disk. After
all, there doesn't seem to be much dif-

box.

ference between one disk and another.
But now Fuji introduces a floppy disk

floppy disk.

worth a second lcx)k.
We designed our disk with the
understanding that one microscopic
imperfection can erase pages of crucial
data. That's why every Fuji Film Floppy
Disk is rigidly inspected after each production process. And that's why each

that's

space, so you won't have any trouble
telling which disk is which.
So think twice before buying a

And then buy the one you
won't have any second thoughts about.
Fuji Film Floppy Disks.

backed with a lifetime warranty.
We've even considered how
carefully a disk has to be handled, so we
designed user-friendly packaging that
makes it easier to get the disk out of the

one

is

A1F2D

FUJI.
Nobody gives you

better performance.
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Terrapin

Logo
Language

Beware of imitations.
There's only
original.

one Logo

And that's

that

can lay claim

to

being the

money-saving 10- and20disk Terra-Paks
Apple II family.
Being the original Logo also means we support you.
Whenever you want, you can speak with our technical
staff about whatever you want. Plus, we publish frequent
available in

Terrapin" Logo.

for the

Terrapin is the original

Logo developed at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. It has been field-tested
extensively. And it has been in use for over 10 years.
Today, there are hundreds of thousands of satisfied Terrapin Logo users. That's because over 100,000 copies of
Terrapin's

Logo

for Apple

enhancements

Terrapin is always the best
To better

Terrapin Logo is simple. And powerful. So, whether it's
college or kindergarten, Terrapin Logo is the ideal Logo.
It's the best value your money can buy,
too. For exammicrocomputer networks,
such as Corvus Omninet, PRO-NET and VICSwitch. If
you don't have access to networking, Terrapin Logo is

Logo, and our award-winning
means you can be assured that

to Terrapin

documentation. Which

and Commodore microcompu-

ters are in use.

Logo

available.

understand why the original Logo

call for

ple, Terrapin is available for

our special

Terrapin Logo.

ages

learning.

It

It's

encourages exploration.

And it's

Cambridge,

There are Terrapin Logo versions
Terrapin

Logo

is

lor the

Apple

II

MA

222

Third Street

02142, (617) 492-8816
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family ol microcomputers (with

a registered trademark ot Terrapin. Inc Apple

Commodore and VIC

64K RAM) and the Commodore 64 and Plus 4
Computer Inc

is a registered trademark ol Apple
are registered trademarks ot Commodore Electronics, Ltd

It

encour-

the original that keeps

getting better.

terrapin"
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offer.

fun.

The Original Logo People
Terrapin, Inc.,

is

best Logo, send for our free Reference Card. Or, if your
school district has a microcomputer evaluation center,
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cuius that can not be performed on a
microcomputer using $200 worth of
software. If your reaction is that there
are many important skills that should
be taught because they should be

understood by every educated citizen,
you are absolutely right. But those are
not the skills being taught in today's

mathematics curriculum. Similar
though

made

dramatic examples can be
virtually every curriculum

less

in

area in public education.
My concern for public education
is not ill founded. Virtually every publisher of educational software developed for schools is also marketing that
software to the home with a good deal
of success. The truth of the statement
that
technology will change who
teaches, what is taught, and where
teaching takes place is becoming more
evident each day.
There is still time for our schools
to take the lead in the use of technology as it applies to learning. In my own
version of Utopia, a parent who wants
to know what software will help his
child learn a specific concept or skill
will call the school for advice, not the
local computer store as is now the

case.

Although predicting the future is
an inaccurate business, my experience
suggests that schools have only two or
three years left in which they will be

(L) demonstrates education
programs on the Apple at Clemson, SC,
1979.

David Ahl

May

able to again grasp the reins of educational leadership, and that can only be
done by making rapid changes in an institution traditionally

slow to respond.

Education in Technology
The need to provide a

sound

Navy. In an age in which technology has reduced the Navy to two
kinds of ships, submarines and targets,
we are going to build the first billion
dollar target. These do not appear to be
decisions based on an understanding of
technology and its application.
The Soviet Union and perhaps
other nations are reported to be exploring the feasibility of building a large
satellite that includes a set of controllable mirrors that would reflect sunfor the

education in technology to all citizens
is very evident. Intelligent understanding and application of technology can
be as important to a country's economy as the production of technology.
The United States lost its prominence
as the leading producer of fine steel because Japan understood and applied
better technology developed elsewhere

in energy

as it built newer steel mills. Japan now
sees that its prominence will be replaced by the even newer, technologi-

light would also be used to provide extended daylight in crop producing areas and hence increase productivity

A

sound education

members of a

in

technology

free society

to

light

earth.

The

reflected

light

would be used to light major cities at
night and thus effect huge reductions

important so that as

is

we can

consumption. The reflected

vote intelligently on

matters related to technology.

cally superior steel mills being built in

and feed many more people.

South Korea and India. Japan's sudden
prominence and equally sudden anticipated replacement are typical of
changes that will be produced by those

idea.

terrific

vote for it? Have you
considered the impact of the additional
light on the average temperature on the
earth? How many degrees must the average temperature increase before the
polar caps melt and drastically change
the world's geography? Probably a lot
fewer than you would guess. Living in
a society so steeped in technology requires that every citizen understand
the basics of technology so that he can
make informed decisions regarding its

who understand and can apply
technology.
I also suggest that a sound education in technology is important so that
as members of a free society we can
vote intelligently on matters related to
technology. We are already faced with
important technological decisions, and
there are some unusual choices being
made at present. The only justification
for many of the choices seems to be
lack of information.
For example, near the end of 1985
and during early 1986 the path of Halley's comet will come as close as it ever
gets to earth, a position that occurs
only once every 76 years. We have a
once in a lifetime opportunity to meet
the comet with a space probe and possibly gain great insights into its nature
and the nature of where it has been.
The United States will not launch
such a probe on the grounds that it
costs too much. However, France, Japan, the Soviet Union, and the European Space Alliance have all managed
to And money to fund such exploration
as an investment in their futures. On
the other hand, the United States appears likely to invest one billion dollars
in the development of a new destroyer

VOLUME

A

Would you

application.

Although technology

is

evolving

at a staggering rate, history has pro-

vided lessons that we should heed. Although the use of computers in the
learning process is just beginning, there
are 20 years of lessons that can save
time,

money, and

frustration.

We

must

continue to take two steps forward, but
always look at least one step backward
to see what might be learned. And

whatever you do, don't wait. Whether
you are motivating yourself or leading
a class of eager young learners, I would
like you to keep an image in your
mind.
I first saw the image in a very
early issue of Creative Computing. The
image is the figure of Einstein as a
young boy sitting in front of a microcomputer. The caption beneath the image simply says "What if?"
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REFLECTIONS

Stony Brook,

ing interest and need for

this is what Dave wanted, here are
some personal reflections on educa-

computing, then and now.
Nineteen years ago I began using
computers as a supplement to the math
tional

and science classes I was teaching.
Ever since then I have been directly involved in the use and support of all
purpose instructional computing at local, state, national, and international
levels.

In those early years computing
educators were faced with problems
such as the availability of funds, isolated and narrow base of activities, and

the need
tional acceptance.
for

and

individual

institu-

Today a much

larger

group of computing educators is still
faced with the problem of funding
along with several new ones. Now they
face an enormous array of computing
equipment to procure, an even larger
body of quality computer software, and

educators

MECC

MECC

Attempting to serve two
thousand terminal users with a foursecond response time on a 448-port

classroom.

timesharing computer that was designed to do only batch computing
made life interesting to say the least. It

School custodians were

of Wisconsin, Milwaukee. He was a
science education instructor at Wayne
State and an instructor of physical science at Towson State College in
sity

Maryland.

He

established

MECC institutional

memberships and the User Services
Team. Brumbaugh was responsible for
MECC/Apple 11 and Atari volume purchase contracts. He was chairman of the
Minnesota Microcomputer Task Force,
1977-78, and was responsible for
MECC's instructional computing

time-shared
ing.
it

A

cial issue.

thoughts

Although

I

am

lucky

and teachers pulled many
ways to maximize its
use. School custodians were taught to
enter student paper tapes at night and
even bribed to open buildings at odd
hours. I remember an average student
who wrote a sophisticated computer
program to track missiles and completed it in several months. It was then
I knew that this thing called the computer was not going to be a passing fad
in education. It made kids smile and
want to try more. And it still does!
college teaching in the early
receipt

was highlighted by the

in this spe-

not sure

matics,

if

even bribed to open

if

of two National Science Foundation
Grants to develop instructional
computing courseware (computer programs and the related teacher support
manuals) for use by secondary mathe-

—

my

itself

buildings at

single computer, so naturally

add

hours.

strings to find

My

met Dave Ahl some ten years
ago at the same time the first issue
I of Creative Computing appeared.
Perhaps that is why he asked me to

paper tapes at night and

in

students

1970's

share a few of

interest

computing was overwhelm-

school considered

had a

courseware development.
first

taught to enter student

the Schools
In 196S, when I began teaching
student

the time
in schools

conventional instruction.
In 1974 I was fortunate to be one
of the first employees of the Minnesota
Educational Computing Consortium.
has since evolved into what
many educators believe is the best
example of an all purpose educational
computing support organization in the
world. MECC's early years were difficult and fraught with many problems
rather enjoyable.
nonetheless,
but,
staff, hardware manufacturers,
teachers, and students all seemed to be
experimenting with computers in the

in

computers,

at

computing
meant simply learning to program. Today we see the computer being used in
all disciplines and at all levels of education for simple and complex programming and as a valuable supplement to

extensive curricular planning.

with

purpose

computing materials.

Most

director

Timesharing

all

instructional
college
thought that

COMPUTING/
KENNETH BRUMBAUGH

Brumbaugh has a doctorate in science
education from Wayne State University.
Michigan and an M.S. from the Univer-

NY

forts but, in general, colleges and their
faculties were not attuned to the grow-

EDUCATIONAL

Kenneth Brumbaugh is executive
of the Minnesota Educational
Computing Consortium (MECC). one
of the oldest and largest educational
computer using groups in the world.

Lud Braun at
had made similar ef-

teachers. Others such as

ON
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science,

and

social

science

seemed that everyone appreciated the
situation and was willing to accept the
difficulties in order to have his chance
at

computing.

MECC

rapidly solved

the problems of providing timeshared
computing to a diversified user base
and, for several years, had one of the
world's largest and most successful
timeshared computer systems.

The Advent of Microcomputers
I

recall

several other significant

computing events in my life. One occurred in November, 1977, when Don

Holznagel (Northwest Regional

OR

Educational Laboratory, Portland,
formerly of TIES, Minnesota)

and

delivered a
computer to

Tandy TRS-80 Model I
my door. As I remember,

I
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FOR $59.95.
Most word processing programs create more
problems than they solve Introducing
the first program that rights all those wrongs:
.

to

master THE WRITE STUFF. Your "help menu

of functions

and commands is just a key

Hrftntive Computing calls it "as simple
word
as using a typewriter. .an excellent

away.

.

THE WRITE STUFF

.'

processor'

WRONG #1: WORD PROCESSING PROGRAMS
ARE EXPENSIVE.
Some people say software has to be

expensive to work well We don't agree
THE WRITE STUFF is everything those more
expensive programs should be And more:
.

.

affordable. Only $59.95. And it's available
XT, and
for Apple' n +. He. He and IBM»PC.

It's

compatible computers.

WRONG #2: GOOD WORD PROCESSING
PROGRAMS ARE HARD TO USE.

THE WRITE STUFF was written for Harper
& Row by the co-developers of The Bank

™ the best-selling word processor
children. To say that it's easy to use is an
understatement. Twenty minutes is all it takes

Street Writer
lor

.

WRONG #3: YOU GET WHAT YOU PAY FOR.
There's virtually no word processing

As
function THE WRITE STUFF can't perform.
programs costwell as options you only find in
complete
count,
word
much:
as
times
ing five
undo
cursor control, variable speed scrolling,

any change in one step, on-screen undejline

and boldface automatic save, and more.
WRONG #4: GREAT SOFTWARE COMES FROM
SOMEONE'S GARAGE.
THE WRITE STUFF is from Harper 8c Row,
one of the world's leading publishers. We've
been recognizing great writing for more
than 50 years, even before Mark Twain
brought us Huck Finn. We think you'll find
THE WRITE STUFF right in his league.
1
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stayed up most of that night and
spent the next several days playing
with it. From that moment on, it was
apparent to me that educational computing would soon change radically.
That simple, inexpensive, portable device offered a solution to many of the
problems facing those of us whose job
growing field. Sevit was to foster this
undertook a
eral months later,
I

MECC

study of microcomputers to ascertain
which one should be selected for use
and support in Minnesota.
The awarding of MECC's microcomputer contract to Apple Computer,
which I believe established a standard
the educator's computer in this
country, brings two other interesting
events to mind. The first occurred the
day that contract bids were going to be
opened by the State Procurement Ofdelivered
fice. The bid from Apple was
seconds
to the correct office with 75
remaining before bid closing. I often
for

wonder what might have happened to
MECC and to Apple if that bid would
been delivered in time:
Minnesota educational institutions
have now obtained, through MECC,
more than 10,000 Apple computers
since that day. Bids were also received
that day from computer manufacturers
not

have

no longer exist, including Astral,
Compucolor, and REX.
The second event occurred shortly
Apple.
after we awarded the bid to
During a one-day meeting at the Apple
Roger
office in Cupertino hosted by
Cutler, the Apple employee who persuaded Apple to submit their bid to
MECC, I met nearly every key person
meetings
in Apple at that time. Today,
with Jobs, Markula, Scott, and Carter,
that

or their equivalents could not, quite
understandably, be so easily arranged.
Mike Scott, then president, took me on
a twenty-minute tour of the entire Apple complex, which at that time consisted of two rather modest looking
buildings. Apple now has numerous
buildings in 24 locations throughout
the world, housing approximately 5000

employees.

The Creation of Courseware
The changes that the

modore, Tandy, and Acorn computers.
Similar growth in the area of MECC
in-service training and conferences,
which attracts tens of thousands of
educators each year, also means that
individuals must now work together in
teams to handle the volume of activity.
Supporting instructional computing is
an enormous undertaking.
Perhaps my most sensational

computing experience came when I
spent an entire Thanksgiving vacation
to use a Lisa computer.
capabilities of this machine are

learning

The

how

phenomenal. The integration of its
hardware and software produce capaofbilities which are easy to use in an
machine
fice system environment. This
and the others that will follow should
permit both clerical and management
staff to

do more

in less time.

When

I

began using computers, a system with
the capabilities of the Lisa would have

hundred thousand dollars
and would have required a computer
center facility and staff to function
properly; now it sits on my desk and

cost several

plugs into the standard electrical out"Can the
let. I am forced to wonder,

process for the creation and distribution of microcomputer courseware.
now produces several courseware products each week, approxi-

MECC

mately half of which are for the Apple
IBM, ComII and the remainder for

summary,

as

I

this fast?"

try to recall

my

key to success in educational computing. They will be the ones who will
plan who is to do what, when, where,
and why. They will be the ones who

and acquire the right amounts
and types of courseware and hardware.
will find

And

their motivation will be the vast

potential that the computer has and
will continue to offer to educators.
magazine such as Creative

A

Computing can do a great deal to eliminate what is and probably will continue
to be the biggest hurdle to high quality
and quantity use of computers by
educators; that is, getting the proper
information to those who need it in a
timely fashion. Thank you, Creative
for featuring education in
selected issues each year, as well as for

Computing,

the regular columns which provide important information to hundreds of
thousands of educators around the

world.

JOHN KEMENY
how

one speculates
Each
Freshman class may differ
fall

the

from

previous classes. But we already
know how the class entering Dartmouth College this fall will be unique:
each member of the class will be
strongly encouraged to buy his or her
personal computer. The college
has made the terms so attractive (pay
over four years, payments eligible for
most
financial aid) that we expect that

own

students will graduate owning a
computer.
will

There are some obvious uses. If
the institution has the capability of
connecting large numbers of personal
computers to a mainframe (and Dart-

mouth does have a network that makes
this possible) the PCs will be very
fancy terminals. Second, PCs can be
used for word processing; I am sure
that future generations of students will
write all term papers on their compututility
ers. Third, there is a variety of

And fourth, there are
games. While these uses are attractive,
programs.

would like to suggest that if they descope of personal computing in
higher education, those computers will
have a negligible impact on the quality
of education.
Whatever else a personal com-

be in the

group of institutions to make personal computers universally available.
Personal computers are also appearing
colleges
in significant numbers at other
and in our high schools. In the future

first

brought for me and for MECC included the establishment of a formal

In

years in educational computing, I keep
thinking of the problems, the people,
and the potential. The problems are being solved. People continue to be the

PERSONAL COMPUTERS
INVADE THE CLASSROOM/

Dartmouth College
1980's

world continue to move

I

fine the

puter may be good for, it is first and
foremost a computer and a very
powerful one at that. We now have an
opportunity to integrate the use of
computers into the curriculum to the

they will constitute the most important
tool for educational computing.
The question I want to address is:
"What use will our colleges and high
schools

make of

—

personal computers?"

VOLUME

10

NUMBER
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The major bottleneck in preparing
good educational software is a lack of
good languages for personal computers. And, typically, no two personal
computers speak the same dialect of a
language. Faculty

members who have

prepared excellent software for their
classes are frustrated in trying to "export" them.

Textbooks that include
computer programs must be published
in several different versions, each tailored to a particular personal computer. This is a very expensive and
wasteful process. It is also a poor use of
the resources of an institution: students
are limited to a single brand of personal computer in using a particular
software package. These facts have
significantly retarded the availability of
rate educational software.

first

John G. Kemeny, professor of
mathematics and president emeritus of

Dartmouth College, came to the U.S. in
1940 and became a naturalized citizen
in 1945.

He

served in the U.S.

Army

as

an assistant in the theoretical division.
Los Alamos Project (1945-46), and
was research assistant to Albert Einstein
at the Institute for Advanced Study
(1948-49). He has a B.A. and a doctorate in mathematics from Princeton
University.

He

collaborated with

Thomas

E

Kurtz on the invention of the computer
language Basic. Also with Kurtz, he invented the Dartmouth Time Sharing
system. He was a consultant to the
Rand Corporation in Santa Monica,

I hope I will be forgiven if I admy remarks to the most widely
used language, Basic. After all, I did
(with Tom Kurtz) invent the language!

on the Accident at Three Mile

land (1979). He
books, including
Science, Man

has

written

are inconsistent in important ways.
Let me give some examples. From
the beginning Basic refused to make a
distinction

Ugly Implementations

The versions of Basic available on
personal computers are vintage 1970.

The

vast

improvements made by mod-

ern computer science in

all

languages,

which have been reflected in the more
advanced versions of Basic, have had
no influence on the Basic found on
most personal computers. And as software houses wished to take advantage
of the special capabilities of micro-

The major bottleneck
software

is

a

in

between

"integers"

and

"floating-point numbers." This is a
distinction that creates great hardship
for the novice programmer and can
easily be handled by a good implementation. The reason for this distinction
other languages was that mainframes did not have floating-point
hardware. As such hardware was built
into machines, any excuse for
in

distinguishing two kinds of numbers
disappeared. I was horrified in trying

Basic on the IBM PC to find that there
were not two kinds of numbers but
four!

dress

CA, from 1953 to 1970. He is an internationally known lecturer and served as
the chairman of the President's Commission

guage written by the same software
house for two different personal

computers

Equally horrible
the

programmer

is

is the fact that
forced to learn the

peculiarities of a graphic screen in or-

der to draw graphs. We have had an
implementation of Basic at Dartmouth
for many years that allows the user to
express coordinates in a coordinate system of his own choice. It is this implementation that allows a faculty
member to prepare a graphics program
on one terminal, demonstrate it in the
classroom on a different make, and
give it to students to run on any of the
graphics terminals on campus. It is this
kind of design that would allow the

preparing

good educational

lack of good languages for

personal computers.

Is-

several

A

at

Philosopher Looks
and the Computer,

and Random Essays. Among the books
he has co-written are Introduction to
Finite Mathematics, Mathematical
Models in the Social Science and Basic

Programming

(with Kurtz).

point where asking a student to carry
out a computer assignment will be as
routine as asking him to read a book.
Putting first rate hardware into the

hands of our students is only half the
however and possibly the easier half. Readers of Creative Computing
will surely be aware of the fact that the
battle,

—

quality of software usually lags behind
the quality of the hardware. And

educational software
larly sad state.
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computers, they added

many new

fea-

tures to the language. Many of these
implementations are ugly, and they violate the design philosophy of Basic.
Basic was designed as a fast, easy
to learn language that protected the
user from the peculiarities of hardware.
The existing implementations are typically interpreters rather than compilers, and therefore Basic has acquired
the reputation of being a painfully slow
language. The implementations do not

have good error messages; indeed there
is a limitation on the quality of error
messages that an interpreter can proAnd the addition of hardwaredependent features to the language has
made various versions of Basic incompatible. Even versions of the landuce.

1984

same program to run on a wide variety
of personal computers.
But there is an even more fundamental problem with the available
languages. Educational software differs
in a fundamental way from spreadsheet
programs and word processors. The
used by typing appropriate
commands and data; the user never
latter are

sees the source code.
In educational software there are

two reasons why users must examine
source code. First of all, we want our
students to learn how to program
computers. Second, programs included
in a textbook are an essential part of
the pedagogic material. I am convinced
that the best way to teach an algorithm
is to teach it as a computer program.

A

great deal of material in mathematics
as well as in the sciences and social sci-

than learning programming in the first
place) and that we would never return

ences deals
algorithms.

to old-style Basic.

If the

with

the

teaching

of

important endeavor.
It is my hope
mentary Basic made

lions to learn

A

programs are to be readable,

Bright Future

they should be written in an elegant
language. And the standards I found
acceptable 20 years ago are now hopelessly obsolete. A significant contribution of computer science has been the
literature on
"structured programming." Modern versions of Basic are
completely structured and allow the
rewriting of horrendously messy and
unreadable programs (in old-fashioned
Basic) in a style that is both easy to
read and much easier to debug. Those
of us who have made the transition can

Until recently we faced the problem that, while the elementary portions
of Basic had been standardized, no
such standard was available for advanced, structured Basic. But such a
standard was proposed in 1983 and
this opens the door for widespread implementation of structured Basic. Tom
Kurtz and I, together with three
outstanding systems programmers, are
in the process of implementing a
powerful and elegant version of the
language on a variety of microcomput-

testify to the fact that

ers.

it

easy and painless process

is

a relatively
easier

(much

COMPUTING
PERSONAL

AND

it

once

ele-

possible for mil-

computer

vastly easier to export

educa-

tional software and to get it published
and distributed. I predict that within
five years it will be very common for

textbooks

include

to

a

floppy

disk

which contains copies of the program
used within the book. It will then be
possible to turn every dormitory room
and every home into an educational

computer laboratory.

A

or attempted designs; seven really succeeded, about 20 are still trying, and a
whole flock are no longer with us,
including American Computer, Atron,
BIT, and Viatron. With some understanding of the historic generational
patterns my goal was to get DEC into

INDUSTRY

VIEW/GORDON

that, as

to write

structured Basic are implemented on a
variety of microcomputers, it will be-

come

And it would surprise me if we
were the only ones engaged in such an

HISTORY:

how

programs, a modern structured version
of Basic will set new high standards for
the quality of programs.
And as compatible versions of

BELL

large scale integrated circuits and to
establish the
line as a new stan-

VAX

and Herbert Simon wrote a letter to
Science and identified computer science. The next steps, what we now call
"the third and fourth generations"
weren't at all clear. At Carnegie, Allen
Newell and I collected materials and
objects from past machines to build
theories. This resulted in a book en-

And

20 years
PDP-8 was built, sales of
machine were higher than ever

dard.

lis,

ironically, this year

after the first

the

Computer Structures that influenced at least two generations of
computer architects. The concepts of

Ironically, this

year 20 years

after the

PDP-8 was

first

titled

it is implemented on a single chip
and embedded in a word processor.
Now one of my goals is to consider not just the development of a single company, but of the entire industry

these ideas in subsequent (and future)

since

DEC

I

the past"

it

The first time that I invested in
learning was in 1966. I went on leave
to become a professor at
Carnegie Tech to learn about computer
science. Even though I had already
helped develop the first minicomputer
(the PDP-8) and the first commercial
timesharing system (the PDP-6), industry was unconcerned about the
from

DEC

computers. These developments
a deep knowledge of past
computers, and how they were used
and gave some insights about the future trajectory of computer evolution.
In 1972, when I returned to Digital, the third generation of computing,
based on the integrated circuit, was in
full swing. While DEC had been almost alone building minis in the second generation, the technological

"science" of computing.
In 1967, Allen Newell, Alan Per-

—and

not just architecture but prousers. To this end, I
of establishing The
Computer Museum for everyone. The
Museum came about through the generous sponsorship of
and Ken
Olsen.

grammers and

have been part

DEC

building computers had
company
been lowered with the IC.
had only to understand packaging,
logic design, peripheral interface design, and construction of software
components to start in the business. By
1970, about 100 companies had formed
barriers

of the machine

were higher than ever.

came from

time
invest "in
Each
has future payoff.

sales

built,

DEC

Unibus and general registers
came from this work. Other Carnegie
alumni extended and implemented
the

to

A

VOIUMF

The Role of the Computer Museum
1984, The

Opened in Boston in
Computer Museum has on
first

puter, the

10

NUMBER

the

LINC,

display the

space

interactive

SpaceWar!;

game,

personal comand the first mail-orfirst
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der home-built machine, the Altair.
The Computer Museum is designed to
help visitors understand the evolution
of computing. Computer generations,
marking technological time, are the
main organizing principle. The new
technologies, startup companies, and
new products of each generation are
listed and displayed.
Every time I visit the museum, I
get insight relevant to a current problem.
month ago while looking at the
Honeywell 116, a very early IC mini-

A

computer, and comparing it with Data
General's first Nova, ideas about board
size,

pins,

and function

observed that nearly

all

jelled.

I

Dozens of complete industries have
been formed within a half dozen strata:
• Chips: microcomputers, peripherals, memories.
• Electro mechanicals: power supplies, disks, I/O, enclosures.
• Operating systems: communications, database access, human I/O.
• Languages: (eg. dozens of assemblers for a given micro), fourth genera• Generic

were collected.

Museum

• Professional/discipline applications: general business.

the products do not improve
productivity. The "me too" less costly
solutions really cost the user when the

British

friends,

is

phones.
• Portable and desktop personal
computers, workstations and shared
computers.
• Supermicros which replace mini
and mainframes while providing increased reliability and performance by
replication.

• Hybrid computer-telephony base
computers and switches.

With the vast supply of venture
you need to establish a comis
a computer with a word
processor and spreadsheet.
perpetual
motion machine for creating companies can be expressed in a Pascal-like

capital, all

pany

A

way:
procedure

VENTURE
ENTREPRENEUR CYCLE
while greed and not fear do
begin
write business plan;
get venture funds;
start

new company;

build product;
sell product;

A View

to the Future
Using the Museum to review the
past, just as I did in the 60's at Carnegie, a view emerges of the future
evolutionary path of computing.
industry

sell

company;

(for

100 times sales)
venture funds:
liquidity;

end

is

by level of integration and
completely product fragmented, offering the ultimate in entrepreneurism.

with

you need

to

a word processor

The

restructuring of the industry
is good for individuals who both take
the risks and create new products. But

176 CREATIVE COMPUTING/NOVEMBER 1984

company

fails

convert

the

and the user is forced to
software to a reliable

supplier.

Third, the U.S. industry is robbed
of a critical engineering resource by
constant churning. At a time when we
need massive resources to compete
with the invasion of every size and type
of Japanese computer, most energy is
going into replicating trivial products.
And fourth, successful software

companies all appear to violate their
own entrepreneurial energy. They
amass vast programmer staffs merely
to evolve their single founding product.
Having a large staff of programmers to
improve a spreadsheet to new versions
is

like

having Ernest Hemingway hire a

team of writers to write Hemingway
novels. Much programming may be
best done as a cottage industry.
The answer to my original question about investing in the future versus the past now becomes evident.
Quality investments that benefit both
individuals and society need a long
term vision based firmly on knowledge

of our past.

exit job;

history.

stratified

capital, all

a computer

This new technology permits many
more new computer structures than
ever before including:
• All types of desktop terminals and

The Computer

The current computer

a company

and spreadsheet.

provides this for the present

make

some innovations

With the vast supply of venture
establish

and future generations of engineers,
programmers, artists, and hackers who
will

first rate companies.
Second, while the cycle creates
in computing, most

dozen

of the micros

they often recounted anecdotes of how
the exhibitions turned people on to science and technology. Now I see the
same thing at The Computer Museum:
bright kids and curious adults have a
place where they can learn how
computers got to be the way they are
today.
Until The Computer Museum was
established, there was no place where
the objects, films, and programs of the
past

have four con-

also

path that began in 1960 with the Manchester University Atlas in the early
60's, which we followed with the
Decsystem 10 in the late 60's, and then
again with minis in the mid-70's.
IBM's path was about the same with
the 360/370 evolution and its minis.
The Computer Museum is not just
for me and my engineer friends; a
dozen high school students came to an
esoteric lecture on coding in the 1930's
given by Donald Davies of England's
National Physical Laboratory. Asked
if they got anything from it they replied that they were going to use some
of the ideas on setting secure codes for
their school computer.
When I tour the Science Museum

my

I

of

cessing, spreadsheets.

repeated, for the third time, the time-

London with

word pro-

applications:

scale

cerns about this restructuring.
First, the value of the companies
appears to be far larger than any potential market. At the beginning of 1984,
123 workstation companies had a
valuation of tens of billions of dollars
with a total market of less than $10 billion. At most, there may be room for a

tion languages.

worn memory management evolution

in

on a national

The Computer Museum

is

more

than the industry's attic, it provides a
resource for observing major patterns

and a forum

for learning

from the

all-

time great designs and people. I'm sure
that you, like me, were strongly influenced by your first computer and
have a story about how it affected your
future choices. Now, with The Com-

puter Museum a new opportunity is
provided to amass these "stories" into
the history of computing.
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COMPUTER FUTURES FOR

high level of motivation, and thus
can
be an important feature in increasing
time on task, an important factor
in
determining how much students learn.

EDUCATION/ALFRED BORK
Alfred Bork. professor of information

and computer science and physics, is
founder and director of the Educational
Technology Center at the University
of
one of the leading
in the world for research
and development of computer-based
California. Irvine,

projects

learning material.

The

center's reputation is based on the graphic,
interactive, individualized, computer-based
learning modules it has developed.

Bork has been a leader in proposing future hardware systems
for delivery
of computer-based learning; he has lectured widely on the subject and ran an
NSF-supported conference on intelligent
videodisc systems. Bork's recent books
include Computer Assisted Learning in
Physics Education (Pergamon Press.
1980), I. earning with
ital Press. 1981),

Computers

Computers (Digand Personal

for Education

(Harper and

Row, 1984).

Education

in the

United States is in
are besieged by re-

invention of the printing press and the
textbook.

ports of difficulties. Many parents
realize that things are not right in
our
schools. The unhappiness with our
school system is unlike anything seen
in the past. These problems
have been

a learning device because it allows us,
for the first time in hundreds,

trouble.

documented
least a

We

many

in

reports, over at

dozen years But remarkably

The computer

2.

is

important as

perhaps

even thousands of years, to

ward
ii

situations in

interactive.

move

to-

which most learning

As we have educated

lit-

other than cosmetic changes, happens to improve the situation.

4. As with any technology,
the
computer can be used well in the learning process or it can be used
poorly.
Moving computers into the educational
process is no guarantee that learning
will be improved. There is
nothing

magical about the computer.
5. Computers will continue
rapidly to decline in cost

and improve

6.

Because hardware

cheaper, and because

we

will

become

are becoming

more skillful in developing computer
based curriculum material, the computer will eventually become, in almost
every area of education, the cheapest
learning delivery system.
7. We should not seek the
"best"
way of using the computer in learning.
The computer can be used in many different ways to aid many different
aspects of the learning process. None of
these should be eliminated at the
present time, when our experience with
first rate use of the computer is
still extremely limited. Decisions should be
made on empirical grounds, rather
than on the basis of philosophical positions. We need to use the principles
of science in deciding where computers
can best be used in the learning

process.
8.
Because the computer is a
revolutionary device in education, it

tle,

New possibilities,

It is not my intent to dwell
on
these very serious problems of
educa-

tion in

our country. Rather

environments,

want to
consider the role that the computer
may play in solving these problems and
leading us toward future educational

My

tactic will be to present a seof statements. The purpose is to

make my views

and to focus on
Most of these issues

clear

the major issues.
are discussed in

much more

my forthcoming

such as learning-at-a-distance

become much more

practical in

an

I

systems.
ries

detail in

educational system heavily dependent on the
computer.

larger and larger numbers of people
in a democracy), we have
adopted undesirable passive modes of
learning. With the computer we
can
create active learning environments for

developed at the Educational Technol-

ogy Center.

General Statements Concerning
Computers in Education
The computer is the most
1.
powerful new learning device since the

To

rent

may

all students.

book. Personal

Computers for Education from Harper
Row, in Learning with Computers
(Digital Press, 1981), and in papers

&

new educational structures.
think of computers in terms of curschools and current universities
be very misleading. New possibilities,
such as learning-at-a-distance
will lead to

(essential

3.

environments,

Interactive

portant

computer

learning has imconsequences. Because the
is constantly interacting with
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much

more

Statements About the Current
Situation with Computers in
Schools
9.

We need not "teach" something already known, and we can work in ways
that are most efficient -.v.v,.,»,i
for each learner.
,.
i„.~, .
J
Interaction,
used well, also implies a

become

practical in an educational system
heavily dependent on the computer.

the student, we can individualize the
learning experience to meet the needs
of each student. When education is individualized, it can be more effective.

Computers are appearing very

rapidly in schools. Although estimates
vary, it is reasonable to assume more

K

than
i„a„
I

in

capability.

juu.uuu
300,000

computers

State schools. Recently the

in

Un
United
ted

number has

doubled, or better, each year. Strong
parental pressures assure that even
in a
time of financial strain schools are
still
buying computers at an amazingly
rapid and increasing rate. Parental
feeling is that "my child has an
inferior
education if the school doesn't have
computers."
10.

not reasonable.
16.

recent study at Johns Hopkins (Becker) indicates the schools
that
have computers do not necessarily use
them, or may very much underuse

them. Even when computers are
given

may
in

not
the

schools.

The educational use of

11.

computers is often a disaster. One
might reasonably argue that computers

19.
The development of good
curriculum material, regardless of the
media involved, is costly. To develop a

schools at the present time are more
harmful than helpful in the educational
process, almost independent of the type

single college level course, the

is

are approaching
q

it

12.

a major problem; few

Teaching of programming

all

in

commercially avail-

able computer based learning material
for school use at the present time is
poor.

Much

of

it

is trivia.

14.
United States teachers are
poorly trained to use computers effecBrief workshops are entirely inadequate for producing adequate
teachers who understand educational
uses of computers. Teacher training is
a major problem; few school districts
are approaching it adequately. The
training about computers offered in
many schools of education is worse
than no training at all. A few rare
exceptions offer excellent training.
15. Schools depend on curriculum
material. Good education demands

tively.

that well tested learning modules be
available to the schools. Very few
teachers have the time, energy, resources, and know- how to develop
their own learning units, except in very

small ways. The notion that teachers
can develop, extensively, their own
computer based learning modules is

24. In producing curriculum
maa variety of talents are
needed
Most good curriculum material,
such
as that in the Open University,
and in
the major curriculum
development

projects in the United States
following
Sputnik, used sizable groups of
people
with different talents.
25. Effective ways of
producing
computer based learning material exist
and have produced sizable amounts

of

school

material at costs resembling those
of

any good curriculum development.

The

26.

ultimate

test

of

any

method of producing learning units
including computer related material
is
the learning effectiveness of
the materials

produced.

districts

tial

to solve

most of our current educa-

tional problems.
28. The computer

life. The major problems are
Basic and
teachers who do not understand modern programming style.

Almost

ful material.

terial

Statements Concerning Computers
and the Future of Education
27. The computer has the
poten-

adequately.

schools is a particular disaster area,
building up bad habits which are almost impossible to overcome in later

13.

Open

University (United Kingdom) typically
spends about one million dollars. We
can develop courses for less money, but

Students are, in some situations,
being harmed by computers.
use.

(Tead
Teacher training

difficulties

cycles.

in

of

major

Statements Concerning the
Production of Learning Material
Employing the Computer
17.
The development of good
learning material of any type is a
nontrivial process. It demands
competent
people who know what they are doing.
18.
Learning material must be
carefully evaluated and improved,
in
one or more formative evaluation

A

to schools the school district
actually let them be used

learning

material, we would be much
farther along. These
expenditures on
authoring systems continue,
draining
away resources that could produce
use-

Computers have the potential

for helping with the

that confront education. But it
is not
certain that potential will be realized.

dominant
quality

is

seriously affected.

role

will play a
future educational

in

systems.

20.
Many of the stages for
developing good curriculum units are
independent of the subject area, the
level, and the media involved.

tically

Developing good print base learning

books and lectures

has many similarities to
developing good computer based learnmaterial

ing material.
21.

No

effective

shortcuts

are

available for developing computer
based learning material. Although
beginners in this field often assume
curriculum material can be produced
at little cost, experience shows
that
good material is almost never produced
this way.
22. Authoring languages and systems are almost useless. Little good
curriculum material has ever been pro-

duced using these systems, in spite of
the fact that vast numbers of such systems have been developed, and in spite
of the vast publicity they have received,
I would guess that in
excess of half a
billion dollars has gone into such
systems. Unfortunately major companies,
and even major countries, continue to
support such development.
23. If the vast amount of money
spent developing useless authoring languages and systems had gone into quality development of computer
based

VOLUME

10

Within twenty years the computer will be the major delivery system
29.

for education at all levels and
in pracall
subject
areas,
replacing

30. The computer may lead
to a
better or worse educational system.
At
present this issue is very much
in the
balance.

31. The Federal Government
should fund vigorous research efforts
to learn

how

better to use the

computer

education. Current efforts are inadequate and often motivated by very
specialized points of view. Diversity
is
the key to these efforts. There
should
be no national policy; the quality of
in

the

research should be the key factor
in
determining grants. Development can-

not wait

until this research

is

com-

pleted, but
32.

must proceed parallel to it.
Massive development of high

quality learning material involving
the

computer is essential and should begin
at once, primarily at the full
segment
or full course level. The computer
should not assume to be the only medium. Development should take into

account possible nontraditional
of schools and nontraditional delivery modes. The
emphasis should be on quality and on
organizations

NUMBER
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amounts of material.
can33 This curriculum material
industry
not be produced by cottage
is a
authoring strategies. Production
considered
be
must
serious activity and
Further research on produccarefully.
tion strategies
34.

follow

needed.

is

The new learning material may
modes impossible without the

computer, because the computer sugthe learngests new ways of organizing

new ways of organizing
courses, new ways of organizing
organizing
schools, and new ways of
ing experience,

tions,

industries,

the future.
41
future.

In

based

42.

The time

development

ot

to

begin

quality

now.

is

TO IMPROVE EDUCATION/
DAVID MOURSUND
in

Dave Moursund is a professor
Department of Computer and

the

College

Information Science and in the
University of Oreof Education at the
the Oregon In 1971 he helped found
Council for Computer Education

Teacher training— understanding
the
to use the newer materials and
newer media— is an essential compo-

gon

journal.

and started the organization's
The Oregon Computing Teacher,

Few
nent of curriculum development.
earliest
teachers at any level, from
childhood to adult education, are prepared for the computer. Conventional

May

in

1974.

the
In August 1979, he founded
in
International Council for Computers
proEducation (ICCE). a non-profit
more than
fessional organization with
the largest pro14,000 members,
society
fessional computers in education

methods of teacher training—
lecture

one

is

fully in place.

how

inservice

question

direction. The
and direcestablishing suitable models
are
tions—hard to change once they

ers.

preservice and

Many

-bad"

of approaches and materials.

cases the new computer
to follearning materials may be able
This
low distance learning strategies.
the
implies that in learning systems of
needed.
future fewer teachers may be
com36. Some of the uses of the
teachinvolve
will
education
puter in

,

the
little time to alter
factors already suggest a

We have

established
39. Centers should be
research
over the country for both
centers
and development. While these
sense ot
the
in
together,
should work
cooperattalking with each other and
friendly rivalry
ing on some projects, a
diversity
between centers should assure

all

Learning-at-a-distance

35.

many

and from interested

technological
particularly those with a

learning.
possibilities deserve further study.

five to
40 Decisions of the next
influence our
ten years will strongly
time in
educational system for a long

foundadors of the materials, from

significant

and

textbook courses— are inadequate.
the
37. The computers should be

the

in

world.

Moursund

is

editor-in-

publications, including
the SIG
has written or co-written

chief for

ICCE

Bulletin.

He

The Computing Teacher and

The computer should not

assume

to

articles
about a dozen books and many
on educational uses of computers.

be the only

medium. Development
should take into account
possible nontraditional

organizations of schools

and

nontraditional

delivery

who were

Curriculum developcourses where teachers are to
be involved must take this into account,
producing the teacher's material as well

training programs.

is
high educational goals. Thus, it
school
not surprising that I stayed in
completed a doctorate in
I
until
researchmathematics and became a

oriented professor in that

What

in

must
as the students' material. Teachers
have direct exposure to computers.
38.

Much

funding

both faculty members in the

Department of Mathematics at the
a
University of Oregon. I was raised in
and
family that believed in education
set

modes.

in
principal learning device for teachers

ment

personal involvement in
education goes back to 1936
when I was born of parents

My

is

essential for

learning material. There must be
Federal leadership and Federal fundfrom the
ing. Funding can also come
from possible commercial ven-

new

ever,

is

that

am now
person who
I

a

computer

spends

full

education, writing,
preplanning, and working to improve
taught a
college education. 1 have not
mathematics course for many years,

and

my

knowledge of that

field

is

19?

on
very well) but it started me working
integrate
the problem of trying to
computers into precollege education.
of how difficult
It also made me aware
of
to be a successful teacher
is

teachers.

research math-

,

was
In the summer of 1966 I
Foundadirector of a National Science
teachers, and
tion Summer Institute for

have maintained a high level of
involvement in teacher education ever
learned a lot
since. I believe that I have
20
about education during the past
I

years,

gradually fading.

My transition from

The
teachers in a summer institute.
(which
course was not very successful
that I didn't do
is a polite way to say

it

field.

perhaps surprising, how-

educator, a
time in teacher

states,
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is

began
ematician to computer educator
when I volunin the summer of 1965
analysis
teered to teach a numerical
math
course to secondary school

and

in this short essay
few key ideas.

like to share a

I

would
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insert on,

and

type.
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leading word
processors can keep
up with 70, 60, or even 50
words per minute. WordPerfect
keeps up easily at speeds well
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100*.

Now, maybe
to you.

Delays are very frustrating, and
frustration can easily lower the
quality of your writing.

Try WordPerfect.
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this doesn't matter

because you don't type

100 or even 50 WPM. But you
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still don't want to wait forever
go to the beginning of your
document, go to page 5. save
your document, or add a

You'll love it-
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paragraph.

At SSI anything
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because time is money, or
because wasting time is foolish.
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Education

a Massive System

is

Most people who write or

schools. More than 2 million educators
are involved in this system that spends
well over $100 billion per year. There
are
more
than
15,000
public
school districts; issues of local,

talk

about improving

precollege education
of the massiveness of
Ithis system. In the United States
there
lare about 45 million precollege
stuIdents enrolled in approximately one
hundred thousand public or private

seem unaware

re-

gional, state, and federal control
are all
important in the functioning of each
school district.

It is often said that it takes 50
years to make a significant change in
our educational system. While the time
line for a significant change can be
argued, it is easy to see why change takes
time and substantial effort. Our educational system is massive, and it has
a
momentum born of many years of tradition. It resists change. Give our
educational system a push and it grad-

ually returns to

BRITISH

INTELLIGENCE

INTRODUCES GAMES WITH INTELLIGENCE

AND FREE WORD PROCESSING

-

its initial

position.

A

huge new federal aid-to-education program might spend a billion dollars a
year for several years. But a billion dollars is less than one percent of
the
yearly school budget, and after a few
years the federal program ends. As

!

.

likely as not, after a

few more years the
of those billions of federal dollars
barely discernible.

effect
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My main approach to educational
change has been through working with
teachers. If I can change a teacher, that
teacher can change the education of
hundreds of students. The multiplier
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oil* tig
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50
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courses they taught. What a naive
assumption! Of course no appreciable
change occurred! How could it, when
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The

there were no computers in the
schools, no appropriate textbooks, no

ultimate

game for TRS80C or

time for teachers to rewrite the
curriculum, and no encouragement
from school administrators, school
boards, and parents to make such
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computers can change the basic nature
of mathematics education. I assumed
that as soon as teachers gained insight
into the capabilities of computers they

first
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playing time
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my
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Interestingly, I estimate the total
cost of computer equipment now being
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have a significant impact?
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I still believe that teachers are
an
essential part of any change process in
education. But teacher education by it-

self has limited potential. An individual teacher is locked in by tradition,
standardized testing, a huge work load,
and many other barriers to change.
Imagine a fifth grade teacher deciding
to omit paper and pencil long division
from the math curriculum, replacing it
with calculator use. An individual
teacher cannot make such a change,

even when backed by recommendaTRS80C
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1
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and head

life.
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Maxell's the disk that many drive manufacturers trust to put new equipment
through its paces. It's that bug-free.
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industry leader in error-free performance and durability. Proving that if
you can't stand the heat you don't
stand a chance.
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Toshiba"8 P1340 printer generates
consistent, fully foraed characters
that rival the output of daisywheel
printers. Pay close attention to

the solid character outline and
straight, scallop-free vertical
lines. And note the smoothness of
round characters like "0".

Now you can make £ _
a grand. TheToshiba P1340
Toshiba has been a pioneer in printer technology and development. Where we have
led
can only follow. Our P1340 printer is an
impressive example-the first 3-in-0ne printer
for
'

others

less than $1,000 that provides
high-speed
quality copy, high-resolution graphics
and

letter-

an

advanced 24-pin dot matrix print head. And at
only $995, the Toshiba P1340 is priced
well within
your reach.

Perfect impressions. Our unique highdensity 24-pin dot matrix print head
gives you
sharp clean results from any of the P1340's
three
resident typefaces. With its 8-mil print wire
and
overlapping dot pattern, you get letter-quality
daisy wheel sharpness and definition-at
dot
matrix speed.

Impressive speed. You won't have to
give up speed for letter-quality results
Because the Toshiba P1340 gives you
the best of both. At 54 cps, you
get
letter-quality copy at better than

An impressive eye for detail. The
Toshiba P1340 doesn't just give you high
speed, letter-quality type. At 180 x 180 dots per
square inch, also gives you high-resolution
~
graphics that lead the industry.
it

Impressive versatility. The P1340 is
versatile enough to give you your choice of
three
different resident typefaces.

underscores, super-

With bold type,

and subscripts. And
line and

a wide range of condensed printing,
proportional spacing choices.

And since features Qume SPRINT 5
emulation and choice of parallel or serial interface the Toshiba P1340 3-in-One v printer can
it

work with an impressive number of word processing programs. And almost every microcomputer, including IBM PC® and Macintosh.

Impressive price. The Toshiba
P1340 printer. It's more than an impressive 3-in-One printer. At only $995, it's
also a great buy. For more informa-

twice normal letter-quality speed.
And even faster draft copy at 144
cps.
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3M Scotch'
DISKETTES
lions from the National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics and the National Council of Supervisors of
Mathematics.

Computer as Change Agent

ing into the grade schools.
2.

Some computer

use has been

58 5V6SOO $910"
**

integrated into some parts of some
schools' curriculum. Certainly we can
see substantial use of computer-assisted
learning in many schools.

Another of my early, naive assumptions was that the mere existence
of computers in higher education and
throughout business, government, and
industry would cause massive changes

nant underlying factors in high technology, are forcing a reexamination of
the curriculum.

in precollege education. How could a
computer-knowledgeable teacher con-

the third point, computer as
change agent, that is critical. The nowIt

$ 33

2

fifth

teacher omiting paper

and

pencil long division from
the

math

curriculum.

tinue to teach the
the same old way?

same old things

in

A more recent, still naive assumption was that if the computerknowledgeable teachers had reasonable
microcomputer access
nificant auricular

in schools, sig-

changes would cerStudents could see the
machines and could learn to use them.
Then the curriculum would change.
Over the past five years we have
seen a very rapid growth in computer
availability. In schools in the United
States we are rapidly approaching a
level of one microcomputer or computer terminal per 100 students. Many
secondary schools have 30 or more
micros a classroom set as well as miscellaneous machines scattered throughout the building. Certainly many
schools now have enough computer access to support significant changes in
the traditional curriculum.
But where is the change? Has the
geometry course changed? How about
science labs? Maybe we can find
changes in business classes, art classes,
music classes, English classes, or history classes? To some of these you
might respond "yes" and point to a
specific small change. But the basic nature of precollege education in all of
these disciplines remains unchanged.
Computer-related changes are
occurring, and the actual change can
be divided into three parts.
1
A very large number of students
are taking computer literacy, computer
programming, or computer science
courses. Such instruction is even reachtainly occur.

—

.

V
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These are factory-fresh
diskettes packed in boxes
of 10 with Tyvefc sleeves reinforced hubs,
identification labels and wnte-protect tabs

3M

is

5% tor orders less than 50 on 5 V only

Add

apparent ready availability of computand the general recognition of the
importance of high technology are
forcing our educational system and individual schools to reexamine what it is
they are doing. This reexamination is
healthy; it is fundamental to any
significant change in the system.
As a consequence of this reexami-

grade
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ettes
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nation many states and individual
school systems are requiring students
to take more solid courses in math, science, and English. They are beefing up

we ve seen
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tor stacking
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storage
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school districts are beginning to require that their students become computer literate, the changes that are
occurring go far beyond computers.
The changes are attempts to require
that the overall quality of student
education be improved.
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learning. But what he learns and how
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student. Surprisingly, we often lose
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All of us have seen students of
approximately equal academic abilities
make far different types of progress in
school. All of us have seen that some
students work harder, take harder
courses, and set higher personal goals
than others. An educational system
makes opportunities available it is
not a panacea.
Ultimately the individual student
is the key. Thus, perhaps, we are led to
a philosphical discussion of what motivates a student. I certainly can't cover
all possible bases in this short essay.
can look at external rewards such
as high grades, praise of parents,
scholarships and the possibility of entrance into the best college or university.
can look at an inherent desire
to learn, to grow, to achieve, and to in-
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Free Catalog!
Your 80-page guide to computer supplies and
accessories-including complete
new product descriptions.
Packed with over 1600 products lor microcomputers, minicomputers,
and word processors - many available nowhere else
I Big special section devoted to

new supplies and accessories

Comprehensive product descriptions - including more than 475
full-color photos -

clearly explain teaturesand benefits

Easy-to-use cross reference guides to magnetic media, ribbons,

and more-along with the industry^ most complete cable guide.
Helpful suggestions and tips, ranging from flexible disk

care to proper ribbon selection to useful application ideas.

Phone toil-free 1-800-547-5444
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is

under-

in this country
helping students learn to take
This
themselves.
for
should begin at the very earliest grades
(and, of course, even before children

for

improved education

lies in

responsibility

start school).

•In CalHornia. call
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1-800-547-5447

is it

that

I

am

ex-

How does tie in with
know? Why should
tell if
this? How can
it

I

I
I
want to learn
have learned this new material?" Ques-

become a

self-reliant

and

independent learner.
Computers, of course, can play a
helpful role in an educational system of
self-reliant independent learners. Over

instruction, testing, and feedback.
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"What

pected to learn?
what I already

next 20 years computers will
supplement books as a
source of information. Computers will
supplement teachers as a source of
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no obligation

Selected

many

students.
I believe that the greatest potential

significantly

ciiy

whatsoever

computers have

the

AOOKSS

STATE

stand there

I

that

strong motivational powers for

tions such as these should be ingrained
in all students. The goal is to have ev-

today
ctntlMm today.
1-800-^7-5444* or setui
send coupon
Ph»wttM-free
Phone
toll-free 1-800-547-5444*

2465 Augustine Drive

work on

of these, and more. And, of course,

we can be aware

ery student

tntWtOG

We can

crease one's potential.

Microcomputer
Software

Secondary

lrmenlar\

become individual
will
tools, as pencil and paper are today, to
aid in the learning and problem solving
process. But the student as self-reliant
and as an independent learner is not

Computers

&

CoMrgr

dependent on computers, and progress
towards such goals can occur in the
absence of computers.
Thus, each reader of this essay can
help to improve education. If you are a
parent, interact with your children to

them become more self-reliant
and independent learners. If you are an
educator, stress this idea when working
with students and other educators.
And don't forget to do the same thing
for yourself. If you feel the need to
learn more about computers or some
other topic, decide for yourself what
you want to learn, why and how. Set
your own standards for measuring
whether you have gained the skills and
knowledge you seek.
For me a clear picture emerges
from the type of analysis given above.
The educational environment can be
improved, and educational goals and
help

UNITIII FOB

^ ! m wwwa,

two.

1984-85
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requirements can be changed. Computwill play an increasing role as
change agent as well as within the
curriculum. But far bigger improvements are possible if we can help stuers

dents to take increased responsibility
for their own education. The key to improved education is students, not
computers.

is easy to stand outside a field and point
fingers, predict, and give advice. "The government is too big. They should cut spending." Or
how about, "Detroit builds lousy cars. They

It

should follow the lead of the Japanese." But
when insiders sit back for a moment and
observe, we should pay special attention to their
thoughts. In this section 19 knowledgeable people have taken the time to observe and speculate
on the advances and foibles of the personal computer field.

Michael Crichton observes that computers
limits of rationality with wonderful precision, while Adam
Osborne discusses the destiny of the industry to

show us both the benefits and the

continue to grow in entirely new ways.
Lee Felsenstein, designer of several notable
computers, discusses the forces that made the
industry what it is today. Don Estridge of IBM
discusses just what it is that makes a computer
personal, while Tim Hartnell feels that computers aren't personal enough— not yet anyway.
Bill Godbout continues on this theme and says
that we must be aware of what computers both
can and cannot do, while Will Fastie points out
that the performance of current personal computers may not be so good after all.
David Tebbutt, a former editor of Britain's
Personal Computer World, discusses the importance of learning from the leadership (and mis-
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IT

Another former PCM editor,
question,
Peter Rodwell, asks the probing
con"Who's in control?" And on the subject o|
virtues
the
considers
trol Harvard Pennington
and icons.
windows,
mice,
of
problems)
(and
producRodnay Zaks discusses the problems of
Neluseful software, while pundit Ted
takes) of others.

tells

demanding. Recognizing

at easy-to-use
.

language

ot
Papcrt, designer of Logo, speaks
misconceptions about the language.

Seymour

future?

six

pack animals. From our vantage point,
such work is best suited to animals; we
think of a man as having greater potenre-

and

diving

modern

hiking;

American

his

art

universities

exhibited at

likes

scuba

collection

was
in

of

recently

Southern

Nepal today it is possible to hire a
or a donkey to haul a load over
narrow mountain trails. Both beasts
can carry about the same weight-

Inman

roughly sixty

pounds— for about

the

same cost— roughly two dollars a day.
mention this odd fact because it is so
I

Westerners sometimes
that
find it slightly shocking to learn
somewhere in the world men and ani-

anachronistic.

mals still compete for the same jobs
and the same wages. It's, well, inhuman. Isn't it?

We
Michael Crichlon. born in Chicago
was educated at Harvard ColHis
lege and Harvard Medical School.

The Andromeda Strain
The Terminal Man (1972). The

contial than that. As far as we are
cerned, the only reason for a man to do
physical labor is because the job is in
some way too complex to assign to an
animal.

But if you substitute "machine"
"animal" in the statements above,
you can quickly provoke an argument.
For one thing, the replacement of human activity by machines is much
more recent, only a couple of hundred
years old. For another, machines arc
taking over more than just backbreakfor

California.

in 1942,

some

for us,

Indeed, we would have trouble
conjuring up sympathy for any Neolithic man who wanted to put a stop to
this trend of replacing people with

new film. Runaway, is scheduled for
who
lease in December 1984. Crichlon,
Los Angeles. CA,

left no record
thousand years later.

they have

COMPUTERS AND HUMAN
EVOLUTION/
MICHAEL CRICHTON
lives in

presi-

will

one-in the

Basic
Kurt/., co-author of the original
while
talks about a new better Basic,

Tom

Jim Levy,

computers do for us-for everyKen Williams considers sevand proeral areas: education, entertainment,
McWilliams adds a fourth;
Peter
ductivity, while
aiding the disabled and handicapped.

What

software.

this,

challenge in
dent of Activision, feels that a major
discover and
the industry is to continue to
develop new creative talent. Another crucial
according
industry problem is that of piracy
1-2-1
to Mitch Kapor, designer of Lotus

ing truly

son takes a tongue-in-check look

Game designer extraordinaire. Bill Budge,
difficult and
us that good program design is

ing labor. They are taking away skilled
and even intellectually skilled
tasks
tasks as well.
have had centuries to become
comfortable with the idea of letting
animals pull the plow and to acquire

—
—

We

bolstering
labor.

prejudices against

But today,

in less

manual

than a genera-

would have trouble conjuring up sympathy for any
man who wanted to put a stop to this trend of

Neolithic

replacing people with

pack animals.

novels include
(1969).

Great Train Robbery (1975). Eaters of

Dead (1976). and Congo (1980).
also wrote Electronic Life (1983), a
non-technical introduction to computHis books have been translated into

the

He

ers.

18 languages, and five have been

made

into films.

Crichlon has himself written and
directed four feature films: Westworld
Coma (1977). The Great Train
(1973).

Robbery

(1978).

and Looker,

(1981).

A

Yet before the Neolithic

era,

we are starting to see machines
as
that can, for example, read an X-ray
and
skillfully as a trained physician—
perhaps better. In many segments of

some

tion,

7000 years ago, men were the only
beasts of burden. It was during the
Neolithic

that

domesticated

animals

machines are producing
extreme discomfort that has nothing to

society, these

were bred and tamed, and human bedefine themselves as
The
loads.
carried
replacement of men by trained animals
must have happened gradually, and if
it,
by
upset
or
shocked
were
people

ings ceased to
creatures that

VOLUME

losing a job; it has to do with
ideas of what is proper for human beings to do, and indeed what human beings are. Reading an X-ray is not a

do with
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brinish task.

chine can

It

just isn't.

now do

And

yet a

IT

OUGHT TO BF

ma-

Indeed, I think it is most striking
to see the wide range of people
who are
becoming involved with computers
with no particular clear goal or need.
After some thought, I have concluded
that they sense that the computer
can
do for them what the computer has
done for writers and for some businessmen. It can free them from being
intellectual beasts of burden, from do-

it.

And when you show up in the
Emergency Room with a broken leg at
2:00 a.m., the machine is there; it
doesn't have to be called in or
awakened, and it will read your X-ray
just
as freshly as it would have that
morning, or the day before. If
you have ever
worried about these things or had to
wait in pain, you may find yourself
guiltily preferring the machine
over the

poor

human

radiologist

who

is

ing repetitive, tedious, mundane tasks.
In fact, I would argue that it is
a
force of human evolution, opening new

now out

of a job.
every

level, the

competition of

ease.

ing

sides.

show us both the

have already seen some groups of people rather eagerly taking up
computers;
writers are a clear example. It turns
out that nearly everyone who
writes

Computers actually
benefits and the lim-

of rationality with wonderful preWhat could be more rational
than that pedantic little box that keeps
saying SYNTAX ERROR over and
over? And what does our frustration
its

cision.

and types has no affection for the tasks
of rewriting the retyping. A machine
that makes those jobs easier is
quickly
embraced.

suggest to us, in terms of other things
to do and other ways to be?

The

possibilities are limitless.

GROWING UP/
ADAM OSBORNE
technical writing company. With
the publication of Osborne's book. An
Introduction to Microcomputing, Os-

borne and Associates became a leading
publisher in the computer field.
In 1979. Osborne sold his publishing company to McGraw-Hill and in

January 1981 founded Osborne Computer Corporation. Although OCC had
an unparalleled rate of growth, a delayed public offering and changes in
key management personnel eventually
forced the company out of the market.
Osborne's newest company is the Software Seed Capital Corporation.

any industry,
infancy
For
ways the most exciting time.
its

Known for
analyses

his bold,

is al-

Just

as the child experiences its world
so much more vividly than any adult,
so in a new industry every experience
controversial

of the computer industry.
Osborne has achieved national
prominence as an entrepreneur, author,
lecturer,
computer industry analyst,
and corporate executive. His first independent venture was Osborne and
Associates, a programming, consulting,

becomes much larger than
it

is

life.

Perhaps

because, in both cases, the environis so small that the small
becomes

ment

significant, in particular, when populated by characters whose very lack of

inhibitions

lead

to

this

corporate

playground.
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from

Mr.

DeMears,

who

And

yet, this

same company was

bidding for a leading role in the emergindustry.
listening post

was

also from my
that I suddenly heard
about a new 6502 based microcomputer, receiving nothing but praise,
which was called the Apple I.
Few of the original pioneers are
still

who

It

around today, and most of those
are survived by getting acquired.
was inevitable.

It

Corporate America can not afford
to participate in every wild
eyed
scheme or emerging fad on the off
chance that the fad is, in fact, a new industry in the making. They have to
leave infant industries to the misfits
and the adventurers. If the infant industry is, in fact, destined to grow,

and

Adam

heard

I

relentessly pursured a certain microcomputer kit manufacturer for well
over a year, during which time the
manufacturer confessed that they simply did not have the thousand dollars
that would have put their adversary
at

possibilities for our minds, simultaneously freeing us from drudgery while
presenting us with a parody of our own

man

and machines will not be as simple as
most people anticipate it will be.
We

point as I wrote my column, "From
the Fountainhead." It was a superb
listening post From this vantage
point

rational

These considerations suggest that
at

microcomputer industry I was an
amused and often bewildered observer
microcomputer industry: Watching from my vantage
of the emerging

For the key formative years of the

market forces
soon enough.

make this apparent
As occurred in the

will

microcomputer industry, the validity
of the product overwhelmed the
incompetence of the participants, and
the

industry

clear that the

was going

grew. Once it became
microcomputer industry

to be big, very big, the giants

moved in. No longer are MITS and
Imsai doing battle, or even Apple
competing with Commodore. Next
year

it

will

be

IBM

a giant industry,

versus

AT&T.

It is

and the giants have

taken over.

One may mourn

the passing of the

early stages of the microcomputer industry, but for American industry
at
large, the model is amazingly
effective.

No other economy gives inventiveness
and stupidity so much free reign. No
other economy, therefore, breeds so

much unlikely success. And always
waiting in the wings are the traditional
segments of the economy waiting to
identify the winners and pick up their
success when they can no longer carry
on. Perhaps this amazingly efficient
system developed by chance, but America should be proud of it because
it has
done so much for our economy.
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HOW WE TRAPPED THE

was a basic artistic impulse which
expressed wherever people live.

DINOSAURS/
LEE

FELSENSTEIN
development as we moved from the
educational system into the lowest levof the production system. Many of
us quickly noticed that our noble managers knew less about the technologies
with which we were working then we

Don

We

also started to see that the

business

of Business was making
money, not products, and that if they
could make money with turkey products then we would be put to making
turkey products and nothing else.
And we discovered that the Big
Boys of the computer industry were
not after all engaged in a race to get the

Born

1945 in Philadelphia.PA, Lee
Felsenstein attended the University
of
in

California at Berkeley, where he was
active in the Free Speech Movement.
In 1964, he was arrested with 755 others

during the Sprout Hall sit— in.

He

work-

ed for the Berkeley Barb and the Berkeley Tribe

weekly newspapers.

He

re-

ceived his B.S.E.E. from UCB in 1972.
In 1974, Felsenstein published (as

LGC

Engineering) "The Tom Swift Terminal,
or a Convivial Cybernetic Device, "preliminary specifications for a personal

best computers to the most users at the
lowest cost but were instead playing
marketing muscle games to lock in the
biggest proportion of users to the highest cost computers possible. It began
to
remind us of another big movie of
1967, The President's Analyst, in which
a new superpower is discovered to be
the Phone Company, with evil designs
for exceeding the plots of any mere

nation.

So we did the only thing we could
under the circumstances.

We learned as

Lancaster's

TV

Typewriter. Carl

Helmers' Experimenter's Computer
System ESC-8, and the Mark 8 8008
computer kit. We read, or at least

els

knew.

pored

over Ted Nelson's Computer
Machines, extracting as

Lib/Dream

many nuggets of computer
we could handle.

science as

was fortunate enough

to partici-

I

pate

a

in

public

access computer
demonstrated graphically, to me at least, the absolute
need
for and effectiveness of personal
computers. In my view a public access
computer system would not be feasible
until every piece of computer hardware
in it had a computer club about
it.
Then, or so I theorized, the problem of
a centralized maintenance and support
structure would be solved. I began to
do my duty as an engineer in 1974 by

which

project

defining preliminary specifications for
the kind of hardware I thought would
qualify as honey for that kind of bee. I

the concept the Tom Swift
Terminal and distributed a mimeographed description.
Then, with the sudden ferocity of
called

computer.
In 1975, he was a founding

Thousands of people sank

member

and meeting moderator for the Homebrew Computer Club. He was West
Coast editor from 1977 to 1 978 for ROM

about computers
to build or

magazine, which was later purchased
by Creative Computing. Felsenstein
designed the Osborne I. the Sol Terminal, and the Expander computers, as
well as the Penny whistle 103 Kit Modem
and the VDM-1 Video Display Module.

Remember

the wrist computer on
the astronaut's arm in 2001 A

Space Odyssey? With it its prominent IBM logo (in solar-wind resistant
titanium oxide, obviously) it was the
corporate Establishment's subliminal
promise of the great future that was to
come as long as we let them have a
free hand. Just imagine, wrist comput-

—

Pretty heady stuff it was for 1967.
Many of us were then starting to
shed our adolescent views of technical
ers!

in the

their

hardest

own money into learning
and best way—by trying

program them from elements which were

barely adequate at best.

much as we could about our technologies and kept alive our sci-fi dreams of
a future when everyone could have a

events

were

overtaking the dreamer,
midst of the explosion.

Advent of the

the fun and fascinating things we
knew could be done with computers.
Never mind that those things were

appeared

When

someone had asked

us to. It had a beauty all its own which
we could understand and which we

Computer

January 1975 we

Homebrew Computer Club
around

wanted to share with everyone. This

VOLUME

Altair
Altair 8080

in

Kit

scruti-

nized the diagrams in the article,
discovering that it was a simple design
that had obviously not been finalized.
In March the first sample arrived in
the San Francisco area, and the

not very well thought out or that most
people didn't consider them fun. We
hadn't spent all that time learning all
that stuff because

we

in the

computer, and no one be locked out of
all

that unit (serial

galvanized

number

8).

A

bus structure, no I/O available, more
10

is

Sharing the News
There were a few means of newsletters like Peop/eS Computer
Company
and small magazines like Creative
Computing. Through these we
discussed game software, hardware
like
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We trampled all over their organized ways of doing things. It was a
be done
lot of fun, and I think it can
imagain, where technology can be
plemented on a small or intermediate
tions.

money needed, software of all sorts
essential— this was raw, standardized
opportunity. And nobody was looking!
We could do anything we wanted to.
What happened in those "unforgettable next two years" (as Ted
Nelson presciently called them in a
1976 address) was that thousands of
people sank their own money into

and a

attempting to produce new

hardware and software that they became participants in a kind of group

P D.

ESTRIDGE

compare

with what

it

early days of aviation.

and folded on a shoestring, but
the people involved kept coming back
for more, and in this way they formed
the infrastructure of the microcomputer industry.
We ran ahead of the lumbering giants of the computer industry and

started

We

learned as pioneers must to rely on
each other for support. When the dust
cloud neared and the dinosaurs hove

—

and we
into sight we were prepared
prevailed.
In 1978 IBM put its foot over the
line and said "that's mine" with the
5100, a breadbox-size wonder of inepitomized The
compatibility that
IBM Way. They don't like to talk
about what happened to them. In 1981
they returned with the 5150 (the PC)
and with it they followed the rules we
had laid out. Anyone can play, these

you must make your
architecture and executive code as public as possible, and you must encourage
programs and crewrite
to
individuals
rules read, but

You can

you must help others

play games, but
to play as well.

We

didn't give the corporate
Establishment free rein in the hopes
that they would bless us with innova-
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factors are only the beginning. The
ingredient in the growing acceptance of
personal computers is their consistent

and

information and specifications which
encourage others to develop options

made many blunders, companies

ate add-ons.

get the

acceptance of personal computers.
that is
It is choice, for example,
the underpinning of IBM's commitment to open architecture: providing

who created this atmosphere
it themselves, so they were
not subordinate to money men. They

territory.

in—and

best seats!"

that ensures the continuing appeal

I

The

people

our

"fools rush

magazine

ferent needs, habits, income and
that
desires. It is the element of choice
personal computing offers to people

capitalized

frantically staked out

as an art

it

focus on the person using them.
The reason they are called personal computers is that there is no
"one size fits all" in personal computhas difers. Each person is unique, and

success and efforts with each other in
the hopes that all would gain. The reward was triumph, not money.
as
It is this atmosphere of design
sport that I consider to the most important aspect of the early microcomputer days. The parallels are not
I

treat

Mad

key

sport. Like athletes, they strove to do
what had never been done, to exceed
their known limits and to share their

know of the

quipped;

early

COMPUTER PERSONAL?/

program them from elements which
were barely adequately at best. Hundreds of people became sufficiently in-

exact, but

who

sport.

As an

WHAT MAKES A

learning about computers in the hardor
est and best way— by trying to build

volved in

by people

scale

Philip D. Estridge, usually called Don,
Diviis president of the Entry Systems
sion of IBM. He holds an EE degree
from the University of Florida (1959)
and joined IBM upon graduation. He

came up through

the ranks at

IBM and

was involved in several design and development projects before joining the
developmental project facility in Boca
Raton,

FL

in 1969.

and programs that run on our systems.
This approach has enabled hundreds of
companies and individuals to develop
hundreds of hardware peripherals and
thousands of applications which people
can choose for their
Computers.

Personal

written

industry. By and large, those stories
have dealt with systems, options and

ways to use personal computers and, in
general, it would seem that hardware
and software continue to be the stars of
show, the factors driving the
tremendous acceptance of personal
computing.
In many ways, the strength and
potential of personal computers begin
with machines and programs and the
rapid-fire development of new systems,
options, and applications. But these
the

Personal

Computers

is

immediately

available to those buying a newly introduced IBM system. That helps protect the

of articles have been
about the remarkable
growth of the personal computer

Thousands

IBM

Compatibility is also extremely
important. It means that much of the
software already available for IBM

investment made by

those

who

developed the applications. It means
consumers buying a newly introduced
IBM system can choose from an existing library of thousands of program
applications. It protects the investment
that people buying a second system already have made in software and hardware.

It

means

individuals

using

IBM Personal Computers can
share programs and information either
electronically with a cluster or modem,
or simply by exchanging work disks.
And it allows those familiar with one
PC model to start using another model

different

quickly and easily.
Ease of use is another critical fac-

Now you can get perso

^ with a Datasouth.

Say hello to the Datasouth

Personal Printer-an office -quality printer that makes

ltS

compatible: But

!e^^^^

it's

bel^r than

^^^&^f^^
™SE^^ ^SS^SSSSSXf^
have

models-one with a

So you don't
you need to get the printer you want. And it comes in two
10-inch and one with a 17-inch carriage.
Make a personal visit to your local computer store,
and bring home legendary Datasouth performance
Personal
for an affordably personal price. The
Printer. Only from Datasouth.

peMOtMtl

Find Datasouth Printers At
Participating OamprtMtaM
And Other Fine Dealers.

Stores

Datasouth Computer Corporation
Box 240947 Charlotte, NC 28224
704/523-8500 Telex 6843018 DASOU UW
•

•
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data^SHlB
CALL TOLL FREE:

1-800-222-4528

Home Smart Home
Smarthome

I™

—

Home Control Made Easy
A most

appealing new concept for
your Apple. Now the age of
real home management is here with
from CyberLYNX. Instead of
your Apple™ sitting around all day, resting
on its software, it could be keeping you
and your home
secure, warm, cozy, and
entertained 24 hours a day. SMARTHOME
can really make your Apple shine. This icon
software and hardware package lets your
personal computer install and monitor a

SMARTHOME

I

—

—

fully wireless home security system
with
window and door sensors, infrared motion
sensors, remote controller, and an alarm
SMARTHOME also automatically
controls lights and appliances so you can

center.

come home

to a

warm,

safe, well-lit

with soft music playing and the
smell of dinner cooking. And

SMARTHOME

house

^

can do all this
without paring away any of your
^v.
Apple's capabilities because it doesn't
dedicate the computer. Since it's
wireless, installation is a breeze and it's
run by icon-graphic software like you've
never seen before for the Apple II family.
Best of all, it lets the computer do what
you really bought it to do
simplify your

—

life.

Imagine your computer
• waking your family in case of a fire
and turning the
lights on for a safe exit.
• alerting the neighbors to a break-in when
you're not

home.

•

calling out for help in
aren't able to.

•

turning on the TV in time for that favorite
the popcorn already made.

•

show

switching on the hall lights
at night

•

a medical emergency when you
'

lighting

and turning
up the front

when your children
them off when they forget.
steps when you pull in the

with
get up

driveway.

home security so sophisticated it's simple, and home
control so simple it's fun
ask for SMARTHOME and
install some peace of mind with
your Apple today.
The most exciting new product for intelligent home
computers is arriving at your dealer's now
see what
For

—

everyone

is

talking about

CyberLYNX.
For the

SMARTHOME „ .
,

refll8 ,. red

tntmHmh

0(

CybefLVNX

^^

name

of the

—
— SMARTHOME from

SMARTHOME

dealer nearest you call

CyberLYNX Computer Products, Inc., 4828
CO 80301 (303) 444-7733

Boulder,

p,^,,
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tor,

and

defined as

is

how

easily a per-

son can start using a system or
program, and how easily that person
can expand the way the system is used.
One of the surprising aspects of personal computing for many people is
that, while they bought a PC primarily
that it
to do one job, they soon discover
will

do many. They
and

COMPUTER CON/
TIM HARTNELL
Tim Hartnell is a 33-year-old
Australian who spends about half his
time in his home country, and the rest
in the States and England. He first became acquainted with computers when
he bought a ZX80 and founded the Na-

gives them in writing
reports, for example, is eas-

productivity
letters

realize that the

THE GREAT PERSONAL

it

carried over into managing a budorganizing
get, tracking investments,
busifiles, and many other personal,

ily

ness and educational activities.
Variety, flexibility, and ease of use
have given people the technological
tool to let their creativity flow; to give

ZX Users' Club in England. He
taught himself to program and wrote his
book Making the Most of Your
tional

first

ZX80. A second book on the ZX80 followed, and a third: soon he became a
one-man writing waterfall. Some 40

to
free rein to their imagination; and
to change and
use the power of the
improve the way they use their time
energy at home, in business, and in

PC

books on personal computers (he's unsure of the exact number) have now
been published around the world,
supporting his claim to be the world's
most widely published computer author.

and

school. Personal computers give people
new tools with which to learn, to develop skills, to expand their potential,
to make everyday routine tasks easier,
and to focus their energy in areas that

improve

their lives.

true potential offered by the personal
lies in the many functions
that remain to be discovered.
One of the most exciting aspects of

computer

the personal computer is that tomorrow's discoveries may not come only
from today's developers. The personal
computer has made the power of the

computer available to almost everyone
in nearly every walk of life. They are
being used in accelerating numbers by
people of every age, in classrooms at
every rung of the educational ladder, in
the world and in nearly
every area of business, science, medicine, the arts, and education. Wherever
they are being used, people are taking
advantage of the potential personal

homes around

computers offer to them to better manage information and broaden their
horizons.

The

personal computer industry

cannot achieve that potential alone.
However, it can provide the technology

a

may be harsh news, but those who
market personal computers have
been conning us for years.
Be honest. What do you really do
with your personal computer? I don't
mean the things you tell people when
they ask (so you can disguise the fact
that every disk you own is filled with
bootleg copies of games like Space Gobbler or Smash Hell Out of the Alien), I
mean the things that you actually do.
Several times I've been interviewed regarding personal computers
and inevitably (after the obligatory
question "Are computer games leading
us to raise a race of people who can
solve problems only by blowing up
their opponents?") the wise interviewer
will say, "Well, I've thought about it,

and there is nothing I can see that
would use a computer for at home."

And when
ously,

accessible so that systems and applications can be combined with the creativ-

much

it

and imagination of those using
personal computers. With that
combination, there are no limits to
what changes can take place to improve all our lives.

ity

computer book in the U.S. for
two months last year. When the shouting dies down, he would like to become
a pop star so that he could have a bit of
selling

t

easy to use and readily

and make

One of his books. Mastering Your
Timex Sinclair 1000 became the top-

V

The thousands of

personal
for
available
computers are an indication of the
many things people can do now that
were not possible without a PC; but the

applications

I

I

realized

thought about
that

I

it

didn't

I

be handicapped for life." I reject
claims absolutely because (a)
they attempt to arouse parental guilt
and feelings of inadequacy; and (b) because they are just plain lies. This
direction can hardly, to my mind, be

will

these

one in which the answer to "what do
you need a personal computer for?"
can be found.
The second main way to sell personal computers seems to be the "use
the computer as a Gee Whiz Aid
around the house." Balance your
checkbook on it, store recipes on it,
catalog your books.
In Time magazine last year, the
results of a survey of owners of personal computers were published. The

showed that 49% of those surveyed claimed they used their computers for "balancing their checkbooks."
Bunkum. I suggest the people who
drew up the survey questions and analyzed the results should have been a
results

seri-

have

idea of what people really did
with personal computers or why they
bought them. I know what the marketcomputers say you can
personal
of
ers

do.

bit

more

critical.

I

bet that nearly all (if

all) of the 49% ticked the "balance
my checkbook" box because they

not

And this is where the con comes in.

There are two main approaches
they use. The first one runs like this:

VOLUME

rest.

a computer or your child will be
hopelessly left behind at school and

"Buy

didn't

10

want to be seen as someone who

NUMBER
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an adds
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up...
PRINTERS

AT

IBM
MAI
General Ledger.
Accounts Payable
Accounts Receivat.

NEC PRINTERS
nec 2050
NEC 3880
320K Floppy
VISICORP

VtsiCalc IV

Optical Moui;t

IDEAssoclates
45MB Hard drives with

to

removable Cart

back

•

up as low
$1399.00

SEARCH

AST
Six

Pax Plus

Combo Plus
Mega Plus
"0 p 'us

II

from
from
from
from

QUADBAM

Parallel Interface Board
Chips Kit

RAM

Open Access

11TU
Please (Data Base)

1
1

$49 99

'Form Letter

Symphony

iitoa

PrUm 80. For Conflgi.
Prism 32 ..For Configuration

$499 00
Boss.

300 Green
300 Amber..^^^^^^^
310 Amber IBM P

$299 00

Manager

Hard

Mack

fist

$29 99
$ae

m

SB

$SjS

Color
Color
Color
Color
Color

$89 99

Apple

NA
tsa.ss
as

1;

1

$3999
$87 99

$7

n«

tan

M

InfoCom

M

Witness

$S8
$as as

$M M
ten H
$M 99

Suspended
Sorwrwr

M
M
M

tao
tan
fa

-

$M as
tm H
tan un
$SS

M
m

$as.M
$aa
$st as

tan

M

$2999
tan as
ta~ aa

$27 99

99
99

$29 99
$29 99

aa
99
aa
aa
aa
1

tan aa
$29 99
tan aa
ta-i aa

tan :nn
$27 99

BOO C.
600 Hlres(6-.
TOO H1re»(7;
710 Long Phosphor

$36 99

Patrol
Pole Position

$34 BS

$88 99
$BS 90
|S8 i.M
$28 99
tss aa
tan 88

$75 99

$17899

NA
NA
NA

SIM 99
1.14

PacMan
Us PacMan
Donkey Konf

M

$34 99
$34 99

Dynatech
Code Writer

$169 99

rue
Solutions

*

as

:

Addition Magician

Reader Rabbit

99
99
99

JB 1206 Green
JB 1201 Green
JB 1205 Amber
JB 1218 Color
JC 1216 RGB

no

$189 99

NA

NA

MA
NA
NA

$22 99
$22 99
$22 99
$22 99

$22 99
taa aa
$fSJ SS

$22 99
taa as

$22 99

NA
NA

NA
taa aa
ta-i as

$22 99
$22 99
$24 99

west
800-648-3311
NV

call (702)688-6664. Dept. 112
Order Status Number: 588-6664
P.O.Box 6689

Statellne.

NV 89449

00
S

549.00

$149.00
I

$679 00

810
400
418
420

RGB

Color

Med Res RGB
Hi Res RCB
HI Res ROB (IBM)
100 18" Green

$89 as
Irs aa
t«r.

as

$18 99

$79 99
$79 99
$79 99
$18 99

$1-1999
9" Amb«
1400 Color

PI 4.

Smartmodem 300.
Smartmodem 1200
Smartmodem 1800B
Mlcromodem He
Mlcromodem 100
Smart Com II

$109.00

NOVATION

JCat

$99.88

Cat...

$13900

Smart Cat 103
Smart Cut 10321a
AutoCat

$81900

Apple Cat
212 Api

$49900 APPle

:

1

$449 00 Smart Cat Plus
$269.00
IBNITH
$899.00 BT-1...
$89 99 ZT 10
$199 00 ZT 'l

Mt ©mm

cana
nada

Order Status Number: 8280666
2608 Dunwln Drive. 0nlt 3B
Mlsslssauga. Ontario, Canada L8L1T1

^^Sffi»J,Ktt^^

$179.00
$J9a.oo

$849 00
$849 00
$449.00

$280 00
$369 00

$339 00

$30900
$369 00

east:
east

_

Ontario/Quebec 800-268-3974
Other Provinces800-268-4559

800-233-8850
112

In

PA

1.98

$89 99
$469 09

MODEMS

$199.00

$81

8-100 QaiQe

lie

$849 00

ANCHOR

Volksmodem
$69 99
Mark IL Serial
$79 99
Mark VII (Auto Ans/Auto Dlal)$99 99
Mark XU (1800 Baud)
$269.99
Mark TRS-80
$88.88
9 Volt Power Supp:.
$9 99

$129 99
$119 99

QUADBAM

$359 00

RGB

In Toronto call (4 16)828-0866, Dept

$18500

$10900

PRINCETON GRAPHICS
MAX -12 Amb$19900
HX 12 RGB
$499 00
SR-12

$269 00
$319 00
$439 00
$469 00

$s

$15999
$25900
$42900

Chronograph

In

89.00

aoaiLLA
12" Oreen
12" Amber

aa

NA
NA

ompany
Bumble Oames

tie,!,

$269 00

THAI

PftB]

VlslCorp
VislCalc

$28.99
99
99

$28
$28
$28
$28
$28

MONITORS
SAKATA
$129 00 8C 100 Color

1801 (12" Oreenl
$88 99
1201 Plus (IS" Green HI Res) $98 99
9191 Plus
$849 00

JC 1460 Color
Moon

$1449 00

300/ai:

BMC

M

$S8
tan BS
$29 99

$3999
$29
$89
$aa
$29
$aa
ass
$as
$ar

CALL
CALL

$46B0O TlTJ!^^^^7^"rrr™7^,B"BtSjajS/B»»«B>
130P
$64900
318 Color
$46900

AMOBX

$319 00
nomiioiu SOFTWARE

C-64

Plnbal] Construe

$389 00
$76 00

Serial Board

«nxi

810O..^^,",",1"""BBB»

$79 09
$88 99

SOFTWARE
Electronic Arts
One on One
Music Construct

Gemini 15X

CALL
CALL

FX-80.

1-2-3

File

STAR

LQ 1SO0

SYNAPSE
$269.00

$399.00
$469 00

L'

$999 oo

LOTUS

PC Plus/The

$139900

SILVER REED

$949 00 880
$1749 00

RX80. RX-80FT. RX-100
FX 100

$399 00
$179.00

$249 00
$119 00
$229 00

CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE

$25900

$449 00

2000

iua
I!

$239 00 Home Accounting Plus
$89.99
$89.99

DAI8YWRITER

$499 00

SMITH CORONA

0.uality$449 00

620 Letter Quality
630 Letter Quality

$14900
$29900

EasyFli.

$309 00
lS

Chronograph

upgrade

EasySpeller

$479.00
as low as
as low as

Compact RO
ESW 3000

$999 00
$1349 00

COMAS!
DIABLO

II

00 dBASE III
00 Friday
00
00 Easy Writer

OKIDATA

$*-">

P10BB Prlntmaster
Letter

$179900

$289.00 Pinwrr-

$149 00

F10 40 Starwrlter

$439 00

$58900
$74900
$25900

$749 00
^^^^^^
$589.00 aJHAMIfl^sjsjsjajsjijBsjjsjjJIIIU^

Prowrlter 15S0P
$889 00
A10 (18 cps) Son of Starwrlter$869 00
Hot Dot Matrix
CALL

$139 00

ASHTONTATE
dBASE

$249
$279
$298
$139

Quadlln-

Quadboard
Quad 812 P:
Quadcolor

64K

BUG

ComWrlterll

NBC

2010/18/30

401 Letter Quality
BX -80 Dot Matrix
C.ITOBT

icioson

MulttPlan.

Framework
cBASE II

160L

Parallel Interface
$18900 '8°L
Atari Bidirectional ... $319 00
Spirit 80
Atari Color Prlnt«r.$489 000
Parallel Printer
$269 00

Gorilla Banana..
Pro-writer 8810P

$18900
MULTIM ATI INT
$84900 Multl Mate
$289 00
CALL
MICROBTUr
$18993 Crosstalk
$108 00

VlsiWord .
vui-on Series'

8MB

Payroll

tags 00 Inventor-.
...
$1899 00
MICROPRO
WordStar Professional Pack $389 00
$199 00
micbomim
R Base 4000
$329 00

TANDON
8'/4"

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

MANNESMAN TALLT

100 Atari Interface Pnnter$199 00

OP-100
OP-880
GP-700
OP 580

call

(717)327-9878, Dept
Order Status Numbni-. 327 9576
Customer Service Number: 327-1480
477 E. 3rd St.. Wllllamsport, PA 17701

ucsl prices

lit?

HOME COMPUTERS
data systems
PC COMPATIBLE
16 BIT SY8TEM8
for prln*'

!

KSKeESKE$p

arifl

APPLE/FRANKLIN
DISK DRIVES
MICRO

A20
Elite

8CI

WHILE SUPPLIES LA8T

ABA

CALL
ACE PRO PLUS System
CALL
.00 Office Mgmt SystemCALL
ACE P0RTABLE8
880

5^79 00
$389.00
^^S""""""BBBBjB e9 oo

1

"'"'

INDUS
GT-Drlve (Apple)

APPLE

$249.00

^SANYO

Interface
1010 Rei

IK ''

''

'

'

ird.

COMPLBTB

APPLE

'

Drive

tbHg

MBC
MBC
MBC
*™C

8S0

...•:

Monitor

CALIl

II.

0AliI(

APPLE He
MacINTOSH

CALL
CALL

888-8.

RAM

$418.90 CE 600 ROM

RAM

$29 99
$49.99
$134.99
$^9 99

.

Library ea

$9299

nil MagJtBJBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBI
HEC
BBBSBBBBBBJ
IPILCasset:
<59 99
1A Thermal Printer$ 149.99
Card Reader
|
PC-8281A Data Recorder
$99 99
Extended Function Module
$63 99 PC-8201-O6 8K RAM Chips $106 00
$<n 99 PC 8206A 32K RAM Cartrldge$329 00

MAXELL
S::n Bfl

FD-1

»,'(9

FD-8

B*"

$•19

VERBATIM
88IDD..

88
99

$Zfl99

8"*" D8/DD

8'4" 8S/SD
B«i" S8/DD.

$1799
$21 99
9U
$2fi

DI8X X0LDBB8
^^^^^
INNOVATIVE CONCEPTS

|1799
$24.99

$14 99

ROMI

$17 99

lioala

Atari (ROM)

J79 99

C64 (ROM,

NV call (702)588-5684. Dept. 112
Order Status Number: 588-5654
P.O.Box 6689
Statellne.

NV 69449

Axlon 128K

us:

.

Disk

$299 00
$849 00
:

$37900

BABA
1000

$299 00

TRAK
AT-D2
AT 04

EBSB
:..-.•

$389 00

commodore
8X-84 Portable
CaM •*
$86900 C1641 Disk Drive
$999 00 Cl 630 Datasette
C1S80 Color Printer/Plotter

CBM •°»«
CBM 8096
CBM 9000.

$639.00

B 128-80
8032 to 9000 Up
2031 LP Disk Dr

M

8080 Disk Drive
8360 Disk Drive

H "I.Dot

Matrix Printer

$999 00 C1702
$1249 00
$.199

z RAM
Silicon Office

$839.00
$199.00
$249 00
$69 99
$129 00
$219 00
$299 00

$499

00

$369 00 Logo 84
$499 00 Pilot 64
$199 00 Word Pro 64 Plus
$1 26 00 Calc Result 64

The Manager

_ggggOM

$89 99
$89 99
$49 99
$.•59 99
$!, 9 99
|88 99

.

-BBsti

PBBCI8I0B SOFTWARE
Superbase 64

PROFESSIONAL

.

199 00
$489 00
84 99

$69.99

10RWA1I

Word Pro 2 Plus
8.08
Word Pro 3
$189 00
tloni
(JcjT
Word Pro 4 Plus/6 Plus each$279 00 Super Sketch Graphics Board
$39 99
Info

.9999
ISj'JJ

Pro
Administrator

$39 99

Power

PERSONAL FimriSIAL

-™"-™™^

«,
98
$44 99
$64 99

II

,

IBM
Super Sketch Graphics Pad

west
800-648-3311

or

I

,7999 Apple/Prankln,

In

M

I

DISK DRIVES

r

Ax Ion 320K

$3 99

BIB
BIA" Disk Read Cleaner

J^.S
$37 99

BLBPBABT

D8/DD

8'/4"

.33 9n

8043 Ms Pacman
8044 Joust
8062 Moon Patrol
4003 Assembler
8126 Microsoft Basic

FOR ATARI

Qz.

$469

J8 79 99

;:

M

APPLE/FRANXLIK

.

99

$189.99
(849.99
$62 99
$92 99
$92 99

MI'

»

138 9B

INDUS

M
$128
ta8

Color Printer Cassette$171 99

CE 161 16K

7 1*

$7 99
$31 99
,3
J3 „„

$3199

$168.99

CE 161 4K

* l "v

$39 99
$74 99
$67 99
188
$77 99
$139 99

TOB7 Atari
4018 Pilot (Home)

SHARP

CE 128 Printer/Cassette

*10X
HP 11C
HP 12C
HP 18C
HP 16C
HP 75D

$11 99

"

ATARI

CE180

,

CALL

Color Printer
Dot Matrix Printer
$299 00 4011 Star Raiders
Letter Quality Printer $269 00 4022 Pac
Man
Direct Connect Modem
$99 99 4028 Defender
Disk D rive
1349 00 8026
Memory Module
$136.00 8031 Donke.v
Touch Table/Software
$64 99 8034 Pole Posltlo:
Light Pen.Software
$7299 8040 Donke.v

MEMORY BOARDS
PC-1800A
PC-1880A

CAliI>

CALI

CX30 Paddles
$219 00 CX40 Joystick

408 Pilot (Educ)
8036 Atari Writer
6049 VlslCalc

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

580-8

888

189 00
g 71 gg

...

1020
1026
1027
1030
1050
1064

APPLE He STARTER PACK
'

600XL
800XL
1800XL

$17900

$399 00
$79 99

USD DISK DRIVES

SD1 Disk Dnvo

Canada

pact;

Ontario/Quebec 800-268-3974

Other Provmces800 268 4559

In Toronto call (416)828 0866. Dept 112
Order Status Number: 828 0866
2606 Dunwln Drive. Unit 3B
Ulsslssauga. Ontario, Canada L8L1T1

$349 00
$699 00

^^^^^

800-233-8850
In
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(717)327-9675. Dept. 112
Order Status Number: 327-9676
Customer Service Number: 327-1480
477 E. 3rd St.. Wllllamsport. PA 17701
call
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games."
seems to me that many

"just plays

ot the
reasons manufacturers give us for buyor are so
ing a computer are either lies
that
utterly irrelevant as to suggest
don't
those drawing up the advertising
a clue as to what the products
It

have

would be used for.
What do you use your computer
what do
for (or, if you don't have, one,
you think you would use it for)? If you
are like most of my computer-owning

Center,
giving a concert at the Lincoln
without
and you can drive for pleasure
must one day be a racing

and

town.
driver or drive a cab around
Why should a computer be different?
toy. It is an
It is the quintessential
lead you
infinite passageway that can

fairly

feeling

and your mind

/'//

with commercial software.
As well, you may use it as more
and more people appear to be doing
as a word processor for letters and remailports, or for keeping control of a

—

However,

bet
just

list for your club.
you spend most of the time
"mucking about" with your computer.

ing

I'll

People don't ask, when they see
your car in the driveway or notice an
electronic organ in your home, "What
do you do with it?." You feel you are
entitled to have a musical instrument
of
to muck about on, with no intention

BRINGING

And

ers

about" with your computer.

a

When Farathe back of an envelope.
newday was asked the use of that
fangled stuff "electricity," he turned
by
the question back on the enquirer
saying "What's the use of a newborn

baby?"

The personal computer is still a
newborn baby. We are still at the horse
and buggy stage of computing. At

dumb

TO MICROS/
WILLIAM GODBOUT
in-

volved in the computer industry since
his experience
1959; while at
spanned the transition from vacuum
tubes to transistors. After completing
military service in 1967, he founded

IBM

Godbout

Having worked

with microprocessor technology since

its

advent, in 1973, he established
CompuPro ofHayward, CA as a manufacturer and supplier of microcomputer
components and systems.
Godbout, a nationally recognized
authority on the IEEE 696/S-100 bus
standard, has designed several micro-

computer components and systems
microcomputers

use of
The
business operations

in daily

gives managers direct, local control over
information resources that is impos-

I
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instruction

around the house?"
Until

era

the

of

the

Hartnell

Telephone-Like Computer, there is just
who
one way to answer those people

want to know what use a personal
computer can possibly be. Assume a
eyebrow
sage-like expression, raise one
boldly
like Mr. Spock about to go
where no man has been before, look
ask softly
fixedly at your enquirer, and
"What is the use of a newborn baby?"
That'll shut 'em up.

workplace

of individual

Electronics.

an

need

without hassle or misunderstanding,
really have
the personal computer will
this, no
arrived. Once it has come to
one
one will ask "Why do you need

in the

Godbout has been

believe that

when dealing with a mainframe
maintained by "high priests" in a data
processing department.
The real value of microcomputers

SKILLS

J.

I

sible

MANAGEMENT
William

in.

to

it
you choose. You do not have to use
you are
(or feel you must defend why
for
not so using it) as a poor substitute
and
calculator
stack of file cards or a

computers are pretty

comes

the
book or a four-week course to use
do it or
telephone. You see someone
and
you have 12 seconds of instruction
you can use a phone for life.
This will happen with computers.
And when it does, when you can just
talk back
get one, talk to it and get it to
do
you and do what you want it to

bet you spend most of

present,

title

soon (within six years) computbe much like present day

will

telephones.
You don't

about anywhere

the time just "mucking

you spend a lot of very satisfywith
ing time just "mucking about"

friends,

it_writing programs, typing in stuff
out of books and magazines, expanding
your programming knowledge, playing

just

need of constant direction.
here's where the "telephone

in

of the

you

is

in the amplification

human

effort

and human

skills, raising the individual's
productivity by improving his creativis vital to
ity. Increased productivity
bringing about the reindustrialization
its conversion from a
"smokestack society" to an "informa-

of the U.S. and
tion society."

One of the ways to speed this
conversion to an informattion society is
by developing a matrix of management
microskills within which to employ
computers, workstations, mainframes,
communications, networks, and all the
other rapidly developing electronic
tools available.
The result

may be the redefinition
the
of information management. And
time is right for bringing this new
management matrix to bear on microcomputers in the office. There now is a
window that is no more than 24
months open which will allow for a
great deal of creativity and innovation
in

management

science and

skills, es-
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head access area for optimum media-head
alignment. The result is a guaranteed
of outstanding performance.
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stand-alone

or

networked

cannot do.

In

management of any

manager who has not taken advantage

project, administration

are key requirements. General purpose
micros, running word processing software, meet those requirements very

The "Single Guru" Trap

nicely.

point in applying
to microcomputers

workplace is realizing that these
capable machines are everyman's tool,
not just the wards of the DP department. If a manager starts developing another cult of high priests around
in the

ie

first

key point

microcomputers

in

Another general requirement

management

workplace

DP

is

skills

to

realizing that these

is

capable machines are everyman's

wards of the

When a task calls for dealing with
a huge database, a medium-sized general purpose microcomputer will not
meet the requirement. If large matrix

"modeling," whether it is accomplished through physical models or
mathematical models and computer
simulation. At certain levels of modeling requirements, general purpose
micros using spreadsheet kinds of soft-

applying

in the

management

and reporting

of the options now available may find
those options no longer exist.

The first key
management skills

special types of administrative and
However, those
tasks.
machines are basically unsuitable for
general computing.

and

micros

pecially as they apply to the use of new
electronic tools. After that period, the

inversions are necessary, a desktop
business computer will not do the job.
The management skill enters in
that 80th percentile. The best manager
will know enough to ask the question,

with a piece of general purpose hardware, marry it to some software, bash it together to fit, then paint
There are
it to hide what we've done?"
times when to answer, "yes" to that basic mangerial question is the right

"Do we go

decision.

But there are probably many more

not just the

tool,

times

when

bashing-to-fit and paintingmore costly than install-

to-hide are far

department.

ing special purpose hardware and
large econometric modelsoftware.
ing program running on high speed,

A

microcomputers from a user's standpoint

— the

true application standpoint

ware with the capability to make rapid
"what-if" manipulations are very

—the effort will fail. There will be so
much overhead that a real cost/benefit

satisfactory.

analysis will prove that the value of having local computing resources will be

key

lost.

Those "everyman computers"

now exist and they are getting better,
faster, and more capable every day.
The improvement of work output
through such tools as scientist/
engineer workstations, dedicated
administrative workstations, computer-aided design, graphics and
manufacturing computers, and many
other "desktop" applications is ev-

The major problem
areas

workplace.
microcomputing
More than one project involving
the employment of microcomputers
has failed because the management approach was to make it a single designer
project. The single guru was put in
charge of all aspects of what was essentially a multi-designer project. That stifled creativity at the start, prevented
synergy and interaction along the way,

and inevitably invited failure when the
single guru reached his level of incompetence or even worse, somebody made
him an offer he couldn't refuse and he
canleft. This is something a manager
not allow to happen.

Micros Cannot Do
The second key point

What
agers

to

realize

is

for

man-

what the

single

microcomputer—or even

groups

of

—administrative

reporting,

—

Managers charged

it

with bringing micros into the

is

more

likely

to happen

additional special and dedicated hardware and software?" Thankfully, managers are not faced with
those decisions daily.
Managers charged with bringing
micros into the workplace have a great
opportunity in the next two years to do
right. There is enough experience
it
with micros to avoid the time-consuming and extremely expensive mistakes

is

that a general case solution will involve
microcomputers and workstations that

about

80%

next two

we need

build.

What

in the

right.

never exist, though it is a machine that
all of us manufacturers are trying to

will satisfy

an

dividual human effort in this application?" And if the answer is yes, he then
must be able to decide, "Can it be done
with a single microcomputer, or will

workplace have a great opportunity
years to do

is

those two key points
in the managerial question, the person
charged with deciding to install microcomputers must be able to answer,
first, the question, "Can we use electronic equipment as an amplifier of in-

Summing up

in those three

modeling, and communications is
that no manager today can pull a plain
vanilla general purpose microcomputer
off the shelf, drop it on a desk, and say,
"This will do your word processing,
modeling, and number crunching and
handle all your communications." That
machine does not yet exist, and may

ident, even at this beginning stage of
in the

number crunching hardware
example that comes to mind.

of

all

engineer-

ing, administrative, scientific, and business applications, at the individual's

desk under his total and local control.
But the other 20% will be met by
the capabilities of highly specialized
machines with rigorously optimized
hardware and software that makes
them ideal for highly specialized control tasks, guidance tasks, database
management, program development,

VOLUME

of the early '80s. There is enough solid
direction from industry leaders to
make very good estimates of where the
future lies (16-bit machines, CP/M,
and CP/M look alike operating systems, 327x communications protocols),
and there is enough actual experience
10
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already in the workplace to provide a
history

of

what

works

and

what

doesn't.

Now

up to the managers to
superimpose on that rapidly expanding
body of knowledge and hardware their

own

it

is

styles of

management

expertise,

which must include the avoidance of
the single guru trap and educating individuals in the best ways as to the use
of microcomputers.

The result? Dramatic increases in
worker productivity through extension
of each one's unique abilities.

WHERE WE'VE BEEN;
WHERE WE'RE GOING/

ried

place.

running an

grammed

ice cream van. He has procomputers, designed systems,

and managed several installations, and taught management skills.
He has become best known for his
editorship of Personal Computer
World, Britain's leading microinstalled

computer monthly, for Caxton Software
of which he is a co-director, and for the
design and co-authorship of Brainstorm, an idea processor. He is still
closely

involved

with

gang

at

reaching this wonderful milestone.
in my recent career Creative has

Twice

been directly responsible for helping
me clarify my thoughts on a new
project. When I was thinking it was
time Britain had a decent microcomputer magazine, there was Creative
Computing fully-fledged and setting a
splendid example to those who

followed.

The nice thing about Creative is its
friendly yet respectful approach to its
readers. I figured that if I could capture the same spirit in what became
Personal Computer World, I would
have achieved much of value.

PCW

went on to become Britain's biggestmicrocomputer magazine, so I

selling
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British

and

MicroScope

with

Mensa's

congratulations to the
Creative Computing for

several

microcomputing journals
regularly for two of them,
three

children,

International

somehow manages
sane and happy.
all,

wards

and Personal Computer World. Mar-

David Tebbutt joined the computer
industry almost 19 years ago after a
varied five years that included selling
newspapers on the Champs Elysees in
Paris, designing cardboard boxes, selling men's wear in a chain store, and

of

puter show with the magazine and,
frankly, the first year I was involved it
didn't feel right. Shortly afterI
found myself at the West
Coast Computer Faire which seemed
to have exactly the flavor I needed for
my own magazine's show. I met Jim

just

Warren and all his staff, absorbed the
unique atmosphere surrounding that
show, and tried to take it back to Britain. Once again I ended up with a very
successful show. It actually overtook
the West Coast Faire in number of
attendees after about three years.
Another thing I got going in the
UK was Computer Town. At the time
we launched this, the government was
doing very little about computer literacy, and Clive Sinclair had only just
got going with his first proper computer. Over in California Bob Albrecht
and Ramon Zamora had a scheme going in the Menlo Park library whereby
members of the public could just drop
by and learn about computers free of
charge. Qualified people could drop in
any time and use the machines. Those
new to computers had to come by at
particular times when trainers were
around to help out.
Three, people motivated me to
bring the scheme to England, Bob
Albrecht, Ramon Zamora, and Judy
Lower. I think Tom Williams, one time
editor-in-chief of Info World, deserves
thanks too as the man who plugged me
into that particular loop in the first

DAVID TEBBUTT

First

benefitted greatly from other people's
inputs. For example, I inherited a com-

writes

he

Journal,

edits

yet

to stay reasonably

directly affected
ple of years later

my

I'm

OK

. . .

You're OK
I have mentioned are

The people

we did something right.
The next time Creative Computing

guess

career was a couI was struggling

when

way of holding models of the
brain in the computer. I was
still editor of
at the time, and
Creative ran two issues featuring actor
languages. Something about the ideas

just a few of those who have helped me
over the years. I'm sure that all people
who get on in life can only do so with

the help of others. After all other people are your bosses, your subordinates,

to find a

human

PCW

expressed gave

me confidence in what

was trying to do and, to cut a long
story short,
traditional

I

Whatever
life,

else

happens

there will always

in

be

I

other people around.

eventually by-passed the

AI languages and wrote

BrainStorm, an idea processor, in machine code. It was almost as if Creative

had given me permission to go right
ahead and do something weird. I believe Ted Nelson was the man responsible, and for that I thank him.
A number of my projects have

your customers, your suppliers, your
family, and your friends. Whatever else
happens in life, there will always be
other people around.
It makes sense, therefore, to develop interpersonal skills so that your
interactions with them are as reward-
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ing as they can be for both parties. I
was lucky enough to realize that my
skills with other people were less than
adequate, so I took up teaching for a

couple of years.
It was during this time that I was
introduced to the work of a number of
behavioral psychologists. Eric Berne,
in particular, impressed me with his
theories of Transactional Analysis. All
sorts of books have been written on
this subject but a good starter is I'm
You're OK by Thomas Harris.
This idea of analyzing each verbal exchange was a tremendous help to

OK.

.

enough

for

them

me fresh direc-

Look
lative

for the weird articles, the specuones, especially the ones that

.

understanding myself and other
people.

found that as

I

I

carefully

mon-

itored the way I behaved, other people
began to behave differently and most

conversations and discussions became
far more rewarding as a result. I guess
years or
I was lucky because I had two
so of continuously practicing these

newly developing skills on my stuBy this time I found that TA
had become second nature.
A few things I have tired to scrub

catch your imagination. Don't think
that because something has appeared
in print that it's too late to jump on the
bandwagon or that there is even a

bandwagon

to

out of

my

behavior repertoire are

bitterness, regret, worry,

guilt,

is

already happened and therefore cannot
It is important to learn the
lessons the past can teach but not to
dwell on it after the lessons have been

be changed.

extracted.
Bitterness
fruitless

and regret are similarly
and can sour your chances of

future success if they are allowed to bepart of your personality. Worry
is even worse because it usually con-

come

cerns something that hasn't even happened! The energy spent worrying
would be better spent trying to minimize the effects of whatever it is you
are worrying about.
Blame is a bit like guilt. You and
the person you are blaming can both
derive some sort of lesson from what
has happened, and that's about it. If
the person is in some way subordinate
you should take
then
you,
to
responsibility and attach any blame, if

you must, to

yourself.

Never Too Early
bit of a loner.
I have always been a
tend to think my own thoughts and
not follow the crowd. Only in this way

It's

I

I

on.

The

article

to buy. The suppliers of
monochrome machines are suggesting

machine

xerography has survived for 20
years without color so what's the big

that

deal.

Apple has come up with a sweet
machine that has rather the same
on the potential user that E.T.
had on filmgoers. The desire to own a
Macintosh has very little to do with
what it can do for you in practical
terms, although by now I'm sure it can
do much. It is the sort of machine that
you fall in love with in just a few
minutes surely a marketing man's
little

effect

—

dream.

No doubt by the time this article is
published the Macintosh will have created a new form of addiction to join
drugs, smoking, and alcohol. Productivity will probably plummet as people
find they just can't stop playing with

Don't think that because something has appeared
that
is

it's

too late to jump on the

bandwagon

in print

or that there

even a bandwagon to jump on.

and blaming

not possible to succeed
100% in banning these feelings, but at
least by recognizing how fruitless they
are, I have minimized them. Guilt is
simply worry about something that has

others. It

jump

could simply spark something off like
Ted's actor language stuff did for me.
People who get up and do things are in
the minority. As long as you are one of

dents.

can

to give

tions. If I had waited until microcomputers or software hit the big time,
of entry
I would have found the cost
and the competition in both magazine
and software publishing too horrendous to contemplate.
As you saw earlier in this article,
Creative Computing is a great source of
ideas ahead of their time and one of
them could be your great opportunity.

hope to latch on to things

early

the first few to do something new you
stand a good chance of succeeding on a
reasonable budget.
Once upon a time in this industry
you bought a computer because it did

the darned thing.

what you wanted at a price you could
afford. Nowadays, people are increasingly buying computers because

Fifth

this is that

future

I

write

jump on

is

going to be very inThere is a danger

Britain, America, and Japan are on
slightly divergent courses in terms of

their intelligent knowledge-based
systems are to work.
I happen to think that we have
some pretty neat approaches here in
the UK. I'm sure that you feel the
same about your own methods, and no
doubt the Japanese are confident in

how

knowledge

Computers are being packed with
features just like motor cars before
they started sprouting radios, cassette
players, alloy wheels, two tone trim,
and so on. Some companies, afraid of

theirs. If

being left behind in the "windows"
race are offering color. Never mind
that it has no relevance to many
applications, frequent color changes in
the most ordinary software are required to persuade the prospect at a

copied today.

is

to

become the

"fuel of the future," this poses some inalteresting problems for us all.
ready see the seeds of some of these

We

problems

in the

way software

is

being

the Fifth
Generation activity and the need to
share knowledge through high speed
international communications netI'd

works
which

the right

VOLUME

as

that barriers will go up between Europe, America, and Japan as our various Fifth Generation projects move
towards fruition. It looks to me as if

at

to purchase.

is

trying to

Generation Fruition

The

one is getting one, therefore I must get
one too" is the underlying trend.
There is a certain inevitability
about the purchase of a computer that
is wonderful news for manufacturers,
software publishers, and the like, but it
seems to be fraught with built-in problems for the buyers. Marketing is
becoming the key factor in the decision

subliminal level that this

is

teresting for all of us.

them.
Never mind that they don't have an
application for the machine. "Every-

marketing people have gotten

The rumor

IBM

the 68000/icon/mouse bandwagon
with almost indecent haste.

10

like

to think

will lead to
will in fact

NUMBER

that

a global cooperation
down the bar-

break
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of suspicion that divide nations

riers

present.

The

realist in

me

sharply into "haves" and "have nots"
with the haves possessing a near
monopoly on knowledge and the sys-

at

expects the

world either to continue to be hopelessly divided or to polarize even more

WHAT

tems

for manipulating

it.

EVER HAPPENED

TO

PERFORMANCE?/

Corporation. It consisted of a Data
General Nova 1200 processor with
32K. words (64K) of core memory; two
45 inch per second (ips), 9-track, 1/2",
800 bits per inch (bpi) tape transports
capable of handling reels of up to 2400
feet in length; one fixed-head disk drive
storing 500K of data (within a year we
had a whole megabyte!); and, as the 10
character per second (cps) console, the
venerable Teletype model 33 KSR
terminal, later replaced with the 30 cps
DECWriter.
had three or four of
these systems; one or two of them also

We

WILL FASTIE

had a 600

line per

minute (1pm)

line

Because the system was more
equivalent to the configuration
we could also use customer
systems for development before they
shipped, and we often did.
printer.

Will Fastie is editor-in-chief of PC
Tech Journal, a technically oriented
magazine for the sophisticated IBM
small computer user. He is also a
contributing editor to PC magazine and
Creative Computing and is the original
author of the "IBM Images" column in
Creative. He received his computer science education at Johns Hopkins

where

University,

he

specialized

in

programming languages, methodology,
and software quality.

He

spent

ten

years

software
at General Instrument
Corporation, where he last held the post
director, advanced systems development; he was responsible for the design
and implementation of operating systems, software tools, and microprocessor-based systems. Married with
two children. Fastie lives in Baltimore
with his family, two dogs, and an early
in

development

of

serial

We

are told, over and over
again at every opportunity

computer technology,
computer technology
is trying to sell us, has
taken another giant leap forward. Al-

that
specifically the

the speaker

though the claim

is

sometimes

exaggerated for profit, it is nonetheless
true; those computers sitting on our
desk,

whatever flavor or color they
might be, are more powerful than the
biggest computers of 30 years ago. For
that matter, the calculators in our
pockets and purses are more powerful
than those monsters of three decades
past.

Making
years

that

spanned
as well.
ever,

it

is

this

same claim for the ten
Computing has

Creative

more

difficult,

but

it

is

true

To see the improvement, howmay be necessary to consider

more complicated issues, such as the
amount of work performed by computago as compared with to-

ers ten years
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number

IBM PC.

clear.

It is fine to know that we pay less
today for more collective power. A
more interesting query has to do with
the power of an individual system today as compared with a similar computer of ten years ago. I find myself
scratching my head on this one; although I could never have afforded the
rough equivalent of my basement IBM
PC back then (not to mention the cost
of electricity to run it), I find myself
longing for some of its features and

functions and missing, oh so sorely
missing, its power. And what has been

bothering
I

me

can't have

Photo

is

that

I

don't

know why

it.

(recently taken) shows a
system equivalent to the one I used
professionally for software develop-

ment
vision

in

we

less

sold,

The system lived in a double-bay
cabinet standing over six feet tall. It required about 12 square feet of floor
space,
not counting the terminal,
printer, or access to the rear. The main
power cable was 3/4* in diameter. Using 1 10-volt power, the system required its own 20-amp circuit. Even
though the Nova had its own cooling
fan, the cabinet included an integral
ventilation system. The system operated with a muted roar.
At list, the system cost about
$50,000. The printer cost $20,000. I
have about $6000 invested in my IBM
PC. A quick comparison of the two
can be seen in Table 1.
The Author's Data General Nova 1200
system in 1974.

day, and the relative costs of each. To
veteran readers of Creative, the answer
is

or

1

1974 when I worked for a diof
General
Instrument

Free and Easy
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DXY800

sinn a Business
Plotter

oland DG's

1.

is difficult

and expensive,
right? Wrong! That's the way
things used to be. Roland DG's

DXY-800
KeyChart

package is available
for most popular personal
computers. Just plug it in, and
within minutes you'll be

new hardware/software
package not only makes
plotting easy, it also makes

creating the kind

thought

During the

months

might take

of

days of pro-

May and
June with the

April.

gramming.
All of this

purchase of a
Roland IK',

comes
vou

DXY-800 8-Fen X
KeyChart Presentation
Graphics Software to run the
plotter—Absolutely Fne! A
savings of $375.00.
At the heart of the package

normal low

price of $995.00.
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is

need multi-pens, Roland
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also

plotter on the market). The
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quick,
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quality
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presenta-

hy not
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mirk
out of your

graphics.

Next add
KeyChart. prob-

also

graphics

high-quality,
and easy.

degree inclined) position, to
conserve your
desk-top space.
I se regular paper

I

bundled with KeyChart for
only $750.00
Why not let the Roland DG

ey Chart
graphics
software

and
RS-232 serial interfaces, and
can also he used in either a

DG

makes a single pen

plotter (the

bed. Centronics parallel
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presentation?

ably the quickest,
and easiest software
for

retail

KeyChart, normally
priced at $375.00 is

DG DXY-800 X-Y

Plotter, (the lowest priced

program

to

for the
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I'lotter.youget the
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you

of graphics

part of the deal free!

you'd
better

kind of free and
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forever, just until

June 30th.

For a dealer near you contact:

generating

Roland DG, 7200 Dominion
Circle, Los Angeles, CA

presentation-quality
business graphics. You don't
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have to be a programmer to use
KeyChart. It is completely
menu-driven and can provide
automatic default values for
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Your personal computer deserves the
unequalled monitor quality of Sakata
Your computer deserves the most monitor
so do you. SAKATA

quality value possible. ..and

CRT DISPLAY MONITORS give you more
monitor quality than the most expensive
monitors available. Each SAKATA MONITOR
provides unequalled color reproduction;
sharpest and most vivid graphics; text that you
read more easily than you ever expected;

and

technical characteristics

that

will

and

capabilities

amaze you.
Protect your personal computer's

^^^^
'

BHI

performance by utilizing SAKATA CRT
MONITORS which provide the utmost in
monitor value. Choose trom an entire line of
Composite Color: RGB High Resolution Color;
RGB Super High Resolution Color and two
monochromes (green and amber) that have

more quality than other monochrome monitors.
"We promise performance".

SAKATA CRT MONITORS are available
wherever personal computers are sold or write
for technical and illustrated literature and prices.
SAKATA

USA CORPORATION

651 Bonnie Lane. Elk Grove Village. IL 60007
(312) 593-321 1
800-323-6647 (outside Illinois)

kata
'Serving industry worldwide since 1896'
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Raw Power

execution times for a few typical
instructions on the Nova, the 8088 in
the PC, and a theoretical faster PC.

The instruction execution times
for my old Nova and my new PC are
not by themselves enough to measure
theless,

Table

pecially

1974

1984

Nova 1200

IBM PC

IBM XT

Approximate Cost
Mass Storage

$50,000

$4,000

$6,000

Head-per -

Floppy

Hard Disk

[Today's software

Disk

MB

Amount

.5

9-track,

.36

MB

ea

10

MB

the

2 drives

800 bpi

I

Maximum Memory 64K

TTY KSR

Console Type

33

640K

640K

CRT

CRT

Today's

Move 16-bit word
memory to register
Move 16-bit word
memory to memory
Add 2 16-bit words

PC

Fantasy

Percent

8

Percent
faster

1200

8088

faster

8088

2.55

3.15

-24

1.88

26

5.10

6.30

-24

3.75

26

1.35

.63

53

.38

72

1.35

5.04

-273

3.00

-122

no instructions to manipulate bytes.
the other hand, includes
powerful string handling commands,
assortment of memory access
instructions, and other special features
which combine to make an effectively
written program quite powerful. At the
line, I consider the PC more
powerful than my Nova of ten years
ago, by a comfortable margin.
Yet, the performance of the PC is
lacking. I find myself wishing for the

microseconds

Nova. What's wrong?

DG NOVA

IBM PC 2
Name & Size

Name &

Operating System Kernel

SYS.SV (13000)

Processor

Size

Comparable Software?
What's wrong
of today

IBMBIO.COM (1920)
IBMDOS.COM (6400)

mance
grams

COMMAND.COM (4959)

(included in

Assembler
Linker

13000

13279

ASM.SV (8748)
RLDR.SV (11776)

ASM.EXE (52736)
LINK.EXE (41856)

Why has this happened? Why are
the new programs neither as fast nor as
small as their older counterparts?
There are several reasons. The
newer IBM PC has considerably more
memory resources than the Nova. Na-

Notes
'All sizes in bytes.

Figuresfor

The

DG

IBM DOS

1.1

command

processor included
1.1, such as
included many IBM
alone is 4608 bytes.

programs under

DG DOS

also

PRINT.COM

IBM DOS

many commands that are separate
COPY, TIME, DATE, and others.

DOS

2.0

features;

is that the software
not as optimized for perforthose more primitive proused on my Nova. They are

is

as
I

also not as small. The facts of the matter are presented in Table 3.

kernel) 3

OS)

J

performing

bottom

in

Program

2

to

The 8088, on

(All sizes in bytes)

Command

opposed

as

MHz

PC

MHz

Table 3: Comparative Program Sizes

(Total

my Nova.

an

register to register
Call subroutine

Note: All times

Nova 4.77MHz

not as

more primitive programs

used on

memory

DG

is

arithmetic calculations
Overall, the 8088 chip running at
IBM's 4.77
rate is much more
powerful. The instruction set is rich
compared to the older, somewhat
primitive Nova.
For example, the
Nova has no multiply instruction and

Table 2: Comparative System Performance

Instruction

es-

optimized for performance as

track

Tape

well,

activity A memory access, for example,
an assembler inputs source code and
translates mnemonic codes into binary
numbers, that is, executable instructions Although something of an oversimplification,
this
activity
mostly
requires moving things around in

Item

Type

pretty

memory

access category. For most of the processing I am
thinking about, the primary type of

Comparative System Configurations

1:

fares

the

in

an 8086-based

emerge.)

will

The Nova

(There has been some speculation that
a new, 8088-based IBM PC/XT will
operate at 8 MHz instead of the cur-

comparative raw power. Nonewe will try. Table 2 shows the

their

rent PC's 4.77. or that

machine

For example

VOIUME

ture abhors unused main memory, and
programs grow accordingly. Associated with this fact is that most of the
tools of today are written using high
level languages. These languages gen10

NUMBER
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optimizing the bejabbers out of the
program. Today, I suspect the major
consideration is to get the program

erate moderately efficient code that is
nevertheless far from optimal.
In sharp contrast, the program
writers of ten years ago had no high
level languages with which to work. In

working

assembler occupied less than 8000
bytes of memory and ran faster than a
speeding bullet.
point
I think it may also be fair to
out that the assembler writer pored
over that code for a long time, tightencleverer
ing things up, finding faster or

do

things,

generally

they work. That

change.
ever happened to perforguess it just got lost in the
shuffle. If I see it again, I think it will
be the result of ever more powerful
hardware and large chunks of cheap
memory; tightly written, highly optimized code seems to be a thing of the

What

mance?

I

*

past.

CONTROL?/
RODWELL

WHO'S
PETER

and

computers upon which
is a reversal from ten
years ago, and it may account for the

sive than the

ported. Even in such tight systems, the
basic tools had to operate. Amazing as
might seem today, the complete
it

to

quickly as possible and
to a specified level of

functionality without over-abundant
concern for speed of operation. Programmers are expensive, more expen-

addition, main memory was so expensive ($80,000 per megabyte vs. $3000
today) that many systems were configured with less than the maximum sup-

ways

as

written

IN

and

UK

he

worked on newspapers

in corporate public relations in the
and South America for 10 years be-

fore getting involved in computers. Until
mid- 1983, he was the editor of Personal

Computer World magazine,

the largest

micro monthly in Britain.
He now runs his own information

selling

technology consultancy, is involved with
interactive videodisc technology and is
working on his fourth and fifth books.
In what little free time he can find, he
enjoys thundering around Spain on an
motorcycle, frightening
out-sized
the natives and searching for a lemon
farm to which he can retire when and or

BMW

if he

Britain's

first

microcomputer show

worthy of the name took place
back in 1978, about the time I
was becoming seriously involved in the
industry. I remember standing at one
booth watching an enthusiastic salesa puzzled prospect the very
piece of gee-whiz hardware, a

man show
latest

board covered in chips with a
rat's nest of wires connecting it to an
uncased keyboard, a cassette deck, and
a screen, which was displaying an
impressive hex dump. "But how do I

circuit

my

invoices," the
to print out
punter asked in despair.

get

it
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makes

his fortune.

Leningrad's Hermitage Museum.
Over here in Europe, we like to
think that several thousand miles of
ocean and continent give us a balanced
persepctive on the latest micro-trends

We

forth from California.
haven't, for example, taken the IBM
PC to our hearts at all— partly because
and partly because IBM
expensive
it is
delayed for 18 months before selling it
over here, giving Victor and others the

pouring

chance to make it with much nicer and
cheaper computers.
The Victor 9000 (called the Sirius
and IBM
1 here) still outsells the IBM,
worried
is reported to be very, very
about the super new Apricot. Likewise,
for price reasons, the Apple II was
but
here
machine
home/hobby
never a
was always a business computer at
rather upmarket, now fading
first
rapidly.

Going Overboard

When Lisa appeared, the world
seemed to go bananas over mice. At
least America did; we thought it was
one answer, not the answer, and in fact
I

increasing skeptical about mice.
like most writers I know,
in total desktop chaos. Besides

am

For instance,
I

work

my Sirius and two boxes of disks, I
have great mountains of paper and assorted micro-junk covering every horizontal surface, with only a little free
space left for a notepad and a coffee

cup. There simply

isn't

room

to

swing

a mouse.
Icons, while being quite nice to
look at and probably fairly helpful to a
raw beginner, can begin to grate after
I have a
theory as yet unproven that the average executive might start to resent
being treated like a child by the unspoken assumption, inherent in icons,
that he can understand pictures but not

some experience on a system;

At a nearby booth, another smartsuited character was waving a cassette
under a

client's nose; they

were stand-

ing in front of one of the first 8K Pets
to arrive in Europe. "... and you can
store details of up to 150,000 stock
items on this one tape!" the salesman
intoned.
Well, we have come a long way
from those days! It took a long time,
but the computer industry has finally
recognised the importance of the "user
had a brief spell when
interface."
we all ran about proclaiming the neces-

We

sity

chanted. Then, of course, it dawned on
us that if we were so bloody clever,
why couldn't we make our computers
people literate instead? Suddenly our
micro world was infested with mice
and adorned with more icons than

—

Peter Rodwell has been closely involved in the micro world since it first
took off in the UK. Trained as a
journalist,

must learn about computers, we

of computer literacy: everybody

—

—

words.
don't want you to think I'm tohowever. I think mice
place, but it is a much
smaller place than the current trend
would have it. Personally, I think the
I

tally negative,

and icons have a

touch screen

—as on the HP

far better pointing

and

natural

—you

—

150

is

a

selecting device

than the mouse. The operation

is

more

look at the screen and

OMETHEUS

Hayes Compatible

•

More Features

The best price/performance

ratio of

•

any 21 2A

Only $495

modem on

the market today tor under $500! That puts ProModem
1200 on top of the stack. Compare the 26 features. You'll
see why. Only ProModem offers all 26. 15 are exclusive.

They're important features. The Real Time Clock/Calendar for example. Used with Applications Programs, or
the OPTIONS PROCESSOR, gives you pre-set timed
operation of the modem. Also, time and duration records
of all calls. The convenient HELP command makes
ProModem easy to use. It promptly displays the Instructions Menu whenever there's a question about
what to do next. With Call Progress Detection, you can
"tell" ProModem to do things like automatically "Redial
When Busy."
It's the only modem that lets you expand into a full
telecommunications center with add-ons. The OPTIONS
PROCESSOR gives you Data Store and Time Base Continuity with battery backup, Personal/Business Telephone Directory, and Automatic Receipt/Transfer Buffer,
expandable to 64K. The OPTIONS PROCESSOR also
enables ProModem to operate unattended, with or
without your computer.

The optional 12-character ALPHANUMERIC DISPLAY indicates modem operating status, system diagnostics,
status, phone numbers, and real time clock

212A Modem Comparison Chart*

STANDARD FEATURES
300/1200 Baud (212*)
Intelligent Microprocessor

HI 3DOB

Tone and Pulse Dialing

aaan

Hayes Command Compatible
(Works with Smartcom Additional telephone jack
with exclusion switching

Analog loop back
Sell Test at

sell test

Power Up

Call Progress Detection (Busy. Dial

Tones. Trunk Busy, etc

)

Speaker and External Volume Control
Full

Complement

^ ^

ot Status Lights

8 Switch Selectable power-up defaults

Adaptive Dialing

message
data.

.

.

to

name just a

few.

Auto Redial on Busy

Together, these standard and optional features give you
a sophisticated electronic mail and communications
capability unmatched by any other modem in this class.
And, there's more. See your local dealer for additional
information and a demonstration. He'll show you why
ProModem 1200 is tops.

Economically designed easy
read front display panel
Internal Stand-Alone

Built in

Help

ProModem 1200 from...

to

Power Supply

Real Time Clock/Calendar

Command

300 baud connect while maintaining
1200 baud RS 232 link

EXPANDABLE OPTIONS
Automatic Receiver Buffer

Prometheus Products, Inc., 45277 Fremont Blvd.
Fremont CA 94538, (415) 490-2370
NOW AVAILABLE
•

ProModem

plug-in cards for

IBM PC and Apple
•

'Comparison made
by Prometheus on

Automatic Transmit Buffer

Onboard Personal/Business
Buffer Expandable to

Directory

Auto Logon Macros
Auto message transmission
groups of numbers

Records

to

call duration

12-character Alphanumeric Display

LE 195

at

time of printing

II

ProCom Software

the basis ot the
best information
available to

Prometheus

64K
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point, all in one
mouse requires

movement, while the

you to look at the
screen, then at the mouse, then back at
the screen while you maneuver the rodent and Anally to press a button or a
key to tell the computer you have
chosen.
In 1984 at least one very low

—

—

but powerful business comcost
puter with speech recognition built in
will hit the market. There is nothing
new about speech recognition in itself,
of course, and it still has a long way to
go before it is perfect, but it is interesting that we are now at the point where
this facility can be offered as standard.
"Human engineering" is now the
single most important area of microcomputing, and we have a long way to
go yet! Take, for instance, the operating systems we micro users currently

have at our disposal. The market
leaders— PC-DOS/MS-DOS and the
family—all leave a lot to be desired, but then so do the challengers,
the UCSD p-System and Unix and its

CP/M

share a common
fault:
they were designed by programmers. They are all easy to use if
you are computer literate, but they are
progressively more awful (in the order
in which I have named them) for the

They

spinoffs.

uninitiated.

... but

We

need

something new

what?

Ideal
I suggest a combination of wha
we have now, taking the best points of
each and refining them. Now that 16bit micros are the rule rather than the
exception, we have a lot more space for
providing refinements; a major advantage of more CPU bits is, after all, the
ability to address more memory.
Let's start with the heart of the pSystem, because it is a good idea and
we need as much in the way of

ital

we can

get now. Let's
by incorporating DigResearch's GSX system, expanded

portability as
it

up a

bit

fully portable terminal
handler and software printer interface,
because GSX is undoubtedly the way
to go with the graphics interface problem. (Microsoft's MSX standard is, in

to provide a

my

thing we
need is hardware-dependent standardization.) And then let's wrap this up in
a software interface that is as comprehensive as that of the Macintosh in
terms of the number of facilities it gives
opinion,

silly;

the

last

the programmer.

What we now need is a common
user interface, and here's where we en\

CREATIVE

more

difficult

ground. Personally, I
of the CP/M and

able

—

approach when
compared to the more complex systems, and I would like a more graphi-

PC-DOS/MS-DOS

p-System interthe
of
that
approaching
Macintosh/Lisa but accepting commands from whichever device the user
happens to prefer keyboard, speech,
touch screen, mouse. I think much
more research needs to be done into

cal refinement of the
face,

—

man-machine dialogue
which the uninformed can use without
needing to look at a manual but which

developing a

still

to

allows the

work

more experienced user

fluently

and

efficiently.

As if all this wasn't enough, the
system must be written so that manufacturers can install it with minimal effort (just a machine-dependent core). It
must allow extra device drivers to be
added easily by third-party software
writers. It must be able to run existing

CP/M, PC-DOS, and MS-DOS
ware unaltered, and

it

must be

soft-

ROM-

all

Can

like the simplicity

of

it.

this

be done? Yes, I'm sure

it

can, and it probably will be done one
major obstacle is the tendency
day.
to believe that because we have developed one new interface icons, mice,

A

—

—

windows, whatever this is it and we
can go overboard about it to the extent
of blinding ourselves to its disadvantages and to other possible solutions. The first person to overcome this
and to adopt a broad user interface
perspective will be the one to do
and I'll bet he or she turns out to
it

—

be a self-taught programmer.
If you were to write such an
operating system today, you would
have the devil's own job selling it because the opposition has gained too
strong a hold. My final suggestion,
therefore, is that we will never see such
a "perfect," universally standardized
operating system unless its author gives
though it may
it away! And, crazy
sound, I have a sneaky feeling that this
might just happen.

all

The

build

ter
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OF

MICE,

WINDOWS,

AND MEN/

ICONS,
IARVARD

PENNINGTON
Harvard Pennington was born
California in

1937.

in

After graduating

from Bakersfield High School

in 1955.

Pennington attended Bakersfield College for less than a semester. He joined
the Navy and was stationed in the Pacific on tankers and ammunition ships
Upon his discharge and he returned to
Los Angeles and eventually joined

Hanna-Barbera Productions, starting as
a background painter and later becoming a department head. He worked on
films and television productions, including the Flintstones, Johnny Quest, and
Magilla Gorilla.
Pennington left Hanna-Barbera in
1970,

became involved with radio-conand eventually devel-

trolled airplanes,

oped the Perry Pump, a carburetor for
model airplanes Pennington and a
friend, Al Krug, started a company
called the lnternation Jewelry Guild
(IJG). Pennington wrote a program for
a TI 59 calculator to derive factors
(including weights and prices) for diWhen the program outgrew

amonds

the calculator,

Krug and Pennington

-

Give your children more than the
advantage of a computer.
Give them the Scholastic Advantage.
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realize the

computer

is
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child.

Scn< >'astic

S(

)ftware

is

the >nly
<

>ftware that comes with the Scholastic
Advantage. This means software which
uses your child's own natural curiosity and
love of adventure to make learning valuable skills fun. Software based on what
your child is actually studying in school,
s<

which makes it relevant and practical. And
software which is already being used
successfully by millions of kids in schools
around the country.
At Scholastic, we've put everything
we've discovered about how youngsters
learn into our new software line. It's the
result of over 60 years' experience making
learning both challenging and fun. In fact, you probably grew
up reading Scholastic books and
magazines in school. Nobody else knows kids like we do and it shows
in our new family of

pn Kiuets hat s the Scholastic Advantage.
Our software
I

family includes Agent I ..S A. which turns geography into
an exciting adventure trip around the country; Story Maker, a pn >gram
that helps kids create their own illustrated
story lxx)k. and Math Man. an action game that makes learning
math fun. Microzine is America s most popular classroom .software, featuring four fun
learning programs on one disk. Story
UX)l :,nd a word
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If aword processing program doesnt
give you these 8 tools for better writing.
it's

not Perfect
-""•raj;

6

'-"'o'i'i'X ;,""- *«.

1

A built-in 50,000 word

Pop-up menus—so you
can start writing

4m

helps
i
dictionary that
you prevent spelling
1 CfQ \f£±
mistakes.

better right away.
Perfect Writer'"

**

to tk.

KZ

Perfect Speller'" checks your document
and points out spelling errors.
J
Automatically.
lis easy to change margins

popup menus

.

use simple
English

to display im
portanl quotes Or key

and spacing

language words
No complicated

—

i

commands to

ft*. 5

memorize or
slow you down.

you
with new emphasis

Boldtace and
writ*;

1

-~.-M°

"u«b,,

"*"— «..

'"•/polnt.l

italics lei

--. .

^

r ion

4

tfc

»-•*»*
,

numbers,
you want page numbers.

It
II

Perfect Writer can handle
automatically -

—

it

2

A built-in thesaurus

Simple function and
operation that keeps
your mind on what

5

you're writing.

to help you choose
exactly the right word.

Perfect Thesaurus'" puts the best
word for what you're writing, right at your
fingertips.

\^

--

,

<t*a*|

Perfect Writer automatically
numbers, positions and
prints out footnotes

Automatic

7

formatting to make
your writing look even
better on paper.

Perfect Writer works with
printers. And special

most popular

appearance
features

make

your document
look like a

masterpiece.

You

edit with the

keys

right

under your

And menus appear right in
workspace with your document.

fingertips.

the

3

Perfect
integration

with other

Powerful editing
features at the touch
of a single key.

.

Search and replace.
Add or delete words, sentences, even

You can move

Wwlio

a

Perfect Software.
iat«rU'

antaam.

Perfect Writer

r

text.

M. rerft t

•aftaM

6
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Think before

Split-screen
windows that help

IVrlcct

keep your thoughts
organizedwhile you write.

ft

You can use one window to jot down
notes, key points or an outline— as you
develop your text in the other window.
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part of an integrated

telecommunications software. Each
program uses common commands. So
they work Perfect together— to help
you work better.

entire paragraphs.

a Mad. Think before
afore you keg in.

is

software family. There's also Perfect Calc"
spreadsheet. Perfect Filer'" information
management. And Perfect Link™

±
.

*--••

-Vjj

The Perfect
way to

write better.
THORN EM
Inc.
3187 C Airway Avenue. Costa Mesa.

CA 92626
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purchased a TRS-80 in March 1978. By
1979, Pennington had written the book
TRS-80 Disk and Other Mysteries,
which sold out two shipments before IJG

They can prove

received them from the printer. IJG
closed down the jewelry business and
concentrated on publishing computer

What

books and software. Pennington became
president of IJG in November 1981
chairman of the board in 1984.

and

it

is

—

—

people

who

done very
wrong.
craze?

by

is

believe

"Here, Zork, just point

it.

New?

what is in our future? Windows? A mouse? Icons? Concurrent
So,

processing? Multi-user systems? And
don't forget integration.
This is the hot stuff for 1984. How do
we know it is the hot stuff? Because the
computer press tells us, that's how.
And how do they know? Because the
marketing people tell them, that's how.
How do the marketing people know?
Because the finance people have determined that a market of a given size will
net
dollars if they can come up with
the next "hot" item, that's how. How
does the financial community know
that? Well, the truth is, they don't.
is

The best ideas
amounts of money)

here yet.

going to

tell

them

(to raise

are those that pro-

Icons

and a mouse

literate. Pointing

will

not

to think

and

item)."

So much

The magazines

are

full

of articles

make a

non-literate person

at pictures can last only so long. Sooner

and selecting, and begin

type.

than a $49 Timex display. I don't know
about you, but I sure don't work with
my reference material covered up.
Have you been around computers

computer.)
Icons and a mouse will not make a
non-literate person literate. Pointing at
pictures (icons) can last only so long.

problems (enough to earn it the uncomplimentary nickname "Trash-80"),
but it was a computer, and at the time.

—a

folder or a file cabinet.
With your mouse, you point at the icon
and select files by pressing the mousebutton. (See, you don't even have to
know how to type to use this

'

for icons.

Windows

long enough to remember the "great
screen width" controversy? (Would
you believe that 80-column screens
were once a "hot" item?) If not, I'll tell
you about it. I got my first computer in
March 1978. It was a Radio Shack
TRS-80 Model I. It was a collection of
grey boxes with 48K of user memory
and a 64-column screen. It had some

the

.

that presents the entire

English language in icons. It should be
ready as soon as there are disks with
giga-megabyte storage (next year's hot

background windows are impossible to
read because of the two smaller windows over them. The two smaller windows are displaying less information

that sounded too much like the study
of ignorance.) Icons are an idea based
on ignotech. The use of icons supposes
that you cannot read or comprehend
words and therefore need a picture
icon. If you want a file from a disk, for
example, there is an icon representing

I

just

word processor

or later you must stop pointing

REASENTLY BROUGHT A COPY
OF YOUR ELECTRIC PENCIL
VERISON ... FIGUER IT MUST
BE IN THE BOOT SECTOR SOME
WERE, CAN YOU CHECK
.

"UUUHHHhhhaaaaggg!" (Mouse:
"Oh, you want to write a letter.
sit here and type."
(Sounds of keyboard being demolished.) "Now, now, Zork, don't get
frustrated. We're working on a new

Ok,

displays split about evenly across the
middle of the screen and two smaller
windows covering the two main displays in the background. The large

enormous

—

People will go to work by simply hooking up to the office computer. At 5:00
p.m. they will just log-off and call it a
day. Fat chance. Can you imagine having to type everything you need to say?
The average person can type only
about 20 words a minute, and that's
without counting mistakes. Can you
imagine a three-way conversation
through a computer keyboard and
video link? What about a sales
meeting?
Then, assuming that the office of
tomorrow will be staffed by the current
product, of the American school system, how are they going to communicate? Here is an actual example of a
letter
I
recently
received:
I

what

mouse

and ads about windows. I noticed one
ad just today. Its headline screamed,
"Our windows reflect the way you
work." The picture accompanying the
ad shows a screen with two window

elsewhere. In fact,

pose
to
offset
ignorance
with
technology I call it ignotech.
(I
thought about calling it ignorology, but

there are those who are
predicting the work at home office.

Then

at

the

"click.")

—

money

click

button."

Icons

The Home Office

.

type.

inter-

a couple or three million dollars to
bring it to market.

computer market? They have been
predicting it was just around the cor-

Before the dream can be fulfilled,
we are going to have to do something
about the educational system. The people who run the school systems tell us
that the students are smarter and more

Sooner or later you must stop pointing
and selecting, and begin to think and

statistics.

you can come up with an idea that is
bizarre enough, you can probably raise

They have mostly been

It ain't

I'll

it

if

Remember the bubble memory
What about the coming home

ner for the past years.

With

you want and then
Else

However, no one

The

predict such things haven't

well.

too.

viewing them for jobs,

to take their

will the future take us?

it,

they can prove

X

hardware and software.

Where

When

Hah!

integration

past is a blueprint for the future. In times past
the dark ages
(about 1978, actually) we were
excited about floppy disk drives. Wow!
40 tracks! And double density controllers should be available before the end
of the year. Why for a mere $1000 you
could have almost 164K on a 5 1/4"
disk. Within a few months, there was
another craze followed by yet another,
then another, and another. Then the
hot stuff was mostly hardware. Today

The

sophisticated than their predecessors.

file

file
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the best there was. Apples were not
readily available, and the other choices
had to be built from kits or were very

expensive compared to the TRS-80.
was an immediate convert to
I
computer life. I preached to all my

made everyone who came

into
the office sit at the keyboard, and spent
hundreds (if not thousands) of hours
friends,

everyone

convincing

came

into contact
too.

one,

computing said

with whom I
they needed
the gurus of

that

However,

that the

TRS-80 was

ful

even split my Electric Pencil
VisiCalc, and MultiPlan displays

they will be used.

(How many

people

BDOS ERROR ON

a matter of fact,

I

am

still

is

This 80-column business went on
advent of windows. Early last

we heard the first window
announcements. Suddenly, it was
year (1983),

than 80 colums. In fact, it become
fashionable to have some of the windows cover up others. Eighty columns
are out; 10, 20, 30, 40 columns (anything less than 80) are in.

My

choice is the latter. It is
hype. Of course, the popular press, as
well as the computer press, has picked
up on it. To read some of these "news"
articles, you would think the magazine
authors and news reporters had spent
the last 20 years working beside Grace
Hopper developing some of this "great
stuff." (I always get a kick out of reading their explanations of what bits and
bytes are.)
Overlapping windows require a lot
of memory and processor time. Because of their very nature, they are a
"graphics" presentation which requires
graphics memory for the video screen,
as opposed to normal video memory
for text.

18 CREATIVE

(the

we have to do is use what we
have to make a better (if you'll pardon

eyes. All

the expression)

mouse

trap.

since computers were
Ever
troduced, the great promise

mean

that

I

am

opposed
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in-

has
been that computers are easy to
use. that anyone can use them easily.
This is not true. This promise cannot,
and will not, be fulfilled. Anyone using
a computer or contemplating its purchase should understand this. Computers have benefits and limitations. I will

promoting this lunatic
behind the window cra/e?

communist plot? A devious government ploy to undermine our freedoms? Or is it the usual hype that we
normally associate with things like
Veg-A-Matics, Slim Whitman record
offers, and the Popiel Pocket Fisher-

this

efficient languages
language of the future has not
been invented yet). The future is also
"on the shelf." It is right before our

hardware and more

other authors have been translated into
14 languages.

fashionable to have displays of fewer

Does

smarter

ignoware for ignomore versatile hard-

—

much more

until the

man?

in

and microcomputers. With
Zak's first book. Microprocessors.
Sybex entered book publishing; it was
5000
all
best-seller
immediate
an
copies sold out within weeks. With the
success of the book. Zaks began shifting
the emphasis of Sybex from seminars to
publishing. Since then. Zaks has written
1 7 books on all aspects of microcomputers. His hooks and those of Sybex \ 15

appropriate.

is

is

processors

using

We

more; "Cash-80"

is

— not

It

PROMISE/RODNAY ZAKS

those Model Is— all 19 of them.
don't even call them Trash-80s, any-

Who
Who

techies.

THE GREAT UNFULFILLED

message on their Altos or Cromenco
or whatever, didn't seem to faze them.

idea'
Is it a

software

ware. Cheaper hardware. Faster

A

As

actually use a Veg-A-Matic?)
The real future is in

it

getting our

of the mysterious

PC,

So. what is all this whining and
bitching about overlapping windows,
the mouse and icons? What is their future? They are here to stay. They will
be promoted as "features." on countless products. That does not mean that

work done while
they were contemplating the meaning

we were

windows? Not on your life. I like the
screen variety. They are quite usefrom time to time. On occasion, I

split

a

didn't have an
80-column screen. "You need an 80column screen for serious business
The fact that
said.
they
applications,"

"toyputer" because

to

Born and educated in Paris.
France. Rodnay Zaks obtained his
baccalaureat in 1962. At 21, Zaks

explain what to expect, what not to ex-

transferred to the University of California. Berkeley, from which he obtained

program, then
will examine
happen in the
two key isdistinguish
future. We will
sues now confused by manufacturers:
the ease in using the computer proper

his doctorate in

computer

science, only

the third person to have been awarded
degree from Berkeley, in 1972.
While at UCB. Zaks worked on Project

this

Genie, one of the earliest and most
successful time-sharing computer systems to be developed. He also led a
project for the development of a very

high

speed

microprogrammed

APL

interpreter on a state-of-the-art computer, acquiring experience in advanced
hardware and software design.

In 1976, Zaks, who had lectured
widely on microprocessor designs and
applications,

founded Sybex

to

conduct

training sessions for technical audiences
the use and design of micro-

on

pect,

and what you can do about

First, I will look at
involved in accessing a
operating it. Then we
what will and will not

and the ease

in

it.

the difficulties

using the application

programs. We will draw the important
distinction between two types of
application programs (active and reactive) and show why most application
programs will never be "easy to use"
without one key ingredient: skill.
Finally, we will examine what you
can do to use computers effectively today or in the future and how to be
successful at it. Let's now examine

what's involved
program.

in

accessing a
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when you've escaped Castle Wolf enstein
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to capture your imagination.
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Creating the original Castle Wolfenstein'" was indeed
a challenge. Developing a sequel to our award winning
top seller was even tougher. But we didn't surrender.
Now there's Beyond Castle Wolfenstein'" an action

adventure classic in the Castle Wolfenstein™ tradition.
So if you take your strategy games seriously, accept our
challenge to play Beyond Castle Wolfenstein'"

youve been waiting
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Getting to Use a Program

As a designer of early computer
systems (I designed and published one
of the first industrial microprocessorbased computer systems in 1972) and
as a user of most small personal
computers since, I have witnessed the
painfully slow improvement of convenience features on personal computers
and programs until this day. Let's take
a look at what's needed to activate a
program:
• Set up the equipment. Connecting a printer or a modem just a few
years ago still involved skills, efforts,

The reason you turn
it

to

cause the desired action. Using the proinvolves a combination of chores

that

problem has been solved.

easy.

• Operate the equipment. On early
microcomputers, you had to press
many keys and switches in a complex
sequence just to do the simplest things:
skills and patience were required. Today, one or a few simple commands,
the movement of a mouse, or even the
touch of a finger on the screen will
cause operations to be performed. It's
computer no longer
skills.
The obvious chores
have been overcome except maybe for
the fact that most people would rather
talk to the computer than press keys.
This will be possible in the future. This
problem has also been solved.
• Access the program. The reason
you turn a computer on is that you
easy. Operating a

requires

to activate the desired pro-

gram. This aspect of computer usage
was easy to automate and has now
been automated successfully: it's easy.
We can compare this progress to
the evolution of the automobile: At the
beginning of the century, using a car
involved a complex sequence that required chores, skills, as well as a lot of
patience and, of course, luck. The engine had to be cranked up. If the

weather was cold, it even had to be
warmed up. The mixture of gas and air
to be adjusted, and many buttons
levers had to be pushed, pressed,
turned or squeezed for the engine to
start
maybe. With the progress of
mechanical and electronic engineering,

had
and

left?

• Use the program. In the current
state of the technology, the user must
type or point to commands on the
screen and learn or memorize them to

in

the

use

of

—

them.

Active and Reactive Programs
An active program is one that algive it a sequence of
An active program generally acts on data you supply. For
example, a word processing program is
an active program, as is a spreadsheet
program or even a programming language such as Basic. You issue instructions to the program that cause it to
execute sequences of actions on your
data until the desired final result

is

obtained.

An active program usually has litor no built-in data, and typically,
you enter or create the data yourself,
then manipulate it by giving commands to the program. For example,
you type a letter (the data) then edit
the letter with a word processor (a sequence of commands), or you type tables of numbers (the data) and then
modify those tables using a spreadsheet
program (a sequence of commands).
To use an active program, you must
tle

its

A

commands.
program

reactive

is

one that

merely informs you selectively after

Operating a car has become more convenient, more
comfortable,

and perhaps

for

What's

analogy

computers today: skills are required to
"drive" them as opposed to starting

learn

—

want

it to perform some useful action
you, such as word processing,
accounting, or playing a game. In the
past, a complex sequence of instructions had to be given. This chore has
now been eliminated. Today, accessing
a program may be as easy as plugging
in a game cartridge or moving a mouse
to designate the program you want to
activate. The operating system of the
computer takes care of the details and
performs the tasks required. This problem has also been solved. It's easy.

to

it

more comfort-

lows you to
instructions.

you want

a game.

computer

the user wants

convenient,

able, and perhaps safer today, but
driving still requires basic skills that
are still much like those that were required at the beginning of the century.
Again, we will see that there is a

significant

perform some useful action for you, such as word

and hope. This is today no more than a
chore. Just plug the components toIt's

is

do what

Similarly, operating a car has be-

come more

Using a Program
Steps one, two, and three above
normally involve no more than minor
chores such as plugging in cables,
connecting peripherals, and performing a few simple actions to cause the

a computer on

to

do.

depending on the sophisticaprogram and what it does.
It's not easy, and we shall see that, in
many cases, it never will be. There remains the key difficulty that we will
examine.
skills,

tion of the

processing, accounting, or playing

gether. This

gram

gram
and

requires basic

skills

safer today, but driving

that are

still

much

like

still

those that were

required at the beginning of the century.

modern cars can be started by merely
turning a key. All other chores have
been eliminated so that the driver can
now concentrate on getting where he
wants to go. With computers, the

asking you specific questions. Examples are educational programs that
teach you math, typing, and other topics and, depending on your answers,

Computers

modify their reactions accordingly.
These programs are generally equipped

today are easy to turn on, and the deprogram is easily activated, so
that the user can now access the program in one or two steps. The only
remaining problem is to get the pro-

with built-in databases that contain the
information which will be presented to
you. They present
pieces of this
information selectively to you, depending on questions and answers, i.e., the

situation

is

quite similar.

sired
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good active program is to bring you an
advanced "programming language"
(the application program) that can perform and automate complex tasks or
procedures for you. Unless you acquire
the specific skills required, you will be

between the program and
For example, an automated
phone directory is a reactive program.
In summary, the essential difference between these two types of programs is that the instructions of an
active program are changed or created
by you, whereas the instructions of a
reactive program are unchangeable. An
active program is like a programming
language: you specify a sequence of
instructions to do something useful. On
the other hand, a reactive program requires no specific program knowledge
on your part and will guide you along a

dialogue

yourself.

limited to using either
simplistic programs.

What

The

i.e.,

or

Needed
burden placed on the com-

puter manufacturers is quite simple: to
sell computers, they must make them
easy to use, i.e.. alleviate or remove the
remaining chores involved in accessing
a program on a computer. Indeed they
do. We are now buying convenient

path to the information it contains.
Obviously, reactive programs can,
and should be, extremely simple to use
(as opposed to design). Virtually anyone should be capable of using them.
There is nothing you have to know in
advance about the program itself, although you may have to know about
the topic,

is

reactive

computers, with high-resolution
screens, the convenience of pointing to

the screen with a mouse or by touching
the screen and the convenience of
activating commands or functions by
pointing to a symbol (called an icon)
rather than having to type or move a

the database. If there are

is why the bulk of
the programs currently available are
active programs and are likely to refuture.
short-term
main so for the
In summary, except for simple
games and educational programs, if
you want to use a sophisticated
application program, say for business,

applications. This

you must acquire specific skills.
If you are willing and able to acquire those skills, you will be able to
derive the full benefit of computers in
years to come. This need for skills
won't disappear. Manufacturers are
generally afraid to tell you that useful
programs are not easy to operate unless
you learn new skills, and they have
done their best to cover up that fact.

What

to use a program. This

ditch marketing claim

I

a long and

The remaining problem is making
programs easier to use. This means two
things: improved convenience in using
the programs themselves and programs

is

costly process.

involved in
the dialogue with the program, it is the
fault of the software designer, and the
chores or inadequacies can and should
be removed in the future.
However, in the case of an active
program, things are quite different: the

any remaining

difficulties

user must master a new programming

language,

how to use the set of
required to operate this ac-

i.e.,

commands

is a skill that must
be acquired. The software designer can
make communication with the program easier or more fun but he cannot
supply the skills required to use the

tive

program. This

itself. The more sophisticated
the program, the more resources it offers, the more skills may be required of
the user. Active programs require skills.
They are not easy to use without them.

program

designed to require fewer skills or designed to teach them.
Unfortunately, designing a good
active application
gous to designing a

Most

useful application

programs available today are active
programs. They require skills. This
requirement will not go away. All the
other aspects of using computers and
programs will be improved, polished,
and made more pleasant, but skills will
still be required to operate active programs. The very purpose of providing a

COMPUTING/NOVEMBER
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programming languages, all you
to use a new one is a manual.

However,

for

A

manual presents information
commands and what they
doesn't teach you how to use
them. To acquire those skills, you need
to be shown how to operate the pro-

about the
do.

It

Many

of the obstacles

involved in using computers

and programs today
the

way

gram through

risky since most reactive programs incorporate a fixed behavior pattern and a fixed information base and,

have a high risk of mortality.
If there is any change in the database
or in the behavior, then the program
must be redesigned a major endeavor. This risk is acceptable for simpler programs as long as they have a
very wide distribution (games, for
example) but the risk is high for

—

professional

to being

are on

removed.

direct help, courses, or

books. You need training.
People acquire skills in many
ways. Many of us like to be shown how
to do something. If you have access to
a tutor or courses near to you, this may
be the best solution. If you do not, then
reading a suitable book or publication
(one intended to teach skills) is usually

therefore,

home and

is

You need more than a manual; you
need skills. What should you do?

development.
Developing a good reactive program is equally complex and even

sophisticated

majority of
simply not true.

vast

the

this claim

users,

more

in the future.

when a lastmade by the

may need

opers to invest time, effort, and money
in designing such sophisticated programs. Designing better programs is a
long and costly process. It requires a
large number of computers sold and a
sufficient permanence of the standards
to make it worthwhile to carry out the

Skills are the key to understanding
why computers will not be easier to use

12 CREATIVE

three

program is analogood programming

language: it is a difficult art. In time,
well-designed sophisticated programs
will be introduced. An old programming saying is: "the simpler the program appears to be, the longer it took
to design." Hardware and operating
system standardization is required to
make it worthwhile for software devel-

Skills

is
is

manufactures: "all you need is a (thin)
manual." If you already have the
skills— for example, if you already
know how to use a word processor
then, indeed, all you may need is a
manual. Just as if you know two or

cursor.

Designing better programs

Do

to

Sophisticated users understand
that additional effort will be required

the best way. This

and
I

feel

is

what

my company

have concentrated on and why I
the need to speak out on this imI
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THE RIGHT
CONNECTIONS
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With Word Juggler's™ new LogOrT terminal mode.
And the Terminus™ communications program.

•

The economy of LogOn.
Now. Quark's Word
terminal

mode.

It's

called

Juggler word processor has a tree
LogOn. And it lets you use Word

Juggler in telecommunications applications with your
Apple

Apple lie or64K Apple II. Without having
external communications pack.
lie.

to

>u

you would to a

features. Including four user-definable protocols.
Plus
automatic dialing.

you need even more functionality, all these
features and more arc available with Terminus.
An
easy-to-use communications program which works either
on its own
or as an accessory to Word Juggler.
if

Terminus offers special communications

even
code

lets

you "up-load" a«*Udown-load" Assembly language

files

through

So you canboot Terminus by itself and use the program
directly. Or bootu&iaal Juggler and access
Terminus/

common electronic

The bottom

mail systems.

*—

line.

But the best news

is

that all this

performance

is

just $89.

And Word Juggler, with the Lexicheck'" spelling checker and
new LogOn terminal mode, is still only $189.
So see your favorite dealer today
demonstration.

built-in editor.

capabilities,

Such as a compressed, error-free transmission mode
when communicating with another Terminus. The program

—

with a single keystroke. A special stand-up
reference card is included to make

with just
send text around the world as easily

too.

The power of Terminus.

Because Terminus has a

And

printer.

buy an

LogOn is based on Quark's new Terminus'"
communications program. And otters many of the same

And

THE SOURCE, or other system,

can access

a single keystroke.

as

like

If

one, just call

you don't have a
I
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^^^^^M

telecommunications as simple as word

for a complete

favorite dealer, but

would

(800) 543-7711. We'll fix you up.
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2525 West Evans. Suite 220
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processing.

All prices suggested U.S. retail.

Terminus has fifteen user-definable
And each one can have
up to 26 macros. As well as

THE SOURCE is a service mark of Source Telecomputing Corporation

Quark. Word Juggler.

protocols.

automatic dialing.
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PHILOSOPHY/HOW

IT

OUGHT TO BE

portant issue. Understanding this point
is vital to the useful opeartion of a
computer today and in the future.

REASONS FOR NOT LIKING
EASY-TO-USE SOFTWARE
Ted Nelson

Conclusion

Many of the obstacles involved in
using computers and programs today
are on the way to being removed. It has
now become easy to turn a computer
on, access a specific program, and issue
commands to it. In the future, improvements will be made in the way we

learned It. why can't you?
What's complicated about it?
I had no problem learning
All you have to do is just look in the manual
That easy stuff is for kids
thing is all right in its place, but not for computer professionals
I

This sort of

Application programs

THE OLD WAS GOOD ENOUGH

I.

will

THE OLD WAS BETTER

II.

become much more complex

and

sophisticated, allowing

you

to

really elegant /logical,

automate tasks or

perform actions that you

would not have considered

that's good for you
if you just take the time to study it
logical beauty and covered it with mud
Computers were not meant to be used so fast
Such things were not meant to be
It's discipline

It's

They've taken away the

What's the matter with these people?

The next generation won't know what it means to type a command line
If someone wants to sit here acting like a damn fool, that's all right,
but count me out
I say It's stupid
Where's the beef ?
Six months from now it'll be some other fad

possible before.

It's all sizzle

communicate with application programs. At the same time, application
programs will become much more
complex and sophisticated, allowing
you to automate tasks or perform actions that you would not have consid-

THE NEW

HI.
Is just

a

To do

that well, in most cases, you
one essential ingrediFor each new type of active

will still require

IV.

infinite

leading to almost

complexity.

You will, no doubt, want to acquire skills in an area which is useful or
pleasant to you. In the process of
acquiring skills, you will face the same
difficulty all of us do: there are few
good educators and fewer good educavery few publishers have
tional aids.
been dedicated to providing the very
best educational tools that can be provided in the form of books, and we hope
they will allow you to derive the full

A

power and

benefit of

what computers

—

as well as yourself are capable of. I
wish you a pleasant journey on your

less

I

If

end?

don't

like

LIKE

the mice

you have to go through to do a simple
want to be able to do it with one keystroke

Look at

tively.

it

WHAT S TO NOT
I

program that will be introduced, you
will need to learn how to use it effec-

reactive program),

never

features."

Kids shouldn't see this stuff— they'll get a false sense of reasonableness

Where will

And this is the very power and
magic of computers. Computers together with the programs installed on
them are nothing but an extension of
the human mind that allows you to either control the machine (using an active program), or be controlled by it (a

BAD

symptom of what's wrong with the world today

They keep wanting 'more

ered possible before.

ent: skill.

IS

We're losing sight of basics
This

all

I

I

Yeah, this sort of thing is fine, but look who has to maintain it
people are too stupid to use computers right, they don't deserve to
I have better things to do than coddle morons

V.

TO HELL

A HANDBASKET

IN

Maybe some people just shouldn't use a computer
it destroys character
Things shouldn't be made easy
If it becomes this easy, use of computers
will pass out ol the hands ol those who really understand them
It will cause unemployment
It will cause widespread social disruption

—

If

you make things loo easy, they'll be overused
It will

strain the people

Everybody

will

want one

give people misshapen arms
Our fingers will atrophy from not using the keyboard
They want to reduce people to a tump of jelly
If God had intended computers to be used that way.
He woukJ've given us light pens instead of fingers

Mice

will

A man is a man and a computer is a computer.
and

if

we let them get this close together,
the next thing you know

Mc Copyright © 1984 Theodor H. Nelson

path to knowledge.
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BASIC

IS

When we switched to SBasic in
1976 for several of our courses, we noour students could handle
programs about twice as long as they
could before. We performed no statis-

BACK/

THOMAS

ticed that

KURTZ
returning
honor.

home

to

its

rightful place of

John Kemeny and I, assisted by a
small group of undergraduates, invented Basic more than 20 years ago.
We have seen it grow and prosper as a
teaching and applications language at
our institution, where it is accorded
great respect. But in the outside world,
things are different; while Basic is the
lingua franca among the hobbyists and
kids,

it is

computer

an object of scorn among the
intelligentsia.

from Knox College in 1950 and his doctorate in mathematics (statistics) from
Princeton University in 1956. He became director of computing in 1959 and
director of the Kiewit Computation
Center at Dartmouth in 1966, leaving
that post to return to teaching in 1975.

the thought, especially in view of the
new understandings about structured
programming. In fact, I even heard one
well known computer scientist publicly

Dartmouth

College,

He and John

received his B.A.

Kemeny have
collaborated on many computer
projects,
including the design and
G.

development of the Dartmouth Time
Sharing system and the programming
language Basic. Recently, they joined
several others to form True Basic, Inc.,
whose goal it is to produce a high quality personal computer implementation
for educational use. From 1974 to 1984
Kurtz served as chairman of the ANSI
committee X3J2 that is concerned with
developing a national standard for Basic. He has written articles on instructional computing, and published a text
on statistics, Basic Statistics, and (with
Kemeny). a text on programming. Basic

Programming, now

What

is

in its third edition.

the truth about Basic?

Does it merit mention in the
same breath as Logo or Pas-

it even a language? Should it be
taught in schools, or should it be exiled

cal? Is

forever?

Depends on

whom

you

talk to.

Since in this short article it is my turn,
let me try to convince you that Basic,

226 CREATIVE COMPUTING/NOVEMBER
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wonder

that

—

computer

scientists

similar statements, line

numbers are not

needed.

This present version of Basic

is

so

rich and clean that Pascal, Fortran,
and other famous languages, are just
not widely used on our campus. Basic
is quick and easy for small programs,
and yet easily scales up for large

And it is used for the introductory computer science course.

applications.

not hard to dissect this apparent
schizophrenia we are talking
about completely different versions of
the language. What we used 20 years
ago lives on as Street Basic: no lower
case, only goto and if-then statements to augment the simple fornext loop, gosub statements that
referred to subroutines by line numbers
and allowed no parameters. Small
It is

Thomas E. Kurtz, professor of
mathematics and computer science at

experiments, but we
could see with our own eyes that structured programming (using better loop
and choice constructs while reducing
or eliminating gotos) brought immediate improvement. We could even,
and often did, write programs without
line numbers; if there are no goto or
tically controlled

the language used by more people
around the world than any other, is
growing up and, like the prodigal son,

gag

A New

Standard

Except for one particular development, what I have just outlined would
not be partiularly relevant. (After all,
software developments at isolated colleges and universities rarely have major
effects outside their walls.) That
development is the pending ANSI

at

Basic

is

quick

and easy

for

small programs,

and yet

up

for large

declare, "I hate Basic!"

The disorderly world of Street Baa far cry from the more orderly
world Dartmouth fashioned for itself
over the same 20 years. We kept the
language clean but still adapted to
what we needed in programming lansic is

guages.
ternal

By 1971 we had callable exsubprograms with parameters,

which could be collected into libraries
and separately compiled. By 1971 we
also had interactive graphics, mainly
throught the efforts of our colleague,
Arthur Luehrmann.
By 1976, we had structured con-

easily scales

applications.

Standard for Basic, now in the final
stages of approval and, we hope, acceptance. The features described above are
almost exactly those found in the new
(proposed) Standard, because

through the efforts of
another colleague, Stephen J. Garland,
who called this variant of Basic
"SBasic," for Structured Basic. In 1979
we added true multicharacter variable
names, internal and external subroutines and functions. The 1979 version even introduced what Professor
Garland called "groups," a packaging
structure (like the
"package")
aimed at allowing true "data hiding" in

(coming

Basic.

clause).

structs, largely

ADA

we have

made the effort to pattern our Basic on
the Standard.
ANSI Basic contains (or more
properly, will contain) a good collection of structured constructs, along
with many other features one expects
to find in a language standard: internal
and external functions and subroutines,
a large graphics module (optional), an
elaborate file system including both
display-format and internal-format
files,

fixed-decimal (optional, for those

who want

it), a matrix package, and
line-numbered gotos and if-thens

in

under

the

grandfather

"AtQo,.,

i
flW

WELCOME TO THE

INFORMATION AGE
You've been stuck in the "Stone Age"
of computers for too long, wrestling
with the same problems which have
plagued users since the beginning
complexity, confusion and software
which forces you to do things the

—

computer's way.
Well, step out of the cave and into the

dawn of a new age. VALDOCS IS DIFFERENT. ITS EASY TV USE.
.

.

Valdocs was the first integrated software system. As such it marked the way
out and other companies began to follow.
But there's more to it than that.
Making it easy was the hard part. We
studied people as much as computers, and
discovered that for a feature to be useful.
be useable: not just by computermust
it
jocks, but by anyone.

NOW THE EASIEST TO USE SYSTEM
ALSO HAS THE MOST FEATURES.
Hirst

we made

it

easy.

Now, after

18 months

of development, no system in the world
offers more features than Valdocs 2.
Just the list of integrated modules is
amazing: wordprocessor. spreadsheet,
appointment book, file indexer. minidatabase, electronic mail system, addressbook, mailing label system, business
graphics package, optional drawing tools
and much more. far too much to cover
.

.

an ad.
Ease of use coupled with enormous
computing power. Sound too good to be
true? It was. .until now! Mildocs 2 launches
you into the Information At>e.
in

.

Phone loll

free

1-800-CALL

NOW.

anytime, for a free 24 page color booklet
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describing Valdocs 2 in detail and a free
gift. Or check it out at your nearest
.

Epson

dealer.

VakliK's

"

it

available cxclu-

livel) on Epson personal
computers.
j lijJcnuri rf
Pmhi IJX K1
l-r*MW AiiK-rk J. Inc

I

VALDOCS:
THE MOST
IMPORTANT

COMPONENT
IS YOU.

^
,/}

We Proudly Present
Our Award-Winning
Strategy Games:
KNIGHTS OF THE DESERT™
CHARLES ROBERTS AWARD:
1983

COMPUTER GAME

BEST

COMPUTER BASEBALL™
ELECTRONIC GAMES MAGAZINE:
1982

BEST

COMPUTER SPORTS GAME

QUESTRON™

• COMBAT LEADER"
FORTRESS™ • RAILS WEST!™
CONSUMER ELECTRONICS SHOW
1984 SOFTWARE SHOWCASE AWARDS

1*

r*

All these gante* arc available tor the \nple', Atari
acij
nmmodnre 64"
except for t OMJ» VI
1
VOIR" \t.iri and C.64" only).
(.

I

\

I

\KI

it

.

n'MMi'l'Olu. „ 4

a it*

'ndtm.tl

,.t

STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS INC
You can

find these

and all our games at your local computer software or game store today. It you need help
locating a
881 Stierlm Road, Bldjj. A-200, Mountain View, CA 94043. Or give us a call at (415) 964-1353

dealer, write us: SSI,

WRITE FOR A FREE COLOR CATALOG OF ALL OUR GAM1
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Perhaps the harshest criticism of
the ANSI Standard is that it is too
large, contains too many special
capabilities, and looks like it was designed by a committee (which it was).
We accept this criticism, but the state
it was inevitable.
Basic boasts many constituencies
around the world, each having a different idea as to what should be in the

of affairs that caused

It is difficult, if not imposproduce the nice simple clean
language that will satisfy each

language.
sible, to

constituency.

That is the bad news The good
news is that there is enough in the language to allow folks to select what they
want to use or teach. We use Basic in
our introductory computer science

these people readily make the transition
to Pascal, if that is the goal. (Basic was
invented partly because we felt that the
begin-end construct and the need for

semicolons rendered Algol unpalatable
to liberal arts students.)
The teacher can, as

we

often do,

introduce the idea of modularization
through internal subroutines without

parameters. Once that notion

is

comfortable, parameters can be added.
The subroutines can then be "detached" (made external). Several of

them can be

collected into libraries.

these subroutines can call them-

And

selves recursively.
is that the new Bacan readily fill the gap between
Logo, in the lower grades, and Pascal,
in the senior high schools and in the

Our conclusion

sic

Basic also provides a
to Pascal for those

colleges.

alternative

need data structures but

don't

nice

who
who

otherwise want to write large, well
structured programs. We certainly
hope that Basic will enjoy a comeback
into respectability, but only if it is the

New

Basic.

.

Many people

LOGO/SEYMOUR

find the

complexities of
like

MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT

first

Logo
"good

—

for

But

they

for
for

children"

in

are

this

limited

sense would not be good for children.
Children deserve a language that is
good, period. Logo is only good for
children insofar as it is good for

everyone.

gotos and other con-

statements that use line numbers.
stress modularization using both
internal and external procedures (detrol

We

We

talk

about parameter-passing mechanisms
and scope of variables names. We use
groups (which are not in the Standard)
to allow variables to be shared among
several subroutines but not with the entire program.

Basic as a Bridge
At the other end of the pedagogical spectrum, if a third grade teacher
wants to start out with simple pro-

grams using goto statements,

that's

okay. A month or a year later, that
teacher can introduce the constructs of
structured programming and tell the
students that goto statements are no
longer needed. Incidentally, we do not
think that starting with gotos and
then swithing to structured programming is a bad strategy, as claimed by

some.

we have gathered some
evidence that many people

In
anecdotal
find the complexities of a language like
Pascal too much to face at their first
exposure to computing; once introduced to computing through Basic,
fact,

isn't

children"

exposure to

fined functions subroutines).

me

wrong.
a "good language for
in fact, a language that was

children.

computing.

course, ignoring

often congratulate

making such a good language

a language

Pascal too much to face

at their

PAPERT

People

studied
Papert
Seymour
mathematics and philosophy at the
University of Witwatersrand in South
Africa, at Cambridge University in England, and in Paris, France. He has two
doctorates in mathematics from the
University of Witwatersrand and from
Cambridge University. Having met
Jean Piaget in Paris in 1958, Papert
worked with Piaget for the next five
years at the University of Geneva, then
came to M.I.T. in 1964, where he and
Marvin Minsky co-founded the Artificial Intelligence Laboratory in 1967.
The research he conducted there
led to the development of Logo, and he

—

Something similar can be said in
response to other remarks one hears
about Logo. They say it is a good language for graphics. But this is also
looking at things the wrong way
around. A language that was "good for
graphics" and nothing else would not
be a good language for graphics. »To do
graphics well, you need a powerful,
general purpose language.
Why is something that is intended
to

plified versions

good

of the sorts of things

and the keyboard, typing the command
FD 10 is too time-consumig and
frustrating. So these six keystrokes
(including the space and carriage re-

are described in his book, Mindstorms:
Children, Computers and Powerful
Ideas, published in 1980. Papert's current teaching and research activities focus on the area in which technology,

turn) are reduced to one: F. But this
robs the child of the opportunity to
think about the experiment with numbers that is implicit in Logo. This

and human sciences

intersect.

VOLUME

really

children usually do in their first few
days, perhaps even weeks, of Logo.
The reasoning behind these Instant versions is that for a young child
who does not yet know the alphabet

became director of the Logo Group in
1970. Logo and the philosophy behind it

education,

be "good for children" not

for children? Some obvious examples
are all the simplifications and perversions of Logo, the so-called "Instant
Logo" that springs to mind. Some of
the commercial products are also sim-
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DU
live so
A 3M

diskette can

you want to make a floppy

make one

read/write pass
on every track, every hour,
every day for 200 years and

be in terrific shape.
Has 3M discovered the
floppy fountain of youth?
still

In a way, yes.

We discovered

that

if

100%

that's certified

and guaranteed
for life, you have to make
every last bit of it yourself.
error-free

That's

onlv

why

company

we're the

that con-

trols every aspect of the
manufacturing process.
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We make our own
magnetic oxides. And the
binders that attach them
to the dimensionally
stable substrate. Which

we make ourselves from
liquid polyester. Which
we make ourselves.

We also test our

floppies.

At

lab

327 ways.
exotic

least

And not just on

equipment with

per-

fectly aligned, spotless

heads. But also

equipment

on

office

like yours.

We even reject a diskette
is

if its

label

crooked.

Some companies
claim their floppies arc

good as ours.
They should

as

live so

long.

One less thing to
worryabout:

PHILOSOPHY/HOW IT OUGHT TO BE

becomes even more

restriction

signifi-

cant in exploring angles. How can one
discover what a 45-degree angle looks
like when he can turn the turtle only in
multiples of 10 or 30 degrees with each
keystroke? Or that LEFT 90 and
RIGHT 270 produce the same result?
Far more important. Instant versions of Logo don't provide the experience of gaining an increasingly rich
understanding of the same intellectual
entity. An exciting educational aspect
of Logo is that a five-year-old can do
something interesting with it, and a
graduate student can do something else
interesting with it. The fact that each is
using the same language, exploring the
same system, means that both have the
opportunity to gain a richer and deeper
understanding over a long period of
time albeit at different levels of

—

—

materials

that

are

essentially

continuous.
This brings us to another misconception. Logo is said to be an
"easy" language but it is not. It Is designed to have easy routes into the language.
Using
commands
like

—

FORWARD

20 and

RIGHT

90,

one

can do quite interesting work at this
level of comprehension
where Logo
statements sound like English and can
be understood in this spirit. But there
comes a time when more subtle kinds
of understanding are necessary. No
child (nor any adult who is not sophisticated about formal systems) get there
without long experience or good
instruction, because these more subtle
ideas really are difficult. Logo would
have no point if it were nothing but an
easy language. It has a point because it
starts off easy and then becomes difficult gradually enough that no one need
ever drop out.

—

In this respect,

Logo

is

much

like

language such as English.
Baby talk allows the child an easy way
and use pieces of the language. But nowhere in the world is a
language restricted to baby talk. The
child continues to be immersed in the
full richness of language as used by
philosophers and poets. It is the
quality
the rich complexity that
opens up as one explores Logo ever
more deeply that makes Logo "good
for children" and for adults as well.
to grab onto

—

—

PROGRAMMING/
BUDGE
Bill

Budge has been programming

He received a B.S. in
computer science from U.C. Berkeley
and was working on his doctorate in
that field when he discovered personal
computers. He then set aside work on
his doctorate and started writing comsince high school.

puter games including the best sellers.
Raster Blaster and Pinball Construction Set. He is now working on his first
Macintosh program.
with computers today
The trouble
they are
"squares." To
is

that

make

for

a computer do something
you have to put in hours of
painstaking work at a keyboard. Computer programmers are not rock stars.
Crowds don't gather to watch them
type, because during most of the time
that they are working nothing interesting seems to be happening. Instead of
jamming, programmers spend much of
their time concentrating on tiny deexciting,
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good reason,

for

for in their

world, the slightest offense can have
disastrous consequences.
This drudgery makes programming look a lot like accounting. In fact,
programmers and accountants are very
similar: they are people who enjoy the
systematic analysis of puzzles and
problems. Typically they are careful,
logical, thorough, conscientious, and

Programmers and
accountants are very
they are people

similar:

who enjoy

a natural

STAND-UP COMPUTER
BILL

And

tails.

the systematic analysis of

puzzles

—

deliberate

people this

There

and problems.

word, square.
a turn-off.

in a

is

is

nothing

To some

wrong

with

squareness. Everyone has some tendencies to squareness (it is highly desirable in your doctor or auto
mechanic, as well as your accountant),
but most people have another side as
well, one that is emotional and intuitive.

Real people trust their feelings.

They wing it. They break a few rules
and recover from their mistakes. They
play fast and loose, get in the groove,
and have some fun. Just as there is a
time and place for square values, there
are situations in which the groovy side
can be powerful and effective.
The problem is that computing is
hardly ever groovy. Squares build the
hardware and the software, which
tends to reflect their square values and
to entrench them further. This creates
a barrier for groovy types; if they wish
to use this new tool, they must embrace an alien ethic. To one who
grooves, a journey through the square
world of rules and logic is frustrating,
boring, a drag.
One of the most exciting things
about the personal computer, indeed
what really makes it a revolution, is
that large numbers of groovy types
have crossed over into the square
world, at least for a while, in order to

make new tools and toys for themThey are artists, and they have
suffered in the square world, but their
work is breaking down the barriers to
computing for the masses.
The first programs to reach into
selves.

the groovy dimension were sketchpads.

LASTNGHTWfe EXCHANGED LETTERS WITH
MOMJHEN HAD A PARTY FOR
ELEVEN PEOPLE IN MNE DIFFERENT SMTES
AND ONLYHADTO WVSH ONE GLASS...
That's

CompuServe, The

Personal Communications

Network For Every Computer

Owner
And

it

doesn't matter

what kind

computer you own. You'll use
CompuServe's Electronic Mail system
(we call it Email™) to compose, edit and
send letters to friends or business
associates. The system delivers any
number of messages to other users
anywhere in North America.
of

CompuServe's multi-channel CB
simulator brings distant friends together

and

gets

new

friendships started.

You

can even use a scrambler if you have a
secret you don't want to share. Special
interest groups meet regularly to trade
information on hardware, software and
hobbies from photography to cooking
and you can sell, swap and post personal
notices

on the

There's

bulletin board.

all this

and much more

Information Service.

on the CompuServe
All you need is a computer, a modem,

and CompuServe. CompuServe connects
with almost any type or brand of
personal computer or terminal and

many communicating word processors.
To buy a Starter Kit, see your nearest
computer dealer. To receive our informative brochure or to order direct, call
or write:

CompuServe
Consumer Information Service
5000 Arlington Centre Blvd Columbus.

800-848-8199
In

Ohio

call

614-457-0802

An H&R Block Company
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THEY CALL HIM
i I

\
Name:

Jason

i^ia

T

M

y±k

Age:

Home:

1

School:

1

Hobbies:

*

.

H'l^^HPcrilifornia

h^T

Piano, tennis,

ftf

J
*

\

^^

sailing"!

programming
Ambition
Favorite
sottwa

:

!

Tobe an

artist

Math Ma/,

fe»
ath Maze is neat because you
do more than just add and subnumbers all the time.
You've got to find them first. And then
get there before you get caught.
"It's got real good graphics. I can even
change the background color. And make
the math as challenging as I want.
"There's lots of mazes, too. But the
best thing is, I can make up my own. So
'

«M
.

tract

when my friends come over,
got something

I've

always

new'.'

DESIGNWARE MAKES
LEARNING COME ALIVE.
DesignWare math programs, like all
DesignWare games, combine computer
fun with sound educational principles to
help improve your youngster's academic
skills.
IBM

K

The spelling game Crytpo Cub<

in fact,

has just been selected by

LEARNING

magazine as one of the
year's outstanding software products.

There are many other DesignWare
programs too, in spelling, geometry,
and language arts.
All DesignWare programs run on
these computers with disk drive: Apple®
Atari* Commodore 64,™ IBM PC and
IBM PCjr. See your local software
retailer or call us at (800) 572-7767 (in
California, 415-546-1866) and ask for
our free catalog.
As Jason Ganssays, "Hey -they don't
me 'Numbers' for nothing,

call

you know

Dc/k>nW<irc
LEARNING COMES ALIVE.
N

READER SERVICE CAR
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music synthesizers, and video games.
With these programs it is possible to
groove at the computer, to become
connected with it. Millions of people
with no computer experience have become involved with video games, because to be good at Defender or
Pac-Man is to understand the essence
of grooving. And while squares can't
understand what people would use
MacPaint for, everyone else picks it up
and immediately begins to churn out
pictures, announcements, maps, and
even works of art.
This is what the personal com-

puter revolution is all about. The
repercussions are being felt even in that
bastion of squareness, the world of
mainframes and data processing, where
users are suddenly asking why their
programs can't be as fun and easy to
use as the ones on PCs.
But people who can straddle the
gap between the square and the groovy
are rare, and there aren't enough great
pieces of software yet. What is really

needed is to inject programming into
the groovy dimension, to provide the
tools that let everyone exploit the
power of a computer. The computer is
the best toy ever, and people should be
able to play with it with no constraints.
This is a terribly hard problem, because programming was invented by

Millions

of people with no

computer experience have

become involved
games, because

with video
to

be good

at Defender or Pac-Man
to

is

understand the essence

of grooving.

squares for squares. The groovy side
has nothing explicit to say about it because in the groovy world there is
nothing quite like a program. But the
groovy world does contain a great
wealth of useful concepts and ideas
with which everyone is familiar. Could
this wisdom be tapped to create meta-

phors for programming?
One metaphor has been suggested
which is particularly apt and can be
stretched very far. It is that programming is theater. Perhaps someday there
will be a program that allows people to

choreograph video games, script their

tury witnessed the birth of the lan-

own

guage of movies. The home computer

adventures, and create and employ software actors as their agents. It
is quite clear, however, that most people will never become skilled at using
any existing programming language,
not even Basic or Forth or Smalltalk.
This is something the squares don't
understand.
Unfortunately the language of the

computer

medium

is still

largely a curiosity just as

mov-

were once a nickelodeon novelty.
It is waiting for its D. W. GrifCharlie Chaplins. It will have
them. Because its strength is its
ies

fiths, its

interactivity, it will be a medium of
play. It will be a medium of grooving,
too, both for its artists and its audience
of users. And who knows, someday we
may even find ourselves applauding a
stand up computer programmer, the
Robin Williams of software.

been invented yet. It remains a dream. It will
be invented, though, and we will get to
see it, just as people early in this cenhasn't

GIVING THE ARTISTS THEIR
DUE/JIM LEVY

We

quisition of

at Activision are delighted
to participate in this 10th
anniversary celebration by
Creative Computing, one of the pioneers in the field of personal computing journalism and one of the early
sources of my education on the personal computing business.
Activision was also a pioneer. At
the time we were founded, the independent computer software industry consisted mostly of very small creative
units which seemed to operate mostly
from bedrooms and garages. The lion's
share of software available in 1979 was
produced or distributed by the leading
hardware manufacturers. Activision

rel-

that became available each year, because such licenses seemed to promise
automatic hits. This process expanded
to movie themes, books, television series, and the like.
Activision, on the other hand, believed that the key to success in the
software industry was the development
of talent, not the acquisition of rights.
We believed then and now that, while
the acquisition of an arcade title may
provide for some near-term sales success, the development of talent is the
strategy which is critical not only to a
software organization's ability to compete over the long term but to the very
development of the industry. We believed that the industry eventually
would be almost totally dependent on

was the pioneer attempt by an independent software producer to go head to
head with the majors.
We also pioneered a concept of
original product and artist development about which much has been written, discussed, and debated over the
last few years. Yet, despite Activision's
success and the widespread acceptance
of the concept among many of our
competitors, there is still a lot of question today about how it works and
whether "the artist can be trusted" to
produce work that finds widespread
market acceptance.

original talent working to create new
and exciting entertainment software
for millions of

home computer

This philosophy of

artist

ment and recognition was

owners.
develop-

directly op-

posed to the way the major software
were creating software in 1979,
but was obvious to those of us who
founded Activision. Three of us were
creative people who were looking for
artistic freedom and market recognition. I had spent a number of years in
both the publishing and recorded music industries where the strategic importance of artist development and
recognition in those industries is a foregone conclusion. It never really occurred to us to do it any other way.
Our philosophy of artist development and creative recognition has been
instrumental to Activision's success.
entities

Imitation vs. Imagination
Much of the work in home computer entertainment and video game
software over the last five years has
been drawn directly from sources outvideo game arcades,
side the industry
movies, books, board games. When
Activision began, most companies felt
that success was dependent on the ac-

—

VOLUME

one or more of the

atively few successful arcade licenses

10

NUMBER

11/CREATIVE
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We have been able to expand our talent
and provide new creative and
market opportunities to many software
designers over the last few years.
roster

Creativity Joins Technology
The future of our industry rests as

much on

creative strength

its

and

di-

versity as it does on technological
developments. It was the extraordinary
explosion of software in the 1980-82
period that drove the rapid growth of
video games. Now we have a new
generation of hardware with which to

—

work home computers like the Commodore 64, the Atari computers, the
PCjr. Each is capable of doing great
but

things,
least for

is

totally

most users

— on

dependent

—

at

the quality of

software available in the marketplace.
Without continuing growth in and

who helped build the industry over the last five years. Most of
them still have a great deal of energy to
bring to the development of new ideas.
However, if our industry is to continue to grow, it must continue to expand in the breadth and depth of
creative product we offer to the consumer. This can happen only if we are
ative geniuses

continually developing new talent.
Whether the talent works individually
or in teams, as stars or as behind the
scenes contributors, it
is
creative
leadership and diversity that will determine whether the home computer software industry will achieve its true
potential for greatness by the end of
this decade.

AND SOFTWARE

PIRACY

PROTECTION/
MITCHELL KAPOR
year of operation. Kapor has a B.A. in
psychology from Yale University and
studied at MIT's Sloan School of
Management. Drawing on his long-term
interest in mathematics and computer
science developed as an honors student
in high school, Kapor taught himself
computer programming.

diversity of creative talent in the software industry, both the software and

hardware industries will continue to
suffer the kinds of difficulties we have
experienced during the last year.
Not all of the problems that our
industry has faced since early 1983

—

piracy
the illegal
of disks and documentation is clearly a major
problem for the software industry.
While existing copyright and trade secret laws are generally regarded as ade-

Software

Our major

industry in the years to
is

duplication

challenge in the

—

come

to continue to discover

and develop new
talent

—

quate, but not optimal, the general lack
of seriousness with which they are
taken by end users has created an ugly

creative

the software

problem and one which, to date, had

leaders of the next half

defied solution.

Too many

of the decade.

The

package
were founded

in software creativity.
Nevertheless, a cursory review of much
of the software released in the industry
in the second half of 1983 shows a certain stagnation in creative style, concept, and content. We had begun to
repeat ourselves. And, the consumer
could see it. Even at the January 1984
Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas, there were very few exciting, new
creative ideas. Much of what we saw
was either a re-hash or a copy of earlier
concepts updated with a few new bells

and

whistles.

Our major challenge in the industry in the years to come is to continue to discover and develop new
creative talent
the software leaders of
the next half of the decade. This does
not mean that we cast aside the cre-
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an

idea

of
— combining
spreadsheet,

integrated

graphing, and information management first
occurred to Mitchell Kapor in 1981. Kapor, who had de-

—

signed VisiPlot and VisiTrend, brought
his graphing
and program design
experience to Jonathan Sachs, who has
three spreadsheet designs to his credit.
With a database added, their conception

became

— the

reality

1-2-3

inte-

discussions of software

piracy have had the stale flavor of
cracker-barrel commentaries on the
weather all complaints, no control.
Worse still, solutions proposed by soft-

—

ware industry participants overtechnical approaches to
the exclusion of educational and other
approaches. Such efforts, while clearly
well-intentioned, are fundamentally
misdirected and serve neither the industry nor end users well.

emphasized

grated software program, currently the
best-selling

business applications pro-

gram for personal computers.
Kapor founded Lotus

in
April
1982, introduced 1-2-3 in October, and
shipped the first product in January
1983. The company, profitable in its
first month of operations, went public
less than a year after the introduction of
1 -2-3 and reported sales of more than
$50 million and net income of more
than $14 million in 1983, its first full

and Piracy
many ways, software

Shoplifting
In
like

seeks

shoplifiting.

control

to

A

piracy

prudent

is

retailer

shoplifting,

while

understanding that seeking to eliminate it entirely is not only unrealistic
but contrary to his self-interest. In
maintaining an acceptable upper bond
on "inventory shrinkage" ( a polite

term for

theft), certain technical

sures such

mea-

as closed-circuit cameras

M N

D

T R

I

and

for the
transport, mining, trading in exotic goods, or,
for
desperate, piracy You may need to defend yourself,

These

others who are eager for profit and power
have to construct the spacecraft most suited
md decide what is needed to survive
deep space while contending with unknowns

You
in

the colonists'

will

to your

ability to survive

in

arrive The
Four months ago. the expected ship did not
desperate concolony has been caught in a wave of
Earth's assistcern and wild speculation, for without

ance, technological deterioration

is

ei

This real time

on-board

certain

iners,

evidence of a second Hyperspace
surfaced
Booster, lost somewhere in the Local Group,
mean a fortunt
Discovery of this second Booster would
those

who

found

it.

and would renew contact

Earth; failure to find the Booster would
You
tual destruction of the colonies

leagues have decided to search for

mean

game, with hundreds of kilobytes of data.
enemy ships and total control of

intelligent
facilities

such as computers, high-resolution
assault capsules, ore processors.
and much more.

weapons,

orbital shuttles, rescue pods,

Fifteen days ago.

for

LJ

sysYour search takes you through a multitude of star
flight,
tems and planets, using true three dimensional
will not
orbits, and orbital transfers But your voyage
be free You must earn money to maintain spacecraft
crew You will need to use your ship for passenger

central planet in
For 200 years the people of Axia, the
Local Group, have
a cluster of colonies known as the
economic support
reded on spacecraft from Earth for
Hyperspace
The spacecraft, propelled by Earths prized
Earths latest
Booster, arrive regularly at Axia, carrying

personnel
technological advances and trained
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the even-
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Bank a la

Modem

AM

Call toll-face 1-800-652-1111 from 8:00
to 5:00
(Pacific Time), Monday through

PM

A Tempting Menu orHomeBanking

Friday, for a taste of HomeBanking service, right on your own personal computer.

Services ftom Bank orAmerica

Take advantage of our special

Bank

America brings an appealing
menu of services to your personal comof

puter called HomeBanking service.
With HomeBanking service and a
Bank of America checking account, you

can check your daily balance, review your
checking statement records, transfer funds
and even send and receive messages. You
can also make payments to more than
800 department stores, utilities, insurance
companies, and other financial institutions on-line with HomeBanking service.
Plus, you can predate your payments
up
to 30 days in advance. And our
menu of
services will be expanding even more!
Bank a la modem with all these services
for only $8.00* a month.

up now for HomeBanking service,

Sign

and

When you sign up for HomeBanking
service, you'll receive

your rebate package.

all. Bank of America's advanced
technology handles all the necessary

Best of

coupon
Bank of America

Yes! I'd like to

CA 94019

bank a

la

modem with HomeBanking service and receive my rebate package

already " B""* °' America checking account
customer. Please begin
LfJ™
serv.ee
immediately. I understand charges will become

VERSATEL* Customer Number

&

MS-DOS and the Apple lie and lie
personal computers

$20 off PFS:*WRITE for selected

MS-DOS and the Apple lie and He
persona] computers.
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mv HomeBank.n*

applobkuXgnup

Signature-

all of

the following:

Member FDIC

HomeBanking Service Center
P.O. Box 306
Half Moon Bay,

Checking Account Number.

$50 off Apple* Modem 1200**
$30 off Apple Modem 300**
$30 off Dollars
Sense" and Forecast"
for Apple personal computers
$30 off Dollars & Sense with Forecast
for IBM and IBM compatible personal
computers
$20 off PFS. 'ACCESS for selected

&

Publishing Corporation.
Bank of America NT ASA

to:

you a special appetizer!
You'll have a choice of rebates on any
or
we'll give

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple
Computer, Inc.
Dollars
Sense and Forecast are trademarks
of Monogram.
PFS: >s a registered trademark of Software

terminal with communications capability.

this

from

•Regular checking account charges still apply.
"Apple modems must be purchased from an
authorized Apple dealer.

interface, so HomeBanking service is compatible with any personal computer or

Mail

offer

HomeBanking service today— and begin
banking a la modem.

°

(Special restrictions apply to Cash Maximizer "
accounts.
flan nine digit* on your cardl
ica checking account customer. Please send
°'
me all the
!nf£rn?,i£"t1 need to open an account
information
and sign up for HomeBanking service

^

I

Am"

Name
Address
City
.

Phone

(_

-I-

Act now! Vou must sign up for HomeBanking
service between October IS and December
31,

W84 to qualify for the rebate offer. (Note: One
rebate package per customer. To qualify
for
rebates you must receive the rebate package
prior to your purchase(s). Purchase of hardware
or software must be made between October
15
1984 and March 15, 1985. Proof of purchase
will be required.)

State

-Zip.

.Best time to call.
For additional information and an on-line
demonstration of HomeBanking service, simply
call toll-free from 8:00
to 5:00
(Pacific

AM

Time) Monday through

PM

Friday: 1-800-652-1111.

BANHONTHELEADER"
^^
OJ Bank of America

500
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and electronic detection systems can be
employed as deterrents. These keep
honest buyers honest by reducing the
opportunities for successful, casual
theft. At the same time, an educational
system and a culture which view theft
as immoral, the existance of strong laws

prohibiting it,
warning signs,

prominently posted
and an advertised

willingness to prosecute shoplifters
serve to control those who will attempt
to steal anyway. The problem of
shoplifting is addressed by a mix of
methods some technical, other leg-

—

and enforcement-oriented
coupled with communications which
increase awareness of the issue.
Suppose all shoppers were forced
to be strip-searched whenever they enislative

tered or left a store. Doing that would
radically decrease theft, but in a totally
unacceptable way. First, the actual dollar cost

of such enforcement would be

growing that the need to insert a speencrypted floppy disk at the
beginning of a program session is simply not acceptable. The day is not far
off when many users may not even
have floppy disk drives because they
will be doing their personal computing

• The goal for technical protection
should be adequacy, rather than completeness. Control of software piracy
depends on a multi-pronged effort

cially

which balances technical, educational,
legislative,

and

legal

enforcement

components.
• Whatever technical methods are
employed must be minimally burdensome to the user and appropriate to
emerging personal computer technology.
• There is a need for software
protection, but these standards must be
open. Software companies should and
must free choice in the selection and im-

on a workstation attached to a local
area network system with shared
storage.

Software providers have an obligation to evolve protection

plementation of protection technology.

Technology vs. Attitude
Everytime a so-called "unbreakable" software protection scheme has
been examined by experts (at Lotus

and other places), relatively modest
forts have succeeded in cracking

efit.

State-of-the-art bit copiers are capable
of reproducing even disks that have

Users have
right not to

a fundamental
be burdened by

technical protection.

profitability.

dent software

Second, as anyone familiar with
prisons knows, even the most stringent
security can not completely eliminate
the flow of contraband. Finally, and

seriously any more totally technical
solutions. There is no such thing.
Users have a fundamental right

would

rightfully

be regarded as ab-

solutely unacceptable infringements on
the rights of consumers in a free society. In summary, there is a point beyond which theft control measures are
too expensive, unworkable, and clearly

inappropriate.

between shoplifting
and software piracy should be obvious.

The

The

parallels

realistic

goal of software providers

company

stimulating a societal awareness of the
mutual obligations of buyers and sellers. Only a strong climate of public
opposition to piracy as a moral issue
will be sufficient to bring the problem
under control. I am optimistic that ef-

shouldn't take

made

forts

in

will result in

not to be burdened by technical protection. With the widespread availability
of hard disk based personal computers
for the business market, complaints are

good faith by all parties
an atmosphere in which

more software piracy

is

no more

form of

theft.

COMPUTERS: THE MYTH,
THE PROMISE, THE

REASON/KEN WILLIAMS

sus on the technical side of software
protection:
• No purely technical approach to
software protection can provide a total
solution to the problem of software piracy. There is no technical panacea.
• Any technical protection scheme

remember when

will

be cracked by technical

tol-

erated than shoplifting or any other

ought to be the control, not elimination, of piracy. Technical efforts alone
will clearly not be adequate to the task,
though appropriate technical measures
ought to be employed. The following
points represent an emerging consen-

can and
means.

that

technical protection, but also in

to deliver the absolute protection they
promise. Just as the U.S. Patent Office
no longer examines applications for

prohibitively high, thereby decreasing

most importantly, such measures

I

been physically modified so as to be
supposedly uncopiable. Exotically
named methods such as the laser hole,
"weak bits," and "crap in the gap" fail

perpetual motion machines, the pru-

methods

more appropriate to these new
environments, not merely more absolute. Fortunately, the industry is
beginning to take its responsibilities
seriously. New standards for technical
protection are beginning to emerge
through the work of industry trade
associations such as ADAPSO.
As the software industry matures
and more fully meets its obligations to
users, it is reasonable to expect users to
play by the rules by not participating in
software piracy and not condoning it in
the organizations in which they work.
Stronger corporate anti-piracy policies
are clearly required. Software companies will take the initiative, not only in
are

the 2 million wonder why they bought
computers in the first place. In this
article I want to reconcile my prediction with the disastrous results and

On-Line (my company) has
been publishing home computer
software for four years now. I

Sierra

I got into this business
projecting that everyone would have a
computer within five years. Now that
four of those years have passed I find

that

home computers have

failed

make some

my

expectations miserably. There are 92
million households in just the U.S.A.
Of these, fewer than 2 million have
home computers. Worse yet, many of

VOLUME

predictions for the future.
I
begin I should clarify
when I use the
term "home computer." I divide
computers into four categories; dedi-

Before

what

10

I

am

talking about

cated computers, business/office
computers, game machines, and home
computers. Dedicated computers are
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tax returns

on a multi-million dollar

mainframe.
Video game machines are computers used primarily for home entertainment. The Atari VCS-2600 and the
Mattel IntelliVision typified this
category.

A home computer is used in the
home to do personal things such as
educating your children or balancing
your checkbook. Perhaps it is used for
playing games, but that is not its principle use. Using a home computer to
play a game that is strictly eye/hand
coordination is like buying a car
because

it

looks pretty in your

driveway.

You may have heard rumors that
20 million home computers have been
Those rumors are wrong. My
that 20 million game machines
sold, zillions and zillions of
dedicated computers have been sold, 5
million business/office computers have
been sold, and only 2 million home
sold.

guess

is

have been

Ken

Williams,

who

is

not yet 30,

has enjoyed a ten-year career in the
computer field, with extensive technical
experience with mainframes and microcomputers. He was instrumental in the
creation of five companies: Financial
Decisions Systems, a firm that provides
financial modeling and corporate tax
return preparation for about 100 of the
Fortune 500 companies, including General Motors; Softsel. the largest U.S.
software distributing company in the

a computer magazine:
and Calsoft. a national mail order retailer of home computer software.
His most recent and most successful venture is Sierra, founded in 1980
with his wife. Roberta Williams. The
U.S.: Soft line,

Company
dent

is

now

publisher

software.
education,

the largest indepen-

of home

computer

offering
entertainment,
productivity lines. Wil-

and

liams has written college textbooks on
microprocessor graphics, including Apple II Computer Graphics. Williams,
who graduated from high school at 15,
attended California Polytechnic Institute in Pomona and studied marketing and business law at Valley College
in Van Nuys, CA. He and his wife live
in Coarsegold. CA with their two sons.
the processors that control your microwave oven, car, and TV set. Whether

you know it or not, you probably have
dozens of these around your house that
you use every day.
Business/office computers to me
are computers used as part of a profession.
Applications vary from a
realtor operating out of his home on an
Apple to General Motors doing their
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computers have been

sold.

That

doesn't mean that 20 million people
didn't think they were buying a computer. Herein lies a big chunk of the

problem.

Only Three

Home Computers

The only mass marketed home
computers on the market today are the
IBM PCjr, the Apple II, and the Commodore 64. Frankly put, if it doesn't
have at least 64K of RAM, a keyboard,
and a disk drive it doesn't have the
hardware potential to be a home computer. As for software, if it isn't one of
these three, I doubt you'll be able to
buy enough software to satisfy you.
The Atari 800XL would be the only
possible fourth I know of. Perhaps the
TRS-80 if I had to list five. But the rest
of you who bought Timex/Sinclairs or
NECs or IBM PCs, forget it, perhaps
the machine is OK in another category, but it is not a home computer.
Most machines fit into several categories. For instance all of the machines
I

recommend are OK as game maand business/office computers.
OK, now that we all know what I

chines

consider a home computer, let's look at
why the numbers are so small. What
about price? A Commodore 64 can be
bought if you look around for $199.
For another $249 you can add a disk
drive. From 1979 to 1980 more than 10
million

game machines were

sold in

The price is not too
high if people believe in and understand what they will get. People underthis price range.

stood video games; they were a cute
new form of entertainment. They
spent.

Some forms of
Monopoly

entertainment like

forever.

last

Video gaming

apparently was closer to the hula hoop
to people. The novelty wore off. I'm
not sure whether the video game industry is dead or just evolving into a
new form. The current crop of video
game machines limits game expression
too much. More versatile machines
must exist for this industry to live forever. It is rather like having a record
player that plays only 50's rock music.
Not bad, but you gotta roll with the
times or die.
I could write a book on the video
game industry. A bigger more complex
problem though is the home computer
industry. I don't understand how a

home computer
and

I

have

ten.

is

justified at

My

home

yet,

family spends fewer

than two hours a week on our home
computer and could certainly live
without it. Therein lies the real problem. Appliance or boat anchor? That is
the question.

There are three obvious uses for a
computer at home: education, entertainment, and productivity. Let's
examine how well home computers
perform

in

each of these areas.

Education
For education
look at those

we

I think we have to
arc trying to educate

and why a home computer might be a
better means of educating them than

more conventional means.

I'll divide
the family into pre-schoolers, 5- to 18and adults. Up to age 3 I'm
not sure kids have the mental capacity

year-olds,

to learn much more than just what life
throws at them. Furthermore, current
computer I/O devices such as keyboards and televisions aren't appropriate to this age group.
I consider the year prior to kindergarten a critical year in preparing a
child for school. A child who begins
school already confident and able to
manage his tasks easily has a tremendous headstart. I read once that some
lunatic had advanced the theory that
"All men are created equal." Well,
maybe everyone started equal in your
family. But not in most. Sometimes
even in the same family one child can
be a great reader while another is great
at math. Conversely, sometimes a per-

can have problems
with the fundamentals of up and down.
Worse yet is the bright child who has
fectly bright child
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wont be
the capacity to read but
"because
taught how until third grade
dictates.'
that is what the curriculum
system,
school
American
The
among the best in the world though it
that
may be, is paced to move at a rate

when you can

"push" my
miles to a public library to
without the
education. What children
know
determination I had do I don't
(Forgive

me

being emotional through
it
I promise not to do

one sentence,

is

in-

needed to reinforce the information
undertroduced in the schools. I never
computer
stood economics until I ran a
pretend
simulation that allowed me to
its
manage
and
to run my own country
not be just a
affairs. History need
memorized
collection of facts to be
of
anymore. Rather, through the magic
computer simulation, a child can predealing
tend to be Abraham Lincoln

is like
with his problems. A computer
who is
having your own personal tutor
able to
an expert on everything and
withpace
own
your
at
learn
help you

accidenout ever laughing at you or
faster than
tally presenting material
comyou can absorb it. In fact, the
sure
puter is programmed to make
boredom doesn't set in while you learn.
comUsing a properly programmed
to learn.
puter, your children will fight
At the adult level, the computer
never
can make learnable subjects that
way.
other
any
taught
been
could have

Most

Some

fly.
of us can't afford to learn to
feelof us want to experience the

ing. It is easy if

competition. Unfortunately, this leaves
no one to tell pe°P le wh y ,hev want

Home productivity software refers
and record
not just to word processing
far better
keeping. Computers have
Computers
uses in the home than that.
help keep
weight,
can help you lose
plant and
track of your time, help you

I do not
for the rest of the article.)
But I
curse schools, they do their best.

do thank God for computers!
At the 5 to 18 age level, software

participate?

Productivity

slowest and
keeps it first ahead of the
know, I was
well behind the smartest. I
years sleepan early reader. I spent 12
hiking five
ing through school then

just

computer? Our own industry isn't conwant a
cerned with why you might
computer or what you might use one
don't blame
for, just that you buy. I
type
this
for
manufacturers
hardware
sell their
of advertising. They have to
machines by comparing them to the

computer. I suspect that computers
much more
will be found to be a
than
involving form of entertainment
read
movies or books. Why watch or

you own a computer.

improve
maintain your garden, help
help
your sex life ( I won't elaborate),
do the
prepare you for taxes (not just
your
within
you
return), help keep
investments,
budget, help you choose
pick curhelp you lay out furniture,
mix paint and thousands of other

a computer.

things.

There are three obvious uses
for

a computer at home:

and

productivity.

computer will
I am not saying the
If you
teach you to do these things.
want to learn how, of course, the comimportant,
puter can teach you. More
learn
though you don't always want to
The
how. You just want the job done.
computer already knows how, just tell
and let it figure the
it what you want,
solution.

Home productivity means making
spending
better use of your time, not
feeding a computer only to have
hours

you
a new sequence. Trust me,

regurgitate the

it

gave

it

in

ment software. Educational software
to be
on a home computer doesn't have
usually seen
the simple mindless games

Sierras

on video game machines.
games typically challenge the player's
wrist.
mind as well as occasionally his
greater
This is possible due to the far
of the
capacity and computing power

same old

stuff

good productivity software does

A

Lesson

Of

in

women,

your potential customers.
To give you an example we developed an educational game, Learning
This
with Leeper. for 3 to 5-year-olds.
product received many awards as best
educational product of 1983. Unfortuhouseholds
nately, of those 2 million
milwith computers fewer than half a
group.
lion have children in this age
Our sales indicate an unbelievable
howgroup;
target
penetration of this
has never
ever, Learning with Leeper

education, entertainment,

exist.

Marketing

these three categories educa-

appeared on a best seller chart. Our
development cost on Learning with
Leeper was higher than on most of our
games. Clearly, we don't break even
I don't
until lots of units have sold.
product
really make money until a
"hits the charts."

Another example: we designed a
and exercise system. The
was scrapped because there are

fantastic diet

project

many skinny people. I am pushing
forward on a gardening program as my
donation this year to people who are
narrow
not generic. As to even more
applications like help in completing
Boy Scout projects or painting your
too
house, forget it. The market is

too

small.

Where does this leave us? Most ot
can
the great things I said a computer
do don't exist only because not enough

presence of a
tion alone justifies the

computer

Entertainment
Home computers have tremendous potential in home entertainment.
fuzziFor me there is a large area of
entertainness between education and

expensive to develop software. All software must be developed to reach the
softwidest possible market. If your
ware applies only to men or only to
you have already lost half of

tains,

interior

Subjects such as auto repair,
including
design, and almost anything
better on
career training can be taught

computers.
There's another, bigger problem.
Because of the small
It is the software.
number of home computers, software
must be built to please everybody. It is

in every

home.

When com-

who
bined with the other categories,
So
could not demand a computer.
where is the problem? For the answer
made by a top
let's look at a statement
the
marketing executive at Atari to
1983:
Street Journal on June I,

people have bought computers. Sierra
software publishis one of the biggest
is jusers around. Even when a project
get it to
tified it takes us a year to
market. We only publish about 15 new
products a year. It will take time for
computers at home to reach their

Wall

"Atari ...

is

switching

its

say,
advertising strategy. Instead of,
on an
depicting a child learning French
the new ads will debunk
Atari,

Be patient, encourage your
there
friends to buy computers. When
homes I
are 10 million computers in
promise all these great things will be

potential.

competitors."

Now
ple don't

do you understand why peo-

know why

there too.

they might want a
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OF PASSION AND

show on

television late at night when
they run out of commercials.)
All you need do is something
sim-

PET

PROJECTS/
PETER McWILLIAMS

ple,

We

like spending an hour or
two a
week showing disabled people how to
run the program you know
best. Or
choose one disabled person who
is
planning to buy a computer and
help
in

the

have our weak spots,
passions,
our
pet
projects. For some, it's Mom
and apple pie. For others, it's Ha'agen
Dazs. For still others it's jogging.
all

our

I'll
tell
you my preoccupation:
computers for the disabled. I am not

rational about this subject.
cited. I believe too deeply.

brothers and

sisters, for I

I

am

too ex-

Stand clear,
about to

am

testify!

deaf,

Consider the following: For the
it is as though the
telephone has

just been invented.

For the

they can call anyone
puter and just chat.

who

first time
has a com-

For the

blind,

computers allow intricate word
processing without the assistance
of a

sighted person. For paraplegics,
Born and raised in Allen Park, a
suburb
of Detroit.
MI.
Peter
Mc Williams began writing poetry as a
high school student. At the age
of 19, he
dropped out of Eastern Michigan
University to

make his fortune as the
"paperback Rod McKuen. " After two
years of struggle, the poetry took
off;
nine volumes of his poetry are in
print
with sales of almost three
million. A
self-confessed terrible typist

and

lousy
speller. Mc Williams invested
his savings
in

a NorthStar Horizon computer,
a

NEC

5510

Spinwriter. plus

and Word
wrote

WordStar

Plus programs and then
a 3000-word article on word

processing.

After 16,000 words.

Mc Williams

realized that he had a book and
sent 18
publishers three chapters and an
outline.

The few who were

interested in the
book weren't convinced that
it
was
timely. In self defense.
Williams
published the book himself in May
1982
under the Prelude imprint (named
after
his car). When sales passed
the

Mc

50.000
mark. Mc Williams signed a distribuagreement with Ballantine. one
of
the 18 houses to turn down the
original
tion

manuscript. Five printings and 100.000
copies later. Mc Williams began
his next
book. The Personal Computer

Book.
which has sold 240.000 copies. He
also
a weekly syndicated column on

writes

computers.
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quadriplegics, people with cerebral
palsy, muscular dystrophy,
and

all the
other disabilities and diseases that
effect motor control, personal
computers
can make the difference—depending
upon the degree of disability— between
productivity and nonproductivity,
between creating and noncreation,
be-

tween
communicating
and
no
communication at all. For the emotionally and mentally disabled
infinitely

until every disabled

Let

What Can You Do?
What you might not have realized
the role that you can play in
making
computers available and useful to
the
disabled community. If you know
how
to operate a computer, you
can change
a disabled person's life. It doesn't
take
much time or much effort, and the rewards are disproportionately high.
(Oh
my goodness, I sound just like those
ubhc service announcements they
is

person has one.

me

tell

you about two of these
know what you

people, just so you'll
are getting into.

spent most of this evening talkwith an aerospace engineer for

I

ing

Rockwell

If you

patient

word processing is better than
typing, or Pac-Man is more fun
than
Chutes and Ladders.

and

The Reverse Nobel Theory

a

educators, taking those with
learning
they want to go as

fact that

set-up,

computers to disabled people. It is also
tax deductible, if you work it
right.
But I warn you, all of this is addicWhen you see that a computer
can fundamentally change the
life of a
disabled person, it will be hard
to rest

disabilities as far as
fast as they want to

go there.
But you already know all this.
There has been article after article
on
how wonderful computers are for people with disabilities. It is an
accepted
fact of computing these days,
like the

purchase,

tive.

computers offer friendly, nonjudgmental,

selection,

training. Or donate that
extra computer (do you have a Vic-20
or a
Timex/Sinclair gathering dust?) to
a
disabled center. Or, well, be
creative.
This is Creative Computing, isn't
it?
If you are one of those people
who
have gotten rich from computers
(if
you are debating the purchase of your
fourth Porsche or staging a
major rock
concert in the Mojave Desert, I'm
talking to you) you could be
canonized by
donating a few million dollars worth
of

International.

know how

computer,

He worked

to operate

you can change

a disabled person's

life.

seven years on the space shuttle
prodirector of the
He designed 43 of the
control panels in the cockpit.
("When you push a button in a weightless environment," he asks,
"How do
you know if the button will be pushed
in, or if you will be
pushed away?" I
am going to sell that to the local Zen
Center for their book of Space Age Koans.) He has won four
Astronaut's
Awards (the coveted "Silver Snoopy")

gram and was launch
first five flights.

47

for professional excellence.

His name is Gerry Schwartz. Although his list of NASA and other
aeronautic achievements goes beyond
impressive and on to staggering, we

spent very

little

time discussing

height
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II

Inc

ProDM

is

> trademark of Apple Computer,

Digital K>
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PHILOSOPHY/HOW IT OUGHT TO BE

manned flight.
What we

talked about was our
mutual passion: computers for the disabled. The admonition to beat swords
into

ploughshares

is

being faithfully

followed by Gerry. "They are working
on a bomber that will fly at nine Gs
and deliver a nuclear missile with zero

inaccuracy by voice
It

seems that

Gerry

is

command

at nine

alone."

Gs, a

pilot

applying the bomber voice technology to people

who are as immobilized as a pilot

flying at nine

Cs.

but his mouth, so
tool for conapplying the bomber
voice technology to people here on
earth who are as immobilized as a pilot
flying at nine Gs.
Using the technology of war for
peace, Gerry Schwartz calls the Reverse Nobel theory. Alfred Nobel, you
will remember, took the millions he
made from the invention of dynamite
trol.

at once. (The computer will grow more
useful as time goes on, but it should be
able to do something right away.) Second, the purchase of it shouldn't de-

here on earth

can move very
the

matching the computer to the user. He
has three goals when helping a disabled
person select a computer, and all three
must be met for Gerry to consider the
job well done.
First, the machine must be useable

little

mouth becomes the
Gerry

is

and distributed prizes for peace. Not
necessarily the best way to go about it,
as the history since the advent of dynamite will attest. Better, perhaps, to invent tools of peace for neither fortune
nor recognition than to buy a place in
history with the profits of war.
"I am trying to make my life helporiented," Gerry says in his characteristically

straightforward

style.

To

end he founded the HOPE Center
(Hands Off Program Experience) in
Huntington Beach, CA.
that

Voice-Controlled Word
Processing
Gerry can make any computer do
almost anything with voice commands
alone. The number of words it can recognize is limited only by the available
RAM. A 64K computer can recognize
about eighty words. Word processing,
for example, can be done with the basic
commands (Open File, Delete Word),
a primitive vocabulary (it, and, the,

and so on), and the alphabet. Most
words are spelled out one letter at a
time, just as on a keyboard. The same
could apply to accounting programs,
spreadsheet programs, and to the writing of programs themselves.

There are several voice recognition
on
the
market.
Gerry
Schwartz's gift is one of software and
devices
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1984

More Spin-Offs from Space
Walt Woltosz began his work with
computers and the disabled in 1980
when his mother-in-law was diagnosed
as having amyotrophic lateral sclero-

—

sis
ALS, or Lou Gehrig's Disease.
She unfortunately died before the software and input devices could be fully
developed, but the event had a profound effect on Walt's life, and the
work continued.
Walt left his job as an aerospace
engineer for United Technologies

Corporation and started Words + Inc.
in Sunnyvale, CA.
Walt Woltosz developed a computer/software package called the
Words + Living Center. This sounds
like a planned environmental community for writers, but is in fact a Radio
Shack Model 4 computer with special
software and input and output devices.
It is designed so that even the most severely disabled person can communicate
slowly, but completely.
It works something like this: A
sensor is placed on or near the muscle
group over which disabled person has
the most control. The only movement
necessary in successful applications has
been the tapping of teeth, the twitch of
a thumb, the raising of an eyebrow, or
the blink of an eye. When activated by
the tap, twitch, raise, or blink the
switch gives a single command,
roughly translated as "This One."
On a screen is the alphabet, along
with numbers and some punctuation
laid out in a grid, five across and ten
,

stroy the disabled person's budget.
Third, the system must have room for
growth.

One of the most interesting uses is
a computer program he wrote for a
young man with cerebral palsy. At
first, the computer accepted a broad
range of pronunciations for the command words, but as the weeks went by,
the acceptable range was narrowed,
and, consequently, the young man's
speech improved considerably.
When speech is not possible,
Gerry arranges for the disabled person
to communicate with the computer using Morse code. "Morse code seems to
be the standard for certain disabled
applications," I said.
"Yes," said Gerry, "But is it
it the best, the most useful? It
what we tell the disabled to use, but I
hope they will use it for a few months
right? Is

is

—

down.
I

tried the Living

Center with an

Gerry seems to look forward to that day when the
disabled people he works with
they

need but how

to best

and come back and say, 'You idiot:
why did you stick us with Morse code
when this or that would work so much
better?"

Gerry seems to look forward to
day when the disabled people he
works with will tell him not only what
that

they need but how to best fulfill the
need. "What's right for them is what's
right.'"

And

it

—

is

that attitude
the joy of
a better answer can be

being wrong

if

found

is

— that

the right

stuff.

known,

I

will tell

fulfill

suppose, as

him not only what

the need.

eye switch. It is an infra red device
developed by Walt's father. An invisible beam of light is reflected off the
eyeball. When the beam is broken, by a
blink or a squint, the "This One" signal is sent to the computer. The switch
fits over the head and in front of the
eyes, like a pair of racing goggles.
A pointer starts at the top and
travels down, stopping for a moment at
the first letter of each row. After all ten

rows are visited, the pointer returns to
the top and makes the trip again.
blink at any row causes the pointer to

A

You bet your business. You probably
spent thousands for a good microcomputer
system. But no matter

how good

it is, it's

no

better than the floppy diskette you use to

You've got your
whole business in
that computer.

Now, itfs time to hit
••save.

store your work, your programs and your business records. So, every time you hit "save,"

you're betting your business on a diskette.

manufac-

No gambling. Other diskette

turers give you their versions of a warranty or

even a guarantee. But no other manufacturer
gives you this guarantee: If at any time, for
any reason, your computer can't read a Janus
diskette, your Janus dealer will give you a

new

one. Even

we

Go with
flip.

fault.

as committed to customer

is

satisfaction as

ette a

your computer's

if it's

Because Janus

are to product quality.

the leader. Give a Janus disk-

Then

flip

one of your old diskettes.

You'll notice that the

Janus diskette

way

ably stiffer. Janus led the

stronger diskette jackets. And
tition is starting to

is

notice-

to thicker,

now

the

compe-

catch on. Someday, they

may catch on to several other Janus quality innovations. By which time, guess where we'll be.
Color coded. Janus diskettes are color
for your computer's disk drive. If you

coded

can remember the word "blue," you can remember exactly which diskette you need for a
double-density, double-sided, soft-sectored
drive.

Red
for

for single-sided, double-density.

Green

for single-sided, single-density.

all

And orange

the other formats.

Better by design.
the other reasons

We

could

why we're able

tell

to

you

all

make our

remarkable, all-hazards guarantee. But better
yet, see for yourself. Because Janus diskettes
aren't simply

made

better, they're

guaranteed

better. Unconditionally.

jnnus
For your important work.

_

Janus Dysc Company, 1860 Barber Lane,
(800) 338 0100
Milpitas, CA 95305
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INTRODUCING PIWRITER

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS.
AND A HEAD TO HEAD
COMPARISON OF WHY
THEY'RE BETTER.

Our new multi-mode

Spinwriter.

Pinwriter®dot matrix printers

And why

have a

lot in

common with

our Spin writer® letter-quality
Designed and manu-

printers.

factured with the
ity

and

same

reliability that

made our Spinwriters

qual-

has

charts, illustrations and

graphics
look so
crisp.

the best

selling letter-quality printers
to PC users.
also gave

We

them many unique capabilities you won't find on other
dot matrix printers. Especially
at such an affordable price.

Our new P2 ana P3 dot
printers give

matrix

you everything our Spinmiter
famous

letter-guality printers are

Tor

More dots, more fonts, more

including forms handlers

versatility.

Pinwriters have something
else no other dot matrix printers have. Eight operatorselectable print styles, plus as
many as 11 international
character sets. And an LED
display to tell you which style

One thing that makes Pinwriters stand out from other

Si cl
Our exclusive W-pin print head is graphically sharper
than a 9-pin printer, as this unretouched photo shows.

dot matrix printers is our
printhead. It has 18 pins.
Compared to the usual nine.
It also has true dual-pass
printing.

The result: an amaz-

ing 240x240 dots per inch.
The quick brown fox

The quicker brown fox

And how versatile it

is.

What else? Three printing
speeds. 300, 900 or 1800

For the Pinwriter retailer
nearest you, call 1-800-3434419. In Massachusetts call
617-264-8635.
And find out why more
and more PC users are saying,

words per minute

"NEC and me."

has been selected.

all

to handle
your printing needs from

word processing

to data

processing.
Plus, a variety of forms
handlers to speed up all your
paperwork. All made and designed by NEC. And all easily
installed

and changed by the

operator.

For the

NEC
That's why the print is as
close to letter quality as you
can get without getting a

show you how clearly superior the Pinwriter is compared
to other dot matrix printers.

Only

final

word, see your

dealer.
a demonstration can

NECAND%?
ME
NEC Information

Systems.

ti

Inc.

1414 Mass. Ave
Boxborough. MA
01719

Pmwr iter and Spinmiter are registered trademarks ot

NEC Corporation
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travel horizontally across the selected
second selects a specific letter,
row.

A

and a new screen appears.
The new screen has 50 words on
it, all of which start with the letter chosen, and is arranged in the same fiveacross-ten-down format. The pointer
continues its vertical search, and a
blink causes the pointer to travel horizontally across the chosen row. A second blink selects a specific word. The

The Words

+

Living Center

allows people with

ALS and

With the Mind Prober"* you can. In just minutes you can have
a scientifically accurate personality profile of anyone.This new
expert systems software lets you discover the things most
people are afraid to tell you. Their strengths, weaknesses,
sexual interests and more. Mind Prober. Another insightful
product from the Human Edge" Software Corporation. Call

other severe disabilities to

communicate with

and loved ones

friends

longer than

(in California 1-800-824-7325) for
information on the loca-

1-800-624-5227

ever before possible.

tion of the nearest retailer.

word is added to the work area at the
bottom of the screen, and the top of the
screen returns to the alphabet.
In this way, sentences are built,
word upon word. It is slow five to ten
words per minute (about as fast as I
but considering the fact that
type)
complete thoughts and ideas can be expressed by someone who has control

—

—

over the movement of just one eyelid, it
is remarkable. One of the tragedies of
ALS is that the mind remains clear and
alert while all the methods of communication, including speech, are taken
away. The Words + Living Center allows people with ALS and other severe
disabilities to communicate with
friends and loved ones longer than ever
before possible.

+

Anything Words + makes can be
adapted by Walt Woltosz and his
associates for specific needs. He is a
man dedicated to serving the disabled.
did he give up an outrageously
high paying job in aerospace for the

Why

non-paying (thus far) job of developing
computer systems for the disabled?
"You only go through life once, and
you've got 10 do what feels best.
Unlocking people's minds gives me the
satisfaction of all."

The concept of unlocking

is

one

that carries through in his company
logo, a key, and the company motto,
"Unlocking the Person."

Mind Prober

Software That Lets You Read People Like
CIRCLE 148

% Dysan
Box

o! ten

V

5

sotl or

diskettes

How to
turn a shy

WARRANTY

LIFETIME

A Book.
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hard sectored Dysan diskettes

computer

with envelopes, labels and reinforced hub-rings

SS/DD

$-|Q95

0S/0D

SS/QD

$2495

DS/QD

STAR

1

Gemini

MICRONICS PRINTERS

""

1

$2Q95
$42^5

0X

.

1

20 CPS

Delta 10

f>

It's

System (PSS) from Votrax,
PSSis:

•418"
*650 00

able to create sound effects

»585°°

and music
an easy to operate,

'685 00

adaptable to most personal

*365°°

Reverse paper leed

COD

ihiw TOLL IRtl

ANYWHERE
1

1

International
6 p.m. (Central)

1

P

O

Box 297

Wilmette. II 60091
(312)256-4456

in

lh*

US

computers
Call 313-583-9884 to hear an actual voice demonstration of the PSS
over the phone. Suggested retail
price - $395.
For more information and
specifications, write:

800 336 6875
800 94? 1700
312 256 4456

VOTRAX, INC
1394 Rankin.
Michigan 4HHK.I
1

Mon. through

SMART DATA

easily installed

synthesizer

Dual Interlace, Bi-directional,

Mlmo.s

The

synthesizer

Snipping and Handling $3 00 for any sue order of diskettes. $9 00
orders add SI 6b We accept credit cards al
NO extra charge Illinois residents please add 7% sales tax

Nationwide

Inc.

a truly phonetic voice synthesizer

an unlimited speech output

Powertype Daisy Wheel Letter Quality,

9 a.m.

simple to give your computer

a voice with the Personal Speech

160 CPS. 8K Butter,

Dual Interlace
Radix 15. 200 CPS, 16K Butter.
Dual Interlace

C.ill

smooth talker.

160 CPS, 8K Butler.

Dual Interlace
Radix 10. 200 CPS, 16K Butter,

lor printers.

into a

'385°

Dual Interlace
Delta 15.

SALE

*244

Bi-directional

Gemini 15X, 120 CPS Bi-directional

of Words +

includes
part
The
games, the ability to draw, a voice
synthesiser, and on/off control for
electrical appliances.

most

IBM • Apple • Macintosh • Commodore

more

Fr

1

Tnry.

in wwii iii

.NC.

nn Michigan!

c
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I

COMPUTER DISCOUNT PRODUCTS
HUGE Inventories of APPLE & IBM Products SINCE
• GUARANTEED Fair Pricing Is Our Policy •

Stocking

ACCESSORIES & PERIPHERALS

1

259.99

Ultraterm

idex

MONITORS fcmtt 300*
Antic* JIOAlBV

1

PrrccnnUn IZAirmR IBM

1199

RE EVOO'S AopeWrear

1499

;s:acterl**ai*^

Ourjdrari QutdCMm PtH DM
Ta«an4»RG8-Af>T8M

24.99

an
Vscst arAUeroryEirrartton

PSO

M.M

Sotae**

71 .»

IWaplan

54 99

III MicroPro

19999
2599
12999

I

219 99

1

Tauni?'A>nl»eM
AnbcfcyrftfAp
USI1400CCo»rCOTpcK4»JIO9JM

COMMUNICATIONS

CONNECT!

I

131

HATESMOOEMS

300 Baud Smanrodem
1200 Baud Smanmodem

I

....

rjg

I

v asrarjati it
r^ATIO* MODEMS

CHARTSTAR-fVflkV

219 99
J Cat

1

10)

I

103?.?«jbC*

aaxotui
«ron»'*TA:.
ai<-

<A. Baud

EiparoonMor**

DISKETTES & STORAGE

Ap
Ap
Ac
Ap
Ap
Ap
Ac
Ap
Ap
Ap

ap

crosstalk :bm
MICROSOFT Soiled 2 Ap

1JS99I

I

24999
30999
2999
10999

1

I

139 99 1

I

149.99 1

17 99

IManorra:'

4199
1999
2699

•>"">*
1

Memorer.!

1

Ifc^CaM (Assorted Colors)

1

Mm

1

Pr

Small {Ptocjattl

74 99
11494)
119.99

17999
44999
19999
279.99

K*U
PKHTROUCS Colo Plus Born)
KRAFT Paddta

29999
279J9
37599
49999
3199
27 99

APPLE JOYSTICK
Kraft or TG
39.99
IBM JOYSTICK

TG - 44 99
KENSINGTON

Kraft or

System Saver-AP 6500
PC Saver-IBM 29 99

AND
PHONE ORDERS
MAIL

Welcome!

(408) 985-0400
PHONE, WILL-CALL
SERVICE FROM 6 AM
MAIL.

m

Top

37 99

J|

II

26

»

I

»

iriFoconx

nn

AppraPanc
Uj A ,,AF,V. .-,;»'
SU&CGICNgrllMsscriPfCal

17.n

32n

FOR APPLE i IBM
Versions -SCALL

CPU

21.99
All-Tim Classic

fm **

SKKKAhsim

l!f)

*>'

APPLICATIONS

Ap
•:

SaTJWONUCHritaMOrd

Ac

CONTINENTAL

SpearngWitVerpVrpei

•adi.nl

At.

WordlnvasonWoroRaoa-

M3inl

to

lf«WNGCOMPANr.jr)g«Hi«w.

Ac
Ac
Ap
Ac
Ap
Ap
Ac

FOR THE HOME
BM Steal SpMe.

BPODFRBUt* Bar* Street Wrter

A.

AootcnAtQarorlAj

n

21

I

.'vi.

,-

PEACHTREE Algebra Mil

M11J9I

CounlrngBee
Decmarsf radons 10

239(1

ttm

LEARNING COMPANY AdrMon Maocw
UagcSpefe

3«
IBM

PEACHIBEEAIort.il

ApW4

27»l
34M|

SPrrWtAWRAIphaMtZoo

2199

1

Ai:

BPIIGtAPARPAVI

Ac

CONTINENTAl

'-:..

RP

FacemakerFraclcnFeve.

Ai

HntWdUKMBCorrc

•IV

IMAir499nej1tang
Snooper Troops II

BH
BU
BM
BM
PV
BM
BM
BM
BM
BM

M

AprBU
AoiBM
Ac.BV
AplBM

I

StxyMacnra
I

[AFIritlGCOMPANf Reader FLjMM

UrjocanHrMParade

WordSpmr

ADVANCED SKILLS
Ac
Ap
Ap

MASTERTYPE
MICROSOFT Tvpng I mora

IBM
IBM
IBM

CAiUiam

31

n

199!

I
I

PEACHIReepShusj,

Mion

NEW

79
11

ASHTONTATEdBASEIH
fixycopeoj
Frame Wort

M

I

1

I

1

I

n

'•'

''
'•'

I

Af
Ap

a a #>Q

O .99
I

San Jose. CA 95128
In
•

i

California

San Francisco

I

26

9)1

12

nl

Mi9.n

1

i5nl

inn

1

44.nl
95
J:'*.

'i^-nf-.W"
Touch

•ai9n

•aa.nl
M17JJI

...

Prcnro Dos Frame 'jpij- •,f,
TrpDrsH
EASTSIOE Wildcard
rWGERPWNT Epson tvtttwcAvntvt
KOALA Touch Pad

nl

109991

nnl
79

nl

in.nl

nnl

PM

NORTON UTK.ITIES

S5.nl

SIDEWATS
CENTRAL POINT Copy 9««>C

44

Gnchcs

fVf

nl

25 99 1

1

*

44.nl

3i.nl
i9.nl

25

*»

RaRTaM
BROOeflBUNOPrnSnop

Ap
Ap

PEN&JINCorrrpWeCVarjrKsSrslern
.'..l'i.
M»;- -f

Ac

15 99

NEW

A»ir.aP.-<

TrajreDump

MICRO COOKBOOK
IncludM Recape

i!

BEACkETvpelaces

Fae.G..

59.99

I
1

GRAPHICS SOFTWARE

MJAT1

PFSfleeori

For Apple 6 IBM

Showrooms
San Jose San Mateo
•

'•'

1

n
n

219

r*.

UOOX*rSeOWCI SpMcCNpi
THUN0EEC10CK
KOALA SpeM Key

1

LOTJSS»mohony

I

Bl.,

GPLE

"9nl

LBUMe

- CALL (408) 985-0400 Retail

DosWsacon Salad
FMCM

1 A|,
1 Ap
1 Ap
1 Ap
1 Ap

Tin

474
it4

F.«tt,

CON-iiENTAL FCMF«ICassl*M

COMPUTER DISCOUNT PRODUCTS
860 So. Winchester

1 Ac
1 Ai

.

•-.,,.-;

'

h-ij'B.'

1

n

am
n
»n

V.

1

474

LRTFIEEVokSMrttrOelujre

M.n|

Muppet Learning Keys -

Min.nl

'

SENSIBLE SPELLER
SIERRA ON irME ScreefMrter

•aii.nl

Subjects

MA'

41999

FKGrapn.lM«i

ft.

LMiDrseng

Apj*3M

Ap.«M

27 99
27 99

I

UTILITIES &
n

KENSrNGTONFormalll
PFS Report

-I

AotJM

ApSU

1

:

1

34nl

ENHANCEMENTS

59

94
4999
11999

FOR THE BUSINESS
ASHTONTATErJBASEII

A)

I

34 99

49 99

RoctysBcots

'BM

Nfj

^•'Mr-agr•.

zrjt

I

nI
31 H
27 99 I

WITNESS
Z0RKI

44n

75.n

CON TINENTAL Home AcctMW
u

3199
27

49 99

HomeAccourtaril
MorneAccocrtartlUac)

m
m

BM

Gertrudes Pj//ie Secret

27*

Ta. Advantage

BROW RRM IBtraSM /„..

au

Mage Soet Burnt* Plot
ftiiteer Stumper

34

ENCHANTER
INFOEL
PLANETFALI
SEASTALKER

I

n|

DEAOL IM

SORCERER
STARCROSS
SUSPENDED

SOFTWARE

BASIC SKILLS

SCALL

I

39

24

FROGGER

Program From MicroPro

Quality for

Best Performance

2699
II

4499

Denoncr CVscn Dragon M»
MWBMvsenVWolcalori

Alert

Ac
Ac
Ac
2599
19.99

269 99
205 99

MEMORY CHIPS

119.99

New Telecommunications

rXMSmovmrxstvaUDle

Ac

22999

1)99

TECHIrVnrdry
BROCfRBUNOLorJrirurrar

EDUCATIONAL
Ap
Ac

HARDWARE

37 .99

W/orrt

31

I

Ap

Inquiries

TELMERGE- IBM

21999

n

Legacy or UylgarryW/ardr,

SU&OKFkgNSmAatorll

|Ap«M

^

1 99 1
1299 1
1199 1
2999 1
2499 1

Mate Hot*
P-nterSrarMla-gelPf. fmil

Sand

369 99

149 99
229 99

I

27.nl

SO

17 99 1
27 99 1

Mm a Mae Hoke
nw

too

29999

25999
35999
39999
19999
25999

FOR IBM

M

34

MICROSOFT FlgNSmMW
SrfRRAON ipaf Cosstre

V

-

10
31.99

3999
2799

499
799
299

QUADtWi;

21

Jl TWA
BROOCiaBUNOSvpMm

AplBM
AplBM

459.99
119.99

45 99

SPTECHUnghlolBaroros

IBM
IBM
IBM

BM

2799
2799

jrmall

Ap

..

*UU

M24J9

OroEggs
OOESTAChess
StERRAONLrNEFroggar

MM

1

'

219.99
179.99

2199

Creole. Die

MKXIlABCrMsMrjurao

lAp

Cat

is:;n f uPBt ss

I
I

103 Smart Cat

Business Graphics Package
For IBM 319.99

379.99
499.99
<

OBBHB93^

ADVENTURE & GAMES
F*0OERBj«Ci,/-<„

139.99

5SOD

27999
19999

UStP49'JWi9xr20i*tf AplBH

FOR APPLE & IBM

3SOD

Othtr Uomtors i Pnnten - SCALL
15999
179.99
Epson FfflO
479.99
0)
• P j)
19999
>v<7* Ap
DRIVES
52999
UcroSc A-Mp
49999
T4KKHtijM.au
16999
R880NSB-MV13999
MXA.FX80

MiDf

31.99

1

A|>

109 99

II

977

1

Ml

nnl
nnl
49

nl

No Charge

For Credit Cards
Pncet Subrecl To Change
Software Sales Are Final

Orders Welcome
M.n UPS Chg $4 < Ins
14m US Postal Chg $10
P.O'S Welcome - tCALL
International

|

some

sense, the computer industry is the
the future. All the tools that man

of
Inindustry
has developed since monkeys came out of the
trees to the present day are mechanical tools,
with one exception— the computer. Here, for the
first time, we have a tool that extends man's
intellect. Yet how often do we think about the
future impact of that incredibly important
invention— its effect on us, on others, and, in-

deed, on

all civilization?

In this section, nine people who have been
involved with radically different aspects of the
computer speculate on its future impact. Tom
Photograph Usi/Hoehzell

Cakei lorry Rosenberg

Stonier sets the stage with his discussion of the
emergence of the computer with respect to the
overall growth of society. Clive Sinclair looks at
not only possible future computer applications,
but also other amazing machines that are likely
to follow. Egil Juliussen projects the hardware
and software capabilities of computers of the
1990's, while Ken Uston sheds his blackjack heritage and describes his idea for the perfect—well,

almost perfect— computer of the future. George

Morrow stays closer to the present and
coming cashless society— both its

the

and

looks at
benefits

risks.
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LOOKING TOWARD THE FUTURE
The next writer in this section is David
Levy, a chess master who made a het in 1968 that
no computer would beat him for the next ten
years. He speculates on the impact of the techniques of artificial intelligence on backgammon, rcversi, and chess.
In addition to having a major impact on

business and entertainment, Saul Bernstein

computers in the future will also
affect education and fine arts. Stan Goldberg
agrees and points out that we must concern ourselves now with planning for the most effective
believes that

and beneficial use of computers

the modes of production. The steamdriven factory system, in turn, resulted
in urbanization and produced a pro-

THINKING ABOUT
THINKING MACHINES/
TOM STONIER

found shift in lifestyle. The steam engine represented an extension of the
human musculature.
man with a
steam engine could accomplish mighty

A

however, as the computer.
In that long road of human technology which, among other things,
flaked stone; mastered fire; developed
speech; domesticated plants and ani-

mals;

forged

bronze;

created

great ancient civilizations

and

those
the

all

technology needed for them; invented
Francis Bacon's famous trio gunpowder, the compass, and the printing
press
and then moved onwards to

—

—

fashion the steam engine, balloons, factories, railways, steel, electricity, telephones, horseless carriages, airplanes,
rockets,
radio and television, and
atomic energy, not to mention the myriad of less dramatic but frequently
equally significant artifacts such as the
stirrup, the nail, and the photovoltaic
cell, in that long road, no invention

Tom Stonier is a New Yorker, who
now lives and works in the north of England. He is professor and chairman of
the Department of Science and Society
at the University of
shire where

Bradford in Yorkhe has been studying the

interaction of science, technology,
society for several years.

and

His latest book. The Wealth of
Information, was published last year in

Thames/Methuen. More rehe published an article entitled

Britain by
cently,

"Information and the Deep Structure of
the Universe. " Stonier is also a founder
and president of Applied Systems

Knowledge

(A.S.K.),

one of the

UK's

drous device. None so marvelous,
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are superhuman. It can also perform
simpler tasks such as deciding when a
particular piece of machinery should

be turned on or off, or in what particular plane a piece of metal should be
Thus, the modes of production
are changing once again
this time as
a result of automation and the increasing use of robots.
drilled.

—

Steam technology shifted Western
economies from agricultural to industrial.

Information technology

shifting

these

is

now

same economies from
The
of the computer into

industrial to information centered.

introduction
productive processes
as profound
Revolution.
least

therefore at
the Industrial

is

as

nology meant that our hunter-gatherer
forebears had to adopt an entirely new,
sedentary lifestyle.
The computer has not only entered
the work place, it has also entered the
home. An increasing number of people
are beginning to make their homes

had come true.
These thought machines, computand their ancillary technology are
propelling humanity into a new histori-

communications technology permits
working via telephone, facsimile, and
satellite links. In addition, the com-

ers,

cal epoch. This article will look at the
in relation

emergence of the computer

to four previous discontinuities: the
Industrial Revolution, the Neolithic

Revolution, the Hominid Revolution,
and the Biological Revolution.

The
the course of history, human increated many a won-

tasks which were literally superhuman.
Similarly, the computer allows us
to perform mathematical tasks which

will prove to be as profound as the
computer.
Mastering the electron was as important as mastering fire. However, in
only a matter of decades, exponentially
growing electronic technology culminated in circuitry of such complexity
as to create thought machines
machines that could manipulate
information in a way previously possible only inside the human brain. The
dreams of Babbage and other pioneers

leading education software houses.

In
genuity has

in the

future.

Industrial Revolution

The Industrial Revolution initially
centered on the steam engine and ancillary technology which mechanized

The

Neolithic Revolution

The Neolithic Revolution involved
the domestication of plants and animals. To tend crops, one had to stay
put; the introduction of farming tech-

their

work

stations

as

information/

puter will assure a dramatic shift in the

way we educate our children.
The computer represents

the

first

genuine revolution in education in
more than a century. A century ago,

was a move to mass education, to
get away from education for the elite
only. That was a genuine revolution.
However, the classroom of today is
there

merely an extension of the Victorian
classroom. Cheap home computers,

coupled with the flood of good educational software

which

will

emerge dur-

ing the 1980s, will change all that.
The efficiency of computer-based
education will become evident in years
to

come.

information

Most
skills,

of the traditional
such as reading,

and arithmetic, will be learned
in the home. So will introductory levels
of a wide range of scientific, sociological, and humanistic disciplines.
The function of the primary
writing,

schools will be to encourage children
to play with other children, to engage
in sports, to work with machinery, to

go on

field trips, in short, to learn so-

has

and orderly

skills

learning intellectual

own programs

of precision,

logic,

task.

setting the stage for a

to the

a

The

methods

computers can think,

and physical skills. At the secondary school level, the function of the
teacher will be to help the student explore knowledge. Teachers and students will enter into a relationship of
colleague and junior colleague; the
teacher will act as a knowledge counselor or information guide. Most of the
pupil's time and energy will be spent
on projects of his own choosing.
The computer has already established itself in the home as a source of
recreation and entertainment. In the
future, it will be used for electronic
funds transfer; tele-shopping; cooking;
controlling light, heat, sound, and
other systems; and as discussed above,
for work and education. The nature of
the home will change substantially.
Unlike the steam engine, the computer
the home directly. The
is entering
Computer Revolution is therefore at
least as significant as the Neolithic
Revolution.

will

manipulate information, we will be
able to extend computers to cover all
mental faculties in a similar manner.
This will include the ability to deal
with complex issues whether they be of
the economy, of human relations, of
the intellect, or of our emotional make-

for solving

for producing work, and a much more
sophisticated approach to the methods
for solving problems. The cumulative

pled

with

in intellectual skills

cou-

differentiate such

children almost to
the extent of being a new sub-species:
Homo sapiens cerebrus or some such.
The matter is analogous to a situation several million years ago, when
our pre-human hominid ancestors began to use weapons, both to ward off
predators and to subdue prey. That
earliest of all technological revolutions
differentiated the hominid stock from
the rest of the primates. The hominids
were able to extend their econiche to
hunting large game. In due course, as
they mastered fire, they were able to

The Hominid Revolution
The presence of the computer in
the home and the emergence of homebased education, will have a further

to

—

educational value of these activities in
teaching both physical and social skills.
In contrast, our Victorian Puritanism

universe, or that we are descended
from animals. The last bastion of human egocentrism is that we can understand things better than anyone or

understanding of the world, will

extend their geographic range more
successfully than any other primate. In
human history, it was always those
who were able to develop and use new
technologies adroitly who in the long
run not only survived better, but came

impact. Boys playing football, girls
jumping rope (or vice versa), games,
these are all fun.
parties, and discos
We have overlooked the enormous

up.

This is a devastating blow to our
ego. It is at least as bad as discovering
that the earth is not the center of the

markedly expanded

their

anything

We
have

Homo

in

improved way beyond their present
and way beyond human

capability

capabilities.

No steam engine ever designed another steam engine. Computers, on the
other hand, are used to help design the
next generation of computers. As both
the circuitry and the algorithms become more and more complex,

the

ior patterns rather

features

set

than

the

order to achieve replication?

new anatomifor new

stage

VOLUME

will

there not come a time when the computer first surpasses, then no longer requires the intervention of humans in

due course domi-

all those who do not partake of
new intellectual technology.
Among higher organisms, new behav-

nate

cal

We

an irreversible historical
of creating machines more
intelligent than we. Primitive though
this machine intelligence may be at the
moment, it would be the height of
blindness not to see how, over the next
few decades, centuries, or if need be,
millcnia, these machines will have their
information manipulating functions

sapiens cerebrus will sur-

and

else.

are in for a rude shock.

initiated

process

dominate the others.

vive, prosper,

we have

work way beyond human capabilities.
Sooner or later, as we learn more
and more about the functioning of the
human mind and its capacity to

systematic

velop intellectual skills of precision,
logic, a systematic and orderly fashion

improvements

in fact,

created devices that are able to carry
out intellectual tasks previously carried
out only inside our own heads. It is
true that many of these operations reflect only some single capacity, but
then, if one looks at mathematical
capabilities, for example, the thought
machines of our creation are able to

problems.

cial

Biological Revolution

Lastly, we must look at the full
implication of having created thought
machines. For although there is an
enormous resistance to the idea that

and a much

fashion for production work,

more sophisticated approach

patterns of evolution. The computer is
revolution as
profound as the hominid revolution of
so long ago.

skills,

will reintroduce fun into
the process of learning.
The high motivational state induced in children working with good
educational software coupled with the
emergence of a global network of databases which allow the child access to
information with unprecedented ease,
must have an impact on the understanding children develop of the world
they live in, and for that matter, on
their understanding of themselves.
Furthermore, children encouraged
to write their own programs will de-

Children encouraged to write their

develop intellectual

made

most of the time, into an onerous

The computer

its

10
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are only about four decades old, and
microprocessors half that age. Biochips

have not yet been invented. Not to envision self-replicating thinking machines
is like looking at an airplane in 1910
and proclaiming it will never reach the
moon. The question is not whether machine intelligence will surpass human
intelligence at some future time, but
what will be the relationship between

human and machine
Three

PREDICTIONS

CLIVE SINCLAIR
ineluctable process in the primordial
soup, stirred by fierce cosmic rays and

intelligence.

bolts of lightning, carbon compounds
of strange complexity formed and reformed, growing in subtlety until they
came to transmute sunlight and to rep-

billion years ago, in that pri-

mordial, organic soup which covered
the surface of this planet, this part of
the universe developed the new form of
organization of matter and energy that
we call Life. The precursor to life was
the emergence of complex, self replicating molecules. The question that
one might reasonably ask in 1984 is
whether the combination of two unique
phenomena: human society and thinking machines, might not set the stage
for the next step in the evolution of this
part of the universe from Life to
Intelligence. Might not the emergence

of machine intelligence with in

licate.

I said that the event that started
was singular and so, for all
it was. But so it will not long
remain. All life is carbon based and
carbon is exceptional in the variety of
compounds it leads to, providing organisms with a rich choice of building
materials. If we ever discover life on
other planets we would not be surprised to find it similarly based on carbon, but it might not be so.
When I was a boy I read science
fiction stories and in those days a com-

human

technology always posed a threat
as well as a blessing, we never stopped,
nor turned back. One of the earliest
commentators on the computer revolution was the late Chris Evans. In his
lifetime, he saw a great deal of what
was fiction science fiction turn into
reality. Men walked on the moon, robots emerged ... In his book The

—

—

Mighty Micro, he reviewed Alexander
Korda's movie version of H. G. Wells's
Things to Come. In pointing to the
moral of Korda's film, he provided us
with the guideline we must follow:
"... once man has taken the first
step down the path of knowledge and
understanding, he must take all those
that follow. The alternative is to do
nothing, to live with the insects in the
." Amen.
dust
.

.
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years these first
mysteriously conjured,

billion

we know,

molecules within that
primordial slime in that distant past?
Many people will shrink from this

fire,

so

this process

self-replicating

Along that long road of technological evolution, the human condition steadily improved. Even if, like

For a

bacteria,

clumping together to form living reefs
called stromatolites, were the only life.
Yet three billion years later they
evolved into mankind.

societies be as important in the near future, as was the emergence of complex

possibility in horror. The implications
are that humanity has begun to evolve
beyond humanity! It is not an Unnatural reaction to wish not to move into
the unknown. There is no reason, in
fact, why we should move into it in a
hurry. However, not to move forward
is equally fallacious.

ON OUR

COMPUTERIZED FUTURE/

Sir Clive Sinclair, 43, founder and
chairman of Sinclair Research Ltd.,
based in Cambridge, England, began
his career in electronics as a technical
journalist. At 22, Sinclair founded his
first company, Sinclair Radionics.
Beginning with radio and amplifier kits,
he developed a reputation as a pioneer
in the consumer electronics field, start-

ing with the Executive pocket calculator
in 1972 and the Microvision pocket television in 1977.
Sinclair Research Ltd.,

Sinclair's

current company, designed and developed the ZX80 and ZX81 computers as
well as the new QL computer. Total
sales exceed three million units. Sinclair
has entered a second market with a flat

screen pocket TV; other current
developments

include

computers,

peripherals, and consumer applications of
solid state technology.

thousand million years
Four
when the universe was only

ago,
half
the solar system only five million years old, a singular thing happened
life. By some

the size

it is

now and

—

Sinclair ZX80 with optional 16K
memory and keyboard overlay.
March 1981.

mon theme was

the discovery of a

life

form strangely different from ours. A
popular idea was for life based not on
carbon compounds but on silicon on
the grounds, I believe, that silicon too
can form a wealth of products, many of
them physically useful. Soon, I suggest,

those stories will seem strangely prescient, for silicon based life will exist. It
will not have emerged from millions of
years of trial and error in energetic
protoplasm but from a mere century or
less of man's endeavour. I am suggesting that the path the silicon based
electronics industry is on will lead to
life.
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The human

brain contains,

I

am

told, 10 thousand million cells, and
each of these may have a thousand

connections. Such enormous numbers
used to daunt us and cause us to dismiss the possibility of making a machine with human-like ability, but now
that we have grown used
forward at such as pace we
sure. Quite soon, in only 10
perhaps, we will be able to

to

moving

can be less
or 20 years
assemble a

machine as complex as the human
brain, and if we can, we will. It may

Quite soon,

in

only 10 or

able to assemble
brain,

and

if

we

handling information rather than handling machines, and there is little that
is

fundamental

The

supervisors.

Outside the factory, we employ

men's minds in two principal ways: as
fonts of knowledge and as makers of
decisions. The former of these attri-

in this.

which is just
starting, is one of intelligence.
Electronics is replacing man's mind,
just as steam replaced man's muscle.
But the replacement of the intelligence
employed on the production line is
only the

real revolution,

start.

The Japanese, with

butes is now falling prey to the machine with the development of "expert
systems" whereby the acquired knowledge of a man, an expert in mining for
example, is made to repose in the memory of a computer. The transfer of data
from human to machine mind is neither easy nor swift, but once attained it

their

ICOT program, are aiming to make
computers that will deal with concepts
rather than numbers. This has trig-

20 years

perhaps,

a machine as complex as
we will.

we

the

may be copied at will and broadcast. A
formerly scarce resource can thus bewill

be

come plentiful.
The ability to reach wise conclusions, as we expect of a doctor or law-

human

from much or scant data will
longer remain man's monopoly but not
yer,

can,

forever.

then take us a long time to render it
intelligent by loading in the right software or by altering the architecture,
but that too will happen.
It think it certain that in decades,
not centuries, machines of silicon will
arise first to rival and then surpass
their human progenitors. Once they
surpass us they will be capable of their
own design. In a real sense they will be
reproductive. Silicon will have ended
the long monopoly of carbon. And
ours too, I suppose, for we will no
longer be able to deem ourselves the
finest intelligence in the known universe. In principle, it could be stopped.
There will be those who try, but it will
happen nonetheless. The lid of Pandora's box is starting to open.

A

Look at the Present
But

let

us look a

little

Fifth generation computers will
share this prerogative. Tomorrow we
may take our ailments to a machine as
readily as to a man. In time that machine will be in the house, removing
the need to journey to the doctor and
providing far more monitoring of the
state of health than it is now economic
to provide.
The computer as surrogate teacher
may bring even more benefits. Today,
and as long as we depend on humans,
we must have one teacher to many pupils. The advantage of a tutor for each
child is clear, and if that tutor is also

DARPA

Looking Ahead to the
Generation
These projects are aimed at what
loosely termed fifth generation
computers. These are really a new
breed of machine entirely and will be
as different from today's computers as
today's computers are from adding
Fifth

are

endlessly

//

and superhumanly

wonderful improvement

often seems that each

new

in

the stan-

step in technology brings

misery rather than contentment but

By the end of this decade, manufacturing decline will be nearly
complete with employment in manu-

—

facturing industries less than 10% in
Britain. The goods are still needed, but,
as with agriculture already, imports
and technical change will virtually re-

move

all employment.
Talk of information technology
may be misleading. It is true that one
of the features of the coming years is a
dramatic fall, perhaps by a factor of
100, in the cost of publishing as videodisc and other technologies replace paper. This may be as significant as the
invention of the written word and Caxton's introduction of movable type. But

of information technology conit is used to mean people

fuses an issue;

patient

well-informed we may expect a

machines.

closer to the

present.

talk

gered a swift and powerful response in
the American nation. There is a large
program of development amongst
leading U.S.
computer companies.
There is at least as large a
program, and IBM, though it says
nothing, may well have the biggest program of all.

joint

brings

change

faster than

often stimulating,

is

semiconductor industry. Once
able, they will start to replace
at

ever higher

because

it

always disturbing.

Powerful as these new engines will
be, they will not remain inordinately
expensive thanks to progress in the

intelligence

this is

benefits—and change, though

dard of education. What, though, is the
purpose if, in this imagined future,
there are no jobs?
Curiously, we can find analogies
in the past. Freemen of Periclean Athens led not such different lives as we

avail-

human

levels

of

might live, for where we will have the
machines, they had slaves who served
both teachers and as menials. Thanks,

abstraction.

The simple microprocessor provides sufficient intelligence for current
assembly line robots. As robots learn to
see and feel, their brains will grow.
Eventually, and not too far in the future, they will make decisions on the
production line currently delegated to

VOIUME

perhaps, to their fine education, the

freemen of Athens seem not to have
found difficulty in filling their time.
Just as they did, we will need to educate our children to an appreciation of
10
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the finer things of life, to inculcate a
love of art, music, and science. So we
may experience an age as golden as
that of Greece.

Other Amazing Machines
Machines will be capable of
replacing men in tasks requiring complex motor functions. Strangely, I
think it may be easier to make a machine to teach mathematics or Latin
than to make one to play tennis for the
latter task calls for an astonishingly
fine and rapid prediction and decision
coupled to precise action.
But still it can and will be done.
Not to relieve us of the pleasure of
playing games but to relieve us of the
monotony and danger of nearly as
complex a task, that of driving a car.
We took to cars for the freedom they
conferred to travel from any one place
to another at any time, secure from the
elements. We have paid quite a price in
the mortality of our peoples and the
pollution of our lands. We have chosen
to restrain these remarkable vehicles to

much less than half the speeds they
could readily attain to mitigate these
two

evils.

The future promises a better soluI anticipate totally automatic personal vehicles still with all the freedom
in space and time of today's cars, but
tion.

guided by machine intelligence. They
will be powered by electricity drawn

from internal batteries in towns and on
minor roads and on the highways from
a main supply possibly inductively cou-

of permitting people to telephone one
another no matter when or where. It is
but temporary economic restraint not
technical fundament which bars us
from the logical conclusion of truly
personal telephones. Carried on or
about the person, these wireless devices
would allow us to telephone and be
telephoned wherever we choose.
would not need to know the
I
whereabouts of the person I was calling, only his number, since this would
be particular to him wherever he was
instead of to a fixed instrument as is
usual now. I believe this is achievable
by an extension of the cellular principle
in area and capacity, the latter requiring much finer granularity in the system. That is to say, the controlling
transceivers will need to be far more
closely spaced.
It often seems that each new step
in technology brings misery rather
than contentment, but this is because it
brings change faster than benefits
and change, though often stimulating,
is always disturbing. So it is and will be
with the intelligence revolution, but
here the benefits to come handsomely
outweigh the trauma. Even our most

intractable problems

may prove

soluble.

Consider for example the imprisonment of offenders. Unless conducted
with a biblical sense of retribution this
procedure attempts to reduce crime by
deterrence and containment. It is,
though, very expensive and the rate of
recidivism lends little support to its

curative properties.
Given a national telephone/
computer net such as I have briefly described, an alternative appears. Less
than physically dangerous criminals
could be fitted with tiny transporters
so that their whereabouts, to a high degree of precision, could be constantly

monitored and recorded. Should this
raise fears of an Orwellian society, we
could offer miscreants the alternative
of imprisonment. I am confident of the
general preference.
Intelligent robots will also help to

who might even
companionship. Sleeplessly vigicould provide for normal physical needs and watch for
medical problems.

care for the elderly
find

lant, the robot

As the intelligence of robots increases to emulate that of humans and
as their cost declines through economies of scale we may use them to expand our frontiers, first on earth
through their ability to withstand
environments inimical to ourselves.
Thus, deserts may bloom, and the
ocean beds be mined. Further ahead,
by a combination of the great wealth
this new age will bring and the technology it will provide, we can really begin
to use space to our advantage. The
construction of a vast, man-created
world in space, home to thousands or
millions of people, will be within our
power and, should we so choose, we

may

begin in earnest the search for

worlds beyond our solar system and
the colonization of the galaxy.

pled into the vehicle.

These latter day cars will be well
nigh silent and clean but, above all,
free

from human

fallibility.

They need

not then be restricted to 55 or 70 mph
on main roads. Speeds of over 200 mph
should be safely and economically possible. Magnetic levitation might replace
wheels with advantages in the quality
of ride, in silence, and in the longevity
of the vehicle which, having no moving
parts would need no regular servicing.
It is entirely possible that the performance of these vehicles will become
such as to obsolete aircraft for all but
the longest journeys and those over
water.
The linking of the telephone to
ever more sophisticated computing
machinery is leading to major improvements in the service available. The latest of these is the cellular radio system

of communication

some American

now growing

cities.

I

in

see this as a

partial solution to the general

problem
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be priced in the $1500 range and will
store 0.5 to 1 gigabyte. These two devices will probably be based on the current 12" video disks.
compact disk

A

(CD ROM) would
ital

be based on the digaudio disk which has a 12cm (4.8")

diameter.

Personal

computers have changed

tremendously in the past few
years in hardware technology,
software technology, as well as in sales

—

and advertising. These changes

will

continue, and the capability of personal
computers will be dramatically improved by 1990.

Personal Computer Capabilities
in

1990

Technology advances will remain
a major force in the personal computer
industry. Three key technologies will
have the most impact on how personal
computers will look in 1990:
• Software based on artificial
intelligence (AI) technology

• Mass storage devices based on
optical disks

• Flat display technologies
Artificial

intelligence

is

rapidly

becoming a buzz word in the personal
computer industry. There are numerous startup companies that are
developing Al-based software for personal computers. Expert systems will
probably be among the first applications.
also believe that tomorrow's
integrated productivity software will
gain ease of use through AI techniques.
few
I products are currently available on mainframe computers, but personal computers will be the major

We

A

A

market for these products. The
processing power and memory required to run Al-based products will
help push personal computer hardware
advances.
Figure 1 shows potential mass
storage devices for the 1990 time
frame. Optical disks have been a
promising technology for 15 years but
have been a disappointment so far. The
investment in
and manufacturing
for the videodisk and digital audio disk
(compact disk) is rapidly changing the
outlook for optical disks. By the late
1980s, Future Computing is projecting
four categories of optical disks that will
be used in the personal computer industry. At the high end of the spectrum is an optical read-write disk,
which will cost about $5000. The optical read-write disk will have a capacity of approximately
I
gigabyte or
125Mb. A write-once optical disk will

R&D

The

CD ROM

multifunction printer which will handle graphics and various levels of letter
quality printing. Communication via

modem

or with a local network will
The primary software
integrated productivity prohave been enhanced by A I

also be included.

be

will

$250

grams

to $500 and will store 0.2 to 0.6
gigabytes. The format of the digital audio disk will offer a capacity of 550Mb

range.

on one

32-bit capabilities.

will cost

side.

A

smaller size read-only optical
Such an optical microdisk could have a 3.5" diameter and could store about 50Mb. The
price will be in the $200 range. The
read-only disks will be able to display
digital and video images.
disk

is

also a possibility.

The magnetic disks

R&D

Ink-jet

printers,

Thinkjet

as typified by

printer,

important. Speech

improve

its

will

I/O

is

technologies.

HP's
be

also

also likely to

position.

will

The
computer

All

be com-

will

be

in

The microprocessor

the $3000
will

have

Winchester disk personal
have even more capabil-

will

home computers

will

have

a powerful graphics
animation chip, which

will

be

able to construct Saturday

morning cartoons

in real

time.

memory and mass storage. Prowill be common.
microWinchester disk with 100Mb

ity in

gram storage of 16Mb

A

may
ing

be conservative
is

successful.

if vertical

The

optical

recordwrite-

once disk may be used as a backup and
archival device. The laser printer will
probably be standard. The modem will
also be faster than for the floppy disk
personal computer. The typical price
for this system is in the $7000 range.
Figure 3 shows a similar scenario
for battery-powered personal comput-

The book-size personal computer
constrained by its size. That is the
reason for the small disk and the addon printer. The book-size personal
computer will finally approach the
capability of the so-called Dynabook,
which Alan Kay postulated while at
Xerox in the early 1970s.
The book-size personal computer
will have 1Mb of
and a 2"
microdisk storing 4O0K and possibly
more using vertical recording. The
trick is to find the space for both the
keyboard and the display. Some products will use touch input technology instead of keyboard. The integrated
productivity software will have
multifunction communications software
for access to databases and for retrieval
of information from the "mother-computer" back at the desk. Battery operation will be mandatory and could easily
ers.
is

RAM

Office Personal Computer
Capabilities in 1990
With these technology advances,
sketch the typical office per-

we can

sonal computer capability for 1990, as
shown in Figure 2. The floppy disk
personal computer will have at least
4Mb of RAM. It will have two
microfloppy disks and an optical readonly disk (CD ROM).
color graphics
display driven by a powerful graphics
chip will be standard. This graphics
chip will execute high level commands,
such as rotation and windowing. The
printing tasks will be handled by a

A

VOLUME

Windows

mon. The price

will see

continued improvements and will remain the primary mass storage devices.
Vertical recording is likely to have a
high impact on magnetic disk products. There will be 5.25" Winchester
disks as well as microWinchester disks,
probably 3.5" in size. The leading
floppy disk will be 3.5", but a 2" version will appear. The 5.25" minifloppy
disk will still be in use.
Flat display technologies will improve substantially in the next few
years and will be a key in the growth of
battery-powered personal computers.
There are several other display technologies vying for dominance in the
personal computer industry, but LCD
appears to be in the lead due to its low
power consumption. High investment
in LCD manufacturing and
favors this technology as well.
There are other technologies that
will impact personal computers in this
decade. The laser printer will be the
most important printing technology.

that

sustain 70 to 80 hours of use.
The briefcase personal computer
10
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Buy your diskettes from CE with confidence

For

you the diskette buyer, if s a jungle out there. There
are
so many different brands to choose from, you need
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a safari to find a good brand at a reasonable
cost
Fortunately, CE has already hunted for the best
diskettes
and offers you an excellent choice at a CE price. To
save
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diskettes are packed in the same box without
envelopes or
labels. Since we save packaging costs, these
savings are
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and
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Canada, order toll-free by
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LOOKING TOWARD THE FUTURE

as severe as for the book-size personal
computer. This allows the inclusion of

in

and a

printer.

home computer segments is shown in
Figure 4. The equivalent of a cartridge
home computer will have 1Mb of

have a microWinchester disk in
place of one of the 3.5" floppy disks.

will

Home Computer

larger 3.5" disks

current products. For companion, the
capability of Future Computing's two

ink-jet

printers favors this technology. Some
of the briefcase personal computers

computer. The size constraints are not

two

of

consumption

power

low

will run most of the
desktop personal computer software. It
must, therefore, have the same
microfloppy disk as the desktop product and must also emulate the display
characteristics of the desktop personal

more capable and

RAM. A 2" microdisk or a 3.5"
microfloppy disk will also be included.
An optical read-only disk will be a

Capabilities

1990

1990

will

A

color
optional peripheral.
interface will be a standard feature.

common

capability of
increase dramatically over

The home computer

The

TV

Figure 2

Figure

1
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Figure 3

System

1990 Battery-Powered
Personal Computer Capability

System
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1990

Home Computer Capability
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ow„_jpraw On Your Imagination

The Gibson

Introducing
The

link

Light

Pen System

between mind and machine has arrived Suddenly you re free free
your every thought into professional quality computer graphics

to translate

by touching your screen
The Gibson Light Pen System software features icon menus that offer easy
access to powerful graphics tools such as symbol libraries, geometric shapes,
mirror-imaging, magnification and complete color and pattern editing
Even
you re not a graphic artist, you can design diagram and draw with precision
at high speed in high-resolution, and in full-color
right on your screen
just

it

COMPLETE WITH FIVE SOFTWARE SYSTEMS TO MAXIMIZE
YOUR CREATIVE OPTIONS
The Gibson

Light

Pen System comes complete with
music and learn animation

all

you need

to

draw

paint design, score

DRAW FREEHAND WITH PENPAINTER
A

range ot drawing tools, shapes, patterns and colors
virtually anything on your screen
full

to

draw or paint

DESIGN PRECISION DIAGRAMS WITH PENDESIGNER
Turn your computer into your own graphic design studio A complete selection
ot templates make perfect business and architectural diagrams technical
drawings and engineering schematics a snap

CREATE COMPUTERIZED ANIMATION WITH PENANIMATOR
you need to learn the basics of animation Develop your own animation
sequences, and bring your screen to lite
All that

COMPOSE MUSIC WITH PENMUSICIAN
Score computerized melodies with incredible ease

at

the touch of your pen

CREATE YOUR OWN LIGHT PEN APPLICATIONS WITH THE PENTRAK
LANGUAGE SYSTEM
Take advantage

of the

software features and customize your

own

light

pen

programs

NOW AVAILABLE FOR THE APPLE SERIES
Coming soon for the IBM PC and PCjr
II

The Gibson

Koala Technolo

800 KOA

BEAR

Touch the
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IR(
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Light

Miicjic of Light
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SI
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CARD

Pen System

INCREASE YOUR TIMEX-SINCEJUR ENJOYMENT

FOR THE
BY ROBERT MAUNDER

a

ven the most sea
soned computer

professional will
admit to enjoying

programs, and each program is clearly presented
with detailed instructions.

Advanced users
will find

computer games^
and the selections in

complete
pro-

CREA

TIVE GAMES

gram

FOR THE
TIMEXSINCLAIR
2068 are a
mix of com-

design

1

M

meth-

modifying them and
creating your own.

CREATIVE GAMES
FOR THE TIMEX-SINCLAIR 2068 is a self con-

game

games as well as some

progress from just
playing games to understanding their structures,

will

ods,

with
each

pletely original

old favorites.
Over 21 games, including number, simulations,
dice, card and grid games
are introduced to allow
you to use your Timex-

1

program tained guide, allowing
explained you to enjoy your color
computer, while learning
to use it more extensively.

and documented fully, including programming
techniques and notes. You

Order your copy today!

2068 more fully,
whether you're a first

CREATIVE COMPUTING PRESS

timer or an experienced

Please send

Sinclair

Dept.

MF7F 39 Bast Hanover Avenue, Morris Plains, NJ 07950

CREATIVE GAMES FOR THE TIMEX-

me

user.

SINCLAIR 2068

For beginners, there is a
simple guide to entering

Outside

at $7.95* plus $2.00 postage

USA add $3.00 per order.

and handling each.

#2T.
'Residents of CA,

Payment enclosed $
NY State add applicable sales tax.

NJ and

Charge my:

Q
(

American Express

$10.

MasterCard

Visa

minimum for charge and phone orders.)
_Exp. Date_

Card No.
Signature-

Mr./Mrs./Ms.

(please print

name in

full)

Address

City_Zip_

State-

Send

me a FREE Creative Computing Press Catalog.

For faster service,

PHONE TOLL FREE

1-800-631-8112
(In

only call 201-540-0445)
your local bookstore or computer store.

NJ

Also available

in
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home computers

All

will have a
graphics animation chip,
be able to construct Saturday morning cartoons in real
time—a capability which will provide
tremendous entertainment and educa-

powerful

which

will

tion software.

Output

be provided by a non-

possibly thermal
—technology.

A

transfer or ink-jet

baud

and from mechanical add-

adapt

while others could
disappeared.
The floppy disk and

home computers of 1984

will

impact printer

1200-

modem

will be very common. It
multifuction communications and transaction software to become a major application. Future

allow

will

transistors,

The communication home computer will be compatible with the
information-media home computer. It
might also be used apart from the television for electronic mail, home banking, shopping, and database retrieval.
This computer will incorporate the
voice communications features of the

ing machines to electronic calculators.
In each case, some firms were able to

not

and

cartridge

will

merge

with new video and communications
technologies during the late 1980s. By
1990, three new classes of home

ROM

telephone but will also play
entertainment and education cartridges

computers will develop as seen in Figure 6: expert home computers,
information-media

and

home computers,

optical disks.

Summary

and communication home computers.
The expert home computer will include
high speed communications and large
storage for personal productivity

applications by that time. These func-

In 1983 the office personal computer market in the U.S. was nearly $8
billion at the customer spending
level— including both hardware and

applications, but will also be used for

make home computers a
1990 versus being primarily
1984. This product will

education, communication, and

software. The home computer hardware and software market in the U.S.
was $2.5 billion in 1983. By 1990, Future Computing projects that the U.S.
office personal computer hardware and
software market will exceed $45 billion. And the 1990 home computer
market will be nearly $14 billion. To
put these numbers in perspective, a 1%
market share of the U.S. office personal computer hardware market is
worth over $350 million in customer

computing believes strongly

that

home

banking, transaction, electronic mail,
and videotex will become major
tions

will

"need"

in

a "want" in
cost

$300 to $400

The

in 1990.
equivalent of the floppy disk

home computer

have at least 2Mb
of
in 1990. A microfloppy disk,
probably a 3.5" disk, will be standard,
along with an optical disk. The CD
will be based on the digital audio
disk and may store more than 500Mb.
The ink-jet printer is most likely to be
the printer of choice and will provide
both letter quality and higher speed
draft and graphics output. The major
software applications will include
entertainment and education programs
along with multifunction communicawill

RAM

ROM

tions software.

In

addition, personal
productivity software that behaves like
expert systems will have a profound

transactions.

The information-media home
computer will upgrade the television
set with storage for video, audio, and
software and will become the home
entertainment and education system of
the next decade. By 1990, the TV receiver function will fit on a handful of
integrated circuits. Thus, a small board
that could fit inside a home computer
could add the TV function.

THE HISTORY

spending.

AND
in

impact.

Currently, the television,

puter, communications,

from

Las

Vegas,

Atlantic

Europe, and the Orient. When
Uston sued Resorts International in Atthe

New

Jersey Supreme
Court supported his contention that
skillful play was not legal grounds to
bar him from the blackjack tables.

and publishing

An admitted game addict. Uston
has spent countless hours playing video
has designed computer
games, including PuzzlePanic and Ken
Uston 's Professional Blackjack. He has
written 16 books, including Mastering
Pac-Man. Uston has just finished a
nine-book series of computer guides for

customers.
By the late 1980s these distinctions will blur as television, telephone,
and publishing technologies merge

games and

home computer technology.
Home computers will incorporate all of

with

these technologies, and thus become
very different sorts of machines than
exist today.

Prentice-Hall.

The

challenge for firms in these into change with technology;
if they do not, they will fall behind
competitors. The shift will be equivalent to the shift from vacuum tubes to

become a professional black-

lantic City,

industries are, for the most part, separate industries, each with a definable
of participants, products, and

is

to

casinos in

City,

home com-

set

dustries

1974

jack player. He and his blackjack teams
were so successful that they were barred

These advanced home computer
have a very significant
impact on industries other than the
computer industry as shown in Figure
capabilities will

5.

THE

HOPE/KEN USTON

many of the
Like
this anniversary

A Phi Beta Kappa Yale and Harvard M.B.A. graduate, Ken Uston left
his "three-piece suit" job as senior vice
president of the Pacific Stock Exchange

VOLUME

contributors to

issue, I wasn't
even aware of personal computers
Creative Computing was founded
1974. This is not surprising, of

when
in

10

NUMBER
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course, since the first personal computer didn't appear on the scene until
the following year, 1975.
It wasn't until 1982 that I became

in the history

involved with personal computers
and with Dave Ahl. I was under contract to write a guide to personal
computers, which was all well and
good, except for one thing: I didn't
know a thing about home computers. I
had written some books on video

selves

Franklin,
others were using
Victor,

creditors.

what happened was due to two

mary

pri-

factors:

• The manufacturers were (and
are) producing products we didn't
really need— products that often were
solutions in search of a problem.
• Worse yet, the manufacturers
made (and are still making) it so very
hard for us to use computers, despite
dozens of ads proclaiming "user-

made me a computer expert.
I met Dave at the June 1982, Consumer Electronics Show and told him
about my dilemma. Dave agreed to

this

me

from

Actrix, and many
it to "protect" them-

In addition to the sheer economics
of over-production, it seems clear that

games, and the publisher assumed that

help

of personal computers
Osborne, Eagle,

II—and how

Chapter

research the computer book.

was beyond him,

too.

five calls to MicroPro to
WordStar program disk to
work. Page 1-3 of the WordStar manit
ual supposedly told how to do this;
believe,
didn't. (There are, would you
three page 1-3's in the WordStar

•

took

It

my

get

manual.)
• One software producer designed
a simple tutorial on the C64, to make it
very simple to use the Commodore
64
a great idea, except that the loading instructions didn't work.
• I tried for three days to get Per-

—

Calc working and, despite the
manual, finally succeeded. On the

fect

fourth day, after laboriously constructing a spreadsheet, I inexplicably lost all

my
Just about

everyone—bartenders,

—seemed convinced

waitresses

taxi drivers,

would soon own a

that he

the world of computers!"
The rep's response reflects exactly
what is wrong in the industry. The
manufacturers rely on us, the con-

home computer.
spent the fall of 1982 in a Morris
NJ, motel, commuting to the
Creative Computing offices. Dave let
me roam through the building trying
out various computers and software
I

Plains,

packages.

—

1982 was the year you probably
remember that Time magazine made
the computer The Machine of The
Year. The press in general played the
home computer explosion up big. We
saw front page stories in USA Today
and The Wall Street Journal stating
that everyone would soon have a home

—

—

friendliness" (in
friendly term).

Then came

frustrating

experiences trying to get
to work prop-

hardware and software
erly.

To

adapt

to

to

the

computer.

The computer must adapt

to

cite a

"O.K.," you're asking, "What do
you want computers to do?"
Well, let me tell you about a
mythological computer that, if produced, might really be a solution. Let's
call

that

I

it

could double space text (the
rep didn't even know that).
took me ten hours to tie a

company
•

It

The computer

will

is

Z.

that

Perfection in the Model Z
Model Z will be the size of the Radio Shack 100, weigh 4 pounds, and be
carried around like a notebook. Some
of its features:

probably have a 256-bit

microprocessor. But

know

Model

it

few examples:

worked with an Actrix computer for six weeks before finding out
•

you won't know or care; all you
to wait more than two

will

you never have

seconds to get anything done.

into CompuServe, despite the salesman's assurances that it
was a five minute job.

Commodore 64

days and a dozen

the media backlash.
a

home computers were

upon an unsuspecting
public by greedy computer marketeers.
foisted

press predicted a blood-letting industry shake-out.
And the shake-out came, and it's
still going on. We read a new chapter

The
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sumers,
Wrong.'

books to teach how to use computers
easily and simply. I've had myriad

Media Backlash
myth

non-user-

a

Frustration
have been writing a series of
I

Of The Future.
Then came December 8, 1982
when Atari announced huge losses in
their Consumer Electronics Division.
Then it hit the fan. Mattel aban-

Suddenly,

itself

us.

computer. Just about everyone bartenders, taxi drivers, waitresses
seemed convinced that he would soon
own a home computer, although no
one seemed to know exactly why. It
just seemed to be inevitable, The Wave

doned their Aquarius computer system. Texas Instruments withdrew the
ill-fated 99/4A.

data.
There was a bug in the program. I
called a customer rep and complained.
Her response: "Ken, welcome to

1984

• It took five
long distance calls to get a modem to
work with an Apple He.
• My version of Lotus 1-2-3 (Version 1) didn't work with an IBM PC.
No one at Lotus Customer Service
could help me. I even called company
headquarters and talked to the guy

who wrote

the manual.

The problem

•

A

durable keyboard with

sculpted keys and ten function keys;
the keyboard is detachable and works
by remote control (no wires).

•

512K

RAM— all

usable, of

course.
• All programs built-into ROM,
so you won't need disks or other such
troublesome devices to load programs.
• When you turn the computer on,
you will see a menu listing: Write,

Calc, Draw, File, Play, Teach, Talk,

I'stitile-AdsppleGAME

ADAPTER AND EXTENDER

I/O

5 1 3

The SWITCH-A-SLOT is an expansion chassis, which
allows the user to plug in up to four peripheral cards at one
time One of these cards is selected tor use. and only that
card draws power
This product is especially usetul where the software
requires the printer to be in a particular slot, and the user
wishes to choose between two or more printers

Works with

»

Apple compatible

loysticks.

>

i

• User selects desired card by front panel rotary switch

1

only)

Gives you four push-button inputs

• Saves wear and tear on delicate connectors

Supports

• 18

Exchange X 4 Y joystick axis
Small and compact — adheres
supplied foam tape

cable connects Switch-a-slot to computer

Mew— resistive

^

simultaneously (Paddle-Adapple and Paddle-Adapple

Combo

• Only selected card draws power

V

terminations lor better response

shift

Strobes, annunciators
pin connectors

For Apple

D

sub-miniature

/ /e

and

/ /e

and power available on

all

1

connector, you can plug in a 16-pin
device, such as the Paddle-Adapple. paddles
loystick

computer with

to

KOALA PAD-,

16

$29.95

Supplied with 18 cable

^quikLiOadefy

high apaad data tranafar devices such aa dlak
drive controllers, altarnata procaaaor, and
memory carda. Thaaa producta may be Incompatible with some altarnata procaaaor carda.

9-16 Adapter

This product permits the use of most 16-pin I/O devices
with the APPLE //c or //e By plugging this adapter
into the

key modification

All

SWITCH-A-SLOT and EXTEND-A SLOT work
wall with all alow to medium speed cards,
such aa Modems. Printers. Clock, 80 Column,
Muaic, ate. They ara not recommended for

t

The Paddle-Adapple has two 16 pin sockets
The Paddle-Adapple D" works with the submimature
D
connectors
The Paddle- Adepple Combo has one 1 6 pin
socket and
one submimature D connector

paddles and

Use 4 paddles simultaneously
Unique Jumpers" socket allows you to configure to
meet your needs
BPI™ users can have BPI™ device and paddles plugged in

• Allows up to four peripheral cards to be plugged into one
peripheral slot

• Plugs into any peripheral slot

all

other I/O devices
Select one of two devices or
•

**** *o»»te

If 'aa.'.

The

etc

only limitations are those
devices that use the
annunciators or the C040
strobe, such as the
POWER PAD- Please
note that the //c does not
upport lour joystick
nputs

$14.95
We start your

library of

on the card FID and

programs with the most popular utilities
if you have lo copy a disk,
you

COPY A Now.

don't have to search lor the master disk You can start
copying
within 3 seconds after turning on the computer

We are currently licensed to sell several very popular programs
on EPROM DOUBLE-TAKE by BEAGLE BROS and COPY
tut by CENTRAL POINT SOFTWARE The introductory price forIf
DOUBLE-TAKE * 14500 This includes the program exactly the

EXTEND-A-SLOT

same as you would buy it at your dealer for (34 95 (including disk
and documentation,, and a programmed 27128 EPROM (worth
about $25 00) COPY |{ PLUS cost $65 00 This includes the
original program (worth $39 95) and two programmed 27128
s
Other programs available directly from us or the publishers are

BARKOVITCH

FAST ANO CONVENIENT

The EXTEND-A-SLOT brings a slot outside your
APPLE*", allowing an easy change ot cards The 18" flex
cable is long enough to allow placement of the card in a
convenient location The high quality connectors are
gold plated for reliability

The

perfect accessory

Owners

of large

for:

numbers

of I/O expansion

keep your frequently used cards

EXTEND-A-SLOT

installed

cardsUse the

for the others

Technicians—easy access to test points on accessory
cards under actual operating conditions
Experimenters— make easy changes to cards while
card

is installed

EASY TO USE— just plug it in as you would any
expansion card, then plug your card in. When you want to
change cards, do it easily outside the computer, without
the wear and tear on the computer expansion slot

OTHER PRODUCTS

D Manual controller Gives complete control over the
JC000 through SCOFF range in hardware Can be
switched while program is running $89 SO
MAGIC KEYBOARD (for )( or )( only). Re-encodes
the keyboard to give alternate keyboards, such as
DVORAK. ASK. 10-KEY. HEXIDECIMAL KEYPAD etc
JM9.S0.

Available at your local dealer or direct from:
So. Calif Research Group
P.O. Box 2231 -C
Goleta, CA93118
(80S) 685-1931

TELEX 858340 ATTN: SCRG
Antwer Beck INTERTEL SNC
VISA,

I

MASTERCARD accepted

The quikLoader has eight sockets for EPROMs These sockets
can accommodate standard EPROMs from 2716 lo 27512 These
types can be freely intermixed The memory capacity of me
quikLoader depends on the EPROMS used For example, the 2716
can hold 2K of programs, and the 275 12 can hold 64K (Frankly the
current costs of the 27512 is prohibitive, but should come
down
mis

To run a program from the quikLoader. bring up the quikLoader
catalog (Q-reset). and the names of the programs will be displayed,
along with an .nde« tetter Pressing (he index letter will instantly
load and run the program
Up to 23 programs on the quikLoader can be displayed on the
screen at one time If you have mora programs, you may scroll
through the catalog in either direction
The quikLoader is Waal for applications requiring a dedicated
computer Vour program can be automatically loaded and run at
power -up"

drastically in the next year

) At
writing, the least cost-per-bit is
provided by the 2764. which can hold an 8K program Using these
chips the quikLoader becomesa64K ROM Using larger capacity

EPROMs allows it to becomea 128K. 2S6K. orevena512K card it
more memory capacity is needed, the quikLoader operating system
supports multiple qmkLoeders
INCREASED DISK CAPACITY
Since DOS is loaded from the quikLoader every time the
computer is turned on. it is nol necessary to take up valuable disk
space with DOS This will give you more than 5% additional space
programs and data on your disks

Putting your own programs on the quikLoader is easily done.
using a separate EPROM programmer such as the PROmORAMER
For APPLESOFT. INTEGER, or single machine language files, no
programming knowledge is necessary You wM) need experience it
you went to save copy-protected or complex programs The
amount of experience necessary depends on the complexity of the
program

for

ABOUT THE DESIGNER
The quikLoader waa designed by Jim Saltier author of
UNDERSTANDING THE APPLE ]( (forward by Steve Woi-niek)
published by QUALITY SOFTWARE (21601 Manila Street
Chatsworth. CA 91311 (616) 700-1721)

COMMERCIAL PR O OR AM S
you have a program

that is valuable,
instantly available to

it

will

become more

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

valuable when it is
you We are actively
seeking licenses from software publishers to allow their popular
programs to be made available lor the quikLoader Independent
authors are encouraged to write programs suitable for the
quikLoader If the author wishes, we will market the program (with
approfxate royalties), or the author can take care of all marketing
in either case, we will make known to our customers the availability
of these programs

SIX

MONTH WARRANTY

TEN DAY RETURN PRIVILEGE
TOLL-FREE ORDER LINES
in

CA (800) 821-0774
(800) 635-8310

other states (Including AK. HI, VI A PR)
information A technical questions: (SOS) 885-1031
all

TRACER AND SINGLE STEP TRACE

MEMORY CAPACITY

smoothly

if

I/O

MICRO TYPOGRAPHER from TIDBIT SOFTWARE. ECHO Speech
synthesizer software from STREET ELECTRONICS, and MERLIN
assembler, from ROGER WAGNER PUBLISHING. More
commercial programs are now in the works

The quikLoader it the 'esfesf way lo load programs BAA NONE)
Programs can be loaded in fractions ot a second Mora importantly.
is instantly loaded every lima the computer ts turned on
integer is even loaded m the language card This process takes less
than a second saving valuable time Frequently used programs are
available instantly whan you need them without having lo look for
ma dish or hoping that me lengthy disk loading procedure goes

DOS

$34.95

The quikLoader plugs into any slot of the APPLE |(» or //e H
in a )I*. a slightly modified 16K memory card is required in
O A disk drive is required to save data
DOS. INTEGER BASIC. FID. and COPVA are copyrighted

used
slot

programs

California

of

APPLE COMPUTER INC

Research Group
combination with quikLoader

to

PROmGRAMER"

The

PROmGRAMER will read or program any of the standard
EPROMS from the 2708 lo the 27512 Features

single-volt
include:

• Slot independent operation lor the

computers

ON READER SERVICE CARD

APPLE

//

family of

• Zero insertion force sockets accepts 24 or 28 pin
devices
• Disk based software allows easy customization of software
• Complete instructions lor loading software into quikLoader

iii&sfi
CIRCLE 220

licensed lo Southern
for use only in

distribute

$179.50

i

you own or use an
IBM PCjr, there is one
magazine that will help
you get the most from
your system— PCjr.,
The Independent Guide
To The IBM PCjr!

If

WORK - PLAY
•

READ - STUDY
- PAY TAXES

If

SAVE MONEY
•

SHOP - SELL
INVEST

-

you're looking to

complete all of your
banking from home, tie
into a stock index report
or catalog-shop with
your IBM PCjr, PC/r will
tell you what you need!

ORGANIZE

BLAST AUENS
-

LEARN MATH

PCjr, evaluates the

new

MAKE

software

PRESENTATIONS

PCjr, reviews

releases

in

that help

you computhome and
harder and

erize your

-

you can buy
add graphics and
sound to your IBM PCjr.
peripherals

to

BUDGET - PLAN

Every issue is your
guide to new hardware

EVALUATE

and applications for the
IBM PCjr!

office, play

work smarter!

-

Make your IBM

SUBSCRIBE

PCjr

your partner in recreation and business with

TODAY AND

PCjr.,

the magazine that

makes personal com-

SAVE UP
TO 44%!

puting exciting, fun

and

profitable!

-

ft

¥•

The Independent Guide to the IBM PCjr
in Education, Home and Business

8Z04S

PO BOX 2450, BOULDER. COLORADO 80322

YES!

I

want to subscribe to

I

rn 24 issues
for $27.97

for $14.97.

SAVE 40%'

I

Savings based on
Mr. /Mrs.
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I
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and News.

When you

puter. When the computer is turned
on, the monitor displays four screens,
each with 80 columns across and 24

Write, a blank
ready for writing.
Search and replace, a spelling checker,
and other fancy word processing functions are all at your disposal.
Under the Calc option, you have
your choice of built-in, pre-formatted
spreadsheets (P & L, cash flow, personal net worth, etc.), which appear on
the screen at a press of the Return key.
select

screen appears,

all

rate

You

mailing

is

lists,

tax

all

be amazed that they
those four screens into a

thing's printing.

your personal
bills

fit

The input/output medium is a
sturdy cartridge. You never have to
worry about touching the shiny parts
or spilling ketchup on it. Losing data
from a cartridge is not a possibility.
Model Z comes with a mouse. We
can also simply touch the screen to select from a menu or move the cursor.

selected, the screen

returns,

will

to

the technical details.
There is a built-in four-color
and a buffer is built in, so we
can use the computer while some-

colors.

File

draw

things all at the same
function has its own sepa-

printer,

—

menu of

write, calculate,

file

notebook size computer (it is not inflatable). But you won't be concerned with

The Draw option also offers all
the features of MacPaint, with one
exception you have a choice of 256

When

high-resolution color.

Each
window.

time.

managed

accordingly.

— income

in

Thus you can

When you select Draw, the computer automatically creates a chart or

files

—

graphs, and

graph of the spreadsheet. From the nature of the data it knows whether a bar
chart, line chart, or Venn diagram is
the most appropriate, and draws

displays a

down

lines

due,

whatever we want.

When you

select Play, a

your favorite video games appears (my
menu lists River Raid. Pogo Joe.
Ms Pac-Man).
When you select Teach, you get
another menu, which lists all the subjects you want to learn more about
(these were pre-selected when you
bought the computer). You could include such subjects as how to speak

is

is a special Fix key on the
When we see an error mespress the Fix key, and the ercorrected
no matter what it is.

we

—

A revised Model Z (due out in two
months) has no Fix key, because error
messages won't appear on the screen.
The computer fixes its own errors. This
upgrade will be free, which, of course,
is only fair. After all, it is the computer's fault, not the user, if what it wants
him

to

do

is difficult

or unclear.

—

—

The computer complete sells
Now I know that sounds un-

for $399.

But

not really that expensive if you consider that several other
things are included with the system.
There is a 1 2-hour battery pack, a personal letter from the head of the
authorizing you to use Model Z on all
realistic.

it is

CAB

commercial

airline flights,

and a two-

year warranty.

And
a

finally,

of course, you will get

Wico Command Control

joystick as

part of the package.

A

COMPUTERIZED
CASHLESS SOCIETY/

GEORGE MORROW

French, Italian, or Japanese, the hisall the countries in the world,
and just about anything else.
When you push Talk, you see a
menu of all the other computers with
which you can communicate with one
press of the Return key. (In my case, I
will be able to select from Creative
Computing. Prentice-Hall, and Video
Review to zap articles or book chapters
to them in seconds.) Naturally you can
also be connected to the computers of
friends across the country. Even if
they're not home, you can type messages to them 24 hours a day.
When you hit News, a menu appears listing all the subjects in which
you are interested, including the most
up-to-date news from around the world
(there is a menu of countries), interesting new video games, and what's new

the

tory of

home computer

ror

menu of

PuzzlePanic, and

in

There
keyboard.
sage,

company

in his

Thinker Toys.

A

garage

in

1976 as

self-trained logic de-

he created products including
I/O, memory, and other S-100 boards.
Morrow, Inc. entered the personal computer market in 1982 with the Micro
Decision line of low cost computers.
Before 1976, Morrow lectured in
calculus at the University of California
at Berkeley (where he began designing
and programming computers), worked
as a technician at Shock ley Transistor,
and held more than 100 other positions,
most of them as a short-order cook. He
served as first chairman of the IEEE
696 S-100 bus standard subcommittee.
He holds a B.S. in physics from Stansigner,

ford

University,

an M.S.

in

mathemat-

ics from the University of Oklahoma
and has completed the doctoral program in mathematics at UC Berkeley.

software.

The computer will probably have
a 256-bit microprocessor. But you
won't know or care; all you will know
is that you never have to wait more
than two seconds to get anything done.
The monitor is built into the com-

|

Our

banks and financial institutwo problems that are
becoming more overwhelming

George C. Morrow is founder and
chairman of the board of Morrow, Inc..
maker of desktop personal computers
and add-on boards and disk subsystems
for S-100 bus systems. Morrow founded

VOLUME

tions face

with each passing day. First, they are
drowning in paper. There is simply no
practical way to cope with the amount
10
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of paper needed to record and verify
the millions of personal and business
transactions taking place every day
of the year.
Second, when transactions are not
only increasing in number but involv-

much

ing

larger

amounts of money

than ever before, essential control over
those transactions is lacking. There are
more and more instances of bad check
passing and non-payment of bills.
Banks already have begun to cope
with the first problem through electronic funds transfer, one aspect of
which we see every day in the form of
the automated bank teller machine.

The

man who

gets drunk

you have more control over
money.
Suppose you want to buy a new
car at night, but the machine shows
your account doesn't have the money
for a down payment. If the Card
which holds your full credit history
shows that you are a good credit risk,
you can borrow money from an on-line
loan company.
Futhermore, you can't be robbed.
Once the Card has been reported stolen, its power to perform transactions
will simply be de-programmed, making
it useless to any thief.
Society as a whole will gain as well.
real time),

that

and beats up

Card

to

buy

somewhat.
But as yet little has been done to
control.
solve this second problem

—

Here, too, the solution lies in the
computer. As almost all of us routinely
use credit cards to make purchases, we
have already made a radical departure
from our traditional cash-oriented society. A logical extension of this trend
should bring us a credit-card-size,
dedicated computer that performs all
personal financial transactions.

Most muggers and thieves will be put
out of business because there won't be
any cash left to steal. Bad checks will become a thing of the past. For example,
you can't use the Card to buy groceries
without having the money in your account; the computer simply won't accept the transaction. In some cases the
will require voice identificato
as well as voice verification

computer
tion

—

The Punishment Fits the Crime
The nature of punishment for noncally.

it

can't

—

complete a transaction.

violent

Looking Ahead
This Card and

—

the use of his

liquor.

This use of the computer has contributed to alleviating the paper overload

—

his wife

be denied

repeatedly, for example, could

crimes will change dramatistories of

Today we hear horror

the privilege of buying gasoline. (The
same technique could be used to foil
the thief who runs off with a car after

making only the down payment.)
Even non-violent crimes, such

as

those tied to drinking, could be dealt
with this way. The man who gets
drunk and beats up his wife repeatedly,
for example, could be denied the use of
his

Card

to

buy

liquor.

This system would be a boon to
the Federal government too.

The

il-

legal "underground economy" of cashonly deals will disappear when individuals can no longer stash money in a
safe deposit box and avoid declaring it
as income. I have a record collection,
and I buy records from a dealer who
charges me sales tax; I know he doesn't
pass that sales tax on to the government. In a cashless society this could
not happen. Furthermore, when all income taxes are automatically deducted
from an individual's account, we will
have eliminated both the crime of tax
evasion and the expensive process of

prosecuting tax evaders.

Logical Conclusions
But wait. Collecting taxes via
is
only the first step
seemingly harmless procedure as well
as a cost-efficient one. But now the
government or one branch of it, the
has comInternal Revenue Service
plete control of the one and only tool it
can use to oppress absolutely every-

—

computer

—

—

body: money.

What happens next? Suppose the
government decides to eliminate welfare "abuses" by preventing welfare

be far

will identify you, give you and the
bank your personal audit trial, balance
your checkbook when you plug it into
a phone line, buy food, clothing and
houses for you. It will pay your rent
and your utility bills. You will no
longer have any need at all for

off

cash

all

of us routinely use credit cards to make

we have already made a

radical departure

from our traditional cash-oriented society.

—

ever.

To the

individual, society

and even
from buying whisky or po-

overcrowded prisons that are impos-

recipients

Why incarcerate the non-violent criminal at all

tato chips

At

the most basic level, you won't have to
worry about recording checks. The
Card records all transactions automati-

when we can program his Card to, say,
keep him from using public transportation or from spending any money more

regulate the amount of candy that
teenagers with pimples can buy? To

You won't have to worry about
your money being lost in the mail or
misapplied accidentally by the bank.
Furthermore, because the bank can't
take advantage of your money through
"float" (the Card does everything in

than 10 miles from home, or simply
from spending more than a certain
amount in total no matter how much
he earns? After four speeding tickets,
for example, the offender's Card would
be remotely programmed to deny him

government,

this

scheme has

benefits

sibly costly to maintain.

aplenty.
First, let's take the individual.

cally.

I

As almost
purchases,
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—

—anything but

Suppose the system

necessities?
is

used

to

prevent overweight people from buying
high calorie foods? Or to keep anyone
at all from buying marijuana?
At this point the computer will
have become a device more insidious
than anything ever dreamed of by
George Orwell. Technology will have

USING7...BUYING?... UPGRADING?...
A GRAPHICS PACKAGE FOR YOUR PC
You have to create graphs and charts to
a
a new graphics package or
tell

story. Your needs vary from financial statements and personnel benefits to inventory records

you just want to do more
with your current package,
Presentations are made on slides, printouts and
this book is for you!
monitors. You need a good and easy-to-manage
For faster service. PHONE
graphics package. You need DESKTOP GRAPHICS
TOLL FREE: 9 am-S
E.S.T.:
FOR THE IBM PC: PRINTERS. PLOTTERS. CHARTS
1-800-631-8112 (In NJ 201-540-0445).
AND GRAPHS, the fully illustrated guide to the
Also available at your local bookstore or computer
preparation, design and production of
store.
business graphics.
This book is written with you in
mind— the business or professional user i Department MB8H 39 East Hanover Avenue. Morris Plains. N J 07950
with little technical or statistical knowlPlease send me
copies of DESKTOP GRAPHICS FOR THE
edge, using or planning to purchase a
IBM PC: PRINTERS. PLOTTERS. CHARTS AND GRAPHS at $14.95* plus
$2.00 postage and handling ($5.00 outside USA) each. Item si 60-7.
graphics package. You'll find out what
* Residents of CA.
Payment Enclosed $
charts are available to you... what data
NJ and NY State
add applicable sales tax.
works best with each chart. .what hardCharge My: fj AmEx
ware options you have. and a compariMC
Visa
son of the four leading software packages
Card No.
_Exp. Date.
that will best meet your needs.
Author Corey Sandler gives you clear
Mr. /Mrs. /Ms..
and non-technical introductions to graphprint fun name
Address
ics theory and statistics, making this
seemingly impossible task. easy.
City /State /Zip.
If you've been contemplating buying
Please send free catalog.
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David A. Lien writes the world's finest computer books!
THE BASIC HANDBOOK - $19.95 500 word
BASIC computer language.

encyclopedia of the

THE TRS-80 MODEL 100 PORTABLE COMPUTER $19.95 Complete coverage of built-in software and

TheBASIC
Handbook

BASIC
The CompuSoft Learning Series - Comprehensive tutorials for BASIC programming

555pp

LEARNING MICROSOFT
BASIC FOR THE MACINTOSH -

instruction.

Computer

$19.95

LEARNING

COMMODORE 64

BASIC -

$14.95

LEARNING IBM BASIC For The

Personal

Computer - $19.95
(Call for more information about Learning Series
titles for the TRS-80 Model III and Model 4/4P, the
Apple
and the Timex Sinclair 1000.)

4BOpp

&>?&!*«
*-.»

II

"***/e
*"'«•,

Call

TOLL FREE 800 854-6505

In Calif.

619 588-0998

Please send:

The TRS-80 Model 100 Portable Computer (a $19.95
The BASIC Handbook (a $19.95
Learning Microsoft BASIC For The Macintosh (a $19.95
Learning Commodore 64 BASIC (a $14.95
Learning IBM BASIC (a $19.95

496 pp

OUR GUARANTEE
you're not totally satisfied, return the
book in salable condition within 30 days
for a refund of the purchase price.
II

-

XOpp

Calif residents add
orders US$3.00).

8%

sales tax. Shipping and handling charge: $2 00 per order (foreran

Name

Total $

Address
City/State/Zip

COMPUSOFT"
PUBLISHING
N O* COMPUSC*''

'*

SAN

MOO

535 Broadway, Dept. 240984, El Cajon, CA 92021
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Account*
Signature
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become a

tool used to control social
what society has de"correct" social behavior.
The only criminals in this society
will be the people we know as computer hackers those who know how
to get around the computer, to make
the computer serve society's rebels.
These criminals will have to be far
more inventive than their counterparts
of the past. For the society pictured
here will not deal gently with them.
There are those in our society who
would embrace this environment not
bad or unworthy people, but those who
prefer order and predictability to risk
and adventure. They would choose the

laws, to ensure

cided

is

—

—

kind of control described above to even
the smallest possibility of getting
mugged on the way to the grocery
store.

But the

of us will fight to keep

rest

prospect from becoming reality.
After all, Orwell's 1984 did not come
true; and it, like the scenario portrayed
here, is merely a natural (though extreme) extension of current trends, not
a wild fantasy without basis in fact.
Perhaps the realization of Orwell's
predictions was prevented by the very
fact that someone did foresee the exthis

treme

possibilities. If so,

such foresight

will serve us well again as

ward the

we move

to-

future.

Armed with this type of knowledge
and/or intuition, a strong back-

gammon

player will normally fleece a
weaker player over a long playing session, even though the dice may present
a large element of luck in any one
game.
There has been considerable research into the mathematics of back-

gammon,

including various studies into
the optimal uses of the doubling cube,
results of this research have

and the

A good backgammon
program must possess the result of this

been tabulated.

tabulated information, as well as a
sophisticated evaluation function for
dealings with less specific situations.
Dr. Hans Berliner, working in the

Computer Science Department

GAMER/

THE INTELLIGENT
DAVID LEVY

outthink a strong human player at a
skillful game, such as chess, would take
mankind further along the road towards producing a totally artificial
intellect.

The very

genuinely
"intelligent" computer program conjures up disbelief in many minds, yet
those same minds would not dispute
the fact that human chess masters are
intelligent. It must surely follow that a
program that outperforms a human at

London in
Andrews
St.
He won the Scot-

David Levy was born
1945 and educated at
University. Scotland.

in

Chess Championship in 1968; the
following year he was awarded the title
of International Master by the International Chess Federation.
Levy has written more than 30
books, most on chess or computer chess.
tish

idea

of a

an activity requiring intelligence is itself exhibiting intelligence. This philosophical argument is one of many
reasons that there has been considerable interest during the past decade
in

the

programming of

"intelligent"

games.

Amongst the games which require
play and which have
been successfully programmed on
intelligence to

computers,

shall

I

single

out

three:

puter program

backgammon, reversi (also known as
Othello), and chess. I feel that these
three games provide a representative

against

spread between tasks which require far

He made a

bet.

He

bet in

1968 that no com-

would win a match
him within ten years; he won the
but one of his opponents welched.

is

more

subtle

methods and

heuristics.

currently chairman of Intelligent

Software Ltd..

a London-based com-

in the programming
strategy games, particularly chess.

pany specializing

of

Backgammon
Backgammon is not a game of
skill. The player decides which
to move, but his decisions are constrained by the roll of the dice. Expert
pure

men
decade 1974-84 was notable
for a number of giant leaps in the
field of Artificial Intelligence, not
the least of which has been in computerized game playing. It has long been

The

recognized that writing a program to
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backgammon

players play largely
"with the odds," which means that
they
play

usually
is

most

at

Carnegie Mellon University, is not only
a former world champion at Correspondence Chess, he is also the author of the
world's strongest backgammon program.
In July 1979, Berliner's program, BKG

know which particular
work out best

likely to

over a very large number of games.

9.8, beat the reigning

World Champion,

Luigi Villa of Italy, in a $5000 winnertake-all match in Monte Carlo. The
score in the match was an amazing
seven games to one.
Berliner admits that the program
was luckier than Villa when rolling the
dice, but even so, such a score against a
world champion cannot be attributed
entirely to good luck. This was the first
time in history that a computer pro-

gram had won against a human world
champion in a game in which good
play

requires intelligence. Berliner's
clearly exhibits some intelli-

program

in the way it plays, although this
limited by the fact that many of the
decisions made by it are based on nothing more than a table lookup.

gence
is

Reversi

The game of reversi (also known
is, on the other hand, a
skill, though it lags far
behind chess as an intellectual challenge. It was improved in late 19th century England, but did not become
popular until around 1970 when it was
renamed Othello by a Japanese gentleman, who has since made a small fortune from licensing the rights to the
game.
The rules of reversi are simple
enough to be learned by a child in less
than two minutes, yet the game is sufficiently deep and complex in nature to
be on a par with checkers. Suffice it to
say that one cannot play reversi by
looking up the right move in a table.

as Othello)

game of pure

HOBBYIST SPECIAL

PRICES AND AVAILABILITY SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

IBM PC COMPATIBLE KIT AVAILABLE.
Complete CPU Board with 64 KB Memory. Runs DOS CP/M86 and
more
$399
Parallel Port extra

$59 Serial Port

PERSONAL

COMPUTER

$69
Special

Assembled complete: Chassis with Cover. Fan, Power Supply, Filter,
AC Outlet, Power Cord, Speaker
$399
Power Supply 100 Watts
$120
Floppy Drive Controller

$139
$159
$159

Monochrome Card

Color Graphics Card
% Height DSDD Floppy 320 KB Disk
Drive
$159

RAM Chips Kit 64K

$

MS DOS 2.1

$60

JiFTOSSWafl^

of the

Month!

IBM PC 'COMPLETE LINE

256K RAM. 360KB Disk Drive. FDC. Video
Monitor & Adaptor 10MB Hard Disk
Sub-System

32999

49 Hard Disk for IBM PC Complete SubNice Soft Touch IBM Compatible System Internal 10MB H. Winchester
Drive
$675
Keyboard
$120

GW Basic

$

PRINTERS
OKIDATA 82 120 cps
OKIDATA 92 160 cps
OKIDATA 93 160 cps
OKIDATA 84 200 cps
EPSON FX 80 160 cps
EPSON FX 100-160 cps

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
$499

CALL

NEC 3550
DYNAX DX-15

$1699
$450
$599
$749

13 cps
BROTHER HR-1 16 cps
BROTHER HR-25 23 cps
GEMINI 10X 120 cps
GEMINI 15X 120 cps

CALL
CALL

SLIM LINE TEAC 55-B

$169
$169
$169

TOSHIBA

PANASONIC
TANDOM TM 100-2

PERIPHERAL

CARDS

GAME/SERIAL/PAR

$39
$50

MEMORY
MONOGRAPHIC

64K

CALL

HERCULES GRAPHICS CARD
PLANTRONICS COLOR PLUS
QUADRAM COLOR

CALL

PARADISE MULTI-DISPLAY
20MB BACK UP TAPE SYSTEM

$489
$1599

$369
$439

l/ll

MONITORS
AMDEK 300G

$149
$159
$169
$490

300A
310A
PRINCETON HX-12

DISK DRIVES

FULL SIZE

TAVA PC AVAILABLE

60

PERIPHERAL

$1 79

CARDS

CALL
CALL

MAX-12A

$139
$149
$459

MB-1 22A
By TAVA "

COLORMASTER

1

MODEMS

AST SIXPACK PLUS 64K
MEGA PLUS 64K

$299
$299
$190

I/O PLUS-ls, 1p. c

16661 Armstrong Ave..

SR-12

ROLAND MB-122G

Irvine,

CA 92714

HAYES 1200B

•IBM PC is a regnvrrd trademark ol IBM Corp
•dBASC II is . registered trademark ol ASHTONTATE Inc
is j registered trademark ol bolus Development
Wordstar Spellstar Mailmerge are registered trademarks ol Micropro International
Vtstcalc is a registered trademark ol Vistcorp

L&rVS 123

Multiplan s a registered trademark ol Microsoft

f714| 838-9100

CALL
CALL
CALL

1200
300

Corp

"*9"lered trademark ol Sollware Publishing Co
^?.'5-i
trademark ol Digital Research Inc
rufSi"is 'a "^""nrd
MSjXpS
registered trademark ol Microsoft Corp
UCSDp is a registered trademark ol Soltech Microsystems
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ISAVE ^PRINTERS

~£
PRINTER
INTERFACING

Available for
Commodore, VIC,
Apple, Atari,

IBM-PC,
Tl,

TRS 80

and Others.
$59 95

APEFACE

TYMAC CONNECTION
I

CALL
CALL
CALL

AXION
MICROBITS

$27900
$279 00
$139900

04015

$119.00
$129.00
$315.00
$575.00
$899.00
$929.00
$1 199 00
$425.00
$929.00

Prownter 8510
Prownter II

8600
Starwriler

Printmaster
Sheet feeder

620
630
8510SP

$169900
$499 00

8510SCP

FX-80
FX-100

$959 00
$399 00

1090
1091

$299 00

1092

$43900

1081

HARD

IBM-PC

20
30

PPC22A
Portable 256K-Amber

$97500

MEG
MEG
MEG

•DOS

$1995

Portable 256K-Green
Portable 256K-10Meg

COR128K 128K RAM

'm'M

CLEANER
COMPUTERCAREKIT

DISK STORAGE

ROM STORAGE

$1049

System

$25 75
$17 95
$24 75

w/lock

$429

PC8201 Portable
NECB1 64K Computer

'

NECB2 28 K Computer
1

System
PC8221 Thermal Printer

'§V PC8281 Data Recorder
I

PC82018K RAM Chip
PC820632K RAM Cart
PC300 Modem

\

PC8801

•
.

^

Bit

$299
$

65

S

339

[

$ 349
$ 479

SOFT-WARE TITLES
IN

STOCK

$14 75
$17 75
$21 75

FLIP-N-FILE
FLIP-N-FILE
FLIP-N-FILE
FLIP-N-FILE
FLIP-N-FILE

$29 75

10
15

$3 75

25
50

$1895

INDUS GT
ATARI

1

76K

$28900

ATARI 348K

MASTER

$22 99

$24 99

DRIVES

DRIVES

$249 00
$299 00
CALL

AT D2
AT-D2

AT88DOUBLER

$11900

AT-DH
PRINTER CABLE

AT88S1
AT88S1 PD

ADDON

CALL

TRACK

PERCOM
$1995

$369 00

ATARI ADD-ON
DRIVE

$1799

5VMD-2

$17 75

|

CONCORD

$309 00
$499 00

MASTER

S'.'MD-t

$8.95

$17 75

$299 00
$325 00

RANA 1000

MSD

$15.99

MAXELL

$9 95

(ROM HOLDERI

ELEPHANT
5VSSSD
5VSSD0
5VDS0D

$8 99

$1099

$24 75

DRIVES

DISK
SD1 DRIVE
SD2 DRIVE

$21.95

(lift)

CONCEPTS

Atari. Vic.

$14 75
CASSDRIVE CLEANER $9 95
MEDIA BULK ERASER
$46 75

skc
SKC-SSSD
SKC-SSDD
SKC-DSDD

$19 75

INNOVATIVE

Atari, Vic,

DISK CLEANER
REFILL

diskettes]

OVER 2000
I

IBM-PC,

DISK DRIVE CLEANER with
software lor IBM-PC.
Apple. Tl

$4275

.

FANFOLD

299

$ 139
$ 89
$
99

$ 639

Printer

PC8027 80
Column Printer
15LO Letter Quality

|

St

MSDOS

Card
PC8025 132 Column
16

MAILING LABELS
14 x 11 1000

$3295

$4 95
$9 95
$19 95

FANFOLD
1000 SHEETS
FANFOLD
1000SHEETLETTER
200 SHEETS LETTER
150 RAG STATIONARY

DISK DRIVE

CLEANER

STORAGE (10)
STORAGE (15)
STORAGE (25)
STORAGE (50)

PRINTING!.

NORTRONICS
with software for

DISK
DISK
DISK
DISK

$65 75

$12 75
$19 75

CONCEPTS

$ 159

$775 00

$699 00
$359 00

NEC 8025
NEC 8027

Vv7

PAPER

INNOVATIVE

NEC

$55900

NEC

$39.75

DISK DRIVE

$1399 00
CALL
EXTRA

$299 00

MTL-160L
MTL-180L

3000 SHEETS

$1995

PPCXTA

.

BIB

PPC22G
|

TALLY
SPIRIT 80

$449 00
$279 00
$339 00

CARE

APPLE
TRS80

10

$14900

PRINTER INTERFACE
PRINTER INTERFACE
FULL GRAPHICS

IBM,

IBM PC
Compatable

MANNESMANN

$549.00

[COMPUTER|

DRIVE

CORONA

CALL

LQ2
LQ3

$279 00
CALL
CALL
CALL

DISK|

$249.00

$559.00

LOI

$259.00

10]

$509 00

CARDCO

$685.00

LEGEND

$229.00

GEMINI

$375.00
$475.00

POWERTYPE
SWEET P
(MODEL 100)
STX80

$569.00

92
93

$35900

GEMINI 15X
DELTA 10
DELTA 15
RADIX 10
RADIX 15

CALL
$299 00

80
82A
83A
84

880
1000
1200
1500

PANASONIC

$259 00
$299 00
$439.00
$639 00

OKI DATA

$499 00

CO MP AT ABLE

|

RX-80
RX SOFT

$559.00

Letterqual

BLUE CHIPS
M12010
M12010C-64

GX100

Gorilla Serial

A10

STAR
MICRONICS

EPSON

Citoh
Gorilla

TURBO PAK

$329 00
$22 96
CALL
$22 95

-

Lyco Computer
Consultants
Marketing

TO ORDER
CALL TOLL FREE

800-233-8760

&

sand order to
Lyco Computer

or

P.O. Box

Jersey Shore

5088

PA17740

Risk Free No deposit on
the continental

CUSTOMER SERVICE
1-717-327-1825
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POLICY
COD

orders, free shipping on prepaid cash orders within

4% tor

add $5 00 plus 3% for priority mail
sales tax. Advertized prices show 4<V> discount

international orders

PA residents add

tor cash:

|

US

APO. FPO. and
service.

Master Card or Visa

.

.

I

Lyco Computer Marketing
TO ORDER

TOLL FREE

CALL US

PA

ipple
INFOCOM

KOALA TABLET
IpROG GUIOE
GEOMETRIC DES
LOGO DESIGN
ILLUSTRATOR
ISONG WRITER D
|MASTER TYPE
I

$84.75
$12 75
$22 75
$27 75
$99.75
$27 75
$27 75

PAYROLL
|PROP MGMT

$44 75
$35 75

$16 95
$179.95
$1 79.95
$1 79 95

$179 95
$329.95

BROOERBUND
|BANK STREET D
SHOPLIFTER D
IDAVID'D MAGIC
IDROL D
|LODE RUN D
5EAFOX D
SPARE CHANGE D

*ED.

$24.95

$24 95
$22.95

$24 95
$24 95

ITIGERS

IN

SNOW

IGERMANY 1985
|battle FOR
NORMANDY
SHATTERED ALL

$69 95

TABLET
THE ILLUSTRATOR
SPIDER EATER
SPEEICOPTER
PROG GUIDE
GEOMETRIC DESIGN
CRYSTAL FLOWERS

$69 95
$99 95

$22 50

KOALA GRAMS
SPELLING

$27 50

BUSINESS
$159.75
$89.75
... $89.75
$89 75
$69 75
$69 75

FILE MANAGER
HOME FILE MGR

ADVENTURE
INTERNATIONAL
PREPPIE 16KC/32KD.

RALLY SPEEDWAY
ROM)
REAR GUARD 16KC
SEA DRAGON
16KC/32KD
STRATOS
16KC/32KD
DISKEY 32KD

$27 50

EAGLES
THE SHATTERED ALL
TIGERS IN THE SNOW
BATTLE FOR

$26 75
$26 75
$26 75

NORMANDY

$26 75
$26 75
$26 75
$26 75
$26 75
$26 75

II

$27 75
$27 75

.

$2485
$32 75
$14 95

.

$25 00
$25 00
$34 75

CONTINENTAL

HOME ACCOUNT D

$44 75
$35 75

TAX ADVANTAGE
BOOK OF ATARI

SOFTWARE

$16 95

EASTERN
HOUSE

SCARBOROUGH

MASTER TYPE

121 Green-IBM
122 Amber-IBM

$259 00
$115.00

$125 00
$295 00
$349.00

MONKEYWRENCH

II

$ 95 00
$ 85 00

$12900
$27500
$38900

ZVM 35 Composite
$449 00
ZVM136 HI RES Color $589 00
1

GORILLA

C1526 PRINTER
MPS801 PRINTER

LIGHT PEN

$269 00
$215.00

$2975

SLOT EXPAN 64
WRITE NOW

5

64
64
20
64

NOW
WRITE NOW
MAIL

CI 702 MONITOR
$249 00
KEYPAD
C1650AUTOMODEM $84 00
UNIVERSAL CASS.

C1530 DATASETTE
C64101 ASSEMBLER

$65 00

C6410SLOGO64

$45 00
6 SLOT EXPAN
$35 00
3 SLOT EXPAN
$29 00

$29.00

C64106 PILOT 64

SIMONS BASIC

INT

$159.00

Color Plus
Color 4T-IBM

$259 00
$589 00

KINDERCOMP D/R
STORY MACH ROM

$39.95

FACE MAKER D/R
SNOOPER TR D
$45.75 SNOOPER T2 D
$24 75 DELTA DRAW ROM
$22 75
$28 75

HESWRITER
OMNI WRITER
TYPE N WRITER

HOME MANAGER
TIME MONEY
MANAGER
OMNICALC

$28 75
$44
$33
$49
$65

HES MODEM
M MULTIPLAN

TIMEWORKS
INVENTORY

$39 75
$39.75

CASHFLOW
DATA MANAGER

PAPERCLIP 64
PAPERCLIP
64W/SPELLPAK
THE CONSULTANT 64
BI-80

COL CARD

NEC
JB 1260 Green
JB 1201 Green
JB 1205 Amber
JC 1215 Color
JC 1216 RGB
JC 460 Color

$

$39900
$34900

SAKATA
SC-100 Color
Till

Stand

$229 00

SG 1000 Green

$ 35 00
$ 99 00

SA 1 0OP Amber

$109.00

J-Cat

IN

$25900
$28900

$16900

Chronograph

$179 00

1

$389 00
$209 00

212 AutoCat

$53900

Apple Cat II
212 Apple Cat
Apple Cat 2 1 2
(Upgrade)
Smart Cat Plus

$359 00

LYCO COMPUTER
WORLD'S LEADER

$129 00

Smartmodem 300
Smartmodem 1 200
Smartmodem 200b
Micromodem lie.
Micromodem 100

$8900

Cat
Smart Cat 103/
Smart Cat 103/212
AutoCat

AMERICA'S MAILORDER HEADQUARTERS

SALES & SERVICE

Hayes

$109 00

NOVATION

9900

$145 00
$145 00
$255 00

.79.95

...

MICROBITS
MPP1000C

$239 00

$43900
$249.00

.

.

$18900
$48900
$439.00

ANCHOR
Volksmodem
Mark

$27 75
$32 75
$27 75

BATTERIES
INCLUDED

$19.75
$19.95

MITEYMO

$139 00

$1275
$12 75

64
SONG WRITER D

$69 75
$22 75

c/d

KOALA 64

$44 75
$35 75
$35.75

SCARBOROUGH

PHI B?TA FILER
$39 75
VASTER TYPE
$39 75
$39 75
$39 75

PAYROLL
INVENTORY MAN

$21 75
$24 75
$24 75
$26 75
$26 75
$26 75

CONTINENTAL 64

HOME ACCOUNT D

75 TAX ADVANTAGE
75 F.C.M..
96 64USERSOFENCYC
75 20 ENCYCLOPEDIA

$3975

ACCOUNTS REC
ACCOUNTS PAT
GEN LEOGER

$14900

$19 75
$79 96
$24 95

SPINNAKER 64

HES
HESMON

KOALA TABLET
PR OG GUIDE

$54 00
$39 00
$29 00
$29 00
$64 00
$29.75

PRINTER UTILITY

64 FORTH

MONEY MGR
$52 75

CARDCO

CALL
CALL
$239.00

AMDEK

STSI
$ 8Z qq
$ 8 9.00

COMMODORE

C64 COMPUTER

SX 64 COMPUTER
CI 541 DISK DRIVE

MOD

300 Green
300 Amber
310 Amber-IBM
I

$459 00
$145 00
$149 00

ZENITH

Green

$3475

|MONITORS|

ZVM122A Amber
ZVM123G Green
ZVM1 24 Amber-IBM
ZVM131 Color

A mber

ZORKII

LETTER PERFECT
LETTER PERFECT R
DATA PERFECT

STRATEGIC
SIMULATIONS

SONG WRITER D

100 Green

12"

SUSPENDED
WITNESS
ZORKI

$34 75
$34.75
$34.75
$34 75
$34 75
$34.75

VISICALC

$22.50
$27 75
$12.75
$22.50

MASTER

$26 75
$39 75

210 Color RGB

12"

ENCHANTER
PLANETFALL
STAR CROSS

LOGO DESIGN

KNIGHTS OF DESERT
COSMIC BALANCE
COSMIC BALANCE
CYTON MASTERS
COMBAT LEADER

105 Amber
400 Color RGB
410 Color RGB
420 Color RGB-IBM

ZVM133RGB

$34.75
$34 75

INFIDEL

$55 00
$59 00
$189 00
$249 00
$59 00

1027 PRINTER
1030 MODEM

$26 75
$26 75
$26 75
$36 75

TAXAN

COMMODORE

ATARI
DEADLINE

CALL
CALL

SUPER SKETCH
KOALA TOUCH

$44 75
$24 95
$24 96

SSI
KNIGHTS OF DES
IEAGLES

800XL COMPUTER
1050 DRIVE
1010 RECORDER
1020 PRINTER
1025 PRINTER

KOALA

CONTINENTAL

800-233-8760

717 398 4079

ATARI

KOALA

|HOME ACCOUNT D
TAX ADVANTAGE
|BOOK OF APPLE
SOFTWARE
SEN LEDGER
ACCOUNTS PAY
ACCOUNTS REC

'

& Consultants

VII

$55.99
$95 99

(auto ans/dial)

Mark VII
(1200 band)

$25900

TO ORDER
CALLTOLI FREE

800-233-8760
or tend order to
Lyco Computer
P O Box 5088
Jer»ey Shore. PA 1 7740

$49 95
$69 75
$54 95

$139 95

1
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1T7
LEARNINGWARE
NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

requires most of the attributes of a strong chess player, including analytical skill and intuition.
Reversi is an ideal game to program because of the simplicity of its
rules, and many computer enthusiasts
have written reversi programs, some of
which play rather well. Since 1981 they

BIG
SAVINGS

The game

have even been winning games from
time to time against the world's strongest human players. The first time this
happened was during a man vs. machine Othello tournament held at
Northwestern University on June 19,
1981.

7 Exciting Units for middls and
junior high school math classes
•

Input-Output: Recogni/e and
describe patterns, symbols

Reversi

•

Strategics:

Symbolic language
deduction

program because of the

•

Business: Simulations using business

simplicity

is

an ideal game

of

to

For

non-technical

Data Analysis: Inferences and

•

Turtla

•

Turtle

On

probabilities

Geometry: Geometric design
and construction

Symmetry:

Identification/

classification o'

symmetrical

figures

NSF and NIE

support

Includes a complete Instructional
Manual and a Teachers In-Service
Guide
for Apple II family, C64, PET,
IBM PC/PC//, Acorn

Other Innovative Software
The Arithmetic Classroom
The Elementary Mathematics
Classroom Learning System
The Money Manager
Discover BASIC: Problem Solving
with Computers

II

Edition
Swift's Directory of Educational
Software tor the IBM PC,
1984-85 Edition

Write for details and
new 1984-85 catalog

program

The

Moor, written in my company in Lonwon a tournament game against
the reigning World Champion, Hiroshi
Inoue of Japan. This was the first time
a reigning human world champion had
lost to a computer program in a game
of pure skill, and subsequently The

don,

information, have a

One Park Avenue

Company

— 4th Floor

New York, NY 10016

A+

,

The Independent
For Apple

chess game.

ELECTRONICS

Chess

MICROSYSTEMS

later, in

August 1978,

successfully defended a bet I had made
in 1968, in which I had asserted that

1984

Computing

COMPUTERS

&

PC TECH JOURNAL
PCjr.,

The Independent

Guide To The IBM PCjr In
Education, Home and
Business

A+
on

DISK,

New

Programs

Diskette For

Apple

II

Series Computers

CREATIVE COMPUTING
PC, The Independent
Guide To IBM Personal
Computers

New Programs
Diskette for the IBM PC,
PCXT, PCjr and Most

PC DISK,
on

retired).

Four years

HIN
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Ziff-Davis Publishing

Guide

Chess and Go are the most profound of all games of skill, and it has
long been one of the fundamental aims
of A.I. researchers to produce a chess
program that can play as well as a
world champion. During the past decade there has been a notable improvement in the standard of the best chess
programs, but they are still not yet
near world championship caliber.
In 1974, at the time of the first
World Computer Chess Championships in Stockholm, the strongest programs were Chess 4.0, written at
Northwestern University, and Kaissa
from the U.S.S.R. Both of these programs played at just above the 1600
level on the U.S. Chess Federation rating scale (Masters are rated 2200 and
above; most Grandmasters are 2500 or
above; Bobby Fischer was 2780 when

Dan

Rosensweig— 212-503-5354

thrashed the 1981 British Champion, Neil Cosel, by the amazing score
of 61 to 2, which is about as easy as my
winning Bobby Fischer's queen in a

he
f

that day a

called

Moor

Field tested for 2 years

Super Qui/ II
Graphic Gradebook
New Directory Editions
Swift's 1984-85 Educational
Software Directory, Apple

more

representative contact:

math applications

•

PU

you're part of a group that
Ifuses microcomputers in
school, the office or a user
group you may be eligible for
substantial discounts to the

magazines!

Sampling: Charting, graphing,

Developed with

SUBSCRIPTIONS

world's leading computer

its rules.

principles
•

GROUP

Compatibles

&TDK
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L

3

m

THE NO-RISK DISK ON SALl
LIFETIME WARRANTY
Box of ten 5V *tdk diskettes, with labels.
envelopes and reinforced hub-rings

SS/DD

no computer program would win a
match against me within ten years. My
opponent in the key match was the latest version

of the Northwestern program, Chess 4.7, with a playing
strength of around 1 850.
Now, in 1984, we have a computer
program with a Master rating. Ken

Thompson's chess machine Belle,
which was designed at the Bell Telephone Labs in Murray Hill, NJ, became the first program to attain the
rank of U.S. Master when it achieved a
2203 rating in September 1983. From
the standpoint of the professional chess
player this is still a far cry from the
likes of Bobby Fischer, but it is strong
enough that the man in the street
would not be able to tell the difference.
Both Belle and the current World

Computer Champion, Cray

Blitz,

have

of the world's top 10 ranked players. If
they can already perform at that level
in blitz games, it can be only a matter
of time before the strongest chess programs are vying with human world

champions under tournament condi-

the future?

I

shall

my

neck out and predict that by
the time of Creative Computing's 20th
anniversary issue, the following events
will have taken place:

•

A

computer program

will

DS/00
%TP1

s

31 50

STAR"v>MICROI\IICS PRINTERS
Gemini 10X, 120

CPS

A

SALE

Bi-directional

$ 385°°

Gemini 15X, 120 CPS Bi-directional
Delta 10 160 CPS, 8K Buffer,

$ 415°°

160 CPS. 8K

Buffer,
s

Radix 10, 200 CPS, 16K Buffer
Dual Interface

Powertype Daisy Wheel Letter

650 00

*585°°

Radix 15, 200 CPS. 16K Buffer,
Dual Interlace

*685 so

Quality.

Dual Interface, Bi-directional.

*365°°

Reverse paper feed

have

won a tournament chess game against
a Grandmaster.
•
program will have the ability
to play Bridge as well as a strong club
• No program will be able to play
at anything above beginner level.
• Fewer than 1% of personal computer owners, when playing their
favorite game of skill, will be able to
beat the strongest micro-based computer programs.

tactical oversights are
the best computer programs
have defeated International Masters
and Grandmasters on a number of occasions. Chess 4.7 once defeated Robert

$0150
C1

or

16 Sector

Dual Interface

player.

that

96TP1

Dual Interface

What about
stick

son

I

SS/OD

Delta 15.

nament games. Furthermore, in blitz
chess, where each player moves so

common,

DS/0D

S1R50
U
$9^50
C4

'

16 Sector

tions.

The Future

beaten players rated over 2300 in tour-

quickly

s?"

Hubner of West Germany in a blitz
game at a time when Hubner was one

Shipping and Handling S3 00 tor any sue order ol diskettes
$9 00
D orders add J t 6b We accept credit cards at

lor printers.

NO

CO

extra charge

•<>»

<-

nmos

'OH

residents please

Rtt

f

1

Illinois

i

International
6 |>
.(Central!

m

9 .ini

i

7S

add

ANYWHI

Nationwide)

(U

salts tax

in

II,,

us

800 336 68/5
942 1/00
312 256 4456
8 oo

Mem

through

DATA

JtoC.',

Fl

Go

MAKING OF A
COMPUTER ARTIST/

SlilflHT

PO

Bo« 297

Wilmette. IL 60091
(312)256-4456
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THE

Diatalife^

SAUL BERNSTEIN

We

artists are a strange lot.
are insecure people who
use art as an entree to society. If we attain any notoriety at all, we
are reluctant to give it up. We seldom

We

know whether
ability to

it is our intellect or our
manipulate paint that makes

us successful. We have a tendency to
be suspicious of anything new like
the computer, which does not allow
color to drip or blend or build up.
When we look at the famous artists of
the past, however, we see that just the
opposite is true of them; they embraced
the new and the different.
We look at an art book and assume that bronze sculpture and oil
painting have always been there. The

—

was a time in man's
oil painting did not
there was no such thing as
bronze sculpture. For an artist to estruth

is

that there

development when

exist,

when

SS/DD

DS/DD
TWO BOX MINIMUM

PHONE TOLL FREE
#1-800 524 8130

Q

Disk Jockey

P.O. BOX 31126
• CHICAGO IL- 60631 -1126
ILLINOIS -524 8160

MASTERCARD VISA COO.
CIRCLE 125

ON READER SERVICE CARD
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vehicle for the artist, for it allows
to control every dot on the screen.

chew the computer is to behave in a
manner that would have been alien to

him

likes

The Making

off a Computer Artist
I am frequently asked how a person can prepare himself to produce art
on the computer. I start by
recommending that he take school

Communicating with the Collector
History also offers us a handy way
ways
communicated

which today's

to evaluate the

in

art

to today's collec-

is

In the past, the church and the
royal families had custody of works of
and new. Later, as these institu-

tor.

art old

from diminished power
resources, museums were

work seriously, for that is the ground
upon which all skill is built. If a person
can communicate with the written
word or even via mathematics or science he can feel assured that he is on
his way to achieving the true inter-

—
—

action that

established.

After a while, the museum
establishment grew corrupt. Contemwho, for whatever reawin the favor of museum
curators could not have their works
porary

artists

son, failed to

to

do

so.

we have

too,

satellites

two

television sets in use six

day. That
day those

means

an original

oil

Third, I encourage aspiring young
study art in the traditional
so they understand fully the anat-

artists to

young

per-

to work its magic. The effects are fantastic; the computer displays a multitude of possibilities that
of. It is

a

wonderful learning experience that
should not be missed by even the most
experienced artisan. It clearly shows
the limitations of the human brain. It
allows the artist to exercise the most
important part of his body his brain.

—

COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY:

hours a

that for 18 hours a

sit

painting.

The natural art for television is not
painting or bronze sculpture; it is
the art of the computer. The computer
and the television are natural partners:
they are both electronic, and they both
transmit color in the same way with
pixels. The computer is also a natural

oil

—
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also believe that the

no human being could think

unused. Our satellites have the ability to transmit 24
channels each, and yet, out of 384 possible channels, only 122 are currently
in use. I can see the day that every
home will have a computer tied to at
least one TV set and be able to receive
over those unused channels contemporary art that will become the user's
personal collection.
This would be a far better situation than we have today, for after an
hour's ride into the city to visit a gallery or museum, all the viewer has to
show for his trouble when he gets
home is a catalogue of the show.
Comparing that to the experience of
having every dot in memory is like
comparing a reproduction in a book to

TVs

I

son should be given a computer so that
he can learn the potential of what I call
"image reassembly." Using this technique, the user puts the information
into the computer in accord with his
normal way of seeing. Then he asks the

to higher levels of performance.
Familiarity with the traits of great people also helps the young person to learn
what to look for in people of his own

way

way

a prerequisite of art.
urge him to read about

them

generation.

orbiting the earth, transmitting signals
to cable companies throughout the
land. The average American family has

I

ground, the computer artist may end
up producing clever images devoid of
meaning.

computer

two kinds of institutions, both of which
allow people to view works of art and
both of which force people to go out of
Today,

position.

great people, for in this way he can
choose role models. Young people need
a familiarity with greatness to spur

displayed. This led to the creation of
the first art gallery about 100 years
ago. Today, therefore, we are left with

their

is

Second,

tions suffered

and

of drawing, color, and comA student who is well
in the study of anatomy can
understand the function of almost anything and, therefore, need not be afraid
of anything new. Without this back-

omy

grounded

of Rembrandt, Da Vinci,
Goya, and El Greco. If history tells us
anything it is that great men have
committed themselves again and again
to the new and the different.
the

1984

GREATEST IMPACT ON
AMERICA SINCE THE
INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION/

STAN GOLDBERG
Fascinated with the home computer he bought for his family in 1979.
Stanley Goldberg turned a family room

hobby into a multi-million dollar business in just four years. Goldberg's comis one of few software
to combine design, manufac-

pany, MicroLab.

companies
turing,

marketing,

and

distribution

within a single business. MicroLab labels each product with a toll-free cus-

tomer service phone number, a concept
rooted in Goldberg's experience as a

computer novice when software
information was scarcer than the
software.

Goldberg, who grew up in Brooklyn, NY, was a marketing vice president
for seven years for a New York dress

Wizard
Easy user.
Letter Wizard is an ideal word processing program for even the most serious wordsmith in your family. It boasts a
spelling checker, built-in database manager and compatibility with all popular
printers. Nice thing is. commands are a

whiz

to learn

1

LETTER

Easy buyer.
OK. a powerful program like this must cost a
powerful lot of money, right? Stuff and non-

andperform.

sense. Even though Letter Wizard offers
more
it costs less than most.
And that's

Easy writer.
Compose and

than most,

no voodoo.

on the screen.
At the stroke of a key. you can move,
delete, insert, searcn and replace words
edit right

and paragraphs

like.

.

For

Easy speller.

1

Letter Wizard includes a spelling checker
which allows easy in-line corrections of over
33,000 words. And you can even create
custom dictionaries of your own special words
Have we got you under our spell yet?
Letter

Wizard™ isd trademark

ol Datasoft. inc .«

1QM

II

Dafcuoft
">*i
Datasoft. inc..

1984 Datasoft. Inc

on reader service card

COPYING SERVICE

Fast • Reliable •

19808 Nordhoff Place

Chatsworth. CAQ1311
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DISK

Commodore 64, Apple and Atari systems.

Letter Wizard with
Spelling Checker

well, magic.

Low

Cost

If
you produce software, ALF's disk copying service is the quick,
convenient answer to your duplication needs. Fifty copies or thousands!
standard or copy-protected formats, just disks or a whole package-

call ALF. Consider:

on custom

printing, too.

• LOW COST.

in

a week

or less.

Prompt service

blank disks

(SS) or

double side

mation on other

(DS),

3M

Set-up charges

other systems

is

start at $15 Copying charges are 25c
double sided Copy protection for IBM, Apple,
available at a reasonable cost.

• CONVENIENT. We offer label application, shrink packaging, heat
and other services. Need custom printed labels and sleeves? We
and much more We have vinyl folders, binders with slip cases,
3-hole vinyl disk pages, and disk mailers In sfock-and can custom print
them

lor

in

a

hurry.

$1.46 SS
$1.80 DS

NASHUA

$1.13 SS
$1.35 DS

VERBATIM

$1.50 SS
$1.92 DS

it

packaging

density, soft

ring. Call for infor-

call for details

MEMOREX

sealing,

can handle

double

hub

disks, too.

^*^^

to 35C single sided, or 50c

and

(818) 701-5161

ALF buys large quantities of top quality, bulk
packaged disks for our disk copying service.
We avoid the expense of fancy printing and
labeling— and can pass these savings on to
you! The disks listed below are 5'/4", single side
sector, unlabeled, with

• FAST. Most orders are shipped

•

• TOP QUALITY. We start with the finest disks available. Your choice
3M, Memorex, Nashua, Verbatim, or other major brands— or you can
supply your own disks. Every disk we copy is verified bit by bit and
of

guaranteed 100%

• RELIABLE.

SHIPPING &
EXTRAS, ADD:

flawless.

ALF designs

and manufactures copying equipment that

other copying services and software publishers rely on every day. Our complete understanding of duplication technology assures you of the finest
reproduction available— and has since 1980.

We 're eager to meet your duplication and packaging needs.

Give us a call today!

To order, call 1-800-321-4668.
ALF Products Inc 1315F Nelson

St.

Denver.

CO

80215

•

For 100

disks:

disks:

$350

With Tyvek sleeves

S7.00

$9 50

With Tyvek sleeves

$1150

S18.00

4

VISA

For 50

With sleeves

boxed

$2.50

in 10-packs

& MasterCard welcome.
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games, and has the

title.

Game

are moving from the era of
the industrial revolution
into a wholly new and different time that will be called "the
technological revolution." This is solidly represented by the dazzling array
of goods, services, jobs, and other economic factors of computer technology.
As a result, we are at once reminded of
the past, present, and future of this

illiteracy.

Computer Literacy

nation's people.

The

industrial revolution touched

segment of our society
and poor, male and female, captains of industry and workers alike. If
there is anything to be learned from
history, we must learn the lessons of
change that come with changing techrich

and Sheets

there

is

technology

User Fields

Computers will have a permanent
and enduring effect on our country and
her people. This impact will be most
profound on the poor. This new computer society can be good or it can be
bad. The outcome of the revolution
will be enforced with economics, and
economics will be largely controlled by
the computer.
One of the main things that we in
the industry must address is the
establishment of national standards of

anything to be learned from history,

learn the lessons of

and

we must

change that come with changing

impact on such a broad and diverse

its

number of people,

Notes, Footnotes and Sources
No Limits

make guarThe American dream says that

everyone should have the opportunity
is
to succeed. One's place in that dream
lifelargely determined by economics,
Therein
style, education, and so forth.
the
keep
lie the differences. If we are to
American dream alive, one of the highaddress
est priorities we must quickly
ilcomputer
of
problem
potential
is the
of
literacy. We could see an entire class
"new disadvantaged" through such

We

If

of Charts
Indices

antees.

Consultant.

Software That Works
For Generations
6 Types

official

and uneducated the hardest
immediate

must receive our
that
attention.
Our society doesn't

involved in sales and distribution; and
his son Keith, 14. who named the company, has helped to develop several

—

Qcoepelsl OnMistviag ocsiely

1

uninitiated

manufacturer, and this background
shows up twice a year when MicroLab's
products are introduced to the marketplace as fall and spring lines. His wife,
Susan, serves as marketing vice president; his daughter Alicia, 17, has been

virtually every

t»ftta.WB»««WWWM-T»C*W^
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one you'oe all
been waiting for*

places,

and

things.

Adapts to Your Hardware
Comprehensive
Easy to Use

And Much, Much More
Send

lor brochure;

and sample printouts

Family Roots includes detailed manual and 2
of programs for your Apple II. IBM

Commodore 64 and CP

M

full

diskettes

PC

•

Other genealogy software also available
Price $185. Satisfaction Guaranteed

American Eipress. Visa
•

b Mastercard

Luc

,

Accepted

Buuneu Machine*.
CUM. Inc.. b DkgiUl

Trademarks loe
Apple Computet.

Research

International

Family

Roots
QUINSEPT, INC.
P.O.

Box 216, Lexington,

MA 02173

862-0404
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its impact on such a broad
and diverse number of people, places,
and things. Those of us in the com-

nology and

puter industry

will, hopefully,

look at

where we have been even as we look
where we are going. We must not again
ignore the lessons of history.
We have a dramatic path before us
between now and 2000. By 1990, for
instance, there will be 30 million jobs
that

are

computer

related.

And

our

is rapidly heading for a cashless,
checkless society.
The very real, very immediate future holds changes that are hard to
imagine for all but the most dedicated
computerphile. And it is the fact of
these changes and some of the technology induced effects that will impact the

world

computer

literacy.

The computer

illit-

erate faces a future as bleak as the futures of those who cannot read or
write.

In 12,000 higher economic school
districts recently surveyed,

76%

had

computers. This is, sadly, not the
percentage found across the board. It is
firm belief and commitment that
in the private sector must take up
the standard and help bridge the gap.
In the software industry we have a
unique opportunity to reach the na-

my
we

youth as never before. The computer is a vehicle which can be used to
excite the learner, motivate him, and
tion's

direct

him toward new, positive

experiences.

Here

at

Micro Lab

we

have

achieved a certain degree of financial
success. Now is the time for us to pay
back the society that has given us so

much.

The Inner City

We have an on-going pilot prothe Chicago Public School
System to bus youngsters from the inner city to our offices for a six-month
program of advanced computer training. We have found motivated high
school students and have shared our
knowledge with them. Five people on
our staff are working part-time with
gram with

ANIMATION
smooth, and flicker
produce, and direct your own

that's fast,

this project.

free! Write,

No programming skills are

computer movies.

As concerned

citizens,

we

should try to see that our

communities understand the
challenge

ahead and see

that our schools

and

educators are on the

needed to create superb /ulJ-coJor animation. With easy to use
TAKE-1, you define animation shapes and movements, "shoot" scenes
frame-by-frame, add text at any time, and then combine the scenes to make
a
complete movie. Perfect for presentations and demos.
Available at your local software store or direct from BAVDV1LLE.
$59.95 Requires 64K
Visa and Master Charge accepted, Michigan residents add 4% sales
tax.
For Apple I/c, lie, and II + or compatible computers. *„*, „ . *«***, 0,*™*
a,,^*
com*** Uk.

fllMHH^I

same

CIRCLE 105

BAUDVILLE.

1001 Medical

ftirii Dr.,

££.

Grand Rapids. Michigan 49508
Itwrx- (616) 9573036
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wavelength.

COMPLETE

Computer
Brown-out
it is

When this pilot program matures,
our hope that other companies and

school districts will take up the cause
and help keep it moving forward. This
is something that all of us in our industry could do to help the communities in which we live.

YOUR

by

LIBRARY^

&

Add

STABILIZER

plete

against dangerous over and under
voltage swings. Built-in line filters
suppress transient voltage spikes, RFI
and EMI plus isolation from load to load!

may be

98%

2%
full

Retraining is one of the highest
costs that our industries face over the
next quarter of a century. If we train in
the schools now, we will reduce the
cost of retraining later, both in time

and

dollars.

As concerned

citizens,

we should

CREATIVE

Moke your

COMPUTING

collec-

personal library com-

and

authoritative with
missing.

any

issues

you

Copies ore available for issues published
during the last twelve months— be sure
to
specify the issues you wont. If a particular
is out of stock, your
payment will be
refunded promptly.
Bock issues of CREATIVE COMPUTING ore
priced at $6.00 each, postpaid. Outside
USA
$7.00 each.
issue

efficiency.

load regulation from no load to
load.

Response time V* cycle
maximum.

typical.

3

cycle

AC line power regulated with no
waveform distortion.
3 conductor grounded cord and
rounded receptacles,
P ront panel LED

CREATIVE COMPUTING
CN 1914 Mornstown, NJ 07960
Please send issues of

indicator lights

CREATIVE

MCBI

COMPUTING listed

below.-

monitor input voltage conditions on
Attractive beige finish housing with

Ahead

to your

tion today.

Fully automatic line regulation protects

J

Model LC-1800.

intellectual society.

Planning

Qp creative computing

LINE CONDITIONER

We started
We started

with high school age
with kids from the inner city. If these young people are not
exposed to successful role models, if
they have no far horizons calling, they
will keep the status quo. We must not
allow that to happen.
We must give them those "far horizons" to look at; how can they strive
if they don't know what is available?
It is this type of cooperation between the public and private sectors
that will help shape the direction of
our country and its growth. We are
changing from an industrial to an
kids.

protection

Issue

Qty.

Unit Price

Total Price

all

models.
Completely assembled, ready to use.
One year warranty.

and

Dealers

Distributorships available

Payment Enclosed

FREE CATALOG

CALL 1-312-329-1777
TRIPP-UTE, EST
500 North Orleans
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communities under-

try to see that our

stand the challenge ahead and see that
our schools and educators are on the
same wavelength.

While transition offers challenge,
opportunity
it also offers a marvelous
to restructure our companies along

more

efficient

lines,

the information revolution. It is important for us to position ourselves as
effective users of the information machines: to develop information and not
must teach
just program on them.
all of our citizens to be part of this process as the computer becomes the basic

compatible with

We

resource of our society.

into a

graphic workstation:
$149

V

Women

Within this education process, a
different problem is also evolving, and
that relates to our work force.
are our most underdeveloped resource.

Women

today's computer users 95% are
must take steps now to inmen.
clude women in the process as full and

Of

We

equal partners.
This industry is in its ascendancy
today; tomorrow it will be the main
game in town. This industry must include women in the planning and
execution of these long-range efforts.
Ten years ago, 50% of families included women who were working outside the home. Today, that figure has
jumped to 70%. We must take steps to

r~r^:.

Turn your own
Commodore 64

The Role of

j

This industry

is

in its

ascendancy today;

tomorrow

it

main game

FLEXIDRAW

is

the exciting

and affordable Light Pen/Software System

for people
need drawings, schematics, plans, layouts or graphics
their work.

who

right away.

Draw and

IIKL ISh

.

tion,

sitions,

drawing modes

listed

fluidly

split

pattern

fills.

.

.

=S=.

.

There's seven different type styles for text. And
may be added. There's also a Sprite Editor

16 hi-res colors

and Animator. An exclusive Transgraph feature even

lets

you

send graphics to distant locations via modem.

EXCLUSIVELY ENDORSED BY THE U.S. COMMODORE USERS GROUP. Test draw FLEXIDRAW yourself at

your nearest Commodore Software dealer now.
P.O H«x 85152 MB 290. 71177 Rooaon Roa.l. San Diego, (A 92138.

its

last

and, as that revolution devel-

oped,

in

With

this

secondary economic roles.
revolution it is time to

new

We

on the screen.

from freehand drawing to lines, boxes, arcs,
zooms, cross hairs, grids. Plus, flips, rotation!
virtually all the functions you'll ever need.
screens
FLEXIDRAW gives you the freedom to manipulate and
handle images as you work. Create your own templates and
patterns to go with the standard Flexidraw templates and 512

and

country faced

of the times placed
secondary economic po-

mood

in

see that our citizens, both male and female, both rich and poor, are given an
equal opportunity to succeed economimust strive to
cally in our society.

FEATURE-RICH GRAPHICS AT YOUR LIGHT PEN

circles, ellipses,

the

women

.

TIP. Select from a wealth of

Move

this

major revolution, the industrial revolu-

Be

fine-tune design ideas

with your Light Pen. Then generate
right on your CRT
drawings or hard copies in black and white or color quickly
and effortlessly.
And because you're unconcerned with computer commands
you can focus on what you're working on. Fact is. work becomes
a lot more fun.
.

be the

town.

see that women share in the fruits of
the computer revolution.

When

A REAL WORKING TOOL THAT'S FUN TO USE.
more productive

• LI

in

will

in

a

m

ntl W

see that computer education is not just
for the advantaged and is not just for
the male. The course of the next hundred years is being charted now, and I
hope that all of us have the vision to

help shape the society that will truly
on the American dream.
Today it is easy for us to see that
computer technology will be firmly entrenched in our future. Ten years ago,
when David Ahl started Creative
Computing, few, if any, of us had that

deliver

But David did, and for his foreare all grateful. For myself,
MicroLab, I would like
to extend congratulations and best
wishes to David Ahl and the staff of
Creative Computing on this achievement. We are all the richer for having

vision.
(619) 961

sight,

we

for all of us at

m
OINKWELL SYSTEMS,

inkwell systems
"A Pen for Your Thoughts"

IH4
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the benefit of their faith and dedication
to this industry.

APPLE/DANNY GOODMAN

APPLE COMPUTER:

AN INTERVIEW WITH
STEVE

WOZNIAK

At the extravagant unveiling of
Apple's He computer last April, the
legend of Apple's humble beginnings
was documented in a special historical
exhibit. Vintage photographs of two
young, blue-jeaned, bearded, and
shaggy haired computer freaks surrounded other memorabilia, including
the wood-cased Apple I computer, a
forerunner of the personal computing
revolution.

Among

the documents on display
was a sheet from a yellow pad bearing

columns of strange numbers and
ters.

A

sign in the display revealed

letits

meaning. It was part of the compilation of the Apple computer's first
software, a compilation which
had to be done by hand, since the two
inventors had to sell even their cal-

ROM

We

culators to buy parts for their prototype. The scribblings were those of

Apple's then-and-now star hacker,
Steve Wozniak.
Woz, as he is known to his friends,
colleagues, and many thousands of Ap-

VOLUME

ple computer fanciers, recounts the
contribution he has made to what personal computing is today, "If you look
back at the first Apple II, it had about
ten features that had never been done
in a low cost computer.
built in
many things that had never been builtin before. Almost every one of those
things
graphics, text, large
including languages like Basic, plastic
cases, speakers, paddles, color
have
been built into computers since then."
He is careful to distinguish his

—

ROMs

—

10

NUMBER
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APPLE/DANNY

GOODMAN

early role from that of his co-founder,
Steven Jobs. "I knew what computer I
use, but all I

wanted to

to

thing out of a certain disk, convert that

to the user community, frequently getting personally involved.
"In the last year, I've given
computers to about a dozen friends. I

closely

not for the neon sculpture of
it

program to work independently and
force you to learn all the tricks of an
operating system so you can pull some-

about personal computing, he continues to learn a great deal about what is
needed for the future by listening

at Apple, Woz carries the
of Fellow, a position which should
allow him the luxury of pursuing virtually any area of research that he likes.
For the moment, however, he finds
himself devoting much of his time to

think

some

I'll do best on are hardware."
Although Steve comes across as
and indeed knowledgeable

Today

you'd

head;

self-assured,

title

it

my

the ones

the masses someday."

signature,

seems that software has been receiving
a great deal of attention in the back of
his creative mind. For the near term,
software integration appears to have
caught his fancy. He notes that as with
hardware, "you want your software
fully assembled. You don't want each

serious brainstorming. "I have

that are getting close to going into action. Most of them are software, but

video display and a keyboard. I didn't
care what it looked like beyond that.
Steve had ideas about products and
how we were going to sell computers to

Were

some

about six pet projects in

needed was a

his

and store it over on another disk,
and then read it into another program.
You really want to just grab the data
and move it easily.
"You shouldn't have to do in your
head what a computer can do. You
file,

"Woz"

shouldn't have to think. You should
not have to remember." And that's the
direction of all computers today. Macintosh is the leading example. It's the
only computer my mother would use."

could be any Apple employee's

workspace.

Apple-related activities outside of the

company. Speaking engagements at
press and user group functions frequently take him far from his simple
office cubicle in one of Apple's Cupertino,

CA

He

Miller-styled office dividers, his area is
unremarkable. There is no door into a

private sanctuary, no nameplate indicating the hallowed ground most
outsiders would expect to see. Were it
not for the neon sculpture of his
"Woz" signature, you'd think it could

be any Apple employee's workspace.
An Apple He, a Macintosh, and one
printer are the only signs of Apple
activity here. A few color photographs
are stuck prominently to his bulletin
board he and his young son, he and
his wife, and a picture of Valerie
Bertinelli someone took onstage during
one of his Us Festivals. On those rare
likely to find

is

him

in his office,

Ap-

that

when he came back to Apfrom his recent hiatus (during
which he completed his formal education in computer science at the Univer-

—Berkeley),

California

there

was pressure put on him to jump into
the Apple He project, which was a
priority at the time. "I tried to avoid
and remain anonymous," he says.

it

Despite all the distractions, Woz
claims that he is ready to settle down

grammer.

hard-

right

Woz

ball,

that to his

way

wasn't in existence ten years before
personal computers became popular.
"The end user ought to be able to
program a spreadsheet very easily in a
high level language just by saying, 'Divide the screen up into a bunch of cells
of a certain size. Allocate a certain program to each cell.' Many of the good
things we learned about Forth, Basic,

You don't have to worry
about plugging anything in. It's like a
hi-fi. All you do is plug in a few
connectors on the back. That's worth a
People who are not around
lot.
computers and are not technical people
cannot be expected to keep track of

Looking into his crystal

He bemoans

of thinking, there has not been a single,
really new computer language that

for

foresees personal

computers regularly employing some of the technologies
that are already working their

way down

into

popular

price ranges.

in jeans, looking like

ple

,

just

prebuilt.

ways to address them, and
syntax names. They want a
assembled machine."

slots, cards,

special
fully

The mouse

relates that

of

is

non-technical users who are approaching personal computing for the first
time. "The He and Macintosh are

you are

just another Apple engineer.
You get the feeling that Steve likes
to stay in the background at Apple. He

sity

therefore,

ware introductions

—

days when he

believes,

ple's current direction in recent

facilities.

Woz's office is no larger than that
of any veteran Apple engineer. Tucked
away in a corner of a maze of Herman

Further into the future of software, Woz perceives a need for new
languages and operating systems that
let the non-technical user define what
the computer should be doing without
having to become a highly skilled pro-

helped them set up their computers,
taught them, and got them to the point
where they could start running useful
programs."

pointing

device,

a

looms large in
tool,
about the immediate fucomputer hardware. "Whenever I have the choice of using the
mouse or the keyboard, I always go for

controversial

Woz's

beliefs

ture of

The only thing I find negmouse is that it requires a
of desk space but not much."
While Steve may claim to be more
comfortable working on hardware, it

the mouse.

ative about a
bit

CREAT.VECOMPUT.NQ/NO,EMBER ,984

—

and Pascal can be retained, and many
of the bad things can be gotten rid of."
Looking into his crystal ball, Woz
foresees personal computers regularly
employing some of the technologies
that are already working their way
down into popular price ranges. Very
low cost built-in hard disks, he says,
become commonplace. Larger
will
scale integration will also continually
produce more functionality and memory on fewer chips. He does not, however,

have

memory

much

technology.

faith

in

bubble
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APPLE

He

is

nology that will make a huge change in

excited about

particularly

in the next five years."
also forecasts that in five
years the typical personal computer
will be "small, carryable, battery operated, including a display." He be-

computers

the prospects of liquid crystal displays.
"LCD displays can finally do graph-

Woz

—

that's just happening this year.
ics
There are many unique approaches being proposed by research physicists for
things like color LCDs and other dis-

display resolution will be
either similar to today's range of 500 x
lieves that

play technologies. That's the only tech-

200 pixels or perhaps

A

slightly better.

A

LCD

megadisplay is likely.
color
will be standard "just bebyte of
costs as
cause a megabyte of
RAM."
of
little as any other amount
disk drive will be built in— perhaps not
a hard disk yet, but he is confident that
the 3 1/2" disk will replace the 5 1/4"

RAM

RAM

A

floppy disk as the prevailing removable

medium.

COMPUTER BOOKS
FOR

r

As for the personal computer ten
years from now, Steve shakes his head,
saying, "I can't guess. Unforeseen
technologies. Ten years from now, it
could be that the printing technology is
something totally new that we don't
even know yet. It could come out of
the research labs at places like Bell

meMOonevrem

Wt&A

~

IBM, Hewlett-Packard—maybe

Labs,

,

it

Apple Computer of tomorrow, and
where will such an opportunity come
from? "It happens once a decade that a
market grows unexpectedly from zero
to huge in a very short period of time.
Professional companies like IBM knew
only what a complete computer system
involved. They couldn't see that it was
time to start up with new people, new
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and

1984

According to

Woz
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computer industry has gotten that way
now. There could be other groups that
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user set some
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by Jonathan Byrd

in

new

magazines,

ways of thinking about newer technologies. They didn't see it was time to get
in with some hobby kits and let the
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Bo a Computer Literate
By Marion Ball and Sylvia Charp

Helps novices create geometric shapes,
curves, learn about programming, math
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socialization,

clair
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be an Apple Labs by then."
will be the garage-to-giant

Who
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will

"The casual pirate collects maybe
a thousand programs a year. I know a
lot of them. There is no way in the
world you can use more than about
three or five, if you really do use them.
Many casual pirates are ethical enough
to buy a good copy and a good manual
if they do use it. They might steal
$10,000 worth of software in a year,

"

.

The Impact of "War Games"

but if they had to buy it, do you think
they would come up with $10,000?

$200. That's all they have in
their pockets.
"Pirating stealing software is
wrong. But then again, haven't you
ever taken a shortcut through an orchard? That's 'trespassing.' Piracy is

—

—

"You shouldn't have to do

in

'stealing.' Let's call

it

what

it

There

is.

are levels of Tightness and wrongness.
kid hackers who are
out there having fun and trying to
build a collection are not really evil
people. They are not trying to rip off
and decide for the rest of their lives
that they're going to get things for free.
They are not really criminals."

"The young
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was a time of about one to two months
all over the country you were
reading articles about the 414s. The
two images that came out to the public
were: 1 ) computers are unsafe for storing valuables, and 2) hackers are a
threat to valuables stored on computers. Both of those myths are very unreal, and they were exaggerated by talk
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You should not have

think.

remember.

to

cask

"Hackers cannot get access to
information they are locked out of.
They cannot, by being intelligent,
crack the codes.
"Computers are very safe places
for storing valuables, including vital
information. We used to store our
information in vaults, which are more
susceptible to theft than computers are.
For example, grades are stored on
computers. Occasionally, a hacker will
get in and change his grade to an A. I
have no doubt in my mind that it happens. The hacker who changed his
grades on the school computer either
probably knew the password because
he had a friend who had a job at the
school who knew the password. When
grades were stored in drawers, there
was always a kid in the school who had
access to the grade records and

your head what a computer

can do. You shouldn't have to

610.
AM

about how those 414 cases could have
been damaging.

"First of all, the movie was an incredibly accurate representation of the
computer hacker's mentality. It was
exactly the thing I was doing: always
exploring and trying to do a little more
than you're supposed to be able to.
"When the movie came out, there
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orig-

side world can finally catch a glimpse

Radio

behind the scenes.
Despite some current problems,
Tandy has made one of the most

Ever since Charles Tandy's
inal acquisition of nine

Shack stores

in 1963,

ailing

Tandy Corpora-

grown like Topsy, with the
annual earnings growth of the
setting the pace for

tion has

35%

computer division
the

past

five

years.

While generally
growth has

profitable, this corporate

not been without pain

—again, with the

significant contributions to the small
field and plans to be a major
player in the business in the years to
How did they get where they are
today?

computer
come.

computer division contributing more
than

its fair

share.

Until recently,

Tandy was a

very

tightmouthed company. Writers were

welcome

Worth
the company
in

Fort

as long as they

line. But if a
printed
publication said anything the least bit
it found itself on the black list.

critical,

Recently, however, Tandy's
growth has slowed; its share of the
computer market has slipped; and its
stock price has plummeted to $29
compared to $64 in mid- 1983. Realizing that Tandy's image has lost some of
its glitter, Chairman John Roach recently appointed Ed Juge director of
market planning with part of his mission being to set up a formal public
relations department, something the
company has never had before. Thus
the door is being opened to outand the outsiders
at least a crack

—

—
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Death of CB; Birth of Computers
Remember the CB craze? Tandy

From nothing in 1970
of the corporate business
in the early 70's, CB radios not only
contributed to profits, but brought an
entire new group of customers into Radio Shack stores. Indeed, things were
so good in electronics that Tandy
Corp. sold off all its other subsidiaries
including the original Tandy Leather

certainly does.
to over

20%

in 1975.

But the abrupt collapse of the CB
craze in 1977 left the company in disEnter Don French and John
Roach. Roach had joined Tandy in
1967 as a data processing manager and,
by 1976, had been promoted to vice
president of manufacturing. Don
French was a buyer on the West Coast
in the heart of Silicon Valley. He had

array.

bought an Altair and had been trying
Radio Shack involved in
get
to
computers, even though his boss, Bernie Appel (recently promoted to presi-

dent) was opposed. Despite this,
French had even gone so far as to devise a design for a computer on his own
time.
In mid-76, Roach and French
were traveling together on the West
Coast and stopped in to see National

Semiconductor's new

SC/MP

micro-

processor. While there, they met Steve
Leininger who briefed them on the
hardware and software.

Roach and French were impressed
with Leininger and wanted to hire him
to do some consulting. However, the
National Semi marketing people refused to part with Leininger's address
or phone.
Next stop on the itinerary of
Roach and French was Paul Terrell's
Byte Shop on El Camino Real. Imagine

their

surprise

to

find

Leininger

moonlighting there as the night sales
They talked to him about
and four weeks later asked

clerk.

consulting,

come down

him

to

the

facilities.

Roach

offered

to Ft.

Worth

to see

At the end of the day,
him a job.
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fastest,

gives
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"Registered trademark Microsoft Corp.
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man, Van Chandler).
Chandler recalls how he got involved with the project. "I had worked
for John Roach years before in the data
processing center. Then, in February
'77, John asked me to come over and
look at what this crazy kid Steve

Leininger accepted but found that
really committed to a

Tandy wasn't

months he,
words, "played around with a

computer
in

his

kit,

six

—

an audio pre-amp, a
and some other minor

couple of things

computer

For

just yet.

projects."

me

that night.

At

the

end

had already leaked word of
the only question to

the project to the press,

be decided was how many

and

to build.

Leininger continues, "So I finally
the (operating system) listing

down the hall with me to the John and
sat down with it. While I was there, I
found the problem."
Days later, on August 3, 1977, the
TRS-80 (for Tandy Radio Shack) was
unveiled at the Warwick Hotel in New

York
But as CB turned sour, there was a
growing cry at Tandy for something
new. Finally, Leininger was moved off
into a room of his own with instructions to build a computer. Leininger
remembers it well: "It was there that I
wire-wrapped the predecessor of the
I. I even put Tiny Basic with
graphics extensions in a 2K.
ROM." (Tiny Basic was written by Dr.
Wang at Stanford and placed in the
public domain. Leininger had helped
implement it for People's Computer
company, an open-to-the-public center
in Menlo Park.)
The unveiling to Charles Tandy
was on February 2, 1977. Leininger

Model

the

put the six wire wrapped boards under
a table draped with a curtain. Only the
keyboard and monitor were on top, so
resembled the proposed Model I.
it
Leininger remembers feeling a bit discouraged since Tandy seemed rather
indifferent and just puffed away on his
big cigar. But at the end of the
demonstration, Tandy confessed that
he had already leaked word of the
project to the press, and the only question to be decided was how many to

"They

were going to show six computers, but
we took ten machines just in case. As it

impressed."
Unfortunately, the consultant who
had been hired to write the full Basic
(he had written a 6800-based Basic for
Southwest Technical Products) just up
and disappeared. Again, Tandy turned
to do Basic as well as
to Leininger
finish the hardware design.
Leininger remembers those days
well: begging for a 30 cps DECwriter
to replace his aging 10 cps Teletype,
the disk drives of the development machine crashing on Memorial Day, laying out the boards over and over, and
the cassette interface that just wouldn't
load. "The next day was 'drop dead'
day and Jack Sellers, general manager
of Tandy Corp. was in the office with

coverage "was ho-hum since a building
someplace else in the city had been
bombed the same morning."
Chandler has a cheerier memory
of the introduction. "When we got
back to Ft. Worth," he recalls, "there
were six sacks of mail inquiring about
the product. We got on top of the stack
of mail and had someone take a picture." (Sorry, we couldn't get a copy

—

Roach

recalls that the press

for this article.)

On
mixed

the other hand, there were no

feelings about the product roll-

was eminently successful. Unlike other manufacturers who
announced products months before
they were ready to ship (Commodore
had announced the Pet nearly four
months earlier and yet to ship one),
Tandy was ready to go by September
1977. Moreover, the company had a
chain of stores in place, the name was

out;

it

flyer.

The

original target price for the

computer was $199, then $300. In the
final announcement, a stripped machine was pegged at $399 considerably less than competitors were
charging for a kit and the TRS-80
was to come assembled!
It was quickly apparent that 3500
machines was a low guess. Within a
month, Tandy had 10,000 orders. By
the end of December 1977, 5000 machines had been delivered. But unlike
other entrepreneurial companies,
Tandy had experience with ramping up
to pn. -luce high quantities, and by the

—

we could use the
darned things for inventory or
something one for each store if we

—

—

couldn't sell them. So I went off to
turn the thing into a real product."
Four wire wrap prototypes were
built: two for Leininger, one for David
Lien, a San Diego-based technical author who had been hired to write the

formed

W4

successful.

Shack

the thought being that

User's Manual, and one for a newlysoftware applications group
(initially the "group" consisted of one

turned out, the first six worked flawlessly, and we never needed the backups." From a marketing standpoint,
the introduction was somewhat less

known (even if it did not suggest
computers), and it had good advertising support via the monthly Radio

Appel and others were still quite
opposed to the project, so the suggested quantities were quite low. Finally, agreement was reached to build
3500 units. Leininger explains, "That's
how many stores we had at the time,
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Leininger recalls,

City.

Leininger had put together. It was siton a pine board with wires
and a keyboard and monitor hanging
off the side. John asked if I could make
it
do something, so I learned Basic
practically over night and entered a
few programs. He was thoroughly
ting there

build.

—

was 1:30 and the com-

Jack was wringing his hands and saying, 'What are we going to do?'"
took

of the demonstration, Tandy confessed that he

It

puter just wouldn't read from the cashad a 'scope on it and
I
sette.
everything checked out okay. For the
life of me, I just couldn't figure it out.

John Roach

spring of '78, they were looking for
ways to increase sales still further.
According to Roach, "That
spring, we began our version of computer barnstorming. Our first stop was
Phoenix. From there, we went around
the country, rented hotel rooms, and

weeks, but

The

we

got

original

machine with

it

done."

notebook computer in the
world, the Model 100. Although the
Epson HX-20 was introduced more
than a year earlier, the Model 100 is
the unquestioned sales leader in the
notebook computer derby.
best selling

TRS-80 was a limited
of memory, upper

4K

case only, a restricted Basic, and cassette storage. Even with the disk system and extended Microsoft Basic, the
improvement was not enough to make

Distribution:

We

went around the country, rented hotel rooms, and

invited people

—
—

general public

the press, financial community,

to see

—

a

invited people
the press, financial
commmunity, and general public to
see a real personal computer. Our major goals were to build computer
awareness and to make sure that the
early enthusiasm was sustained. After
all, once you have your factory up to
producing 18,000 units a month,
you've got to make sure you can sell
that

the

50

—

many."
In the summer and fall of 1978,
Tandy barnstormers visited nearly

cities

throughout the U.S. Then,

in

'79, the program was repeated on an
even grander scale. Much to the amazement of everyone involved, the people
who showed up were far more than

"We had curiosity seekand their parents, electronics
hobbyists, senior citizens a real
assortment," said Roach.
young

techies.

ers, kids

—

Business Users, Too
"Initially,

and

real personal computer.

a serious contender in the business
market. Tandy executives recognized
and on May 30, 1979, the TRS-80
Model II, a state-of-the-art business
machine was announced. It had dual
8" disk drives and might have taken
the business market by storm had it
not had a nameplate reading "Radio
Shack."
The design of the Model II was as
farsighted as that of the ubiquitous Apple II. With a few plug-in cards it can
become a Model 12, a real small business workhorse, or even a Model 16B,
today the best-selling Unix-based system in the world. The 16B even supit

that,

ports three additional users under the
specially designed TRS-Xenix version

of the Unix

And

long as

we

been consistently profitable. Much of
that can be attributed to the widespread chain of stores.

Tandy opened

its

computer

first

center (in Fort Worth) almost at the

same time it shipped its first computer.
Nine months later, in June 1978,
Tandy announced it planned to open
50 computer centers around the country.

line

Today, there are nearly 500 fullTandy Radio Shack computer

computer

are getting

section).

On paper, this sounds good, but in
reality it means training a large number of people and long lines of communication. Ron G. Stegall, senior vice
president for computer marketing, explained that the system is continuing to
evolve. On the horizon is a plan to put
the computer centers under a newlyformed business product management
group. This group will be more tightly
structured than the existing organization which is responsible for regular

ahead of ourselves and talking about
today's business products, let us
remember that Radio Shack has the

we looked on computers

as just another product, mainly something of interest to the electronics
enthusiast. But after we'd been selling

them for a while," said Roach, "we rewere buying
a high percentage of the equipment.
We did a survey after we had about
50,000 machines in the field and found
alized that business users

there was a big hobbyist and enthusiast
market, but a surprisingly large business market as well." Unfortunately,
there wasn't much in the way of business software, nor was the Model I itself, particularly the cassette version,
especially suitable for business use.
Chandler recalls working on the
disk software from November 1977 to
March 1978 and "still finding one bug
after another. It was so unstable and
screwed up that John Roach finally
told me, 'go to Albuquerque (home of
Microsoft, suppliers of the disk Basic)
and don't come back until you have the
disk Basic running.' It took three

to Profits

centers and 800-900 "plus" computer
stores (Radio Shack stores with a large

III software.

as

The Key

According to John Roach, Radio
Shack is "basically a distribution system for high technology products."
President Appel echoes that view: "We
sell to the true middle American. Radio Shack is the local store." This
broad based, middle American approach has brought excellent profits to
the company. While the product mix
has changed from primarily components in the 60' s to hi-fi and audio in
the 70's to a mixture of computers
(35%), hi-fi (18%), parts (13%), and
other lines in the 80's, Radio Shack has

Radio Shack stores as well as computer

Under the new separate

centers.

struc-

each of 60 district managers will
be responsible for only eight or nine
ture,

computer

centers.

Tandy expects

this

new

structure

to result in better sales training.

own undercover consumers

(L) of

Radio Shack with

pp.

Linda Harrison at the second Personal

will

Computing Expo
August 1977.

computers themselves

in Atlantic City,

too;

VOLUME

Our
June

126-141) certainly confirmed
that this is a weak spot. In addition, in
the future, computer centers will deal
mainly with business (including education) customers, and the regular stores
'84,

Van Chandler

(see

10

sell

in

NUMBER

to

home consumers. The
will be

the future they will
ll/CREATIVE
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combined computer/telephone centers
and start to handle key systems (2 to
16 lines) and other telephone equipment for small business.
Recalling the success of the
barnstorming team in the early days,
Tandy is hoping for a repeat perfor-

ket share dropped a point or two, the
strategy was a sound one since Tandy's
margins remained healthy. And with
the demise of TI, Timex, and Mattel,

beginning of the year are being discounted in the monthly sales flyers by
as much as 40%, cuts that tend to become permanent two or three months

Tandy's share has rebounded to a level
higher than it was before the price war
began. In an interview in late '83,

later.

Moreover, the company's current
woes go beyond pricing. The Model
2000, the company's first IBM compathas received excellent reviews but
late starter. Part of this was due
to engineering problems in trying to
make it run at four times the speed of

ible,

Market research indicated that many
children

wanted computers, but

knowledge

to

choose

mance on a much wider

scale.

among
Market

research indicated that many families
with young children wanted computers, but felt they did not have the
knowledge to choose among the systems available. In response, the com-

pany started hiring experienced
door-to-door salespeople to make
presentations to PTA meetings, church
groups, and families at home (who requested them). This nationwide sales
team is eventually expected to grow to
1000 or more people.

felt

families with

was a

young

they did not have the

the systems available.

Roach

said that in the long run, TI's

withdrawal would be "a positive thing
for the market." Time has proved that
it was certainly positive for Tandy.
At the upper end, Tandy anticipated modest annual price cuts of 10%
to 15%. Thus, they were caught off
guard when industry-wide prices
started to fall at about twice that rate.

Product Evolution and Price Erosion
In addition to telephone key systems, other important changes are taking place in the Tandy product line. Of
course, there is the usual evolution to
offering more products in growing areas and fewer products in contracting
areas, but in addition, the company has
identified a group of products as the

In response, this year the company has
had to cut the price of the best selling
Model 4 to $1099, a whopping 35%
cut. They have also been forced to cut
the price of the Model 100 by 25%,
with the possibility of another cut by
year end. Some of the associate stores
are already selling the machine for as

low as $469, some
year's price.
erals

Even

introduced

41%

printers

as

under last
and periph-

recently

as

the

Series."
Whereas Tandy has normally been a
leader, these products are expected to sell on their technical merits,
rather than their low prices. Also,
some 600 products in the 1985 catalog
are priced higher than they were in the
1984 one
a sharp departure from
previous years in which there were few,
if any, price increases.
On the other hand, first and foremost, Tandy is interested in producing
a return for its investors. While
computers are important, "we still sell
vacuum tubes," says Roach. Why? Because they are profitable. But he admits that it is becoming more and more
difficult to make a profit on computers.
When the great home computer
price war of 1982-83 took place, Tandy
attempted to stay on the sidelines,
making only the price cuts in its Color

price

that were warranted by inproduction efficiencies and
lower parts costs. Although their mar-
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for introduction in early 1985. It will
display, more softhave a larger
and possibly a quieter
ware in
keyboard. John Roach admits to hav-

LCD

ROM,

ing to speak louder at the company's
annual meeting to be heard over the
clacking of numerous Model 100s in

the audience.
All the 8-bit computers will get a
"face lift" according to Van Chandler
and, in a radical departure, the company will start to offer peripherals for

computers of other manufacturers in
1985. All of Tandy's computers employ an odd printer protocol which re-

manufacturers.

Roach commented about the Ap"Apple II Forever," and
Tandy had similar plans for the

ple campaign,

—

creased

higher priced machines.
On the other hand, there seems to
be no foot dragging today in product
development. A successor for the
Model 100, the Model 200, is planned

among

quires the printers to insert a linefeed
when a carriage return is transmitted.
New printers will have a switch to defeat this feature and allow them to
work with the computers of other

"Advanced Technology

Computer

the PC, but part was a result of indecision as to whether to produce a PC
compatible at all. Future Computing, a
market research firm, estimates that
the late start will cause Tandy to lose
at least one point of market share

said

Color Computer. While he sees the

Model 12 declining

in

popularity in fa-

vor of the Model 16 and the Model
2000, he feels the multi-user configuration of the Model 16 more than picks

up the slack. He also thinks the Model
2000 "will really come alive when we

new generation of software."
Roach also admits an admiration
HP Portable and thinks that

get a

for the

machines may be basically porsometime in the near future."
Perhaps most important, Tandy
realizes that the Radio Shack name has
caused them to lag in the image race.
Also contributing to a mundane image
is the fact that Radio Shack has tended
"all

table

Showing of the TRS-80 Model
Personal Computing Show, Chicago,
First

September 1977.

I,

A

to

emphasize price

in their

internally

"You'll see a major change in our
advertising approach," says Roach.
New advertising will emphasize the
capabilities for the customer and, perhaps most important, computers will

A

\

Model

successor for the

planned

the computer centers. This gives teachadministrators, and parents the
opportunity to test and evaluate all the
available software and documentation
before making a purchase. With this
system, people can make informed

than 100 courseware titles developed
and perhaps three times as
many titles developed outside that we

ads rather

than capability and technology.

ers,

carry."

He
larger
else

further opined, "We have a
market share than anybody
Apple." Although surveys

—even

100, the

Model 200,

buying decisions, something that is often very difficult to do with the software for other computers.

is

A

for introduction in early 1985.

name

designated by the Tandy
rather than Radio Shack.

be

Market

Success in the Education

19th floor of Tandy Center, Roach
philosophizes, "It is obvious that the
microcomputer is at the center of a

frequently show Apple in first place, he
feels those surveys are inaccurate. "We

communications and information

go to individual state surveys that
monitor the total number of CPUs

While the company has had mixed
success in the home and business markets, it has been eminently successful
in education. Why is this? According

revolution. I believe that within 20
years most Americans will be computer users and will benefit from the
attendant mental advantage.
"When we see the tremendous impact that mechanical advantage has
had on society, the impact of mental
advantage on our standard of living
and rate of innovation is mind boggling. We are having a great impact on
the future. Let us all do it well."

and, with the exception of California,
these surveys generally show us as
number I So we're in a very strong position, but the best is yet to come."
What's coming in education? On
our visits to Fort Worth we saw an
.

to Stegall, "We have never looked at it
as a hardware business. We've made a

easy-to-use multi-user system and
scores of new courseware packages. In

more concerned effort in our education
and help
others develop software than any other
player in the business. We have more
division to develop software

Communications and

Information Revolution
Leaning back in his chair on the

company has introduced
a Courseware Preview Library at all of
addition, the

Dirty
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Transient Voltage Suppressors & Noise Filters
All Mode/s Rated 120V, ISA
Elavan Models

—

Deluxe Fewer Ce«»e!t-2 stage transient absorber; dual

5-stage

filter;

common &

differential

mode

protection;

nano seconds response; clamping at 150V. 8 individually switched sockets;
mam switch. 7' cord and status lite $89.95.

fused,

• Program Error*

MM il-Direcl AC Plug-In.

Regulator

filter;

common &

hie

mode

differential

protection, pico

2 stage transient absorber, dual

differential
at

mode

protection,

nano

150V. two outlets and status

$44.95

—Claan
up

time;

11 min.

lull

load.

capacity, increased back-

mm

43
dual 4-staged RFI/EMI
27

Vt

load.

lor tree literature

MO©
.

Dept

CC

Bethlehem. PA 18107

INSTANT ORDER LME
800-524-0400 TWX 501-651-2101
IN PENNA 215-837-0700
PA Res add

6%

sales

Mi

tor

COO add S3 CO +

shipping 4 handling All prepaid SPiKE SPiKER
orders freight allowed ah line SAVER orders add
$10 00 snipping & handling
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Suppressor

250 Watt Load
SO 2SO Watt Load; Patented

S291.95
9346.95
$390.95

KLK-500
500 Watt Load
KLR-500A-1SO 500 Watt Load; Patented

mm

filter.
Vi load; 4-AC outlets. 3-staged transient protection,
sealed rechargeable internal battery; master control switch; test switch; external fuses, detachable 6' cord, external DC connectors for mobil use and extended hold-up time, many more exclusive features $485.00

Dealer inquires invited

• Filter •

Kilter Isolated Socket*

Power System—

Raliabla

Me** LS-240-240 wattt-VA

6584 Ruch Rd

1

Standby Uninterruptible Power System

5=rt
ajrir*

mile

KLR-2SOA

K LR-250A-

LINE-SAVER™

Call or

Prevents:

• Lightning Spike Damage
• Disruptive Line Noise

common &

second response; clamping

1

KLEEN
LINE*
CONDITIONER
• Brownout Interruption*

filter;

3 stage

^

Computer
Protection

* Computer Damage

5-stage

^L*V

Ultra yuirt

second response, clamping at 131V; tour outlets, fused,
master switch. 7' cord and status light $75.95

Quad Power Ceesebj-6 stage transient absorber; dual

ej^^

Power

In

SPIKES!

RFVEM

$445.95

Filter Isolated Socket*

Shipping: SI 2.75 Land; $45.50 Air

Ask Your Local Dealer
/SaV. Electronic Specialists, Inc.
1

7 1 South Main Street.
Toll

Free

Box 389.

Nattck.

Odor Desk

1

Massachusetts

1

760

800-225-4876

MasterCard. VISA. American Express
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IBM/COREY SANDLER

IBM:

OFARMONK
Staid, conservative, Eastern IBM:
a corporation where executives could
wear any shade of white shirt they
chose, where new employees were
taught songs of company loyalty,
where unquestioned success had been
built upon a platform of room-sized,
climate-controlled, multimillion-dollar

mainframe computers.
Just as the personal computer
business had finally begun to take off
at the start of the 1980s, following a
trail blazed by companies like IMSAI,

The story of how IBM came to
such prominence would seem to be a
combination of careful planning,
bureaucratic obstruction, missed
opportunities,

and

perfect timing. All

of this was backed, in the

last 30 years
by the phenomenal financial,
research, and marketing resources of
one of the world's largest companies.
Consider this: last year IBM spent
more than S3 billion on research and
development around the world. That is

at least,

MITS, Cromemco, garage-born Apple,

three times as much as the total sales
grossed by "challenger" Apple in 1983.

and hobbyist-based Radio Shack, the
rumor began to float about that the
Colossus of Armonk was going to enter
the marketplace. "That will be," said
one wise industry observer, "like
teaching an elephant to tap dance."
Well, the Big Blue pachyderm

in the microcomputer marketplace, it
can trace its corporate roots back to
1 890 and Herman Hollerith's introduction of the first punch card reader for

turned out to be a natural at the twostep, the waltz,
calls the

and the mambo.

It

now

tune for the entire industry.

Its products— the IBM PC, PC-XT,
PCjr, and the new PC
are considered the standard against which wouldbe participants in the personal
computer marketplace are judged.
(You don't ask whether a new machine
is fast or slow, new technology or old.
The first question is, "Is it PC
compatible?")

AT—
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Roofs

Though IBM

pany was run by John H. Patterson,

who

called himself "the father of

son combined handsome rewards and
cold fear of failure as motivators for his
"troops" there was a military-like
hierarchy among employees, with rank
and promotion ceremonies. He introduced exclusive territories for salesmen, a sales quota system, and internal
societies like the Hundred Percent

—

Club
is

a

"new" company

data tabulation. Hollerith's device
adopted by the U.S. Census office
year to aid with the head-counting
for our fast growing country of 63

was
that
task
mil-

lion people.

Meanwhile, Thomas Watson

Sr.,

in 1 874 in upstate New York, had
progressed from a job as a travelling piano, organ, and sewing machine salesman in Painted Post, NY, to a position
with the National Cash Register Com-

born

pany (now known as NCR). The com-

mod-

ern salesmanship."
Patterson's theories included an
no holds barred approach to selling, and a dedication to
fiercely loyal corporate culture. Patter-

all-stops-pulled,

for

drummers who had met

their

quotas.

Within

three

years

of joining

NCR, Watson had become the star
salesman in upstate New York and was
promoted

to a managerial position. In
1912, Patterson, Watson and 30 other
employees were indicted by the
government under the Sherman
Antitrust Act, accused of practices
including tampering with competitors'
machines, buying or bribing salesmen

NCR

federal

from other companies, and seeking to
and maintain a monopoly in
the cash register business. All of the
defendants were found guilty and
Patterson and Watson were among
those sentenced to pay a $5000 fine
establish

and serve a year in prison. The case
was appealed, and later a retrial was
ordered. Before a second trial, though,
the government offered an out-of-court
settlement. Watson, however, refused
to sign a consent decree that would

—

have settled the case he said later that
do so would have admitted guilt.

to

Patterson fired him.
old and out of work.

He was 40

Watson found a job with

full

company would

label in 1924.

Under Watson's steerage, the
company was almost immediately
successful. During World War I, its
were used

scales

in

shipyards and fac-

tories.
When the war ended, the
sales had doubled from $4.2
million in 1914 to $8.3 million in 1917,
with earnings up from $490,000 to $1.6
million. Hollerith tabulators and sorters became bestsellers among burgeoning government agencies, insurance

company's

companies, and railroads

war

universities,

government agencies,
and private concerns were
II,

hard at work attempting to adapt the
mechanical tabulating devices of IBM

time clocks. In 1917, CTR entered the
Canadian market, and the name was
changed to the International Business
Machines Corporation for part of its

The

World War

and other companies to become general purpose computers for scientific

Scale in upstate New York. It manufactured butcher scales, meat slicers,
coffee grinders, punched card readers,
Hollerith tabulating machines, and

IBM

its electric
later its Selectric line all

the

Computing-Tabulating-Recording Co.
manager. The company was a bank-forced amalgamation
of three firms: Tabulating Machine,
International Time, and Computing

operations.

typewriter maker, but

years

in 1914, as general

adopt the

first

models and

but took over the huge business market
when introduced. So, too, with its computer products.
During the years leading up to

in the post-

era.

One

other thing Watson brought
to IBM was a refinement of Patterson's
management and motivation tech-

purposes. The players included IBM,
Remington Rand (a firearm manufacturer that had expanded into the office
with a line of typewriters), the Burroughs Corp., Watson's old employer
NCR, and General Electric. Though
IBM spent hundreds of thousands of
dollars on development of a large computer in 1940— the Mark I— Thomas

Watson Jr., and therefore the company, was unsure about the long term
use for the device, and thought them
unlikely to replace calculators and add-

IBM

technicians often spent
weeks or months working with cus-

tomers on planning and installation of
major pieces of equipment. And the

company was hugely
growth
as

24%

successful, with
rates between the wars as high
per year.

second,

IBM somehow

to completely miss the fast

purposes.
Perhaps, some have said, it was
the antitrust suit that distracted IBM's
attention
the case dragged on for 13
years before it was finally dropped in
1982. Perhaps it was the bureaucratic

—

company with more than
300,000 employees that kept IBM from
inertia of a

first
UNIVACs displaced
tabulators at the Census Buplace where Herman Hollerith had started the company that
lead to IBM. IBM had to wait until
1952 before it could come out with its

The

nia.

IBM

— the

reau

own

model. That device was not as advanced as Remington Rand's machine,
but once again IBM was on the move.
Within five years, the company's 704
leaders in the industry,

gineers;

managed

an offspring of ENIAC (Electric Numeric Integrator and Calculator),
developed by physicist John Mauchly
and electrical engineer J. Presper
Eckert, at the University of Pennsylva-

and 705

customers
paid well for high quality equipment
that was backed by unparalleled support. IBM salesmen were often enoutside,

competitive;

growing "minicomputer" market. Upstarts like Digital Equipment Corp.
(DEC) and Data General began to
carve away at some of IBM's base by
selling smaller computers for specific

ing machines in offices.

for

loyalty;

of cradle-to-grave "bundling" of engineering, sales, installation, software
design, and maintenance was anti-

In 1950, Remington Rand vaulted
to the top of the infant computer business when it introduced the UNIVAC,

niques. The emphasis was on empire
and sales. Inside the company, hardworking employees were well rewarded
their

Department began investigating
and later filed suit against IBM for
violations, centering upon
allegations that the company's practice
Justice

antitrust

series

on top with an

System 370/155 at Princeton
September 1973. James
(L), computer center
director, Guy Moser (R), executive
University,

Page

director of Educational

Information Services.

computers were the
and IBM was

85%

share of the infant

market.

The
and

first

machines were bulky,

vacuum tubes generated a
great deal of heat. IBM's customer service tradition kept it a favorite among
corporate clients, even as the competition became more and more intheir

IBM was the leader, followed by
what quickly became known as the
Dwarfs: the merged Sperrytense.

Seven
Early Successes

Rand

IBM's history, then, has been built
upon the quality of its products and the
success of its sales force, and not necessarily on always being the first out
with a

new technology or

For example,

IBM

process.

was not the

Corp., Control Data, Honeywell,

Burroughs,

NCR, RCA, and

General

Electric.

was

and into
IBM began

in the late sixties
the seventies, though, that
It

to lose

some of its

luster as the result of

a pair of occurrences:

first,

the U.S.

VOLUME

10

Prior to the PC, IBM attended
shows with products such
as the 5100 and various word
processing machines but rarely
generated much traffic. Their booth

was
Expo

practically deserted at the
in

NUMBER
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IBM

corps of professional sales people.
In retrospect, it seems that
Estridge's small enterpreneurship
made all of the right decisions in its
frenzied year. They made some daring
changes from IBM's ordinary way of
doing business; in other instances they

reacting. In any case, IBM began to
change at the end of the 1970s, primarily through the results of an unusual
experiment in internal enterprise

its

zones.

more

than a
IBM established
dozen Independent Business Units that

In

a key element of

the success of the

a

retained marketing rights to

system

was

it

selling to

ent

duced the

The Micro Mandate
In the summer of 1980, Philip
"Don" Estridge, an IBM divisional
possible

was

entrance

told to investigate a

into

the

micro-

computer market. He and a team of 12
worked for the next year on a machine
that would make the elephant tap
dance.

The Entry Systems Group in Boca
Raton, FL, had to make several important decisions:
What kind of design would the
machine use? Should it represent the
state of the art in technology or should
IBM instead "legitimize" the market
with a refinement of existing designs?
Would they follow IBM tradition
and come out with a machine heavily
based upon company-patented hardware and software, thereby locking

most competitors out of the market?
Which operating system would the
machine use? Would it be the developing microcomputer leader, CP/M from
Digital Research or a different existing
system, or would IBM follow its
historical form and use a proprietary
system over which it could maintain
control?

IBM PC as we know

Designing the PC
Rather than trying

it

now.

microcomputer,

to redefine the

IBM would

instead

proven technology
to produce a competent, well backed,
machine. This decision would also help
to speed up the design process and allow for a very rapid build-up of
production. Along with this path came
the decision to purchase as many parts
and sub-assemblies of the computer
from outside companies as was feaagain, this saved time, expense,
sible
and capital outlay. (Inside IBM's Entry Systems Division, they claim that
every manufacturing step is preceded
by a "Make or Buy" economic
rely

upon

existing,

—

whom they eventually signed a
contract for a new operating system.
Nearly all of the microcomputers
then on the market were using 8-bit
processors like the 6502 in the Apwith

Z80 in the CP/M machines.
though, proven 16-bit
microprocessors available, and these
chips could operate at much greater
speeds and address much larger blocks
of memory. Partly at the prodding of
ple or the

Gates,

outside
companies to participate in the building of the PC market, IBM would pubit

relatively

easy

for

a Technical Reference Manual
with the entire set of electrical
lish

IBM

machine

Who would sell the machine? IBM
had almost no experience with mass
market retailing, relying instead upon
1984

for

ROM

hardware and software.

BIOS and

IBM

logo
were actually the only elements of the
entire machine that bore an IBM
copyright.
the

a strategic com-

and fill out with add-on devices;
IBM was able to hold the price
down.
Microsoft's operating system,
dubbed PC-DOS, was an adaptation of
thus,

make

IBM made

support. (Think of it as a 16-lane tunnel with an 8-lane highway connecting
to it at either end.) The resulting machine was faster than the 8-bit competition, but not as fast as a true 16-bit
device. However, the 8-bit bus was
considerably less expensive to design,
build,

the

The

offerings?

Bill

promise here and chose a hybrid
microprocessor from Intel, the 8088.
This chip could manipulate 16-bit
blocks of information internally, but
relied upon an 8-bit external bus for

was also decided along the way
machine would have an
"open" architecture, like that of the
Apple family. IBM would include slots
under the cover of the machine that
could accommodate plug-in boards that
would add features or even change the
entire personality of the PC. And, to
It

that

schematics for the machine and a full
explanation and printout of the ROMbased BIOS (Basic Input Output System) that provides the hooks into the

COMPUTING/NOVEMBER

Gates' in-

IBM's broad nondisclosure agreement
and release proprietary secrets without
some hint of the nature of IBM's inIBM would make no comterest.
promise and returned to Microsoft,

analysis.)

would the machine be marketed? As a home computer? As a
home/small business machine like the
Apple and Radio Shack lines? As a big
business machine like the rest of the

How

NATIVE

IBM, with

There were,

company.

vice president,

lished accounts,

DR

version of the operating

kept very close to the corporation's super-conservative tradition; in still other
areas, they hedged their bets.
It is nearly impossible to pin down
the exact order in which decisions were
made, but the interlinking process pro-

essentially as separate
enterpreneurial companies within the
corporation. They could draw upon
IBM's resources and research and use
the clout of the IBM name without
having to work through the multi-layered bureaucratic structure of the par-

—

troduction, approached Gary Kildall's
Digital Research Corp. to talk about
purchasing rights to CP/M, but was
didn't want to sign
rebuffed.

IBM PC, Microsoft

IBM.

were to function

According to the unproven history
the time, IBM was undecided
whether to use an 8 or 16-bit microin
processor. Discussions were begun
typical IBM super-secrecy— with
Microsoft's Bill Gates for a package of
languages. According to several pub-

of

SCP-DOS, written by Tim Patterson of
Seattle Computer Products for a machine based on a true 16-bit microprocessor, the Intel 8086. In a key
element of the success of the IBM PC,
Microsoft retained marketing rights to
a version of the operating system it was
selling to IBM. This version, called
MS-DOS, was to provide the engine for
the dozens of IBM "clones" that would
come along in later years.
IBM apparently was quite uncertain

where the

PC would

find

its

place. It could see hundreds of thousands of Apple lis and TRS-80 models
in the homes, with only relatively in-

significant penetration into the office.

The Apple

II,

in

its

most minimal

configuration, was available for about
$1500; the TRS-80 Model III was at
about the same level.

Although it seems hard to believe
now, when IBM first introduced the
PC in August, 1981, it offered a model
with just 16K. of RAM on the
motherboard and instructions on how
to hook the unit up to a standard home
audio cassette machine for recording
and playback of data. That model was
advertised at $1265, or $1565 with a
color/graphics video adapter.
The true cost of an IBM PC
configured for serious use, rose rapidly
from there, but IBM still seemed
bound and determined to compete with
the price set by Apple. An Apple II
Plus with 48K of RAM, a single 143K
disk drive, DOS, and necessary thirdparty hardware modifications to allow
it to display 80 characters on a monitor
screen sold for about $2800 list. An
equivalent IBM PC, with 48K of
RAM, a single 160K disk drive, DOS,
a color/graphics adapter board, and a
game adapter card had a list price of
$2630.

Go

many

puter stores, including

Marketing the PC

ComputerLand

And

then there was the marketing.
Though there was at first the sort of
conservative, image-conscious advertising campaign you might have expected
("Presenting the IBM of Personal
Computers" read the headline on the
first series of print ads), the campaign
soon began to take off in a new direction,
waddling into the American
consciousness behind the pigeon-toed
walk of Charlie Chaplin. More than
two years into the campaign (by New

of the

IBM

franchisees.

gave the machine over to

its

also

internal

and they aggressively entered into the corporate world in
search of contracts for dozens of
computers at a time often at corsales force,

—

Agency), it is hard to see the Little
without thinking, in a warm
cuddly sort of way, of IBM and its per-

porate discounts of as much as 40%.
We will probably never know exhow many PCs IBM has sold,
since the company does not divulge
product shipment numbers; nor does it
break down profit and loss by division
in a meaningful fashion. However, it is
estimated that there are already between one and one-and-a-half million
IBM PCs in the hands of users, and
that number could grow by several mil-

sonal computer products.

lion

There was another crucial decision
made, again at major divergence from
IBM's history. The company opened
up two additional channels of distribu-

Impact of the PC
Another way to measure the impact of the IBM microcomputer is to

machines: it set up its own
Product Centers in ma-

look at the growth of the hangers-on,
companies that came from nowhere or

jor cities to offer officially sanctioned
retail sales, and it signed contracts with
a carefully chosen group of retail com-

close to it, to become multimillion dollar operations: Tandon (at first the

York's Lord Geller Advertising

Tramp

tion for

chain of

its

IBM

actly

more just

in 1984.
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Other companies like Columbia
and Corona sought at first to compete
with IBM on the basis of price and
later on added features. Recently, machines from Eagle, Stearns, Compaq,
Radio Shack, and others have taken a
step away from a high level of
compatibility in favor of going beyond
the limits of the 8088 chip and toward
what has been dubbed the "turbo"
performance of microprocessors like
the 8086, the 80186, and the 80286.
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had crossed 800 pages nearly 500 of
them advertisements. PC magazine
doubled its frequency again in 1984,
and each of its bi-weekly issues currently weighs in at about 400 pages.

Toll-Free Ordering

Single Side

it,
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Diskettes

Error Free

Double Density

to

a "transportable."

Precision Data Products

$1.62

Computer, which went from zero income and no product in 1982 to sales
of about $100 million in 1983. That
company shrank the size of the PC
down to fit into a sewing machine sized
box they called it a portable, but
most weary users would admit its 30
pounds or so of weight made it more of

growth of the hangers-on,

P O Box 8367
Grand Rapids. Ml 49508
Oulside U.S.A. (616) 4523457
Michigan 1600632.2468
Outside Michigan 1800.2580028

J

2E

developed for the "real
The most spectacular success
story appears to be that of Compaq
thing."

multimillion dollar operations.

launching the multi-function
board sub-industry for devices to plug
into the limited slots of the PC); Lotus
Development Corp. (developer and
marketer of Lotus 1-2-3 software);
Microsoft (which has gone on to develop, with IBM, later versions of PCDOS, and other languages, and has
sold hundreds of thousands of licenses

+

hardware

measure the impact of the IBM

is

ited with

3M Brand

some percentage of the programs written for the IBM PC; many of those machines will accept most of the

launched in early 1982 with a slim 96page bi-monthly effort. By December
of 1983, the now-monthly magazine

companies that came from nowhere or close

become

manu-

And, part of the history can be
gauged by the story of PC magazine,

Tecmar (from a small
specialty hardware company to a major supplier of hardware for IBM, Apcomputer
other
ple,
and
manufacturers); AST; Quadram (cred-

Another

MS-DOS

facturers.)

suppliers to

manufacturers);

Si
.

.
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Charge My: ($10 minimum)

Mr / Mrs. / Ms

Q

Amex

Q Vita

MC
Exp Date

-prWOfr,

Address
City Slate Zip

Please send free catalog.

INFORMATIOl
SERVIGE

Free! Quick!

No Obligation!
Let us forward your request for further
information you'd like to receive on any
number of products or services mentioned or advertised in this month's issue
of Creative Computing. No charge or
obligation!

And as easy as

1-2-3!

Clearly print/type your name/complete address on one of the attached
reply cards.

1

2

Circle the number(s) on that card
which correspond to the number(s)
the bottom of the ad(s)/artiabout which you'd like to learn
more. (You'll also find these key numbers
on advertised products in this month's
you'll find at

cle(s)

Advertiser's Index.)

5 Stamp
it's

and

This

is

mail the card.

The sooner

sent, the quicker you'll get the

erature you're

an

lit-

after.

ideal time to subscribe to Cre-

Computing—the #1 magazine of
computer applications and software—
and save 20%. One year, 12 issues, is just
$19.97. (It's usually $24.97.) Just check
the box at the bottom of the reply
card... and make certain we have your
complete present address.
ative

NFORMATION
SERVICE

INFORMATION!

QUESTIONS
ANSWERED!
LATEST DATA!
Here's your chance to learn

more about any number of
products and services described or advertised in this
month's Creative Computing.

FREE OF CHARGE!

Directions

on reverse

side.
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creative computing
Please indicate which of the following microcomputers you currently own and /or
plan to buy in the next 12 months.

Own
A

Apple

2 Plan
to Buy

L

Atari

B

M

Commodore PET

C
D

N

E

P

F

O

G

R
S
T

Equipment DEC
Heath Zenith
IBM
Radio Shack Tandy TRS-80
Texas Instruments
Timex Sinclair
Digital

H
I

Other (specify)

J

None

K

201 202 203 204 205 206
226 227 228 229 230 231
251 252 253 254 255 256
276 277 278 279 280 281
301 302 303 304 305 306
326 327 328 329 330 331
3S1 352 353 354 355 356
376 377 378 379 380 381
401 402 403 404 405 406
426 427 428 429 430 431
451 452 453 454 455 456
476 477 478 479 480 481

if

108
133
158
183
208
233
258
283
308
333
358
383
408
433
458
483

own?

110
135
160
185
210
235
260
285
310
335
360
385

109
134
159
184
209
234
259
284
309
334
359
384
409
434
459
484

410
435
460
485

Plan

2

Apple
Atari

Own

to

A
B

L

C

Commodore PET

M
N

O

DEC

Equipment
Heath /Zenith
Digital

Buy

E

P

IBM

F

O

Radio Shack /Tandy TRS-80
Texas Instruments
Timex Sinclair

G

R

H
1

S
T

Other (specify)

J

U

None

K

V

if

any,

own?

TITLE

Picas* «*nd

mm.

(Full

176 177 178 179 180 181 182
201 202 203 204 205 206 207
226 227 228 229 230 231 232
251 252 253 254 255 256 257
276 277 278 279 280 281 282
301 302 303 304 305 306 307
326 327 328 329 330 331 332
351 352 353 354 355 356 357
376 377 378 379 380 381 382
401 402 403 404 405 406 407
426 427 428 429 430 431 432
451 452 453 454 455 456 457
476 477 478 479 480 481 482

n

246 247
271 272
296 297
321 322
346 347
371 372
396 397
421 422
446 447
471 472
496 497

249
274
299
324
349
374
399
424
449
474
499

248
273
298
323
346
373
398
423
448
473
498

250
275
300
325
350
375
400
425
450
475
500

(_

_ZIP_
CC11842

PI*as*s*ndm*on*y*ar(12lssu*s)of Crmmtlvm Computing tor
19.97 and bill m*. (Full on*-y*ar subscription price 24.97.)
Void after January

31.

1985

125
101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120 121 122 123 124
150
126 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 139 140 141 142 143 144 145 146 147 148 149
175
151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 160 161 162 163 164 165 166 167 168 189 170 171 172 173 174
184 185 186 187 188
210 211 212 213
235 236 237 238
260 261 262 263
285 286 287 288
310 311 312 313
335 336 337 338
360 361 362 363
385 386 387 388
410 411 412 413
435 436 437 438
460 461 462 463
485 486 487 488

183
208
233
258
283
308
333
358
383
408
433
458
483

P

o

Radio Shack Tandy TRS-80
Texas Instruments
Timex Sinclair
Other (specify)

G

R

H

S

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY-Use

1

T

J

U

None

K

V

209
234
259
284
309
334
359
384
409
434
459
484

189
214
239
264
289
314
339
364
389
414
439
464
489

190
215
240
265
290
315
340
365
390
415
440
465
490

191 192
216 217
241 242
266 267
291 292
316 317
341 342
366 367
391 392
416 417
441 442
466 467
491 492

193 194
219
244
269
294
319
344
369
394
419
444

195
220
245
270
295
320
345
370
395
420
445
469 470
494 495

218
243
268
293
318
343
368
393
418
443
468
493

PHONE »

code must be included

n

Pleaae send
19.97 and

248
273
298
323
348
373
398
423
448
473
498

249
274
299
324
349
374
399
424
449
474
499

250
275
300
325
350
375
400
425
450
475
500

(

APT.

STATE

CITY

4

246 247
271 272
296 297
321 322
346 347
371 372
396 397
421 422
446 447
471 472
496 497

_TITLE

ADDRESS
(Zip

196 197 198 199 200
221 222 223 224 225

only one card per person

NAME
COMPANY.

if

221 222 223 224 225

APT

N

own?.

220
245
270
295
320
345
370
395
420
445
470
495

only one card per person

STATE

F

any. business apphcation(s)
For what,
3 do
you use the microcomputer you cur-

219
244
269
294
319
344
369
394
419
444
469
494

code mutt be included to insure delivery

IBM

rently

218
243
268
293
318
343
368
393
418
443
468
493

ADDRESS

M
O

216 217
241 242
266 267
291 292
316 317
341 342
366 367
391 392
416 417
441 442
466 467
491 492

_TITLE

E

DEC

191 192 193 194 195 196 197 198 199 200

190
215
240
265
290
315
340
365
390
415
440
465
490

-PHONE »

C
D

/

189
214
239
264
289
314
339
364
389
414
439
464
489

COMPANY

B

Equipment
Heath /Zenith

Digital

188
213
238
263
288
313
338
363
388
413
438
463
488

NAME

L

Commodore PET

.ZIP-

CC11843

187
212
237
262
287
312
337
362
387
412
435 436 437
460 461 462
485 486 487

209
234
259
284
309
334
359
384
409
434
459
484

to

Atari

(-

one-year subscription price 24.97.)

184 185 186
210 211
235 236
260 261
285 286
310 311
335 336
360 361
385 386
410 411

183
208
233
258
283
308
333
358
383
408
433
458
483

A

Buy

299
324
349
374
399
424
449
474
499

Void after January 31. 1985

Own
Apple

298
323
348
373
398
423
448
473
498

me on* year (12 issues) of Creative Computing for

bill

176 177 178 179 180 181 182
201 202 203 204 205 206 207
226 227 228 229 230 231 232
251 252 253 254 255 256 257
276 277 278 279 280 281 282
301 302 303 304 305 306 307
326 327 328 329 330 331 332
351 352 353 354 355 356 357
376 377 378 379 380 381 382
401 402 403 404 405 406 407
426 427 428 429 430 431 432
451 452 453 454 455 456 457
476 477 478 479 480 481 482

Plan

246 247 248 249

296 297
321 322
346 347
371 372
396 397
421 422
446 447
471 472
496 497

101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120 121 122 123 124 125
126 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 139 140 141 142 143 144 145 146 147 148 149 150
151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 160 161 162 163 164 165 166 167 168 169 170 171 172 173 174 175

4

2

125
150
175

200
225
250
275
300
325
350
375
400
425
450
475
500

271 272 273 274

to insure delivery

CITY

Please indicate which of the following microcomputers you currently own and /or
plan to buy in the next 12 months.

420
445
470
495

124
149
174
199
224

121 122 123
146 147 148
171 172 173
196 197 198
221 222 223

.APT.

STATE

code mutt be included

(Zip

creative computing

120
145
170
195
220
245
270
295
320
345
370
395

ADDRESS

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY-Use

business appiication(s)
For what,
3 do
you use the microcomputer you cur-

119
144
169
194
219
244
269
294
319
344
369
394
419
444
469
494

PHONE *

19.97 and

crocomputers you currently own and /or
plan to buy in the next 12 months.

118
143
168
193
218
243
268
293
318
343
368
393
418
443
468
493

COMPANY

4

Please indicate which of the following mi-

117
142
167
192
217
242
267
292
317
342
367
392
417
442
467
492

only one card per person

CITY

creative computing

.

111 112 113 114 115 116
136 137 138 139 140 141
161 162 163 164 165 166
186 187 188 189 190 191
211 212 213 214 215 216
236 237 238 239 240 241
261 262 263 264 265 266
286 287 288 289 290 291
311 312 313 314 315 316
336 337 338 339 340 341
361 362 363 364 365 366
386 387 388 389 390 391
411 412 413 414 415 416
436 437 438 439 440 441
461 462 463 464 465 466
486 487 488 489 490 491

NAME

(Zip

rently

107
132
157
182
207
232
257
282
307
332
357
382
407
432
457
482

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY-Use

U
V

any, business apphcation(s)
For what,
3 do
you use the microcomputer you currently

101 102 103 104 105 106
126 127 128 129 130 131
151 152 153 154 155 156
176 177 178 179 180 181

m* on* year

bill

_ZIP_
CC11841

to insure delivery

m*.

(Full

(

12 issues) of Crmatlvm

Computing for

on*-y*ar subscription price 24.97.)
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IBM

IBM itself has paid scant notice to
the compatible marketplace, since it
has had little trouble selling as many
PCs as it could crank out of its factories. It has, though, jealously
guarded the copyright on its
BIOS, taking a few manufacturers to

ROM

Along the way

to the

be considered

to

The PCjr, with its toy-like Chiclet
keyboard, single disk drive, and official
top-end memory limit of 128K, was
greeted with boos by the press and a
universal yawn from the public. But
once again, IBM's Entry Systems Division showed itself willing to
change and anxious to redeem its
good name. At the end of July of this
year, IBM announced a series of
improvements for the PCjr, including a

Somewhere along its two-year development path, though, the machine turned
into a strange amalgam of a highpowered IBM compatible computer
and a series of intentional crippling design elements. The marketers thought
was that this machine should go only

PC AT, IBM made what

—

has

the biggest misstep of the Entry

full-stroke keyboard and memory
modules that can take the machine to
512K. Also included in the announcement was the availability of Lotus 1-2-3
on a plug-in ROM cartridge and an
IBM-sanctioned RAM disk that would

new

Systems Division.

court

when they

strayed too close in

their emulation.

homes and schools of Amerand not cannibalize the sales of the
PC. The designers thought that their

into the

simulate a second disk drive.
Now, the PCjr seems poised for an
invasion of the country's offices for use
in stand-alone word processing, data
entry, and spreadsheet applications,
and a renewed mandate as the home
computer for personal productivity
applications. It will be aided by an

ica,

—

Again
Climbing the Sales Curve
Meanwhile, IBM took steps to ensure the sales of

its

top-line personal

computers. Management reverted to
one of the company's tried and true
operating strategies: It consistently

ways to sharply
reduce the manufacturing cost of a PCDOS computer. At the same time, the

mandate was

to find

supposed home computer market
turned out to be much more interested
in VisiCalc

than in Space Invaders.

dropped the prices on its PC line as
competitors began to come close to
affecting demand for available machines. And, just at the moment when
it appeared that the IBM PC might be
top of a bell curve-shaped sales
it announced a new family of
machines that seem destined to be its

at the

history,

replacement.

The PC

AT

is

one of IBM's most

aggressive marketing moves in many
years. Instead of taking the conser-

proven route IBM chose when
introduced the PC, the company has
leaped over the heads of its competwith a line of microcomputers
offering advanced technology and features. The PC AT, with its speedy
vative,
it

itors

80286 microprocessor,
floppy disks, and

its

its

1.2Mb

The IBM PC, AT, newest member of the IBM microcomputer family.

available internal

20-megabyte hard disks, is generations
ahead of any other major company
certainly well ahead of any
offering

—

present

or

near-to-market

offerings

from number two Apple.
to the PC AT,
to be considered
the biggest misstep of the Entry Systems Division the mislaunch of the

Along the way
IBM made what has

—

PCjr. But the nature and means of the
company's recovery from that error is
representative both of IBM's corporate
history and its future plans.
According to company sources,
IBM began development of a low price,
easy-to-use "home computer" based on
the IBM PC soon after the larger machine was deemed a likely success.

The

new IBM

PCjr keyboard.

VOLUME

10

NUMBER
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A

A

C

D

IBM

advertising campaign deemed the most
intensive in the company's history.
According to IBM sources, in the period from August 1 to December 3 1 of
1984, 98% of the American public will
see at least 30 PCjr advertising messages.

IBM took one other, unprecedented step: The company announced
that any early purchaser of the PCjr

four radial tires for your car.

You can

keep the old tires as spares."
Why did they do that? Well, obviously they expected to reap a public
relations benefit from the move, and
they did. However, it goes deeper than
that. As one high placed IBM employee told me, "When we came into
the market everyone said that IBM will
legitimize the personal computer mar-

"You know, if we really wanted to," an
IBM executive once told me, "we
could buy Apple Computer out of
petty cash lying around in drawers in
Armonk. Apple?," she said, flicking
casually at the sleeve of her blouse,
"goodbye."
That almost certainly won't happen, and I'm not convinced very many
IBMers would enjoy that. Much of the
thrill of success at Big Blue seems to
come from

blouse,

"goodbye."

would be offered a new keyboard free.
No swap, no upgrade fee no charge.

—

is roughly equivalent to General
Motors sending a telegram to all 1983
purchasers of the Chevy Citation reading: "We have been convinced by pressures of the marketplace that radial
tires are better than bias ply tires. We
value your early faith in us, and therefore we will be sending you a new set of

This

competitively

won

battles,

harking for inspiration all the way
back to Thomas Watson Sr. and his
wagon load of pianos, organs, and sew-

"Apple?," she said, flicking casually at the sleeve of her

and that Big Blue can be counted
on to stand behind its products and its
customers. That's what we're doing
ket

here."
In this new, competitive market,
IBM is still operating very cautiously,

with one eye always on the U.S. Justice
Department. (Push any IBM executive
about marketing strategies and sooner
or later the antitrust jitters will surface.

ing machines.
IBM's new PC AT products obviously have stolen back the limelight
from compatible manufacturers. It
seems likely that we will see another
cycle, with the PC
becoming the
standard for the next round of competition. IBM should sell a lot of PC
ATs as well as other machines in the
PC family, and then just as the rest of
the industry comes close to catching up
with them, IBM will move on, leaving
the others gasping in its wake.

AT

DAVID H. AHL
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D

A

C

Scoring
0-9

10-19

31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

This is your first copy of
Creative Computing,- you
ought to subscribe.
You caught the computer

bug fairly recently but you
have a machine of your

B
B

D

A
C
B

C
C
C

own and are very

41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
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48.
49.
50.

interested

20-39

B

C
D

30-39

B

D
B

40-49

C

member of

D

C

in

50

the

field.

You are involved with
computers more than |ust
casually; you probably
have or are looking to buy
a second machine.
Your computer knowledge
is well above average, and
you derive satisfaction from
using computers effectively.
You are an industry
veteran, probably a
the *76ers,

and

computers are a part of
your life.
Send us your resume at
once!
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CLASSIFIED RATES: Per Word. 15 Word Minimum. REGULAR: $3 50 EXPAND-AD*: $5.25. Ads set in all bold type at 20% premium. Ads
25% premium. GENERAL INFORMATION: Prepayment discounts available. Payment must accompany
set with background screen
order except credit card
Am. Ex., Diners, MC, VISA (include exp. date) or accredited ad agency insertions. Copy subject to publisher's

@

—

—
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SOFTWARE
FREE EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE CATALOG — Pet.
Commodore 64. Apple II*. TRS-80 — Island Software.
PO Box 300. Dept. Q. Lake Grove. NY 11755. (516) 585-

BIGGEST TI-99/4A SELECTION. Newest exciting
software and hardware bargains. Hard to get items.
Send

for free catalog. Fast service.
Hicksville. NY 11801.

DYNAMO. Box

690.

3755.

ATTENTION APPLE. IBM. Commodore. Atari. Tl 99/
4A users. Extensive selection of software Send $1 00
model. Celjim Enterprises. 3667
Mexico. Westerville. Ohio. 43061 (614) 890-7725 after
for catalog, specify

TIMEX/SINCLAIR QUALITY SOFTWARE.

Free price

WMJ

Data Systems, 4 Butterfly Drive, Haup

NY 11788.
ASTROLOGY Astro-Scope" casts and interprets your

HORSE & 00G HANDICAPPING PROGRAMS FOR
MOST PERSONAL COMPUTERS. Free Catalog:

accurate birthcart Disk $49 95 for Apple II. TRS80.
C64. Kaypro 2. IBM PC. Ask about Sex-0-Scope~.
Personal Numerology, professional astrologer soft-

Gambler's Edge Computing, Dept B4, 250 Rich

02653:1617)255-0510.

City,

M0

48126.(313)581-2896.

COMMODORE

64/VIC 20 Games//educational

ware. Over 4000

titles'

Bangor

ican Peripherals. 122

FREE

Write for

St..

catalog!

soft-

Amer-

Lindenhurst.

NY

11757
Write for FREE 120 page catalog. DYNACOMP.
18129. Rochester. NY 14618. State computer

FREE SOFTWARE Earn "bonus bucks -

pauge,

ware. VISA/MC. AGS. Box 26. Dept.

2.

Orleans.

MA

for

PO Box

FREE

solt-

ware. books and supplies. Catalog $1 (refundable with
order). Specify model. Computer Discount Center Inc..
Dept CC. P.O. Box 1546. Springfield. VA 22151
TI-99/4A. C-64. TIMEX 16K-48K. VIC. IBM. owners. 5
fun programs for $2,001 Get Baseball. Etching-Sketch.
Black-jack. Dungeon. Galactic Patrol Specify your
computer. CHIPMUNK SOFTWARE. 634 Littlecroft.
Upper-Darby. PA 19082

FREE Commodore 64/TI99-4A/VIC-20/TRS80— coco/
TRS80 — MCtO/Timex programs! Send stamps!
eZRAEZRA. Box 5222 RN. San Diego. California

1103. (call collect)

FOR SALE/BARTER
LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES ANYWHERE' Computer

—

—

Hardware Software Printers. Audio. Video. Car
ELECTRIFIED DISCOUNTERS. 996 Orange
West Haven. CT 06576 MC/VISA (203) 937-0106

Stereo.

Ave

.

FOR SALE BY OWNER

64116.

FOR TRS-80 MODELS 1/III/4-LAZYFONT creates and
prints custom fonts with Epson or Prowriter printers:
8 free fonts with program. $49.95. Z-80 math routine
tor $69.95. More information from AlphaBit Communications Inc., 13349 Michigan Ave.. Dearborn. Ml

—

.

list.

4:30.

ards Rd„ Ste. 254, Kansas

X-MAS $$$ Apple or C-64: Others offer vague
schemes: we offer proven product: 'A Christmas Adventure"
unique customized software gift. Thousands sold last Christmas. Now you can customize/
sell copies with our Home Customization Package.
Clear profit after only 4 sold! Details. Bet Cards Inc.,
30 West Service Rd. Champlain NY 12919. or (514) 274-

HARDWARE

Listing of

.

IBM. KAYPRO.

APPLE

MC. Panasonic Senior Partner.
Call or write for latest price Discount Computer Accessories. 445 North Pine. Reedsburg. Wl 53959. (608)
524-2429.

COMPUTER EQUIPMENT/SUPPLIES

—

FREE

catalog full of the best computer accessories
at the lowest prices Write: TEMCC6. 10-12 Charles St.
Glen Cove. NY 15442.

INTRODUCING "StaticTrap"! Stop body static before
touching computers, circuit cards, etc. $29.95 chk..
MO. Full refund guaranteed! PENCo Box 33185 Decatur. GA 30033.
APPLE & IBM— TOP-RATED SOFTWARE. SUPPLIES.
ACCESSORIES AT LOW PRICES Free catalog Tan-

PO Box 38587C.

gent 270.

Denver.

CO

80238. (303)

322-1262

DISKS 99* each. 20 minimum. S«r for Apple. TRS80.
Commodore, etc. Top makers, guaranteed! Promotional offer, limited quantities. Order by phone with MC/
VISA ERM. 27 Water St.. Wakefield. MA 01880 (617)
246-3550

SCHULTZS BIMONTHLY

COMMODORE 64
THE CAR MAINTENANCE EXPENSE

10113.

LASER STRIKE — Arcade typed-machine language
tor the Commodore 64 Disk/Cassette.
Isis Hathor. 6164 Verdura Ave
Goleta. CA

space action

$1795

.

93117 CK/MC/VISA

TIMEX/SINCLAIR
TIMEX/SINCLAIR CLOSEOUT! 90 sets of MX-PAC remein from mfr: ea. Set has 18 programs on cassette
and a 100 page book. NOW $10 complete (book enly.
$7) SASE gets more Info, but don't delay! ROBILL
PRODUCTS. 555 Park Avenue, Peterson, NJ 07504

ATTENTION TS2068 Owners Easily convert to a UK
Spectrum. Gives compatability to hundreds of Spectrum Software titles. Write for info & software brochure to E McGhee. #150. 10127 121st St Edmonton,

SAVE'

STUDY THE STARS on your Commodore 64 with NIGHT
SKY SURVEY. Constellation, variable stars. Messier
lists and more. Star maps of all the constellations. Send
$16 to MIDNIGHT DESIGN. PO Box 72681. Roselle. IL

best bargains in microcomputing gear. $9.95 single.
$39 80 yearly guaranteed Postroad. Box 1212-G.

Alberte.

Roanoke. VA 24006.

GAMES

60172

COMPUTER PUBLICATIONS

TRIVIA MANIA. Pursue

IBM-PC OR COMPATIBLE: Conversion of American
measurements (LENGTH. AREA MASS VOL-

reports thousands of

and hardware items: CoCo. PO Box 9866. San Jose.

CRAPS SIMULATOR — Joystick controlled betting, dice

Prices for over 600 microcomputer products from
250 ads researched monthly. Suppliers and ordering information included. Save or Money Back. Send

and layout display: pass. come, dont's. odds, hardways, etc Atari 800 disk. $16.00. Symsoft Enterprises. Box 634. Clifton. NJ 07012.

OWNERS

Affordable adventure and arcade
games. FREE catalog. ORION SOFTWARE. 1149 Hurton. Muskegon. Mich. 49445.

TI99/4A

COMPUTER TRAINING

CA 95157-0666.

NEW

....

$5.98

SHOPPER'S GUIDE TO SAVINGS!!! Lowest

to:

ADVANTAGE, Box

622-C711, Pluckemin.

HARNESS AND THOROUGHBRED RACING HANDICAPPING PACKAGE
$31.95. Specify: Cassette.

of over

COMMODORE

FREE INFORMATION'

SOFTWARE EXCHANGE. Box

S382-CC. West Bloom-

field.

64. Vic

Michigan 48033.

CRYSTAL COAST SOFTWARE:

Educational, enter-

programs. ATARI. Tl. TIMEX/SINCLAIR. FREE catalog, program listing: P.O. Box 233.
Morehead. NC 28557.
taining, practical

on your computer. Re-

II,

Sayreville,

NJ 08872.

TRS-80
MODEL lll/IV PROTECTIVE COVERS — attractive,
custom-fitted, nylon. $13.95. Epson MX-60 cover.
$8 95. Other models available, dealers invited Check
or
to: C4S. P.O. Box 2006. Lehigh Valley. PA 16001

MO

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
$3000 00 per month spare time income with your
computer! Free details. Digatek Corporation. 2723
West Butler Drive. Suite B. Phoenix. AZ 85021.

...

trivia

48K and 1 disk drive. TRS-80 Mod IIII/4. Co
Commodore 64, Apple 11+ lie lie Specify
computer. Send $19.95 for AFM, P0 Boi 154.
Co

NJ 07978.

through disks/tutorials. IBM.
Apple. Sanyo, etc. Hardware. Software, Work Stations. Ryte Data. Box 210C. Mountain St.. Haliburton.
Ont. K0M I50 Canada. (705) 457-2774.

Diskette. Apple IUEC IBM PC.
20. Atari. TI-99/4A. TRS-80.

.

Canada T5N-3X1

quires

FREE COLOR COMPUTER CATALOG! New software

UME TEMPERATURE) TO/FROM

Metric systems plus
educational TIPs at fingertips. Specify Mono or color
adapter. Send $14.95 plus $2.00 tor shipping/handling to Landmark Software. INC.. PO Box 490.
Brooklyn. NY 11230.

PROGRAM—

Keep track of oil changes, etc. Add. Read and Print by
category and/or year. Supports up to 4 vehicles On
disk for Commodore 64. Send $15.95 to MIG Enterprise. PO Box 267. Old Chelsea Station. New York. NY

92105

units of

microcomputers and

peripherals for sale by owner IBM-PC. IBM-XT. Portable. Apple many others for complete listing send
$26 00 to: JEGAL CORP BOX 244. Wyckoff. New Jersey 07481.

PERSONAL COMPUTER

software publisher in need
500 new copy-writed or uncopy-writed prolearning, productivity, and per70% Commodore; 10% Apple: 10% IBM: 10%
Atari. Machine language with good graphics, content,
audio and play. Cash or cash with options. 1-(800) 8227990. or Entertainment Concepts. 630 North Shore
Drive. Kansas City. MO 64151.

grams

for leisure,

formance.

MAIL ORDER OPPORTUNITY!

Start profitable

home

business without experience or capital. Information
Order Associates. Inc.. Dept. 70. Montvale.
NJ 07645.
free. Mail

THE MASTER DIRECTORY
OF PRODUCTS FOR THE
IBM PC, PCXT, PCjr
AND MOST COMPATIBLES

ROSTER

creative coiRpatiRg's RETAIL
A DIRECTORY OF STORES AND THE PRODUCTS THEY CARRY
TO PLACE A LISTING CALL COLLECT: LOIS PRICE (212) 503-5115

ARIZONA

MARYLAND

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS Heath/Zenith
Computers Software. Peripherals BALTIMORE— 1713 E
Joppa Rd.. (301) 661-4446. ROCKVILLE— 5542 Nicholson Lane. (301 ) 881-5420.

Computers Software. Peripherals

CALIFORNIA
HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers Software. Peripherals ANAHEIM— 330 E Ball
Rd (714)7769420 CAMPBELL— 2350 S Bascom Ave
EL CERRITO— 6000 Pcftrero Ave (415)
236-8870 LA MESA— 8363 Center Drive. (714) 461-0110.
LOS ANOELES— 2309 S Flower St.. (213) 749-0261 POMONA -1555 N Orange Grove Ave. (714) 623-3543
.

(4081 377-8920

.

REDWOOD CITY— 2001 Middiefield Rd .(415)365-8155.
SACRAMENTO — 1860 Fulton Ave., (916) 486-1575.
WOODLAND HILLS -22504 Ventura Blvd (213) 883-0531
,

OKLAHOMA

—

PENNSYLVANIA

MASSACHUSETTS
SCIENCE FANTASY BOOKSTORE 18 Eliot. Harvard
Square. Cambridge. 02138 (617) 547-5917. Open 11-6.
Apple. Atari. IBM. Commodore 64.

MICROCON COMPUTER 8 SOFTWARE CENTER.
vers. Exit

23N

oft Rt. 128.

Wide selection

accessories for business and home.

Danand
purchases

of software

10%

off

over $250 with approved Microcon credit application. (617)

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS — Heath/Zenith

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith

Computers. Software. Peripherals PEABODY— 242 Andover St.. (617) 531-9330. WELLESLEY— 165 Worchester
Ave. (617) 237-1510.

DENVER— 5940

W.

CONNECTICUT
riVE SOFTWARE-Stam!ord-(203) 359-2604
Dediceted to excellence in microcomputers! Authorized
KAYPRO & ALTOS.

dealer lor

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS — Heath/Zenith

AVON— 395 W.

Main

St (Rt 44) (203)678-0323.

RHODE ISLAND
HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software, Peripherals.
Greenwich Ave (401 ) 738-5150

WARWICK— 558

TEXAS

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
E. DETROIT— 18149
HILLS—

Computers Software. Peripherals.

E Eight Mile Road. (313)772-0416 FARMINGTON
29433 Orchard Lake Road. (313) 555-4171.

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals. HOPKINS— 101 Shady
Oak Road (612) 938-6371 St. PAUL— 1645 White Bear Ave

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS — Heath/Zenith

(612)778-1211.

Computers. Software. Peripherals. HIALEAH— 4705 W.
16th Ave
(305) 823-2280 JACKSONVILLE— 8262 Arlington Expressway (904) 725-4554 PLANTATION— 7173
Broward Blvd (305) 791-7300 TAMPA— 4109 HillsDoroughAve (813)886-2541 FT LAUDERDALE— 7173 W.
Broward Blvd (305) 791-7300
.

.

MENTOR TECHNOLOGY.

—

UTAH
HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
MIDVALE— 58 East

Computers. Software. Peripherals.
7200 South. (801 566-4626.

MISSOURI

)

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers Software. Peripherals.
McKelvey Road (314) 291-1850

ST.

LOUIS— 3794

VIRGINIA
HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals.

NEBRASKA

GEORGIA

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals DALLAS 2715 Ross
826 4053 FORT WORTH— 6825-A Green Oaks
Road (817)737-8822 HOUSTON— 1704
Loop N. (713)
869-5263 NORTH HOUSTON— 5050 FM 1960 West (713)
583-1163 SAN ANTONIO— 7111 Blanco Road. (512) 3418876
Ave.. (214)

W

MINNESOTA

FLORIDA

W

—

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS Heath/Zenith
Computers Software. Peripherals PHILADELPHIA— 6318
Roosevelt Ave.. (215) 288-0180. FRAZER— 630 Lancaster Pike. (Rt. 30). (215) 647-5555. PITTSBURGH— 3482
Wm Penn Hwy.. (412)824-3564

.

MICHIGAN

Computers Software. Peripherals.

PERSONAL SOFTWARE, 146 Paoli Pike, Peon, 19355.
(21S) 296-2726. Software Specialists. Custom Programs, Canned Programs and Peripherals.

777-6440

COLORADO
Computers Software. Peripherals
38tn Ave (303) 422-3408

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals. OKLAHOMA CITY—
2727 Northwest Expressway (405) 848-7593

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith

ALEXANDRIA— 6201

Richmond Hwy.. (703) 765-5515. VIRGINIA
Independence Blvd.. (804)460-0997.

BEACH— 1055

3957 Pleasantdale Road. Atlanta. 30340 (404) 447-6236 Televideo. Eagle. OSM. Prowriter. Morrow. Business Software. Multi user specialists!

ple St.. (402) 391-2071

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS — Heath/Zenith

NEW HAMPSHIRE

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers Software. Peripherals SEATTLE— 505 8th

COMPUTER HUT

Ave .North. (206)682-2172 TUKWILA- 15439 53rd Ave
South, (206) 246-5358. VANCOUVER— 516 S.E. Chaklov
Dr.. (206)254-4441.

Computers Software. Peripherals.
Roswell Rd.. (404)252-4341

ATLANTA— 5285

OMAHA— 9207

Ma-

of New Englend— 101 Elm, Nashua.
03060. (603) 889-6317. Retail-Mailorder DISCOUNT
HOUSE for all your personal computing needa.

HAWAII
HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC

Computers Software. Peripherals.

CENTERS— Heath/Zenith

Computers. Software Peripherals. HONOLULU— 98-1254
Kaahumanu St. Pearl City. (808) 487-0029.

ANNOUNCING
—

WAYNE SOFTWARE 1459 Route #23. Wayne 07470.
(Across from Packanack Center) Books. Programs. Discount Prices! (201 628-7318.
)

LOMBARD-COMPLETE COMPUTING 890 E. Roosevelt
(312) 620-0808. Kaypro. Eagle. Victor. Atari. Commodore
64. Great Software Selection' Service/Training

—

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals. Chicago— 3462-66
Devon Ave.. (312) 583-3920. DOWNERS GROVE— 224
Ogden Ave .(312)852-1304

W

.

—

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith

MICRO-ED. DR.
Springs.

BUYERS GUIDE
* PERIPHERALS

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS — Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals. AMHERST— 3476
Sheridan Dr (716) 835-3090 ROCHESTER— 937 Jefferson Rd. (716) 424-2560. N. WHITE PLAINS— 7 Reservoir
Rd (914) 761-7690 Jericho, L.I. 15 Jericho Turnpike.
.

E 62nd St.. (317) 257-4321.

1984

TO PERSONAL COMPUTERS

ROMPAGE COMPULASER-COM-64/Pioneer
Computers. Software. Peripherals. INDIANAPOLIS— 2112

creative coiRpating's

NEW YORK

(516)334-8181.

INDIANA

..

NEW JERSEY

.

ILLINOIS

WASHINGTON

Interfaces, software.

NY 13459

LD-700.

Box 454. Sharon

(518)284-2460.

Here's advice you can trust on selecting
personal computers, peripherals and
electronic games- in a comprehensive
collection of product reviews and consumer -oriented shopping advice from
Creative Computing magazine You'll get
a rundown of what's new on the market
Analysis of new product performance,
reliability, operation, applications, costeven what land of repair service you can

expect Easy to-understand comparisons

between different models And much

NORTH CAROLINA

KANSAS

Sendio

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
MISSION— 5960 La-

Computers. Software. Peripherals.
mar Ave. (913) 362-4486.

Computers. Software. Peripherals.
W. Market St.. (919) 299-5390.

GREENSBORO— 4820

OHIO

KENTUCKY
HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals. Louisville

— 12401

Shelbyville Road. (502) 245-7811.

2202.

LOUISIANA
HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals KENNER
erans. Memorial Hwy. (504) 467-6321
.

NORTH COAST COMPUTERS. 650 Dover Center. Bay
Village 44140. 216-835-4345 100 N. Main. Chagrin Falls
Apple. Lisa. Vector Graphics. Hewlett-Packard. (216) 247-

— 1900 vet-

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals. CINCINNATI— 10133
Springfield Pike. Woodlawn. (513) 771-8850. CLEVELAND— 28100 Chagrin Blvd., (216) 292-7553. COLUM-

BUS— 2500 MORSE ROAD. (614) 475-7200 TOLEDO— 48
S.

Byrne Road, (419) 537-1887.

Creative Computing Buyer's Guide
CN 1914, Morrmown. NJ 07960

YESI Please rush me Creative Computing's I9S4 Buyers Guide to Personal Com
puters * Peripherals Enclosed is my
for S3 95 plus $1 for

check or money order
postage and handling

Mr /Mrs/Ms
Addir-y^
City

MB.

-Zip-

Cmm

IPtaaas mate chacfc payatte lo
ComMUng
Bum i Cud. CA. t* and MY Su» madanu pkxaa add
appacaMr lata lu PneaoumkUSA ia»

the creative computer mart
SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE SHOPPERS GUIDE

MEMOREX
FLZXIBLI DISCS

M

Sure
MUM

UMMdCt
BuSMSS • EOUCA'CfeUh • tlATA BASC • GAMCS •
UTliTCS • SCCNCC • MUSC • GRAPKS • «MANC*
Sang* c*Mg
ar* tm«0
IAV> Da»*
• MTfGf « da*s ar* GAMES • UTLfTtS •

iMpw
M
GWMS
O«MU SC & AuOC
e

bl/t

"or

tm *w

Ve»*

"K1H «*)

purchased software. As

— *-o Piiaugp m *»*g pa*v

rinM i* IwnitiiiliHil lor

1000

* r

• Fire • Theft •
•

•

Earthquake

Water

little

as

$3Vyr

WILL NOT BE UNDER
Free (S00)U5-M37

SOLDR Call
for

SAF EWARE™ Insurance provides full
replacement of hardware, media and

i.

90CNCS »Tt

WE

Ws insured?

pnecs and information Dealer

inquiries

COD

and

invited

s

accepted

covers

Power Surges

Damage

•

Auto Accident

PACIFIC

EXCHANGES

For information or immediate coverage call:

100 Foothill BWd
Sen Lui» Obnpo CA
93401 In Cal cat
(800)592 5935 or
1543 1037

1-800-848-3469
In Ohio call (614)

262 0559

(SAFEHflRE)
tfCT \KK. THK IVSI'KANCK

S

rOTI F

111

ACKNO

INC

..

••HSfcKJiii!-

CIRCLE 3ISON REAOER SERVICE CARD

QM REAPER SERVICE CARI

ROaouh t

COMPUTER

MAGAZINE

PROGRAMS

ATARI, VIC

Including disk and postage

WE TYPE

FOR:

We are a typing service Price includes all
the programs trom 3 top magazines tor
your computer Programs are typed, run
tested, and mailed to you on disk as scon
as possible each month

AMTYPE CORPORATION
7

1

20, Tl

Soft

by

system

Color Computer
Apple 11+ Commodore 64
only

—

$Q00
^

educators and trainers ol al d

tor

Feature

— PILOT-73 Instruction Set
—Five extensions to Instruction Set
—Command-driven Editor
—Test Function within the Editor
—Translates PILOT lessons to Applesoft E

P er
cassette

—On-line HELPs at three levels
Comprehensive 68-page User Guide
Hardware Requirements:

—Apple H with 48K RAM
One dak drive with 16-sector controller

— Video display

Offering, also

SAT

—Optional equipment Printer. Game paddte
Send check or money order tor only S29 95" each!
plus S2 00 shipping and handling lor each copy to P
Roxbury Software
P O Box 47 Dept C
Flanders. NJ 07836
NJ residents add 6% sales tax Outside USA/Can/|
Mex add SB 00 shipping each copy (Sorry.

Preparation

(5 cassettes)

Write lor free

list:

MOSES ENGINEERING
PO

COD
only.

35805

Huntsville. Al

s)

"Special Introductory Price good thru 12/31/

Box 11038

Copynght 1983 William A Wineburgfi
registered trademark ot

Telephone (205) 837-3356

Flexible

does

comes to
Disks, nobody

it

better than

Wabash.

TAPE WORLD

f

18002456000
'.^

maxell.

0
0

1

...

2D
FD 1
F0-2

.

Wf, SSD0.
iV. DSOO
f. SS00
r. 0SD0

I.N
2.M
3.1*

MasterCard. Visa Accepted
Call Free (800)235-4137

SV."

xm

r. SSOD
r. DSDD

2.(3

2S»

IV

I.M

IV

5%" 0500

2 S3

iV,-

EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd
San Luis Obispo CA
93401 UnCal call
(8051 543- 1037

5VSSD0

I.M

Mr

IV

2 S3

SV4"

DSOO

I.M
2.M

OSOO
SSOD
0$0D

HEIGHT

TM

5V*" Disk Drives

ssoo
DSDD

WE WILL BEAT ANY

100-2

$209.00

$189.00

APPLE
COMPATIBLE

im
2.M

PRICE!

Prices per cast of 10. Shipping 3.75 any size ordar

COO. or credit card. COD add 1.65
All ORDERS SHIPPED WITHIN 41 HOURS.
TDK and Maxell audio and video cassettes

Pre-paid.

Alto.

5V<

DISK DRIVES

$189.00
e Utilizes Shugart SA390 Mechanism
one year replacement warranty

full

CALL TOLL FREE
1

220 SPRING ST. BOX 361 BUTLER. PA 16001
412-283-8621
M-F 8:30-5:00

CIRCLE 310 ON REAOER SERVICE CARD

TANDON

IBM
V2

I.M
2.M

ELEPHANT

VERBATIM

PACIFIC

.3.24

SCOTCH

5VSSDD

Ml

APPLE|

DISK DRIVES

IBM

BASF

al

|| is

Apple

ot

I.M

1M/2D IV, DSDD

IM IV SSD0

SSD0
DS00

PILOT

INC

e Shugart SA455 DS/DD 360 KB
or Matsushita (same dnve)

iV

104/10

3740/14
3740/2D

TDK
5V

'<

\DySBO
.1.71

Soft

ROTARY SOFTWARE

and Applesoft are registered trademarks

COMPUTER

it

i

—Lessons can be modified m PILOT or in BASC

—
fyh^'

DAYS TOLL FREE

When

BASC

Lessons reside on
disk from authoring system to take lessons

—Resulting

Alphabet. Physics. Algebra,
Weather, Planetary Positions
and many others

(800) 521-3200

wabash

PILOT H"

William A Wmeourgh
An easy-toleam and smple-to-use aulhonn

99/4A

TRS 80

TYPED
AND MAILED ON DISK
C64 • ATARI • APPLE

—

Educational Programs for

800-227-3800 6X1456
for

orders only

FOR INFO OR TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
404-956-0903

WE SHIP COD.. CASHIER CHECK. OR
MONEY ORDER VISA. MASTER CARD
ADD 4%
BULLDOG COMPUTER PRODUCTS
100 GALLERIA

PKWY. STE 400

ATLANTA. GA 30339

cWeLt at i An reaMr URvtce caro

4

Qwabash
H

Maxell Floppy Disks

PROMPT

IC S

The Mini-Disks
with

SSSiSS...

5V4" $155

SKIS:*..

invited

each

5W'

Dealer inquiries

$189h

sains.-

C O D's

accepted Call

.-.1

'

SSL *i"
|?S°

i£

$1

^mf

EXCHANGES

NAFL

^

niouu
IN

available

the

For

COMTMOl WITH VOUN COMPUTIR

AMO
CONTROl
CONCIPTS llffNHMCNTMnTMCOWfVTIIIANOTlLtfMONf SYSTEMS
FNT1N»*CI ThCM LIAJW. HOW THET WMK WHAT THCT DO
AND
HOW TO GIT THlM TO WORK FO* YOU* A COM0H.ITI TlLlNtOMt
tNGINf IKING COURM IS INCLUOCO IN MONTHVV rMAFTIP* MMO
NO VOU THROUGH STEP CNOSSSA* ISS SUSSIE AND ATOMIC
SWITCHING STSTIWS' IRClUSIVf COVIMAG* IN aXHOG-CAL COAMVT
NO SYSTEMS TOO- COMPUTERS ANO TELEPHONES ARt THE IUTLMH
THIS PUfM. IC ATK>N It AN A OLUT1 MUST FOR f VtRTOMt IMTIRtSTIO

J

Fargo.

jiPt^-i

MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED
24 000 South Peons Aye (gjot 267-4961
w,< *WI-^»V1
BtCC.S

OK

»/

\

74421

or "— —com* S i^rax-i »«• •*--•• euaaKl to orwia* <••«• m»»
M on toma par* Hue to ona «* alcanas V>m*9 •» •wtwanc* •**<

ND 58103 1 -701 -280-01 21

PERSONALIZED

UCNtl

ITS NINO MTRITTIN 'OK TMI
DrftCOVfft THf
If MM) THf Vf «t*TILIT> Of MOOtftN C 0»J pHj T | ». COtNMND

SKxs
sk>8
4Kx8
?Kx8

16K.K8

UPS CASH COD
Factory New. Prime Pert*

THE GENEALOGY PROGRAM

DISKETTE DISPLAY

THf OMIT PUBLICATION

UHI

S Surt*H2

ns $3434
ns
2626
ns
477
ns
462
ns
1 21

MasterCard VISA or

Software Services"

computer experimenter'

NOW M

O*

32K«8

27C64

COO

I805I54.11III7

5th Si

16K.1

27256
27128

1-800-634-2248
.

Jkdr

64Kit
64Kxi

300 ns S4997
18 77
300 ns
200 ns 2250
6.50
250 ns
6.37
250 ns
3.50
450 ns
STATIC RAM
6264LP-15
150 ns $31.25
6116P-3
6.36
150 ns

cash
Visa, MasterCard. Cert chk M/O.
Get imfnediala shipment Schools A govt onPO •
Personal or company checks held 1 4 days
APO. FPO Can and other non-UPS delivered. addSS

KM) Foothill Blvd San Luis
San Lui» Obispo CA'M4U1
Cal oil (8(M)| 592-5935 or

256KH

2764
2732
2716

[

PACIFIC

TOLL
I Hit

150
200
150
200
200

2S6Kxi

EPROM

^Sh

24 Hour Order Desk

235-4137

(800)

256K
256K
64K
64K
16K

FREE * DELIVERY
5W' $135
each

FREE

DYNAMIC RAM

6 Year Warranty- 100% Certified

maximum quality.

DELIVERY!!!!

SAME DAY SHIPPING (USUALLY!

Flexible Diskettes

What You've been missing

—

C/lncesfry Link"

one you've alt
been waiting }or*

X^/t«*

Fe.ilunfX] IN? Innovdlive

LINKAGE ANALYZER '"
Professional and Family
System used Worldwide XXX) Ancestor

An Easy to Use

mil pui

H

J.

TIM

SUISCRIPTIOM $14
can $2 Ml

tX

ISARJPU

ttlUliniM

COMPUTEL-me

complete

4 I

PlfcWMWt

SOURCE

for

»

(MM

everyone

•

You can now do tne things you ve only heard about.
right m the privacy of your own home Indispensable
reference tophreaks and hackers Learn how to get
all kinds of computer programs FREE Get the inside
story of big business Systems -their quirks and flaws
-and remain up to dafe with vital occurrences withm
the computer industry Computel is a publication designed for everyone who has an intense curiosity of
computer systems, containing a wealth of hard to find
nforma tion, codes, and numbers Published monthly

•

i

I

am the expert of

SEVEN years of Genealogical Computing
SWFWNG INCL
FORMAHUAl AND DlSXt T 11 S
PHASE SPtClfl APPLE " OR IBM "

TO OflQE B Sf ND $6995

VISA 4 UASrEPCHARGE ACCEPTED
Sf ND CARD NUMBER. EXP DATE AND SIGNATURE

1-2-3

•THINK

Qooapvtsl HAIisMof Scctely
VAN NUYSBL.#161-C'VANNUYS CA 91401

asaHUZsmm-

own

Display your memorable or favor 5'V diskette
on this stylish, clear acrylc display tor just
S49 00 (8"H x 6"W)
We can also engrave your personal or humor
messages on this display for SO 40 per letter
with 40 letters maximum For example:

• On this diskette is my first computer program
• Run this program when you think of me
Program-

i

6354

Storage. Fast In- Memory Scrolling, too Entry
Fields Sorting and Indexing Customize Your
Fteports Automatic Proofreader Report
A Self-teaching Tutorial Uses 1 or 2 Disk Drives
Works with the AppleMI+. lie.
the IBM" PC
& XT & PCjr and any Compatibles Backed by

PUT A PERSONAL TOUCH
ON YOUR FAVOR DISKETTE
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THE HOME PRESTIOrGITATOR

only
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$19.95
•for

TS2068, C-64, VIC-20. ATARI.
& MC-10 only $29 95

TI99/4A. CoCo

Save money, learn about the exciting world of home
computing and have fun doing it with the new

HOME PAC ,M

HOME PAC™ with 21 page user manual
covers educational, graphics, recreational, home
finance and utility applications.
Great tool for learning to program in BASIC
Programs are listable and manual includes section
The

on

m odification tips

10 DAY MONEY BACK G UARANTEE
Please add S2 00 shipping and handling to order
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YOUR SEARCH

How to use computers to

OVER

teach math!

For

COMPUTERS IN

your

all

Computer Software.
Hardware & Accessories
Great Service

Low

-

MATHEMATICS:

Prices

Call 1-800-237-3500

Call or write for our

Now that more and more math departments have access to a microcomputer, the problem becomes: How to use the computer effec-

FREE CATALOGUE

COMPUTER
PO

NY

366. Brooklyn

Box

A SOURCE BOOK OF IDEAS

212-246-0300

In N.Y. State

11229

CIRCLE 319 ON READER SERVICE CARD

,

tively as a teaching aid?
Here's where COMPUTERS IN MATHEMATICS can help you.
This book of reprints from Creative Computing magazine is a goldmine of learning ideas, problem-solving strategies, programming
hints, puzzles, brain teasers, and much more!
COMPUTERS IN MATHEMATICS covers nine subject areas:

• Computer
in

literacy

and computers

society

• Thinking strategies and how

to

solve problems.

• Computer simulations and how

to

write them.

•

&d

• Mathematical miscellany, from

.cPlc

**&?)f

&

to*

&**

circular functions to differential

equations.

unique club
beats them all

DISK-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB

P0 BOX

FAIR

116.

Probability.

LAWN N

• Art and graphics and
to mathematics.

their relation

• Computer Assisted Instruction

J 07410 0116

(CAD
8'/4"

• Programming style.
• Puzzles, problems and program-

ming
!1:T«*»:iI»l l:l*.W a;Ma :mfJ|iMT;l
,

,

flexible disks
for prices

Dealer

COD.

(800)235-4137
and information.

ideas.

COMPUTERS IN MATHEMATICS contains 77 fascinating
over 200 problems for assignment, and nearly 100 programs.
Edited and with a preface by David H. Ahl, Editor-in-Chief of
Creative Computing, this immensely practical volume is an invaluable classroom tool for teachers and students of all grades.
USE THE COUPON TO ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY!
M °9B
HcREATIVE COMPUTING PRESS Morns
HT p Plains. New Jersey 07950
'

)

Please send me
A Sourcebook of Ideas,

and charge cards

accepted.

softcover,

articles,

invited.

inquiries

11".

In all,

©TDK]
Call Free

x

hundreds of black-and-white
diagrams and illustrations.

CHECK ONE:

al

copies of COMPUTERS IN MATHEMATICS
$15 95. plus $2 00 postage & handling* each « 12D

Payment enclosed $
add applicable
American Express

residents
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Card No

(CA

NJ and

NY STATE

sales tax
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.
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Big Game Hunting?
Try Baggin' Our Dragon.
It's

game

the biggest

in

town

dragon, of course, is Wizardry— that
unique series of computer recreation
programs designed for Apple users who are

Our

diversion that turns your leisure time
into prime time.

seeking the ultimate "big game" challenge.
Since its debut, Wizardry has been the

A simple command

best-selling

computer game of

its

Wizardry

is

powerful and sophisticated.
system, 3D maze dis-

and superb programming provide you
with month after month of involvement and
plays

kind.

For a very good reason:

satisfaction.

Because Wizardry is more than just
a game, more than a diabolically
clever maze.
Wizardry is a complex world of variety
and depth. A world of richness and

Four years old and still growing, the
is already recognized by critics and
lovers as a classic.
Simply stated, Wizardry is the finest fan-

game
game

computer game you

tasy role-playing

can buy.

pleasure.

on the best. Track down
Wizardry— the biggest game in town.
Set your sights

Packed with suspense, full of surprises,
Wizardry is enchanting— a compelling

Enter the World of Wizardry
A

Classic Encounter

Proving Grounds of the

Legacy of Llylgamyn
The Third Scenario
A spellbinder that advances the classic

Mad Overlord
The

First

Scenario

game you have ever
A fascinating 10-level maze full

traditions of Wizardry. Find the great
dragon L'kbreth and save the people of

Unlike any other
played.

of

Llylgamyn. Includes

screen

maze

dis-

monsters, sorcery, traps and treasures. As
you gain skills, the characters you create
grow stronger, richer, wiser and better
able to survive. The final goal is elusive.

play and Windo-Wizardry, the revolutionary pop-up window graphics system. Requires brave adventurers of any level

Your experience

developed

.

.

.

unforgettable.

in

"...

Knight of Diamonds
The Second Scenario

Wiziprint

This classic journey should only be attempted with those Wizardry heroes who
have attained the 13th level of ability in
PROVING GROUNDS. Their challengeand yours— to adventure through a sixlevel maze and become the Knight of Dia-

A

—

monds.

PROVING GROUNDS.

A Landmark

Twice voted "All Time Most Popular ComSoftalk Readers
puter Program"

full

in

Graphics Advance—Softalk

ment" and "The Best Yet"

Character Statistics Printout
helpful utility program that prints the
known spells
your Wizardry characters. Quick,
neat and easy-to-read. For use with 80-

possessions, attributes and
of all

column

printers. Compatible with all
Wizardry scenarios. A real timesaver!

First-rate fantasy!

"Wiziprint is a very handy
ardent Wizardry players

Awarded "Best Adventure Game for the
Home Computer"
Mfrs. Association of America

utility

— Roe R. Adams

—Game

disk for
Softalk

III,

LOOK FOR THE DRAGONSYMBOL OF WIZARDRY.
PROMISE OF EXCELLENCE.
48k
All software available for Apple II series computer
Coming soon for the Macintosh
Proving Grounds also available for IBM PC and PCjr 64k
6 MAIN

STREET

OGDENSBURG.

NY

13369

(315) 393-6633

SOFTWARE

INC.

ST

LEADERS IN COMPUTER FANTASY ROLE-PLAYING

CIRCLE 217 ON READER SERVICE CARD
Apple

is

a registered trademark o( Apple Computer Inc IBM

is

a registered trademark ol International Business Machines Wizardry

a

a registered trademark ot

Sir

Tech Software tnc

he one-stop, microcomputer shopping center

r

A full range of printers,

Heath/Zenith...

Two great names in one

peripherals and furniture.

all-service store.

Trust us to

A computer purchase

is

the beginning

a long-term partnership between
you and the people you buy from. Your
ongoing need for software, peripherals, accessories and add-on circuit
boards requires a partner who will
stand by you with a growing line of
products to meet your needs. Heath/
Zenith will be that strong partner for
you. Look at what we have to offer.
of

A fine selection of
microcomputers.
The H/Z 100

compatible drive, printer or

They have mas-

sive storage, flexible expansion capability and they include the MS*-

DOS

operating system. Our desktop and
portable 150 Series PC's are IBM*
compatible. They come with a standard 128 KB user memory and are

loaded with enhanced features.

All

models are available in kit or fully
factory assembled and tested.

Your headquarters for
add-on boards.

We have a full line of

"Heath checked"
boards for IBM and Heath/Zenith
PC's. Decide what your computer
should do; we've got boards like AST

SIX-PAK PLUS* and Access 1-2-3
Modem to do it at the right price.
Those "Best of Breed" boards come
with complete instructions and our
own 90 day money-back guarantee.

modem

works best. And to keep both operator and computer at maximum
efficiency, we carry a full line of functional, comfortable computer furniture.
that

The best software a store
can stock.
The

right software is as important as
the computer itself.
offer the latest
versions of best-selling management
tools, word processing, accounting,

We

data base

series computers run

8- or 16-bit software.

Educational Systems self-paced,
can help you earn

self-study courses

match your computer to the

management and home edAnd we make sure

ucation software.

our software

is

up

to date

and com-

petitively priced.

all

about a programming language

or operating system. Learn what you
want, when you want. Another reason
why Heath/Zenith is the Strong
Partner you can depend on.

Service and support.
Prompt, professional service and
assistance is available nationally
through Heathkit Electronic Centers,**
Zenith Data Systems for commercial
users, or through Heath factory
servicing and phone-in technical
assistance.

Complete, integrated computer hardware and software, designed to serve
and grow with you - that's what to
in a strong partner. And with
Heath/Zenith you get it all... in one

look for

We will teach you.
We have the education experience to
help you understand your purchase
before you buy. So, you can get more
than a computer; you can get the

knowledge

to

stop.

Make one

stop at your

Heathkit Electronic Center.

make work at full
it

potential.

71 stores throughout the U.S.

and Canada.

Consult your telephone white pages

Or,

you can teach yourself.

for locations.

Gain true mastery over the computer.
Master the software!
Heathkit/Zenith

Heath

Heath/Zenith
Company
Units of Ventechnology Electronics Corporation

CP-232

